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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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Session 3: British and Foreign
Tuesday, May 15, 2018, at 3:00 PM
British Commonwealth
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . .
Aden . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ascension . . . . . . . . . . .
Australian States. . . . . . . .
Bahrain. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bermuda . . . . . . . . . . . .
British Honduras . . . . . . . .
Canadian Provinces . . . . . .
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cayman Islands . . . . . . . .
Ceylon . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Falkland Islands . . . . . . . .
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . . . . .
India . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika .
Mafia Island . . . . . . . . . .
Mauritius . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montserrat . . . . . . . . . . .
New Britain. . . . . . . . . . .
Nigeria . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Northern Rhodesia. . . . . . .
St. Helena . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Kitts-Nevis . . . . . . . . .
Sierra Leone . . . . . . . . . .
Solomon Islands . . . . . . . .
South African States . . . . . .
South West Africa . . . . . . .
Straits Settlements. . . . . . .
Trinidad & Tobago . . . . . . .
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. .
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. .
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Asia, Middle East and Africa
Bhutan . . . .
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Indonesia . .
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Jordan . . . .
Korea (North)
Lebanon . . .
Liberia . . . .
Saudi Arabia .
Turkey . . . .
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Latin America
Argentina.
Bolivia . .
Colombia.
Honduras
Mexico . .
Panama .
Uruguay .
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Session 4: U.S. Postal History
Wednesday, May 16, 2018, at 10:00 AM

Europe and Colonies
Albania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Andorra . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Belgium and Colonies . . . . . . .
Bosnia & Herzegovina . . . . . . .
Bulgaria . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Czechoslovakia: Carpatho-Ukraine
France and Colonies. . . . . . . .
German Area . . . . . . . . . . .
Italian Area. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Liechtenstein. . . . .
Monaco . . . . . . .
Netherlands . . . . .
Poland . . . . . . . .
Portuguese Colonies
Romania . . . . . . .
Russia . . . . . . . .
San Marino. . . . . .
Scandinavia . . . . .
Switzerland . . . . .
Vatican . . . . . . . .
Western Ukraine . . .
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.1037-1040
. . . . .
.1041-1046
. . . . .
.1047-1076
. . . . .
.1077-1080
. . . . .
.1081-1084
. . . . .
. . . .1085
. .
. . . .1086
. .
.1087-1125
. . . . .
.1126-1153
. . . . .
.1154-1199
. . . . .

Numismatic
Currency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1328-1329
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Session 5: U.S. Stamps Part 1
Thursday, May 17, 2018, at 10:00 AM
U.S. Stamps
Postmasters’ Provisionals . . . . . . . . . . .
1847 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1851 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1857 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1861-1866 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1867 Grilled Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875 Re-issue of the 1861-1866 Issues. . . .
1869 Pictorial Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues . . . . . . .
1890 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1893 Columbian Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1894-1898 Bureau Issues . . . . . . . . . . .
1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue . . . . . . . . .
1901 Pan-American Issue . . . . . . . . . . .
1902-1908 Regular & Commemorative Issues
1908-1910 Washington-Franklins, DL Wmk. .
1909 Bluish Paper Issue. . . . . . . . . . . .

.2136-2146
. . . . .
.2147-2207
. . . . .
.2208-2274
. . . . .
.2275-2359
. . . . .
.2360-2456
. . . . .
.2457-2501
. . . . .
.2502-2507
. . . . .
.2508-2595
. . . . .
.2596-2679
. . . . .
.2680-2700
. . . . .
.2701-2758
. . . . .
.2759-2835
. . . . .
.2836-2853
. . . . .
.2854-2871
. . . . .
.2872-2941
. . . . .
.2942-2963
. . . . .
.2964-2976
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Session 6: U.S. Stamps Part 2
Friday, May 18, 2018, at 10:00 AM
U.S. Stamps
1909 Commemorative Issues . . . . . . . .
1910-1911 Washington-Franklins, SL Wmk .
1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue . . . . . .
1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues . . .
1918-1923 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1922-1925 Regular Issue . . . . . . . . . .
1923-2002 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Airmail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special Delivery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Registry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postage Due . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Offices in China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newspaper Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parcel Post. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Booklets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carriers and Locals . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sanitary Fair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postal Stationery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Revenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Duck Stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Misc. Back-of-the-Book . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . . .
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. . . . .
.3135-3187
. . . . .
.3188-3207
. . . . .
.3208-3255
. . . . .
.3256-3328
. . . . .
.3329-3348
. . . . .
.3349-3350
. . . . .
.3351-3369
. . . . .
.3370-3377
. . . . .
.3378-3424
. . . . .
.3425-3440
. . . . .
.3441-3453
. . . . .
.3454-3455
. . . . .
.3456-3459
. . . . .
.3460-3463
. . . . .
.3464-3471
. . . . .
.3472-3627
. . . . .
.3628-3638
. . . . .
.3639-3646
. . . . .

Confederate States
Postal History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3647-3714
. . . . .
Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3715-3760
. . . . .

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
Canal Zone . .
Cuba . . . . . .
Guam . . . . .
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Philippines . . .
Ryukyus . . . .
Samoa . . . . .
United Nations .
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.3761-3765
. . . . .
. . . .3766
. .
.3767-3768
. . . . .
.3769-3787
. . . . .
.3788-3791
. . . . .
.3792-3812
. . . . .
. . . .3813
. .
. . . .3814
. .

Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Recommended Auction Agents
		Frank Mandel						Purser and Associates			Trevor Chinery BA				Lorenz Kirchheim GBR				Charles E. Cwiakala				
		P.O. Box 157 						PO Box 369							United Kingdom					Op de Höh 21								1527 S. Fairview Avenue
		 New York, NY 10014			 Bronxville, NY 10708			 Tel: 01205-330026				 D - 22395 Hamburg 					 Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
		Tel: 212-675-0819				Tel: 857-928-5140				Fax: 01572-813226				D - 22395 Hamburg 					Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
		Fax: 212-366-6462				Fax: 781-658-2567				trevortrilogy@aol.com		Tel: 040-645-322-41					CECwiakala@aol.com
		busybird1@me.com			info@pursers.com															lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de
		Jochen Heddergott				Nick Martin						Jean Lancaster		
		Bauerstrasse 9 D-8000		LoveAuctions						United Kingdom
		Miinchen 40 Germany		United Kingdom					Tel: 020-8547-1220
		Tel: 089-272-1683				Tel: 01-20546-0968				Fax: 020-8547-3739
		Fax: 089-272-1685				Cell: 0770 376-6477			jean.lancaster@lineone.net
mail@philagent.com
nick@loveauctions.co.uk

		

Symbols Used

êê
Mint Never Hinged								* Cover							NYFM New York Foreign Mail
ê
Mint with Gum										
Used							TC		 Trial Color Proof
		(ê)			Unused, No Gum/Regummed			S			Specimen					SL		 Straight Line
		R				Reprint														E			Essay							MS			Manuscript
		P				Proof															r
Piece		
		o.g.			Original gum														Block											

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)		
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2018 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Session 3
Sale 713 Part 3
Tuesday, May 15, 2018
Beginning at 3:00 P.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 701-1327
British Commonwealth
Europe and Colonies
Asia, Middle East and Africa
Latin America

1

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

British Commonwealth

701

)
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), attractive example on small cover to Birmingham with light black cancellation; “Birmingham, Au.14, 1841" receiving backstamp, Fine. SG 2.
Estimate $200 - 300

702

m
Great Britain, 1878, Queen Victoria, 10s greenish gray, Maltese Cross watermark (74), clear “105”
London duplex cancel, F.-V.F. A very attractive example of this difficult high-value., Scott $3,250. SG 128; £3,200
($4,390).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

703

704

703

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, Imperial Crowns watermark (110), barred ellipse cancels, F.-V.F., Scott $3,000. SG 185; £2,800 ($3,840).
Estimate $600 - 800

704

HH
Great Britain, 1902-10, King Edward VII, ½d to 1s (127-138, 144-150), a bright, fresh set including the
five perf 15x14 values; mixed printings, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Each cataloged as the cheapest variety. Rarely
offered never hinged., Scott $1,074. SG 215//314.
Estimate $400 - 600

2
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

706

708

707

705

HH
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (209), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,500. SG 438. S.G. Spec.
£1,100 ($1,510).
Estimate $500 - 750

706

H
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (209), o.g. with only the barest trace of hinging, exceptionally fresh and
well centered, Very Fine, Scott $800. SG 438; £750 ($1,030).
Estimate $350 - 500

707

H
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (209), exceptionally fresh, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $850. SG
438; £750 ($1,030).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 708
708

HH
Great Britain, 1934, King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (222-224),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,275. SG 450/2. S.G. Spec. £1,120 ($1,540).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 709
709

HH
Great Britain, 1939-48, King George VI “Square” high values, 2s6d to £1 complete (249-251A, 275),
o.g., never hinged, 10s indigo with corner sheet margin selvage, Very Fine, Scott $510. SG 476/8c; £425 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

710

HHa
Great Britain, 1997, Queen Elizabeth II, deep green (as used for 2p), light grey (as used for the 29p),
flame (as used for 1st class, undenominated trials), full panes of 100, a limited supply of these were discovered,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; each with photocopies of 2017 R.P.S.L. certificates that were issued for the discovery
set of sheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
Sheets of three trials of the Machin head, produced in 1997, have come to light in this the 51st anniversary of the
introduction of Arnold Machin’s iconic portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. The Machin definitives were first printed in
lithography in 1980 as Royal Mail expanded its range of suppliers. However, by the mid-1990s it had decided that
all the standard definitives should be printed in gravure. At the time The House of Questa, based in south London,
did not have gravure capability. As the company wished to participate in all future tenders for Royal Mail stamps,
whether printed by litho or gravure, in gummed or self-adhesive versions in sheets or stamp booklets, it decided
to make a major investment in a gravure press and an automated booklet maker. To achieve the best, Questa
partnered with a number of highly qualified and renowned organisations to deliver the skills, processes and
technology required to ensure it would be ready for production in less than 18 months. Courvoisier, based in
Switzerland, was at that time arguably the finest gravure stamp printer in Europe. The company agreed to assist
Questa with technical advice and cylinder making. As part of this process Royal Mail gave permission for a print
trial at Courvoisier using the Machin head: the original material to enable the trial to take place was supplied by
Questa. Part of the thinking at the time was that Courvoisier might undertake the production of the cylinders
needed for final stamp printing on behalf of Questa, but this did not materialise. The undenominated trials were
produced in October 1997 in sheets of 100 (from larger sheets of 200 guillotined in two) with the Courvoisier
imprint along the vertical margins. They exist in three colours: deep green (as used for the 2p), light grey (as used
at the time for the 29p), and flame (as used for 1st class). Courvoisier had printed the then current Kenya
definitives, these being of the same overall size as the Machin definitives. As a consequence, the trials were
printed on coated paper without phosphor bands, and have perforation 15 x 14. However, the stamp image is
slightly smaller than that used on Machin definitives. Barry Robinson, then Design Director of Royal Mail, visited
Courvoisier to see the preparations. It is believed the trial sheets were printed on one of the small gravure printing
presses at Courvoisier, some being printed during the visit. The gravure press and the automated booklet line
were produced by ATN in France. The new machinery would not fit within Questa’s original base in Camberwell:
the move to Byfleet was part of the development. Courvoisier was founded in 1880 and started printing stamps in
1937. It was noted for the high quality of its photogravure work, but sadly it ceased trading in 2001.

Ex 711

Ex 712

711

HH
Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1914-22, ½d to 1s complete, Royal Cypher Simple watermark (J1-J8),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $551. SG D1/8. S.G. Spec. £505 ($690).
Estimate $300 - 400

712

HH
Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1924-31, ½d to 2s6d complete, Block Cypher watermark (J9-J17),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $730. SG D10/18. S.G. Spec. £769 ($1,060).
Estimate $350 - 500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain - Bermuda

Ex 713

Ex 714

Ex 715

713

HH
Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1936-37, ½d to 2s6d complete, E 8 R watermark (J18-J25), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $481. SG D19/26. S.G. Spec. £489 ($670).
Estimate $200 - 300

714

H
Aden, 1937, Dhow, ½a-10r complete (1-12), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott
$1,406 for NH. SG 1/12; £1,200 for NH ($1,650).
Estimate $400 - 600

715

H
Ascension, 1924, Badge of the Colony, ½d-3s complete (10-21), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$434. SG 10/20; £350 ($480).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 716

Ex 717

Ex 718

716

H/(H)
Australian States: Queensland, 1900, Patriotic Fund, 1d-2d complete (B1-B2), #B1 is hinged, B2
has disturbed o.g.; light bends on #B1, thin on B2, F.-V.F., very difficult set, Scott $825. SG 264a/b.
Estimate $200 - 300

717

H
Bahrain, 1933-37, King George V, overprints on India 3p-5r complete (1-19), the 5r is the scarcer upright watermark, the second 2d is the scarcer small die, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $597. SG 1/19; £650
($890).
Estimate $300 - 400

718

HH
Bahrain, 1938-41, King George VI, Definitives complete, 3p-25r (20-37), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,000. SG 20/37; £1,000 ($1,370).
Estimate $500 - 750

719

H
Bermuda, 1918, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (54), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $400. SG 55.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Bermuda - Canadian Provinces

720

H
Bermuda, 1918, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (54), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $400. SG 55; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

721

H
British Honduras, 1906, King Edward VII, $5 gray green & black (71), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and
exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $375. SG 93; £375 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

722

m
Canadian Provinces: New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), clear to large margins with bright,
truly vibrant color and a perfectly struck mute oval grid cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

723

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1911 Royal Family issue complete (104-114), includes both
shades of the 1¢, 2¢ & 8¢, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200

724

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1929, 1¢ green & 3¢ orange brown, imperf sheet margins
(163 & 165 vars.), 1¢ at right, 3¢ at bottom, both in pair with normal, o.g., never hinged, 1¢ Very Fine, 3¢ Fine,
Unitrade C$650 ($490). Unitrade 163i, 165i.
Estimate $200 - 300

725

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1932, 5¢ deep violet, imperf between, die II (191g), right sheet
margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $325. SG 325. Unitrade 191g; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

726

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1932, 25¢ gray, imperf between (197c), corner sheet margin
vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged; couple very faint toned spots—virtually invisible on front, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

727

)
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1933 Gilbert issue (212-225), the complete set on a First Day
Cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

728

729

728

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1933, 2¢ Gilbert, double impression (213b), o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. A choice example of this dramatic and rare printing error., Scott $1,000. Unitrade 213b;
C$1,600+ ($1,200).
Estimate $500 - 750

729

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1947, 4¢ Princess Elizabeth, imperf vertically (269b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, typical centering, Very Fine for this, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

730

m
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic” & 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, with period after “1921" (C2, C3), Very Fine used, Scott $410. Unitrade C2, C3b; C$570 ($430). (Photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

731

732

731

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, “A” of “AIR” under “a” of “Trans” (C2c), o.g., F.-V.F. Only 400 were issued, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

732

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, small comma after “POST” (C2 var.), o.g., F.-V.F. Only 400 were issued, Unitrade C$400 for Fine ($300). Unitrade C2ii.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 733
733

m
Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, 1851-57, 1d to 6d Pence Issue (1-5), all with light cancels and virtually four margins; the 6d dark green has a small edge thin and light corner crease, otherwise F.-V.F. and completely
sound, Scott $4,175.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

734

s
Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, 1851, 6d yellow green, bisected (4a), diagonal half in pair with a
full 6d tied by mute oval grids on a large piece (nearly complete right half) of a cover to Inverness, Scotland; postmarked clear strike of Antigonish split-ring c.d.s., Oct 4, 1858, on the reverse; the pair has large margins all around
except that it barely touches at the upper left corner, a choice, affordable example of this rare bisect; with 2018
Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $5,350 for a full cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

8
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

735

736

735

m
Canada, 1851, Beaver, 3d red, laid paper (1), with a vertical vergé line, clear to mostly large margins
and light target cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

736

m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), exceptionally fresh with three large margins, cut just to outer frame line at bottom, light target cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

737

)
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), four good margins, barely tied by bold target cancel on outer folded letter from Montreal to Kingston, C.W.; postmarked clear red Montreal split ring c.d.s.,
Jun 8, 1853, and backstamped red Kingston on Jun 10, F.-V.F.; with 2014 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott
$3,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

738

739

738

m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, major re-entry (4 var.), the top stamp in a vertical pair, position A47,
wonderfully fresh with generous, perfectly balanced margins; vertical crease at left, Extremely Fine appearance. A
pretty example of this striking re-entry, with most of the details unobstucted by the partial target cancels, Unitrade
C$1,600 for VF ($1,200). Unitrade 4vii.
Estimate $200 - 300

739

m
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d slate gray (5), strong color with clear to mostly large margins and a
light Toronto diamond grid cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500
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740

741

740

m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue (7), rich color with clear to large margins, a light target cancel
and a partial red transit marking at upper left, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $400 - 600

741

H
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, ½d rose (8), o.g., wide margins at left & right, close but well clear at top &
bottom, F.-V.F.; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

742

743

742

m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, 7½d green (9), exceptionally fresh with four small, even margins, marvelous color and a light cancel, Fine, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

743

m
Canada, 1857, Prince Albert, 6d reddish purple, very thick soft wove paper (10), clear to large margins with fresh, unmistakable color and a light Toronto diamond grid cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1981 & 2013 Greene
Foundation certificates, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

744

746

744

m
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ red lilac, double epaulette variety (17 var.), fresh and centered exceptionally well with a clear circular grid cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 Greene Foundation certificate, Unitrade C$1,000 ($750). Unitrade 17v.
Estimate $300 - 400

745

m/)
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ (shades), small specialized group (17/17b). 16 stamps and a
cover, theoretically sorted by shade, though we can’t vouch for the accuracy; includes five perforation
12x11¾—one of those with the double epaulette variety; the stamp on cover is an attractive copy with a captured
imprint in the top margin, but with a somewhat heavy file fold through the stamp. Overall condition is Average-Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

746

(H)
Canada, 1859, Queen Victoria, 12½¢ yellow green (18), unused without gum, quite well centered with
bright, fresh color, F.-V.F., Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
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747

748

749

747

H
Canada, 1859, Jacques Cartier, 17¢ slate blue (19a), an attractive, large-margined single, trace of o.g.,
bright and fresh with ample to large margins; faint horizontal crease, Very Fine, Scott $5,250 for pair.
Estimate $300 - 400

748

H
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 1¢ brown red (22), large part o.g., exceptional centering; rich, vibrant
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

749

(H)
Canada, 1875, Large Queen, 5¢ olive green, perf 11¾x12 (26 var.), unused without gum, fresh and
nicely centered, Very Fine; with 1992 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $1,600. Unitrade 26iv; C$2,500 ($1,880).
Estimate $600 - 800

750

751

750

m
Canada, 1879, Large Queen, 15¢ deep violet, very thick paper (30c), unusually fresh and quite well
centered with a clear 3-ring target cancel, nearly Very Fine. A most attractive example of this scarce printing., Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

751

m
Canada, 1879, Large Queen, 15¢ deep violet, very thick paper (30c), fresh and well centered, canceled light “OTTAWA” in circular grid; bottom perforations slightly blunted, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

752

HH/H Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black (34), gutter strip of 4, o.g., end stamps never hinged, Very Fine,
Unitrade C$550 ($410). Unitrade 34iii.
Estimate $200 - 300
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753

Ha
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black (34), block of 25, o.g., lightly hinged, quite well centered; small
thin lower left stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. to Extremely Fine, Scott $563.
Estimate $150 - 200

755

754
754

(H)
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black, imperf (34a), horizontal pair, unused without gum, Very Fine.
Only 400 stamps were issued imperforate, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

755

H
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black, imperf (34a), horizontal pair, o.g., Very Fine. Only two sheets
of 200 are recorded; with 2003 Gratton certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 756

757

758

756

HH/H Canada, 1870-90, Small Queens, group of four (35, 36, 37, 43a), 1¢ yellow (#35), bottom margin single with partial imprint, light natural gum bend, o.g., lightly hinged; 2¢ green (#36), o.g., never hinged; 3¢ orange
red (#37) regummed; 6¢ chocolate (#43a), o.g., lightly hinged, small natural paper inclusion bottom margin; the 2¢
& 6¢ with certificates, F.-V.F., Scott $795.
Estimate $250 - 350

757

H
Canada, 1870, Small Queen, 1¢ yellow, imperf (35b), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and
fresh with large balanced margins; small corner crease at lower right, Very Fine appearance, Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200

758

H
Canada, 1873, Small Queen, 1¢ yellow, perf 11½x12 (35d var.), slightly disturbed o.g., nicely centered
with vibrant color, Very Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450). Unitrade 35vii.
Estimate $200 - 300
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759

760

761

759

HH
Canada, 1872, Small Queen, 2¢ green (36), a bright, fresh, nicely centered Jumbo, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $170. Unitrade C$300 ($220).
Estimate $150 - 200

760

H
Canada, 1872, Small Queen, 2¢ deep green on yellowish paper, imperf (36a), lower right sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh with huge margins, Extremely Fine. In total, 600 imperforate
stamps were produced for all printings of the 2¢ Small Queen., Scott $725. Unitrade 36iii; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $400 - 600

761

H
Canada, 1877, Small Queen, 10¢ dull rose lilac (40), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and well centered with
lovely, soft color, Very Fine, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

762

763

762

H
Canada, 1877, Small Queen, 10¢ dull rose lilac (40), disturbed o.g., nicely centered, Very Fine, Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

763

(H)
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 3¢ bright vermilion, imperf (41b), horizontal pair, unused without gum,
bright color, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

764

765

764

H
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 5¢ brownish gray, imperf (42a), right sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 600 imperforate stamps are recorded., Scott $750. Unitrade 42i; C$900
($680).
Estimate $400 - 600

765

HH
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 6¢ red brown (43), o.g., never hinged, uncommonly fresh and well centered with rich, warm color, Very Fine; with 2012 Gratton certificate, Scott $525. Unitrade C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $250 - 350
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768

767

768

766

H
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 6¢ red brown, imperf (43b), right sheet margin vertical pair with part imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. The combined total of imperforate stamps recorded, with and without gum, is
600., Scott $625. Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

767

(H)
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red (45), regummed, fresh, bright and very well centered with
marvelous color and huge jumbo margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $725 for o.g. Estimate $200 - 300

768

H
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red, imperf (45c), right sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g.,
large, balanced margins, with small capture of imprint, Extremely Fine, Scott $625. Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

769

770

771

769

(H)
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red, imperf (45c), vertical pair, unused without gum, ample to
large margins, F.-V.F., Scott $625.
Estimate $150 - 200

770

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion (46), a marvelous bottom sheet margin single with part imprint (selvage reinforced), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly bright and fresh and absolutely perfectly centered, a Superb gem, Scott $425. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $400 - 600

771

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion & 50¢ blue (46-47), o.g., exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

14
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772

773

772

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion (46), an extraordinary mint single,
o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, bright and perfectly centered, Superb gem, actually the mate to the previous lot, but the
selvage, with the left half of the imprint, has been separated, Scott $425. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $400 - 600

773

P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-50¢ plate proofs on card (50P-60P), bright fresh colors;
½¢ cut a little close, 10¢ just a little toned with mounting remnants on reverse, otherwise Extremely Fine, Unitrade
C$2,300 ($1,720).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 774
774

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-$5 complete (50-65), a bright, fresh set, o.g. except 8¢ &
15¢ regummed, 20¢ never hinged, mostly very well centered; 3¢ with a tiny edge tear, otherwise just about all Very
Fine, Scott $8,713.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 775

776

Ex 777

775

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-50¢ (50-61), a bright, fresh-looking set, centering varies
from about Fine (6¢ & 8¢) to Extremely Fine (10¢), o.g. (6¢ & $1 part o.g.); light horizontal crease 5¢, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $2,738.
Estimate $500 - 750

776

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 5¢ deep blue (54), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $80. Unitrade C$300 ($220).
Estimate $150 - 200

777

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢ vermilion, 50¢ ultramarine & $1 lake (59-61), lightly canceled, nicely centered used examples; $1 with a mild horizontal crease, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,080.
Estimate $300 - 400
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778

779

778

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., unusually fresh and well centered
with marvelous color, Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

779

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), fresh and quite well centered with an unobtrusive, basically face-free roller cancel, nearly Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

780

781

780

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), bright color and comparatively light roller
cancel, Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

781

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), fresh and nicely centered; relatively light
smudge cancel, Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 782

Ex 783

784

782

HH/H Canada, 1897-98, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢-10¢ complete (66-73), a fresh, well centered set,
o.g. (½¢, 2¢ & 3¢ never hinged); 2¢ few short perforations, otherwise mostly Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,405.
Estimate $500 - 750

783

H
Canada, 1897-98, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢, 2¢ & 5¢-10¢ (66, 68, 70-73), o.g.; ½¢, 2¢ & 5¢ with
slight faults, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,280.
Estimate $300 - 400

784

(H)
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢ black, imperf (66a), horizontal pair, regummed, Very
Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

16
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785

HHa
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 1¢ blue green (67), upper left corner sheet margin block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, each stamp an exceptionally well centered Jumbo, Extremely Fine, Scott $460. Unitrade
C$840 ($630).
Estimate $300 - 400

786

787

788

786

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 1¢ blue green, imperf (67a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly
hinged, huge balanced margins, Extremely Fine. A combined total of 400 imperforate stamps with and without gum
were recorded., Scott $400. Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300

787

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 2¢ purple, imperf (68a), horizontal pair, o.g., Very Fine.
A combined total of 400 imperforate stamps with and without gum were recorded., Scott $500. Unitrade C$750
($560).
Estimate $250 - 350

788

(H)
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 5¢ bright blue, imperf on horizontally wove paper
(70a var.), horizontal pair, unused without gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Only 400 imperforate 5¢ stamps are
recorded, 200 in slate blue and 200 in bright blue., Scott $500. Unitrade 70i; C$600 ($450). Estimate $250 - 350

789

HHa
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 6¢ brown (71), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,400. Unitrade 71; C$2,700 ($2,020).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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790

791

790

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 8¢ orange (72), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging,
uncommonly fresh and nicely centered with incredibly brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Unitrade C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

791

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 8¢ brownish orange, imperf on vertically wove paper
(72a var.), horizontal pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Only 200 imperforate 8¢ stamps in
brownish orange are recorded., Scott $700. Unitrade 72i; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $350 - 500

792

Ex 793

792

H
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 10¢ brown violet, imperf on vertically wove paper
(73a var.), left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., very lightly hinged; abrasion, Very Fine. Only 100 of the 10¢ imperforates on vertically wove paper are recorded., Unitrade C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $350 - 500

793

HH/H Canada, 1898-1902, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, ½¢-20¢ complete (74-84), o.g. (½¢ & 1¢ never
hinged), bright fresh colors; couple gum-soaked perforations on the 6¢, otherwise F.-V.F., the 3¢ & 5¢ being Extremely Fine, Scott $2,268.
Estimate $500 - 750

794

795

794

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, ½¢ black, imperf on horizontally wove (74a var.), horizontal pair, without gum, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 74iv.
Estimate $200 - 300

795

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 1¢ gray green (75), an extraordinary upper left corner margin single, Post Office fresh and virtually perfectly centered amid huge jumbo margins with pristine, never hinged
o.g., Extremely Fine to Superb. A stunning stamp., Scott $35. Unitrade C$240 ($180).
Estimate $150 - 200
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796

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 1¢ paler green, imperf on vertically wove paper (75a
var.), horizontal pair, without gum, Extremely Fine. Only 600 imperforate stamps (without gum) from this printing
are recorded., Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 75vi.
Estimate $400 - 600

797

HH/H Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numerals” group (74//80), nine stamps comprising ½¢ black (#74),
o.g., never hinged, light natural gum bend, Superb; 1¢ gray green (#75), four singles, o.g., never hinged, one with a
small gum disturbance that stains the perforations, otherwise all Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2¢ purple (#76), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F-VF; 2¢ carmine, type 1 (#77), plate no. 14 pair, o.g., never hinged, about Fine; and 6¢ brown
(#80), o.g., hinge remnant, few slightly gum-soaked perforations, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $835 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

798

799

800

798

Ha
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ purple, on thick paper (76a), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants sensibly re-enforcing some perforations, F.-V.F., Scott $700. Unitrade 76a; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

799

HH
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type II (77a), a choice top sheet margin horizontal pair with plate no. 11, o.g., never hinged, incredibly bright and fresh, and virtually perfectly centered within
large balanced margins, absolutely Superb. An extraordinary little gem, Scott $280+. Unitrade C$360+ ($270).
Estimate $300 - 400

800

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type I, imperf on vertically wove paper (77c
var.), horizontal pair, without gum, Very Fine. Only 160 imperforate on vertically wove papers (without gum) are recorded., Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 77iv.
Estimate $150 - 200

801

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (77d), horizontal pair, without
gum as always, Extremely Fine. Just over 500 imperforate type II stamps are recorded, all without gum., Scott
$1,250. Unitrade 77d; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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802

803

804

802

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (77d), vertical pair, without gum
as issued, Very Fine. Just over 500 imperforate type II stamps are recorded, all without gum., Scott $1,250.
Unitrade 77d; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $500 - 750

803

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 3¢ carmine (78), a marvelous horizontal top sheet margin
strip of 3 with imprint & plate no. 1, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. A choice and very scarce imprint and plate number strip., Scott $540 ++. Unitrade 78; C$1,260+
($940).
Estimate $350 - 500

804

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 5¢ blue on bluish, imperf on horizontally wove paper
(79a var.), horizontal pair, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine. Only 597 imperforate 5¢ stamps (without gum)
on horizontally wove bluish paper are recorded., Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 79ii.
Estimate $400 - 600

805

806

807

805

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 6¢ brown (80), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and
well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $400. Unitrade 80; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

806

HH
Canada, 1902, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 7¢ olive yellow (81), extraordinarily fresh and virtually perfectly centered with extra wide margins and immaculate, never hinged o.g., an Extremely Fine to Superb gem, Scott
$300. Unitrade 81; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

807

(H)
Canada, 1902, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 7¢ olive yellow, imperf (81a), bottom sheet margin horizontal pair, without gum as always, Extremely Fine. Only 200 imperforate 7¢ stamps are recorded, all without gum.,
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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808

809

808

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 8¢ orange, imperf on vertically wove paper (82a var.),
horizontal pair, without gum as always, Extremely Fine. Only 592 imperforate 8¢ stamps on vertically wove paper
(without gum) are recorded., Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 82ii.
Estimate $400 - 600

809

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 10¢ brown violet, imperf (83a var.), horizontal pair, without gum as always, Very Fine. Only 300 imperforate 10¢ stamps without gum were sold at the American Bank Note
Co. auction in 1990., Unitrade C$1,250 ($940). Unitrade 83ii.
Estimate $500 - 750

810

811

812

813

810

H
$650.

811

Ha
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ (shades): lavender oceans & deep blue oceans (85,
86b), blocks of 4, o.g., small perforation stain one #85, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $380 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

812

m
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, gray & carmine (85 var.), canceled clear Vancouver c.d.s., Dec 6, 1898, a day before the official date of issue, fresh and Very Fine. Unitrade 85i.
Estimate $150 - 200

813

m
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, gray & carmine (85 var.), canceled partial Hamilton
duplex Dec 6, 1898, a day before the official date of issue, fresh and F.-V.F.; with 2004 Greene Foundation certificate noting oxidation, which has subsequently been removed. Unitrade 85i var.
Estimate $150 - 200

814

(H)
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, lavender & carmine, imperf (85a), upper left corner
margin vertical pair, without gum as issued, bright and fresh with huge margins, Extremely Fine. Only 200 imperforate stamps are recorded., Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada, 1900, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 20¢ olive green (84), o.g., fresh and bright, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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815

(H)
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black only, imperf (86 var.), without gum, very fresh with
large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Just 200 imperforate stamps in black only are recorded., Scott $1,250.
Unitrade 86v; C$1,250 for a pair ($940).
Estimate $200 - 300

816

H/m/) Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage (85-86). Specialized collection of about 40 mint stamps (24
NH), 500 used stamps (13 precancels, all without gum), and 14 covers (10 are 1932 First Flight covers, the rest are
contemporary usages including a Dec 25 1898 cover), all arranged in two large stockbooks; the first stockbook is
the main collection where stamps are sorted by color and cancel; includes two imperforate pairs (without gum or
regummed, cut close), a mint plate no. 2 strip of 6 (the two right stamps with “2” in the selvage are rejoined); also includes flag cancels and 14 different December 1898 dated cancels (two are Dec 7 First Days); the second
stockbook contains about 375 used singles (basically just reserves), plus there are a good number of duplicates in
the first volume. Condition is somewhat mixed, but generally F-VF., Scott $7,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 817

Ex 817

817

HH/H Canada, 1903-08, King Edward VII, 1¢-50¢ complete (89-95), a bright, fresh set, o.g., 1¢ never hinged,
the rest hinged, F.-V.F. to Extremely Fine (the 1¢ & 2¢ are Extremely Fine, the 5¢ & 7¢ Very Fine), Scott $2,895.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

818

H
Canada, 1903-08, King Edward VII, 1¢-50¢ complete (89-95), includes 7¢ olive bister & greenish bister
(#92 & 92a), plus an extra 10¢ brown lilac, o.g., some hinge remnants (50¢ lightly hinged); 20¢ with faults, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $3,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

819

820

819

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 1¢ green, imperf (89a), horizontal pair, without gum as issued, Very
Fine. Only 400 stamps are recorded., Scott $725. Unitrade 89a; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

820

HH/Ha Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, imperf (90A), five blocks of 4, o.g. (one block and one pair
never hinged); one block with light natural gum bend (affected the never hinged bottom pair), one block (full upper
left corner sheet margin) with disturbed gum, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,040.
Estimate $150 - 200
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821

822

821

HHa
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (90A), top margin plate no. 14 block of 8,
o.g., never hinged, generous, well proportioned margins, Extremely Fine; with 1983 Greene Foundation certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

822

HHa
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (90A), top margin plate no. 13 block of 8,
o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins, Very Fine; with 1983 Greene Foundation certificate. Estimate $400
- 600

823

824

823

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 5¢ blue on bluish, imperf (91a), horizontal pair, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Only 200 stamps are recorded., Scott $1,200. Unitrade 91a; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $600 - 800

824

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 7¢ olive bister, imperf (92a), horizontal pair, without gum as always,
Very Fine. Only 400 stamps are recorded., Scott $800. Unitrade 92a; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $400 - 600

825

Ex 826

825

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 10¢ brown lilac, imperf (93a), horizontal pair, without gum as always,
Very Fine. Only 200 stamps are recorded., Scott $1,200. Unitrade 93a; C$1,500 ($1,120). Estimate $500 - 750

826

H/(H)

Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), o.g. except 20¢ regummed, F.-V.F., Scott $998. Estimate
$200 - 300
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Ex 827

Ex /5/

827

H
Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), includes an extra ½¢ and an extra pair of 2¢, both VG, the
pair never hinged, o.g.; few small faults (7¢ tear), generally F.-V.F., Scott $1,206.
Estimate $150 - 200

828

m

Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), a F.-V.F. used set, the 15¢ & 20¢ Very Fine, Scott $694.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 829
829

HH/H Canada, 1912-25, King George V “Admirals”, 1¢-$1 complete (104-122), mixed printings as follows
(**=never hinged): 104**, 105f**, 106**, 107e, 108, 109**, 110-112, 113a, 114b, 115-117, 118**, 119, 120a** & 122,
F.-V.F. to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,980.
Estimate $350 - 500

830

HH/H Canada, 1912, King George V “Admirals” group (104//140), a bright, fresh, mostly very well centered
group comprising (hinged unless noted) #104 (block of 4, never hinged), 110, 111 (never hinged), 113, 116
(regummed), 117, 118 (2), 119 (small perforation thin), 119c (2, one disturbed gum, one few gum-soaked perforations), 120, 122, 123 (never hinged), 124, 136-138, 139, and 140 (2), Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,950 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

831

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ green, booklet pane of 6 (104a), o.g., never hinged,
fresh, solid and very well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
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832

833

832

HHa
Canada, 1918, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ brown, dry printing (108c), block of 4 with type D
lathework, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,120). Scott $240 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500

833

HH/Ha Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 7¢ yellow ocher (113), bottom margin block of 4 with type B
lathework, o.g., bottom stamps never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $370+. Unitrade C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

834

835

836

834

H
Canada, 1914, King George V “Admiral”, 7¢ sage green (113c), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally
fresh with extra wide margins, Very Fine. The rare first printing; with 2006 Gratton certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

835

m
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 10¢ plum (116), bottom sheet margin single with type A
lathework, barred ellipse cancel, very well centered; diagonal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Quite rare used,
Unitrade C$800 for mint ($600).
Estimate $150 - 200

836

HH
Canada, 1925, King George V “Admiral”, 20¢ olive green (119), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh
and beautifully centered with extra-large margins, an Extremely Fine jumbo, Scott $275. Unitrade 119; C$480
($360).
Estimate $200 - 300
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837

838

839

837

HH/Ha Canada, 1925, King George V “Admiral”, 20¢ olive green (119), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 top
stamps never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $700. Unitrade 119; C$1,280 ($960).
Estimate $300 - 400

838

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 50¢ black (120a), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and
well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. An outstanding example of this difficult stamp, Scott $650. Unitrade
C$1,650 ($1,240).
Estimate $400 - 600

839

HH
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, $1 orange (122), a gorgeous mint single, o.g., never hinged,
virtually perfectly centered with large balanced margins and brilliant color, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $240.
Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300

840

Ex 841

Ex 842

840

H
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, $1 orange (122), bottom sheet margin single with type A
lathework, o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

841

HH/H Canada, 1912-24, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” coils complete, perf 8 vertically (125-130), a
fresh, well centered set, the 1¢ yellow is the wet printing (#128b), the 3¢ carmine the dry printing (#130b), o.g. (1¢
green & 3¢ carmine never hinged), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the 1¢ yellow and both 3¢ Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

842

HHa
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, imperf horizontally (126a, 128a), blocks of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 843

844

Ex 845

843

HH
Canada, 1915-24, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” coils complete, perf 12 (131-134), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $289.
Estimate $100 - 150

844

HH
Canada, 1915, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ Toronto experimental vertical coil (131 var.), an exceptional pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 131ii.
Estimate $200 - 300

845

H/(H)
Canada, 1917, 3¢ Confederation, perf & imperf (135a, 135), the imperforate in a vertical pair and without gum; perforated o.g., very lightly hinged; imperforate with a small, light horizontal crease in top stamp, Very Fine
appearance, perforated Extremely Fine; imperforate with a 2002 Greene Foundation certificate not noting the
crease, Scott $595.
Estimate $150 - 200

846

HH/H Canada, 1924, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” complete, imperf (136-138), horizontal pairs, o.g., left
1¢ lightly hinged, others never hinged, large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $295 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

847

HH/H Canada, 1924, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” complete, imperf (136-138), horizontal pairs, o.g., 1¢
& 3¢ pairs each with one stamp lightly hinged, otherwise never hinged, large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $280
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

848

m
Canada, 1924, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” complete, imperf (136-138), lightly canceled horizontal pair, Very Fine, Scott $175 (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150

849

HH/Ha Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine, imperf (138), bottom margin plate no. 126 block
of 8 with lathework type D, o.g., lightly hinged at top center (6 stamps never hinged), Very Fine, Unitrade C$750
($560).
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 850
850

H
Canada, 1927, Confederation complete, imperf (141a-145a), horizontal pairs, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Only 250 pairs issued, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 851
851

HHa
Canada, 1927, 2¢ Confederation, imperf (142a), lower left corner margin block of 8, o.g., never hinged,
small natural paper inclusion in lower right selvage, Very Fine. Only 250 pairs are recorded, Scott $720.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 852

Ex 853

852

HH/H Canada, 1927, Historical issue complete, imperf (146a-148a), pairs - 5¢ vertical, 12¢ & 20¢ horizontal,
o.g., never hinged except 12¢ & 20¢ slightly disturbed gum, Very Fine; 20¢ with 1988 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $430.
Estimate $200 - 300

853

HH/H Canada, 1928, 1¢-$1 King George V “Scroll” definitives complete (149-159), o.g., $1 never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,019.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 854
854

HH
Canada, 1928, 1¢-$1 King George V “Scroll” definitives complete, imperf (149b-159a), a choice set
of vertical pairs, each with a top or bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Post Pffice fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Only an estimated 250 imperforate pairs exist, Scott $3,970.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

855

856

855

HH
Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll”, 2¢ green, imperf (150b var.), tête-bêche pair from booklet
pane sheet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$563 ($420). Unitrade 150cvi.
Estimate $200 - 300

856

HHa
Canada, 1929, 12¢ Quebec Bridge, imperf (156a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. An estimated 250 pairs exist, Scott $560.
Estimate $200 - 300

857

H
Canada, 1929, 12¢ Quebec Bridge, imperf vertically (156b), upper right plate no. 1 horizontal strip of
4, o.g., lightly hinged in selvage only; third stamp from left with a shallow thin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $560 ++.
Estimate $600 - 800
Plate number pieces are exceedingly rare, with no more than 10 in existence.
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858

859

Ex 860

858

H
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on the mast” plate flaw (158 var.), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. A
lovely example of this scarce and popular variety., Unitrade C$1,500 for Fine ($1,120). Unitrade 158iii.
Estimate $500 - 750

859

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh example with crystal-clear impression; in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

860

HH

Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158-159), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

861

862

861

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), left sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and
beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $425. Unitrade C$700 ($520).
Estimate $300 - 400

862

m
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on the mast” plate flaw (158 var.), light roller cancel, F.-V.F. A
nice used example., Unitrade C$1,000 for Fine ($750). Unitrade 158iii.
Estimate $300 - 400

863

Ex 864

Ex 865

863

HH
Canada, 1929, $1 Parliament (159), o.g., never hinged, choice example in wonderfully fresh condition;
surprisingly difficult stamp to find in immaculate mint state, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

864

HH/H Canada, 1930, 1¢-$1 King George V “Maple Leaf” definitives complete (162-177), a fresh, well centered set, o.g., never hinged except the 50¢ is lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $854.
Estimate $250 - 350

865

H
Canada, 1930, 1¢-$1 King George V “Maple Leaf” definitives complete (162-177), o.g.; 2¢ carmine,
20¢ & 50¢ each with a couple lightly gum-soaked perforations, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $515.
Estimate $150 - 200
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866

HH

Canada, 1930, 50¢ Grand Pré & $1 Mt. Edith Cavell (176-177), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

867

868

869

867

H
Canada, 1930, 50¢ Grand Pré (176), post office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine,
Scott $350. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

868

HH
Canada, 1930, 50¢ Grand Pré (176), o.g., never hinged, handsome example with warm rich color; a
beauty, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

869

HH
Canada, 1930, $1 Mt. Cavell (177), o.g., never hinged, desirable example with incredible depth of color;
simply gorgeous, Very Fine, Scott $350. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 870

Ex 871

870

HH
Canada, 1930-31, “Maple Leaf” coils, 2¢ green, 2¢ red & 2¢ brown, “cockeyed King” plate flaw
(180-182 vars.), each in a joint line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. An exceptional set., Unitrade C$580
($440). Unitrade 180ii-182ii.
Estimate $200 - 300

871

HH
Canada, 1932, King George V “Medallion”, 1¢-3¢, imperf (195c-197b), horizontal pairs, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Only 150 pairs were issued., Scott $1,200. Unitrade C$2,100 ($1,580). Estimate $500 - 750
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872

HH
Canada, 1933, 20¢ Grain Exhibition, broken “X” (203 var.), in horizontal pair with normal, o.g., never
hinged, Post Office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $305. Unitrade 203i; C$420 ($320).
Estimate $150 - 200

873

874

873

HH/H Canada, 1933, 5¢ Royal William, imperf (204a), vertical pair, Very Fine. Only 75 pairs were issued.,
Scott $1,150. Unitrade C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $600 - 800

874

H
Canada, 1934, 3¢ Jacques Cartier, imperf (208a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only
125 pairs were issued., Scott $525. Unitrade C$800 ($600).
Estimate $300 - 400

875
875

32

H
Canada, 1934, 2¢ New Brunswick, imperf (210a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. 80
pairs issued., Scott $850. Unitrade C$850 ($640).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 876
876

Pa
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, 1¢-$1 complete, plate proofs on card (217-227), 1¢-8¢ are
in gutter blocks of eight, 10¢-$1 in gutter blocks of four, Very Fine. Unitrade C$8,800 ($6,600).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 877

878

879

877

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, 1¢-$1 complete (217-230, 217a-219a), including booklet
panes of 4 and coil strips of 5, o.g., never hinged except 13¢ & 50¢ slightly disturbed gum, the 50¢ causing a small
perforation stain, Very Fine, Scott $768.
Estimate $150 - 200

878

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 3¢ dark carmine, printed on the gum side (219c), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Only two panes of 100 are recorded., Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

879

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 3¢ dark carmine, printed on the gum side (219c), o.g., never hinged;
tiny unprinted area to left of king’s mouth, Very Fine. Only two panes of 100 are recorded., Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

880
880

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 5¢ blue, imperf vertically (221a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Only 150 pairs recorded., Scott $340. Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200
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881

882

881

Ha
Canada, 1935, 10¢ Mounted Police “bird cage” plate flaw (223 var.), the lower left stamp in a bottom
sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 223iv.
Estimate $200 - 300

882

m
Canada, 1935, 10¢ Mounted Police “bird cage” plate flaw (223 var.), lightly canceled, leaving the flaw
clearly visible, Very Fine, Unitrade C$375 ($280). Unitrade 223iv.
Estimate $150 - 200

883

884

883

HH
Canada, 1938, 10¢ Memorial Chamber in dark carmine, imperf (241b), horizontal pair with bottom
sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs were recorded., Scott $750. Unitrade C$1,125
($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

884

HH
Canada, 1938, 10¢ Memorial Chamber in carmine rose, imperf (241c), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs recorded., Scott $750. Unitrade C$1,125 ($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

885

886

885

HH
Canada, 1942, King George VI, 3¢ dark carmine, imperf (251b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

886

HH
Canada, 1942, 4¢ Grain Elevators, imperf (253a), left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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887

888

889

887

HH
Canada, 1969, 6¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Transportation coil, orange, imperf (468Ac), pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

888

E
Canada, 1958, 4¢ Iroquois Warrier essay, horizontal pair with left sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

889

Ea
Canada, 1958, 4¢ Iroquois Warrior essay, block of 4 with bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 890

891

892

890

HHa
Canada, 1970, Christmas, 5¢ Children Skiing and 6¢ Christmas Tree & Children (522, 522p, 525,
525p), tagged & untagged center blocks of 4, both #522 blocks with dot between “M” & “A”, the tagged #525 block
without the scratch in the window, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$580 ($440). Unitrade 522i, 522pii,
525i, 525pi.
Estimate $150 - 200

891

HH
Canada, 1971, 6¢ Sir Ernest Rutherford, black omitted (534 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with a
normal for comparison; with 2016 Greene Foundation certificate, Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,500). Unitrade 534i.
Estimate $500 - 750

892

HH
Canada, 1971, 6¢ Maple Leaf in Spring, imperf (535a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
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893

894

895

893

HH
Canada, 1971, 7¢ Maple Leaf in Autumn, gray inscriptions omitted (537 var.), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 Greene Foundation certificate, Unitrade C$4,000 ($3,000). Unitrade 537i.
Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

894

HH
Canada, 1971, 7¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Transportation coil, imperf pair (549a), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

895

HH
Canada, 1971, 8¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Library of Parliament coil, imperf pair (550a), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

896

897

896

HHa
Canada, 1973, 15¢ Royal Canadian Mounted Police, imperf (614a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

897

HH
Canada, 1973, 15¢ Royal Canadian Mounted Police, imperf (614a), vertical strip of 4 with horizontal
gutter between pairs, o.g., never hinged, creased across gutter not affecting the stamps, which are pristine
(Unitrade states, “Many imperf pairs have wrinkles and small faults due to improper handling”), Very Fine, Scott
$750 ++.
Estimate $600 - 800

898

HH
Canada, 1973, 8¢ Scottish Settlers, printed on yellow paper (619 var.), o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, with a normal white paper for comparison. Only 150-200 are believed to exist., Unitrade C$275 ($210).
Unitrade 619i. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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899

900

899

HHa
Canada, 1974, 8¢ Telephone Centenary, imperf (641a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only
two imperforate panes of 50 are recorded, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

900

HH
Canada, 1975, 8¢ Christmas pair, missing inscriptions (677a var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
This dramatic error was caused by a downward perforation shift, leaving the inscriptions at the bottom of the pair
above—only five such pairs are known. Unitrade 677aii; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $250 - 350

901

902

903

901

HH
Canada, 1976, 8¢ Royal Military College complete, imperf (693b), se-tenant horizontal pair, o.g.,
never hinged; slight bend of upper left corner, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

902

HH
Canada, 1977, Queen Elizabeth II, 25¢ Silver Jubilee, silver foil omitted from value (704a), o.g.,
never hinged, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

903

HH
Canada, 1978, 14¢ Queen Elizabeth II, red omitted (716c), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

904

HH
Canada, 1978, 50¢ Prairie Town Main Street, brown omitted (723Ab), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Only 150 examples of this aptly named striking “ghost town” variety are known., Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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905

906

905

H
Canada, 1979, $1 Fundy National Park, black inscriptions omitted (726b), o.g., very lightly hinged.
Only about 200 are known., Scott $500 for NH.
Estimate $150 - 200

906

m
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a), boxed Halifax cancel, 30
Nov 1982, Very Fine. Very rare postally used, Scott $300 for mint.
Estimate $150 - 200

907

908

907

HH
Canada, 1978, 14¢ Parliament coil, imperf (730a), horizontal strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $170 for a pair.
Estimate $100 - 150

908

HH
Canada, 1978, 30¢ Christmas, imperf (775 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. According to Unitrade, very few imperforates are known; with 2010 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,120).
Unitrade 775i.
Estimate $500 - 750

909

910

909

HH
Canada, 1979, 17¢ Nelligan, double impression of blue (818a), se-tenant pair, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., with a handwritten note from K. Bileski, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

910

HH
Canada, 1979, 35¢ Christmas, inscriptions (and tagging) omitted (841a), left sheet margin single,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. No more than 120 are believed to exist; with 1987 Greene Foundation certificate,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500
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911

912

913

911

HH
Canada, 1981, 17¢ “Look of Music” Exhibition, printed on gummed side, inscriptions & tagging
omitted (878 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2011 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,500).
Unitrade 878i.
Estimate $500 - 750

912

HH
Canada, 1981, 17¢ “Look of Music” Exhibition, imperf, brown & most of magenta missing (878
var.), left sheet margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,120). Unitrade 878 footnote.
Estimate $400 - 600

913

HH
Canada, 1981, 17¢ “Self-Portrait”, imperf (888a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged; light wrinkles and
printer’s pen markings, F.-V.F. According to Unitrade, this imperforate error comes from a mishandled sheet, with
most pairs having some creasing. Their price for an undamaged pair is C$2000., Scott $1,500. Unitrade C$900
($680).
Estimate $250 - 350

914

915

916

914

HH
$375.

915

HH
Canada, 1982, 32¢ Maple Leaf, beige (and tagging) omitted (924c), o.g., never hinged. Only 150 are
recorded, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

916

HH
Canada, 1982, 32¢ Maple Leaf, beige (and tagging) mostly omitted (924c var.), two tiny spots of very
faint background color are visible at bottom and lower right, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Unitrade notes that
only 8 copies are known with partial background missing, Scott $900 beige completely missing.
Estimate $150 - 200

Canada, 1981 (30¢) Maple Leaf & “A” coil, imperf pair (908a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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917

918

917

HH
Canada, 1984, $1 Glacier National Park, blue inscriptions omitted (934a), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine for this. According to Unitrade, all known examples are off-center; with 2010 Gratton certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500

918

HH
Canada, 1985, $2 Banff National Park, bluish green inscriptions omitted (936a), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

919

920

919

HH
Canada, 1982, 30¢ Maple Leaf coil, imperf (950a), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $100 - 150

920

HH
$675.

921

HHa
Canada, 1987, 36¢ Charter of Rights & Freedoms, imperf (1133a), upper left corner margin block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1998 Gary Lyon certificate, Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

40

Canada, 1983, 25¢ Nickel, silver foil & tagging omitted (996a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300
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922

923

924

922

HH
Canada, 1988, 1¢ Flying Squirrel, imperf (1155b), bottom sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

923

HH

Canada, 1988, 2¢ Porcupine, imperf (1156a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

924

HH

Canada, 1988, 10¢ Skunk, imperf (1160b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

925

926

927

925

HHa
Canada, 1989, 39¢ Flag over Clouds, imperf (1166d), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

926

HH
Canada, 1990, 39¢ Queen, imperf between (1167d), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

927

HH
$800.

928

HH
Canada, 1990, 78¢ Beluga Whale, imperf (1179d), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada, 1990, 45¢ Pronghorn, imperf (1172h), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
Estimate $250 - 350
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929

HH
Canada, 1989, $1 Runnymede Library, inscriptions partially omitted (1181 var.), transitional horizontal strip of 3, the right stamp normal, the middle stamp with the inscriptions weakening toward the left, and the
left missing nearly the entire inscription, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2006 Gratton certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200

930

931

930

HH
Canada, 1989, $2 McAdam Railway Station, imperf (1182a), vertical pair with bottom sheet margin,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

931

HH

Canada, 1990, 47¢ Flags booklet pane, imperf (1190b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

932

HH

Canada, 1990, 39¢ Flag coil, imperf (1194Bf), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

933

HH
Canada, 1990, 39¢ Flag coil, imperf (1194Bf), transitional strip of 11, top 8 stamps imperforate, ninth
imperforate at top, bottom two normal, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200+. Estimate $400 - 600
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934

935

934

HHa
Canada, 1990, 39¢ Legendary Creatures, imperf (1292b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 50 blocks of four are recorded., Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

935

HH
$650.

Canada, 1992, 2¢ Wild Strawberries, imperf (1350a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

936

937

936

HH
Canada, 1992, 3¢ Black Crowberries, imperf (1351a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

937

HHa
Canada, 1991, 42¢ Flag over Hills, imperf (1356 var.), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,500). Unitrade 1356i.
Estimate $500 - 750

938

939

938

HH
Canada, 1991, 42¢ Queen, imperf (1357 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade
C$1,000 ($750). Unitrade 1357i.
Estimate $250 - 350

939

HH

Canada, 1991, 43¢ Queen, imperf (1358b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
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940

941

940

HH
Canada, 1992, 43¢ Flag over Field, imperf between (1359f), vertical pair from booklet pane, o.g., never
hinged; bottom perforations clipped, as usual, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

941

HHa
Canada, 1992, 43¢ Flag over Field, imperf (1359g), block of 4, o.g., never hinged; tiny natural paper inclusion on reverse of bottom pair, Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

942

943

942

HH
Canada, 1995, 45¢ Flag over Building, imperf (1362c), horizontal pair with right sheet margin, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

943

HH
Canada, 1995, 45¢ Flag over Building, imperf (1362c), horizontal gutter strip of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000 ++. Unitrade 1362iii; C$2,250 for imperf gutter pair ($1,690). Estimate $500 - 750

944

945

944

HH
Canada, 1991, 65¢ Black Walnut, imperf (1367a), right sheet margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged,
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

945

HH
Canada, 1995, $1 Yorkton Court House, perf 13½x13, “CANADA $1” omitted (1375c vars.), two examples with a dramatic 4.5mm upward shift of dark blue inscriptions: 1) a bottom row single with just the bottom
edge of the upper inscription showing on the top perforation tips and the bottom inscription printed across the bottom of the building, leaving the bottom gray panel blank; and 2) an example from higher up in the same sheet, virtually identical but with most of “CANADA $1” printed in the bottom gray panel, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Also
includes a normal example (perf 14½x14) for comparison.
Estimate $250 - 350
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946

HH
Canada, 1994, $2 Truro Normal School, dark green inscriptions omitted (1376a), left sheet margin
single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only 68 examples are recorded. Includes a normal for comparison., Scott
$900.
Estimate $350 - 500

947

HH
Canada, 1991, 42¢ Flag vertical coil, imperf (1394a, 1395a), each in a transitional strip of 5, the top
stamp perforated at top only, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $640+.
Estimate $250 - 350

948

949

948

HH
Canada, 1993, 43¢ Christmas, imperf between (1499b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

949

HH
Canada, 1994, 88¢ “Vera” by Varley, dramatic color shift (1516 car.), gold frame shifted upward by
16.5mm, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and quite striking; includes a normal for comparison. Only two panes of 16
are recorded, Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 1516i.
Estimate $250 - 350
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950

951

950

HH
$950.

Canada, 1997, 4¢ Oyster Farming, imperf (1676a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

951

HH

Canada, 2000, 47¢ Queen, imperf (1683a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

952
952

953

HH
Canada, 2003, $5 Moose, engraved colors, including the Moose, omitted (1693a), o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; with 2007 Gratton certificate, Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
A choice example of this spectacular and rare “Animal on Stamps” topical (or, in this case, “Animal not on
Stamps”). Only 8-12 panes of four are believed to exist.

953

HH
Canada, 1998, 45¢ Angel, perf 13x13½ (1764b), top sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine. Only about 500 are recorded, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

954

HH
Canada, 1999, 95¢ Year of the Rabbit souvenir sheet, red & tagging omitted (1768b), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, includes a normal for comparison; with 2007 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $950.
Estimate $250 - 350
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955

956

955

HH
Canada, 2000, 95¢ Queen Mother, imperf (1856a), upper right corner sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine. A modern rarity—only four panes of nine have been reported., Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

956

HH
Canada, 2001, 47¢ Year of the Snake, gold foil omitted (1883a), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Only four panes of five have been recorded, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600

957

958

957

HH
Canada, 2002, Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee, imperf (1932a), upper right corner sheet margin
horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500

958

HH
Canada, 2002, 48¢ Year of the Horse, foil horse & inscriptions omitted (1933a), o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine. Exceedingly rare—only a single pane of 25 has been recorded., Scott $1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

959

HHa
Canada, 2003, 48¢ Year of the Ram, gold foil inscription omitted (1969a), corner margin transitional
block of 6 (3x2), the two right stamps normal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,600+. Unitrade C$2,400
($1,800).
Estimate $500 - 750
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960

961

962

960

H
Canada, Airmail, 1928, 5¢ brown olive, imperf horizontally (C1c), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

961

H
Canada, Airmail, 1942, 6¢ deep blue, imperf (C7a), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged, huge balanced
margins, Extremely Fine. Only 50 pairs are recorded, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

962

HH
Canada, Airmail, 1942, 6¢ deep blue, imperf (C7a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, margin a little close
at left, F.-V.F. Only 50 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

963

H
Canada, Airmail, 1943, 7¢ deep blue, imperf at right margin (C8 var.), right sheet margin horizontal
pair, the right stamp imperf between stamp and selvage, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only 10 examples of
this error are recorded, all from a single pane., Unitrade C$1,000 ($750). Unitrade C8i. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

964

HH
Canada, Airmail, 1943, 7¢ deep blue, imperf (C8a), left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 50 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,000. Unitrade C8a. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

965

966

965

HHa
Canada, Special Delivery, 1898, 10¢ blue green (E1), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh;
light gum wrinkle on bottom left stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $1,400. Unitrade E1; C$4,000 ($3,000).
Estimate $500 - 750

966

HHa
Canada, Special Delivery, 1898, 10¢ blue green (E1), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright
and fresh; tiny internal gum wrinkle on top left stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $1,400. Unitrade E1; C$4,000 ($3,000).
Estimate $500 - 750
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967

968

969

967

HH
Canada, Special Delivery, 1927, 20¢ Confederation, imperf horizontally (E3c), vertical pair with bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

968

(H)
Canada, Registry, 1875, 5¢ dark green, imperf (F2c), vertical pair, regummed, Very Fine. Only 200
pairs are recorded, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

969

(H)
Canada, Registry, 1876, 8¢ dull blue (F3), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $600 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300

970

HH/H Canada, Postage Dues, 1906-28, First & Second Issues, 1¢-10¢ (J1a, J2-J10), first 1¢ on thin paper,
o.g. except first 2¢ & 10¢ regummed, first 1¢, 4¢ & 5¢ never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

971

ma
Canada, Postage Due, 1906, 2¢ violet (J2), left sheet margin block of 4 with full type D lathework, violet
handstamped cancel, possibly precanceled, as it still has most of its original gum; light diagonal crease upper left
stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Unitrade C$6,000 for a mint block ($4,500).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Unitrade notes, “The editors know of only four examples of the 2¢ violet postage due on regular paper with
lathework D.” This block is apparently unrecorded.
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972

973

972

s

973

HH
Canada, Postage Dues, 1935, 1¢, 2¢, 4¢ &-10¢ imperfs complete (J15a/J20a), horizontal pairs, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Only 100 pairs of each are recorded, Scott $880.
Estimate $400 - 600

Canada, Postage Due, 1924, 2¢ violet, thin paper (J2a), left sheet margin vertical pair with type D
lathework, tied on piece by pencil and red handstamped cancels; right edge repaired, Very Fine appearance,
Unitrade C$800 ($600).
Estimate $150 - 200

974

975

974

HH/Ha Canada, War Tax, 1915-16, set of 4 (MR1-MR4), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, hinge remnant on top
stamps of #MR3, F.-V.F., Scott $1,010. Unitrade MR1-MR4; C$1,920 ($1,440).
Estimate $350 - 500

975

HHa
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (MR1-MR2), top margin blocks of 4 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light gum bend on top right stamp of MR1, F.-V.F., Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300
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976

(H)
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ brown, die I, imperf (MR4b), horizontal pair, without gum as issued,
Very Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 977
977

HHa
Canada, Officials, 1938, 10¢-$1 Pictorials, 4-hole “OHMS” perfins (O241-O245), a choice set of mint
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, cataloged as four sets of singles, Very Fine, Scott $4,280 ++.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 978

979

980

978

HH/H Canada, Officials, 1949-50, “O.H.M.S.” overprints complete (O1-O15A, CO1, EO1), o.g., never
hinged except O9 regummed, EO1 lightly hinged, Scott $390 for NH.
Estimate $100 - 150

979

Ha
Canada, Official, 1949, 10¢ Great Bear Lake, “O.H.M.S.”, no period after “S” (O6a), the lower right
stamp on a lower left plate no. 2 block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, the error never hinged, Extremely Fine; with
2012 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$175 ($130).
Estimate $100 - 150

980

m
Canada, Official, 1950, 10¢ Fur, “G” omitted (O26a), the top stamp in vertical pair with normal, partial
Calgary c.d.s.; light corner crease at upper left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 981

Ex 982

Ex 983

981

H
Cayman Islands, 1907, King Edward VII, ½d on 5s salmon & green (18-19), o.g., lightly hinged, bright,
fresh and exceptionally well centered, Very Fine, Scott $675. SG 18/9; £575 ($790).
Estimate $300 - 400

982

H
Cayman Islands, 1932, Assembly Centenary complete (69-80), o.g., lightly hinged, a bright, fresh set,
Very Fine, Scott $564. SG 84/95; £500 ($690).
Estimate $250 - 350

983

H
Cayman Islands, 1932, Assembly Centenary complete (69-80), o.g., lightly hinged; few short perforations on the 6d, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $564. SG 84/95; £500 ($690).
Estimate $150 - 200

984

Ex 985

986

984

H
Ceylon, 1912, King George V, 50r dull purple (215), Multiple Crown CA watermark, o.g., fresh and well
centered, Very Fine, Scott $675. SG 320; £600 ($820).
Estimate $300 - 400

985

H
Cyprus, 1921-23, King George V, 10pa to 10s (72-86 & 87), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $1,043. SG 85/99,
100; £950 ($1,300).
Estimate $400 - 600

986

H
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, 10s green & yellow on pale yellow (87), left sheet margin single, o.g.,
lightly hinged, uncommonly bright and fresh and absolutely perfectly centered, a Superb gem, Scott $425. SG 100;
£400 ($550).
Estimate $300 - 400

987

HH
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (88), top sheet margin single, o.g., never
hinged (lightly hinged in selvage only), wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. A choice example of this key King George V high value., Scott $1,400 ++. SG 101; £1,400 ++ ($1,920).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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988

989

990

988

HH
Cyprus, 1924, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (110), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and
well centered, Very Fine, Scott $350 ++. SG 102; £300 ++ ($410).
Estimate $250 - 350

989

HH
Cyprus, 1928, £1 Anniversary of British Rule (123), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and mathematically centered, another a Superb gem, Scott $275 ++. SG 132; £225 ++ ($310).
Estimate $300 - 400

990

(H)
Falkland Islands, 1882, Queen Victoria, 1d dull claret (5a var.), watermarked full 12mm double-lined
“C” of “CROWN AGENTS” sheet margin watermark, unused without gum, Very Fine, Scott $425+. SG 5 var.; £325+
($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 991

Ex 992

991

H
Falkland Islands, 1898, Queen Victoria, 2s6d-5s complete (20-21), o.g., fresh and unusually well centered, Very Fine, Scott $550. SG 41/2; £525 ($720).
Estimate $250 - 350

992

H
Falkland Islands, 1904-12, King Edward VII, ½d-5s complete (22-29), o.g., bright and fresh, Very
Fine, Scott $591. SG 43/50; £475 ($650).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 993

Ex 994

993

H
Falkland Islands, 1912-20, King George V, ½d-£1 complete (30-40), a bright, fresh set, o.g., Very
Fine, Scott $1,391. SG 60/9, 67b; £1,000 ($1,370).
Estimate $600 - 800

994

H
Falkland Islands, 1912-20, King George V, 3s-£1 (36-40), o.g., fresh, rich colors, F.-V.F., Scott $1,270.
SG 66/9, 67b; £1,085 ($1,490).
Estimate $500 - 750
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995

996

997

995

H
Falkland Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 black on red (40), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging,
Very Fine, Scott $550. SG 69.
Estimate $250 - 350

996

H
Falkland Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 black on red (40), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and unusually
well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $550. SG 69; £550 ($760).
Estimate $250 - 350

997

H
Falkland Islands, 1929, Whale & Penguins, £1 black on red (64), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and virtually
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $350. SG 126; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 998

Ex 999

1000

1001

1002

998

HH/H Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, ½d-£1 complete (65-76), an outstanding set, o.g., lightly hinged
except ½d, 2d, 4d, 1s & 5s never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $4,794. SG 127/38; £4,250 ($5,840).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

999

H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, ½d-£1 complete (65-76), an exceptional set, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $4,794. SG 127/38; £4,250 ($5,840).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1000 H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, 5s King Penguin (74), top sheet margin single, o.g., lightly hinged,
bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $950. SG 136; £950 ($1,300).
Estimate $500 - 750
1001 H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, 10s Coat of Arms (75), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $850. SG
137; £850 ($1,170).
Estimate $350 - 500
1002 H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, £1 black & carmine (76), o.g., just barely hinged, bright, fresh and
virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed En. Diena, Scott $2,500. SG 138; £2,500 ($3,430).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1003

1004

1005

1006

1003 HH
Gibraltar, 1927, King George V, £1 red orange & black, Multiple Script CA watermark (92), o.g.,
never hinged, bright and Post Office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $190 ++. SG 107; £190 ++ ($260).
Estimate $150 - 200
1004 H
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, 1924, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (26), watermarked Multiple
Crown CA, o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $600. SG
24; £550 ($760).
Estimate $300 - 400
1005 HH
($580).

India, 1948, Gandhi complete (203-206), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $307. SG 305/8; £425
Estimate $250 - 350

1006 HH
($580).

India, 1948, Gandhi complete (203-206), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $307. SG 305/8; £425
Estimate $250 - 350

1007 )
India, 1948, Gandhi, 3 values on FDC (203-205), tied by 15 August 1948 cancels, addressed to New
York, Very Fine, scarce First Day Cover. SG 305/7.
Estimate $150 - 200
1008

The Philatelic Journal of India, 1897-1912, the bible of India philately; in 15 volumes, hardbound, fairly
tight; journal includes articles on general Asian philately as well; trivial erosion on spines, Very Fine condition, a
scarce and important work on India and area. (Photo on website).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1009

Ex 1010

Ex 1011

1009 H
India: Jind, 1938, King George VI, 25r slate violet & purple (150), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$575. SG 126; £950 for NH ($1,300).
Estimate $300 - 400
1010 HH
Ireland, 1922, Dollard overprint on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (12-14), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $805. SG 17/21.
Estimate $300 - 400
1011 HH
Ireland, 1922, Thom overprint on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (56-58), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $850. SG 64/66.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1012

Ex 1013

1012 HH
Ireland, 1925, Castle overprint on King George V “Seahorses”, narrow date, 2s6d to 10s complete
(77-79), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 10s signed Bühler, Scott $705. SG 83/85.
Estimate $300 - 400
1013 HH
Ireland, 1935, Free State overprint on King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (93-95), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,550. SG 99/101.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1014

Ex 1015

1014 H
Ireland, 1937, St. Patrick, “SE” monogram watermark, 2s6d to 10s complete (96-98), Very Fine,
Scott $700. SG 102/04.
Estimate $250 - 350
1015 H
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, 1935, King George V Pictorial Definitives, 1c-£1 complete (46-54),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $537. SG 110-23; £450 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1016

1017

1018

1016 HH
Mafia Island, 1915, “G.R. MAFIA” overprint in deep purple, 7½h carmine, o.g., never hinged. Only
140 were issued; signed Hoffmann-Giesecke, with 2018 B.P.A. certificate. SG M3C; £650 for hinged ($890).
Estimate $250 - 350
1017 HH
Mauritius, 1924, Arms of the Colony, 50r dull purple & green (200), Multiple Script CA watermark,
o.g., never hinged (!), Post Office fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. An exceedingly rare never
hinged high value., Scott $1,000 ++. SG 222; £950 ++ ($1,300).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1018 H
Mauritius, 1924, Arms of the Colony, 50r dull purple & green (200), Multiple Script CA watermark,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,000. SG 222; £950 ($1,300).
Estimate $400 - 600

1019 H
Montserrat, 1979, 15c Boy Scouts postal card, center inverted, two cards, one on cream stock, the
other on blue, both with the center, consisting of Scouts apparently observing an Apollo-type space capsule in the
sky, inverted; also includes a normal card on yellow stock overprinted “SPECIMEN” and a normal card on blue
stock with the centers misplaced, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1020

Ex 1021

1020 H
New Britain, 1914, G.R.I. 5d on German New Guinea 50pf black & purple on buff (25), “G.R.I.” and
value 5mm apart, Very Fine, signed twice, Scott $350. SG 25; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200
1021 HH
Nigeria, 1936, ½d-£1 King George V pictorials complete (38-49), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$400 ++. SG 34/45; £225 ++ ($310).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1022

Ex 1023

Ex 1024

1022 H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V Pictorial Definitives, ½d-20s complete (1-17), a wonderfully fresh set, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $732. SG 1/17; £700 ($960).
Estimate $300 - 400
1023 H
St. Helena, 1922-23, King George V & Colony Badge, 4d-£1 complete (95-99), watermarked Multiple
Crown CA, o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the £1 a lightly hinged Gem, Scott $597. SG 92/6; £500 ($690).
Estimate $300 - 400
1024 H
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923 Tercentenary of the Colony complete (52-64), a bright, fresh set, o.g., most
lightly hinged (£1 barely hinged, if at all), Very Fine; 2s6d, 5s & £1 signed Bloch, Scott $1,405. SG 48/60; £1,200
($1,650).
Estimate $600 - 800

1025

1026

1025 HH
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923, £1 Tercentenary of the Colony (64), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and
mathematically centered, a Superb gem, Scott $825 ++. SG 60; £800 ++ ($1,100).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1026 H
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923, £1 Tercentenary of the Colony (64), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $825. SG 60; £800
($1,100).
Estimate $400 - 600

1027

Ex 1028

Ex 1029

1030

1027 H
Sierra Leone, 1896, Queen Victoria, £1 purple on red (46), o.g., very lightly hinged, uncommonly fresh
and absolutely perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $325. SG 53; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200
1028 H
Sierra Leone, 1903, King Edward VII, ½d-£1 complete (64-76), Crown CA watermark, o.g., all but the
1d very lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $505. SG 73/85; £450 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300
1029 H
Sierra Leone, 1933 Wilberforce Centenary complete (153-165), a marvelous set, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,206. SG 168/180; £1,100 ($1,510).
Estimate $500 - 750
1030 HH
Solomon Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (41), Multiple Crown CA watermark,
o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $300 ++. SG 38; £250 ++ ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South African States - Trinidad & Tobago

ex 1031

1032

1031 H
South African States: Cape of Good Hope, 1885, “Hope Seated”, cabled Anchor watermark, high
values (50, 50a, 52-54), o.g., exceptionally fresh and unusually well centered, F.-V.F., Scott $779. SG 53, 53a, 54,
67, 68; £759 ($1,040).
Estimate $300 - 400
1032 H
South African States: Transvaal, 1903, King Edward VII, £5 orange brown & violet (267), o.g., very
lightly hinged, fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. An extraordinary example of this rare Edward
VII high value, Scott $1,650. SG 259; £2,250 ($3,090).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1033

Ex 1034

1033 H
South African States: Zululand, 1892, “ZULULAND” on Great Britain 5s rose (11), o.g., fresh color,
F.-V.F., Scott $700. SG 11; £700 ($960).
Estimate $300 - 400
1034 H
South West Africa, 1923-26, King George V, Setting VI overprint on South Africa ½d-£1 complete
(29-40), a bright, fresh set, o.g., Very Fine, Scott $602. SG 29/40; £500 ($690).
Estimate $250 - 350

1035

1036

1035 H
Straits Settlements, 1898, Queen Victoria, $5 orange & carmine (88), watermarked Crown CA, o.g.,
lightly hinged, fresh, bright and nicely centered, Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 105; £425 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300
1036 m
Trinidad & Tobago, War Tax, 1918, 1d scarlet, double overprint (MR11a), partial Port-of-Spain c.d.s.,
Sep 30, 1918, F.-V.F., Scott $250. SG 186a; £225 ($310).
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Albania - Andorra

Europe and Colonies

Ex 1037

1038

1039

1040

1037

s
Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on 1909 Issue of Turkey, 5pa-5pi (4-10), each tied on
small piece by Vlonë or Shkodër c.d.s., F.-V.F.; 5pa, 10pa, 1pi & 2pi signed, Scott $3,375. Estimate $600 - 800

1038

s
Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on Turkey 1pi bright blue (15), tied on piece by Vlonë
c.d.s., Very Fine; signed Droese, Prendushi, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

1039

s
Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on Turkey 2pa Newspaper stamp (17), tied on piece by
Vlonë c.d.s., Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

1040

s

Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on 10pa on 20pa carmine rose (19), tied on small piece,
Very Fine+; signed Holcombe, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1041

Ex 1042

Ex 1043

1041 HH
Andorra (French), 1931, 1c-20f surcharges on French issues complete (1-22 & P1), including the ½c
Newspaper stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; the 20fr is Superb, Scott $2,207. Yvert 1-23; €2,710 ($3,310).
Estimate $600 - 800
1042 HH
Andorra (French), Postage Dues, 1931-32, 1c-5f “Recouvrements” complete (J9-J15), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $546 for hinged. Yvert TT 9-15; €1,310 ($1,600).
Estimate $350 - 500
1043 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1928, Overprints on Spain Alfonso XIII, 2c-10p complete (1-12), o.g., never
hinged; few light perforation tones on 40c, otherwise F.-V.F.; the 10p is Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Andorra - Austria

Ex 1044

Ex 1045

1046

1044 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1929, First Pictorials, 2c-10p, perf 14 complete (13-24, E3), including the 20c
Special Delivery, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $835.
Estimate $250 - 350
1045 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1931-38, First Pictorials, 2c-10p, perf 11½ (13a-22a), includes the 50c perf
11½x11 with “A000,000” control number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500+.
Estimate $150 - 200
1046 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1936, 40c blue, perf 11½x11 without control number (31A), o.g., never hinged,
exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200. Yvert €1,249 for exceptional centering
($1,520).
Estimate $400 - 600

1047

1048

1047 )
Austria, 1859 Franz Joseph 3kr black, type II (7), tied by red Vienna octagonal datestamp on local
outer folded letter, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine; signed A. Diena, Scott $400. Michel 11 II a; €550 ($670).
Estimate $150 - 200
1048 )
Austria, 1863, 3kr green, perf 9½ (23), two singles used with 5kr & 15kr (24, 26) on outer folded letter
from Vienna to Milan, 18-20 Aug 1864, F.-V.F.; signed calves & M. Raybaudi. Michel 31, 32, 34; €800 for 3-color
franking ($980).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1049
1049 HH
Austria, 1908-13, 1h-10k Emperor’s Reign Anniversary complete (110-127, 110a-120a), including
both ordinary & chalky papers of the 1h-35h, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,046. Michel 139-156.
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria

Ex 1050

Ex 1051

1050 H
Austria, 1910, 1h-10k Emperor’s Birthday complete (128-144), o.g., bright and fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
$473. Michel 161-177.
Estimate $200 - 300
1051 HH/H Austria, 1910, 1h-10k Emperor’s Birthday complete (128-144), o.g., never hinged except 10k
regummed, Very Fine, Scott $855. Michel 161-177.
Estimate $200 - 300

105

1053

1052 H
Austria, 1919, Republic overprint on 80h orange brown, overprint inverted (193a), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine; signed Seitz, Scott $275. Michel 240 K; €480 ($590).
Estimate $150 - 200
1053 HH
Austria, 1925, 1s Church of the Minorite Friars, imperf between (323 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Michel €1,800 ($2,200). Michel 466 UMw.
Estimate $400 - 600

1054
1054 HH
588.

1056

Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,100. Michel
Estimate $400 - 600

1055 H
Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $725. Michel 588 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1056 H
588.

62

Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, Very Fine, Scott $725. Michel
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria

1057

Ex 1058

1057 m
Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), light corner cancel, Extremely Fine, perforations may appear short at
lower right due to the placement of the cancel, but are completely intact, Scott $725. Michel 588.
Estimate $300 - 400
1058 HH
Austria, 1945, 1m-5m Graz overprints complete, narrow “Österreich” (428-431), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $400. Michel 693 II-696 II.
Estimate $150 - 200

1059

1060

1059 HH
Austria, 1948, 20g green, imperf at bottom sheet margin (524 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Unlisted by Michel; signed Wallmer, with his 1960 certificate noting that only 10 examples are known. Michel 897
var.
Estimate $500 - 750
1060 P
Austria, 1953, 1.50s Körner, perforated trial color plate proof in purple (588P), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Michel notes that these proofs were without gum, but this one is clearly gummed—perhaps unofficially,
Michel €1,800 ($2,200). Michel 982 P II.
Estimate $400 - 600

1061

1062

1061 HH
Austria, 1963, 1.50s Tyrol, imperf at right sheet margin (708 var.), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Michel 1133 Ul; €2,500 ($3,050).
Estimate $600 - 800
1062 HH
Austria, 1966, 1.80s Humane Society, imperf on three sides (763 var.), left sheet margin single, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine. An exceedingly rare perforation error., Michel €4,000 ($4,880). Michel 1208 Udr.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria

1063

Ex 1064

1065

1063 HH
Austria, 1923, 600k Melk Abbey, imperf at right sheet margin (B64 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Michel €800 ($980). Michel 440 Ur.
Estimate $250 - 350
1064 HH
Austria, 1931 Rotary International complete (B87-B92), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Michel 518-523.
Estimate $200 - 300
1065 HH
Austria, 1933, 50g WIPA, granite paper (B110a), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $600. Michel 556A.
Estimate $250 - 350

1066 m
Austria, 1933 WIPA souvenir sheet (B111), Vienna 119 favor cancel, Jun 25, 1933, with full, lightly
hinged o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $2,400. Michel Block 1.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 1067
1067 (H)
Austria, 1936, Inventors complete, imperforate (B146-B151 vars.), ungummed, bright and fresh with
large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Michel 632 U-637 U; €1,200 ($1,460).
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria

Ex1068
1068 HH
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), o.g., never hinged; bit of faint, truly
trivial toning, Very Fine, Scott $2,000. Michel 772B-775B.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1069 HH
Austria, 1948, 30g+10g Crocus, missing yellow & yellow green, imperforate (B237 var.), horizontal
pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 870 F U; €800 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300

1070 HH
Austria, 1948, 40g+20g Yellow Primrose, missing yellow & orange, imperforate (B238 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged; light natural paper wrinkle, Very Fine. Michel 871 F U I; €800 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria

1071

1072

1071 )
Austria, Graz (Styria) Local, 1945, Coat-of-Arms overprint on German 3pf+2pf Nazi Emblem
(B217), used with overprinted 3pf & 6pf Hitler Heads and an unoverprinted 3pf, the latter not recognized, tied by
“REIN/10.V.45/a” c.d.s. on cover to Graz, Very Fine. Signed Wallner with his 1965 certificate noting this as a unique
combination usage.
Estimate $150 - 200
1072 )
Austria, Graz (Styria) Local, 1945, Coat-of-Arms overprint on 1pf Hitler Head, used with regular
Styria “Österreich” overprint and an unoverprinted 5pf (not recognized, but apparently accepted as part of the 12pf
rate) on a cover to Graz postmarked “REIN/26.V.45/a”; Very Fine. Signed Wallner with his 1968 certificate noting
that only 50 of the 3pf+2pf were issued and that it was previously unknown on cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1073

1074

1073 )
Austria, Graz (Styria) Locals, 1945, two covers franked with Coat-of-Arms overprint on Hitler
Heads, the first, bearing a pair of 6pf tied by “GRAZ 2/17.V.45/7a” c.d.s., has a Joannes State Gallery & Sculpture
Collection corner card and is addressed locally; the second is franked with a single 12pf tied by a “REIN/10.V.45/a”
c.d.s. and is addressed to Peggau; Very Fine. Each is signed Wallner with his 1968 certificate for the two.
Estimate $150 - 200
1074 )
Austria, Newspaper Stamp, 1851 (0.6kr) blue Mercury, type I (P1a), four good margins, tied by
T(RI)ENT 22/2 c.d.s. on complete issue of the newspaper Il Messagiere Tirolese di Rovereto of 21 Feb 1852 with
address label to a Count Gaetano Manci, Very Fine, Scott $425. Michel 6 I; €550 ($670). Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria - Belgium

1075

1076

1075 m
Austria, Newspaper Stamp, 1858 (1kr) blue (P5), large balanced margins and central (inverted)
“BERGAMO 26/4” c.d.s., Extremely Fine; with 2007 Sismondo certificate, Scott $625. Michel 16; €700 ($850).
Estimate $150 - 200
1076 )
Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1872, folded letter from Constantinople to Genoa, Italy, via
Varna, Bulgaria, 1867 3s green & two 10s blue (2, 4) tied by boxed “LETTERE ARIVATE/ PER MARE/ VARNA/
25/5/72”, sender’s blue oval at upper left, backstamped Vienna, 28 May, and Genoa, 30 May; bit of light toning
around perfs, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1077

Ex 1078

Ex 1079

Ex 1080

1077 H

Belgium, 1919, King Albert I, 1c-10fr complete (124-137), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $647.
Estimate $200 - 300

1078 H

Belgium, 1932, Cardinal Mercier complete (B114-B122), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $574.
Estimate $200 - 300

1079 H

Belgium, 1933, Orval Abbey complete (B132-B143), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $993.
Estimate $300 - 400

1080 H
Belgium, Parcel Post, 1935, Railway Centenary, 10c-100fr complete (Q184-Q207), o.g., Very Fine,
Scott $990.
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Bosnia & Herzegovina - Czechoslovakia

Ex 1081

Ex 1082

1081 HH
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1906, 5k Franz Josef, four different perf varieties (45d [2], 45f [2]), 9½ x 12½
x 12½ x 9½; 9½ x 6¼ x 6¼ x 12½; 9½ x 9½ x 6¼ x 6¼ & 9½ x 6¼, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. A very scarce group,
especially never hinged, Scott $960.
Estimate $300 - 400
1082 H
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1912-14, Franz Josef complete, imperforate (65-85 vars.), o.g. with just the
barest trace of hinging, Very Fine, Scott $325. Michel 64 U-84 U; €450 ($550).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1083
1083 P
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1914, 10k Franz Josef, perforated trial color plate proofs (85 var.), five different colors: red brown, dark brown, sepia, olive green and rose carmine, ungummed, Extremely Fine, Michel
€2,500 ($3,050). Michel 84 P U.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1084

Ex 1085

1084 HH
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1918, Unissued Karl I, 2h-90h (128-141), complete less the very rare 1K, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $338.
Estimate $150 - 200
1085 H
Bulgaria, 1879, Crowned Lion, 10c black and green (2), full o.g., previously hinged, some adherences
in the corners, bright and fresh color and impression for a most difficult item to locate in any quality, Very Fine for the
issue, truly a scarce stamp to find this choice; signed A. Brun, Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
1086 HH
Czechoslovakia: Carpatho-Ukraine, 1945, wholesale lot of four different (Michel 79, 80, 84, 86),
comprises 100f Broken Chain (blocks of 8 & 14), 200f Fist (2 blocks of 15), 60f Soviet Star (part-sheet of 80), and
200f Soviet Star (block of 50, mis-perforated), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Michel €5,180 ($6,320) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

1087 )
France, French Occupation of Rome, 20c blue (#26) tied on small cover to Paris by lozange and “Corps
Exp. D’Italie/ 2E Division” c.d.s., 11 May 1864, backstamped Paris, 15 May, Very Fine and rare; signed Sismondo &
Sorani, with 2009 Sismondo certificate. Maury 22; €600 ($730).
Estimate $150 - 200

1088

1089

1088 m
France, 1870, Siege of Paris, 10c bister on yellowish, tête-bêche pair (54a), canceled two strikes
Montpellier large numeral “2502”, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F.; signed A. Brun and one other, Scott $2,250. Maury
T36; €3,100 ($3,780).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1089 HH
France, 1872, Cérès, 80c rose on pinkish (63), horizontal pair, amazingly bright and fresh in addition to
being virtually perfectly centered; light gum bend mentioned strictly for accuracy, an Extremely Fine gem. As fine a
pair as can possibly exist., Scott $1,280 as hinged singles. Maury 57; €2,300 for a hinged pair ($2,810).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1090

Ex 1091

1090 HH
France, 1900, Merson, 2fr gray violet & yellow (126), reasonably well centered with clean, never
hinged o.g., F.-V.F. Quite rare in a truly never hinged state., Scott $2,150. Maury 122; €2,600 ($3,170).
Estimate $600 - 800
1091 HH
France, 1902, Mouchon Retouched, 10c-30c complete (133-137), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,378. Maury 124-128; €2,040 ($2,490).
Estimate $400 - 600
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

Ex 1092

1094

1092 HH
France, 1903-32, Ligned Sower, 10c-1fr complete (138-154), the 30c is Cérès #133h (dark violet on
cream paper), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $940. Maury 129//205; €1,250 ($1,520).
Estimate $300 - 400
1093 a
France, 1926, Lined Sower, 50c vermilion, Marseille forgery (146 var.), complete sheet of 100, o.g.,
never hinged; some separation, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Calves-Jacquart certificate. Maury 199 IV var.;
€5,500 as singles ($6,710). (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1094 HH
France, 1924, Sower, 10c green, “Minéraline” tab (163c var.), virtually perfectly centered with immaculate, never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine. Maury 188A; €780 ($950).
Estimate $300 - 400
1095 HHa
France, 1926, Pasteur, 1.50fr blue (196 var.), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged; few slight
egde tears in selvage, Very Fine; with 2018 Calves-Jacquart certificate. Maury 181 var.; €5,500 as singles ($6,710).
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1096

1097

1096 HH
France, 1923, 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic Congress (197), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $825. Maury
182; €1,000 ($1,220).
Estimate $250 - 350
1097 E
France, 1924, 50c Olympic Games, Artist’s Original drawing (201), the accepted design in black,
white and gray on heavy card; signed by the designer, E. Becker; overall size about 6" x 8" with a mat opening of 35 8"
x 6". A truly exceptional showpiece for the Olympic collector, Very Fine. Yvert 186.
Estimate $500 - 750
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

1098

1099

1098 HH
France, 1925, Paris Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (226), o.g., never hinged; couple trivial, tiny
natural paper inclusions, Very Fine, Scott $3,750. Maury BF1; €4,900 ($5,980).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1099 HH
France, 1927, Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (241), o.g., never hinged; small, light
soiled spot on back, F.-V.F., Scott $2,300. Maury BF2; €3,000 ($3,660).
Estimate $500 - 750

1100

1101

1100 HH
France, 1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246), Post Office fresh and quite well centered with
pristine, never hinged o.g., Very Fine, Scott $1,325. Maury 257A; €1,600 ($1,950).
Estimate $500 - 750
1101 HH
France, 1930, 20fr Pont du Gard, perf 11 (254), an exceptional mint example, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and well centered, Very Fine; signed A. Brun, Bouquiaux and A. Diena, Scott $1,650. Maury 262B;
€2,450 ($2,990).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1102
1102 E
France, 1948, Dulac’s Marianne, Special Issue, group of 25 (504-523 vars), imperforate non-denominated “stamps”, 11 different of the 15 issued colors, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 Drouot Philatelie certificate, Maury €1,875 ($2,290). Maury 701K.
Estimate $350 - 500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

1103 HH
France, 1960, 25c Marianne, two errors: lake omitted and gray omitted (968 vars.), matching horizontal pairs with right sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Maury 1263Ib, c; €760 ($930).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1104

1105

1104 HH
France, 1917, War Orphans, 2c+3c to 1fr+1fr (B3-B9), o.g., never hinged, 1fr with a small toned spot in
the bottom margin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,430. Maury 148-154; €3,480 ($4,250).
Estimate $500 - 750
1105 HH
France, 1917, 5fr+5fr War Orphans (B10), fresh and exceptionally well centered with pristine, never
hinged o.g., Very Fine. A truly choice example of this key Semi-Postal, Scott $4,000. Maury 155; €5,500 ($6,710).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1106 H
France, Airmail, 1922, La Baule Aviation Meeting, semi-official stamp collection, fantastic group of
approximately 99 singles, pairs, proofs and color trials of the La Baule aviation stamps (Sanabria-listed as
#S14-S19); includes paper colors, imperforate pairs on colored and white papers, etc.; please examine closely,
Very Fine, seldom seen and quite valuable (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1107

1108

1109

1107 HH
France, Airmail, 1930, 1.50fr ultramarine, “E.I.P.A.” perfin (C6b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$700. Maury PA 6c; €865 ($1,060).
Estimate $200 - 300
1108 H
France, Airmail, 1930, 1.50fr ultramarine, “E.I.P.A.” perfins (C6b), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$300. Yvert 6c.
Estimate $150 - 200
1109 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, Plane Over Paris, 85c-50fr complete (C8-C14), o.g., never hinged; 50fr with
slightly toned gum, noted only for strict accuracy, Very Fine, Scott $1,697. Maury PA 8-14; €2,500 ($3,050).
Estimate $500 - 750
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

1110

1111

1110 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), Post Office fresh and virtually perfectly centered with immaculate, never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury PA 15; €1,700 ($2,070). Estimate $500 - 750
1111 H
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $625. Maury PA 15;
€800 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1112

1113

1112 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, South Atlantic Crossing complete (C16-C17), 10fr with dated corner sheet
margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $735+. Maury 320-321; €860+ ($1,050).
Estimate $200 - 300
1113 HH
France, Postage Due, 1894-1910, 30c orange red, 1fr rose on straw & 2fr red orange (J35, J40,
J43), the three key values, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Rarely seen never hinged., Scott $2,179.
Maury TT 34, 39, 41; €3,370 ($4,110).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1114

Ex 1115

Ex 1116

1114 HH
France, Postage Dues, 1908, “Recouvrements”, 1c-60c complete (J46-J51), o.g., never hinged, the
key 50c value is especially well centered, F.-V.F.; 50c signed Calves, Scott $613. Maury TT 43-48; €996 ($1,220).
Estimate $200 - 300
1115 HH
France, Official Courrier Stamps, 1942, 10c-20fr complete (Maury TS 1-15), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. A very difficult set to find, especially never hinged, Maury €2,900 ($3,540).
Estimate $600 - 800
1116 m
France, Paris Precancels, 1920-22, seven different, 1921 5c orange “mint” o.g., others without gum;
minor gum bends 1921 5c orange, otherwise F.-V.F.; all but 1921 green 5c are signed Calves. Maury P 25-30, 36;
€1,680 ($2,050).
Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 1117

1118

1117 HH/H French Offices in Port Said, 1921, six different inverted overprints (33a//45a), comprises 2m on 5c
green, 2m on 2c brown, 4m on 10c red, 5m on 1c light gray, 5m on 3c red and 15c on 20c brown, o.g. (2m on 5c,
some never hinged), F.-V.F., Scott $615. Yvert 36a//65a; €985 ($1,200).
Estimate $200 - 300
1118 Ha
French Colonies, 1865, 80c rose (6), right sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all
around, Very Fine; signed A. Brun et al, Scott $540. Yvert 6; €600 ($730).
Estimate $200 - 300

1119

Ex 1120

1119 HHa
French Colonies: Alaouites, Airmail, 1925, Unissued 2pi on 2fr instead of on 40c (C1 var.), right
sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally bright and fresh, Very Fine, Maury €1,568 ($1,910).
Maury PA 4a.
Estimate $400 - 600
1120 H
French Colonies: Diego Suarez, 1890, Union of France & Madagascar, 1c-25c complete (6-9), large
margins and light cancels, Very Fine, Scott $645.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1121
1121 P
French Colonies: Lebanon, 1936, Unissued Franco-Lebanese Treaty, the four regular postage
values, 50c, 1pi, 4pi & 10pi (a 10pi Airmail was also planned), each in a small gummed sheetlet of one, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1122
1122 E
French Colonies: Lebanon, Airmail, Artist’s Drawings, proposed designs for scenic issues, two
different scenes in pen & ink, one in carmine, the other in turquoise; each about 5" x 2¾" mounted on heavy black
card, about 8" x 5½", with rubber-stamped signature of the artist, Paul Koroleff, Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1123

Ex 1124

1123 H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1902-03, 15 different inverted centers (36//63 vars.), comprises the
4c & 20c-5fr from the 1902 set, and 1903’s 40c-5fr; also includes a plate proof on card in the design of the franc values, but denominated “0f.” (center normal), o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1124 HH/H French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1902-03, 11 different inverted centers (36//63 vars.), comprises the
4c & 25c-75c from the 1902 set, and the 40c, 50c & 1fr-5fr of the 1903 set, o.g. except 25c 1902 used, bright and
fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1125

1125

1125 m
French Colonies: Togo, 1915, Sans-serif overprint, 20pf ultramarine (167), partial blue Anecho
c.d.s., Very Fine. Only 263 of the 20pf were issued; signed Bloch, D. Field, Scott $1,050. Michel 11; €1,500
($1,830). Maury 46; €1,300 ($1,590).
Estimate $400 - 600
1126 H
German States: Helgoland, 1879, 1m & 5m Numerals (22-23), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $450. Michel
19Aa, 20A; €190 ($230).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1127

1131

1127 )
German States: Württemberg, 1863, 3kr dark claret (36a), three singles tied by two of three
Reutlingen c.d.s.’s, 21 Aug 1863, on folded letter to Landsberg, Bavaria, Very Fine. Michel 26d.
Estimate $400 - 600

1128 m
German States: Württemberg, 1873, 70kr red violet (53), clear Stuttgart c.d.s., 6 Nov 1874, bright and
fresh with four large margins, including full dividing lines at top & left; however, those two margins have been skillfully added and the dotted lines made by hand, Extremely Fine appearance; signed Bühler, Hederer & Thoma BPP,
with 2017 T. Heinrich certificate, Scott $4,000. Michel 42b; €5,000 ($6,100).
Estimate $500 - 750

1129

1130

1129 HH
Germany, 1923, 20m+1000m Rhine & Ruhr Help, background inverted (B7b), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $800. Michel 260K II; €1,000 ($1,220).
Estimate $300 - 400
1130 HH
Germany, 1929, 50pf+40pf Nothilfe, “PE” for “PF” error (B32a), left sheet margin single with row sum
“360”, o.g., stamp never hinged (hinged in selvage only), Extremely Fine, Scott $475. Michel 434 I; €600 ($730).
Estimate $200 - 300
1131 H
Germany, 1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,450. Michel
Block 2.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Ex 1132

Ex 1133

1132 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1926-27, Eagle, 5pf-3m complete (C27-C34), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$967. Michel 378-384.
Estimate $400 - 600
1133 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1926-27, Eagle, 5pf-3m complete (C27-C34), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$967. Michel 378-384.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1134
1134 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1930, South America Zeppelin Flight, 2m-4m complete (C38-C39), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,750. Michel 438-439.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 1135

Ex 1136

Ex 1137

Ex 1138

1135 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; light bends on #C46, F.-V.F.,
Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $250 - 350
1136 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; light bends on #C46, F.-V.F.,
Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $250 - 350
1137 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; a couple light gum bends on
low values, F.-V.F., Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $250 - 350
1138 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; light bends on #C46 and
C52, F.-V.F., Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1139

1140

1139 m
German Offices in Morocco, 1900, 6p25c on 5m slate & carmine, type I (19), canceled light Casablanca c.d.s.’s, 21 Apr 1902, fresh and very nicely centered, Very Fine; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,325.
Michel 19 I; €1,900 ($2,320).
Estimate $500 - 750
1140 m
German Colonies: Samoa, 1900, Yacht, 3pf-5m complete (57-69), a Very Fine used set, Scott $1,065.
Michel 7-19; €1,000 ($1,220).
Estimate $350 - 500

1141

German WWII Occupation of Lithuania: Raseiniai, 1941, Overprint types I & II on Russian regular
issues, 5k-60k complete (Michel 1 II/I-7 II/I), vertical se-tenant pairs, each tied on piece by bilingual Raseiniai
c.d.s., 22 Aug 1941, Very Fine, Michel €810 ($990).
Estimate $150 - 200
s

1142 HH
German WWII Occupation of Lithuania: Telsiai, 1941, 50k Agricultural Exposition, type I overprint
(Michel 24 I), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Krischke BPP, Michel €450 ($550).
Estimate $150 - 200
1143

s
German Local Issues: Altdöbern, 1946, 12pf red & violet (Michel 5 a), tied on piece by Altdöbern
c.d.s., 21 Jan 1946, Fine; signed Busch, Michel €1,300 ($1,590).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1144
1144 )
German Local Issues: Bad Saarow, 1945, 10pf & 15pf gray black, denomination on one line
(Michel 1 I, 2 I, 3), on two covers, the 10pf used with an Unauthorized 5pf to make up the 15pf rate, 6 Jul 1945; the
15pf used on a window envelope, 10 Jul 1945, Very Fine; 15pf signed Zierer BPP, Michel €1,850+ ($2,260).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 1145

1146

1145

s

1146

German Local Issues: Erkner, 1945, Defaced Hitler head, 6pf bright blue violet (Michel 2a), on piece
with Erkner Official Seal initialed & dated “24. 5. 45”, F.-V.F.; signed Zierer BPP, Michel €350 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200

German Local Issues: Eckartsberga, 1945, 6pf, 12pf & 24pf signed “Bu” (Michel 1 a I, 2 I, 3 I), each
tied on piece, dated and canceled 18 Sep, 6 Oct & 7 Sep, respectively, Very Fine; 12pf signed Zierer BPP, Michel
€1,010 ($1,230).
Estimate $200 - 300

s

1147

1148

1147 HH
German Local Issues: Freudenstadt, 1945, Second printing, 6pf black on yellow & 12pf black on
rose (Michel 4, 6), o.g., never hinged; 6pf signed Haferkamp, 12pf Richter, Michel €900 ($1,100).
Estimate $200 - 300
1148

German Local Issues: Glauchau, 1945, 25 (pf) on 15pf Swastika Official (Michel 38), tied on piece by
“Glauchau (Sachs) 1” c.d.s., 4 Jul 1945, Very Fine; signed Hans Zierer, Michel €1,200 ($1,460).
Estimate $250 - 350

s

Ex 1149
1149 HH
Germany: Allied Occupation, 1948, 25pf, 60pf & 90pf Buildings imperforate (648, 654 & 657 vars.),
horizontal pairs, 60pf also double impression, o.g., never hinged, slight natural paper wrinkle 90pf, otherwise Very
Fine. Michel 87, 93 & 96 IV W U; €1,200 ($1,460).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1150 )
German Democratic Republic, 1953 (Apr. 13), registered cover from Lastau Kreis Rochlitz to
Strausberg, franked by pair of 2pf Kollwitz definitives along with an 80pf Thälmann (Michel #339xbXII), tied by
Lastau c.d.s.’s, with Strausberg next-day receiver on reverse, fresh, F.-V.F., the 80pf stamp is rare to begin with, exceptionally so on cover (Michel value €2400); signed Weigelt BPP “b” on reverse; Dr. Zempel on front.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex1151
1151 )
Germany: Berlin, 1948, Black Overprints complete (9N1-9N20), the complete set on two registered
covers to the U.S.; postmarked Berlin-Charlottenburg Airlift cancels, Oct 5, 1948 and backstamped New York on
Oct 31 and Nov 1; top flaps are mostly missing, not affecting the backstamps, otherwise Very Fine; with 2004 H-D
Schlegel certificate, Scott $1,836 off cover. Michel 1-20.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 1152
1152 HH
Germany: Saar, 1947, Pictorials, 12 different imperfs (156//174 vars.), horizontal pairs, comprises
3pf-20pf, 25pf, 30pf, 50pf, 60pf & 75pf, o.g., never hinged, all with large balanced margins; 60pf with light pre-printing paper crease, Very Fine, Michel €3,520 ($4,290). Michel 207 Z U//222 Y U.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Ex 1153
1153 HHa
Hungary, 1947, Roosevelt Memorial issue complete (B198A-D, CB1-CB1C), miniature sheets of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154
1154

1155

1156

Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, 1850, Arms, 45c blue, hand-made paper, type III (6), vertical strip
of 4, canceled three strikes straightline “VARESE/ 3 APR” and just tied on piece by a partial fourth strike; good margins except just touching top stamp at upper left and into bottom stamp at right; horizontal crease through top stamp
(not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), otherwise F.-V.F. A very scarce multiple; with 2006 Sismondo
certificate, Scott $1,800. Sassone 12.
Estimate $300 - 400
s

1155 H
Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, 1859, Franz Joseph, 10s brown, type II (11), o.g.; couple typical
natural gum creases, F.-V.F., Scott $5,250. Sassone 31; €10,000 ($12,200).
Estimate $600 - 800
1156 H
Italian States: Modena, Newspaper Tax, 1859, 10c black, unissued second printing (PR5b), vertical
guide lines between stamps, full o.g., exceptionally fresh with huge margins; tiny natural paper inclusion in eagle’s
head, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000. Sassone 5.
Estimate $250 - 350

1157

s
Italian States: Naples, 1861, Neapolitan Provinces, 50g gray (27), exceptionally fresh with large balanced margins, tied on small piece by neat Naples c.d.s., 15 Feb 1862, Extremely Fine; signed A. Diena, Scott
$8,500. Sassone 24; €15,000 ($18,300).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

AN EXTRAORDINARY EXAMPLE OF THIS RARE USED STAMP.
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Ex 1158

1159

1160

1158 P
Italian States: Naples & Sicily/Two Sicilies, 1858, ½g, 1g & 50g, 1898 Reprint die proofs from original dies (1R, 2R, 6R); lightly toned, otherwise Very Fine; signed Avi, with his 2018 certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
1159 H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, ½b black on reddish violet (1d), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh, Fine; signed A. Diena, Scott $3,500. Sassone 1d.
Estimate $600 - 800
1160 H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 7b black on blue (8), a marvelous mint example, o.g., exceptionally fresh with marvelous color, Very Fine, Scott $1,425. Sassone 8; €2,850 ($3,480).
Estimate $200 - 300

1161 )
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 50b black on dull blue (10), four nice margins, tied by lozenge cancel on folded letter from Bologna to Perpignon, France, 7-11 Jan 1859; red French “P.D.” and paquebot
c.d.s. with four different French transit/receiving c.d.s.’s; vertical file fold (not affecting stamp) ends in small tear at
top. Inside includes an attractive illustrated letterhead featuring the First Class Silver Medal won by the sender at
the 1855 Paris Exposition, Fine, Scott $6,750. Sassone 10; €11,000 ($13,420).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1162 )
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 1sc black on rose (11), four clear to good margins all
around, tied by Rome c.d.s., 19 Mar 1859, on small envelope to New York, boxed “P.P.”, red French paquebot c.d.s.
and red New York Paid receiver, 11 Apr, all on the front, Paris-Calais railroad c.d.s. on reverse, F.-V.F., Scott
$85,000. Sassone 11; €90,000 ($109,800).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
AN EXCEPTIONAL EXAMPLE OF A RARE ONE SCUDO SINGLE FRANKING.
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1163

1164

1163 )
Italian States: Parma, 1852, 5c black on yellow (1), vertical strip of 3, good margins all around including
partial sheet margin at top, canceled square grids on folded letter sheet with matching red Fiorenzuola c.d.s., 4 Oct
1852; backstamped Piacenza the next day; slight edge tears at top & bottom of a vertical file fold that does not affect
the stamps, Very Fine. A pretty cover; signed A. Diena, Scott $1,650. Sassone 1.
Estimate $350 - 500
1164 m
Italian States: Sardinia, 1853, Victor Emmanuel II, 40c pale rose (6), fresh and bright with four clear
margins and a neat Cortona c.d.s., Dec 5, 1853, Very Fine, Scott $800. Sassone 6; €1,500 ($1,830).
Estimate $200 - 300

1165

1166

1165 )
Italian States: Sardinia, 1855, Victor Emmanuel II, 20c sky blue (12e), large balanced margins, tied on
folded letter to Genoa by one of two strikes TORINO c.d.s., 1 Oct 1855, with sender’s handstamped corner card;
backstamped “TORINO e GENOVA” railroad c.d.s. the same day and Genoa receiver the next, Very Fine, Scott
$525.
Estimate $150 - 200
1166 )
Italian States: Sicily, selection of 19 classic covers, 1854-65. The group comprises (used within the
Italian States unless noted) Scott #2 (3 covers), 2a (1), 5 (3), 8 (1), 10+11 (2), 10b+ 11 pair (1), 10c+12d (1, to
France), 11 strip of 3+single, 11j+13d (1, to France), 12d+13d (1, to England), 13 (1, to France), 13d (1, to Switzerland), and P1 (2 printed circulars, each with a pair); all but one—a #2 cover—have either 2018 Avi (13) or 2009
Sismondo (5) certificates. Estimated Scott value is well over $11,000, condition is generally F.-V.F., most of the
stamps having three margins (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1167 )
Italian States: Sicily, 1861, 2g blue (22), strip of 3 & pair, both with four margins, tied by three of four
strikes Naples c.d.s., 15 Mar 1862, on folded letter to Catanzaro, where it was backstamped two days later; tear
through receiving postmark on reverse, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1168

1169

1168 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1851, 1cr carmine (4), horizontal strip of 3 with clear to large margins on three
sides and barely touching at right, tied by parallel bars and FIRENZE banderole of 10 Feb 1853 on a small folded letter to Bologna, backstamped Bologna the next day, Very Fine; signed Sismondo, with his 2006 certificate. Sassone
4.
Estimate $300 - 400
1169 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1851, 4cr bluish green (6a), four good margins except barely touching at lower
right; canceled one of two strikes “P.D” and tied by scarce oval “S.A F.A” railroad handstamp on folded letter to
Modena postmarked PISTOJA, 7 Nov 1852; with an 8 Nov Modena receiver on the front, Very Fine; signed
Sismondo, with his 2006 certificate, Scott $1,250+. Sassone 6.
Estimate $300 - 400

1170 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1851, 2cr blue, two covers (5), one with 3+ margins canceled straightline
PISTOIA on cover to Lucca, 4 May 1853, backstamped Lucca the next day; the other, used with 1cr carmine (4),
each with 2+ margins, canceled scarce “S.F.” in oval (railroad), on cover postmarked Prato, 28 Jun 1853, to Rome
(backstamped red Rome receiver on 30 Jun); a fresh, Very Fine pair of covers; with 2007 & 2006 Sismondo certificates, Scott $1,395. Sassone 5.
Estimate $300 - 400

1171 m
Italian States: Tuscany, 1857, 6cr deep blue (15), a striking horizontal pair, fresh and clean with huge
margins on three sides, showing parts of six adjacent stamps, but cut just to outer frame lines at top, LIVORNO banderole cancel, F.-V.F.++; signed A. Diena, with 2006 Sismondo certificate, Scott $1,250. Sassone 15.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1172

1173

1172 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1860, Provisional Govt., 20c blue gray blue & 40c rose (20b, 21), two of
each, all with four virtually full frame lines, canceled by three of four strikes Firenze c.d.s., 11 Feb 1860 on cover to
Paris; boxed “PD” and red Feb 15 Pont-de-Beauvoisin French entry c.d.s.; backstamped Paris; light vertical file fold
not affecting stamp, and a bit of minor toning, otherwise F.-V.F.; signed Calves and Scheller, with 2017 Drouot
Philatelie certificate. Sassone 20, 21.
Estimate $500 - 750
1173 m
Italian States: Tuscany, 1860, Provisional Govt., 80c pale red brown (22), exceptionally fresh with a
light FIRENZE cancel and three good margins, just into outer frame line at lower right, F.-V.F.; with 2006 Sismondo
certificate, Scott $1,500. Sassone 22; €2,000 ($2,440).
Estimate $250 - 350

1174

1175

1174 )
Italy, ca. 1855, Disinfected outer folded letter to Reggio, with three long disinfecting slits and the locally produced black on rose label “UFFIZIO DI DISINFEZIONE IN REGGIO”; minor edge toning, otherwise Very
Fine, quite rare.
Estimate $200 - 300
1175 P
Italy, 1858-63, Italy & Sardinia, group of imperf plate proofs, six items as follows: Italy, 1863, 15c blue
(#22), two different: a single in blue, frame only, with the frame of a red revenue stamp on reverse; and a block of 4
with a double impression of the frame only, one impression in blue, the other in black, plus an additional impression
in black on reverse; 1863, 15c blue type I (#23), block of 4 in black with a second inverted impression in blue and an
additional impression in black on reverse; block of 4 with a double impression in blue and, on reverse, an impression in black and a full offset impression in blue; Sardinia, 1858, 10c brown (#11), double impression of frame only;
and 1863 Newspaper Stamp (#P1), double impression of frame only with full o.g., Very Fine; each item with a 2018
Avi certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1176

Ex 1177

Ex 1178

1176 P
Italy, 1863, Victor Emmanuel II, 15c, type I, plate proof on thin paper (23P), ungummed, large margins; small toned spot and normal light wrinkles; with 2018 H. Avi certificate noting “perfect condition”. Sassone 13.
Catalogo Encic. Ital. PS7.
Estimate $400 - 600
1177 HH
Italy, 1922, Trieste Philatelic Congress complete (142A-142D), a fresh, exceedingly well centered set
(the 15c & 25c are perfect!), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Probably as fine an example of this key set as any
in existence; each value signed, Scott $3,125. Sassone 123-126; €12,000 for “optimal” centering ($14,640).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1178 m
Italy, 1922, Trieste Philatelic Congress complete (142A-142D), all with Philatelic Congress cancels;
average centering, about Fine, Scott $1,235. Sassone 123-126; €1,000 for “mediocre” centering ($1,220).
Estimate $200 - 300

1179
1179 HH
Italy, 1926, 1.25L St. Francis of Assisi, perf 13½ (182a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Sassone 196; €1,500 ($1,830).
Estimate $350 - 500
1180 m
Italy, 1932, Garibaldi regular issues complete (280-289), plus the same set for the Aegean Islands of
Patmo and Piscopi (#17-26 for each), F.-V.F., Scott $1,063 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

1181
1181 HH
Italy, 1980, 50L Rocca di Calascio, “Pink Fortress” variety (1412 var), from the long-running Castles
of Italy series, a lower right corner example with full selvage, o.g., never hinged, perfs shifted down into vignette,
Fine; signed Avi, with 2016 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1527g; €12,500 ($15,250).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1182 HH
Italy, 1988, 650L National Soccer Championships, error of color (1743 var), the “Milan blue”—with
yellow omitted, green areas of issued stamp appear blue; left marginal single, o.g., never hinged, turn Italy’s own
goal to your collection’s advantage; signed Avi, with 2005 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1954B; €27,000
($32,940).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1183 HH
Italy, Airmail, 1930, 7.70L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (C27), o.g., never hinged (hinged in selvage),
Very Fine, Scott $900. Sassone PA 25; €1,100 ($1,340).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1184
1184 H
Italy, Airmail, 1933 Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight complete (C48-C49), eight sets, all different pilots:
Biani, Biseo, Borghetti, Baldini (“DINI”), Leone, Miglia, Questa, and Vercelloni, all bright and fresh, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,280. Sassone S.1509 var.; €2,800 ($3,420).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1185
1185 m
$566.
88

Italy, Airmail, 1937, Augustus Caesar Bimillenary complete (C95-C99), a Very Fine used set, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 1186
1186 HHa
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Special Delivery, 1947-48, 15L-60L complete (E1-E4), blocks of 10, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,909. Sassone E 1-4; €2,400 ($2,930).
Estimate $500 - 750

1187

1188

1187 ())
Italy: Campione d’Italia, 1944, Coat-of-Arms, First printing, 5c-1fr perf 11½ complete (Sassone
1a-5a), tied by First Day cancels, 20 May 1944, on top half only of a cover, Very Fine. Only 5,000 each of the 30c &
1fr were issued. Sassone value is €2700 for a full First Day Cover, Sassone €1,800 off cover ($2,200).
Estimate $350 - 500
1188 H
Italian Occupation of Venezia-Giulia, 1918, 4k dark green (N16), o.g., Very Fine. Only 1,600 were issued; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,050. Sassone 17; €1,400 ($1,710).
Estimate $300 - 400

1189 m
Italy: Fiume, Veglia, 1920, 5c-25c Overprint complete, wide “VEGLIA” (128a-131a), tied by First Day
cancels, 13 Nov 1920, on a presentation sheetlet (part of a ledger page) with manuscript inscription, “L’incaracata
p. S. Paolo, Elirra Dall’Aegua”; few trivial light perforation tones, F.-V.F., Scott $1,125+. Sassone 1-4.
Estimate $350 - 500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Italian Offices and Occupations

Ex 1190

1191

1192

1190 HH/H Italian Occupation of Corfu, Postage Dues, 1941, rouletted issue complete (NJ1-NJ3), sheet margin horizontal pairs, o.g., one stamp in each pair never hinged; right 80L (the never hinged one) with a few short
perfs, otherwise Very Fine; 80L signed A. Diena, Scott $2,318 for hinged. Sassone S 1-3; €6,070 ($7,400).
Estimate $400 - 600
1191

s
Italian Offices in China: Tientsin, 1917, Victor Emmanuel III, 2¢ on 5c green (1), tied on small piece
by “R.R. POSTE ITALIANE/ TIENTSIN-CINA” CDS, Very Fine, Scott $650. Sassone 1; €800 ($980).
Estimate $150 - 200

1192 H
Italian Offices in the Levant, 1874, Victor Emmanuel II, 10c buff (4), o.g., hinge remnant, incredibly
bright, fresh and absolutely perfectly centered; backstamped, Extremely Fine. A true condition rarity., Scott $3,600.
Sassone 4; €4,500 for top centering ($5,490).
Estimate $500 - 750

1193

1194

1193 HHa
Italian Offices in Constantinople, Postage Due, 1922, 1L blue & magenta (J4), block of 4 with full control mark, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Both Scott and Bolaffi suggest a preium of more than 50% for blocks with the
full control mark, Scott $640 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300
1194 HHa
Italian Offices in Constantinople, Postage Dues, 1922, 10c-1L (J1-J4), each in a block of 4 with full
control mark, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and bright, F.-V.F. Both Scott and Bolaffi suggest a premium of
more than 50% for blocks of 4 with the full control mark, Scott $2,560 as n.h. singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1195
1195 H
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, 1934, World Cup Soccer complete (31-35, C28-C31),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $795. Sassone S.14; €920 ($1,120).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1196
1196 m
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Airmail, 1932, Garibaldi complete (C15-C19), a Very Fine
set, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

1197

Italian Occupation of Rhodes, Parcel Post, 1934, 50c, 2L & 3L (Q5, Q8, Q9), tied on receipt portion of
a parcel card by Rhodes Parcel Post cancels, 23 Jun 1938; receipt also bears a partial Registration label, Very Fine.
Quite a rare item; signed Caffaz, Sismondo & Sorani, with 1998 Caffaz and 2013 Sismondo certificates.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

1198

1199

Ex 1200

1198 HH
Italian Colonies: Somalia, 1924-37, 25L Lion, perf 14 (155a), o.g., never hinged; offset on gum, Very
Fine. A rare “Animals on Stamps” topical., Scott $2,250. Sassone 229; €3,200 ($3,900). Estimate $500 - 750
1199 HH
Italian Colonies: Somalia, Postage Dues, 1926, 10c & 40c, Numerals & Overprint inverted (J32a,
J35a), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Fine, Scott $700. Sassone Seg. 42a, 45a; €1,400 ($1,710).
Estimate $250 - 350
1200 HH/H Liechtenstein, 1921, Coat of Arms, 3rp-15rp perf varieties (56a-61a), 10rp & 15rp perf 12½, others
9½, o.g., all but 7½rp & 15rp never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,342. Zumstein 47A-49A, 50B, 51A, 52B; SFr 1,488
($1,540).
Estimate $350 - 500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Liechtenstein - Monaco

1201

1202

1201 m
Liechtenstein, 1921, 7½rp Arms, perf 9½ (58a), fresh and lightly canceled, about Fine, Scott $1,050.
Zumstein 49B; SFr 1,500 ($1,550).
Estimate $200 - 300
1202 HH
Liechtenstein, 1934, Vaduz Exhibition souvenir sheet (115), o.g., never hinged (slight natural gum
skip), Very Fine, Scott $2,250. Zumstein 104; SFr 2,000 ($2,070).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1203
1203 H
Liechtenstein, Officials, 1932, 5rp-1.20fr complete (O1-O8), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $449.
Zumstein 1-8.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1204
1204 HH
Monaco, 1891-1921, Prince Albert I, 1c-5fr complete (11-29), a marvelous mint set, Post Office fresh
with bright colors and never hinged o.g., except for the 10c carmine ($4), which is lightly hinged; the 5c yellow green
($1) has a nibbed corner, otherwise F.-V.F. An extraordinary set of these early definitives, which are rarely seen in
a never hinged state., Scott $1,700. Yvert 11-25,44-47; €1,940 ($2,370).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1205
1205 HH

1206

Monaco, 1921, Royal Wedding to the 1fr (B9-17), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $648.
Estimate $200 - 300

1206 HH
Monaco, Postage Due, 1909, 10c brown (J4), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered,
Very Fine, Yvert €1,110 ($1,350). Scott $350 for hinged. Yvert T. 4.
Estimate $300 - 400

1207

Ex 1208

1209

1207 m
Netherlands, 1905, Queen Wilhelmina, 10g orange (86), bright andfresh with a neat corner cancel, Extremely Fine, Scott $775. NVPH 80.
Estimate $250 - 350
1208 HH
Poland, 1945, 1z on 50g & 1.50z on 25g dull red, inverted surcharge (346 vars.), including both Types
1 & 2 of the 1.50z, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1.50z Type 1 signed L. Schmutz, others signed Z. Korszen. Fischer
375, 376a inverted; Zloty 1,650 ($480).
Estimate $200 - 300
1209 HH
Poland, 1945, 1.50z on 25g deep red (346a), form II, type 1, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed
Ryblewski, Scott $650 for hinged. Michel 409a; €800 ($980). Fischer 376b T1; Zloty 1,700 ($500).
Estimate $300 - 400

1210 HHa
Poland, 1946, Education complete (B49-B49B), each in a miniature sheet of 12, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,020+.
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Portuguese Colonies - Russia

Ex 1211

1212

1211 HH
Portuguese Colonies: Angola, 1951, Birds, 5c-50a complete (333-356), o.g., never hinged, most with
sheet margin selvage; minor surface abrasions 3a, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $665.
Estimate $200 - 300
1212 m
Romania, 1858, Moldavia, 2nd Issue, 80pa red on bluish wove paper (7), bottom margin single with
light Moldova double-circle cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $875. Michel 7 a x.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1213

Ex 1214

1213 m
Russia, 1884, 3.50r & 7r on vertically laid paper (39-40), lightly canceled, F.-V.F., Scott $1,300. Michel
38x, 39x.
Estimate $500 - 750
1214 H
Russia, 1909, 1r pale brown, dark brown & orange, Group of Errors (57 vars.), 20 items (singles,
pairs, strips of 3 & blocks of 4) with various errors including inverted center, double centers, double background,
badly misplaced colors or perforations, etc., o.g., Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1215 HH
Russia, 1927, 8k on 7k watermarked, narrow spacing (350b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. A marvelous example of this very rare variety. Also includes a never hinged example with normal spacing (#350) for comparison; signed Buchsbayew, Scott $27,500. Zagorsky 209A; $1,300,000 (2014).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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1216

1217

1216 HH
Russia, Airmail, 1935, 1r on 10k Moscow-San Francisco Flight (C68), o.g., never hinged, Post Office
fresh, Very Fine; signed Soviet Philatelic Society, with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,275. Michel 527.
Estimate $500 - 750
1217 m
Russia, Airmail, 1935, 1r on 10k Moscow-San Francisco Flight (C68), two different Moscow postmarks, Very Fine, Scott $525. Michel 527.
Estimate $250 - 350
1218 H
Russia: Far Eastern Republic, 1920-23, the complete country (2-70 & N1-N4), on three album pages,
o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $1,921 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1219

Ex 1220

Ex 1221

1219 H
San Marino, 1877, Arms, 30c brown (15), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally well centered, Very Fine,
Scott $925. Sassone 6.
Estimate $200 - 300
1220 H
Scandinavia: Denmark, Newspaper Stamps, 1907, 1ø-10kr Watermarked crown complete
(P1-P10), a bright, fresh set, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $871.
Estimate $300 - 400
1221 H
Scandinavia: Denmark, 1919-41, First Parcel Post Issue, 10ø-10kr complete (Q1-Q11), exceptionally fresh and bright, o.g., Very Fine, Scott $721.
Estimate $250 - 350

1222

Scandinavia: Finland, 1856, Small pearls in post horns, 10k rose on wove paper (2), tied on small
piece by perfectly struck high-boxed Wiborg datestamp, 24 Oct 5[6?], exceptionally bright and fresh; just cut in at
left and barely touching at top, F.-V.F., Scott $925. Facit 2; SKr 7,000 ($870).
Estimate $300 - 400

s
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Scandinavia

1223

1224

1225

1223 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1856, Small pearls in post horns, 10k rose on wove paper (2), pen-canceled,
four good margins; horizontal pen stroke at top scratches surface slightly, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $400. Facit 2;
SKr 3,500 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200
1224 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1856, Small pearls in post horns, 10k rose on wove paper (2), pen canceled
neat “X” and “70” (?), extra large, perfectly balanced margins; slight thinning, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott
$400. Facit 2; SKr 3,500 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200
1225 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1858, Large pearls in post horns, 5k blue on wove paper (3), light manuscript
“X” and faint Helsingfors c.d.s., good margins left & bottom, just clear at right and barely shaved at top; slight thin,
Fine appearance, Scott $4,000. Facit 1II; SKr 14,000 ($1,740).
Estimate $400 - 600
1226 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1860, 4k blue on bluish, roulette II (4a), group of 10, various shades and cancels; all but one with all teeth intact—that one having a very scarce PERIKKALA c.d.s.; last three in online photo with
slight thins, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,250. Facit 3C2; SKr 16,250 ($2,020). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1227 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1860, 4k blue on bluish, roulette I (4), group of six including five different
shades and various cancels, all with intact teeth except for a nibbed corner on the darkest shade, Very Fine, Scott
$1,200. Facit 3C1; SKr 9,750 ($1,210). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1228 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 5p purple brown, roulette III (6), group of nine, various shades and
cancels (one on small piece); all nine apparently with intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened,
Scott $1,530. Facit 5; SKr 12,150 ($1,510). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1229 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1860, 10k rose on pape rose, roulette II (5), group of 19, various shades and
cancels (one on small piece); apparently all 19 with intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened,
Very Fine, Scott $1,093. Facit 4C1; SKr 9,500 ($1,180). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1230
1230

Ex 1231

Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 8p black on green, roulette II (7b), horizontal strip of 4, tied on small
piece by Lovisa c.d.s.’s, 13 Jun 1874, 2nd & 4th stamps with all teeth intact, 1st & 3rd missing a few, F.-V.F. A rare
multiple, Scott $1,100 ++. Facit 6C2; SKr 5,500 ++ ($680).
Estimate $500 - 750
s

1231 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 8p black on green, roulette III (7), group of 10, various papers and
cancels (one on small piece); all 10 apparently with full set of intact teeth, though a few have been strengthened,
Scott $1,700. Facit 6.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1232 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 20p blue on bluish, roulette II & III (9/9a), group of 20 (8 are roulette
II), various shades and cancels; nearly all appear to have intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened, F.-V.F., Scott $1,410. Facit 8. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1233 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 40p rose on lilac rose, roulette III (10), group of 19, various shades
and cancels; each appears to have intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,283. Facit 9. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1234

1235

1236

1234 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 1m yellow brown, roulette III (11), canceled Nyslott c.d.s., 23 Feb
1874, exceptionally fresh and absolutely perfectly centered with all teeth intact, a Superb gem. Undoubtedly, as
fine a used example as exists, Scott $850. Facit 10; SKr 20,000 for top quality ($2,480).
Estimate $600 - 800
1235 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 1m yellow brown, roulette III (11), canceled small Helsingfors double-circle datestamp, strong color and all teeth intact; few small rust spots on reverse, one showing through slightly
at bottom, Very Fine, Scott $850. Facit 10; SKr 750 ($90).
Estimate $300 - 400
1236

s
Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 1m yellow brown, roulette III (11), horizontal pair, on small piece canceled with two manuscript “X”s and a central Åbo c.d.s., 9 Sep 1872, a total of three very slightly shorter teeth, Very
Fine; signed Kosack, Scott $1,700+. Facit 10; SKr 12,000 ($1,490).
Estimate $500 - 750

1237 )
Scandinavia: Iceland, 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, small “þrir” on 5a green (33A), paying
the printed matter rate and tied by 11 Nov 1897 Reykjavik c.d.s. on a printed bilingual circular—Icelandic & English—detailing the reasons for the issue of the 3a on 5a surcharges (#31-33A); it is addressed to Hafnarfjördur with
that town’s crown-in-circle receiver; the stamp is Very Fine, the circular has a heavy file fold that is mostly separated. A most unusual postal history item. Facit 36. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
The bulletin explains that, due to a 16-day delay in the supply of stamps from Copenhagen, the Post Office had
run out of 3a stamps. To make up for the shortage, they arranged to overprint sheets of the 5a green with a small
red “3” and the word “þrir” (meaning “three” in Icelandic). The stamps so overprinted were put on sale on
November 1. However, upon observing the overprinted stamps in use, it was determined that the “3” and “þrir”
together were rather unattractive. Accordingly, they decided to use only the word “þrir” on the remaining 5a
sheets. Postal officials were instructed to “cancel the stamp as well as they cancel all other stamps…”.

1238 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1855, 4sk blue (1), a spectacular example (position B-45) with huge margins, including partial sheet margin at bottom, and a beautifully struck, central 12-bar grid cancel, a Superb gem; with 2015
Finn Aune certificate, Scott $175. Facit 1; SKr 3,000 for top quality ($370).
Estimate $350 - 500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Scandinavia - Switzerland

1239

1240

1241

1242

1243

1239 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1855, 4sk blue (1), a gorgeous, spectacular example (position A-20) with huge
balanced margins and a perfectly struck, central 12-bar grid cancel, Superb; with 2017 Finn Aune certificate, Scott
$175. Facit 1; SKr 3,000 for top quality ($370).
Estimate $200 - 300
1240 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1855, 4sk blue (1), lovely, large-margined example (position A-22), this one with
a very rare 18mm 10-bar grid cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, simply gorgeous. Only four towns used the 10-bar
grid cancel; two of them used a 17mm device and two an 18mm device; with 2013 Jay Smith certificate, Scott $175.
Facit 1; SKr 3,000 for top quality ($370).
Estimate $250 - 350
1241 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1857, 2sk yellow (2), canceled mostly clear, centrally struck Flekkefjord c.d.s.,
11 Oct 1866, fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine; with 2011 Jay Smith and 2016 Finn Aune certificates, Scott
$160. Facit 2.
Estimate $150 - 200
1242 m
Switzerland, Zürich, 1846, 6rp black, horizontal underprint (1L4), position 37, neat red rosette cancel, four nice margins; small, skillful repair at lower left, Very Fine appearance; with 1995 Raybaudi certificate and
several signatures, Scott $1,650. Zumstein 2W.
Estimate $350 - 500
1243 m
Switzerland, Geneva, 1847, Large Eagle, 5c black on yellow green (2L3), neat red rosette cancel, exceptionally fresh with three good margins, cut just to frame line at left, Fine, Scott $2,000. Zumstein 6.
Estimate $400 - 600

1244 ())
Switzerland, Geneva, 1847, Large Eagle, 5c black on yellow green (2L3), three good margins, close
but clear at left, tied by red rosette on folded letter front (and part of back) from Geneva to Hermance; postmarked
clear red Geneva c.d.s., 26 Apr 1847; couple sealed tears at top not affecting stamp, Fine and attractive, Scott’s
value for a full cover is $3,750, Zumstein’s CHF4300, Scott $2,000+. Zumstein 6; SFr 2,200+ ($2,280).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1245

1246

1245 m
Switzerland, Geneva, 1850, “Vaud”, 5c black & red (2L6), exceptionally fresh with ample to large margins and a light diamond grid cancel, Very Fine, Scott $1,950. Zumstein 10; SFr 2,200 ($2,280).
Estimate $600 - 800
1246

Switzerland, Geneva, 1850, “Vaud”, 5c black & red (2L6), large margins all around, tied on piece by
black lozenge cancel, the piece also bearing a May 15, 1851 c.d.s., hinged onto a piece of thin card for display, Very
Fine; signed Moser and Oliva, with 1967 Estoppey certificate, Scott $1,750. Zumstein 10. Estimate $500 - 750
s

1247 )
Switzerland, Geneva, 1850, “Vaud”, 5c black & red (2L6), clear to mostly large margins, lightly tied by
black rosette on locally-addressed folded letter postmarked partial Geneva c.d.s., 6 Jan 1851, F.-V.F., Scott
$3,750. Zumstein 10; SFr 3,800 ($3,930).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1248

1249

1248 H
Switzerland, Geneva, 1849, Eagle, 5c yellow green, stamped envelope (2LU1), mint entire,
140 x 110 mm, Very Fine. Zumstein O7.III; SFr 800 ($830).
Estimate $200 - 300
1249 H
Switzerland, 1912, Pro Juventute forerunners complete (Zumstein WI I-III), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Very Fine, Zumstein SFr 533 ($550). Michel I-III; €500 ($610).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1250

1251

1250 )
Switzerland, 1850, Rayon II, 10rp yellow, black & red, without frame around cross (8), horizontal
pair, types 37-38, three large margins with dividing lines, close to barely touching at bottom, tied by diamond grid
cancels on small cover from St. Gallen to Ravensburg; postmarked clear red St. Gallen/Morning c.d.s., 23 Sep
1853, F.-V.F., Scott $470+. Zumstein 16 II; SFr 800 ($830).
Estimate $200 - 300
1251 )
Switzerland, 1850, Rayon II, 10rp yellow, black & red, without frame around cross (8), horizontal
pair, types 15-16, three large margins with partial to full dividing lines, close to barely touching at bottom, tied by diamond grid cancels on folded letter (partly printed form) to Payerne, postmarked Lausanne c.d.s., 14 Dec 1853, and
boxed “CHARGÉ” with blue Cantonal Bank of Lausanne sender’s handstamp, F.-V.F.; signed Béla Szekula, Scott
$470+. Zumstein 16 II; SFr 800 ($830).
Estimate $200 - 300

1252 m
Switzerland, 1854, Sitting Helvetia (“Strubel”), 5rp orange brown, emerald silk threads, first Munich printing (14), canceled light lozenge and manuscript “V”, fresh color with virtually four full frame lines (barely
shaved at upper right), Very Fine; with 1981 Rellstab certificate, Scott $1,700. Zumstein 22Aa.
Estimate $300 - 400

1253 )
Switzerland, 1858-62, Sitting Helvetia (“Strubel”), 5rp brown, bisect (36c), diagonal half used as 2c
and tied by one of two strikes Geneva c.d.s., 13 Apr 1862, on locally-addressed printed circular, Very Fine and
scarce, Scott $1,100. Zumstein 22G SF a; SFr 2,000 (Ed. 2000) ($2,070).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1254

1255

1254 HH
Switzerland, 1914, Mythen, 3fr dark green (181), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,150. Zumstein
129; SFr 2,000 ($2,070).
Estimate $600 - 800
1255 )
Switzerland, 1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), on Registered cover with Sep 30 Exhibition cancel, addressed to and backstamped Locarno, Very Fine, Scott $675. Zumstein WIII 1; SFr 850 ($880).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1256

Ex 1257

1256 HH
Switzerland, 1945, Peace Issue, 5c-10fr complete (293-305, B145), including the 5c Semi-Postal,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $525. Zumstein 262-274, WIII24.
Estimate $200 - 300
1257 HHa
Switzerland, 1916, Pro Juventute complete (B4-B6), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$680. Zumstein W 4-6; SFr 900 ($930).
Estimate $150 - 200

1258 HH
Switzerland, 1940, Pro Patria souvenir sheet (B105), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Zumstein W 12; SFr 475 ($490).
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Switzerland - Western Ukraine

Ex 1259
1259 HH
Switzerland, Airmail, 1929-30, 35c, 40c & 2fr Winged Letter complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $425. Zumstein 13-15; SFr 600 ($620).
Estimate $150 - 200
1260

Switzerland, Basel Local Issue, 1860-79, Police Revenue Stamps, 15 different, comprises 1860-64,
1866-70, 1873-76 and 1878-79; denominated as 50c 1860-66 and 50rp from 1867 onward; the 1860 is undated, the
1879 uncanceled, F.-V.F. A scarce group; each handstamped small “R.H.S.” on reverse. Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1261
1261 m
Vatican, 1934, Provisional Surcharges, 40c-3.70L complete (35-40), a fresh used set, F.-V.F.; with
2017 Sismondo certificate, Scott $1,478. Sassone 35-40.
Estimate $500 - 750
1262 )
Vatican, Airmail, 1948, Raphael & Tobias and U.P.U. complete (C16-C19), each set canceled First
Day, the first in a souvenir folder, the second on a souvenir sheetlet, Very Fine, Scott $480 ++. Sassone S.502;
€1,700 ($2,070). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1263 H/m
Western Ukraine, 1918-19, selection of 33 stamps (5//47, N1-N10), comprises Scott #5 (used), 6 (mint
& used), 21 (used), 36 (used), 47 (used on piece) and N1-N10 (mint), plus 17 additional Austrian stamps with the
unofficial boxed “C.M.T.” overprint. Virtually all signed, most by H. Fischer of Vienna. Our catalog value includes
only the 16 Scott-listed stamps. All Very Fine, Scott $949 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1264
1264 H
Western Ukraine, 1919, 1.20h “C.M.T.” Surcharge on Austrian 50h on 42h brown postage due
(N13), o.g., Very Fine; signed H. Fischer, Vienna, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Asia, Middle East and Africa

1265

1266

1265 E
Bhutan, 1996, 10n Butterfly, original artist’s drawing (1123dE), combination paint & cutout on card;
colored area is 105mm square, mounted on slightly larger white card initialed by Bhutan’s Director of Posts & Telegraphs, with rice paper and acetate overlays, Very Fine. A unique item for the Butterfly topicalist.
Estimate $200 - 300
1266 HH
Egypt, 1935, King George V Silver Jubilee Overprint on 1pi British Forces Letter Stamp (M9), left
sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $350 ++. SG A10; £300 ++ ($410).
Estimate $200 - 300
1267 HHa
Egypt, Official, 1907, O.H.H.S. and Arabic overprint, 1m brown (O2), complete sheet of 240, folded
through center, of course, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine, rare thus. SG O73. Nile Post O2. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1268

Ex 1269

1268 H
Indonesia, Riau Archipelago, 1954, First overprints, 5s-25r complete (1-22), an unusually fresh set,
clean, untoned o.g., the 10r ($6.75) the only value with problems, otherwise Very Fine. Scott notes, “Stamps with
clean, clear gum sell for about twice as much.”, Scott $904 for toned never hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
1269 (H)
Israel, 1948, First Coins complete (1-9), tab singles (1000m is a short tab), perf 11 except 5m roulettes,
skillfully regummed, Scott $6,250 for NH full tabs. Bale 1-9.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1270
1270 HH
Israel, 1948, First Coins complete imperforate (1-9 vars.), horizontal pairs, o.g., never hinged but gum
disturbances 3m, 5m, 15m & 1000m (the last very minor), Very Fine; with 1968 Israel Ministry of Posts certificate,
Bale $3,500. Bale 1-Imp-9-Imp.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1271

1272

1271 HH
Israel, 1948, First Coins, 3m orange, perf 10x10, horizontal pair imperf between (1 var.), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Bale $750. Bale FCV16.
Estimate $250 - 350
1272 HHa
Israel, 1948, 5m First Coins (2), plate 1 control no. 11681 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Bale
2.Gr.23; $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1273 E
Israel, 1948, First Coins, 15m Yehuda Essay, “souvenir sheet” of 4 in black (Bale ED.9c), ungummed, Very Fine. Bale $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1274

1275

1274 HH
Israel, 1948, New Year complete (10-14), vertical pairs with horizontal gutters between, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Bale $800. Bale 10b-14b.
Estimate $300 - 400
1275 )
Israel, 1949, 40p Petah Tikvah (27), upper right corner margin tab single with control number on registered plain First Day Cover postmarked Ra’anana, F.-V.F. Bale 17; $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1276

Ex 1277

1276 )
Israel, 1950, U.P.U., tête-bêche (31-32, 32b), se-tenant pair & tête-bêche gutter pairs on two plain registered FDCs to the U.S., the se-tenant pair from Tel Aviv, the gutter pairs from Rehovot, Very Fine. Bale 27-28a+b;
$1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1277 H
Israel, Postage Dues, 1948, 5m & 20m without overprint and imperforate (J2, J4 vars.), o.g.; 20m
with light toned spots, otherwise Very Fine, also includes a normal block of 4 of the 5m, Bale $1,200. Bale PD2d,
PD4d.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1278

Ex 1279

1278 HHa
Israel, Postage Dues, 1948, First Issue, 3m to 50m complete (J1-J5), plate 1 blocks of 9 with control
numbers, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $715 +++. Bale PD1-5; $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
A pristine set.
1279 )
Israel, Postage Dues, 1949, Second Issue, 2p to 50p complete (J6-J11), tab singles tied on plain envelope by Tel Aviv first day cancels, Very Fine. Bale PD6-11; $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

1280 HHa
Israel, Local Post, 1948, 40m Rishon Le-Zion (Bale 122), full sheet of 10, o.g., never hinged; minor
separation, Very Fine, Bale $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1281 (H)a
Israel, J.N.F. Label, 1950s, 25p Moshe Sharet, background color inverted, full sheet of 30, unused
without gum, because of the layout of the sheet, which includes a row of tabs at the bottom, the “top” row of the inverted background is printed in the tab row, leaving the top row of labels with the background completely omitted;
two bottom right stamps and their tabs are damaged, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1282 )
Jordan, 1957-60, commercial covers to Palestine, 20 covers postmarked in 20 different towns from
Ajloun to Zerka, all addressed to the West Bank; clean and Very Fine. Owner’s retail $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1283 )
Jordan, Postal Tax Stamps overprinted “Postage” on Cover, 1955-58, 16 covers, including five Registered, franked with single stamps or in combination with normal stamps; several values are not listed in Scott;
highlights include Gibbons #387c (2), 388c, 389 (2), 390, 392 (2), 396, 397, 399 and 401, a very scarce
group—rarely seen on cover (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1284 )
Jordan, Postal Tax Stamps overprinted “Postage” on Cover, 1955-58. Nine covers (three Registered), franked with single stamps or in combination with normal stamps; comprises Gibbons #387c 389, 390 (2),
391a, 392 (2), 396, and 397, a very scarce group (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1285 )
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, commercial covers, 1957-60, 15 covers addressed to either a radio station, a newspaper, or a technical school; comprises covers from Anabta, Beit Jala, Beit Sahour, Bethlehem,
El Bira, Ettur, Hebron, Jenin, Jericho, Nablus (three, including the newly discovered postmarks with “A.M.” &
“P.M.” time designations), Qalqiliya, Ramallah and Tul Karm; a clean, Very Fine lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1286 HHa
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, 1949, 4m U.P.U., overprinted in one line as 50m (SG P31e), upper left corner margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged (paper hinge remnant in selvage), SG £900 as singles ($1,240).
Scott N19 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1287
1287 m

1289

Korea (North), 1946, First Anniversary of Liberation, 50ch brown (6), Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

1288 )
Lebanon, 1950-57, commercial covers. Collection of 25 to Jordan/Palestine, with nearly all being Airmail (two also Registered), Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1289 H
Liberia, 1916, 1¢ on L.F.F. 1¢ light green surcharge, double overprint (M1), o.g., hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1290

1291

1292

1290 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line red overprint on 1916-17 Issue, ¼pi green, roulette 13,
overprint double, one inverted (L57c), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $325. SG 68b; £350 ($480). Estimate $150 - 200
1291 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line blue overprint on 1922 “Kingdom” Issue, ½pi red, Jeddah
overprint inverted (L71a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,625. SG 80a; £1,800 ($2,470).
Estimate
$600 - 800
1292 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line blue overprint on 1922 “Kingdom” Issue, ½pi red, Jeddah
overprint inverted (L71a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,625. SG 80a; £1,800 ($2,470).
Estimate
$600 - 800

1293 HH
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L84),
o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Fine, Scott $900 for hinged. SG 107; £900 for hinged ($1,240). Estimate
$400 - 600
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1294

1295

1294 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L84),
o.g., perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $900. SG 107; £900 ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500
1295 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint, 2pi orange, overprint omitted (L86d), the
left stamp in a pair with normal overprint, positions 27-28 indicated in pencil on reverse, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,375. SG 109d; £1,500 ($2,060).
Estimate $600 - 800

1296

1297

1296 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line black overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L92),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $900. SG 117; £900 ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500
1297 m
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line black overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L92),
canceled light c.d.s., Very Fine. Not priced used, Scott $900 for mint. SG 117; £900 for mint ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1298

1299

1298 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprints on 1924 Caliphate Issue, 18pi-5pi complete less the 3pi (L116-L120, L122), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $980. SG 136//142; £1,000 ($1,370).
Estimate $300 - 400
1299 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint on 1924 Caliphate Issue, 2pi orange, overprint inverted (L120a), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 140a; £550 ($760).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1300
1300 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, Postage Dues, 1925, Jeddah 4-line overprints,
(LJ26a-27a, LJ29a-34a), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $532. SG D154/162; £575 ($790).

1

pi-10pi less the 1pi
Estimate $200 - 300

8

1301 )
Turkey, 1895, forwarded registered cover to Litchfield CT, #97 & 98 tied by “A.R./Smyane” straight
line & oval “Smyrne” cancels respectively, with red “Registered London” oval, addressed to Anapolis MD, crossed
out and forwarded to Litchfield CT, proper backstamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 351

Ex 1302
1302 H
Turkey, 1923, First Republic Issue, 10pa-500pi complete (605-623), a bright, fresh set, o.g., Very
Fine, Scott $1,436.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 1303
1303 m
Argentina, 1858-1860, Symbolical of the Confederation, 5c - 15c (1-4), excellent selection of #1 (five
singles, strip of three and a cover), #2 (four singles and a pair which has a PF certificate), #3 (three singles) and #4
(two singles), various cancels; occasional flaws as one might expect, but overall Very Fine, Scott $1,870.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1304

Ex 1305

1306

1304 H
Bolivia, 1930, Zeppelin overprint errors, 5 different (C11a//C15a, C11c), comprises inverts of the 5c
on 10c; the 10c blue overprint; the 15c & the 25c; and double overprint, one inverted of the 5c on 10c, o.g., F.-V.F.,
Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
1305 H
Bolivia, 1930, Zeppelin inverted overprints, 5c on 10c, 15 & 25c (C11a, C14a, C15a), o.g., Very Fine,
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
1306 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, 25c blue & black, double overprint in pair with inverted overprint (C15b,
C15a), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine, an exceedingly rare—perhaps unique—pair; signed
Bloch, Beltran, Scott $700 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750

1307 P
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin, plate proof of the complete setting of 25 (C16P), printed in
brown on thin paper; a few insignificant creases, Very Fine; signed Beltran, Matthews.
Estimate $500 - 750
A marvelous, perhaps unique, showpiece for the Zeppelin specialist.
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1308

1309

1308 HH
Brazil, Airmail, 1941, New Constitution, red overprint on 5,400r slate green, watermarked small
multiple “Correio Brasil” (C45b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only 200 were issued; signed Economist Stamp
Co., Scott $275 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
1309 (H)
Brazil, 1912, Rio Grande do Norte revenue stamp, center inverted, printed by Waterlow & Sons, imperforate, unused, without gum as always, Extremely Fine. According to Sellinger, there are only 12 examples
known, ex-Cunliffe.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1310
1310 H
Colombia, 1935 National Olympics complete (421-436), a bright, fresh set, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Only 1,000 sets were issued., Scott $1,350.
Estimate $600 - 800

1311 )
Colombia, Air Navigation Co., 1920, 10c Biplane over Ocean Liner (C10), a choice, Very Fine example, tied by violet CCDNA oval and Feb 23 Cartagena c.d.s. on cover addressed to a Dr. Mariano Segovia in
Barranquilla, Very Fine, Scott $2,750 ++.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1312

1313

1312 )
Colombia, SCADTA, 1921, “VALOR 10 CENTAVOS” in blue violet on 50c green (C17), on cover
flown from Girardot to Neiva, tied by green SCADTA Girardot oval and canceled by violet “Navegacion
Aerea/Neiva” handstamp, which also cancels 3c Colombian postage, with additional Neiva, Nov 4, 1921, duplex
struck at lower right, Very Fine; with 1995 Rendon certificate, Scott $1,200 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750
1313 )
Colombia, SCADTA, 1921, “VALOR $0.10” in violet on 50c green (C24A), on cover flown from
Girardot to Neiva, tied by green SCADTA Girardot oval with 3c Colombian postage alongside (not canceled); additional SCADTA Girardot oval and violet “Navegacion Aerea/Neiva” handstamps on reverse, Very Fine; signed En.
Diena, with his 1988 certificate, Scott $1,500 ++.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1314

1315

1314 HHa
Colombia, Airmails, 1923-28, 5c-5p complete (C38-C50, CF1), lower left corner margin blocks of 4, including the Airmail Registration stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $817 for hinged.
Estimate $350 - 500
1315 HHa

Honduras, 1891, 10p Bográn, center inverted (64a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Scott $300+.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1316
1316 HHa
Honduras, 1891, 10p Bográn, center inverted (64a), block of 12, o.g., never hinged; light vertical
crease in four left stamps, light rust stain in top selvage affects top center stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $900+.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1317
1317 H
Mexico, 1934, National University, Regular issue nearly complete, does not include 10 p.
(698-706), a bright, fresh set, o.g., F.-V.F. The 5p is perfectly centered and exceedingly rare thus, Scott $3,429.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1318

Ex 1319

1318 E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different 1000p designs, cut from a composite proof sheet on
thick glazed paper, each imprinted “Prueba” (proof) on reverse, Very Fine. Only 45 sets are said to have been sold,
with just a single sheet being retained for the Postal Museum.
Estimate $200 - 300
1319 E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different designs of 1000p composite essays, multicolor
imperf proofs in two strips of three (originally a single sheetlet) on thick glazed paper, each imprinted “Prueba”
(proof) on reverse, Very Fine, only 45 sets are said to have been sold, with just a single sheet being retained for the
Postal Museum.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1320

Ex 1321

1320 H
Mexico, 1929, Inaugural Tejeria-Tapachla Flight, 25c dark green & gray brown, imperforate (C4
footnote), right sheet margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only 50 were issued. Sanabria 15.
Estimate $200 - 300
1321 HH
Mexico, 1950-51, 35c violet retouched & 80c claret, imperforate (C191b, C194a), sheet margin vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only 30 pairs of each were produced; 35c signed Nicklin, Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

1322 H
Panama, 1915, 20c brown & black, center inverted (212a), o.g., F.-V.F.; with 1994 A.P.S. certificate,
Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1323 P
Uruguay, 1902, Port of Montevideo, 2c & 5c trial color plate proofs on card, centers inverted
(177P-178P), three different: 2c in olive gray & brown red, 5c in ocher & black, and 5c in greenish gray & dark blue;
each with sheet margin, Very Fine; 2c with 2004 A.P.S. certificate, first 5c with 2006 Carlos Rocha certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
1324 HHa
Uruguay, 1989, 210p Postal Codes, center (red) inverted, imperforate (1286 var.), the right-hand column of 5 is completely lacking the red, while there is an extra column of 5 inverted impressions of the red in the left
hand selvage, o.g., never hinged; folded horizontally, through the middle row, and vertically between the 4th & 5th
columns, just clear of the 4th column, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1325 HHa
Uruguay, 1993, W.W.F., 50c Rheas, double impression, one inverted, imperforate (1512 var.), full
sheet of 25, the inverted impression is actually an additional impression the blue and violet of the 20c mother, chicks
& eggs! (the original 50c is normal), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1326 HHa
Uruguay, 1991, 360p Margarita Xirgu, inverted brown background (1991 var.), full sheet of 25, both
the yellow and the light brown colors are inverted and out of alignment, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Includes a
normal part-sheet of 21 for comparison.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1327
1327 HH/H Uruguay, Airmail, 1929-43, Pegasus complete (C27-C60A), o.g., lightly hinged (a few are never
hinged, including the key $4.50 black), Very Fine, Scott $419 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
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2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
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mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
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consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
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normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
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in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
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known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.
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EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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Session 3: British and Foreign
Tuesday, May 15, 2018, at 3:00 PM
British Commonwealth
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . .
Aden . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ascension . . . . . . . . . . .
Australian States. . . . . . . .
Bahrain. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bermuda . . . . . . . . . . . .
British Honduras . . . . . . . .
Canadian Provinces . . . . . .
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cayman Islands . . . . . . . .
Ceylon . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Falkland Islands . . . . . . . .
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . . . . .
India . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika .
Mafia Island . . . . . . . . . .
Mauritius . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montserrat . . . . . . . . . . .
New Britain. . . . . . . . . . .
Nigeria . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Northern Rhodesia. . . . . . .
St. Helena . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Kitts-Nevis . . . . . . . . .
Sierra Leone . . . . . . . . . .
Solomon Islands . . . . . . . .
South African States . . . . . .
South West Africa . . . . . . .
Straits Settlements. . . . . . .
Trinidad & Tobago . . . . . . .
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. . 701-713
. . . .
. . . . 714
. .
. . . . 715
. .
. . . . 716
. .
. . 717-718
. . . .
. . 719-720
. . . .
. . . . 721
. .
. . 722-734
. . . .
. . 735-980
. . . .
. . 981-983
. . . .
. . . . 984
. .
. . 985-989
. . . .
. 990-1002
. . . . .
.1003-1004
. . . . .
.1005-1009
. . . . .
.1010-1014
. . . . .
. . . .1015
. .
. . . .1016
. .
.1017-1018
. . . . .
. . . .1019
. .
. . . .1020
. .
. . . .1021
. .
. . . .1022
. .
. . . .1023
. .
.1024-1026
. . . . .
.1027-1029
. . . . .
. . . .1030
. .
.1031-1033
. . . . .
. . . .1034
. .
. . . .1035
. .
. . . .1036
. .
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.1200-1203
. . . . .
.1204-1206
. . . . .
. . . .1207
. .
.1208-1210
. . . . .
. . . .1211
. .
. . . .1212
. .
.1213-1218
. . . . .
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. .
.1220-1241
. . . . .
.1242-1260
. . . . .
.1261-1262
. . . . .
.1263-1264
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Asia, Middle East and Africa
Bhutan . . . .
Egypt . . . . .
Indonesia . .
Israel . . . . .
Jordan . . . .
Korea (North)
Lebanon . . .
Liberia . . . .
Saudi Arabia .
Turkey . . . .
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. . . .1265
. .
.1266-1267
. . . . .
. . . .1268
. .
.1269-1281
. . . . .
.1282-1286
. . . . .
. . . .1287
. .
. . . .1288
. .
. . . .1289
. .
.1290-1300
. . . . .
.1301-1302
. . . . .
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. . . .1303
. .
.1304-1309
. . . . .
.1310-1314
. . . . .
.1315-1316
. . . . .
.1317-1321
. . . . .
. . . .1322
. .
.1323-1327
. . . . .

Latin America
Argentina.
Bolivia . .
Colombia.
Honduras
Mexico . .
Panama .
Uruguay .
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Session 4: U.S. Postal History
Wednesday, May 16, 2018, at 10:00 AM

Europe and Colonies
Albania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Andorra . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Belgium and Colonies . . . . . . .
Bosnia & Herzegovina . . . . . . .
Bulgaria . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Czechoslovakia: Carpatho-Ukraine
France and Colonies. . . . . . . .
German Area . . . . . . . . . . .
Italian Area. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Liechtenstein. . . . .
Monaco . . . . . . .
Netherlands . . . . .
Poland . . . . . . . .
Portuguese Colonies
Romania . . . . . . .
Russia . . . . . . . .
San Marino. . . . . .
Scandinavia . . . . .
Switzerland . . . . .
Vatican . . . . . . . .
Western Ukraine . . .
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.1037-1040
. . . . .
.1041-1046
. . . . .
.1047-1076
. . . . .
.1077-1080
. . . . .
.1081-1084
. . . . .
. . . .1085
. .
. . . .1086
. .
.1087-1125
. . . . .
.1126-1153
. . . . .
.1154-1199
. . . . .

Numismatic
Currency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1328-1329
. . . . .
Coins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1330
. .

U.S. Postal History by Topic
Autographs and Free Franks
State Postal History . . . . .
Express Covers . . . . . . .
Railroad Covers . . . . . . .
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.1331-1338
. . . . .
.1339-1362
. . . . .
.1363-1370
. . . . .
.1371-1378
. . . . .
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Packets/Maritime Mail Covers . .
Foreign Mail . . . . . . . . . . .
Advertising/Illustrated Covers . .
Exposition Covers . . . . . . . .
Campaign Covers . . . . . . . .
Civil War Postal History . . . . .
Patriotic Covers . . . . . . . . .
Fancy Cancels . . . . . . . . . .
Misc. Documents and Ephemera
Misc. Postal History by Year. . .
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.1379-1405
. . . . .
.1406-1421
. . . . .
.1422-1543
. . . . .
.1544-1549
. . . . .
.1550-1564
. . . . .
.1565-1591
. . . . .
.1592-1694
. . . . .
.1695-1973
. . . . .
.1974-1980
. . . . .
.1981-2014
. . . . .
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.2015-2016
. . . . .
.2017-2032
. . . . .
.2033-2046
. . . . .
.2047-2068
. . . . .
.2069-2098
. . . . .
.2099-2108
. . . . .
.2109-2125
. . . . .
.2126-2135
. . . . .

U.S. Postal History by Issue
Postmasters’ Provisionals .
1847 Issue . . . . . . . . .
1851 Issue . . . . . . . . .
1857 Issue . . . . . . . . .
1861-1867 Issues . . . . .
1869-1898 Issues . . . . .
20th Century Issues . . . .
Back-of-the-Book Isues . .
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Session 5: U.S. Stamps Part 1
Thursday, May 17, 2018, at 10:00 AM
U.S. Stamps
Postmasters’ Provisionals . . . . . . . . . . .
1847 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1851 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1857 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1861-1866 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1867 Grilled Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875 Re-issue of the 1861-1866 Issues. . . .
1869 Pictorial Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues . . . . . . .
1890 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1893 Columbian Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1894-1898 Bureau Issues . . . . . . . . . . .
1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue . . . . . . . . .
1901 Pan-American Issue . . . . . . . . . . .
1902-1908 Regular & Commemorative Issues
1908-1910 Washington-Franklins, DL Wmk. .
1909 Bluish Paper Issue. . . . . . . . . . . .

.2136-2146
. . . . .
.2147-2207
. . . . .
.2208-2274
. . . . .
.2275-2359
. . . . .
.2360-2456
. . . . .
.2457-2501
. . . . .
.2502-2507
. . . . .
.2508-2595
. . . . .
.2596-2679
. . . . .
.2680-2700
. . . . .
.2701-2758
. . . . .
.2759-2835
. . . . .
.2836-2853
. . . . .
.2854-2871
. . . . .
.2872-2941
. . . . .
.2942-2963
. . . . .
.2964-2976
. . . . .

Session 6: U.S. Stamps Part 2
Friday, May 18, 2018, at 10:00 AM
U.S. Stamps
1909 Commemorative Issues . . . . . . . .
1910-1911 Washington-Franklins, SL Wmk .
1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue . . . . . .
1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues . . .
1918-1923 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1922-1925 Regular Issue . . . . . . . . . .
1923-2002 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Airmail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special Delivery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Registry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postage Due . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Offices in China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newspaper Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parcel Post. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Booklets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carriers and Locals . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sanitary Fair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postal Stationery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Revenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Duck Stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Misc. Back-of-the-Book . . . . . . . . . . .
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.2977-2992
. . . . .
.2993-3019
. . . . .
.3020-3032
. . . . .
.3033-3134
. . . . .
.3135-3187
. . . . .
.3188-3207
. . . . .
.3208-3255
. . . . .
.3256-3328
. . . . .
.3329-3348
. . . . .
.3349-3350
. . . . .
.3351-3369
. . . . .
.3370-3377
. . . . .
.3378-3424
. . . . .
.3425-3440
. . . . .
.3441-3453
. . . . .
.3454-3455
. . . . .
.3456-3459
. . . . .
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. . . . .
.3464-3471
. . . . .
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. . . . .

Confederate States
Postal History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3647-3714
. . . . .
Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3715-3760
. . . . .

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
Canal Zone . .
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.3761-3765
. . . . .
. . . .3766
. .
.3767-3768
. . . . .
.3769-3787
. . . . .
.3788-3791
. . . . .
.3792-3812
. . . . .
. . . .3813
. .
. . . .3814
. .

Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.
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		 New York, NY 10014			 Bronxville, NY 10708			 Tel: 01205-330026				 D - 22395 Hamburg 					 Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
		Tel: 212-675-0819				Tel: 857-928-5140				Fax: 01572-813226				D - 22395 Hamburg 					Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
		Fax: 212-366-6462				Fax: 781-658-2567				trevortrilogy@aol.com		Tel: 040-645-322-41					CECwiakala@aol.com
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Symbols Used

êê
Mint Never Hinged								* Cover							NYFM New York Foreign Mail
ê
Mint with Gum										
Used							TC		 Trial Color Proof
		(ê)			Unused, No Gum/Regummed			S			Specimen					SL		 Straight Line
		R				Reprint														E			Essay							MS			Manuscript
		P				Proof															r
Piece		
		o.g.			Original gum														Block											

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)		
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2018 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

Session 3
Sale 713 Part 3
Tuesday, May 15, 2018
Beginning at 3:00 P.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 701-1327
British Commonwealth
Europe and Colonies
Asia, Middle East and Africa
Latin America

1

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

British Commonwealth

701

)
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), attractive example on small cover to Birmingham with light black cancellation; “Birmingham, Au.14, 1841" receiving backstamp, Fine. SG 2.
Estimate $200 - 300

702

m
Great Britain, 1878, Queen Victoria, 10s greenish gray, Maltese Cross watermark (74), clear “105”
London duplex cancel, F.-V.F. A very attractive example of this difficult high-value., Scott $3,250. SG 128; £3,200
($4,390).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

703

704

703

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, Imperial Crowns watermark (110), barred ellipse cancels, F.-V.F., Scott $3,000. SG 185; £2,800 ($3,840).
Estimate $600 - 800

704

HH
Great Britain, 1902-10, King Edward VII, ½d to 1s (127-138, 144-150), a bright, fresh set including the
five perf 15x14 values; mixed printings, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Each cataloged as the cheapest variety. Rarely
offered never hinged., Scott $1,074. SG 215//314.
Estimate $400 - 600

2
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

706

708

707

705

HH
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (209), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,500. SG 438. S.G. Spec.
£1,100 ($1,510).
Estimate $500 - 750

706

H
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (209), o.g. with only the barest trace of hinging, exceptionally fresh and
well centered, Very Fine, Scott $800. SG 438; £750 ($1,030).
Estimate $350 - 500

707

H
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (209), exceptionally fresh, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $850. SG
438; £750 ($1,030).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 708
708

HH
Great Britain, 1934, King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (222-224),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,275. SG 450/2. S.G. Spec. £1,120 ($1,540).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 709
709

HH
Great Britain, 1939-48, King George VI “Square” high values, 2s6d to £1 complete (249-251A, 275),
o.g., never hinged, 10s indigo with corner sheet margin selvage, Very Fine, Scott $510. SG 476/8c; £425 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

710

HHa
Great Britain, 1997, Queen Elizabeth II, deep green (as used for 2p), light grey (as used for the 29p),
flame (as used for 1st class, undenominated trials), full panes of 100, a limited supply of these were discovered,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; each with photocopies of 2017 R.P.S.L. certificates that were issued for the discovery
set of sheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
Sheets of three trials of the Machin head, produced in 1997, have come to light in this the 51st anniversary of the
introduction of Arnold Machin’s iconic portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. The Machin definitives were first printed in
lithography in 1980 as Royal Mail expanded its range of suppliers. However, by the mid-1990s it had decided that
all the standard definitives should be printed in gravure. At the time The House of Questa, based in south London,
did not have gravure capability. As the company wished to participate in all future tenders for Royal Mail stamps,
whether printed by litho or gravure, in gummed or self-adhesive versions in sheets or stamp booklets, it decided
to make a major investment in a gravure press and an automated booklet maker. To achieve the best, Questa
partnered with a number of highly qualified and renowned organisations to deliver the skills, processes and
technology required to ensure it would be ready for production in less than 18 months. Courvoisier, based in
Switzerland, was at that time arguably the finest gravure stamp printer in Europe. The company agreed to assist
Questa with technical advice and cylinder making. As part of this process Royal Mail gave permission for a print
trial at Courvoisier using the Machin head: the original material to enable the trial to take place was supplied by
Questa. Part of the thinking at the time was that Courvoisier might undertake the production of the cylinders
needed for final stamp printing on behalf of Questa, but this did not materialise. The undenominated trials were
produced in October 1997 in sheets of 100 (from larger sheets of 200 guillotined in two) with the Courvoisier
imprint along the vertical margins. They exist in three colours: deep green (as used for the 2p), light grey (as used
at the time for the 29p), and flame (as used for 1st class). Courvoisier had printed the then current Kenya
definitives, these being of the same overall size as the Machin definitives. As a consequence, the trials were
printed on coated paper without phosphor bands, and have perforation 15 x 14. However, the stamp image is
slightly smaller than that used on Machin definitives. Barry Robinson, then Design Director of Royal Mail, visited
Courvoisier to see the preparations. It is believed the trial sheets were printed on one of the small gravure printing
presses at Courvoisier, some being printed during the visit. The gravure press and the automated booklet line
were produced by ATN in France. The new machinery would not fit within Questa’s original base in Camberwell:
the move to Byfleet was part of the development. Courvoisier was founded in 1880 and started printing stamps in
1937. It was noted for the high quality of its photogravure work, but sadly it ceased trading in 2001.

Ex 711

Ex 712

711

HH
Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1914-22, ½d to 1s complete, Royal Cypher Simple watermark (J1-J8),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $551. SG D1/8. S.G. Spec. £505 ($690).
Estimate $300 - 400

712

HH
Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1924-31, ½d to 2s6d complete, Block Cypher watermark (J9-J17),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $730. SG D10/18. S.G. Spec. £769 ($1,060).
Estimate $350 - 500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain - Bermuda

Ex 713

Ex 714

Ex 715

713

HH
Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1936-37, ½d to 2s6d complete, E 8 R watermark (J18-J25), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $481. SG D19/26. S.G. Spec. £489 ($670).
Estimate $200 - 300

714

H
Aden, 1937, Dhow, ½a-10r complete (1-12), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott
$1,406 for NH. SG 1/12; £1,200 for NH ($1,650).
Estimate $400 - 600

715

H
Ascension, 1924, Badge of the Colony, ½d-3s complete (10-21), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$434. SG 10/20; £350 ($480).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 716

Ex 717

Ex 718

716

H/(H)
Australian States: Queensland, 1900, Patriotic Fund, 1d-2d complete (B1-B2), #B1 is hinged, B2
has disturbed o.g.; light bends on #B1, thin on B2, F.-V.F., very difficult set, Scott $825. SG 264a/b.
Estimate $200 - 300

717

H
Bahrain, 1933-37, King George V, overprints on India 3p-5r complete (1-19), the 5r is the scarcer upright watermark, the second 2d is the scarcer small die, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $597. SG 1/19; £650
($890).
Estimate $300 - 400

718

HH
Bahrain, 1938-41, King George VI, Definitives complete, 3p-25r (20-37), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,000. SG 20/37; £1,000 ($1,370).
Estimate $500 - 750

719

H
Bermuda, 1918, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (54), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $400. SG 55.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Bermuda - Canadian Provinces

720

H
Bermuda, 1918, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (54), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $400. SG 55; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

721

H
British Honduras, 1906, King Edward VII, $5 gray green & black (71), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and
exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $375. SG 93; £375 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

722

m
Canadian Provinces: New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), clear to large margins with bright,
truly vibrant color and a perfectly struck mute oval grid cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

723

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1911 Royal Family issue complete (104-114), includes both
shades of the 1¢, 2¢ & 8¢, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200

724

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1929, 1¢ green & 3¢ orange brown, imperf sheet margins
(163 & 165 vars.), 1¢ at right, 3¢ at bottom, both in pair with normal, o.g., never hinged, 1¢ Very Fine, 3¢ Fine,
Unitrade C$650 ($490). Unitrade 163i, 165i.
Estimate $200 - 300

725

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1932, 5¢ deep violet, imperf between, die II (191g), right sheet
margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $325. SG 325. Unitrade 191g; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

726

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1932, 25¢ gray, imperf between (197c), corner sheet margin
vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged; couple very faint toned spots—virtually invisible on front, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

727

)
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1933 Gilbert issue (212-225), the complete set on a First Day
Cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

728

729

728

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1933, 2¢ Gilbert, double impression (213b), o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. A choice example of this dramatic and rare printing error., Scott $1,000. Unitrade 213b;
C$1,600+ ($1,200).
Estimate $500 - 750

729

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1947, 4¢ Princess Elizabeth, imperf vertically (269b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, typical centering, Very Fine for this, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

730

m
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic” & 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, with period after “1921" (C2, C3), Very Fine used, Scott $410. Unitrade C2, C3b; C$570 ($430). (Photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

731

732

731

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, “A” of “AIR” under “a” of “Trans” (C2c), o.g., F.-V.F. Only 400 were issued, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

732

H
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, small comma after “POST” (C2 var.), o.g., F.-V.F. Only 400 were issued, Unitrade C$400 for Fine ($300). Unitrade C2ii.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 733
733

m
Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, 1851-57, 1d to 6d Pence Issue (1-5), all with light cancels and virtually four margins; the 6d dark green has a small edge thin and light corner crease, otherwise F.-V.F. and completely
sound, Scott $4,175.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

734

s
Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, 1851, 6d yellow green, bisected (4a), diagonal half in pair with a
full 6d tied by mute oval grids on a large piece (nearly complete right half) of a cover to Inverness, Scotland; postmarked clear strike of Antigonish split-ring c.d.s., Oct 4, 1858, on the reverse; the pair has large margins all around
except that it barely touches at the upper left corner, a choice, affordable example of this rare bisect; with 2018
Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $5,350 for a full cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

8
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

735

736

735

m
Canada, 1851, Beaver, 3d red, laid paper (1), with a vertical vergé line, clear to mostly large margins
and light target cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

736

m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), exceptionally fresh with three large margins, cut just to outer frame line at bottom, light target cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

737

)
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), four good margins, barely tied by bold target cancel on outer folded letter from Montreal to Kingston, C.W.; postmarked clear red Montreal split ring c.d.s.,
Jun 8, 1853, and backstamped red Kingston on Jun 10, F.-V.F.; with 2014 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott
$3,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

738

739

738

m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, major re-entry (4 var.), the top stamp in a vertical pair, position A47,
wonderfully fresh with generous, perfectly balanced margins; vertical crease at left, Extremely Fine appearance. A
pretty example of this striking re-entry, with most of the details unobstucted by the partial target cancels, Unitrade
C$1,600 for VF ($1,200). Unitrade 4vii.
Estimate $200 - 300

739

m
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d slate gray (5), strong color with clear to mostly large margins and a
light Toronto diamond grid cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

740

741

740

m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue (7), rich color with clear to large margins, a light target cancel
and a partial red transit marking at upper left, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $400 - 600

741

H
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, ½d rose (8), o.g., wide margins at left & right, close but well clear at top &
bottom, F.-V.F.; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

742

743

742

m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, 7½d green (9), exceptionally fresh with four small, even margins, marvelous color and a light cancel, Fine, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

743

m
Canada, 1857, Prince Albert, 6d reddish purple, very thick soft wove paper (10), clear to large margins with fresh, unmistakable color and a light Toronto diamond grid cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1981 & 2013 Greene
Foundation certificates, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

744

746

744

m
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ red lilac, double epaulette variety (17 var.), fresh and centered exceptionally well with a clear circular grid cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 Greene Foundation certificate, Unitrade C$1,000 ($750). Unitrade 17v.
Estimate $300 - 400

745

m/)
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ (shades), small specialized group (17/17b). 16 stamps and a
cover, theoretically sorted by shade, though we can’t vouch for the accuracy; includes five perforation
12x11¾—one of those with the double epaulette variety; the stamp on cover is an attractive copy with a captured
imprint in the top margin, but with a somewhat heavy file fold through the stamp. Overall condition is Average-Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

746

(H)
Canada, 1859, Queen Victoria, 12½¢ yellow green (18), unused without gum, quite well centered with
bright, fresh color, F.-V.F., Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

10
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

747

748

749

747

H
Canada, 1859, Jacques Cartier, 17¢ slate blue (19a), an attractive, large-margined single, trace of o.g.,
bright and fresh with ample to large margins; faint horizontal crease, Very Fine, Scott $5,250 for pair.
Estimate $300 - 400

748

H
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 1¢ brown red (22), large part o.g., exceptional centering; rich, vibrant
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

749

(H)
Canada, 1875, Large Queen, 5¢ olive green, perf 11¾x12 (26 var.), unused without gum, fresh and
nicely centered, Very Fine; with 1992 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $1,600. Unitrade 26iv; C$2,500 ($1,880).
Estimate $600 - 800

750

751

750

m
Canada, 1879, Large Queen, 15¢ deep violet, very thick paper (30c), unusually fresh and quite well
centered with a clear 3-ring target cancel, nearly Very Fine. A most attractive example of this scarce printing., Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

751

m
Canada, 1879, Large Queen, 15¢ deep violet, very thick paper (30c), fresh and well centered, canceled light “OTTAWA” in circular grid; bottom perforations slightly blunted, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

752

HH/H Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black (34), gutter strip of 4, o.g., end stamps never hinged, Very Fine,
Unitrade C$550 ($410). Unitrade 34iii.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

753

Ha
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black (34), block of 25, o.g., lightly hinged, quite well centered; small
thin lower left stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. to Extremely Fine, Scott $563.
Estimate $150 - 200

755

754
754

(H)
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black, imperf (34a), horizontal pair, unused without gum, Very Fine.
Only 400 stamps were issued imperforate, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

755

H
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black, imperf (34a), horizontal pair, o.g., Very Fine. Only two sheets
of 200 are recorded; with 2003 Gratton certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 756

757

758

756

HH/H Canada, 1870-90, Small Queens, group of four (35, 36, 37, 43a), 1¢ yellow (#35), bottom margin single with partial imprint, light natural gum bend, o.g., lightly hinged; 2¢ green (#36), o.g., never hinged; 3¢ orange
red (#37) regummed; 6¢ chocolate (#43a), o.g., lightly hinged, small natural paper inclusion bottom margin; the 2¢
& 6¢ with certificates, F.-V.F., Scott $795.
Estimate $250 - 350

757

H
Canada, 1870, Small Queen, 1¢ yellow, imperf (35b), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and
fresh with large balanced margins; small corner crease at lower right, Very Fine appearance, Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200

758

H
Canada, 1873, Small Queen, 1¢ yellow, perf 11½x12 (35d var.), slightly disturbed o.g., nicely centered
with vibrant color, Very Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450). Unitrade 35vii.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

759

760

761

759

HH
Canada, 1872, Small Queen, 2¢ green (36), a bright, fresh, nicely centered Jumbo, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $170. Unitrade C$300 ($220).
Estimate $150 - 200

760

H
Canada, 1872, Small Queen, 2¢ deep green on yellowish paper, imperf (36a), lower right sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh with huge margins, Extremely Fine. In total, 600 imperforate
stamps were produced for all printings of the 2¢ Small Queen., Scott $725. Unitrade 36iii; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $400 - 600

761

H
Canada, 1877, Small Queen, 10¢ dull rose lilac (40), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and well centered with
lovely, soft color, Very Fine, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

762

763

762

H
Canada, 1877, Small Queen, 10¢ dull rose lilac (40), disturbed o.g., nicely centered, Very Fine, Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

763

(H)
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 3¢ bright vermilion, imperf (41b), horizontal pair, unused without gum,
bright color, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

764

765

764

H
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 5¢ brownish gray, imperf (42a), right sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 600 imperforate stamps are recorded., Scott $750. Unitrade 42i; C$900
($680).
Estimate $400 - 600

765

HH
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 6¢ red brown (43), o.g., never hinged, uncommonly fresh and well centered with rich, warm color, Very Fine; with 2012 Gratton certificate, Scott $525. Unitrade C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $250 - 350
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768

767

768

766

H
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 6¢ red brown, imperf (43b), right sheet margin vertical pair with part imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. The combined total of imperforate stamps recorded, with and without gum, is
600., Scott $625. Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

767

(H)
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red (45), regummed, fresh, bright and very well centered with
marvelous color and huge jumbo margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $725 for o.g. Estimate $200 - 300

768

H
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red, imperf (45c), right sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g.,
large, balanced margins, with small capture of imprint, Extremely Fine, Scott $625. Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

769

770

771

769

(H)
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red, imperf (45c), vertical pair, unused without gum, ample to
large margins, F.-V.F., Scott $625.
Estimate $150 - 200

770

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion (46), a marvelous bottom sheet margin single with part imprint (selvage reinforced), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly bright and fresh and absolutely perfectly centered, a Superb gem, Scott $425. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $400 - 600

771

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion & 50¢ blue (46-47), o.g., exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
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772

773

772

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion (46), an extraordinary mint single,
o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, bright and perfectly centered, Superb gem, actually the mate to the previous lot, but the
selvage, with the left half of the imprint, has been separated, Scott $425. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $400 - 600

773

P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-50¢ plate proofs on card (50P-60P), bright fresh colors;
½¢ cut a little close, 10¢ just a little toned with mounting remnants on reverse, otherwise Extremely Fine, Unitrade
C$2,300 ($1,720).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 774
774

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-$5 complete (50-65), a bright, fresh set, o.g. except 8¢ &
15¢ regummed, 20¢ never hinged, mostly very well centered; 3¢ with a tiny edge tear, otherwise just about all Very
Fine, Scott $8,713.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 775

776

Ex 777

775

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-50¢ (50-61), a bright, fresh-looking set, centering varies
from about Fine (6¢ & 8¢) to Extremely Fine (10¢), o.g. (6¢ & $1 part o.g.); light horizontal crease 5¢, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $2,738.
Estimate $500 - 750

776

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 5¢ deep blue (54), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $80. Unitrade C$300 ($220).
Estimate $150 - 200

777

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢ vermilion, 50¢ ultramarine & $1 lake (59-61), lightly canceled, nicely centered used examples; $1 with a mild horizontal crease, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,080.
Estimate $300 - 400
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778

779

778

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., unusually fresh and well centered
with marvelous color, Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

779

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), fresh and quite well centered with an unobtrusive, basically face-free roller cancel, nearly Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

780

781

780

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), bright color and comparatively light roller
cancel, Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

781

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), fresh and nicely centered; relatively light
smudge cancel, Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 782

Ex 783

784

782

HH/H Canada, 1897-98, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢-10¢ complete (66-73), a fresh, well centered set,
o.g. (½¢, 2¢ & 3¢ never hinged); 2¢ few short perforations, otherwise mostly Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,405.
Estimate $500 - 750

783

H
Canada, 1897-98, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢, 2¢ & 5¢-10¢ (66, 68, 70-73), o.g.; ½¢, 2¢ & 5¢ with
slight faults, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,280.
Estimate $300 - 400

784

(H)
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢ black, imperf (66a), horizontal pair, regummed, Very
Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
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785

HHa
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 1¢ blue green (67), upper left corner sheet margin block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, each stamp an exceptionally well centered Jumbo, Extremely Fine, Scott $460. Unitrade
C$840 ($630).
Estimate $300 - 400

786

787

788

786

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 1¢ blue green, imperf (67a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly
hinged, huge balanced margins, Extremely Fine. A combined total of 400 imperforate stamps with and without gum
were recorded., Scott $400. Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300

787

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 2¢ purple, imperf (68a), horizontal pair, o.g., Very Fine.
A combined total of 400 imperforate stamps with and without gum were recorded., Scott $500. Unitrade C$750
($560).
Estimate $250 - 350

788

(H)
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 5¢ bright blue, imperf on horizontally wove paper
(70a var.), horizontal pair, unused without gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Only 400 imperforate 5¢ stamps are
recorded, 200 in slate blue and 200 in bright blue., Scott $500. Unitrade 70i; C$600 ($450). Estimate $250 - 350

789

HHa
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 6¢ brown (71), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,400. Unitrade 71; C$2,700 ($2,020).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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790

791

790

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 8¢ orange (72), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging,
uncommonly fresh and nicely centered with incredibly brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Unitrade C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

791

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 8¢ brownish orange, imperf on vertically wove paper
(72a var.), horizontal pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Only 200 imperforate 8¢ stamps in
brownish orange are recorded., Scott $700. Unitrade 72i; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $350 - 500

792

Ex 793

792

H
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 10¢ brown violet, imperf on vertically wove paper
(73a var.), left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., very lightly hinged; abrasion, Very Fine. Only 100 of the 10¢ imperforates on vertically wove paper are recorded., Unitrade C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $350 - 500

793

HH/H Canada, 1898-1902, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, ½¢-20¢ complete (74-84), o.g. (½¢ & 1¢ never
hinged), bright fresh colors; couple gum-soaked perforations on the 6¢, otherwise F.-V.F., the 3¢ & 5¢ being Extremely Fine, Scott $2,268.
Estimate $500 - 750

794

795

794

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, ½¢ black, imperf on horizontally wove (74a var.), horizontal pair, without gum, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 74iv.
Estimate $200 - 300

795

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 1¢ gray green (75), an extraordinary upper left corner margin single, Post Office fresh and virtually perfectly centered amid huge jumbo margins with pristine, never hinged
o.g., Extremely Fine to Superb. A stunning stamp., Scott $35. Unitrade C$240 ($180).
Estimate $150 - 200
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796

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 1¢ paler green, imperf on vertically wove paper (75a
var.), horizontal pair, without gum, Extremely Fine. Only 600 imperforate stamps (without gum) from this printing
are recorded., Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 75vi.
Estimate $400 - 600

797

HH/H Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numerals” group (74//80), nine stamps comprising ½¢ black (#74),
o.g., never hinged, light natural gum bend, Superb; 1¢ gray green (#75), four singles, o.g., never hinged, one with a
small gum disturbance that stains the perforations, otherwise all Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2¢ purple (#76), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F-VF; 2¢ carmine, type 1 (#77), plate no. 14 pair, o.g., never hinged, about Fine; and 6¢ brown
(#80), o.g., hinge remnant, few slightly gum-soaked perforations, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $835 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

798

799

800

798

Ha
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ purple, on thick paper (76a), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants sensibly re-enforcing some perforations, F.-V.F., Scott $700. Unitrade 76a; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

799

HH
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type II (77a), a choice top sheet margin horizontal pair with plate no. 11, o.g., never hinged, incredibly bright and fresh, and virtually perfectly centered within
large balanced margins, absolutely Superb. An extraordinary little gem, Scott $280+. Unitrade C$360+ ($270).
Estimate $300 - 400

800

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type I, imperf on vertically wove paper (77c
var.), horizontal pair, without gum, Very Fine. Only 160 imperforate on vertically wove papers (without gum) are recorded., Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 77iv.
Estimate $150 - 200

801

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (77d), horizontal pair, without
gum as always, Extremely Fine. Just over 500 imperforate type II stamps are recorded, all without gum., Scott
$1,250. Unitrade 77d; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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802

803

804

802

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (77d), vertical pair, without gum
as issued, Very Fine. Just over 500 imperforate type II stamps are recorded, all without gum., Scott $1,250.
Unitrade 77d; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $500 - 750

803

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 3¢ carmine (78), a marvelous horizontal top sheet margin
strip of 3 with imprint & plate no. 1, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. A choice and very scarce imprint and plate number strip., Scott $540 ++. Unitrade 78; C$1,260+
($940).
Estimate $350 - 500

804

(H)
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 5¢ blue on bluish, imperf on horizontally wove paper
(79a var.), horizontal pair, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine. Only 597 imperforate 5¢ stamps (without gum)
on horizontally wove bluish paper are recorded., Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 79ii.
Estimate $400 - 600

805

806

807

805

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 6¢ brown (80), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and
well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $400. Unitrade 80; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

806

HH
Canada, 1902, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 7¢ olive yellow (81), extraordinarily fresh and virtually perfectly centered with extra wide margins and immaculate, never hinged o.g., an Extremely Fine to Superb gem, Scott
$300. Unitrade 81; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

807

(H)
Canada, 1902, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 7¢ olive yellow, imperf (81a), bottom sheet margin horizontal pair, without gum as always, Extremely Fine. Only 200 imperforate 7¢ stamps are recorded, all without gum.,
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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808

809

808

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 8¢ orange, imperf on vertically wove paper (82a var.),
horizontal pair, without gum as always, Extremely Fine. Only 592 imperforate 8¢ stamps on vertically wove paper
(without gum) are recorded., Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 82ii.
Estimate $400 - 600

809

(H)
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 10¢ brown violet, imperf (83a var.), horizontal pair, without gum as always, Very Fine. Only 300 imperforate 10¢ stamps without gum were sold at the American Bank Note
Co. auction in 1990., Unitrade C$1,250 ($940). Unitrade 83ii.
Estimate $500 - 750

810

811

812

813

810

H
$650.

811

Ha
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ (shades): lavender oceans & deep blue oceans (85,
86b), blocks of 4, o.g., small perforation stain one #85, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $380 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

812

m
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, gray & carmine (85 var.), canceled clear Vancouver c.d.s., Dec 6, 1898, a day before the official date of issue, fresh and Very Fine. Unitrade 85i.
Estimate $150 - 200

813

m
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, gray & carmine (85 var.), canceled partial Hamilton
duplex Dec 6, 1898, a day before the official date of issue, fresh and F.-V.F.; with 2004 Greene Foundation certificate noting oxidation, which has subsequently been removed. Unitrade 85i var.
Estimate $150 - 200

814

(H)
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, lavender & carmine, imperf (85a), upper left corner
margin vertical pair, without gum as issued, bright and fresh with huge margins, Extremely Fine. Only 200 imperforate stamps are recorded., Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada, 1900, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 20¢ olive green (84), o.g., fresh and bright, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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815

(H)
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black only, imperf (86 var.), without gum, very fresh with
large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Just 200 imperforate stamps in black only are recorded., Scott $1,250.
Unitrade 86v; C$1,250 for a pair ($940).
Estimate $200 - 300

816

H/m/) Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage (85-86). Specialized collection of about 40 mint stamps (24
NH), 500 used stamps (13 precancels, all without gum), and 14 covers (10 are 1932 First Flight covers, the rest are
contemporary usages including a Dec 25 1898 cover), all arranged in two large stockbooks; the first stockbook is
the main collection where stamps are sorted by color and cancel; includes two imperforate pairs (without gum or
regummed, cut close), a mint plate no. 2 strip of 6 (the two right stamps with “2” in the selvage are rejoined); also includes flag cancels and 14 different December 1898 dated cancels (two are Dec 7 First Days); the second
stockbook contains about 375 used singles (basically just reserves), plus there are a good number of duplicates in
the first volume. Condition is somewhat mixed, but generally F-VF., Scott $7,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 817

Ex 817

817

HH/H Canada, 1903-08, King Edward VII, 1¢-50¢ complete (89-95), a bright, fresh set, o.g., 1¢ never hinged,
the rest hinged, F.-V.F. to Extremely Fine (the 1¢ & 2¢ are Extremely Fine, the 5¢ & 7¢ Very Fine), Scott $2,895.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

818

H
Canada, 1903-08, King Edward VII, 1¢-50¢ complete (89-95), includes 7¢ olive bister & greenish bister
(#92 & 92a), plus an extra 10¢ brown lilac, o.g., some hinge remnants (50¢ lightly hinged); 20¢ with faults, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $3,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

819

820

819

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 1¢ green, imperf (89a), horizontal pair, without gum as issued, Very
Fine. Only 400 stamps are recorded., Scott $725. Unitrade 89a; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

820

HH/Ha Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, imperf (90A), five blocks of 4, o.g. (one block and one pair
never hinged); one block with light natural gum bend (affected the never hinged bottom pair), one block (full upper
left corner sheet margin) with disturbed gum, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,040.
Estimate $150 - 200
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821

822

821

HHa
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (90A), top margin plate no. 14 block of 8,
o.g., never hinged, generous, well proportioned margins, Extremely Fine; with 1983 Greene Foundation certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

822

HHa
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (90A), top margin plate no. 13 block of 8,
o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins, Very Fine; with 1983 Greene Foundation certificate. Estimate $400
- 600

823

824

823

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 5¢ blue on bluish, imperf (91a), horizontal pair, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Only 200 stamps are recorded., Scott $1,200. Unitrade 91a; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $600 - 800

824

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 7¢ olive bister, imperf (92a), horizontal pair, without gum as always,
Very Fine. Only 400 stamps are recorded., Scott $800. Unitrade 92a; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $400 - 600

825

Ex 826

825

(H)
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 10¢ brown lilac, imperf (93a), horizontal pair, without gum as always,
Very Fine. Only 200 stamps are recorded., Scott $1,200. Unitrade 93a; C$1,500 ($1,120). Estimate $500 - 750

826

H/(H)

Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), o.g. except 20¢ regummed, F.-V.F., Scott $998. Estimate
$200 - 300
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Ex 827

Ex /5/

827

H
Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), includes an extra ½¢ and an extra pair of 2¢, both VG, the
pair never hinged, o.g.; few small faults (7¢ tear), generally F.-V.F., Scott $1,206.
Estimate $150 - 200

828

m

Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), a F.-V.F. used set, the 15¢ & 20¢ Very Fine, Scott $694.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 829
829

HH/H Canada, 1912-25, King George V “Admirals”, 1¢-$1 complete (104-122), mixed printings as follows
(**=never hinged): 104**, 105f**, 106**, 107e, 108, 109**, 110-112, 113a, 114b, 115-117, 118**, 119, 120a** & 122,
F.-V.F. to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,980.
Estimate $350 - 500

830

HH/H Canada, 1912, King George V “Admirals” group (104//140), a bright, fresh, mostly very well centered
group comprising (hinged unless noted) #104 (block of 4, never hinged), 110, 111 (never hinged), 113, 116
(regummed), 117, 118 (2), 119 (small perforation thin), 119c (2, one disturbed gum, one few gum-soaked perforations), 120, 122, 123 (never hinged), 124, 136-138, 139, and 140 (2), Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,950 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

831

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ green, booklet pane of 6 (104a), o.g., never hinged,
fresh, solid and very well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
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832

833

832

HHa
Canada, 1918, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ brown, dry printing (108c), block of 4 with type D
lathework, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,120). Scott $240 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500

833

HH/Ha Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 7¢ yellow ocher (113), bottom margin block of 4 with type B
lathework, o.g., bottom stamps never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $370+. Unitrade C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

834

835

836

834

H
Canada, 1914, King George V “Admiral”, 7¢ sage green (113c), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally
fresh with extra wide margins, Very Fine. The rare first printing; with 2006 Gratton certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

835

m
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 10¢ plum (116), bottom sheet margin single with type A
lathework, barred ellipse cancel, very well centered; diagonal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Quite rare used,
Unitrade C$800 for mint ($600).
Estimate $150 - 200

836

HH
Canada, 1925, King George V “Admiral”, 20¢ olive green (119), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh
and beautifully centered with extra-large margins, an Extremely Fine jumbo, Scott $275. Unitrade 119; C$480
($360).
Estimate $200 - 300
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837

838

839

837

HH/Ha Canada, 1925, King George V “Admiral”, 20¢ olive green (119), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 top
stamps never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $700. Unitrade 119; C$1,280 ($960).
Estimate $300 - 400

838

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 50¢ black (120a), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and
well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. An outstanding example of this difficult stamp, Scott $650. Unitrade
C$1,650 ($1,240).
Estimate $400 - 600

839

HH
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, $1 orange (122), a gorgeous mint single, o.g., never hinged,
virtually perfectly centered with large balanced margins and brilliant color, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $240.
Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300

840

Ex 841

Ex 842

840

H
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, $1 orange (122), bottom sheet margin single with type A
lathework, o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

841

HH/H Canada, 1912-24, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” coils complete, perf 8 vertically (125-130), a
fresh, well centered set, the 1¢ yellow is the wet printing (#128b), the 3¢ carmine the dry printing (#130b), o.g. (1¢
green & 3¢ carmine never hinged), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the 1¢ yellow and both 3¢ Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

842

HHa
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, imperf horizontally (126a, 128a), blocks of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 843

844

Ex 845

843

HH
Canada, 1915-24, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” coils complete, perf 12 (131-134), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $289.
Estimate $100 - 150

844

HH
Canada, 1915, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ Toronto experimental vertical coil (131 var.), an exceptional pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 131ii.
Estimate $200 - 300

845

H/(H)
Canada, 1917, 3¢ Confederation, perf & imperf (135a, 135), the imperforate in a vertical pair and without gum; perforated o.g., very lightly hinged; imperforate with a small, light horizontal crease in top stamp, Very Fine
appearance, perforated Extremely Fine; imperforate with a 2002 Greene Foundation certificate not noting the
crease, Scott $595.
Estimate $150 - 200

846

HH/H Canada, 1924, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” complete, imperf (136-138), horizontal pairs, o.g., left
1¢ lightly hinged, others never hinged, large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $295 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

847

HH/H Canada, 1924, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” complete, imperf (136-138), horizontal pairs, o.g., 1¢
& 3¢ pairs each with one stamp lightly hinged, otherwise never hinged, large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $280
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

848

m
Canada, 1924, 1¢-3¢ King George V “Admiral” complete, imperf (136-138), lightly canceled horizontal pair, Very Fine, Scott $175 (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150

849

HH/Ha Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine, imperf (138), bottom margin plate no. 126 block
of 8 with lathework type D, o.g., lightly hinged at top center (6 stamps never hinged), Very Fine, Unitrade C$750
($560).
Estimate $250 - 350
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Ex 850
850

H
Canada, 1927, Confederation complete, imperf (141a-145a), horizontal pairs, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Only 250 pairs issued, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 851
851

HHa
Canada, 1927, 2¢ Confederation, imperf (142a), lower left corner margin block of 8, o.g., never hinged,
small natural paper inclusion in lower right selvage, Very Fine. Only 250 pairs are recorded, Scott $720.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 852

Ex 853

852

HH/H Canada, 1927, Historical issue complete, imperf (146a-148a), pairs - 5¢ vertical, 12¢ & 20¢ horizontal,
o.g., never hinged except 12¢ & 20¢ slightly disturbed gum, Very Fine; 20¢ with 1988 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $430.
Estimate $200 - 300

853

HH/H Canada, 1928, 1¢-$1 King George V “Scroll” definitives complete (149-159), o.g., $1 never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,019.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 854
854

HH
Canada, 1928, 1¢-$1 King George V “Scroll” definitives complete, imperf (149b-159a), a choice set
of vertical pairs, each with a top or bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Post Pffice fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Only an estimated 250 imperforate pairs exist, Scott $3,970.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

855

856

855

HH
Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll”, 2¢ green, imperf (150b var.), tête-bêche pair from booklet
pane sheet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$563 ($420). Unitrade 150cvi.
Estimate $200 - 300

856

HHa
Canada, 1929, 12¢ Quebec Bridge, imperf (156a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. An estimated 250 pairs exist, Scott $560.
Estimate $200 - 300

857

H
Canada, 1929, 12¢ Quebec Bridge, imperf vertically (156b), upper right plate no. 1 horizontal strip of
4, o.g., lightly hinged in selvage only; third stamp from left with a shallow thin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $560 ++.
Estimate $600 - 800
Plate number pieces are exceedingly rare, with no more than 10 in existence.
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858

859

Ex 860

858

H
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on the mast” plate flaw (158 var.), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. A
lovely example of this scarce and popular variety., Unitrade C$1,500 for Fine ($1,120). Unitrade 158iii.
Estimate $500 - 750

859

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh example with crystal-clear impression; in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

860

HH

Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158-159), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

861

862

861

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), left sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and
beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $425. Unitrade C$700 ($520).
Estimate $300 - 400

862

m
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on the mast” plate flaw (158 var.), light roller cancel, F.-V.F. A
nice used example., Unitrade C$1,000 for Fine ($750). Unitrade 158iii.
Estimate $300 - 400

863

Ex 864

Ex 865

863

HH
Canada, 1929, $1 Parliament (159), o.g., never hinged, choice example in wonderfully fresh condition;
surprisingly difficult stamp to find in immaculate mint state, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

864

HH/H Canada, 1930, 1¢-$1 King George V “Maple Leaf” definitives complete (162-177), a fresh, well centered set, o.g., never hinged except the 50¢ is lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $854.
Estimate $250 - 350

865

H
Canada, 1930, 1¢-$1 King George V “Maple Leaf” definitives complete (162-177), o.g.; 2¢ carmine,
20¢ & 50¢ each with a couple lightly gum-soaked perforations, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $515.
Estimate $150 - 200
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866

HH

Canada, 1930, 50¢ Grand Pré & $1 Mt. Edith Cavell (176-177), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

867

868

869

867

H
Canada, 1930, 50¢ Grand Pré (176), post office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine,
Scott $350. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

868

HH
Canada, 1930, 50¢ Grand Pré (176), o.g., never hinged, handsome example with warm rich color; a
beauty, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

869

HH
Canada, 1930, $1 Mt. Cavell (177), o.g., never hinged, desirable example with incredible depth of color;
simply gorgeous, Very Fine, Scott $350. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 870

Ex 871

870

HH
Canada, 1930-31, “Maple Leaf” coils, 2¢ green, 2¢ red & 2¢ brown, “cockeyed King” plate flaw
(180-182 vars.), each in a joint line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. An exceptional set., Unitrade C$580
($440). Unitrade 180ii-182ii.
Estimate $200 - 300

871

HH
Canada, 1932, King George V “Medallion”, 1¢-3¢, imperf (195c-197b), horizontal pairs, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Only 150 pairs were issued., Scott $1,200. Unitrade C$2,100 ($1,580). Estimate $500 - 750
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872

HH
Canada, 1933, 20¢ Grain Exhibition, broken “X” (203 var.), in horizontal pair with normal, o.g., never
hinged, Post Office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $305. Unitrade 203i; C$420 ($320).
Estimate $150 - 200

873

874

873

HH/H Canada, 1933, 5¢ Royal William, imperf (204a), vertical pair, Very Fine. Only 75 pairs were issued.,
Scott $1,150. Unitrade C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $600 - 800

874

H
Canada, 1934, 3¢ Jacques Cartier, imperf (208a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only
125 pairs were issued., Scott $525. Unitrade C$800 ($600).
Estimate $300 - 400

875
875

32

H
Canada, 1934, 2¢ New Brunswick, imperf (210a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. 80
pairs issued., Scott $850. Unitrade C$850 ($640).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 876
876

Pa
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, 1¢-$1 complete, plate proofs on card (217-227), 1¢-8¢ are
in gutter blocks of eight, 10¢-$1 in gutter blocks of four, Very Fine. Unitrade C$8,800 ($6,600).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 877

878

879

877

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, 1¢-$1 complete (217-230, 217a-219a), including booklet
panes of 4 and coil strips of 5, o.g., never hinged except 13¢ & 50¢ slightly disturbed gum, the 50¢ causing a small
perforation stain, Very Fine, Scott $768.
Estimate $150 - 200

878

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 3¢ dark carmine, printed on the gum side (219c), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Only two panes of 100 are recorded., Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

879

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 3¢ dark carmine, printed on the gum side (219c), o.g., never hinged;
tiny unprinted area to left of king’s mouth, Very Fine. Only two panes of 100 are recorded., Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

880
880

HH
Canada, 1935, King George V, 5¢ blue, imperf vertically (221a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Only 150 pairs recorded., Scott $340. Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200
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881

882

881

Ha
Canada, 1935, 10¢ Mounted Police “bird cage” plate flaw (223 var.), the lower left stamp in a bottom
sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 223iv.
Estimate $200 - 300

882

m
Canada, 1935, 10¢ Mounted Police “bird cage” plate flaw (223 var.), lightly canceled, leaving the flaw
clearly visible, Very Fine, Unitrade C$375 ($280). Unitrade 223iv.
Estimate $150 - 200

883

884

883

HH
Canada, 1938, 10¢ Memorial Chamber in dark carmine, imperf (241b), horizontal pair with bottom
sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs were recorded., Scott $750. Unitrade C$1,125
($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

884

HH
Canada, 1938, 10¢ Memorial Chamber in carmine rose, imperf (241c), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 75 pairs recorded., Scott $750. Unitrade C$1,125 ($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

885

886

885

HH
Canada, 1942, King George VI, 3¢ dark carmine, imperf (251b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

886

HH
Canada, 1942, 4¢ Grain Elevators, imperf (253a), left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine. Only 150 pairs are recorded, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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887

888

889

887

HH
Canada, 1969, 6¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Transportation coil, orange, imperf (468Ac), pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

888

E
Canada, 1958, 4¢ Iroquois Warrier essay, horizontal pair with left sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

889

Ea
Canada, 1958, 4¢ Iroquois Warrior essay, block of 4 with bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 890

891

892

890

HHa
Canada, 1970, Christmas, 5¢ Children Skiing and 6¢ Christmas Tree & Children (522, 522p, 525,
525p), tagged & untagged center blocks of 4, both #522 blocks with dot between “M” & “A”, the tagged #525 block
without the scratch in the window, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$580 ($440). Unitrade 522i, 522pii,
525i, 525pi.
Estimate $150 - 200

891

HH
Canada, 1971, 6¢ Sir Ernest Rutherford, black omitted (534 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, with a
normal for comparison; with 2016 Greene Foundation certificate, Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,500). Unitrade 534i.
Estimate $500 - 750

892

HH
Canada, 1971, 6¢ Maple Leaf in Spring, imperf (535a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
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893

894

895

893

HH
Canada, 1971, 7¢ Maple Leaf in Autumn, gray inscriptions omitted (537 var.), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 Greene Foundation certificate, Unitrade C$4,000 ($3,000). Unitrade 537i.
Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

894

HH
Canada, 1971, 7¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Transportation coil, imperf pair (549a), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

895

HH
Canada, 1971, 8¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Library of Parliament coil, imperf pair (550a), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

896

897

896

HHa
Canada, 1973, 15¢ Royal Canadian Mounted Police, imperf (614a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

897

HH
Canada, 1973, 15¢ Royal Canadian Mounted Police, imperf (614a), vertical strip of 4 with horizontal
gutter between pairs, o.g., never hinged, creased across gutter not affecting the stamps, which are pristine
(Unitrade states, “Many imperf pairs have wrinkles and small faults due to improper handling”), Very Fine, Scott
$750 ++.
Estimate $600 - 800

898

HH
Canada, 1973, 8¢ Scottish Settlers, printed on yellow paper (619 var.), o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, with a normal white paper for comparison. Only 150-200 are believed to exist., Unitrade C$275 ($210).
Unitrade 619i. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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899

900

899

HHa
Canada, 1974, 8¢ Telephone Centenary, imperf (641a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only
two imperforate panes of 50 are recorded, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

900

HH
Canada, 1975, 8¢ Christmas pair, missing inscriptions (677a var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
This dramatic error was caused by a downward perforation shift, leaving the inscriptions at the bottom of the pair
above—only five such pairs are known. Unitrade 677aii; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $250 - 350

901

902

903

901

HH
Canada, 1976, 8¢ Royal Military College complete, imperf (693b), se-tenant horizontal pair, o.g.,
never hinged; slight bend of upper left corner, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

902

HH
Canada, 1977, Queen Elizabeth II, 25¢ Silver Jubilee, silver foil omitted from value (704a), o.g.,
never hinged, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

903

HH
Canada, 1978, 14¢ Queen Elizabeth II, red omitted (716c), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

904

HH
Canada, 1978, 50¢ Prairie Town Main Street, brown omitted (723Ab), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Only 150 examples of this aptly named striking “ghost town” variety are known., Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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905

906

905

H
Canada, 1979, $1 Fundy National Park, black inscriptions omitted (726b), o.g., very lightly hinged.
Only about 200 are known., Scott $500 for NH.
Estimate $150 - 200

906

m
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a), boxed Halifax cancel, 30
Nov 1982, Very Fine. Very rare postally used, Scott $300 for mint.
Estimate $150 - 200

907

908

907

HH
Canada, 1978, 14¢ Parliament coil, imperf (730a), horizontal strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $170 for a pair.
Estimate $100 - 150

908

HH
Canada, 1978, 30¢ Christmas, imperf (775 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. According to Unitrade, very few imperforates are known; with 2010 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,120).
Unitrade 775i.
Estimate $500 - 750

909

910

909

HH
Canada, 1979, 17¢ Nelligan, double impression of blue (818a), se-tenant pair, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., with a handwritten note from K. Bileski, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

910

HH
Canada, 1979, 35¢ Christmas, inscriptions (and tagging) omitted (841a), left sheet margin single,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. No more than 120 are believed to exist; with 1987 Greene Foundation certificate,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500
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911

912

913

911

HH
Canada, 1981, 17¢ “Look of Music” Exhibition, printed on gummed side, inscriptions & tagging
omitted (878 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2011 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,500).
Unitrade 878i.
Estimate $500 - 750

912

HH
Canada, 1981, 17¢ “Look of Music” Exhibition, imperf, brown & most of magenta missing (878
var.), left sheet margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,120). Unitrade 878 footnote.
Estimate $400 - 600

913

HH
Canada, 1981, 17¢ “Self-Portrait”, imperf (888a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged; light wrinkles and
printer’s pen markings, F.-V.F. According to Unitrade, this imperforate error comes from a mishandled sheet, with
most pairs having some creasing. Their price for an undamaged pair is C$2000., Scott $1,500. Unitrade C$900
($680).
Estimate $250 - 350

914

915

916

914

HH
$375.

915

HH
Canada, 1982, 32¢ Maple Leaf, beige (and tagging) omitted (924c), o.g., never hinged. Only 150 are
recorded, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

916

HH
Canada, 1982, 32¢ Maple Leaf, beige (and tagging) mostly omitted (924c var.), two tiny spots of very
faint background color are visible at bottom and lower right, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Unitrade notes that
only 8 copies are known with partial background missing, Scott $900 beige completely missing.
Estimate $150 - 200

Canada, 1981 (30¢) Maple Leaf & “A” coil, imperf pair (908a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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917

918

917

HH
Canada, 1984, $1 Glacier National Park, blue inscriptions omitted (934a), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine for this. According to Unitrade, all known examples are off-center; with 2010 Gratton certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500

918

HH
Canada, 1985, $2 Banff National Park, bluish green inscriptions omitted (936a), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

919

920

919

HH
Canada, 1982, 30¢ Maple Leaf coil, imperf (950a), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $100 - 150

920

HH
$675.

921

HHa
Canada, 1987, 36¢ Charter of Rights & Freedoms, imperf (1133a), upper left corner margin block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1998 Gary Lyon certificate, Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

40

Canada, 1983, 25¢ Nickel, silver foil & tagging omitted (996a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300
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922

923

924

922

HH
Canada, 1988, 1¢ Flying Squirrel, imperf (1155b), bottom sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

923

HH

Canada, 1988, 2¢ Porcupine, imperf (1156a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

924

HH

Canada, 1988, 10¢ Skunk, imperf (1160b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

925

926

927

925

HHa
Canada, 1989, 39¢ Flag over Clouds, imperf (1166d), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

926

HH
Canada, 1990, 39¢ Queen, imperf between (1167d), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

927

HH
$800.

928

HH
Canada, 1990, 78¢ Beluga Whale, imperf (1179d), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada, 1990, 45¢ Pronghorn, imperf (1172h), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
Estimate $250 - 350
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929

HH
Canada, 1989, $1 Runnymede Library, inscriptions partially omitted (1181 var.), transitional horizontal strip of 3, the right stamp normal, the middle stamp with the inscriptions weakening toward the left, and the
left missing nearly the entire inscription, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2006 Gratton certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200

930

931

930

HH
Canada, 1989, $2 McAdam Railway Station, imperf (1182a), vertical pair with bottom sheet margin,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

931

HH

Canada, 1990, 47¢ Flags booklet pane, imperf (1190b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

932

HH

Canada, 1990, 39¢ Flag coil, imperf (1194Bf), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

933

HH
Canada, 1990, 39¢ Flag coil, imperf (1194Bf), transitional strip of 11, top 8 stamps imperforate, ninth
imperforate at top, bottom two normal, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200+. Estimate $400 - 600
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934

935

934

HHa
Canada, 1990, 39¢ Legendary Creatures, imperf (1292b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 50 blocks of four are recorded., Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

935

HH
$650.

Canada, 1992, 2¢ Wild Strawberries, imperf (1350a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

936

937

936

HH
Canada, 1992, 3¢ Black Crowberries, imperf (1351a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

937

HHa
Canada, 1991, 42¢ Flag over Hills, imperf (1356 var.), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,500). Unitrade 1356i.
Estimate $500 - 750

938

939

938

HH
Canada, 1991, 42¢ Queen, imperf (1357 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade
C$1,000 ($750). Unitrade 1357i.
Estimate $250 - 350

939

HH

Canada, 1991, 43¢ Queen, imperf (1358b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
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940

941

940

HH
Canada, 1992, 43¢ Flag over Field, imperf between (1359f), vertical pair from booklet pane, o.g., never
hinged; bottom perforations clipped, as usual, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

941

HHa
Canada, 1992, 43¢ Flag over Field, imperf (1359g), block of 4, o.g., never hinged; tiny natural paper inclusion on reverse of bottom pair, Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

942

943

942

HH
Canada, 1995, 45¢ Flag over Building, imperf (1362c), horizontal pair with right sheet margin, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

943

HH
Canada, 1995, 45¢ Flag over Building, imperf (1362c), horizontal gutter strip of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000 ++. Unitrade 1362iii; C$2,250 for imperf gutter pair ($1,690). Estimate $500 - 750

944

945

944

HH
Canada, 1991, 65¢ Black Walnut, imperf (1367a), right sheet margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged,
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

945

HH
Canada, 1995, $1 Yorkton Court House, perf 13½x13, “CANADA $1” omitted (1375c vars.), two examples with a dramatic 4.5mm upward shift of dark blue inscriptions: 1) a bottom row single with just the bottom
edge of the upper inscription showing on the top perforation tips and the bottom inscription printed across the bottom of the building, leaving the bottom gray panel blank; and 2) an example from higher up in the same sheet, virtually identical but with most of “CANADA $1” printed in the bottom gray panel, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Also
includes a normal example (perf 14½x14) for comparison.
Estimate $250 - 350
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946

HH
Canada, 1994, $2 Truro Normal School, dark green inscriptions omitted (1376a), left sheet margin
single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only 68 examples are recorded. Includes a normal for comparison., Scott
$900.
Estimate $350 - 500

947

HH
Canada, 1991, 42¢ Flag vertical coil, imperf (1394a, 1395a), each in a transitional strip of 5, the top
stamp perforated at top only, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $640+.
Estimate $250 - 350

948

949

948

HH
Canada, 1993, 43¢ Christmas, imperf between (1499b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

949

HH
Canada, 1994, 88¢ “Vera” by Varley, dramatic color shift (1516 car.), gold frame shifted upward by
16.5mm, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and quite striking; includes a normal for comparison. Only two panes of 16
are recorded, Unitrade C$900 ($680). Unitrade 1516i.
Estimate $250 - 350
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950

951

950

HH
$950.

Canada, 1997, 4¢ Oyster Farming, imperf (1676a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

951

HH

Canada, 2000, 47¢ Queen, imperf (1683a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

952
952

953

HH
Canada, 2003, $5 Moose, engraved colors, including the Moose, omitted (1693a), o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; with 2007 Gratton certificate, Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
A choice example of this spectacular and rare “Animal on Stamps” topical (or, in this case, “Animal not on
Stamps”). Only 8-12 panes of four are believed to exist.

953

HH
Canada, 1998, 45¢ Angel, perf 13x13½ (1764b), top sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine. Only about 500 are recorded, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

954

HH
Canada, 1999, 95¢ Year of the Rabbit souvenir sheet, red & tagging omitted (1768b), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, includes a normal for comparison; with 2007 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $950.
Estimate $250 - 350
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955

956

955

HH
Canada, 2000, 95¢ Queen Mother, imperf (1856a), upper right corner sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine. A modern rarity—only four panes of nine have been reported., Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

956

HH
Canada, 2001, 47¢ Year of the Snake, gold foil omitted (1883a), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Only four panes of five have been recorded, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600

957

958

957

HH
Canada, 2002, Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee, imperf (1932a), upper right corner sheet margin
horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500

958

HH
Canada, 2002, 48¢ Year of the Horse, foil horse & inscriptions omitted (1933a), o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine. Exceedingly rare—only a single pane of 25 has been recorded., Scott $1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

959

HHa
Canada, 2003, 48¢ Year of the Ram, gold foil inscription omitted (1969a), corner margin transitional
block of 6 (3x2), the two right stamps normal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,600+. Unitrade C$2,400
($1,800).
Estimate $500 - 750
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

960

961

962

960

H
Canada, Airmail, 1928, 5¢ brown olive, imperf horizontally (C1c), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

961

H
Canada, Airmail, 1942, 6¢ deep blue, imperf (C7a), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged, huge balanced
margins, Extremely Fine. Only 50 pairs are recorded, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

962

HH
Canada, Airmail, 1942, 6¢ deep blue, imperf (C7a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, margin a little close
at left, F.-V.F. Only 50 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

963

H
Canada, Airmail, 1943, 7¢ deep blue, imperf at right margin (C8 var.), right sheet margin horizontal
pair, the right stamp imperf between stamp and selvage, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only 10 examples of
this error are recorded, all from a single pane., Unitrade C$1,000 ($750). Unitrade C8i. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

964

HH
Canada, Airmail, 1943, 7¢ deep blue, imperf (C8a), left sheet margin horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. Only 50 pairs are recorded, Scott $1,000. Unitrade C8a. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

965

966

965

HHa
Canada, Special Delivery, 1898, 10¢ blue green (E1), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh;
light gum wrinkle on bottom left stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $1,400. Unitrade E1; C$4,000 ($3,000).
Estimate $500 - 750

966

HHa
Canada, Special Delivery, 1898, 10¢ blue green (E1), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright
and fresh; tiny internal gum wrinkle on top left stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $1,400. Unitrade E1; C$4,000 ($3,000).
Estimate $500 - 750
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967

968

969

967

HH
Canada, Special Delivery, 1927, 20¢ Confederation, imperf horizontally (E3c), vertical pair with bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

968

(H)
Canada, Registry, 1875, 5¢ dark green, imperf (F2c), vertical pair, regummed, Very Fine. Only 200
pairs are recorded, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

969

(H)
Canada, Registry, 1876, 8¢ dull blue (F3), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $600 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300

970

HH/H Canada, Postage Dues, 1906-28, First & Second Issues, 1¢-10¢ (J1a, J2-J10), first 1¢ on thin paper,
o.g. except first 2¢ & 10¢ regummed, first 1¢, 4¢ & 5¢ never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

971

ma
Canada, Postage Due, 1906, 2¢ violet (J2), left sheet margin block of 4 with full type D lathework, violet
handstamped cancel, possibly precanceled, as it still has most of its original gum; light diagonal crease upper left
stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Unitrade C$6,000 for a mint block ($4,500).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Unitrade notes, “The editors know of only four examples of the 2¢ violet postage due on regular paper with
lathework D.” This block is apparently unrecorded.
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada

972

973

972

s

973

HH
Canada, Postage Dues, 1935, 1¢, 2¢, 4¢ &-10¢ imperfs complete (J15a/J20a), horizontal pairs, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Only 100 pairs of each are recorded, Scott $880.
Estimate $400 - 600

Canada, Postage Due, 1924, 2¢ violet, thin paper (J2a), left sheet margin vertical pair with type D
lathework, tied on piece by pencil and red handstamped cancels; right edge repaired, Very Fine appearance,
Unitrade C$800 ($600).
Estimate $150 - 200

974

975

974

HH/Ha Canada, War Tax, 1915-16, set of 4 (MR1-MR4), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, hinge remnant on top
stamps of #MR3, F.-V.F., Scott $1,010. Unitrade MR1-MR4; C$1,920 ($1,440).
Estimate $350 - 500

975

HHa
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (MR1-MR2), top margin blocks of 4 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light gum bend on top right stamp of MR1, F.-V.F., Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300
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976

(H)
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ brown, die I, imperf (MR4b), horizontal pair, without gum as issued,
Very Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 977
977

HHa
Canada, Officials, 1938, 10¢-$1 Pictorials, 4-hole “OHMS” perfins (O241-O245), a choice set of mint
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, cataloged as four sets of singles, Very Fine, Scott $4,280 ++.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 978

979

980

978

HH/H Canada, Officials, 1949-50, “O.H.M.S.” overprints complete (O1-O15A, CO1, EO1), o.g., never
hinged except O9 regummed, EO1 lightly hinged, Scott $390 for NH.
Estimate $100 - 150

979

Ha
Canada, Official, 1949, 10¢ Great Bear Lake, “O.H.M.S.”, no period after “S” (O6a), the lower right
stamp on a lower left plate no. 2 block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, the error never hinged, Extremely Fine; with
2012 Gratton certificate, Unitrade C$175 ($130).
Estimate $100 - 150

980

m
Canada, Official, 1950, 10¢ Fur, “G” omitted (O26a), the top stamp in vertical pair with normal, partial
Calgary c.d.s.; light corner crease at upper left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canada - Cyprus

Ex 981

Ex 982

Ex 983

981

H
Cayman Islands, 1907, King Edward VII, ½d on 5s salmon & green (18-19), o.g., lightly hinged, bright,
fresh and exceptionally well centered, Very Fine, Scott $675. SG 18/9; £575 ($790).
Estimate $300 - 400

982

H
Cayman Islands, 1932, Assembly Centenary complete (69-80), o.g., lightly hinged, a bright, fresh set,
Very Fine, Scott $564. SG 84/95; £500 ($690).
Estimate $250 - 350

983

H
Cayman Islands, 1932, Assembly Centenary complete (69-80), o.g., lightly hinged; few short perforations on the 6d, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $564. SG 84/95; £500 ($690).
Estimate $150 - 200

984

Ex 985

986

984

H
Ceylon, 1912, King George V, 50r dull purple (215), Multiple Crown CA watermark, o.g., fresh and well
centered, Very Fine, Scott $675. SG 320; £600 ($820).
Estimate $300 - 400

985

H
Cyprus, 1921-23, King George V, 10pa to 10s (72-86 & 87), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $1,043. SG 85/99,
100; £950 ($1,300).
Estimate $400 - 600

986

H
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, 10s green & yellow on pale yellow (87), left sheet margin single, o.g.,
lightly hinged, uncommonly bright and fresh and absolutely perfectly centered, a Superb gem, Scott $425. SG 100;
£400 ($550).
Estimate $300 - 400

987

HH
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (88), top sheet margin single, o.g., never
hinged (lightly hinged in selvage only), wonderfully fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. A choice example of this key King George V high value., Scott $1,400 ++. SG 101; £1,400 ++ ($1,920).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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988

989

990

988

HH
Cyprus, 1924, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (110), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and
well centered, Very Fine, Scott $350 ++. SG 102; £300 ++ ($410).
Estimate $250 - 350

989

HH
Cyprus, 1928, £1 Anniversary of British Rule (123), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and mathematically centered, another a Superb gem, Scott $275 ++. SG 132; £225 ++ ($310).
Estimate $300 - 400

990

(H)
Falkland Islands, 1882, Queen Victoria, 1d dull claret (5a var.), watermarked full 12mm double-lined
“C” of “CROWN AGENTS” sheet margin watermark, unused without gum, Very Fine, Scott $425+. SG 5 var.; £325+
($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 991

Ex 992

991

H
Falkland Islands, 1898, Queen Victoria, 2s6d-5s complete (20-21), o.g., fresh and unusually well centered, Very Fine, Scott $550. SG 41/2; £525 ($720).
Estimate $250 - 350

992

H
Falkland Islands, 1904-12, King Edward VII, ½d-5s complete (22-29), o.g., bright and fresh, Very
Fine, Scott $591. SG 43/50; £475 ($650).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 993

Ex 994

993

H
Falkland Islands, 1912-20, King George V, ½d-£1 complete (30-40), a bright, fresh set, o.g., Very
Fine, Scott $1,391. SG 60/9, 67b; £1,000 ($1,370).
Estimate $600 - 800

994

H
Falkland Islands, 1912-20, King George V, 3s-£1 (36-40), o.g., fresh, rich colors, F.-V.F., Scott $1,270.
SG 66/9, 67b; £1,085 ($1,490).
Estimate $500 - 750
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Falkland Islands

995

996

997

995

H
Falkland Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 black on red (40), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging,
Very Fine, Scott $550. SG 69.
Estimate $250 - 350

996

H
Falkland Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 black on red (40), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and unusually
well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $550. SG 69; £550 ($760).
Estimate $250 - 350

997

H
Falkland Islands, 1929, Whale & Penguins, £1 black on red (64), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and virtually
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $350. SG 126; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 998

Ex 999

1000

1001

1002

998

HH/H Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, ½d-£1 complete (65-76), an outstanding set, o.g., lightly hinged
except ½d, 2d, 4d, 1s & 5s never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $4,794. SG 127/38; £4,250 ($5,840).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

999

H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, ½d-£1 complete (65-76), an exceptional set, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $4,794. SG 127/38; £4,250 ($5,840).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1000 H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, 5s King Penguin (74), top sheet margin single, o.g., lightly hinged,
bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $950. SG 136; £950 ($1,300).
Estimate $500 - 750
1001 H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, 10s Coat of Arms (75), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $850. SG
137; £850 ($1,170).
Estimate $350 - 500
1002 H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, £1 black & carmine (76), o.g., just barely hinged, bright, fresh and
virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed En. Diena, Scott $2,500. SG 138; £2,500 ($3,430).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1003

1004

1005

1006

1003 HH
Gibraltar, 1927, King George V, £1 red orange & black, Multiple Script CA watermark (92), o.g.,
never hinged, bright and Post Office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $190 ++. SG 107; £190 ++ ($260).
Estimate $150 - 200
1004 H
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, 1924, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (26), watermarked Multiple
Crown CA, o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $600. SG
24; £550 ($760).
Estimate $300 - 400
1005 HH
($580).

India, 1948, Gandhi complete (203-206), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $307. SG 305/8; £425
Estimate $250 - 350

1006 HH
($580).

India, 1948, Gandhi complete (203-206), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $307. SG 305/8; £425
Estimate $250 - 350

1007 )
India, 1948, Gandhi, 3 values on FDC (203-205), tied by 15 August 1948 cancels, addressed to New
York, Very Fine, scarce First Day Cover. SG 305/7.
Estimate $150 - 200
1008

The Philatelic Journal of India, 1897-1912, the bible of India philately; in 15 volumes, hardbound, fairly
tight; journal includes articles on general Asian philately as well; trivial erosion on spines, Very Fine condition, a
scarce and important work on India and area. (Photo on website).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: India - Kenya, Ugnada & Tanganyika

1009

Ex 1010

Ex 1011

1009 H
India: Jind, 1938, King George VI, 25r slate violet & purple (150), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$575. SG 126; £950 for NH ($1,300).
Estimate $300 - 400
1010 HH
Ireland, 1922, Dollard overprint on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (12-14), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $805. SG 17/21.
Estimate $300 - 400
1011 HH
Ireland, 1922, Thom overprint on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (56-58), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $850. SG 64/66.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1012

Ex 1013

1012 HH
Ireland, 1925, Castle overprint on King George V “Seahorses”, narrow date, 2s6d to 10s complete
(77-79), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 10s signed Bühler, Scott $705. SG 83/85.
Estimate $300 - 400
1013 HH
Ireland, 1935, Free State overprint on King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (93-95), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,550. SG 99/101.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1014

Ex 1015

1014 H
Ireland, 1937, St. Patrick, “SE” monogram watermark, 2s6d to 10s complete (96-98), Very Fine,
Scott $700. SG 102/04.
Estimate $250 - 350
1015 H
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, 1935, King George V Pictorial Definitives, 1c-£1 complete (46-54),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $537. SG 110-23; £450 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1016

1017

1018

1016 HH
Mafia Island, 1915, “G.R. MAFIA” overprint in deep purple, 7½h carmine, o.g., never hinged. Only
140 were issued; signed Hoffmann-Giesecke, with 2018 B.P.A. certificate. SG M3C; £650 for hinged ($890).
Estimate $250 - 350
1017 HH
Mauritius, 1924, Arms of the Colony, 50r dull purple & green (200), Multiple Script CA watermark,
o.g., never hinged (!), Post Office fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. An exceedingly rare never
hinged high value., Scott $1,000 ++. SG 222; £950 ++ ($1,300).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1018 H
Mauritius, 1924, Arms of the Colony, 50r dull purple & green (200), Multiple Script CA watermark,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,000. SG 222; £950 ($1,300).
Estimate $400 - 600

1019 H
Montserrat, 1979, 15c Boy Scouts postal card, center inverted, two cards, one on cream stock, the
other on blue, both with the center, consisting of Scouts apparently observing an Apollo-type space capsule in the
sky, inverted; also includes a normal card on yellow stock overprinted “SPECIMEN” and a normal card on blue
stock with the centers misplaced, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1020

Ex 1021

1020 H
New Britain, 1914, G.R.I. 5d on German New Guinea 50pf black & purple on buff (25), “G.R.I.” and
value 5mm apart, Very Fine, signed twice, Scott $350. SG 25; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200
1021 HH
Nigeria, 1936, ½d-£1 King George V pictorials complete (38-49), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$400 ++. SG 34/45; £225 ++ ($310).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Northern Rhodesia - Solomon Islands

Ex 1022

Ex 1023

Ex 1024

1022 H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V Pictorial Definitives, ½d-20s complete (1-17), a wonderfully fresh set, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $732. SG 1/17; £700 ($960).
Estimate $300 - 400
1023 H
St. Helena, 1922-23, King George V & Colony Badge, 4d-£1 complete (95-99), watermarked Multiple
Crown CA, o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine, the £1 a lightly hinged Gem, Scott $597. SG 92/6; £500 ($690).
Estimate $300 - 400
1024 H
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923 Tercentenary of the Colony complete (52-64), a bright, fresh set, o.g., most
lightly hinged (£1 barely hinged, if at all), Very Fine; 2s6d, 5s & £1 signed Bloch, Scott $1,405. SG 48/60; £1,200
($1,650).
Estimate $600 - 800

1025

1026

1025 HH
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923, £1 Tercentenary of the Colony (64), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and
mathematically centered, a Superb gem, Scott $825 ++. SG 60; £800 ++ ($1,100).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1026 H
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923, £1 Tercentenary of the Colony (64), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $825. SG 60; £800
($1,100).
Estimate $400 - 600

1027

Ex 1028

Ex 1029

1030

1027 H
Sierra Leone, 1896, Queen Victoria, £1 purple on red (46), o.g., very lightly hinged, uncommonly fresh
and absolutely perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $325. SG 53; £325 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200
1028 H
Sierra Leone, 1903, King Edward VII, ½d-£1 complete (64-76), Crown CA watermark, o.g., all but the
1d very lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $505. SG 73/85; £450 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300
1029 H
Sierra Leone, 1933 Wilberforce Centenary complete (153-165), a marvelous set, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,206. SG 168/180; £1,100 ($1,510).
Estimate $500 - 750
1030 HH
Solomon Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (41), Multiple Crown CA watermark,
o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $300 ++. SG 38; £250 ++ ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300
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ex 1031

1032

1031 H
South African States: Cape of Good Hope, 1885, “Hope Seated”, cabled Anchor watermark, high
values (50, 50a, 52-54), o.g., exceptionally fresh and unusually well centered, F.-V.F., Scott $779. SG 53, 53a, 54,
67, 68; £759 ($1,040).
Estimate $300 - 400
1032 H
South African States: Transvaal, 1903, King Edward VII, £5 orange brown & violet (267), o.g., very
lightly hinged, fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. An extraordinary example of this rare Edward
VII high value, Scott $1,650. SG 259; £2,250 ($3,090).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1033

Ex 1034

1033 H
South African States: Zululand, 1892, “ZULULAND” on Great Britain 5s rose (11), o.g., fresh color,
F.-V.F., Scott $700. SG 11; £700 ($960).
Estimate $300 - 400
1034 H
South West Africa, 1923-26, King George V, Setting VI overprint on South Africa ½d-£1 complete
(29-40), a bright, fresh set, o.g., Very Fine, Scott $602. SG 29/40; £500 ($690).
Estimate $250 - 350

1035

1036

1035 H
Straits Settlements, 1898, Queen Victoria, $5 orange & carmine (88), watermarked Crown CA, o.g.,
lightly hinged, fresh, bright and nicely centered, Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 105; £425 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300
1036 m
Trinidad & Tobago, War Tax, 1918, 1d scarlet, double overprint (MR11a), partial Port-of-Spain c.d.s.,
Sep 30, 1918, F.-V.F., Scott $250. SG 186a; £225 ($310).
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Albania - Andorra

Europe and Colonies

Ex 1037

1038

1039

1040

1037

s
Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on 1909 Issue of Turkey, 5pa-5pi (4-10), each tied on
small piece by Vlonë or Shkodër c.d.s., F.-V.F.; 5pa, 10pa, 1pi & 2pi signed, Scott $3,375. Estimate $600 - 800

1038

s
Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on Turkey 1pi bright blue (15), tied on piece by Vlonë
c.d.s., Very Fine; signed Droese, Prendushi, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

1039

s
Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on Turkey 2pa Newspaper stamp (17), tied on piece by
Vlonë c.d.s., Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

1040

s

Albania, 1913, Two-Headed Eagle overprint on 10pa on 20pa carmine rose (19), tied on small piece,
Very Fine+; signed Holcombe, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1041

Ex 1042

Ex 1043

1041 HH
Andorra (French), 1931, 1c-20f surcharges on French issues complete (1-22 & P1), including the ½c
Newspaper stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; the 20fr is Superb, Scott $2,207. Yvert 1-23; €2,710 ($3,310).
Estimate $600 - 800
1042 HH
Andorra (French), Postage Dues, 1931-32, 1c-5f “Recouvrements” complete (J9-J15), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $546 for hinged. Yvert TT 9-15; €1,310 ($1,600).
Estimate $350 - 500
1043 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1928, Overprints on Spain Alfonso XIII, 2c-10p complete (1-12), o.g., never
hinged; few light perforation tones on 40c, otherwise F.-V.F.; the 10p is Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1044

Ex 1045

1046

1044 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1929, First Pictorials, 2c-10p, perf 14 complete (13-24, E3), including the 20c
Special Delivery, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $835.
Estimate $250 - 350
1045 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1931-38, First Pictorials, 2c-10p, perf 11½ (13a-22a), includes the 50c perf
11½x11 with “A000,000” control number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500+.
Estimate $150 - 200
1046 HH
Andorra (Spanish), 1936, 40c blue, perf 11½x11 without control number (31A), o.g., never hinged,
exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200. Yvert €1,249 for exceptional centering
($1,520).
Estimate $400 - 600

1047

1048

1047 )
Austria, 1859 Franz Joseph 3kr black, type II (7), tied by red Vienna octagonal datestamp on local
outer folded letter, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine; signed A. Diena, Scott $400. Michel 11 II a; €550 ($670).
Estimate $150 - 200
1048 )
Austria, 1863, 3kr green, perf 9½ (23), two singles used with 5kr & 15kr (24, 26) on outer folded letter
from Vienna to Milan, 18-20 Aug 1864, F.-V.F.; signed calves & M. Raybaudi. Michel 31, 32, 34; €800 for 3-color
franking ($980).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1049
1049 HH
Austria, 1908-13, 1h-10k Emperor’s Reign Anniversary complete (110-127, 110a-120a), including
both ordinary & chalky papers of the 1h-35h, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,046. Michel 139-156.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1050

Ex 1051

1050 H
Austria, 1910, 1h-10k Emperor’s Birthday complete (128-144), o.g., bright and fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
$473. Michel 161-177.
Estimate $200 - 300
1051 HH/H Austria, 1910, 1h-10k Emperor’s Birthday complete (128-144), o.g., never hinged except 10k
regummed, Very Fine, Scott $855. Michel 161-177.
Estimate $200 - 300

105

1053

1052 H
Austria, 1919, Republic overprint on 80h orange brown, overprint inverted (193a), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine; signed Seitz, Scott $275. Michel 240 K; €480 ($590).
Estimate $150 - 200
1053 HH
Austria, 1925, 1s Church of the Minorite Friars, imperf between (323 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Michel €1,800 ($2,200). Michel 466 UMw.
Estimate $400 - 600

1054
1054 HH
588.

1056

Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,100. Michel
Estimate $400 - 600

1055 H
Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $725. Michel 588 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1056 H
588.

62

Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, Very Fine, Scott $725. Michel
Estimate $300 - 400
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1057

Ex 1058

1057 m
Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), light corner cancel, Extremely Fine, perforations may appear short at
lower right due to the placement of the cancel, but are completely intact, Scott $725. Michel 588.
Estimate $300 - 400
1058 HH
Austria, 1945, 1m-5m Graz overprints complete, narrow “Österreich” (428-431), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $400. Michel 693 II-696 II.
Estimate $150 - 200

1059

1060

1059 HH
Austria, 1948, 20g green, imperf at bottom sheet margin (524 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Unlisted by Michel; signed Wallmer, with his 1960 certificate noting that only 10 examples are known. Michel 897
var.
Estimate $500 - 750
1060 P
Austria, 1953, 1.50s Körner, perforated trial color plate proof in purple (588P), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Michel notes that these proofs were without gum, but this one is clearly gummed—perhaps unofficially,
Michel €1,800 ($2,200). Michel 982 P II.
Estimate $400 - 600

1061

1062

1061 HH
Austria, 1963, 1.50s Tyrol, imperf at right sheet margin (708 var.), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Michel 1133 Ul; €2,500 ($3,050).
Estimate $600 - 800
1062 HH
Austria, 1966, 1.80s Humane Society, imperf on three sides (763 var.), left sheet margin single, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine. An exceedingly rare perforation error., Michel €4,000 ($4,880). Michel 1208 Udr.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1063

Ex 1064

1065

1063 HH
Austria, 1923, 600k Melk Abbey, imperf at right sheet margin (B64 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Michel €800 ($980). Michel 440 Ur.
Estimate $250 - 350
1064 HH
Austria, 1931 Rotary International complete (B87-B92), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Michel 518-523.
Estimate $200 - 300
1065 HH
Austria, 1933, 50g WIPA, granite paper (B110a), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $600. Michel 556A.
Estimate $250 - 350

1066 m
Austria, 1933 WIPA souvenir sheet (B111), Vienna 119 favor cancel, Jun 25, 1933, with full, lightly
hinged o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $2,400. Michel Block 1.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 1067
1067 (H)
Austria, 1936, Inventors complete, imperforate (B146-B151 vars.), ungummed, bright and fresh with
large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Michel 632 U-637 U; €1,200 ($1,460).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex1068
1068 HH
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), o.g., never hinged; bit of faint, truly
trivial toning, Very Fine, Scott $2,000. Michel 772B-775B.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1069 HH
Austria, 1948, 30g+10g Crocus, missing yellow & yellow green, imperforate (B237 var.), horizontal
pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 870 F U; €800 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300

1070 HH
Austria, 1948, 40g+20g Yellow Primrose, missing yellow & orange, imperforate (B238 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged; light natural paper wrinkle, Very Fine. Michel 871 F U I; €800 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1071

1072

1071 )
Austria, Graz (Styria) Local, 1945, Coat-of-Arms overprint on German 3pf+2pf Nazi Emblem
(B217), used with overprinted 3pf & 6pf Hitler Heads and an unoverprinted 3pf, the latter not recognized, tied by
“REIN/10.V.45/a” c.d.s. on cover to Graz, Very Fine. Signed Wallner with his 1965 certificate noting this as a unique
combination usage.
Estimate $150 - 200
1072 )
Austria, Graz (Styria) Local, 1945, Coat-of-Arms overprint on 1pf Hitler Head, used with regular
Styria “Österreich” overprint and an unoverprinted 5pf (not recognized, but apparently accepted as part of the 12pf
rate) on a cover to Graz postmarked “REIN/26.V.45/a”; Very Fine. Signed Wallner with his 1968 certificate noting
that only 50 of the 3pf+2pf were issued and that it was previously unknown on cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1073

1074

1073 )
Austria, Graz (Styria) Locals, 1945, two covers franked with Coat-of-Arms overprint on Hitler
Heads, the first, bearing a pair of 6pf tied by “GRAZ 2/17.V.45/7a” c.d.s., has a Joannes State Gallery & Sculpture
Collection corner card and is addressed locally; the second is franked with a single 12pf tied by a “REIN/10.V.45/a”
c.d.s. and is addressed to Peggau; Very Fine. Each is signed Wallner with his 1968 certificate for the two.
Estimate $150 - 200
1074 )
Austria, Newspaper Stamp, 1851 (0.6kr) blue Mercury, type I (P1a), four good margins, tied by
T(RI)ENT 22/2 c.d.s. on complete issue of the newspaper Il Messagiere Tirolese di Rovereto of 21 Feb 1852 with
address label to a Count Gaetano Manci, Very Fine, Scott $425. Michel 6 I; €550 ($670). Estimate $150 - 200
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1075

1076

1075 m
Austria, Newspaper Stamp, 1858 (1kr) blue (P5), large balanced margins and central (inverted)
“BERGAMO 26/4” c.d.s., Extremely Fine; with 2007 Sismondo certificate, Scott $625. Michel 16; €700 ($850).
Estimate $150 - 200
1076 )
Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1872, folded letter from Constantinople to Genoa, Italy, via
Varna, Bulgaria, 1867 3s green & two 10s blue (2, 4) tied by boxed “LETTERE ARIVATE/ PER MARE/ VARNA/
25/5/72”, sender’s blue oval at upper left, backstamped Vienna, 28 May, and Genoa, 30 May; bit of light toning
around perfs, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1077

Ex 1078

Ex 1079

Ex 1080

1077 H

Belgium, 1919, King Albert I, 1c-10fr complete (124-137), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $647.
Estimate $200 - 300

1078 H

Belgium, 1932, Cardinal Mercier complete (B114-B122), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $574.
Estimate $200 - 300

1079 H

Belgium, 1933, Orval Abbey complete (B132-B143), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $993.
Estimate $300 - 400

1080 H
Belgium, Parcel Post, 1935, Railway Centenary, 10c-100fr complete (Q184-Q207), o.g., Very Fine,
Scott $990.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1081

Ex 1082

1081 HH
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1906, 5k Franz Josef, four different perf varieties (45d [2], 45f [2]), 9½ x 12½
x 12½ x 9½; 9½ x 6¼ x 6¼ x 12½; 9½ x 9½ x 6¼ x 6¼ & 9½ x 6¼, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. A very scarce group,
especially never hinged, Scott $960.
Estimate $300 - 400
1082 H
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1912-14, Franz Josef complete, imperforate (65-85 vars.), o.g. with just the
barest trace of hinging, Very Fine, Scott $325. Michel 64 U-84 U; €450 ($550).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1083
1083 P
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1914, 10k Franz Josef, perforated trial color plate proofs (85 var.), five different colors: red brown, dark brown, sepia, olive green and rose carmine, ungummed, Extremely Fine, Michel
€2,500 ($3,050). Michel 84 P U.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1084

Ex 1085

1084 HH
Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1918, Unissued Karl I, 2h-90h (128-141), complete less the very rare 1K, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $338.
Estimate $150 - 200
1085 H
Bulgaria, 1879, Crowned Lion, 10c black and green (2), full o.g., previously hinged, some adherences
in the corners, bright and fresh color and impression for a most difficult item to locate in any quality, Very Fine for the
issue, truly a scarce stamp to find this choice; signed A. Brun, Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
1086 HH
Czechoslovakia: Carpatho-Ukraine, 1945, wholesale lot of four different (Michel 79, 80, 84, 86),
comprises 100f Broken Chain (blocks of 8 & 14), 200f Fist (2 blocks of 15), 60f Soviet Star (part-sheet of 80), and
200f Soviet Star (block of 50, mis-perforated), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Michel €5,180 ($6,320) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1087 )
France, French Occupation of Rome, 20c blue (#26) tied on small cover to Paris by lozange and “Corps
Exp. D’Italie/ 2E Division” c.d.s., 11 May 1864, backstamped Paris, 15 May, Very Fine and rare; signed Sismondo &
Sorani, with 2009 Sismondo certificate. Maury 22; €600 ($730).
Estimate $150 - 200

1088

1089

1088 m
France, 1870, Siege of Paris, 10c bister on yellowish, tête-bêche pair (54a), canceled two strikes
Montpellier large numeral “2502”, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F.; signed A. Brun and one other, Scott $2,250. Maury
T36; €3,100 ($3,780).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1089 HH
France, 1872, Cérès, 80c rose on pinkish (63), horizontal pair, amazingly bright and fresh in addition to
being virtually perfectly centered; light gum bend mentioned strictly for accuracy, an Extremely Fine gem. As fine a
pair as can possibly exist., Scott $1,280 as hinged singles. Maury 57; €2,300 for a hinged pair ($2,810).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1090

Ex 1091

1090 HH
France, 1900, Merson, 2fr gray violet & yellow (126), reasonably well centered with clean, never
hinged o.g., F.-V.F. Quite rare in a truly never hinged state., Scott $2,150. Maury 122; €2,600 ($3,170).
Estimate $600 - 800
1091 HH
France, 1902, Mouchon Retouched, 10c-30c complete (133-137), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,378. Maury 124-128; €2,040 ($2,490).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 1092

1094

1092 HH
France, 1903-32, Ligned Sower, 10c-1fr complete (138-154), the 30c is Cérès #133h (dark violet on
cream paper), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $940. Maury 129//205; €1,250 ($1,520).
Estimate $300 - 400
1093 a
France, 1926, Lined Sower, 50c vermilion, Marseille forgery (146 var.), complete sheet of 100, o.g.,
never hinged; some separation, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Calves-Jacquart certificate. Maury 199 IV var.;
€5,500 as singles ($6,710). (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1094 HH
France, 1924, Sower, 10c green, “Minéraline” tab (163c var.), virtually perfectly centered with immaculate, never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine. Maury 188A; €780 ($950).
Estimate $300 - 400
1095 HHa
France, 1926, Pasteur, 1.50fr blue (196 var.), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged; few slight
egde tears in selvage, Very Fine; with 2018 Calves-Jacquart certificate. Maury 181 var.; €5,500 as singles ($6,710).
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1096

1097

1096 HH
France, 1923, 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic Congress (197), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $825. Maury
182; €1,000 ($1,220).
Estimate $250 - 350
1097 E
France, 1924, 50c Olympic Games, Artist’s Original drawing (201), the accepted design in black,
white and gray on heavy card; signed by the designer, E. Becker; overall size about 6" x 8" with a mat opening of 35 8"
x 6". A truly exceptional showpiece for the Olympic collector, Very Fine. Yvert 186.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1098

1099

1098 HH
France, 1925, Paris Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (226), o.g., never hinged; couple trivial, tiny
natural paper inclusions, Very Fine, Scott $3,750. Maury BF1; €4,900 ($5,980).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1099 HH
France, 1927, Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (241), o.g., never hinged; small, light
soiled spot on back, F.-V.F., Scott $2,300. Maury BF2; €3,000 ($3,660).
Estimate $500 - 750

1100

1101

1100 HH
France, 1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246), Post Office fresh and quite well centered with
pristine, never hinged o.g., Very Fine, Scott $1,325. Maury 257A; €1,600 ($1,950).
Estimate $500 - 750
1101 HH
France, 1930, 20fr Pont du Gard, perf 11 (254), an exceptional mint example, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and well centered, Very Fine; signed A. Brun, Bouquiaux and A. Diena, Scott $1,650. Maury 262B;
€2,450 ($2,990).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1102
1102 E
France, 1948, Dulac’s Marianne, Special Issue, group of 25 (504-523 vars), imperforate non-denominated “stamps”, 11 different of the 15 issued colors, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 Drouot Philatelie certificate, Maury €1,875 ($2,290). Maury 701K.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1103 HH
France, 1960, 25c Marianne, two errors: lake omitted and gray omitted (968 vars.), matching horizontal pairs with right sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Maury 1263Ib, c; €760 ($930).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1104

1105

1104 HH
France, 1917, War Orphans, 2c+3c to 1fr+1fr (B3-B9), o.g., never hinged, 1fr with a small toned spot in
the bottom margin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,430. Maury 148-154; €3,480 ($4,250).
Estimate $500 - 750
1105 HH
France, 1917, 5fr+5fr War Orphans (B10), fresh and exceptionally well centered with pristine, never
hinged o.g., Very Fine. A truly choice example of this key Semi-Postal, Scott $4,000. Maury 155; €5,500 ($6,710).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1106 H
France, Airmail, 1922, La Baule Aviation Meeting, semi-official stamp collection, fantastic group of
approximately 99 singles, pairs, proofs and color trials of the La Baule aviation stamps (Sanabria-listed as
#S14-S19); includes paper colors, imperforate pairs on colored and white papers, etc.; please examine closely,
Very Fine, seldom seen and quite valuable (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1107

1108

1109

1107 HH
France, Airmail, 1930, 1.50fr ultramarine, “E.I.P.A.” perfin (C6b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$700. Maury PA 6c; €865 ($1,060).
Estimate $200 - 300
1108 H
France, Airmail, 1930, 1.50fr ultramarine, “E.I.P.A.” perfins (C6b), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$300. Yvert 6c.
Estimate $150 - 200
1109 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, Plane Over Paris, 85c-50fr complete (C8-C14), o.g., never hinged; 50fr with
slightly toned gum, noted only for strict accuracy, Very Fine, Scott $1,697. Maury PA 8-14; €2,500 ($3,050).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1110

1111

1110 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), Post Office fresh and virtually perfectly centered with immaculate, never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury PA 15; €1,700 ($2,070). Estimate $500 - 750
1111 H
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $625. Maury PA 15;
€800 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1112

1113

1112 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, South Atlantic Crossing complete (C16-C17), 10fr with dated corner sheet
margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $735+. Maury 320-321; €860+ ($1,050).
Estimate $200 - 300
1113 HH
France, Postage Due, 1894-1910, 30c orange red, 1fr rose on straw & 2fr red orange (J35, J40,
J43), the three key values, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Rarely seen never hinged., Scott $2,179.
Maury TT 34, 39, 41; €3,370 ($4,110).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1114

Ex 1115

Ex 1116

1114 HH
France, Postage Dues, 1908, “Recouvrements”, 1c-60c complete (J46-J51), o.g., never hinged, the
key 50c value is especially well centered, F.-V.F.; 50c signed Calves, Scott $613. Maury TT 43-48; €996 ($1,220).
Estimate $200 - 300
1115 HH
France, Official Courrier Stamps, 1942, 10c-20fr complete (Maury TS 1-15), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. A very difficult set to find, especially never hinged, Maury €2,900 ($3,540).
Estimate $600 - 800
1116 m
France, Paris Precancels, 1920-22, seven different, 1921 5c orange “mint” o.g., others without gum;
minor gum bends 1921 5c orange, otherwise F.-V.F.; all but 1921 green 5c are signed Calves. Maury P 25-30, 36;
€1,680 ($2,050).
Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 1117

1118

1117 HH/H French Offices in Port Said, 1921, six different inverted overprints (33a//45a), comprises 2m on 5c
green, 2m on 2c brown, 4m on 10c red, 5m on 1c light gray, 5m on 3c red and 15c on 20c brown, o.g. (2m on 5c,
some never hinged), F.-V.F., Scott $615. Yvert 36a//65a; €985 ($1,200).
Estimate $200 - 300
1118 Ha
French Colonies, 1865, 80c rose (6), right sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all
around, Very Fine; signed A. Brun et al, Scott $540. Yvert 6; €600 ($730).
Estimate $200 - 300

1119

Ex 1120

1119 HHa
French Colonies: Alaouites, Airmail, 1925, Unissued 2pi on 2fr instead of on 40c (C1 var.), right
sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally bright and fresh, Very Fine, Maury €1,568 ($1,910).
Maury PA 4a.
Estimate $400 - 600
1120 H
French Colonies: Diego Suarez, 1890, Union of France & Madagascar, 1c-25c complete (6-9), large
margins and light cancels, Very Fine, Scott $645.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1121
1121 P
French Colonies: Lebanon, 1936, Unissued Franco-Lebanese Treaty, the four regular postage
values, 50c, 1pi, 4pi & 10pi (a 10pi Airmail was also planned), each in a small gummed sheetlet of one, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1122
1122 E
French Colonies: Lebanon, Airmail, Artist’s Drawings, proposed designs for scenic issues, two
different scenes in pen & ink, one in carmine, the other in turquoise; each about 5" x 2¾" mounted on heavy black
card, about 8" x 5½", with rubber-stamped signature of the artist, Paul Koroleff, Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1123

Ex 1124

1123 H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1902-03, 15 different inverted centers (36//63 vars.), comprises the
4c & 20c-5fr from the 1902 set, and 1903’s 40c-5fr; also includes a plate proof on card in the design of the franc values, but denominated “0f.” (center normal), o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1124 HH/H French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1902-03, 11 different inverted centers (36//63 vars.), comprises the
4c & 25c-75c from the 1902 set, and the 40c, 50c & 1fr-5fr of the 1903 set, o.g. except 25c 1902 used, bright and
fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1125

1125

1125 m
French Colonies: Togo, 1915, Sans-serif overprint, 20pf ultramarine (167), partial blue Anecho
c.d.s., Very Fine. Only 263 of the 20pf were issued; signed Bloch, D. Field, Scott $1,050. Michel 11; €1,500
($1,830). Maury 46; €1,300 ($1,590).
Estimate $400 - 600
1126 H
German States: Helgoland, 1879, 1m & 5m Numerals (22-23), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $450. Michel
19Aa, 20A; €190 ($230).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1127

1131

1127 )
German States: Württemberg, 1863, 3kr dark claret (36a), three singles tied by two of three
Reutlingen c.d.s.’s, 21 Aug 1863, on folded letter to Landsberg, Bavaria, Very Fine. Michel 26d.
Estimate $400 - 600

1128 m
German States: Württemberg, 1873, 70kr red violet (53), clear Stuttgart c.d.s., 6 Nov 1874, bright and
fresh with four large margins, including full dividing lines at top & left; however, those two margins have been skillfully added and the dotted lines made by hand, Extremely Fine appearance; signed Bühler, Hederer & Thoma BPP,
with 2017 T. Heinrich certificate, Scott $4,000. Michel 42b; €5,000 ($6,100).
Estimate $500 - 750

1129

1130

1129 HH
Germany, 1923, 20m+1000m Rhine & Ruhr Help, background inverted (B7b), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $800. Michel 260K II; €1,000 ($1,220).
Estimate $300 - 400
1130 HH
Germany, 1929, 50pf+40pf Nothilfe, “PE” for “PF” error (B32a), left sheet margin single with row sum
“360”, o.g., stamp never hinged (hinged in selvage only), Extremely Fine, Scott $475. Michel 434 I; €600 ($730).
Estimate $200 - 300
1131 H
Germany, 1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,450. Michel
Block 2.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Ex 1132

Ex 1133

1132 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1926-27, Eagle, 5pf-3m complete (C27-C34), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$967. Michel 378-384.
Estimate $400 - 600
1133 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1926-27, Eagle, 5pf-3m complete (C27-C34), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$967. Michel 378-384.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1134
1134 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1930, South America Zeppelin Flight, 2m-4m complete (C38-C39), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,750. Michel 438-439.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 1135

Ex 1136

Ex 1137

Ex 1138

1135 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; light bends on #C46, F.-V.F.,
Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $250 - 350
1136 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; light bends on #C46, F.-V.F.,
Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $250 - 350
1137 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; a couple light gum bends on
low values, F.-V.F., Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $250 - 350
1138 HH
Germany, Airmail, 1934, 5pf-3m complete (C46-C56), o.g., never hinged; light bends on #C46 and
C52, F.-V.F., Scott $600. Michel 529x-539x.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1139

1140

1139 m
German Offices in Morocco, 1900, 6p25c on 5m slate & carmine, type I (19), canceled light Casablanca c.d.s.’s, 21 Apr 1902, fresh and very nicely centered, Very Fine; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,325.
Michel 19 I; €1,900 ($2,320).
Estimate $500 - 750
1140 m
German Colonies: Samoa, 1900, Yacht, 3pf-5m complete (57-69), a Very Fine used set, Scott $1,065.
Michel 7-19; €1,000 ($1,220).
Estimate $350 - 500

1141

German WWII Occupation of Lithuania: Raseiniai, 1941, Overprint types I & II on Russian regular
issues, 5k-60k complete (Michel 1 II/I-7 II/I), vertical se-tenant pairs, each tied on piece by bilingual Raseiniai
c.d.s., 22 Aug 1941, Very Fine, Michel €810 ($990).
Estimate $150 - 200
s

1142 HH
German WWII Occupation of Lithuania: Telsiai, 1941, 50k Agricultural Exposition, type I overprint
(Michel 24 I), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Krischke BPP, Michel €450 ($550).
Estimate $150 - 200
1143

s
German Local Issues: Altdöbern, 1946, 12pf red & violet (Michel 5 a), tied on piece by Altdöbern
c.d.s., 21 Jan 1946, Fine; signed Busch, Michel €1,300 ($1,590).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1144
1144 )
German Local Issues: Bad Saarow, 1945, 10pf & 15pf gray black, denomination on one line
(Michel 1 I, 2 I, 3), on two covers, the 10pf used with an Unauthorized 5pf to make up the 15pf rate, 6 Jul 1945; the
15pf used on a window envelope, 10 Jul 1945, Very Fine; 15pf signed Zierer BPP, Michel €1,850+ ($2,260).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 1145

1146

1145

s

1146

German Local Issues: Erkner, 1945, Defaced Hitler head, 6pf bright blue violet (Michel 2a), on piece
with Erkner Official Seal initialed & dated “24. 5. 45”, F.-V.F.; signed Zierer BPP, Michel €350 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200

German Local Issues: Eckartsberga, 1945, 6pf, 12pf & 24pf signed “Bu” (Michel 1 a I, 2 I, 3 I), each
tied on piece, dated and canceled 18 Sep, 6 Oct & 7 Sep, respectively, Very Fine; 12pf signed Zierer BPP, Michel
€1,010 ($1,230).
Estimate $200 - 300

s

1147

1148

1147 HH
German Local Issues: Freudenstadt, 1945, Second printing, 6pf black on yellow & 12pf black on
rose (Michel 4, 6), o.g., never hinged; 6pf signed Haferkamp, 12pf Richter, Michel €900 ($1,100).
Estimate $200 - 300
1148

German Local Issues: Glauchau, 1945, 25 (pf) on 15pf Swastika Official (Michel 38), tied on piece by
“Glauchau (Sachs) 1” c.d.s., 4 Jul 1945, Very Fine; signed Hans Zierer, Michel €1,200 ($1,460).
Estimate $250 - 350

s

Ex 1149
1149 HH
Germany: Allied Occupation, 1948, 25pf, 60pf & 90pf Buildings imperforate (648, 654 & 657 vars.),
horizontal pairs, 60pf also double impression, o.g., never hinged, slight natural paper wrinkle 90pf, otherwise Very
Fine. Michel 87, 93 & 96 IV W U; €1,200 ($1,460).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1150 )
German Democratic Republic, 1953 (Apr. 13), registered cover from Lastau Kreis Rochlitz to
Strausberg, franked by pair of 2pf Kollwitz definitives along with an 80pf Thälmann (Michel #339xbXII), tied by
Lastau c.d.s.’s, with Strausberg next-day receiver on reverse, fresh, F.-V.F., the 80pf stamp is rare to begin with, exceptionally so on cover (Michel value €2400); signed Weigelt BPP “b” on reverse; Dr. Zempel on front.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex1151
1151 )
Germany: Berlin, 1948, Black Overprints complete (9N1-9N20), the complete set on two registered
covers to the U.S.; postmarked Berlin-Charlottenburg Airlift cancels, Oct 5, 1948 and backstamped New York on
Oct 31 and Nov 1; top flaps are mostly missing, not affecting the backstamps, otherwise Very Fine; with 2004 H-D
Schlegel certificate, Scott $1,836 off cover. Michel 1-20.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 1152
1152 HH
Germany: Saar, 1947, Pictorials, 12 different imperfs (156//174 vars.), horizontal pairs, comprises
3pf-20pf, 25pf, 30pf, 50pf, 60pf & 75pf, o.g., never hinged, all with large balanced margins; 60pf with light pre-printing paper crease, Very Fine, Michel €3,520 ($4,290). Michel 207 Z U//222 Y U.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Ex 1153
1153 HHa
Hungary, 1947, Roosevelt Memorial issue complete (B198A-D, CB1-CB1C), miniature sheets of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154
1154

1155

1156

Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, 1850, Arms, 45c blue, hand-made paper, type III (6), vertical strip
of 4, canceled three strikes straightline “VARESE/ 3 APR” and just tied on piece by a partial fourth strike; good margins except just touching top stamp at upper left and into bottom stamp at right; horizontal crease through top stamp
(not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), otherwise F.-V.F. A very scarce multiple; with 2006 Sismondo
certificate, Scott $1,800. Sassone 12.
Estimate $300 - 400
s

1155 H
Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, 1859, Franz Joseph, 10s brown, type II (11), o.g.; couple typical
natural gum creases, F.-V.F., Scott $5,250. Sassone 31; €10,000 ($12,200).
Estimate $600 - 800
1156 H
Italian States: Modena, Newspaper Tax, 1859, 10c black, unissued second printing (PR5b), vertical
guide lines between stamps, full o.g., exceptionally fresh with huge margins; tiny natural paper inclusion in eagle’s
head, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000. Sassone 5.
Estimate $250 - 350

1157

s
Italian States: Naples, 1861, Neapolitan Provinces, 50g gray (27), exceptionally fresh with large balanced margins, tied on small piece by neat Naples c.d.s., 15 Feb 1862, Extremely Fine; signed A. Diena, Scott
$8,500. Sassone 24; €15,000 ($18,300).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

AN EXTRAORDINARY EXAMPLE OF THIS RARE USED STAMP.
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Ex 1158

1159

1160

1158 P
Italian States: Naples & Sicily/Two Sicilies, 1858, ½g, 1g & 50g, 1898 Reprint die proofs from original dies (1R, 2R, 6R); lightly toned, otherwise Very Fine; signed Avi, with his 2018 certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
1159 H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, ½b black on reddish violet (1d), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh, Fine; signed A. Diena, Scott $3,500. Sassone 1d.
Estimate $600 - 800
1160 H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 7b black on blue (8), a marvelous mint example, o.g., exceptionally fresh with marvelous color, Very Fine, Scott $1,425. Sassone 8; €2,850 ($3,480).
Estimate $200 - 300

1161 )
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 50b black on dull blue (10), four nice margins, tied by lozenge cancel on folded letter from Bologna to Perpignon, France, 7-11 Jan 1859; red French “P.D.” and paquebot
c.d.s. with four different French transit/receiving c.d.s.’s; vertical file fold (not affecting stamp) ends in small tear at
top. Inside includes an attractive illustrated letterhead featuring the First Class Silver Medal won by the sender at
the 1855 Paris Exposition, Fine, Scott $6,750. Sassone 10; €11,000 ($13,420).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1162 )
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 1sc black on rose (11), four clear to good margins all
around, tied by Rome c.d.s., 19 Mar 1859, on small envelope to New York, boxed “P.P.”, red French paquebot c.d.s.
and red New York Paid receiver, 11 Apr, all on the front, Paris-Calais railroad c.d.s. on reverse, F.-V.F., Scott
$85,000. Sassone 11; €90,000 ($109,800).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
AN EXCEPTIONAL EXAMPLE OF A RARE ONE SCUDO SINGLE FRANKING.
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1163

1164

1163 )
Italian States: Parma, 1852, 5c black on yellow (1), vertical strip of 3, good margins all around including
partial sheet margin at top, canceled square grids on folded letter sheet with matching red Fiorenzuola c.d.s., 4 Oct
1852; backstamped Piacenza the next day; slight edge tears at top & bottom of a vertical file fold that does not affect
the stamps, Very Fine. A pretty cover; signed A. Diena, Scott $1,650. Sassone 1.
Estimate $350 - 500
1164 m
Italian States: Sardinia, 1853, Victor Emmanuel II, 40c pale rose (6), fresh and bright with four clear
margins and a neat Cortona c.d.s., Dec 5, 1853, Very Fine, Scott $800. Sassone 6; €1,500 ($1,830).
Estimate $200 - 300

1165

1166

1165 )
Italian States: Sardinia, 1855, Victor Emmanuel II, 20c sky blue (12e), large balanced margins, tied on
folded letter to Genoa by one of two strikes TORINO c.d.s., 1 Oct 1855, with sender’s handstamped corner card;
backstamped “TORINO e GENOVA” railroad c.d.s. the same day and Genoa receiver the next, Very Fine, Scott
$525.
Estimate $150 - 200
1166 )
Italian States: Sicily, selection of 19 classic covers, 1854-65. The group comprises (used within the
Italian States unless noted) Scott #2 (3 covers), 2a (1), 5 (3), 8 (1), 10+11 (2), 10b+ 11 pair (1), 10c+12d (1, to
France), 11 strip of 3+single, 11j+13d (1, to France), 12d+13d (1, to England), 13 (1, to France), 13d (1, to Switzerland), and P1 (2 printed circulars, each with a pair); all but one—a #2 cover—have either 2018 Avi (13) or 2009
Sismondo (5) certificates. Estimated Scott value is well over $11,000, condition is generally F.-V.F., most of the
stamps having three margins (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1167 )
Italian States: Sicily, 1861, 2g blue (22), strip of 3 & pair, both with four margins, tied by three of four
strikes Naples c.d.s., 15 Mar 1862, on folded letter to Catanzaro, where it was backstamped two days later; tear
through receiving postmark on reverse, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1168

1169

1168 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1851, 1cr carmine (4), horizontal strip of 3 with clear to large margins on three
sides and barely touching at right, tied by parallel bars and FIRENZE banderole of 10 Feb 1853 on a small folded letter to Bologna, backstamped Bologna the next day, Very Fine; signed Sismondo, with his 2006 certificate. Sassone
4.
Estimate $300 - 400
1169 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1851, 4cr bluish green (6a), four good margins except barely touching at lower
right; canceled one of two strikes “P.D” and tied by scarce oval “S.A F.A” railroad handstamp on folded letter to
Modena postmarked PISTOJA, 7 Nov 1852; with an 8 Nov Modena receiver on the front, Very Fine; signed
Sismondo, with his 2006 certificate, Scott $1,250+. Sassone 6.
Estimate $300 - 400

1170 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1851, 2cr blue, two covers (5), one with 3+ margins canceled straightline
PISTOIA on cover to Lucca, 4 May 1853, backstamped Lucca the next day; the other, used with 1cr carmine (4),
each with 2+ margins, canceled scarce “S.F.” in oval (railroad), on cover postmarked Prato, 28 Jun 1853, to Rome
(backstamped red Rome receiver on 30 Jun); a fresh, Very Fine pair of covers; with 2007 & 2006 Sismondo certificates, Scott $1,395. Sassone 5.
Estimate $300 - 400

1171 m
Italian States: Tuscany, 1857, 6cr deep blue (15), a striking horizontal pair, fresh and clean with huge
margins on three sides, showing parts of six adjacent stamps, but cut just to outer frame lines at top, LIVORNO banderole cancel, F.-V.F.++; signed A. Diena, with 2006 Sismondo certificate, Scott $1,250. Sassone 15.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1172

1173

1172 )
Italian States: Tuscany, 1860, Provisional Govt., 20c blue gray blue & 40c rose (20b, 21), two of
each, all with four virtually full frame lines, canceled by three of four strikes Firenze c.d.s., 11 Feb 1860 on cover to
Paris; boxed “PD” and red Feb 15 Pont-de-Beauvoisin French entry c.d.s.; backstamped Paris; light vertical file fold
not affecting stamp, and a bit of minor toning, otherwise F.-V.F.; signed Calves and Scheller, with 2017 Drouot
Philatelie certificate. Sassone 20, 21.
Estimate $500 - 750
1173 m
Italian States: Tuscany, 1860, Provisional Govt., 80c pale red brown (22), exceptionally fresh with a
light FIRENZE cancel and three good margins, just into outer frame line at lower right, F.-V.F.; with 2006 Sismondo
certificate, Scott $1,500. Sassone 22; €2,000 ($2,440).
Estimate $250 - 350

1174

1175

1174 )
Italy, ca. 1855, Disinfected outer folded letter to Reggio, with three long disinfecting slits and the locally produced black on rose label “UFFIZIO DI DISINFEZIONE IN REGGIO”; minor edge toning, otherwise Very
Fine, quite rare.
Estimate $200 - 300
1175 P
Italy, 1858-63, Italy & Sardinia, group of imperf plate proofs, six items as follows: Italy, 1863, 15c blue
(#22), two different: a single in blue, frame only, with the frame of a red revenue stamp on reverse; and a block of 4
with a double impression of the frame only, one impression in blue, the other in black, plus an additional impression
in black on reverse; 1863, 15c blue type I (#23), block of 4 in black with a second inverted impression in blue and an
additional impression in black on reverse; block of 4 with a double impression in blue and, on reverse, an impression in black and a full offset impression in blue; Sardinia, 1858, 10c brown (#11), double impression of frame only;
and 1863 Newspaper Stamp (#P1), double impression of frame only with full o.g., Very Fine; each item with a 2018
Avi certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1176

Ex 1177

Ex 1178

1176 P
Italy, 1863, Victor Emmanuel II, 15c, type I, plate proof on thin paper (23P), ungummed, large margins; small toned spot and normal light wrinkles; with 2018 H. Avi certificate noting “perfect condition”. Sassone 13.
Catalogo Encic. Ital. PS7.
Estimate $400 - 600
1177 HH
Italy, 1922, Trieste Philatelic Congress complete (142A-142D), a fresh, exceedingly well centered set
(the 15c & 25c are perfect!), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Probably as fine an example of this key set as any
in existence; each value signed, Scott $3,125. Sassone 123-126; €12,000 for “optimal” centering ($14,640).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1178 m
Italy, 1922, Trieste Philatelic Congress complete (142A-142D), all with Philatelic Congress cancels;
average centering, about Fine, Scott $1,235. Sassone 123-126; €1,000 for “mediocre” centering ($1,220).
Estimate $200 - 300

1179
1179 HH
Italy, 1926, 1.25L St. Francis of Assisi, perf 13½ (182a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Sassone 196; €1,500 ($1,830).
Estimate $350 - 500
1180 m
Italy, 1932, Garibaldi regular issues complete (280-289), plus the same set for the Aegean Islands of
Patmo and Piscopi (#17-26 for each), F.-V.F., Scott $1,063 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

1181
1181 HH
Italy, 1980, 50L Rocca di Calascio, “Pink Fortress” variety (1412 var), from the long-running Castles
of Italy series, a lower right corner example with full selvage, o.g., never hinged, perfs shifted down into vignette,
Fine; signed Avi, with 2016 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1527g; €12,500 ($15,250).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1182 HH
Italy, 1988, 650L National Soccer Championships, error of color (1743 var), the “Milan blue”—with
yellow omitted, green areas of issued stamp appear blue; left marginal single, o.g., never hinged, turn Italy’s own
goal to your collection’s advantage; signed Avi, with 2005 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1954B; €27,000
($32,940).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1183 HH
Italy, Airmail, 1930, 7.70L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (C27), o.g., never hinged (hinged in selvage),
Very Fine, Scott $900. Sassone PA 25; €1,100 ($1,340).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1184
1184 H
Italy, Airmail, 1933 Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight complete (C48-C49), eight sets, all different pilots:
Biani, Biseo, Borghetti, Baldini (“DINI”), Leone, Miglia, Questa, and Vercelloni, all bright and fresh, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,280. Sassone S.1509 var.; €2,800 ($3,420).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1185
1185 m
$566.
88

Italy, Airmail, 1937, Augustus Caesar Bimillenary complete (C95-C99), a Very Fine used set, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 1186
1186 HHa
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Special Delivery, 1947-48, 15L-60L complete (E1-E4), blocks of 10, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,909. Sassone E 1-4; €2,400 ($2,930).
Estimate $500 - 750

1187

1188

1187 ())
Italy: Campione d’Italia, 1944, Coat-of-Arms, First printing, 5c-1fr perf 11½ complete (Sassone
1a-5a), tied by First Day cancels, 20 May 1944, on top half only of a cover, Very Fine. Only 5,000 each of the 30c &
1fr were issued. Sassone value is €2700 for a full First Day Cover, Sassone €1,800 off cover ($2,200).
Estimate $350 - 500
1188 H
Italian Occupation of Venezia-Giulia, 1918, 4k dark green (N16), o.g., Very Fine. Only 1,600 were issued; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,050. Sassone 17; €1,400 ($1,710).
Estimate $300 - 400

1189 m
Italy: Fiume, Veglia, 1920, 5c-25c Overprint complete, wide “VEGLIA” (128a-131a), tied by First Day
cancels, 13 Nov 1920, on a presentation sheetlet (part of a ledger page) with manuscript inscription, “L’incaracata
p. S. Paolo, Elirra Dall’Aegua”; few trivial light perforation tones, F.-V.F., Scott $1,125+. Sassone 1-4.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 1190

1191

1192

1190 HH/H Italian Occupation of Corfu, Postage Dues, 1941, rouletted issue complete (NJ1-NJ3), sheet margin horizontal pairs, o.g., one stamp in each pair never hinged; right 80L (the never hinged one) with a few short
perfs, otherwise Very Fine; 80L signed A. Diena, Scott $2,318 for hinged. Sassone S 1-3; €6,070 ($7,400).
Estimate $400 - 600
1191

s
Italian Offices in China: Tientsin, 1917, Victor Emmanuel III, 2¢ on 5c green (1), tied on small piece
by “R.R. POSTE ITALIANE/ TIENTSIN-CINA” CDS, Very Fine, Scott $650. Sassone 1; €800 ($980).
Estimate $150 - 200

1192 H
Italian Offices in the Levant, 1874, Victor Emmanuel II, 10c buff (4), o.g., hinge remnant, incredibly
bright, fresh and absolutely perfectly centered; backstamped, Extremely Fine. A true condition rarity., Scott $3,600.
Sassone 4; €4,500 for top centering ($5,490).
Estimate $500 - 750

1193

1194

1193 HHa
Italian Offices in Constantinople, Postage Due, 1922, 1L blue & magenta (J4), block of 4 with full control mark, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Both Scott and Bolaffi suggest a preium of more than 50% for blocks with the
full control mark, Scott $640 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300
1194 HHa
Italian Offices in Constantinople, Postage Dues, 1922, 10c-1L (J1-J4), each in a block of 4 with full
control mark, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and bright, F.-V.F. Both Scott and Bolaffi suggest a premium of
more than 50% for blocks of 4 with the full control mark, Scott $2,560 as n.h. singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1195
1195 H
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, 1934, World Cup Soccer complete (31-35, C28-C31),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $795. Sassone S.14; €920 ($1,120).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1196
1196 m
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Airmail, 1932, Garibaldi complete (C15-C19), a Very Fine
set, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

1197

Italian Occupation of Rhodes, Parcel Post, 1934, 50c, 2L & 3L (Q5, Q8, Q9), tied on receipt portion of
a parcel card by Rhodes Parcel Post cancels, 23 Jun 1938; receipt also bears a partial Registration label, Very Fine.
Quite a rare item; signed Caffaz, Sismondo & Sorani, with 1998 Caffaz and 2013 Sismondo certificates.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

1198

1199

Ex 1200

1198 HH
Italian Colonies: Somalia, 1924-37, 25L Lion, perf 14 (155a), o.g., never hinged; offset on gum, Very
Fine. A rare “Animals on Stamps” topical., Scott $2,250. Sassone 229; €3,200 ($3,900). Estimate $500 - 750
1199 HH
Italian Colonies: Somalia, Postage Dues, 1926, 10c & 40c, Numerals & Overprint inverted (J32a,
J35a), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Fine, Scott $700. Sassone Seg. 42a, 45a; €1,400 ($1,710).
Estimate $250 - 350
1200 HH/H Liechtenstein, 1921, Coat of Arms, 3rp-15rp perf varieties (56a-61a), 10rp & 15rp perf 12½, others
9½, o.g., all but 7½rp & 15rp never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,342. Zumstein 47A-49A, 50B, 51A, 52B; SFr 1,488
($1,540).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1201

1202

1201 m
Liechtenstein, 1921, 7½rp Arms, perf 9½ (58a), fresh and lightly canceled, about Fine, Scott $1,050.
Zumstein 49B; SFr 1,500 ($1,550).
Estimate $200 - 300
1202 HH
Liechtenstein, 1934, Vaduz Exhibition souvenir sheet (115), o.g., never hinged (slight natural gum
skip), Very Fine, Scott $2,250. Zumstein 104; SFr 2,000 ($2,070).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1203
1203 H
Liechtenstein, Officials, 1932, 5rp-1.20fr complete (O1-O8), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $449.
Zumstein 1-8.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1204
1204 HH
Monaco, 1891-1921, Prince Albert I, 1c-5fr complete (11-29), a marvelous mint set, Post Office fresh
with bright colors and never hinged o.g., except for the 10c carmine ($4), which is lightly hinged; the 5c yellow green
($1) has a nibbed corner, otherwise F.-V.F. An extraordinary set of these early definitives, which are rarely seen in
a never hinged state., Scott $1,700. Yvert 11-25,44-47; €1,940 ($2,370).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1205
1205 HH

1206

Monaco, 1921, Royal Wedding to the 1fr (B9-17), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $648.
Estimate $200 - 300

1206 HH
Monaco, Postage Due, 1909, 10c brown (J4), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered,
Very Fine, Yvert €1,110 ($1,350). Scott $350 for hinged. Yvert T. 4.
Estimate $300 - 400

1207

Ex 1208

1209

1207 m
Netherlands, 1905, Queen Wilhelmina, 10g orange (86), bright andfresh with a neat corner cancel, Extremely Fine, Scott $775. NVPH 80.
Estimate $250 - 350
1208 HH
Poland, 1945, 1z on 50g & 1.50z on 25g dull red, inverted surcharge (346 vars.), including both Types
1 & 2 of the 1.50z, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1.50z Type 1 signed L. Schmutz, others signed Z. Korszen. Fischer
375, 376a inverted; Zloty 1,650 ($480).
Estimate $200 - 300
1209 HH
Poland, 1945, 1.50z on 25g deep red (346a), form II, type 1, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed
Ryblewski, Scott $650 for hinged. Michel 409a; €800 ($980). Fischer 376b T1; Zloty 1,700 ($500).
Estimate $300 - 400

1210 HHa
Poland, 1946, Education complete (B49-B49B), each in a miniature sheet of 12, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,020+.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1211

1212

1211 HH
Portuguese Colonies: Angola, 1951, Birds, 5c-50a complete (333-356), o.g., never hinged, most with
sheet margin selvage; minor surface abrasions 3a, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $665.
Estimate $200 - 300
1212 m
Romania, 1858, Moldavia, 2nd Issue, 80pa red on bluish wove paper (7), bottom margin single with
light Moldova double-circle cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $875. Michel 7 a x.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1213

Ex 1214

1213 m
Russia, 1884, 3.50r & 7r on vertically laid paper (39-40), lightly canceled, F.-V.F., Scott $1,300. Michel
38x, 39x.
Estimate $500 - 750
1214 H
Russia, 1909, 1r pale brown, dark brown & orange, Group of Errors (57 vars.), 20 items (singles,
pairs, strips of 3 & blocks of 4) with various errors including inverted center, double centers, double background,
badly misplaced colors or perforations, etc., o.g., Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1215 HH
Russia, 1927, 8k on 7k watermarked, narrow spacing (350b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. A marvelous example of this very rare variety. Also includes a never hinged example with normal spacing (#350) for comparison; signed Buchsbayew, Scott $27,500. Zagorsky 209A; $1,300,000 (2014).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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1216

1217

1216 HH
Russia, Airmail, 1935, 1r on 10k Moscow-San Francisco Flight (C68), o.g., never hinged, Post Office
fresh, Very Fine; signed Soviet Philatelic Society, with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,275. Michel 527.
Estimate $500 - 750
1217 m
Russia, Airmail, 1935, 1r on 10k Moscow-San Francisco Flight (C68), two different Moscow postmarks, Very Fine, Scott $525. Michel 527.
Estimate $250 - 350
1218 H
Russia: Far Eastern Republic, 1920-23, the complete country (2-70 & N1-N4), on three album pages,
o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $1,921 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1219

Ex 1220

Ex 1221

1219 H
San Marino, 1877, Arms, 30c brown (15), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally well centered, Very Fine,
Scott $925. Sassone 6.
Estimate $200 - 300
1220 H
Scandinavia: Denmark, Newspaper Stamps, 1907, 1ø-10kr Watermarked crown complete
(P1-P10), a bright, fresh set, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $871.
Estimate $300 - 400
1221 H
Scandinavia: Denmark, 1919-41, First Parcel Post Issue, 10ø-10kr complete (Q1-Q11), exceptionally fresh and bright, o.g., Very Fine, Scott $721.
Estimate $250 - 350

1222

Scandinavia: Finland, 1856, Small pearls in post horns, 10k rose on wove paper (2), tied on small
piece by perfectly struck high-boxed Wiborg datestamp, 24 Oct 5[6?], exceptionally bright and fresh; just cut in at
left and barely touching at top, F.-V.F., Scott $925. Facit 2; SKr 7,000 ($870).
Estimate $300 - 400

s
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1223

1224

1225

1223 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1856, Small pearls in post horns, 10k rose on wove paper (2), pen-canceled,
four good margins; horizontal pen stroke at top scratches surface slightly, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $400. Facit 2;
SKr 3,500 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200
1224 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1856, Small pearls in post horns, 10k rose on wove paper (2), pen canceled
neat “X” and “70” (?), extra large, perfectly balanced margins; slight thinning, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott
$400. Facit 2; SKr 3,500 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200
1225 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1858, Large pearls in post horns, 5k blue on wove paper (3), light manuscript
“X” and faint Helsingfors c.d.s., good margins left & bottom, just clear at right and barely shaved at top; slight thin,
Fine appearance, Scott $4,000. Facit 1II; SKr 14,000 ($1,740).
Estimate $400 - 600
1226 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1860, 4k blue on bluish, roulette II (4a), group of 10, various shades and cancels; all but one with all teeth intact—that one having a very scarce PERIKKALA c.d.s.; last three in online photo with
slight thins, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,250. Facit 3C2; SKr 16,250 ($2,020). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1227 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1860, 4k blue on bluish, roulette I (4), group of six including five different
shades and various cancels, all with intact teeth except for a nibbed corner on the darkest shade, Very Fine, Scott
$1,200. Facit 3C1; SKr 9,750 ($1,210). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1228 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 5p purple brown, roulette III (6), group of nine, various shades and
cancels (one on small piece); all nine apparently with intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened,
Scott $1,530. Facit 5; SKr 12,150 ($1,510). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1229 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1860, 10k rose on pape rose, roulette II (5), group of 19, various shades and
cancels (one on small piece); apparently all 19 with intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened,
Very Fine, Scott $1,093. Facit 4C1; SKr 9,500 ($1,180). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1230
1230

Ex 1231

Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 8p black on green, roulette II (7b), horizontal strip of 4, tied on small
piece by Lovisa c.d.s.’s, 13 Jun 1874, 2nd & 4th stamps with all teeth intact, 1st & 3rd missing a few, F.-V.F. A rare
multiple, Scott $1,100 ++. Facit 6C2; SKr 5,500 ++ ($680).
Estimate $500 - 750
s

1231 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 8p black on green, roulette III (7), group of 10, various papers and
cancels (one on small piece); all 10 apparently with full set of intact teeth, though a few have been strengthened,
Scott $1,700. Facit 6.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1232 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 20p blue on bluish, roulette II & III (9/9a), group of 20 (8 are roulette
II), various shades and cancels; nearly all appear to have intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened, F.-V.F., Scott $1,410. Facit 8. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1233 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1866-74, 40p rose on lilac rose, roulette III (10), group of 19, various shades
and cancels; each appears to have intact teeth all around, though a few have been strengthened, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,283. Facit 9. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1234

1235

1236

1234 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 1m yellow brown, roulette III (11), canceled Nyslott c.d.s., 23 Feb
1874, exceptionally fresh and absolutely perfectly centered with all teeth intact, a Superb gem. Undoubtedly, as
fine a used example as exists, Scott $850. Facit 10; SKr 20,000 for top quality ($2,480).
Estimate $600 - 800
1235 m
Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 1m yellow brown, roulette III (11), canceled small Helsingfors double-circle datestamp, strong color and all teeth intact; few small rust spots on reverse, one showing through slightly
at bottom, Very Fine, Scott $850. Facit 10; SKr 750 ($90).
Estimate $300 - 400
1236

s
Scandinavia: Finland, 1868-74, 1m yellow brown, roulette III (11), horizontal pair, on small piece canceled with two manuscript “X”s and a central Åbo c.d.s., 9 Sep 1872, a total of three very slightly shorter teeth, Very
Fine; signed Kosack, Scott $1,700+. Facit 10; SKr 12,000 ($1,490).
Estimate $500 - 750

1237 )
Scandinavia: Iceland, 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, small “þrir” on 5a green (33A), paying
the printed matter rate and tied by 11 Nov 1897 Reykjavik c.d.s. on a printed bilingual circular—Icelandic & English—detailing the reasons for the issue of the 3a on 5a surcharges (#31-33A); it is addressed to Hafnarfjördur with
that town’s crown-in-circle receiver; the stamp is Very Fine, the circular has a heavy file fold that is mostly separated. A most unusual postal history item. Facit 36. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
The bulletin explains that, due to a 16-day delay in the supply of stamps from Copenhagen, the Post Office had
run out of 3a stamps. To make up for the shortage, they arranged to overprint sheets of the 5a green with a small
red “3” and the word “þrir” (meaning “three” in Icelandic). The stamps so overprinted were put on sale on
November 1. However, upon observing the overprinted stamps in use, it was determined that the “3” and “þrir”
together were rather unattractive. Accordingly, they decided to use only the word “þrir” on the remaining 5a
sheets. Postal officials were instructed to “cancel the stamp as well as they cancel all other stamps…”.

1238 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1855, 4sk blue (1), a spectacular example (position B-45) with huge margins, including partial sheet margin at bottom, and a beautifully struck, central 12-bar grid cancel, a Superb gem; with 2015
Finn Aune certificate, Scott $175. Facit 1; SKr 3,000 for top quality ($370).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1239

1240

1241

1242

1243

1239 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1855, 4sk blue (1), a gorgeous, spectacular example (position A-20) with huge
balanced margins and a perfectly struck, central 12-bar grid cancel, Superb; with 2017 Finn Aune certificate, Scott
$175. Facit 1; SKr 3,000 for top quality ($370).
Estimate $200 - 300
1240 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1855, 4sk blue (1), lovely, large-margined example (position A-22), this one with
a very rare 18mm 10-bar grid cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, simply gorgeous. Only four towns used the 10-bar
grid cancel; two of them used a 17mm device and two an 18mm device; with 2013 Jay Smith certificate, Scott $175.
Facit 1; SKr 3,000 for top quality ($370).
Estimate $250 - 350
1241 m
Scandinavia: Norway, 1857, 2sk yellow (2), canceled mostly clear, centrally struck Flekkefjord c.d.s.,
11 Oct 1866, fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine; with 2011 Jay Smith and 2016 Finn Aune certificates, Scott
$160. Facit 2.
Estimate $150 - 200
1242 m
Switzerland, Zürich, 1846, 6rp black, horizontal underprint (1L4), position 37, neat red rosette cancel, four nice margins; small, skillful repair at lower left, Very Fine appearance; with 1995 Raybaudi certificate and
several signatures, Scott $1,650. Zumstein 2W.
Estimate $350 - 500
1243 m
Switzerland, Geneva, 1847, Large Eagle, 5c black on yellow green (2L3), neat red rosette cancel, exceptionally fresh with three good margins, cut just to frame line at left, Fine, Scott $2,000. Zumstein 6.
Estimate $400 - 600

1244 ())
Switzerland, Geneva, 1847, Large Eagle, 5c black on yellow green (2L3), three good margins, close
but clear at left, tied by red rosette on folded letter front (and part of back) from Geneva to Hermance; postmarked
clear red Geneva c.d.s., 26 Apr 1847; couple sealed tears at top not affecting stamp, Fine and attractive, Scott’s
value for a full cover is $3,750, Zumstein’s CHF4300, Scott $2,000+. Zumstein 6; SFr 2,200+ ($2,280).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1245

1246

1245 m
Switzerland, Geneva, 1850, “Vaud”, 5c black & red (2L6), exceptionally fresh with ample to large margins and a light diamond grid cancel, Very Fine, Scott $1,950. Zumstein 10; SFr 2,200 ($2,280).
Estimate $600 - 800
1246

Switzerland, Geneva, 1850, “Vaud”, 5c black & red (2L6), large margins all around, tied on piece by
black lozenge cancel, the piece also bearing a May 15, 1851 c.d.s., hinged onto a piece of thin card for display, Very
Fine; signed Moser and Oliva, with 1967 Estoppey certificate, Scott $1,750. Zumstein 10. Estimate $500 - 750
s

1247 )
Switzerland, Geneva, 1850, “Vaud”, 5c black & red (2L6), clear to mostly large margins, lightly tied by
black rosette on locally-addressed folded letter postmarked partial Geneva c.d.s., 6 Jan 1851, F.-V.F., Scott
$3,750. Zumstein 10; SFr 3,800 ($3,930).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1248

1249

1248 H
Switzerland, Geneva, 1849, Eagle, 5c yellow green, stamped envelope (2LU1), mint entire,
140 x 110 mm, Very Fine. Zumstein O7.III; SFr 800 ($830).
Estimate $200 - 300
1249 H
Switzerland, 1912, Pro Juventute forerunners complete (Zumstein WI I-III), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Very Fine, Zumstein SFr 533 ($550). Michel I-III; €500 ($610).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1250

1251

1250 )
Switzerland, 1850, Rayon II, 10rp yellow, black & red, without frame around cross (8), horizontal
pair, types 37-38, three large margins with dividing lines, close to barely touching at bottom, tied by diamond grid
cancels on small cover from St. Gallen to Ravensburg; postmarked clear red St. Gallen/Morning c.d.s., 23 Sep
1853, F.-V.F., Scott $470+. Zumstein 16 II; SFr 800 ($830).
Estimate $200 - 300
1251 )
Switzerland, 1850, Rayon II, 10rp yellow, black & red, without frame around cross (8), horizontal
pair, types 15-16, three large margins with partial to full dividing lines, close to barely touching at bottom, tied by diamond grid cancels on folded letter (partly printed form) to Payerne, postmarked Lausanne c.d.s., 14 Dec 1853, and
boxed “CHARGÉ” with blue Cantonal Bank of Lausanne sender’s handstamp, F.-V.F.; signed Béla Szekula, Scott
$470+. Zumstein 16 II; SFr 800 ($830).
Estimate $200 - 300

1252 m
Switzerland, 1854, Sitting Helvetia (“Strubel”), 5rp orange brown, emerald silk threads, first Munich printing (14), canceled light lozenge and manuscript “V”, fresh color with virtually four full frame lines (barely
shaved at upper right), Very Fine; with 1981 Rellstab certificate, Scott $1,700. Zumstein 22Aa.
Estimate $300 - 400

1253 )
Switzerland, 1858-62, Sitting Helvetia (“Strubel”), 5rp brown, bisect (36c), diagonal half used as 2c
and tied by one of two strikes Geneva c.d.s., 13 Apr 1862, on locally-addressed printed circular, Very Fine and
scarce, Scott $1,100. Zumstein 22G SF a; SFr 2,000 (Ed. 2000) ($2,070).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1254

1255

1254 HH
Switzerland, 1914, Mythen, 3fr dark green (181), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,150. Zumstein
129; SFr 2,000 ($2,070).
Estimate $600 - 800
1255 )
Switzerland, 1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), on Registered cover with Sep 30 Exhibition cancel, addressed to and backstamped Locarno, Very Fine, Scott $675. Zumstein WIII 1; SFr 850 ($880).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1256

Ex 1257

1256 HH
Switzerland, 1945, Peace Issue, 5c-10fr complete (293-305, B145), including the 5c Semi-Postal,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $525. Zumstein 262-274, WIII24.
Estimate $200 - 300
1257 HHa
Switzerland, 1916, Pro Juventute complete (B4-B6), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$680. Zumstein W 4-6; SFr 900 ($930).
Estimate $150 - 200

1258 HH
Switzerland, 1940, Pro Patria souvenir sheet (B105), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Zumstein W 12; SFr 475 ($490).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 1259
1259 HH
Switzerland, Airmail, 1929-30, 35c, 40c & 2fr Winged Letter complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $425. Zumstein 13-15; SFr 600 ($620).
Estimate $150 - 200
1260

Switzerland, Basel Local Issue, 1860-79, Police Revenue Stamps, 15 different, comprises 1860-64,
1866-70, 1873-76 and 1878-79; denominated as 50c 1860-66 and 50rp from 1867 onward; the 1860 is undated, the
1879 uncanceled, F.-V.F. A scarce group; each handstamped small “R.H.S.” on reverse. Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1261
1261 m
Vatican, 1934, Provisional Surcharges, 40c-3.70L complete (35-40), a fresh used set, F.-V.F.; with
2017 Sismondo certificate, Scott $1,478. Sassone 35-40.
Estimate $500 - 750
1262 )
Vatican, Airmail, 1948, Raphael & Tobias and U.P.U. complete (C16-C19), each set canceled First
Day, the first in a souvenir folder, the second on a souvenir sheetlet, Very Fine, Scott $480 ++. Sassone S.502;
€1,700 ($2,070). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1263 H/m
Western Ukraine, 1918-19, selection of 33 stamps (5//47, N1-N10), comprises Scott #5 (used), 6 (mint
& used), 21 (used), 36 (used), 47 (used on piece) and N1-N10 (mint), plus 17 additional Austrian stamps with the
unofficial boxed “C.M.T.” overprint. Virtually all signed, most by H. Fischer of Vienna. Our catalog value includes
only the 16 Scott-listed stamps. All Very Fine, Scott $949 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1264
1264 H
Western Ukraine, 1919, 1.20h “C.M.T.” Surcharge on Austrian 50h on 42h brown postage due
(N13), o.g., Very Fine; signed H. Fischer, Vienna, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Asia, Middle East and Africa

1265

1266

1265 E
Bhutan, 1996, 10n Butterfly, original artist’s drawing (1123dE), combination paint & cutout on card;
colored area is 105mm square, mounted on slightly larger white card initialed by Bhutan’s Director of Posts & Telegraphs, with rice paper and acetate overlays, Very Fine. A unique item for the Butterfly topicalist.
Estimate $200 - 300
1266 HH
Egypt, 1935, King George V Silver Jubilee Overprint on 1pi British Forces Letter Stamp (M9), left
sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $350 ++. SG A10; £300 ++ ($410).
Estimate $200 - 300
1267 HHa
Egypt, Official, 1907, O.H.H.S. and Arabic overprint, 1m brown (O2), complete sheet of 240, folded
through center, of course, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine, rare thus. SG O73. Nile Post O2. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1268

Ex 1269

1268 H
Indonesia, Riau Archipelago, 1954, First overprints, 5s-25r complete (1-22), an unusually fresh set,
clean, untoned o.g., the 10r ($6.75) the only value with problems, otherwise Very Fine. Scott notes, “Stamps with
clean, clear gum sell for about twice as much.”, Scott $904 for toned never hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
1269 (H)
Israel, 1948, First Coins complete (1-9), tab singles (1000m is a short tab), perf 11 except 5m roulettes,
skillfully regummed, Scott $6,250 for NH full tabs. Bale 1-9.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1270
1270 HH
Israel, 1948, First Coins complete imperforate (1-9 vars.), horizontal pairs, o.g., never hinged but gum
disturbances 3m, 5m, 15m & 1000m (the last very minor), Very Fine; with 1968 Israel Ministry of Posts certificate,
Bale $3,500. Bale 1-Imp-9-Imp.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1271

1272

1271 HH
Israel, 1948, First Coins, 3m orange, perf 10x10, horizontal pair imperf between (1 var.), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Bale $750. Bale FCV16.
Estimate $250 - 350
1272 HHa
Israel, 1948, 5m First Coins (2), plate 1 control no. 11681 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Bale
2.Gr.23; $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1273 E
Israel, 1948, First Coins, 15m Yehuda Essay, “souvenir sheet” of 4 in black (Bale ED.9c), ungummed, Very Fine. Bale $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1274

1275

1274 HH
Israel, 1948, New Year complete (10-14), vertical pairs with horizontal gutters between, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Bale $800. Bale 10b-14b.
Estimate $300 - 400
1275 )
Israel, 1949, 40p Petah Tikvah (27), upper right corner margin tab single with control number on registered plain First Day Cover postmarked Ra’anana, F.-V.F. Bale 17; $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1276

Ex 1277

1276 )
Israel, 1950, U.P.U., tête-bêche (31-32, 32b), se-tenant pair & tête-bêche gutter pairs on two plain registered FDCs to the U.S., the se-tenant pair from Tel Aviv, the gutter pairs from Rehovot, Very Fine. Bale 27-28a+b;
$1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1277 H
Israel, Postage Dues, 1948, 5m & 20m without overprint and imperforate (J2, J4 vars.), o.g.; 20m
with light toned spots, otherwise Very Fine, also includes a normal block of 4 of the 5m, Bale $1,200. Bale PD2d,
PD4d.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1278

Ex 1279

1278 HHa
Israel, Postage Dues, 1948, First Issue, 3m to 50m complete (J1-J5), plate 1 blocks of 9 with control
numbers, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $715 +++. Bale PD1-5; $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
A pristine set.
1279 )
Israel, Postage Dues, 1949, Second Issue, 2p to 50p complete (J6-J11), tab singles tied on plain envelope by Tel Aviv first day cancels, Very Fine. Bale PD6-11; $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

1280 HHa
Israel, Local Post, 1948, 40m Rishon Le-Zion (Bale 122), full sheet of 10, o.g., never hinged; minor
separation, Very Fine, Bale $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1281 (H)a
Israel, J.N.F. Label, 1950s, 25p Moshe Sharet, background color inverted, full sheet of 30, unused
without gum, because of the layout of the sheet, which includes a row of tabs at the bottom, the “top” row of the inverted background is printed in the tab row, leaving the top row of labels with the background completely omitted;
two bottom right stamps and their tabs are damaged, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1282 )
Jordan, 1957-60, commercial covers to Palestine, 20 covers postmarked in 20 different towns from
Ajloun to Zerka, all addressed to the West Bank; clean and Very Fine. Owner’s retail $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1283 )
Jordan, Postal Tax Stamps overprinted “Postage” on Cover, 1955-58, 16 covers, including five Registered, franked with single stamps or in combination with normal stamps; several values are not listed in Scott;
highlights include Gibbons #387c (2), 388c, 389 (2), 390, 392 (2), 396, 397, 399 and 401, a very scarce
group—rarely seen on cover (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1284 )
Jordan, Postal Tax Stamps overprinted “Postage” on Cover, 1955-58. Nine covers (three Registered), franked with single stamps or in combination with normal stamps; comprises Gibbons #387c 389, 390 (2),
391a, 392 (2), 396, and 397, a very scarce group (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1285 )
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, commercial covers, 1957-60, 15 covers addressed to either a radio station, a newspaper, or a technical school; comprises covers from Anabta, Beit Jala, Beit Sahour, Bethlehem,
El Bira, Ettur, Hebron, Jenin, Jericho, Nablus (three, including the newly discovered postmarks with “A.M.” &
“P.M.” time designations), Qalqiliya, Ramallah and Tul Karm; a clean, Very Fine lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1286 HHa
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, 1949, 4m U.P.U., overprinted in one line as 50m (SG P31e), upper left corner margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged (paper hinge remnant in selvage), SG £900 as singles ($1,240).
Scott N19 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1287
1287 m

1289

Korea (North), 1946, First Anniversary of Liberation, 50ch brown (6), Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

1288 )
Lebanon, 1950-57, commercial covers. Collection of 25 to Jordan/Palestine, with nearly all being Airmail (two also Registered), Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1289 H
Liberia, 1916, 1¢ on L.F.F. 1¢ light green surcharge, double overprint (M1), o.g., hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1290

1291

1292

1290 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line red overprint on 1916-17 Issue, ¼pi green, roulette 13,
overprint double, one inverted (L57c), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $325. SG 68b; £350 ($480). Estimate $150 - 200
1291 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line blue overprint on 1922 “Kingdom” Issue, ½pi red, Jeddah
overprint inverted (L71a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,625. SG 80a; £1,800 ($2,470).
Estimate
$600 - 800
1292 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line blue overprint on 1922 “Kingdom” Issue, ½pi red, Jeddah
overprint inverted (L71a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,625. SG 80a; £1,800 ($2,470).
Estimate
$600 - 800

1293 HH
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L84),
o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Fine, Scott $900 for hinged. SG 107; £900 for hinged ($1,240). Estimate
$400 - 600
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1294

1295

1294 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L84),
o.g., perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $900. SG 107; £900 ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500
1295 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint, 2pi orange, overprint omitted (L86d), the
left stamp in a pair with normal overprint, positions 27-28 indicated in pencil on reverse, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,375. SG 109d; £1,500 ($2,060).
Estimate $600 - 800

1296

1297

1296 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line black overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L92),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $900. SG 117; £900 ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500
1297 m
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line black overprint on 1922 Arms Issue, 1pi deep blue (L92),
canceled light c.d.s., Very Fine. Not priced used, Scott $900 for mint. SG 117; £900 for mint ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1298

1299

1298 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprints on 1924 Caliphate Issue, 18pi-5pi complete less the 3pi (L116-L120, L122), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $980. SG 136//142; £1,000 ($1,370).
Estimate $300 - 400
1299 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 3-line blue overprint on 1924 Caliphate Issue, 2pi orange, overprint inverted (L120a), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 140a; £550 ($760).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1300
1300 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, Postage Dues, 1925, Jeddah 4-line overprints,
(LJ26a-27a, LJ29a-34a), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $532. SG D154/162; £575 ($790).

1

pi-10pi less the 1pi
Estimate $200 - 300

8

1301 )
Turkey, 1895, forwarded registered cover to Litchfield CT, #97 & 98 tied by “A.R./Smyane” straight
line & oval “Smyrne” cancels respectively, with red “Registered London” oval, addressed to Anapolis MD, crossed
out and forwarded to Litchfield CT, proper backstamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 351

Ex 1302
1302 H
Turkey, 1923, First Republic Issue, 10pa-500pi complete (605-623), a bright, fresh set, o.g., Very
Fine, Scott $1,436.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 1303
1303 m
Argentina, 1858-1860, Symbolical of the Confederation, 5c - 15c (1-4), excellent selection of #1 (five
singles, strip of three and a cover), #2 (four singles and a pair which has a PF certificate), #3 (three singles) and #4
(two singles), various cancels; occasional flaws as one might expect, but overall Very Fine, Scott $1,870.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1304

Ex 1305

1306

1304 H
Bolivia, 1930, Zeppelin overprint errors, 5 different (C11a//C15a, C11c), comprises inverts of the 5c
on 10c; the 10c blue overprint; the 15c & the 25c; and double overprint, one inverted of the 5c on 10c, o.g., F.-V.F.,
Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
1305 H
Bolivia, 1930, Zeppelin inverted overprints, 5c on 10c, 15 & 25c (C11a, C14a, C15a), o.g., Very Fine,
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
1306 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, 25c blue & black, double overprint in pair with inverted overprint (C15b,
C15a), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine, an exceedingly rare—perhaps unique—pair; signed
Bloch, Beltran, Scott $700 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750

1307 P
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin, plate proof of the complete setting of 25 (C16P), printed in
brown on thin paper; a few insignificant creases, Very Fine; signed Beltran, Matthews.
Estimate $500 - 750
A marvelous, perhaps unique, showpiece for the Zeppelin specialist.
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1308

1309

1308 HH
Brazil, Airmail, 1941, New Constitution, red overprint on 5,400r slate green, watermarked small
multiple “Correio Brasil” (C45b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only 200 were issued; signed Economist Stamp
Co., Scott $275 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
1309 (H)
Brazil, 1912, Rio Grande do Norte revenue stamp, center inverted, printed by Waterlow & Sons, imperforate, unused, without gum as always, Extremely Fine. According to Sellinger, there are only 12 examples
known, ex-Cunliffe.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1310
1310 H
Colombia, 1935 National Olympics complete (421-436), a bright, fresh set, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Only 1,000 sets were issued., Scott $1,350.
Estimate $600 - 800

1311 )
Colombia, Air Navigation Co., 1920, 10c Biplane over Ocean Liner (C10), a choice, Very Fine example, tied by violet CCDNA oval and Feb 23 Cartagena c.d.s. on cover addressed to a Dr. Mariano Segovia in
Barranquilla, Very Fine, Scott $2,750 ++.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1312

1313

1312 )
Colombia, SCADTA, 1921, “VALOR 10 CENTAVOS” in blue violet on 50c green (C17), on cover
flown from Girardot to Neiva, tied by green SCADTA Girardot oval and canceled by violet “Navegacion
Aerea/Neiva” handstamp, which also cancels 3c Colombian postage, with additional Neiva, Nov 4, 1921, duplex
struck at lower right, Very Fine; with 1995 Rendon certificate, Scott $1,200 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750
1313 )
Colombia, SCADTA, 1921, “VALOR $0.10” in violet on 50c green (C24A), on cover flown from
Girardot to Neiva, tied by green SCADTA Girardot oval with 3c Colombian postage alongside (not canceled); additional SCADTA Girardot oval and violet “Navegacion Aerea/Neiva” handstamps on reverse, Very Fine; signed En.
Diena, with his 1988 certificate, Scott $1,500 ++.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1314

1315

1314 HHa
Colombia, Airmails, 1923-28, 5c-5p complete (C38-C50, CF1), lower left corner margin blocks of 4, including the Airmail Registration stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $817 for hinged.
Estimate $350 - 500
1315 HHa

Honduras, 1891, 10p Bográn, center inverted (64a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Scott $300+.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1316
1316 HHa
Honduras, 1891, 10p Bográn, center inverted (64a), block of 12, o.g., never hinged; light vertical
crease in four left stamps, light rust stain in top selvage affects top center stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $900+.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1317
1317 H
Mexico, 1934, National University, Regular issue nearly complete, does not include 10 p.
(698-706), a bright, fresh set, o.g., F.-V.F. The 5p is perfectly centered and exceedingly rare thus, Scott $3,429.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1318

Ex 1319

1318 E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different 1000p designs, cut from a composite proof sheet on
thick glazed paper, each imprinted “Prueba” (proof) on reverse, Very Fine. Only 45 sets are said to have been sold,
with just a single sheet being retained for the Postal Museum.
Estimate $200 - 300
1319 E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different designs of 1000p composite essays, multicolor
imperf proofs in two strips of three (originally a single sheetlet) on thick glazed paper, each imprinted “Prueba”
(proof) on reverse, Very Fine, only 45 sets are said to have been sold, with just a single sheet being retained for the
Postal Museum.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1320

Ex 1321

1320 H
Mexico, 1929, Inaugural Tejeria-Tapachla Flight, 25c dark green & gray brown, imperforate (C4
footnote), right sheet margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only 50 were issued. Sanabria 15.
Estimate $200 - 300
1321 HH
Mexico, 1950-51, 35c violet retouched & 80c claret, imperforate (C191b, C194a), sheet margin vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only 30 pairs of each were produced; 35c signed Nicklin, Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

1322 H
Panama, 1915, 20c brown & black, center inverted (212a), o.g., F.-V.F.; with 1994 A.P.S. certificate,
Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1323 P
Uruguay, 1902, Port of Montevideo, 2c & 5c trial color plate proofs on card, centers inverted
(177P-178P), three different: 2c in olive gray & brown red, 5c in ocher & black, and 5c in greenish gray & dark blue;
each with sheet margin, Very Fine; 2c with 2004 A.P.S. certificate, first 5c with 2006 Carlos Rocha certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
1324 HHa
Uruguay, 1989, 210p Postal Codes, center (red) inverted, imperforate (1286 var.), the right-hand column of 5 is completely lacking the red, while there is an extra column of 5 inverted impressions of the red in the left
hand selvage, o.g., never hinged; folded horizontally, through the middle row, and vertically between the 4th & 5th
columns, just clear of the 4th column, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
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LATIN AMERICA: Uruguay

1325 HHa
Uruguay, 1993, W.W.F., 50c Rheas, double impression, one inverted, imperforate (1512 var.), full
sheet of 25, the inverted impression is actually an additional impression the blue and violet of the 20c mother, chicks
& eggs! (the original 50c is normal), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1326 HHa
Uruguay, 1991, 360p Margarita Xirgu, inverted brown background (1991 var.), full sheet of 25, both
the yellow and the light brown colors are inverted and out of alignment, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Includes a
normal part-sheet of 21 for comparison.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1327
1327 HH/H Uruguay, Airmail, 1929-43, Pegasus complete (C27-C60A), o.g., lightly hinged (a few are never
hinged, including the key $4.50 black), Very Fine, Scott $419 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Lots 1327-2135
Coins and Currency
U.S. Postal History
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NUMISMATIC: Currency

Numismatic
Currency

1328

1329

1328

1776-86, three different pieces of Colonial Currency, New Jersey 1776 Fifteen Shillings, Pennsylvania 1876 Thirty Shillings, and Rhode Island 1786 Thirty Shillings; all quite fresh and crisp, the N.J. & R.I. unfolded
and about uncirculated.
Estimate $500 - 750

1329

The Farmers Bank of Kentucky, Frankfort, $5, vertical sheet of four with guide lines, Hughes #255,
Haxby #100-G220a, Whitman #450-G240; minor edge wear, About Uncirculated, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Coins

1330

118

1903, Louisiana Purchase Exposition Commemorative Dollar, slight rubbing, otherwise bright &
clean, AU-58, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Postal History
Autographs and Free Franks

1331

Clay, Henry, 1825 free frank: “Free H Clay” on folded lettersheet with indistinct red c.d.s. at upper left; addressed to St Louis, Reinforced vertical split at center, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1332

Harding, Florence Kling, (1860-1924), First Lady 1920-24. Full bold signature tying a #610 to a page of
E.E. Wansleben stationery; interesting item (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1333

1334

1333

Houston, Samuel, 1831 Deed of Confirmation from Osage Nation: one-page document on sale of land
from Osage Nation to himself; bold full signature at bottom of page, Paper erosion at corners, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1334

Houston, Samuel, 1834 Land Claim to the Cherokee Nation: two-page document conveying two reservations of land along the Grand River to the Cherokee Nation per the Treaty of 1825; large, bold signature on second page, splits at folds, archival tape inside of page, none of which affects the signature, Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1335

Stowe, Harriet Beecher, reading “For Miss Julia Robie/Very Truly Yours/Harriet Beecher
Stowe/Mandaris Fla/March 31 1883"; clear, sharp signature, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
Harriet Elisabeth Beecher Stowe was an American abolitionist and author, best known for her novel Uncle Tom’s
Cabin (1852), which depicts the harsh conditions for enslaved African Americans. The book reached millions as a
novel and play, and became influential in the United States, energizing anti-slavery forces in the North while
provoking widespread anger in the South.

1336 )
Garfield, James, free frank as Congressman, manuscript “Ja Garfield MC” with Washington DC c.d.s.,
on cover addressed to Hiram OH; reduced at left, tear upper left, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
B. A. Hinsdale was President of Hiram College and close friend of President Garfield. After Garfield’s
assassination, Hinsdale was authorized by Lucretia Garfield to collect, edit and publish The Works of Garfield.

1337 )
Tyler, John, “JTyler” free frank on outer letter sheet, with manuscript “Charles CH/Jany 17" postmark;
addressed to Lowell, MA, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
John Tyler, tenth President of the United States (1841-45). Elected Vice-President on the 1840 Whig ticket with
William Henry Harrison, Tyler became president after Harrison’s death in April 1841, just a month into the new
administration. He was a supporter of states’ rights, and as president adopted nationalist policies only when they
did not infringe on the powers of the states. His unexpected rise to the presidency, with the resulting threat to the
presidential ambitions of Henry Clay and other politicians, left him estranged from both major political parties.
1338 )
Van Cortlandt, Peter, 1799 free frank, red “Phi” postmark with matching “Free” straightline; manuscript
“P.V. Cortlandt”; addressed to Troy, NY; single-page letter datelined “Philadelphia Jan 1, 1799", F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Van Cortlandt was descended from early settlers of New York and served as Lieutenant Governor under George
Clinton from 1777-95. He inherited the Van Cortlandt manor house and surrounding lands from his father in 1747.
Apparently he was pressed for money when he penned the letter as he reminds Boardman that he “…must be
sensible that altho the land is bound you are not in the least exonerated from payment of your bond….”
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State Postal History
1339 )
[California] Almaden, 3¢ rose (65) manuscript-cancelled, not tied, on dark buff cover with manuscript
“per Stage Driver” at lower left and addressed to Almaden (located in Santa Clara County, CA, but did not become a
Post Office until the 20th century); enclosure datelined San Jose (Santa Clara County) March 14, 1864, and tells of
taking letters to the Cinnabar Hotel to meet the Almaden Stage; cover with slightly irregular opening at right which
does not affect the stamp, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1340 )
California, twelve covers, includes Los Angeles with contents, Half Moon Bay, Lincoln, Onion Valley
(S/R 5), Santa Clara, San Francisco, manuscript town cancel Pleasant Grove Creek, Pacheco (S/R 4), Railroad
Flat, and Greenwood; mixed condition, decent strikes, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1341

1342

1341 )
[Connecticut] Muddy River, New Haven County, DPO that operated 1862-65 (S/R 8); on an embossed
patriotic cover; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1342 )
[Dakota Territory] Fort Laramie, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Fort Laramie Dakota Territory c.d.s.
on cover addressed to Valparaiso, IN, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1343 )
[District of Columbia] Washington, 1807-31, three stampless covers from Washington, DC personalities: one an 1811 free frank from Brigadier General Isaac Maltby to Adjutant General William Donnison containing
annual return of the Second Brigade in the Fourth Division of the Militia; 1807 free frank cover from Henry Dearborn
in the War Department to John Page in Richmond concerning pensions; and a cover from John McPherson Berrien
to Samuel Ingraham concerning the Eaton Affair; mixed conditon, all three historic covers for one low price, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site)
Estimate $250 - 350
The Petticoat Affair (also known as the Eaton affair) was an 182931 scandal involving members of President
Andrew Jackson’s Cabinet and their wives. Led by Floride Calhoun, wife of Vice President John C. Calhoun,
these women (the “petticoats”) socially ostracized John Eaton, the Secretary of War, and his wife Peggy over
disapproval of the circumstances surrounding their marriage and what they considered her failure to meet the
moral standards of a Cabinet wife. The Affair shook the Jackson administration, led to the resignation of all but
one Cabinet member, facilitated Martin Van Buren’s rise to the presidency and was, in part, responsible for
Calhoun’s transformation from a national political figure with presidential aspirations into a sectional leader of the
Southern states.
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1344

1346

1344 )
[Kansas] Catholic Mission, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on orange cover addressed to Albion,
NY; matching town mark with manuscript “Nov 19 /67” date, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Catholic Mission was a short lived Post Office, open 1856 to 1868, and has a Helbock rarity factor of 7.
1345 )
Massachusetts, 36 covers, includes Holme’s Hole (S/R 3), Rock Bottom (S/R 4), Groton Junction (S/R
5), Otter River, Northfield Farms, rimless Oakham, rimless New Boston, New England Village (S/R 4), Stoneham in
scroll; mixed condition, mostly strong strikes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1346 )
[Minnesota] Winnebago Agency, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on cover addressed to “Com Indian Affairs, Washington DC” with matching “AUG 9” town mark, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Winnebago Agency was the Post Office for an Indian Agency open between 1856 and 1886.
1347 )
Minnesota, six covers: Winona, Spring Creek (S/R 5), Red Wing, Wasioja (S/R 4), Blue Earth City and
Saint Peter; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

1348

1349

1348 )
[Montana Territory] Deer Lodge, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript town cancel “Deer Lodge
M.T. Feb 6th”, on cover addressed to Virginia City, N.T., F.-V.F., scarce town cancel: Deer Lodge had a population
of 770 in 1870.
Estimate $200 - 300
1349 )
[Nebraska] Fort Laramie, 3¢ (#65) target-cancelled with Fort Laramie, N.T., c.d.s. on cover addressed
to Watertown, WI; with letter and transcription; writer describes Pawnee and Sioux Indians and homesick Mormons; great lot, excellent strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1350

1351

1350 )
[Nebraska Territory] Fort Kearney, 3¢ (#65), tied by target cancel with Fort Kearney c.d.s. (S/R 8), on
cover addressed to Boston, MA; strong strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1351 )
[Nebraska Territory] Plattsmouth, 3¢ (#26) fancy-cancelled with “Plattsmouth N.T.” c.d.s., on embossed ladies cover addressed to Hastings, MI, Very Fine, a true little gem; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1352

1355

1352 )
[New Mexico Territory] Fort Union, 3¢ (#65) with partial imprint and arrows at right, tied by Fort Union
N. MEX territory c.d.s. on cover to Homesburg, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1353 )
New York, over 45 covers, includes North Litchfield (S/R 3), manuscript town cancel Big Tree Corners
(S/R 4), Butternuts (S/R 4), Comstock’s Landing (S/R 4), White’s Corners (S/R 4), Shingle Creek (S/R 4), East
Sandy Creek (S/R 6), etc., with retail prices to $200 each; mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1354 )
Ohio, twenty covers, includes Gomer with straightline & c.d.s. cancels, Freedom Station, Canal
Lewisville, Sixteen Mile Stand (S/R 4), rimless Rix’s Mills (S/R 4), Poplar (S/R 3), Hull Prairie (S/R 3), and Freases
Store (S/R 4); mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1355 )
[Pennsylvania] Miller Farm, Venango County, DPO that operated 1864-65 (S/R 8); clear complete
strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1356 )
Pennsylvania, over 40 covers, includes Sherman Wells (S/R 7), Second Fork (S/R 5), Bloody Run (S/R
4), Rising Sun (S/R 5); manuscript town cancels Kettle Creek and Ginger Hill; mixed condition, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1357 )
[Virginia] Old Point Comfort, 1850-57, stampless cover collection: 7 covers, including red c.d.s. &
matching large “5" rate; blue with matching ”Free" franked by John Bussing Haskin, Congressman; rimless c.d.s.
with “Free” franked by R. Archer, P.M.; two red “Old Pt Comfort VA” c.d.s.’s; and a blue c.d.s. with manuscript “25"
rate; three with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1358
1358 )
F.-V.F.

West Virginia, two covers with manuscript town cancels: “Racoon” (S/R 5) and “Long Reach” (S/R 3),
Estimate $150 - 200

1359 )

[Wisconsin] Rock River, Rock County, operated 1869-71; manuscript town cancel (S/R 8), F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1360 )
Wisconsin, nine covers, includes Black River Falls, Chippewa Falls, Beaver Dam, Oshkosh, Madison,
Prairie Du Chien and Ocononowoc; mixed condition, generally full strikes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1361 )
Territorial covers, 1861-68, 31, includes Spanish Bar, Colorado Territory (S/R 5); Washoe City, Nevada
Territory (S/R 5); Mountain City, ColoradoTerritory (S/R 5); Plattsmouth, Nebraska Territory (S/R 4); Black Hawk
Point, Colorado Territory (S/R 5); Provo City, Utah Territory with mention of Brother Brigham; Denver, Colorado
Territory with allover ad showing railroad lines and location of mines; mixed condition; all franked with #65; as close
to a no-brainer as you’ll find, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1362 )
Manuscript town postmark collection, approximately 40 covers, the majority from the east coast;
many DPOs, includes Bell’s Mines, KY (S/R 6); Oxford’s Church, PA (S/R 7); Indian Creek, MI (S/R 6); Locust Bottom, VA (S/R 6); Sorrel Horse, PA (S/R 5), etc.; many with contents, including a couple with patriotic letter sheets;
mixed condition, F.-V.F., it will be a long time until you see this many manuscript cancels again (photo on website).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1363

1364

1363 )
Adams Express Company, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by large “PHILADELPHIA Pa. JUL 28 1862” town cancel
on blue-green overall illustrated ad cover addressed to Greenfield, Mass; cover very slight reduced at right, overall
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1364 ())
Baldwin’s South La. Express, 3¢ rose (#65) used, target cancel and double-circle “Thibodeaux LA JAN
23 ‘66” c.d.s., on rebacked cover front addressed to Houma, Louisiana; blue “M R 8154” handstamp at top left and
manuscript “Jan 20 ‘66" docketing along the left side; front with light tape stains along bottom, left and right sides,
otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Little is known about Baldwin’s Express, a rare Southern Express which operated after the Civil War. An example
on a full cover sold for $675 in 1974.
1365 )
Express companies, 9 covers: 3¢ (#65) tied to #U34 from New York to Washington City, DC; National
Express Co from New York City to Hudson, NY; Tracy & Co (?) Express Dalles from San Jose; Merchant’s Union
Express from Attica, NY, to New York City; Valentine’s Express Freight Line from New York to Boston; Harnden Express Co from Boston to Campton Village, NH; United States Express Co. from Binghamton, NY, to Milan, OH; and
two Adams Express Co. covers; mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1366 )
Express and railway covers, six covers, four with manuscript instructional markings; includes one with
“per Stage” at lower left addressed to “Schartzwald” Pa, two with “Care of Conductor W. M. R. R.”, one with “By Express” on cover addressed to Salem Mass, and two without postal markings, one of which is addressed to “Lt. Col
Adam Badean, Hd. Qu Armies of U. S. City Point Va, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $300 - 400
1367 )
Langton’s Pioneer Express, three printed shipping receipts, 1862 & 1864 (2) issued to Quong Wo &
Co., written up as “Dust pckg Said to contain $3,000,” “Dust pckg Said to contain $1,074" and one with $150 in coin,
each forwarded to Marysville, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1368

1369

1368 )
Overland Trail Route, three covers: includes allover illustrated ad cover for Butterfield’s Overland Despatch with two #65s, addressed to New York City; #U58 with #65 tied by indistinct c.d.s., addressed to Ruby City, ID,
with manuscript “Via Overland Mail/Salt Lake City Utah”, missing stamp below indicia; and #65 tied by Council
Bluffs, IA, c.d.s. on 1861 cover addressed to Betheney, VA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1369 )
OVERLAND-via-LOS ANGELES, 3¢ rose (#65) manuscript cancelled, on hand-colored “STAGE
COACH and FOUR HORSES” corner card, lightly struck double-circle Benicia, Cal, postmark at left, on buff cover
addressed to Bridgewater, Mass., “ans July 8, 1866” docketing at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
While a late usage of this corner card, it is an extremely scarce usage and very difficult to find used with the 3¢
1861.

1370 )
Wells Fargo envelope used as pick-up notice, 2¢ stamped envelope (#U54) used in 1870 by Wells
Fargo to notify customer of a package pick-up; San Francisco, CA, c.d.s., blue Wells Fargo handstamp and
straightline “Overland”; light soiling and light crease center, F.-V.F., ex-Forster, Kramer.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1371

1372

1371 )
Boone To Council Bluffs RPO, 3¢ (#94) target-cancelled with Boone to CncllBlfs RPO c.d.s. (Towle
691.J.1), on cover addressed to Bristol Station, IL, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1372 )
Canal Railroad cover, New Haven, CT, 1861, to New York City, 3¢ (#65) tied by Canal Railroad c.d.s.
(Towle 85-A-1 Rarity IX); reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1373 )
Erie Railway Company, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by NY state town cancel on dark buff “ERIE RAILWAY
COMPANY’S TELEGRAPH., Office - Erie Railway Depot” cover addressed to Palmyra, NY, includes original Railroad contents and one ticket, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1374

1375

1374 )
L. VILLE & CINn MAIL LINE JAN 12, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by mostly readable strike on dark buff cover addressed to Westport, Ky; cover slightly reduced at left and a few other small cover flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Towle
O-21-f.
Estimate $150 - 200
1375 )
Louisville & Lexington R.R., 3¢ (#65) tied by blue Louisville & Lexington R.R. hand stamp, on an illustrated hotel ad cover; Lexington, KY c.d.s., addressed locally; reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1376

1377

1376 )
Monrovia B&O R.R., 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled and tied by handstamp on cover addressed to Cleveland,
OH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1377 )
North Mountain B & O Railroad, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with blue oval “North Mountain/B & O Railroad”
c.d.s. (Towle 274-S-15, Rarity VIII), with manuscript “Apr 15"; addressed to Wegatchie, NY; decent strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1378 )
Railroad & related covers, 1861-68, fabulous selection of approximately 90 railroad, agent & depot covers; includes U.Pacific R.R. (Towle 932-A-4 R-IV) on Wells Fargo cover, “From Carbondale Ill C.R.R.” (Towle
708-S-6 R-VI), Morris & Essex R.R. (Towle 250-A-1 R-V), G.W. R.R. (Towle 57-S-2 R-V), Boston & Fall River R.R.
(Towle A-1 R-V), Atlantic & St L R.R. (Towle 9-A-1 R-V), F.C.& R. & B. R.R. Mail Line (Towle 41-H-1 R-VI), N.C.
R’Way (Towle 193-S-1 R-VI), etc.; most are identified or readable; mixed condition; a chance to pick up a substantial lot of these popular items, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1379

1380

1379 )
Baltimore & Norfolk Boat, 3¢ (#65) fancy-cancelled with Baltimore & Norfolk Boat handstamp; on partially printed billhead addressed to Norfolk, VA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1380 )
Cincinnati & Louisville Mail Route, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cincinnati & Louisville Mail Route handstamp; addressed to Vevay, IN, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1381

1382

1381 )
DEL & HUDSON CANAL CO., 3¢ rose (#65) target cancelled, not tied, on bill of lading folded cover addressed to Little Falls, NY; matching double-circle “RONDOUT N.Y. SEP 5 ‘66” town marking, plus blue double-circle “Rondout, N. Y. SEP 25 1866”; stamp with a small piece out at top center, otherwise Very Fine, extremely rare
use of a canal-related cover.
Estimate $300 - 400
1382 )
Saturday Evening Packet Fashion (Milgram 454), 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on Oct 19, 1865,
cover to New Orleans, large double-circle “VICKSBURG NATCHES & NEW ORLEANS/ SATURDAY EVENING/
PACKET FASHION” handstamp at center, a Very Fine cover; with 2011 Weiss certificate. Estimate $200 - 300
1383 )
Incoming Ship Mail, 1862-69, 3¢ rose on three incoming covers, each with single franking: 1) 1863 fragile folded letter from France to Philadelphia with NY double-circle datestamp; 2) single, manuscript cancelled on
1862 cover from London to Philadelphia with black Philadelphia Br. Pkt 24 exchange mark and matching arced “3
CENTS”; 3) stamp tied by target cancel on 1869 cover from Glasgow Scotland to Salem Mass with light strike of
“Boston US Notes” exchange mark and West Amesbury Mass datestamp, cover with tape stains and tear at right,
otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1384 )
LAKE CHAMPLAIN S. B., two covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by this postmark; 1) with extremely
fine strike, addressed to Whitehall, NY, with second strike at left, marked “ex-Duckworth” on reverse; 2) lesser
strike on cover addressed to Elizabethtown, NY, cover with edge flaws at top and some docketing covered over,
F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1385 )
“N. YORK STEAMSHIP”, three covers each with straight line “DUE 7” and “N. YORK STEAMSHIP” tying
the stamp to the cover; some cover and stamp flaws, otherwise Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

1386

1389

1386 )
Packet Joseph Pierce (Milgram 727), 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Vicksburg, Miss, Jun 7 1864 duplex postmark with circular grid killer on cover addressed to Philadelphia with blue oval handstamp (Milgram 727); cover with
trival edge toning, an F.-V.F. cover, while the handstamp is a little blurred it is evidently difficult to find well-struck as
this is the cover illustrated in Milgram’s book.
Estimate $300 - 400
1387 )
Packet markings, 4 covers, each franked with 3¢ 1861 (#65); 1) large oval “Ouachita River Packet
IDAHOE” (Milgram 628) on cover to PA; 2) “STR. LEVIATHAN” violet corner card (Milgram 787) on irregularly
opened cover with Cairo ILL postmark, addressed to PA; 3) “STEAMER MAGENTA JAN 30 1865" (Milgram 831)
handstamp on cover with toned spots, addressed to OHIO, stamp tied by ILL duplex; 4) “OUACHITA RIVER
PACKET MAYFLOWER” (Milgram 878) double-oval handstamp on cover with small piece out at top addressed to
New Orleans; covers with small faults, Fine (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1388 )
Packets, 2 covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) stamp tied by blue target cancel on amber cover addressed to Australia, Miss, nice strike of matching “MEMP & VICKSBURG U.S. M. PKT JUN 29” (Towle M-6-a) at
left, stamp with small corner flaw at lower left; 2) stamp tied by incomplete strike (by design) of Memphis SB/Pkt
marking on amber cover addressed to Monee, ILL, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on website). Estimate $150 - 200
1389 )
Agency, North American S. S. Co. PANAMA, 3¢ rose (#65) cancelled, not tied, on corner card addressed to Brooklyn, Cal; San Francisco town marking at upper right; cover reduced at left and edge toning, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1390 )
“S.B. Pauline Carroll”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. with target and ship handstamps ornamented;
addressed to Cayngales, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1391 )
“PURSER” marking, 3¢ rose (65) tied by 1866 San Francisco Cal target cancel on incoming cover with
large straightline “PURSER” at lower left, unusual; stamp with toned spots and cover with tear into date stamp, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1392

1393

1392 )
St. Louis & Memphis Packet Mary E. Forsyth (Milgram 857), illustrated red boxed corner card on amber cover addressed to West Andover, Ohio, franked with 3¢ (#65) tied by double-oval “MEMPHIS TENN AUG 14"
postmark and target killer; cover slightly trimmed at right just into a small portion of the stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
This packet did not use a handstamp and only exists with a corner card.
1393 )
St. Louis, Cairo & New Orleans Passenger Steamer Ruth (Milgram 1228), 3¢ (#65) tied by double-circle “MEMPHIS TENN NOV 18" duplex with target killer on violet illustrated ad cover, addressed to Columbus, Ohio;
cover with minor water discoloration on edges, backflap with some tears and small pieces missing, otherwise Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1394 )
STEAM ACAPULCO, 3¢ rose (#65) two singles, tied San Francisco fancy cogwheel cancels on 1864 incoming cover with oval postmark at left and San Francisco duplex postmark at top right; company handstamp on reverse; cover with small edge tears at top and slightly reduced at right, stamps with small flaws, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Blue crayon “14” at top center denotes that 14¢ was due. San Francisco typically accepted postage on an
incoming cover as partial pre-payment and only charged the deficiency.
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1395 )
“STEAM SHIP” markings, four covers with 3¢ rose (65): 1) single tied by two “STEAM SHIP” on cover to
New Haven, matching “DUE 7" at center, enclosure datelined ”Steamer. Colorado, Sept 1st, 1865"; 2) faulty single
tied by straightline “STEAM” on cover addresed to Unionville Center Ohio, matching “DUE 3" at center, enclosure
datelined ”Gun Boat ‘Silver Cloud’ Memphis Tenn, May 3rd/ 64", cover with toning; 3) single stamp tied by
straightline “STEAM” on buff cover addressed to St. Louis; 4) single tied by Georgetown DC datestamp on cover addressed to Maine with questionable large blue-black “STEAM-SHIP” at left and matching crossed 35-star flags on
backflap, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1396

Ex 1398

1396 )
STEAMBOAT, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by circle-of-carets cancel on cover to Richmond, Va, with straightline
postmark, “DUE 3” in circle and “Fredericksburg Va” postmark, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1397 )
Steamboat covers, 3, each franked with 3¢ (#65); 1) stamp tied by blue “Baltimore Md.” postmark and
matching straightline “STEAMBOAT” on cover addressed to Milwaukie, WI, additional “DUE 2 Cts” at top center,
cover missing portion of bottom backflap; 2) single tied by double-circle “Baltimore, MD Aug 16 ‘65” duplex with target killer on “NEW LINE STEAMERS” cover illustrated with small ship, addressed to Richmond, VA, cover with light
toning; 3) single with natural straight edge, just tied by blue target cancel of Baltimore, Md, duplex on “Baltimore
Steam Packet Co.” corner card addressed to Flint, MI, with straightline “LYNN MS” postmark and “MISSENT”, illustrated letterhead enclosed, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1398 )
Steamboat covers, six covers and one piece, mostly inland waterway markings; includes 1) single 3¢
tied by straightline “STEAM”; 2) single on cover with manuscript “S. S. Nashua”; 3) single on “E. S. Butler & Co.
Steamboat Agents for Cincinnati & Memphis Packet Company” boxed corner card; and 4) piece of bill of lading for
cargo carried on the North German Lloyd steamer “Bremen” with two 1¢ and one 3¢ stamp tied by blue oval illegally
paying the 5¢ revenue fee, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1399 )
Steamboat covers, 3, each franked with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) single, target cancel, natural straight edge at
right on cover to New Orleans with fancy red double-oval “STEAMBOAT BELLA DONNA” at left (Milgram 100); 2)
horizontal pair of 3¢ showing the lower portion of the double-circle “FASHION” handstamp (Milgram 454), cover
with some insect erosion; 3) single 3¢ tied by blue double-circle Louisville, KY, duplex with target killer on cover addressed to Athens, AL, with double-circle handstamp “ERWIN & DONAHUE STEAMBOAT AGENTS” corner card
at upper left, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1400 )
Steamboat covers, New York-related, four, each with 3¢ rose (#65); 1) single tied by four-bar open grid
on orange cover addressed to San Francisco with manuscript “Steamer” at top center, without backflap; 2) single
tied by straightline “STEAMBOAT” on incoming cover with “DUE 1” in circle, enclosure dated August 9, 1866, without origin; 3) single tied by large dateless “N. YORK STEAMSHIP” marking on cover addressed to Union Springs,
NY, matching “DUE 7” at center, enclosure dateline “U.S.Ship Lancaster, Acapulco Bay Apr 17 ‘65”; 4) single tied
by straightline “STEAMBOAT” on cover addressed to Old Saybrook with matching “DUE 6” at upper right, enclosure datelined “Deep River Dec 7 ‘64” (Deep River was in CT); covers with small faults, mostly from opening,
otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1401

1403

1401 )
Steamer Katahdin (Milgram 741), 3¢ (#65) tied by blue “AUG 2 1866" handstamp on orange cover addressed to Boston Mass.; stamp with small flaws.
Estimate $200 - 300
The Katahdin was a steamer that ran along the Northeast Coast, from Boston to Bangor, Maine.
1402 )
US Navy ship covers, three, each tied with 3¢ rose (65), each with US Navy ship name in manuscript; 1)
USS Massachusetts on cover to Sutton, Mass, with stamp tied by “Philadelphia Pa Dec 4 1865” datestamp, cover
edge flaws, enclosure datelined “U. S. Steamer Massachusetts, At Sea Nov 22nd 1863”; 2) cover addressed to
Conn with manuscript “U.S.S. Malvern” at upper left, stamp tied by quartered cork, matching Old Point Comfort, Va,
datestamp at center, the Malvern was captured by the Union Navy and used on navigable waterways of the Confederacy; 3) “From U. S. Steamer Mercedita W. I. Squadron” on amber cover addressed to Maine, stamp (cut into by
opening of cover) tied by straightline Boston, Mass, “SHIP”, matching “Due 6 cts” at center, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site.)
Estimate $350 - 500
1403 )
US SHIP, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by “PHILADELPHIA Pa MAR 19 1864” town marking on cover addressed to
South Easton, Pa.; straightline postmark at center, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1404 )
US SHIP Markings, 1861 3¢ rose (65) on two covers each with different U. S. Ship marking: 1) single tied
by double-circle US SHIP marking at the upper left of a cover addressed to Phoenixville Pa; 2) single, manuscript
cancelled, not tied, on dark buff cover with “U. S. Ship 3 cts” postmark, addressed to Springfield Mass; minor cover
flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1405 )
West Coast steamer covers, each franked 1861 3¢ rose: 1) single tied by Portland Oregon target cancel
on cover addressed to Watertown NY, manuscript “Per Steamer” at left; 2) single tied by San Francisco target cancel on salmon cover addressed to New Bedford Mass, manuscript “per Steamer ‘Constitution’” at upper left; 3) single tied by San Francisco cogwheel cancel on cover addressed to Olympia, W. T. with manuscript “per Steamer/ via
Portland” at upper left; 4) 1866 folded letter with two 3¢ stamps with San Francisco cogwheel cancels, addressed to
NY, manuscript “Per Steamer via Panama”, dateline notes that it was to be sent via the Montana, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Foreign Mail
1406 )
1861-68, cross-border covers to Canada, nine, includes pair of #65 and pair of #73 on cover from West
Haverford, PA, to Canada West with red oval “W.S. 10 cts/Paid”; two #94 on cover from Eau Claire, WI, to
Drummondville, U.C, missent; #65 on cover from Cleveland, OH, to Vittoria, C.W. with “Ud. States/10 cts” in arc;
two #73 and pair of #65 on cover from Portland, ME, to Three Rivers, C.E., with “U.States” in arc; mixed condition,
examine, F.-V.F., some scarce material (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1407

Ex 1408

1407 )
1903, cover from Shanghai, China, to New Orleans with registry exchange label (FX-SH1b), 10¢
(#283) tied by Shanghai China US Postal Agy duplex, to Registered cover addressed to New Orleans, LA; Shanghai Registry Exchange label on front (FX-SH1b), blue oval Shanghai China handstamp on reverse with Seattle and
New Orleans backstamps; light vertical & horizontal bends, F.-V.F., very rare, only 14 recorded. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1408 )
c. 1889, postal cards to Colombia, a correspondence of 11 postal cards, all addressed to Rev. Caldwell
in Bogata Columbia, with three uprated, a Jackson OH blue crossroads cancel, interesting reading, scarce destination for so many of a correspondence; spindle holes in each, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1409

1411

1409 )
1895, cover from Colombia to Ohio, franked with pair of 5c (152) addressed to South Salem OH, with
2¢ (249) tied by New York duplex, with nine page letter, F.-V.F., a tremendous addition to your collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
1410 )
1853-55, four stampless covers from Alexandria, Egypt to Springfield, Ohio, all are small envelopes
mailed from the British Post Office in Alexandria via England and New York by American packet; various manuscript rates (all re-rated at least once) and markings; all addressed to prominent Ohio millers, Samuel and William
Barnett, generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1411 )
1867, cover to England, 3¢ rose (#65) five stamps, each with circular grid cancel and 12¢ black (#69) on
blue 1867 cover addressed to Bradford, England; red Milltown, Me Feb 21 town mark at left and red “3 PORTLAND
ME AM PKT” exchange mark at center, “Bradford-Yorks Mr 7 67” backstamp, Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
Covers with the Portland, ME, exchange markings are very scarce. This cover was carried by the Allan Line on
the S. S. Nestorian‘s maiden return voyage.
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1412

1413

1412 )
1868, cover from the U.S. to Birmingham, England, 2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), used with 10¢ single (68),
tied together by cork cancel, very well centered; 10¢ has corner crease at bottom right; the cover without right side
flap, F.-V.F., scarce usage of grilled stamps; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1413 )
1866, cover from Boston to France, 3¢ rose (65), five singles, tied by pinwheel cancels on cover with
red “BOSTON PAID 5 DEC 1”2 exchange mark and red double circle French entry mark, proper French
backstamps; far left stamp on cover with crease from placement over the edge of the cover, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1414 )
1861, depreciated currency cover from Paris France, through England, redirected, 3¢ rose (65)
with segmented cork cancel (hinged in place), not tied, may not have originated on depreciated currency cover from
Paris France through England to the US; nice strike of “BOS 15 TON OR U.S. 22 NOTES” exchange mark at left and
red double-circle BOSTON entry mark at upper right, cover was redirected, inside flap reads in manuscript:
“opened in order to learn when the expected was to sail they should be in Boston on the 15th inst.”, interesting, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1415 )
ca. 1861, wrapper addressed to Bremen, Germany, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by segmented cancel on the
wrapper with straightline “PAID ALL” and manuscript “p Teutonia via Hamburg” at upper left and “1 printed price
Current Paid” at lower left; wrapper with trivial edge flaws and typical light bends, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1416 )
1861-68, five covers to Great Britain, includes three #65 tied to #U58; four #65 to Brighton; pair of #65
to London; eight #65 on cover to Southampton; block of six #65 on reverse with two singles on obverse to Reading;
and four #65 on cover to Dublin, Ireland, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1417 )
ca. 1861-66, covers to Latin America, three: San Francisco to Mazatlan, Mexico, with three #65 & a #63
with 1¢ debit; cover to Santiago, Chile, with three #68 & a #65; and cover to Rio de Janeiro with #73 and three #65,
F.-V.F., terrific grouping (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1418
1418 )
1866, cover to Edinburg, Scotland, 3¢ rose (65), vertical strip of five, vertical pair and single stamp, paying the proper 24¢ rate, each tied by segmented cork cancels and Jacksonville FL datestamps on 1866 dark buff
cover addressed to Edinburg Scotland; red “New York Am. Pkt 3” and “PAID Liverpool U S Packet” exchange
marks, Edinburgh backstamp; stamps and cover with light wrinkling, otherwise Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
1419 )
1869, cover to Scotland, 1867 3¢ red, F. grill (94), two horizontal pairs with segmented cork cancels on
1869 cover addressed to Scotland with Shelbyville Ill datestamp, Dumphries backstamp; top right stamp with small
tear, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1420 )
1866, diplomatic pouch mail from Turkey, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York domestic fancy cancel, on cover
from the American Mission in Constantinople; addressed to Newburyport, MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1421
1421 )
Forwarders covers, six, includes Trans-Atlantic to Bridgeport, CT, forwarded to Stratford, CT; cover
datelined Singapore to Boston, MA, with J.O. Baker forwarder handstamp; cover originating in Rotterdam addressed to Andover, MA, with Bunge Burlange & Co handstamp; and a cover originating in Saint Petersburg with
Robert B. Storer handstamp; mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1422 )
[Agricultural] 15 covers, includes illustrated reverse for Daniel Geiser Grain Separator, allover illustrated ad cover for H.A. Dreer Seedsman, allover illustrated ad cover for Bickford & Huffman Grain Drill, illustrated
ad cover for Buckeye Mower & Reaper, illustrated ad for F.L. Upham sheep; illustrated ad cover for H.G. White
Sheep, Cattle, Pigs & Fowls; illustrated ad cover for Monitor Mower & Reaper Works, etc.; an attractive collection;
mixed condition; please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1423

1424

1423 )
[Agricultural] Albany, NY, New York State Agricultural Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with Chatham Four Corners, NY, cds on illustrated allover ad cover addressed to Albany, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1424 )
[Agricultural] Albany, NY, State Agricultural Rooms, 3¢ (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel with Albany c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Thornhill, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1425 )
[Alcohol] 6 covers, uncork these: allover illustrated ad cover for J. Sacksteder Wine Maker, cameo ad
cover J. Newton Kline importer, illustrated ad cover for Geo. W. Campbell Grape Culturist, allover illustrated ad
cover for C.W. Grant, corner ad cover for Leonard & Bailey Grape Vines, and colored illustrated ad cover showing
grapes and blackberries; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750

1426

1427

1426 )
[Alcohol] Baltimore, MD, Orendorf & Beam Liquors, Wines & Teas, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue target cancel with matching Baltimore, MD, c.d.s.; cameo ad cover addressed to Hagerstown, MD, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1427 )
[Animal] Chicago, IL, Stallion, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel and Chicago c.d.s.; on cover with rearing
stallion addressed to New Orleans, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1428

Ex 1429

1428 )
[Animal] Staten Island, NY, S.M. Saunders Domestic Poultry, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel and New
York c.d.s., cover addressed to Charleston, NH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1429 )
[Associations] 7 covers, includes “Phillips 67" of Cambridge, MA; ”Mass Char. Mec. Assoc." of Boston,
MA; “Grand Lodge I.O.O.F.” in Indianapolis, IN; “Genesee Lyceum” of Lima, NY; “KEE” Fraternity, Yale, New Haven, CT; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1430 )
[Attorney] 12 covers, includes allover ad cover for John Hough Indian & Land Agency, Fort Wayne, IN;
illustrated allover Munn & Co Patent Agency, New York City; corner ad cover R.E.Mayes Attorney at Law, Yazoo
City, MS; and Office of Gregory & Jones Claim Agents, Washington, DC; mixed condition, all franked with #65,
please take note, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1431

1432

1431 )
[Bank] Phelps, NY, C & L Hotchkiss Bankers, 3¢ (#65) tied by star-in-star fancy cancel (S-E ST-St 13)
with Phelps, NY, c.d.s.; cameo ad cover addressed to Lewiston, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1432 )
[Billboard] Baltimore, MD, Jacob Seeger Lager Beer Brewer, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with Baltimore, MD, c.d.s.; addressed to Lexington, VA; reverse with overall billboard ad, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1433 )
[Calligraphy] 16 covers, including a pink and black address to Shepherdstown, WV, and two covers in
blue to North Haven, ME; a couple with fancy cancels; mixed condition, F.-V.F., please inspect, try doing this with
e-mail (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1434

1435

1434 )
[Carriage] Camden, NJ, Chas. S. Caffrey’s Light Carriage, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue grid with matching
Camden, NJ, c.d.s.; addressed to Harrisburg, PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1435 )
[Cemetery] Brooklyn, NY, James Sharkey Monuments, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel with Brooklyn,
NY, c.d.s., on blue cameo ad cover addressed to West Rutland, VT, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1436

1437

1436 )
[Cemetery] Sing Sing, NY, Westchester Marble & Lime Co, 3¢ (#65) fancy cancelled with Sing Sing,
NY, c.d.s.; cover addressed to New York City; with contents; spindle hole at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1437 )
[Circus] New York City, Barnum’s Hall Museum, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel & New York c.d.s.; addressed to Harrisburgh, IN; incorrectly sent to Harrisburgh, OH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1438 )
[Clothing] 12 covers, includes illustrated umbrella ad cover for Isaac Smith’s Son & Co., New York; illustrated ad cover for Tracy & Bristol, St. Louis; illustrated ad cover for soles and heels for Calvin How, Boston; ad
cover for mitts and gloves for J.C. & H.M. Leonard, Johnstown, NY; mixed condition; all franked with #65, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1439 )
[Clothing] Philadelphia, PA, G.H. Garden Hats & Caps, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Uniontown, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1440

1441

1440 )
[Coins] Philadelphia, PA, Mason & Co. Coins, Stamps, Autographs, two 3¢ (#65) tied by blue cork
cancel with Philadelphia c.d.s.; cover illustration shows coin and stamp; addressed to New Brunswick, NJ; reduced
at right affecting stamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1441 )
[College] Alfred Centre, NY, Alfred University, 3¢ (#65) with cork cancel and Alfred Centre c.d.s. (S/R
5); illustrated ad cover addressed to Sartwell, PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1442 )
[College] Bridgewater, MA, Bridgewater College, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with red Bridgewater,
MA, c.d.s. alongside; illustrated ad cover addressed to Fall River, MA, with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1443 )
[College] Philadelphia, PA, Girard College, 1¢ (#63) & 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s., addressed
to Kennet Square, PA; blue illustration of horse-drawn trolley on reverse; mounting stains, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1444 )
[College] Washington County, NY, Fort Edward Institute, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Fort Edward, NY, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Schenectady, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1445

1446

1445 )
[Drug] Philadelphia, PA, French Richards & Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with Philadelphia, PA,
c.d.s.; cover addressed to Columbia, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1446 )
[Express Co.] New York, Merchant’s Western Line, pair of 3¢ (#65) one with fancy cancel and one with
New York c.d.s., on illustrated ad cover with train and steamer addressed to Buffalo, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1447

1448

1447 )
[Fire Engines] Seneca Falls, NY, Cow ing & Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by Seneca Falls c.d.s., on illustrated ad
cover showing pump fire engine; addressed to Galena, IL, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1448 )
[Fire Engines] Seneca Falls, NY, Rumsey & Co Pump & Fire Engine Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel with Seneca Falls, NY, c.d.s.; cover addressed to Salmon Falls, NH; with matching illustrated letterhead, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1449 )
[Food & Drink] 15 produce covers, includes allover illustrated ale ad cover for Sands’ Cream Ale,
Cleveland, OH; allover illustrated ad cover for Sicklen & Walker Grocers, Burlington, VT; allover illustrated bakery
ad cover for R. Mason & Sons, Baltimore, MD; allover illustrated ad cover for H.G. Hotchkiss & Co. Pearl Barley, Lyons, NY; illustrated baking products ad cover for Thomas Andrews & Co., New York City; mixed condition, all
franked with #65; inspection encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1450

1451

1450 )
[Food & Drink] New York City, Metropolitan Mills Coffee & Teas, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with New
York c.d.s., on red scallop cameo ad cover addressed to New Haven, CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1451 )
[Food & Drink] Philadelphia, PA, W & N Shugard Wholesale Confectioner, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s. on cameo ad cover addressed to Milray, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1452 )
[Fraternal] 3 Templar covers, includes “Independent Order of Good Templars” with several children in
design, “Independent Order of Good Templars/Social Combination Against Intemperance” and “Independent Order of Good Templars/Grand Lodge of Illinois”, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1453

1455

1453 )
[Glass] New York Brooklyn Green Glass Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s. and cork cancel, on
overall illustrated ad cover addressed to Rochester, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1454 )
[Government] 18 covers, includes cover with red British Consulate handstamps; voter register for Portland, ME; U.S. Internal Revenues; Office Collector U.S. Internal Revenue, Idaho; General Treasurer’s Office, RI;
Office of United States Assessor; Sheriff’s Office Ohio; nice selection, mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1455 )
[Government] Official Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Senate Chamber (65), 1861, 3¢ rose
cancelled, Crossed Lines manuscript Pre-Cancel of Harrisburgh Pa on cover addressed to Cross Creek Village Pa,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1456

1457

1456 )
[Gun & Powder] American Arms Co, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by scarce Boston MA machine cancel on illustrated postal card of shotgun addressed to New York NY; couple of trivial ink smears in message, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1457 )
[Gun & Pow der] Baltimore, MD, Merrill Patent Fire Arm Manufacturing, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue Baltimore, MD, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover of rifle; addressed to Sandy Spring, MD; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1458

1459

1458 )
[Gun & Pow der] Colt’s Breech Loading Shot Gun, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Philadelphia PA duplex on illustrated postal card of shot gun addressed to New York City NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1459 )
[Gun & Pow der] Du Pont Smokeless, 2¢ (301) tied by Freemansburg PA duplex, on multicolored illustrated ad cover of gamebird, addressed to Easton PA, with additional text advertising on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1460

1461

1460 )
[Gun & Powder] Hunter Arms Co, 3¢ (502) tied by 1917 Fulton NY machine cancel on illustrated cover
of retriever with bird, addressed to Philadelphia PA, with additional advertising text and illustration on reverse; small
piece of backflap missing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1461 )
[Gun & Pow der] John P. Lovell & Sons, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Boston MA cds on illustrated postal card
of pistol addressed to Bridgeport CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1462

1464

1462 )
[Gun & Pow der] Keene, NH, Geo. O. Leonard Manufacturer of Rifles, two 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancels on illustrated ad cover addressed to “Examing Committee on Rifles”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1463 )
[Gun & Powder] Martinville VA, Winchester Repeating Rifles, 2¢ (253) tied by 1902 Martinsville VA
duplex, on multicolor illustrated ad cover, addressed to VA; paper wrinkling lower left corner, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1464 )
[Gun & Pow der] New Model Derringer, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Philadelphia PA duplex on illustrated
postal card of deringer addressed to Bridgeport CT; ink docketing at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1465

1466

1465 )
[Gun & Pow der] New Model Derringer, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Philadelphia PA duplex on illustrated
postal card of deringer addressed to Bridgeport CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1466 )
[Gun & Pow der] New York, Geo. Smith’s Three Barrel Burglar Shooter, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid with
New York c.d.s. on illustrated cover of shooter, addressed to New York, with 9¾" by 12" ad; splits at folds, F.-V.F.,
scarce and attractive.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1467

1468

1467 )
[Gun & Powder] Peters Shells and Cartridges, 2¢ (319) tied by Lousiville KY machine cancel on multicolored illustrated cover of hunters resting, addressed to Kossuth IN, with additional advertising text on reverse; tiny
stain lower left corner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1468 )
[Gun & Pow der] Spencer Repeating Shot Gun, 2¢ (279B) tied by New York NY duplex on illustrated
cover of shotgun and target balls, addressed to Middlebury VT, with additional advertising text on reverse; reduced
at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1469 )
[Hardware] 20 covers, includes illustrated ad cover for C.H. Tobey Hardware Depot, Eau Claire, WI; illustrated ad cover of stove for Sheldon & Greene, Troy, NY; allover illustrated ad cover for Pratt & Co., Buffalo, NY;
illustrated ad cover for clothes wringer for R.C. Browning, New York City; and illustrated ad cover for Goss &
Phillips, Chicago, IL; mixed condition; all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1470 )
[Hardware] La Crosse, WI, Lloyd & Supplee, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with La Crosse, WI,
c.d.s.; cover addressed to Black River Falls, WI; reduced at left, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1471 )
[Home Products] 10 covers, includes illustrated ad cover of bed for Putnam’s Improved Spring Bed,
Boston; illustrated ad cover of school furniture for Henry M. Sherwood, Chicago, with allover map on reverse; illustrated allover ad cover for chairs for W. Mason & Co., New York; and illustrated ad cover for clocks for American
Clock Co., Cortland, NY; mixed condition, all franked with #65; a promising holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site.)
Estimate $300 - 400

1472

1473

1472 )
[Home Products] Boscobel, WI, Bissell Carpet Sweeper, 3¢ (#65) tied by Boscobel, WI, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Grand Rapids, MI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1473 )
[Home Products] New York City, Robert Graves & Co French Goods, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel
with New York c.d.s.; on allover illustrated ad cover addressed to Newark, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1474 )
[Hotel] 35 covers, includes illustrated for National Hotel Livery Stables, Washington, DC; City Hotel,
Taunton, MA; Astor House, New York; illustrated on reverse for Stafford Springs House, Stafford, CT; and allover
illustrated for Memphremagoy House, Newport, VT; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1475 )
[Hotel] Baltimore, MD, Barnum’s City Hotel, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue target cancel and Baltimore c.d.s. on
cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI; illustration of hotel on reverse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1476 )
[Hotel] Binghamton, NY, Spaulding House, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Marathon, NY, c.d.s. on
cover addressed to Syracuse, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1477 )
[Hotel] Burlington, VT, American Hotel, 3¢ (#65) tied by Burlington, VT, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover
addressed to Wallingford, VT, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1478 )
[Insurance] 12 covers, includes Aetna, Merchants’ Insurance, Arctic Insurance Company of New York
allover illustrated, Chidester & Weed, Hartford Life Insurance allover illustrated, Phoenix, The Home Life illustrated,
The Washington Life Insurance illustrated, and the F.S. Phelps Marine Insurance illustrated; mixed condition,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1479 )
[Insurance] Hartfordc CT, The Hartford Fire Insurance Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Hartford
c.d.s. alongside; cover addressed to Boston, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1480

1483

1480 )
[Insurance] New Haven, CT, Home Insurance Company, 3¢ (#114) tied by cork cancel to allover green
insurance ad cover; with New Haven, CT, c.d.s.; addressed to Lodi, WI, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1481 )
[Insurance] New Haven, CT, Homer Insurance Company, 3¢ (#65) cork-cancelled with New Haven,
CT, c.d.s.; overall ad cover addressed to Shelbyville, KY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1482 )
[Insurance] New York, Merchants Protective Union, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s., on overall illustrated ad cover addressed to Keyport, NJ, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1483 )
[Jewelry] New York City, Tiffany & Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel with New York
c.d.s.; addressed to Windsor, VT, with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1484 )
[Leather] Philadelphia, PA, Edward Evans & Co Morocco, Kid & Fancy Leather, 3¢ (#65) tied by
Philadelphia c.d.s., addressed to Elkton, MD, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1485 )
[Manufacturer] 35 covers, includes illustrated stove ad cover for Myers, Rouse & Co of Cleveland, OH;
illustrated lathe ad cover for F.S. Perkins, Lowell, MA; illustrated woodworking machinery cover for H.B. Smith,
Lowell, MA; illustrated map cover for Portable Gang Saw Mills in Lowell; illustrated gas light machine cover for Monroe & Smith of New York City; illustrated steam pump cover for Knowles Steam Pump Works in Warren, MA; etc.;
mixed condition, all franked with #65; a terrific holding—review is essential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1486 )
[Manufacturer] Branford, CT, Malleable Iron Fittings, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid cancel with
Branford c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Boston; with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1487

1488

1487 )
[Manufacturer] The Claremont Manuf’g Co., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by circular grid on Leeds and Franklin
patent cover with lattice under the stamp; attractive red corner card at upper left; addressed to Proctorsville, VT,
Extremely Fine, one of, if not the, finest quality Leeds & Franklin patents remaining, ex-Gabriel.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1488 )
[Manufacturer] New York, Thomas Andrews Manufacturers, 3¢ (#65) tied by crossroads cancel with
New York c.d.s., on illustrated ad cover of chemicals, addressed to Townsend, MA; with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1489 )
[Map] Civil War Patriotic Supplies & Maps, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue target cancel and Chicago c.d.s.;
items listed for sale include War Maps, Union Stationery Packages, engravings, Union envelopes and paper;
Prang’s books, Officers of our Union Army and Navy and Portraits of Prominent Characters; addressed to Lowell,
MA; reduced at right, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1490 )
[Medical] 11 covers, includes Bush & Stafford Druggists illustrated ad cover, J. Weeks MD ad cover, Z.
Locke & Co ad cover, The American Mills Drugs Powdered ad cover, Artificial Leg Depots ad cover, Jacob S.
Merrell Medicines illustrated ad cover, Dr. Walbeck’s Hair Restorative ad cover, Brown Weber & Graham Wholesale Druggists illustrated ad cover, H.H. Hay Apothecary illustrated ad cover, etc.; mixed condition, all franked with
#65; inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site.)
Estimate $500 - 750
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1491

1493

1491 )
[Medical] Green Spring, OH, Dr. J.L. Brown, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue WV c.d.s., on ad cover addressed to
doctor in Green Spring, OH; a charming ad cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1492 )
[Mining] Nye River, NV, El Dorado Silver Mining Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Philadelphia
c.d.s., on ad cover addressed to New York City, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1493 )
[Mining] Pottsville, PA, The Miner’s Journal, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Pottsville, PA c.d.s.; addressed to Beach Haven, PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1494

1495

1494 )
[Mining] San Francisco, CA, California Mining & Metallurgical Company, pair 3¢ (#65) tied by two
strikes of San Francisco Cog Wheel with San Francisco c.d.s. and “6" debit; cover addressed to Danielsonville, CT,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1495 )
[Mining] Schuylkill, PA, Glenville Colliery, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with Philadelphia c.d.s. on cover
addressed to New London, CT; illustration on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1496 )
[Mining] Wilkes Barre, PA, Warriour Run Mining Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by target on ad cover addressed to Flemington, NJ; with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $150 - 200
1497 )
[Music] Springfield, IL, Duprez & Green Minstrels, 3¢ (#65) tied by target and Springfield, IL, c.d.s.; on
illustrated ad cover addressed to Syracuse, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1498 )
[Musical Instruments] 4 covers, allover illustrated ad cover for Horace Waters & Co. Pianos & Melodeons, illustrated ad cover T.H. Dinsmore Pianos & Melodeons, illustrated ad cover Wittemores Cottage Organs
and Piano Fortes, and illustrated ad cover E & GG Hook Organ Builders; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1499

1502

1499 )
[Newspaper] Fall River, MA, Almy & Milne Job Printers, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with Fall River
c.d.s. on illustrated cover showing view of Fall River; addressed to East Greenwich, RI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1500 )
[Newspaper] New York, John C. Stockwell Old Newspapers, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel and New
York c.d.s. on ad cover addressed to Red Lion, DE, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1501 )
[Newspaper] Saint Paul, MN, The Saint Paul Press, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel, with Saint Paul
c.d.s., on allover ad cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1502 )
[Nursery] Madison, WI, Lake Side Nurseries, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel & Madison c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1503 )
[Nursery] Rochester, NY, James Vick Grower & Importer, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel and Rochester
c.d.s. on ad cover addressed to Baltimore, MD, with illustrated billhead, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1504 )
[Oil] Cleveland, OH, Rock Oil Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with Cleveland c.d.s., cover addressed to Henid, OH, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1505

1506

1505 )
[Oil] Corry, PA, Kent Brothers Manufacturers of Oil, 3¢ (#65) tied by Corry c.d.s. on overall illustrated
ad cover addressed to Clear Creek, NY; reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1506 )
[Perfumery] Philadelphia, PA, Harrison’s Columbian Perfumery and Ink, two 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Red Hook, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1507

1509

1507 )
[Photography] Boston, MA, Bricher & Russell Photographers, 3¢ (#65) cork-cancelled on overall ad
cover, with red Boston c.d.s.; addressed to New York City, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1508 )
[Printing & Publishing] 27 covers, includes Thurston Steam Printer, Portland, ME; blind-embossed ad
for Gleason’s Literature Companion, Boston, MA; allover illustrated ad cover for Phonographic Institute of
Cincinnati; allover illustrated ad cover for Boston Journal; allover illustrated cover for The Golden Era, San Francisco; and allover illustrated ad cover for American Agriculturist, New York City; mixed condition, some with contents, all franked with #65; a premium selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1509 )
[Printing & Publishing] Chambersburg, PA, Shryock & Smith Publishers, 3¢ (#65) tied by target
cancel with red Chambersburg, PA, c.d.s.; illustrated overall ad cover addressed to Philadelphia; expertly restored,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1510 )
[Printing & Publishing] Franklin Square NY, Harper & Brothers Publishers, two allover ad covers in
gray and beige, each with 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s.; one addressed to Poughkeepsie, NY, and one to
Cazenovia, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1511 )
[Printing & Publishing] H. P. Tasker & Co., 3¢ red, F. grill (#65) tied by Cumberland, MD Oct 21 duplex
cancel with target killer on 1868 orange corner card with boxed “E. N. Zevely, Engraver and Printer” imprint on
backflap, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1512 )
[Printing & Publishing] Hartford, CT, Case, Lockwood & Co Publishers & Printers, three illustrated
ad covers, all to Elmira NY, in green, blue & black; black ad has a stain, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1513

1514

1513 )
[Printing & Publishing] Pottsville, PA, The Miner’s Journal, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel and Pottsville
c.d.s.; on illustrated ad cover addressed to Beach Haven, PA; additional illustration and ads for Bannan & Ramsey
on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1514 )
[Printing & Publishing] Trenton, NJ, Comic Delineator, 3¢ (#65) cork-cancelled with Trenton, NJ,
c.d.s., on illustrated overall ad cover addressed to Meadville, NJ, with matching illustrated letter sheet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1515

1516

1515 )
[Publication] Philadelphia, PA, Godey’s Lady’s Book, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s. on cameo
ad cover addressed to Newport, ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1516 )
[Quack Medicine] New York, Water Cure and Hygeio Therapeutic College, 1¢ (#63) and 3¢ (#65) tied
by New York c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Newtown, CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1517 )
[Railroad] 23 covers, includes allover illustrated ad cover for John Ashcroft’s Railway & Engineer Supplies, New York City; allover illustrated ad cover for G. & D. Cook & Co. General Forwarding Agency, New York City;
illustrated ad cover for locomotive for Manchester Locomotive Works, Manchester, NH; corner ad cover for Illinois
Central Railroad Co., Chicago, IL; corner ad cover for A & G W Railway Locomotive Car Departments; and corner
ad cover for Cameron, Barkley & Co. Railroad Supply & Co., Charleston, SC; mixed condition, all franked with #65,
F.-V.F., a very attractive lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1518

1522

1518 )
[Railroad] New York City, Camden & Amboy Railroad Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with
New York c.d.s.; red scallop cameo ad cover with train design; addressed to Berlin Rensselaer, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
The Camden & Amboy Railroad is one of the six oldest railways in America.
1519 )
[Religious] 4 covers, comprising allover illustrated Tract House, Boston; ad cover for Methodist Book
Concern, New York City; allover illustrated American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Boston; and
allover illustrated Methodist Episcopal Sunday School Union, New York; a pleasant lot to view, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1520 )
[School] 6 covers, stamp collar illustrated C.C. College, Terre Haute, IN; allover illustrated ad cover St.
Mary’s Academy, St. Joseph, IN; corner ad cover Green Springs School, AL; corner ad cover Commercial College,
Poultney, VT; allover reverse ad cover for Bryant Stratton & Co Commercial College; allover illustrated reverse The
Suburban Home School, New Haven, CT; mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1521 )
[Sewing Machines] 5 covers, comprising Willcox & Gibbs illustrated ad cover, Hemmer & Shield hand
sewing ad cover, Sumner & Co Sewing Machines, Leonard Brothers Sewing Machine blind-embossed ad cover
and, as a bonus, an anti-tobacco propaganda cover; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1522 )
[Slave] Baltimore, MD, Moral & Educational Improvement of the Colored People, 3¢ (#65) tied by
fancy cancel with Baltimore c.d.s. on corner ad cover addressed to Royal Oak, MD, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1523 )
[Stamp Collar] Butte City M.T., Bonner Mercantile Company, 2¢ (#U277) with brown stamp collar,
cancelled by Butte City MT duplex, addressed to New York City; backstamped; soiling and edge wear at right,
F.-V.F., scarce advertising collar.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1524

1525

1524 )
[Stamps] Skowhegan, ME, T.H. Dinsmore Revenue Stamps, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by solid star with
Skowhegan, ME, c.d.s.; illustration of eagle & shield and piano; addressed to Solon, ME, Very Fine, a gorgeous example of this well-known advertising cover.
Estimate $500 - 750
1525 )
[Stove & Furnace] Kansas City, MO, James F. McAdow Wholesale Stoves, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with Kansas City, MO, c.d.s. on ad cover addressed to Chilicothe, OH; reverse has allover billboard ad, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1526

1527

1526 )
[Tea] New York City, The Great American Tea Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel with New York c.d.s.;
addressed to Titusville, NJ, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1527 )
[Telephone] Cleveland, OH, Holcomb’s Improved Amplifying Telephones, 1¢ (#206) tied by cork
cancel on allover illustrated ad cover with additional advertising on reverse; addressed to Chillicothe, OH, F.-V.F., a
very early ad for this instrument.
Estimate $300 - 400
1528 )
[Temperance] 25 American Tract Society covers, mostly illustrated, with three early covers from
Boston, MA; then four with scripture verses, two rebus covers, 22 with additional vignettes on reverse; well annotated, a Bronze-winner at the 2004 Northeastern Federation Club Show, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1529 )
[Temperance] Intemperance Is The Bane of Society, 3¢ (#65) target-cancelled with Whatley, MA,
c.d.s.; on allover propaganda design; addressed to Guilford, VT; light overall wear, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1530 )
[Tobacco] 4 covers, for H.W. Benton & Co., New York City; L.L. Armistead, Lynchburg, VA; M. Marx,
New Orleans, LA; and Albert Austin, Suffield, CT; mixed condition, all franked with #65; examine, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1531

1533

1531 )
[Tobacco] Chicago, IL, Wigwam Tobacco, pair of 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancels on illustrated ad cover
addressed to Northbridge, MA, with writing on the reverse and inside panels, F.-V.F., uncommon.
Estimate $150 - 200
1532 )
[Tobacco] New York, S. Jacoby & Co Cigar Manufacturer, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid cancel with
New York c.d.s.; allover ad cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
1533 )
[Tobacco] Utica, NY, Stephen Sherwood Cigars, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Utica, NY, c.d.s.
on blue illustration of Indian cameo ad cover; addressed to Schuyler’s Lake, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

1534

1536

1534 )
[Tourism] Top of Mount Washington, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Gorham, MA, c.d.s. on cover addressed to Chicago; allover illustration on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1535 )
[Unusual] 18 covers, includes ad cover for phonography & shorthand; Salem, MA, ad cover for burglar
alarms; Boston allover illustrated ad cover for art gallery; Boston ad cover for fireworks (with contents); Quincy, IL,
ad cover for stoves; Portsmouth, NH, toy store; two blind-embossed ad covers, and two billboard ad covers; all different, mixed condition; please review, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1536 )
[Unusual] Hand colored envelope with three pyramids, 3¢ (U1) with blue Norwichtown CT cds addressed to Hatfield MA, with hand drawn cachet & collar for indicia, very attrative, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1537

1538

1537 )
[Unusual] Hand-Drawn Cover, Farmer Carrying Hog, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on
cover addressed to Groveland, MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1538 )
[Unusual] Hand-Drawn Flower & Leaf to Tunnel City, WI, cover franked 3¢ (#65), cancelled by grid
with Springfield Cross Roads, PA, c.d.s. (S/R 5) and addressed to Tunnel City, WI; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1539

1540

1539 )
[Unusual] Hand-Illustrated with Man Surrounded by Angels, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with East
Hampton, MA, c.d.s. alongside; hand-illustrated design of man in sailor’s cap (?) with three angels overhead; addressed to Boston, MA; attractive, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1540 )
[Weather Vanes] New York City, Cushing & White’s Celebrated Waltham Weather Vanes, 3¢ (#65)
tied by fancy cancel with New York c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Waltham, MA; additional ad and illustrations on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1541 )
Cameo ad covers, an attractive selection of eighteen covers, including illustrated carriage manufacturer
Isaac Cronce, Milford, NJ; illustrated furniture & bedding Kite & Walton, Philadelphia; illustrated flour & grain
Boschen & Middendorf, New York City; illustrated hardware & cutlery Schmitz & Morleys, East Saginaw, MI; blue
shield cameo Eagle Foundry, Mount Holly, NJ; blue cameo ad Spring Foundry, Richmond, IN; illustrated envelope
manufacturer Samuel Raynor, New York; and red shield Metropolitan Mills, New York; mixed condition, all franked
with #65; perusal please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1542 )
Advertising cover balance, includes Photography Studio in West Eau Claire, WI; illustrated Office of
The New York Map & Atlas Survey; Brown University Class of 1868; West Westminster, VT, with hand-drawn contents; Jordan Marsh & Co., Boston; allover illustrated Williamson, Haynes & Co. Forwarding & Commission Merchants; etc.; mixed condition, examination urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1543 )
States advertising covers, 7, includes allover illustrated cover of eagle for Illinois, illustrated State of
New York, allover illustrated cover for Maine, allover illustrated cover for the 40th Congress, and illustrated ad cover
for Executive Department Rhode Island; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Exposition Covers
1544 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, 6 covers, including one with #230 & 233 with World’s Fair handstamp addressed to Germany: #230 tied to U348 with Manhattan Day cachet; and a #232 tied to a U284 with Chicago Day cachet; fresh clean lot, please view, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1545 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, 7 post cards comprising Government Building to Germany, Machinery
Building to Germany, Administration Building to London, plus Horticultural Building, Administration Building, Government Building and a Naval Exhibit card with Bomar cancellation C93-12; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1546 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, 10 ad covers; includes corner ad cover for The Mercantile National Bank
(4), ad cover for Cuyler Morgan & Co., E.F. Gambs Coin & Stamp Dealer corner ad cover, corner ad cover for
Griffiths & Co Manufacturing Chemists, and ad cover for Samuel and Company Stationers, mixed condition; two of
the Mercantile National Bank covers have sunning, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1547 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, official souvenir postal cards, ten different exposition cards with original envelope, includes Series 1 design 1-6, 8-10, and Goldsmith Series Miner Bldg, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $350 - 500
1548 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, official souvenir postal cards, set of ten set #2, bright & colorful, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1549 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, tickets, eight tickets, two Washington portrait, three Lincoln portrait, two
Columbus Portrait and an Indian Chief, attractive lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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Campaign Covers

1550

1551

1550 )
1856, John Fremont campaign cover, 3¢ horizontal pair (#11) tied by New York c.d.s. on cover addressed to Chillicothe OH, Very Fine. Bischel 242. Walcott 530.
Estimate $200 - 300
1551 )
1856, John Fremont campaign cover, 3¢ (#11) tied by blue Bethel ME c.d.s., on cover with Fremont
portrait at left, addressed to Rockland ME, Very Fine. Bischel 246. Walcott 540 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1552

1553

1552 )
1860, Lincoln campaign cover, six covers, comprising “Lincoln Wrapped in the Flag” (unlisted in
Bischel or Walcott), “Beardless Lincoln in Ornate Frame (With Drawn-in Beard)” (Bischel-310, Walcott-158),
“Bearded Portrait” (Bischel-392, Walcott-199), “Lincoln & Johnson Framed Portraits” (Bischel-408, Walcott-215),
“Beardless Framed Portrait” (Bischel-351, Walcott-189), and an ad cover with contents for publisher of Lincoln’s
paper, a gorgeous offering; mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1553 )
1860, beardless Lincoln campaign cover, 3¢ (#26) tied by Neenah, WI, c.d.s., on illustrated campaign
cover addressed to Montrok, PA, F.-V.F. Walcott 194 var. Bischel 363.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1554

1555

1554 )
1860, beardless Lincoln campaign cover, 3¢ (#26) tied by indistinct c.d.s. to Lincoln-Hamlin campaign
cover addressed to East Cambridge MA; a few tiny stains, F.-V.F. Bischel 366. Walcott 196 var.
Estimate $250 - 350
1555

1864, Lincoln-Johnson presidential ballot, Ohio Union Presidential ticket with design of Lady Liberty;
“Marion County” crossed out and manuscript “Athens” inserted, with list of electors at bottom; a couple of tiny edge
flaws; comes with tally sheet envelope for 1864 election for Trumball County, OH, rare Lincoln ephemera.
Estimate $300 - 400

1556

1557

1556 )
1864, Lincoln-Johnson campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with “Detroit MI/Sep 27" c.d.s. on cover
addressed to Lexington MI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1557 )
1864, Lincoln-Johnson campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by target with New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. on
campaign cover with Union Party Platform printed on reverse; addressed to Bainbridge, NY; mounting stain on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 405 var. Walcott 229.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1558

1559

1558 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, 3¢ (#94) pen-cancelled with manuscript town cancel “Morrisville
VT” on campaign cover addressed to Bethel, VT, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 452.
Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1559 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by manuscript town cancel on purple campaign
cover addressed to New York City; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel 438. Walcott 567 var. Estimate $400 - 600

1560

1561

1560 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) with cork cancel and Milwaukee, WI, c.d.s. on campaign
cover addressed to Tanenburg, NY; edge faults and wear, F.-V.F. Bischel 446. Walcott 564var.
Estimate $200 - 300
1561 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, “We Fight It Out On This Line” (late usage), 3¢ (#147)
pen-cancelled with red Washington VT c.d.s., addressed to Chelsea VT, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Bischel
774. Walcott 582.
Estimate $400 - 600

1562 )
1876, Grant campaign cover, “Hurrah! for Grant and Good Government”, bronze, 3¢ (#184) cancelled
by target with blue (Gettysburgh? Greensburgh?) PA c.d.s., on campaign cover addressed to Hollidaysburg PA,
Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 433. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1563

1564

1563 )
1868, Seymour-Blair campaign cover, 3¢ (#94) tied by target with Livingstonville NY c.d.s., on cover
addressed to New York City, with contents, F.-V.F. Bischel 430. Walcott 588.
Estimate $250 - 350
1564 )
1868, Seymour-Blair campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by Selma, AL, c.d.s. and cork cancel, on faded
campaign cover addressed to Shelby Springs, AL, F.-V.F. Bischel 432. Walcott 589.
Estimate $250 - 350

Civil War Postal History

1565 )
c. 1838, letter from Pierre Chouteau discussing the Creek Nation enslaved, folded letter sheet carried outside the postal service, manuscript “Private”, addressed to Saint Louis MO; two-page letter discussing enslavement of the Creek Nation, and his ownership of slaves; scarce & historic; splits at folds, some reinforced, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Jean-Pierre Chouteau was a French Creole fur trader, merchant, politician, and slaveholder. An early settler of
St. Louis from New Orleans, he became one its most prominent citizens. Jean-Pierre and his half-brother
Auguste Chouteau, known as the “river barons,” adjusted to the many political changes which came about as the
town changed from Spanish rule to becoming part of the United States. They continued to create political
alliances with numerous parties. For a long time, they held monopoly rights on the lucrative fur trade with the
Osage, and they expanded their St. Louis businesses to many parts of the emerging economy. As US Indian
agent, Chouteau negotiated the Osage Treaty of 1808 on behalf of the United States government, by which the
Osage agreed to sell large portions of their lands in present-day Missouri and Arkansas in exchange for Federal
annuities.
1566

160

1839, document from Pierre Chouteau about the sale of a mulatto girl, one-page document: “For
sale for one dollar a mulatto girl, named Deborah, aged about thirty one or two”, dated 8 May 1839; splits along
folds, some repaired, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1567

1568

1567 )
c. 1861, “7 MI House O.”, oval handstamp with manuscript June 4 date, on buff cover with 3¢ rose (#65)
addressed to Reedtown, Ohio, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
During the time of the Underground Railroad, fugitive slaves were transported from the old Omar Tavern in
Seneca County to Seven Mile House, on their way to Lake Erie, where they could cross to freedom in Canada.
This is a wonderful historical cover.
1568 )
1861, Adams Express Company Port Royal, S. C., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on violet Civil
War patriotic cover illustrated with wagon full of packages and four horses (similar in style to Bischel lot 5782); double-circle “PORT ROYAL SC MAR 14” postmark at left; cover with minor toned spots and light wrinkling, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1569 )
1861, “MAILS SUSPENDED”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by “North Middletown KY May” town cancel on cover
addressed to Kesnick (Depot), Va; manuscript “O & A R R” at lower left and lightly struck oval light blue marking at
center; stamp somewhat faded and with a horizontal crease, cover with a sealed tear at upper left, otherwise Fine,
extremely scarce usage and seldom seen; with 1998 C.S.A. certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1570 )
1861-65, Old Point Comfort & Fortress Monroe postal history, presented in an album with slipcase,
five pages of writeup, and 25 covers; includes 1863 cover addressed to Cherry Flats, PA, with 4-page letter with
war content; U.S. Christian Commission corner ad cover to Providence, RI; forwarded cover from Port Huron to
Parmer, MI; cover with corner ad “Head Quarters/Dept of Virginia & North Carolina/Official Business”; and many
fancy cancels, F.-V.F., scarce & attractive (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1571

1572

1571 )
1862 (Apr.), cover to Master Mate U.S.S. Steamer Patroon, 1¢ (#63) & 3¢ (#65) tied by target and New
York NY c.d.s., with manuscript “7" for additional ship rate, on cover addressed to ”S.G. Slayton/Master Mate U.S.
Steamer Patroon/Fortress Monroe VA", with manuscript “If gone please forward”; missing backflap, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
USS Patroon (1859) was a steamer acquired by the Union Navy during the Civil War to patrol navigable
waterways of the Confederacy to prevent the South from trading with other countries.
1572 )
1862, cover to a cavalry officer at a camp near Richmond, Va., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by straightline
“REGISTERED” on cover with “PHILADELPHIA Pa AUG 1 1862” town mark at left on cover addressed to “Chief Bugler A. W. Simons, 5th Regular Cavalry, Camp near Harrison’s Landing, above Richmond Virginia”, includes original letter, plus a later letter datelined Aug 20; cover with light splitting along the bottom edge, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1573

1574

1573 )
c. 1862, looking to recover money paid for a sick slave, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with Ripley,
OH, c.d.s., addressed to Germantown, KY; asking for refund for purchased girl who was sick and died in service,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1574 )
1863, Camp Dennison, Ohio cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with “Miamiville P.O. Camp
Dennison/Apr 16/1863” c.d.s. on cover addressed to Franklin Mills, OH; also includes allover design patriotic with
Art Ward, Jr.’s, speech on front, and camp scene on reverse with soldiers using a stump dressed as Jeff Davis for
target practice; strong strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1575

1576

1575 )
1863, cover to U.S. Hospital Boat, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript “Staceyville Iowa/Aug 1st
1863” on cover addressed to U.S. Hospital Boat at Cairo, IL; straightline “Unclaimed” and manuscript “Refused” on
front; backstamped Vicksburg MISS and Cairo, IL, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1576 )
c. 1863, Union wallpaper cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by leaf cancel and Nashville, TN, c.d.s. on wallpaper
cover addressed to Philadelphia; top of cover missing, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1577 )
1864, cover from U.S. Ram Avenger, cover posted from the Avenger on Aug 11, 1864; postmarked
Cairo, IL and addressed to Washington, DC, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
On December 7, 1863, the U.S. War Department transferred to the Navy two wooden-hulled, side-wheel rams
then being built at New Albany, Indiana, for the Army’s Mississippi Marine Brigade. On taking possession of the
still-unfinished vessels, Rear Admiral David Dixon Porter—then commanding the Mississippi
Squadron—suggested that they be named Avenger and Vindicator. On December 19, Avenger was assigned to
the Mississippi River Squadron’s Third District, responsible for controlling the river between Natchez, MS, and the
mouth of the Red River. Completed late February 1864, the ship was commissioned at Cairo, IL, on Feb. 29,
Acting Volunteer Lt. Charles A. Wright in command. In May 1864, Avenger was stationed at Morganza, LA, and
carried out blockading duties between Morganza and Donaldsonville through November, when she was ordered
to help patrol the river between Vicksburg and Natchez.
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1578

1579

1578 )
1864, cover addressed to Western Virginia, three 1¢ (#63) and a 3¢ (#65), tied by Cleveland, OH,
c.d.s. and circular grid to cover addressed to Co. A, 23rd Ohio Reg, Kanawha Valley, Western VA (now West Virginia), F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1579 )
c. 1864, hand-illustrated cover of black gentleman & child, 3¢ (#65) with grid cancel and adjacent
New Berne, NC, c.d.s., on hand-illustrated cover with man in tails with child; addressed to Beaufort, NC; with contents and transcript; reduced at right affecting the stamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1580 )
1867, cover from Macon, GA with interesting content, 3¢ rose, tied by Macon Ga fancy shield cancel
with bars at top (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on 1867 ruled blue folded letter addressed to Columbus Ga; writer of letter mentions “the war closed us out of our negro property and left us without a dime”; cover with minor edge flaws,
otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1581 )
1873, three covers to 36th Colored Corps Veterans, from Fort Monroe in Virginia, all from Lieut.
James Curry at Fort Monroe, to veterans of the Corp Company “D” 36th Group or their widows, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
The 36th U.S. Colored Infantry was organized February 8, 1864, from the 2nd North Carolina Colored Infantry for
three-year service under the command of Colonel Alonzo G. Draper.
1582 )
1878, “Official Business” covers from Fortress Monroe, VA, three in total, one with corner imprint
“Office A.C.S./Fort Monroe VA/Official Business”, and two with printed instructions for return to Lieut. James Curry
if undeliverable, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1583 )
Covers to & from U.S.S. Ossipee, consisting of a cover addressed to U.S.S. Steamer Ossipee, Washington, DC, from East Freetown, MA, and a cover addressed to Auburn, NH, with manuscript “From the US Ship
Ossipee”; two-page article on the ship included, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1584 )
Civil War covers addressed to naval ships, a fleet of 14, including Ship Hope Captain Hancock; Capt.
Joseph Garten, Steamer Kennebec; Act. 3rd Asst. Engineer, U.S. Str Geranniss; Lieut. H.A. Bartlet, US Recg Ship
North Carolina; U.S. Steamer Commodore Perry, Plymouth, NC, via Roanoke Island; and Fleet Captain’s Clerk
Flag Ship Philadelphia, South Atlantic Block Squadron; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F., some rare addresses present (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1585 )
Civil War adversity covers, 7 covers, includes wallpaper cover with Thomasville, GA, c.d.s. addressed
to Savannah, GA; adversity cover made from receipt; cover to Black Rock, NY, turned and sent to Bellevue, MI;
cover from Galveston, TX to Philadelphia; and turned cover with overall ad for San Francisco clipper line, turned
and sent to Cardington, OH, F.-V.F., scarce material reasonably priced (photo on website). Estimate $500 - 750
1586 )
Civil War covers with enclosures, includes April 5, 1865, letter from Richmond describing being in the
city after surrender; May 20, 1864, letter datelined U.S. Steam Frigate with war news; September 26, 1861, on Patriotic letter sheet describing Battle of Falls Church; also a letter with a carte de visite of the letter-writer, Silas Wood;
many have news of the war or camp life, F.-V.F., excellent lot for research (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1587 )
Civil War covers, selection of 50, a wonderful holding, with addresses such as “1st Lt A Henry/Co E
25th REG USS/(Colored) Fort Pickens FL”, “Company C first Kentucky/Regt 22nd Brigade Gen Nelson/Division
Athens Alabama”, “Camp Parole Hospital/Near Annapolis/Md”, and “Rev. E.y. Warner/Chaplain 3rd O.V.C./On
Tenn River/Gen Words Division”; some interesting destinations, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1588 )
Civil War adversity covers, 7 covers: Flag of Truce cover to Camp Martin, Indianapolis, IN; cover made
from lined paper from Louisville, KY, to Bellefountaine, OH; cover made from document from Foxboro, MA, to
Cambridgeport, MA; cover made from ad from Jersey City, NJ, to Uxbridge, MA; local cover made from bank statement in Charleston, SC; homemade cover from Halifax C.H., VA used locally, and turned cover from Washington,
DC, to Middlesex, VT, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1589 )
Civil War-Era cover balance, 17 in all, including 1862 hand-drawn Patriotic cover with letter; 1863 letter
with camp life news; 1864 valentine cover; 1864 cover concerning state aid; four covers to Samuel Newton in
Vicksburg, MS; cover addressed to Joseph Holt, Judge Advocate during the Lincoln assassination trial; fancy cancel of Albany, NY, “Lincoln” in field of stars (S-E LC-NP 15); etc.; mixed condition, F.-V.F., great range of material
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1590 )
Civil War postal history balance, approximately 40 items with the ubiquitous #65, including a strip of
five on corner ad cover to Roxbury, NY; single tied by “Crockett TX” c.d.s. on folded letter sheet to Houston; single
tied by solid star fancy cancel & Galveston, TX, c.d.s. to folded letter sheet to New York; one tied by Salt Lake City,
UT, c.d.s. to cover to Canaan, NH; a hand-drawn cover & letter sheet with copy tied by blue c.d.s. addressed to East
Jaffrey, NH; single tied by target cancel and “Oneida NY” c.d.s. on bank draft to Rome, NY; #R15 cancelled on cover
with manuscript “Held for postage”; #65 tied over #73 by East Corinth, ME, c.d.s. to East Cambridge, MA; and much
more; should bring many times our low estimate; mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1591
1591 )
Civil War field cancels, 7, includes blue “Bank’s Division” c.d.s., blue “G.B.D./Mar 6" straightline and
”Chattanooga Tenn/January 13" straightline; an excellent grouping, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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Patriotic Covers
Famous People

1592

1593

1592 )
Col. Robert Anderson, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct town cancel on reverse of patriotic cover with portrait,
Fort Sumter & extract from Colonel Anderson’s speech on front; addressed to Sutton’s Point, IL; reduced at left,
F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 788. Walcott 364.
Estimate $500 - 750
1593 )
Col. E.D. Baker Killed at the Battle of Ball’s Bluff, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid on patriotic cover addressed to Northampton, MA; with Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s., F.-V.F. Bischel 793. Walcott 447.
Estimate $500 - 750

1594

1595

1594 )
Birney, Baxter & Gosline, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. to allover patriotic cover addressed to
“Sheafferstown” (Schaefferstown), PA; Upham imprint on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 811. Walcott 558.
Estimate $500 - 750
1595 )
Gen. Buell, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Ft Hamilton NY/Jun 27/1862" c.d.s. to cover addressed to Philadelphia PA,
Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Bischel 817. Walcott 520.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1596

1597

1596 )
Burnside, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Newton Centre, MA;
reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 746. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
1597 )
Burnside, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Alleghany PA/Oct 18" c.d.s. on cover, addressed to Parnassus PA; minute
stain at center, Very Fine. Bischel 746. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350

1598

1599

1598 )
Gen. Butler “Union Now & For Ever”, 3¢ (#26) tied by grid with “Hiram ME Oct 7" c.d.s. on cover addressed to Washington DC, F.-V.F., ex Walcott, Bischel, Michaels. Bischel 825. Walcott 370.
Estimate $400 - 600
1599 )
Gen. B. F. Butler, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid & “Elida OH/Dec 30" c.d.s. on cover with Butler’s portrait; addressed to Roxbury MA; opened at top & right, edge flaws, F.-V.F., ex-Walcott, Bischel. Bischel 821. Walcott 367.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1600
1600 )
Colonel Ellsworth, 3 covers, each with “He who noteth…” quotation: Bischel-665/Walcott-404;
Bischel-688/Walcott-421var; and Bischel-690/Walcott-421var; a wonderful trio of this historic figure; mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1601

1602

1601 )
Commodore Foote, U.S.N., 3¢ (#65) tied by blue “Nashville TN/Mar 22" c.d.s., on cover addressed to
Lucus OH, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Bischel 871. Walcott 392.
Estimate $400 - 600
1602 )
Com. Foote, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue “Chicago IL/Feb 6/1862” c.d.s. to cover with portrait of Foote; addressed to Weathersfield Center VT, but missent to Weathersfield, VT, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 870. Walcott 391.
Estimate $400 - 600

1603

1604

1603 )
Fremont, 3¢ (#26) cancelled by target with “Nicholasville KY/Oct 3" c.d.s. on red-and-blue campaign
cover addressed to East Liberty OH; slightly reduced at right, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 730.
Walcott 552 var.
Estimate $250 - 350
1604 )
“Lieut. Gen. U.S. Grant”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target and Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover of U.S.
Grant; addressed to Warrenville, CT, F.-V.F. Bischel 776. Walcott 585.
Estimate $600 - 800

1605 )
Harrison, with pen-cancelled #65; tear at top, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Bischel 231 var. Walcott
126 var.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1606

1607

1606 )
Lincoln & His Cabinet, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by target with Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover with
portraits of Lincoln & his cabinet; addressed to Cornwall, CT; Upham imprint on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 376.
Walcott 210.
Estimate $500 - 750
1607 )
Lincoln mourning cover “We Cherish His Memory”, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid with Medford, MA, c.d.s. on
mourning cover (Milgram AL-370) addressed to South Hadley, MA, F.-V.F.; with 1986 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

1608

1609

1608 )
McClellan “Commander of the Federal Forces on the Potomac”, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue Barboursville,
KY, c.d.s. on cover addressed to Almont, MI; reverse shows embossed design of McClellan holding flag with red &
blue piping, Very Fine. Bischel 629. Walcott 345.
Estimate $400 - 600
1609 )
Maj. Gen. McClellan, soldier’s letter (U.S.N.); envelope with red-and-blue border, with portrait of
McClellan; “Due/3” in circle; cancelled Washington DC Nov 17 1861 and addressed to Salt Point NY; tear top left,
portion of back flap and cover missing, F.-V.F. Bischel Unlisted. Walcott Unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
1610 )
Portraits of famous people, seven Patriotic Covers, including “Our Peace Commissioners”
(Bischel-765, Walcott-571var), Martha Washington Portrait (Bischel-194, Walcott-102), Major General McClellan
(Bischel-578, Walcott-308var), Fremont Portrait with Flag (Bischel-731, Walcott-552var), General Scott Flags &
Cannon (Bischel-510, Walcott-275var); mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1611

1612

1611 )
General Scott, 2 covers: comprising “Portrait in Fancy Oval” (Bischel-483, Walcott-253var) and “Lieutenant Gen Winfield Scott” (Bischel-463, Walcott-240var); great duo, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1612 )
Winfield Scott & Robert Anderson, “My Last And Best Campaign”, 1¢ (#63) pen-cancelled; violet
design of Scott & Anderson, addressed to Jacksonburg IN; top right corner of stamp added; light toning to cover,
Very Fine cover; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Bischel 470. Walcott 244 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

1613

1614

1613 )
Scott “Our Commander in Chief”, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Old Point Comfort/Jul 7” c.d.s. on patriotic cover
with allover design of General Scott; addressed to Rushford, NY; edge flaws, F.-V.F. Bischel 475. Walcott 248.
Estimate $200 - 300
1614 )
Com. Stringham, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript “Glade Farms VA/July 15" notation on patriotic cover addressed to Carmichaels PA, with design duplicated inside, F.-V.F. Bischel 975. Walcott 376.
Estimate $300 - 400

1615 )
Warren & Ellsworth, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Mercer PA/Nov 21" c.d.s. to patriotic cover with portraits of Warren
& Ellsworth, addressed to Ontonagon MI; edge flaws and reattached at sides, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Bischel 982. Walcott 414.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1616

1617

1616 )
George Washington, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Hoags
Corners, NY, F.-V.F., ex-Walcott, Bischel. Bischel 58. Walcott 12.
Estimate $400 - 600
1617 )
Martha Washington, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Miamiville OH” on allover Patriotic Cover addressed to Orwell, O,
F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Bischel 194. Walcott 102.
Estimate $600 - 800

Scenes

1618

1619

1618 )
“Benton Barracks St Louis”, 3¢ (#65) tied by St. Louis c.d.s. on patriotic cover of Benton Barracks, addressed to Vernon Centre, NY; faulty bottom edge, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1619 )
“By Land and Sea to Victory”, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with North Fairfield, OH, c.d.s. on patriotic
cover addressed to New Creek, VA (now West Virginia); manuscript routing “Via Wheeling”; reduced at left, mounting stain on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 1025. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
1620 )
Fortress Monroe, Old Point Comfort and Hygeia Hotel illustrated letter sheet, three-page letter
datelined Hampton Roads, VA, with scene of the fort and map of the area; the writer has also numbered places of interest and described them; cover with #65 tied by “Old Point Comfort VA” c.d.s.; tiny stain on first page, F.-V.F., easy
to read (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1621

1622

1621 )
“The House That Uncle Sam Built”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to South Otsetic, NY; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 1146. Walcott 643.
Estimate $300 - 400
1622 )
“Seven Soldiers in Front of Tent” Magnus design, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Washington, DC,
c.d.s., on Magnus-design patriotic cover addressed to Seely Creek, NY; cover has been expertly rebacked, Very
Fine, ex-Bischel. Bischel 1357. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750

1623

1624

1623 )
“Soldier in Camp”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled, with red New Haven, CT, c.d.s. on patriotic cover; addressed to
New Canaan, CT, F.-V.F. Bischel 3081. Walcott 1699var.
Estimate $400 - 600
1624 )
“The Soldier’s Dream of Home”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct c.d.s. on allover patriotic cover addressed to
Springfield, MA; trivial edge wear, F.-V.F. Bischel 2177. Walcott 882.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1625

1626

1625 )
“U.S. Senate” Magnus two-panel design, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover
with two green panels of U.S. Senate and the Signing of the Declaration of Independence, addressed to
Highbridge, CT, F.-V.F.; with 1965 P.F. certificate. Bischel 1211. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1626 )
“Union Volunteer Refreshment Saloon & Hospital” (65), on allover design addressed to an indistinct
address to Chambersburg in Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Very Fine. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $150 - 200

Regimental

1627

1628

1627 )
1st Regiment U.S. National Guard, 3¢ (#26) tied by Old Point Comfort c.d.s. on allover illustrated cover,
with “Due/3” rate, addressed to Guilford CT; the 3¢ due because the 1857 stamps had been invalid since August
1861; lower left corner flaw, F.-V.F. Bischel 2478. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
1628 )
“Rail Road Reg’t 89th Ill Vols”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Nashville, TN, c.d.s. on patriotic cover
with train; addressed to Rock Island, IL; reduced at right, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Bischel
2293. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1629

1630

1629 )
“Seventh U.S. Heavy Artillery (Colored)/Department of the Gulf”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with
New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. on military imprint cover; addressed to Old Saybrook, CT, F.-V.F. Estimate $350 - 500
1630 )
“Tiger Regiment B.L.I. 43rd Mass Vols”, 3¢ (#65) tied by New Bern, NC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to West Bridgewater, MA; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 2382. Walcott 1406.
Estimate $300 - 400

States

1631

1632

1631 )
“Indiana” Larrance state envelope, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid with “Cincinnati OH” c.d.s. on Patriotic cover
addressed to Springfield, OH; obverse has list of counties, reverse has map of Indiana, F.-V.F., rare item. Bischel
unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
1632 )
“The Loyal States: Massachusetts”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct blue c.d.s. on blue allover patriotic
cover, addressed to North Stratford, NH; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 3170. Walcott 1831.
Estimate $400 - 600

1633 )
“The Loyal Union: Ohio”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. & circular grid addressed to Boston,
MA, Very Fine, ex-Bischel. Bischel 3302. Walcott 1813.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1634

1635

1634 )
“Ohio For The Union” Magnus design, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel to multicolored two-panel patriotic
cover of woman with sheaf of wheat & flag and Ohio state shield; with Old Point Comfort, VA, c.d.s.; addressed to
Roscoe, OH; light toning, F.-V.F. Bischel 3295. Walcott 1656.
Estimate $400 - 600
1635 )
“Philadelphia” Magnus two-panel design, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. to multicolored patriotic cover with map of the city and a second panel showing soldier & sailor; addressed to Chicago, IL; has been refolded & restored, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Caricatures

1636

1637

1636 )
“A Fireman Zouave Putting Out Secession”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by target cancel with Port Royal, VA,
c.d.s. on patriotic cover of Zouave hosing southerner; addressed to Peakskill, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel
1914. Walcott 1144.
Estimate $600 - 800
1637 )
“All I Want Is To Be Let A Loan”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Fairfield, CT, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Newport, RI; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel 1982. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400

1638 )
“Away Down South In Dixie”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Skippackville, PA; straightline “Ship”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1639

1640

1639 )
“Come Back Here You Black Rascal”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with Lockport, NY, c.d.s. on
patriotic cover addressed to Seneca Falls, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel 1607. Walcott 1177.
Estimate $400 - 600
1640 )
“Falcon on Branch” Billy Seward Esq., 3¢ (#65) tied by Worcester, MA, c.d.s. on cover addressed to
Swanzey, NH, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400

1641

1642

1641 )
“The First Secessionist”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Springfield, MA, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Rolla,
MO, F.-V.F. Bischel 2007. Walcott 1101.
Estimate $300 - 400
1642 )
“J.D. His Marque”, 3¢ (#26) tied by grid with “Yellow Springs O” c.d.s. on Patriotic Cover addressed to
Spring Valley, OH, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Bischel 2030. Walcott 1006.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1643 )
“J.D. His Marque”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Port Royal, VA, c.d.s. to patriotic cover with “Due 3" straightline; addressed to Plantsville, CT; repaired at right edge, F.-V.F. Bischel 2033. Walcott 1008.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1644

1645

1644 )
“Jeff. chew ing the Secession Flag-Root”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s.
on cover with patriotic design; addressed to New York City; Walcott-1120, Bischel-2078, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1645 )
“Jeff. Davis Going to War”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. to patriotic cover addressed to Buffalo, NY, F.-V.F. Bischel 1778. Walcott 934var.
Estimate $500 - 750

1646

1647

1646 )
“Missouri Compromise Introduced by Gen. Lyon”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Georgetown, DC, c.d.s. to patriotic cover with Cannon & Soldiers design; addressed to Waynesboro, PA, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 1426.
Walcott 821.
Estimate $300 - 400
1647 )
“Old Secesh”, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York grid and c.d.s., on Patriotic Cover with alligator addressed to
Wayland, MA, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750

1648 )
“Or Any Other Man”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct c.d.s. to patriotic cover of Uncle Sam choking a snake;
addressed to Albion, ME, F.-V.F. Bischel 2096. Walcott 975.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1649

1650

1649 )
“Plenty of Drumming, But No Recruits”, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with indistinct c.d.s. on patriotic
cover, addressed to Rock, MA; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 1805. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
1650 )
“Scott’s Tactics - Stopping Up the Rat Holes”, 3¢ rose pink (#64b) tied by blue “Cincinnati O Sep 6”
duplex postmark with open grid killer on violet cover (type of Bischel 1899, Walcott 962 var) addressed to Philadelphia, PA; large two-line “ADVd/ 1 Ct.” at center, with original enclosure; cover with trivial spotting and opened
slightly roughly at upper right, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1651

1652

1651 )
“The Southerner as He Was”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grill with Gallipolis, OH, on patriotic cover
addressed to Lowell, OH; expertly restored, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 1925. Walcott 1126.
Estimate $300 - 400
1652 )
“Them pesky Treason fellers hev got to hev more rope…”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. on patriotic cover of Uncle Sam spinning rope; addressed to Miamitown, OH; reduced at left, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel
1674. Walcott 911var.
Estimate $300 - 400

1653 )
“Washwoman Davis—Lor bless my soul…”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with Saratoga
Springs, NY, c.d.s. on patriotic cover; addressed to South Wales, NY, F.-V.F. Bischel 1605var. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1654

1655

1654 )
“Whar is Massa Jeff Now”, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with Minneapolis, MN, c.d.s. on patriotic cover
addressed to Providence, RI; trivial edge tear at top, F.-V.F. Bischel 1611var. Walcott 1047var.
Estimate $400 - 600
1655 )
“Why Don’t You Take It ?”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to New
York City, NY, F.-V.F. Bischel 1455. Walcott 917var.
Estimate $300 - 400

Miscellaneous

1656

1657

1656 )
Sailor & female with flag - Adams Express, manuscript “By adams express $.12/Soldiers package”
and “Paid 2/6", on Patriotic Cover addressed to Columbia, PA; reverse has five wax seals; bottom left corner missing where seal was removed, otherwise F.-V.F., rare usage. Bischel 3743. Walcott 1972. Estimate $250 - 350
1657 )
Soldier and lady saying farewell with Cupid at right, red design on yellow 7¼" x 4 7/8" envelope with
overall scene; franked with 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s.; addressed to PA, with multicolored enclosure
showing flags and tent, with transcript of poem, F.-V.F., ex Bischel, Walcott. Bischel 2114. Walcott 2380.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1658

1659

1658 )
Soldier writing letter - Western Department, 3¢ (#65) tied by Nashville, TN, c.d.s. to blue overall patriotic cover addressed to Madrid, ME, F.-V.F. Bischel 2961. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $400 - 600
1659 )
“The War For The Union”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct c.d.s. on patriotic cover with design of sailor, flag
and eagle addressed to East Rushford, NY; blind-embossed ad on flap for “John Davis/Bookseller/Hannibal MO”,
F.-V.F. Bischel 3767. Walcott 1988 var.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1660

1661

1660 )
Soldier’s Farewell, 5 covers: “Soldier & Sweetheart at Trellace” (Bischel-2125, Walcott-850var), “Soldier & Sweetheart at Trellace” with J.R. Hawley imprint (Bischel-2127, Walcott-851var), “The Soldier’s Dream of
Home” (Bischel-2166, Walcott-864), “The Girl I Left Behind Me” (Bischel-2120, Walcott-840var) and “The Parting
Moment” (Bischel-2120var, Walcott-840var); mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1661 )
“Liberty Holding Sword & Scales”, 3¢ (#65, removed and hinged at left to uncover R.B. Nichol Author
ad), with Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 3992var. Walcott 2302var.
Estimate $400 - 600

1662 )
Standing female figure with ship & flag, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Washington DC c.d.s. on patriotic
cover addressed to Plymouth Hollow CT; edge flaws, F.-V.F. Bischel 3960. Walcott 2213. Estimate $150 - 200
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1663

1664

1663 )
“Onward To Victory”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Annapolis Junction, MD, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Hardwick, MA; with illustrated letter sheet with camp life content, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott 2595 var.
Estimate $500 - 750
1664 ())
Angell Correspondence, portion of envelope, 2¢ (#73), 3¢ (#65) and a pair of 12¢ (#69) tied to a portion of patriotic cover by Circle-of-Vs cancel, from the famous Dr. Angell Correspondence; the 29¢ rate is for a letter
to Austria via Germany, F.-V.F., historic item.
Estimate $400 - 600

1665

1666

1665 )
“History Of Our Flag”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Brimfield, IL; minor edge flaws, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 5582. Walcott 2833.
Estimate $400 - 600
1666 )
“Oh! flag of my heart…”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Fitchburg, MA; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel Unlisted. Walcott 633var.
Estimate $400 - 600

1667 )
Overall waving flag, 3¢ (6#5) tied by target cancel with Glassborough, NJ, c.d.s.; addressed to
Burlington, NJ; corner mend at top, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 5096. Walcott 2843var.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1668

1669

1668 )
Union type flag, 3¢ (#65) tied by North Berwick, ME, c.d.s. on overall flag design patriotic cover addressed to Amesbury, MA, F.-V.F. Bischel 5105. Walcott 2835.
Estimate $300 - 400
1669 )
Union type flag, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on overall flag patriotic cover addressed to Philadelphia, PA; minor reduction at left, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 5107. Walcott 2848var. Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1670

1671

1670 )
“King Corn”, two covers: first has 3¢ (#65) tied to patriotic cover #Bischel-1629, Walcott-1188 var; second has 3¢ (#65) tied to Patriotic cover #Bischel-1627, Walcott-1187; small faults, F.-V.F. Estimate $100 - 150
1671 )
“One Country—One Constitution”, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript “Richwoods IN/Aug 19” on
patriotic cover of sailor sitting on a cannon; addressed to Cincinnati, OH; tear on right edge, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted.
Walcott 830.
Estimate $300 - 400

1672 )
“Strike Home!”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Doylestown, OH, F.-V.F.
Bischel 3028. Walcott 1614.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1673

1674

1673 )
“The Spirit of our Fathers…”, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s. on patriotic cover of sailing vessel; addressed to New Milford, CT, with contents, F.-V.F. Bischel 1026. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $400 - 600
1674 )
“Liberty-Union”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Carlisle, PA, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
West Worcester, NY; edge flaws, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 3000. Walcott 1593.
Estimate $400 - 600

1675

1676

1675 )
“The Model Government of the World”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Manassas, VA, c.d.s. on red & blue design on
patriotic cover addressed to Nunda Station, NY; repaired at top and internal tear right center, F.-V.F. Bischel 3003.
Walcott 1585.
Estimate $500 - 750
1676 )
“Blessed Be Letters”, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid on patriotic cover addressed to Wolfborough, NH;
with Anoka, MN, c.d.s., F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400

1677 )
“Like These Two Roses Blooming Fair”, 3¢ (#65, faulty) tied by manuscript town cancel on patriotic
cover addressed to Coatesville, PA, F.-V.F. Bischel 4864. Walcott 2717.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Groups

Ex 1678

Ex 1679

1678 )
Eleven caricatures patriotic covers, includes “Rebel Enlistment in Virginia” (Bischel-unlisted,
Walcott-unlisted), “Didn’t I Tell You So?” (Bischel-1869, Walcott-991), “Our Hearts Are With Our Brothers in the
Field” (Bischel-4039, Walcott-2230), “Jeff Davis & Gen Scott as Dogs” (Bischel-1451, Walcott-918), “Gen Scott
about making a ten strike” (Bischel-unlisted, Walcott-unlisted) and “John Bull’s Feat Of Horsemanship”
(Bischel-1648, Walcott-1138); mixed condition, F.-V.F., some rare designs present.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1679 )
Eighteen Army Corp patriotic covers, includes 9th Corp 3rd Division (Bischel-2863, Walcott-1551),
Maltese Cross 5th Corp-2d Division (Bischel-2834, Walcott-unlisted), Headquarters 3rd Cavalry
(Bischel-2905, Walcott-unlisted), Mass Comp’y A (Boston City Guard) (Bischel-2363, Walcott-1402var),
Forty-third Reg, Mass. Vols. (Bischel-2383, Walcott-1400), Sixth Corps.-First Division (Bischel-2840,
Walcott-1546), with many more; a nifty grouping for collector and dealer alike, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1680 )
Fifteen flags on patriotic covers, includes Masonic design “My God first …” (Bischel-5127,
Walcott-306), “The Tree of Liberty” (Bischel-5697, Walcott-2854var), “One Union or One Grave” (Bischel-4583,
Walcott-2572), Standing Liberty with Flag (Bischel-4000, Walcott-2213var), Two Flags & Shield (Bischel-5640,
Walcott-2858), “Our Heaven Born Banner” (Bischel-5663, Walcott-2867var) and “The Original Thirteen”
(Bischel-3053, Walcott-1622); an enticing array of material, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
1681 )
Six eagle & shield patriotic covers, featuring “Love One Another” (Bischel-4348, Walcott-2481var),
“Liberty Or Death” (Bischel-4352, Walcott-unlisted), “Union” (Bischel-4419, Walcott-unlisted), etc.; a tight selection
that is sure to please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1682 )
Civil War patriotic cover collection, 11 patriotic covers, all posted less one; includes “United Together”
(Bischel-4697, Walcott-2532), “The Star Spangled Banner Must Be Upheld” (Bischel-4594, Walcott-2579), “Union
& Liberty” (Bischel-4646, Walcott-2598), “We Have Beat Our Last Retreat” (Bischel-639, Walcott-unlisted); excellent stock, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1683 )
Six different Civil War patriotic covers, includes “General Scott, Flags & Cannon ” (Bischel-512,
Walcott-Unlisted), “The Right Man…” (Bischel-477, Walcott-250), “Maj. Gen. Burnside” (unlisted in Bischel or
Walcott), “McClellan” (Bischel-581, Walcott-310), “Scott Facing Left” (Bischel-481, Walcott-252); an attractive presentation of these officer vignettes; mixed condition, peruse at your leisure, F.-V.F.; “Scott Facing Left” with 2016
P.F. certificate (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1684 )
Five different Civil War patriotics, includes “Uncle Sam Choking the Secession Snake” (Bischel-2095,
Walcott-975var), “The Pilot of Liberty” (Bischel-167, Walcott-83var), “Portrait Facing Left” (Bischel-157,
Walcott-75), “Major Gen Geo B M’Clellan” (Bischel-606, Walcott-329); a choice selection, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1685 )
Five patriotic covers with patriotic labels, Eagle & Flags (Bischel-4575, Walcott-unlisted), Eagle &
Shield (Bischel-4338, Walcott-unlisted), also Eagle with Flag, Flag with Cannon, and Soldier with Flag, F.-V.F.,
please peruse, scarce covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1686 )
Seven different Civil War patriotic covers, includes “Washington Rosette” (Bischel-198, Walcott-105),
“Sailor & Female” (Bischel-3746, Walcott-1971), “Secessionist” (Bischel-2071, Walcott-Unlisted), “Brig. Gen. W.
W. Bullock” (unlisted in Bischel or Walcott); some scarcer material present: mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1687 )
Eight different Civil War patriotic covers, includes “Liberty Leading Regiment” (Bischel-3804,
Walcott-2196), “Fast Colors” (Bischel-5535, Walcott-2995), “Come Back Here” (Bischel-1607, Walcott-1177),
“Soldier at Attention” (Bischel-3700, Walcott-2108 var.), nice selection; condition mixed, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1688 )
Five Civil War patriotic verses covers, “Write to Me Often”, “Waiting for the Mail”, “When Though Life”
(2), and “Thou Wilt Think of Me” with contents; a fine selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
1689 )
Balance collection of seven patriotic covers, includes large shield “Fear Not Abraham…”
(Bischel-4807, Walcott-26440var), “Columbia! Columbia!” (Bischel-2995, Walcott-1592var), temperance illustrated cover, “Can’t Do it Eh?” (Bischel-2098, Walcott-1067), etc., F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1690 )
“Union” Civil War patriotic covers, four covers, comprising “"The War for the Union”" (Bischel-650,
Walcott-357 var) with carte de visite of gentleman, “Loyal State of Pennsylvania Union” (Bischel-3339, Walcott-unlisted), “New Jersey Liberty Union” and “Union”, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1691 )
Three embossed flag patriotic covers, comprising cover with #65 cancelled by “G(eneral). B(anks).
D(ivision)./Sep.30", plus one cover each to Connecticut and Maine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1692 )
Civil War patriotic holding, six patriotic covers that includes “Officer in Full Dress Uniform” (Bischel
3530, W-1886), “Lady Liberty Holding Flag” (Bischel-4096, W-2338), “The Loyal States New York” (Bischel-3274,
W-1827), “The Loyal States Vermont” (Bischel-3383, W-1828), and “Tomb of Washington” (Bischel- unlisted,
W-unlisted), a delightful clean group, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Sanitary Fair Covers

Ex 1693
1693 )
Sanitary Fairs, twelve covers, includes “Metropolitan Fair New York” (Bischel-5718, Walcott-3083var),
“Great Central Fair” (Bischel-5732, Walcott-3088), “Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Home” (Bischel-5772, Walcott-unlisted),
“U.S. Sanitary Commission Soldier’s Letter” (Bischel-5706, Walcott-3096var), also a front, F.-V.F., a pleasant holding of these uncommon covers.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1694 )
Sanitary Fairs, three covers, includes “U.S. Christian Commission” (Bischel-5723, Walcott-3091var),
“U.S. Christian Commission Soldier’s Letter” (Bischel-unlisted, Walcott-unlisted), and “U.S. Christian Commission”
with red & white label “In Hoc Signo Vinces” (Bischel-unlisted, Walcott-unlisted), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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Fancy Cancels
Auxiliary Markings
1695 )
“Advertised”, 15 covers, includes “Advertised” straightline with “Not Called For” in circle to Janesville,
WI; “Adv./Nov 18/1866" boxed to Philadelphia; ”Adv.1/Sep 24" on cover to Lawrence, MA; “Chicago/May/29/65/Advertised” in shield to Chicago; straightline “Unclaimed” and “Advertised” to Syracuse, NY; “New Haven CT Advertised/MAR 28" in c.d.s. format to New Haven, CT; and ”Advertised/1", “Not Called For” and boxed “Adv/Nov 27" to
New Bedford, MA; mixed condition; all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1696 )
Auxilliary markings, 19 covers, includes straightline “Insufficiently Paid”, Pointing Hand “Returned to
Writer” New York, “Held For/Postage” in lozenge, “Not Called For” in arc, straightline “Missent” and “Forwarded”,
“Not Called For” in script, “Collected”, straightline “Misdirected/to Brooklyn P.O.”, “Your Letters Directed to
Have/Your Street and Number” in circle, straightline “Mailed 9 PM”, straightline “Missent and/Forwarded”, blue “Delayed Mail Not On Time” in oval, and more; an interesting holding, all franked with #65; mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1697

1698

1697 )
CHICAGO SUPPLEMENTARY MAIL, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by lightly struck blue “JUN 1” marking
(Piszkiewicz type A-17 without grid) on cover addressed to New York City; albino “Trimmings, Corsets & C.” corner
card; cover with trivial water staining at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1698 )
“FICTITIOUS”, 3¢ rose (#65) with grid cancel and matching “LITTLE ROCK ARK MAR 16” town marking
on cover addressed to New York City; straightline handstamp at center, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
Enclosure is a request for information concerning an order from five weeks before and the reason behind the
Fictitious marking.

1699 )
HAVE YOUR/ LETTERS DIRECTED/ TO YOUR/ STREET & NUMBER, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by circular
grid cancel on cover addressed to St. Louis; double-circle “CAPE GIRARDEAUX MO. FEB 1866” at center and
large oval St. Louis postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1700

1701

1700 )
MIS-SENT TO CHICAGO DIS., 3¢ red, F. grill (#94) tied by segmented cork cancel on orange cover addressed to Michigan; circular “Chicago Ill Jun 22” town cancel at center and straightline handstamp at left, Very
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
1701 )
Paid By Stage Driver, stampless folded letter sheet with manuscript boxed “Paid” and “By Stage Driver”;
addressed to Hartford, CT, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1702

1704

1702 )
“Stage”, manuscript endorsement at left of cover franked with uncancelled 3¢ rose (#65), addressed to
“Mr. Byron Cole, Siskiyou Mountain, Oregon”, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Byron and Rufus Cole built a stagecoach station in Siskiyou in partnership, and while Byron sold his share in
1859, evidently the station continued to exist. This is a highly unusual usage.
1703 )
“Too Late”, 3¢ rose (65) tied by pinwheel type cancel of San Francisco on monogramed ladies cover addressed to West Scituate Mass with large oval “TOO LATE” and manuscript “per Steamer” at lower left, a Very Fine
cover (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1704 )
TROY, N.Y. Advertised, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle blue “ALEXANDRIA VA NOV 4 1862” town
cancel on cover addressed to Troy, NY; circular postmark with “SEP 15” crossed out with a circular grid and “NOV
6” and “NOV 15” dates added, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1705 )
“WAY 1”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by black circular grid on cover addressed to New Orleans with two-line red
postmark and matching “New Orleans” town marking; cover with horizontal file fold at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F.,
scarce usage of this Way marking, which is normally found only on pre-Civil War covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Colored Cancels
1706 m
Blue cancels, small grouping of 17 stamps on 3 different exhibition pages all with blue cancellations, includes rosettes, grids, segmented cork cancels and cancels from Indiana PA (S-E GE-E 37), Rutland VT (S-E
GE-C 160), Hartford WI (S-E ST-4P 5) and Montpelier VT (S-E GE-R 31), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1707 m/)
Blue cancels, attractive grouping of 12 singles, one vertical strip of four and one cover, all neatly mount
on 2 exhibition pages (a cover has been removed from one of the pages); each stamp with a bold
socked-on-the-nose or nearly socked-on-the-nose strike; mostly segmented cork cancels, but does include one
cross inside circle and two cross-roads cancels; cover with matching West Lebanon NH postmark on “Provost Marshal’s Office, Third District, New Hampshire” corner card, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150
1708 )
Dark blue cancel, large dark blue open five bar grid cancel (not in Skinner-Eno) ties stamp to small neat
cover with matching double circle “CHICAGO Ill JAN 12 ‘64” postmark, addressed to Rockford Il; stamp with light
toning along the right edge, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100
1709 m/)
Dark blue, violet and ultramarine cancels, seven stamps, one pair on piece and one cover, neatly
mounted on exhibition page with violet title, cancels showing various shades of color; three stamps with grid cancels, two with target cancels, center stamp (Scott 94) with rich deep shade, pair with Chatfield Min duplex cancel
and cover with Augusta Ga “Pinwheel” cancel, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1710 m/)
Green cancels, two stamps, a strip of three and a cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; the two
stamps each with a bold strike of green Sharon VT “Star” cancels, the strip of three with three strikes of a bluish
green “Padlock” of Peoria IL and the cover with a true green Richmond VA postmark and the stamp cancelled with a
true green segmented cork cancel, addressed to Dundee NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1711 m/)
Green cancels, three stamps and two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; the three off cover
stamps and the one cover with a Taunton MA postmark appear at first glance to be examples of green markings, but
in our opinion all show blue pigment in the markings are we are offering them as blue; the cover at the bottom of the
page with eight 3¢ stamps does have green Middletown MD postmarks and is addressed to England and is an extremely nice usage of the green town marks, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1712 m/)
Green cancels, five stamps, one piece, a strip of four and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page,
upper left and upper right stamps on page with green cancels, bottom three stamps and strip of four with greenish
blue cancels; cover, addressed to Mechanicstown Maryland, with green Burkitsville MD town mark and matching
grid on stamp, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $1,100 as all green (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1713 m/)
Green cancels, three stamps and two covers, mounted on exhibition page, two stamps with segmented
cork cancels and one with a heavily struck target cancel; one cover with single stamp (small flaws) tied by green
segmented cork cancel and matching Richmond VA town mark and addressed to New York City; the other cover
with single stamp cancelled with greenish blue grid cancel and cover with matching Bardstown KY town mark, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $516+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1714 m
Green cancels, six stamps, mounted on exhibition page, showing segmented cork cancels, and pinwheels, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Scott $618 (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1715 m/)
Olive cancels, three stamps and two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; two stamps with grid
cancels and one with segmented cork; one cover, addressed to Woolwich Maine, with Ipswich Mass town mark and
stamp cancelled with grid cancel, the other cover, addressed to Hampton Falls NH, with stamp tied by town mark,
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $516 (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1716 )
Orange cancels, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with target cancel on
1862 printed election notification with matching “SULLIVAN ME SEP 20” addressed to Ellsworth (Me.); 2) single
stamp tied by target cancel on cover with matching “ELIZABETH CITY NC AUG 16” town mark addressed to Lyons
NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $307 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1717 m/)
Red and blue cancels, red - five single stamps, one pair and one cover with grilled stamp, blue - fifteen
stamps and one cover (from Montpelier VT), greenish blue - single cover from Auburn NY on page marked “green”;
four pages in all showing a nice range of cancels, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1718 m/)
Red cancels, eight stamps, one pair and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include
two with grids, one with cross-roads cancel, one with grid and boxed “AACHEN” transit, one with New York City
Paid 1 CT carrier cancel, three with portions of PAID cancels, the pair with straight line “PAID ALL”; cover with Madison GA postmark and stamp tied by matching Pinwheel cancel, addressed to Crawfordsville GA, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1719 m/)
Red cancels, seven stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include a wonderful strike of a shell cancellation, two with leaves (one grilled) and four with geometric cancels; cover with New
York City postmark and pair tied by pinwheel cancels, addressed to Randall’s Island New York City, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1720 m/)
Red cancels, seven cancels and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 5 with
target cancels, one (grilled) with segmented cork cancel and one with solid round cancel; cover with segmented
cork cancel of Smithfield VA, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1721 m/)
Red town cancels, seven stamps and one cover, all with town cancels, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include one on small piece, also balloon Hydeville VT postmark tying stamp on orange cover addressed to Burlington, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150
1722 )
Red town cancels, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with stamp tied by town cancel;
1) with Willow Springs PA postmark and manuscript cancel addressed to Beach Haven PA; 2) town cancel ties
stamp on cover addressed to Lowell MA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150
1723 m
Green cancel, 2¢ black (73), green ‘Maltese Cross’ cancellation, phenomenal colored cancel on an attractive Black-Jack; a flawless example with intense color nicely contrasting the true green fancy strike; simply gorgeous, Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $655 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
1724 )
Colored cancels, 10 covers, includes green “Little Compton RI” c.d.s. and “Columbus O” c.d.s. with
matching jail bars on Patriotic; blue “Delaware O” c.d.s. and “Piqua O” with matching fancy cancel; red “Brick Meeting House” c.d.s. with matching fancy cancel, etc.; mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Crosses and Crossroads
1725 m
Cross designs, nine stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page, showing one Greek and ten Maltese
crosses, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno CR-C (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1726 )
Cross inside Box with Rays, Masonic type (Norwich Conn), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by fancy cancel
on cover addressed to Vergennes VT; stamp with a few perf flaws at bottom and at UR, small cover flaws, otherwise
Very Fine. Skinner-Eno CR-C 25 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1727 m/)
Crosses, five stamps and one cover neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes two with typical Christian cross (blue South Deerfield, Pa - S-E CR-C 6 and black Greencastle, Pa S-E CR-C10) both off cover; three off
cover stamps with Maltese cross cancels and a cover with large Maltese cross cancel of Lewiston Me (not noted in
Skinner-Eno), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1728 m/)
Crossroads cancels, fifteen stamps and two covers, neatly mounted on two exhibition pages, showing a
nice range of styles; covers are from Lawrence Mass with a very large crossroads cancel and New York City also
with a large crossroads cancel, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno CR-X (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1729 m

Crossroads (Footville WI), decent strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Fraternal
1730 m
Boxed Cross (Norwich CT), complete strike, a beauty, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno CR-C 25a
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1731

1732

1731 )
“G” in Square & Compass, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel with Moira, NY, c.d.s. on cover addressed to
Boston, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno FR-M2c-8.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1732 )
Masonic Square and Compass (Charlestown NH), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike on dark
buff cover addressed to New London NH; stamp with corner off at lower right and small tone spot, otherwise Very
Fine. Skinner-Eno FR-M 4c.
Estimate $250 - 350

1733 )
Masonic Square, Compass and letter “G” (Quincy Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by nice strike on
cover addressed to Fitchburg Mass, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno FR-M 2a.
Estimate $250 - 350
1734 m/)
Masonic symbols, three stamps and one cover, each with excellent strike, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include blue Brattleboro VT “Negative Square and Compass” (S-E FR-M1a 6), Greenfield MA
“Trowel inside Circle” (S-E PO-Tr 1), Philadelphia PA Masonic book (S-E FR-NMc 1a); Cover with North
Vassalboro ME patent cancel (S-E PN-E 1), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1735 m
Masonic symbols, three stamps, each with excellent strike of “Masonic Square and Compass” cancel,
neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes Alliance OH “Negative Square and Compass” (S-E FR-M3a 3),
Copake NY “Square and Compass inside Circle” (S-E FR-M4c 24) and Quincy MA “Negative Square and Compass” (S-E FR-M1a 12), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1736 m/)
Masonic symbols, three stamps and one cover, each with bold strike, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include Macon GA “Trowel” (S-E PO-Tr 8), New Haven CT “Negative Star-of-David” (S-E ST-6P 14),
and dark blue Philadelphia “Crescent and Fez” (S-E FR-NMc 6); cover with excellent strike of Philadelphia PA
“Mummers” cancel (S-E FR-NMc 1) on American Life Insurance illustrated corner card, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1737 m
“Odd Fellows Links” (Canton MS), on 3¢ (11), partial strike; creases top left, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Skinner-Eno FR-NMb 1 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1738

1739

1738 )
ODD FELLOWS links inside circle (Westford NY), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled by excellent strike on
cover to Mount Vision NY; cover with trivial toned spot along the top edge above the stamp, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno FR-NMb 2.
Estimate $200 - 300
1739 )
Square & Compass (Brattleboro, VT), 3¢ (#65) tied by bold full strike of blue fancy cancel with matching
Brattleboro, VT, c.d.s., on cover addressed to Hartland Four Corners, VT, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno M1a 6.
Estimate $400 - 600

Geometric
1740 )
Aetna Insurance Company, bold strike of dark blue five bar grid cancel (similar in style to S-E SD-G 49
which has 6 bars) cancels single stamp on dark buff cover with matching double circle Cincinnati O postmark, fancy
illustrated AETNA Insurance Co. shield corner card at left, addressed to New Philadelphia; cover very slightly reduced at left, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno SD-G 49 var (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1741 )
Boxed Geometric (Kingston PA), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), two covers, each with an excellent strike of cancel: 1) cover addressed to East Smithfield Pa. stamp with a few toned perfs and other minor perf flaws and cover
stain; 2) cancel used to cancel manuscript cancelled stamp on cover incoming to Kingston, stamp with trimmed
perfs at top and cover reduced at left, Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-S 27 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1742 m

“Broken Heart” (Bridgeport CT), complete bold strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1743 m/)
Carets, nine stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page, stamps with carets ranging from
three to six on a stamp, plus one pinwheel; cover with Holderness NH 1865 town mark and socked-on-the-nose and
8 large caret cancel (S-E SD-C 11) similar in style to the one from Waterbury CT, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1744 m/)
Carets, 8 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; all with excellent strikes of various
Caret fancy cancels; cover with bold socked-on-the-nose eight caret cancel of New York City on First National Bank
corner card addressed to Cooperstown, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1745 )
Carets, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page with “Series of V’s” heading; 1) circle of six “V’s”
ties single on buff cover with Worcester Ms balloon postmark addressed to a military address in Lexington Ky; 2)
small circle of eight “V’s” ties single on printed address cover to “Collector 12th District, Alton, Ill”, light strike of
Belleville Ill postmark; neither cancel noted in Skinner-Eno, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1746 m

“Checkerboard” (Chicago IL), excellent complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1747 )

“Circle of Arrowheads” (Old Point Comfort, VA), nice almost complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $200 - 300

1748 m/)
Circular designs, 10 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps show at least 8
different cancels; cover with excellent strike of Leominster MA “Stovepipe” cancel (S-E GE-C 7), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1749 )
Circular geometric, single, tied by bold strike of dark blue segmented cork cancel (not in Skinner-Eno)
on cover with matching double circle “CHICAGO ILL MAR 27 ‘64” postmark, addressed to St. Louis, Missouri;
stamp with natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site). Estimate $100 - 150
1750 m
Circular Geometric (New Haven CT), strong strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 1
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1751 )
“Cogwheel” (Chicago, IL), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94), strip of three, cancelled with Cogwheel cancels
(not noted in Skinner-Eno) on light amber cover addressed to New Haven, lightly struck Chicago date stamp at center, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1752 )
Diamonds, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with a cancel not noted in Skinner-Eno
and showing socked-on-the-nose strikes; 1) outline diamond of Pithole City Pa. on cover addressed to Harrisburgh;
2) solid diamonds of Rockland Mich on vertical pair of 3¢, addressed to Houghton Mich, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1753 m
Diamonds and grids, 10 stamps neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes stamps with solid blue and
solid black diamonds, one with six pointed rosette in the style of Waterbury CT, two with large dark blue grids and
five with grids of various sizes with diamond pointed segments, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1754 m/)
Dotted grids, six stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; each dotted grid with different format, size or shape of dots; cover with single tied by larger dotted grid of Catskill NY (not noted in Skinner-Eno)
on but fancy lumber corner card addressed to North Sanford NY, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1755 m/)
Dotted grids, seven stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps with circular and
square grids with points ranging from fine to large; cover with 1865 double circle Norwich CT town mark and rectangular shaped grid with fine dots cancelling stamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno), addressed to Boston, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300

1756

1757

1756 )
Elaborate blue geometric (Saltsburgh Pa), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94) tied by (not noted in Skinner-Eno)
fancy and matching datestamp on 1868 dark buff cover addressed to Uniontown Pa.; cover without backflap and
very slightly reduced at top, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1757 )
Geometric (Cooperstown, NY), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike of similar in style to S-E GE-M
13 on small cover addressed to Utica NY, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1758 m/)
Geometric designs, 9 singles and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with
socked-on-the-nose or nearly socked-on-the-nose strike; cover with bold strike of quartered square inside segmented ring cancel of Northfield Mass (not noted in Skinner-Eno).; one stamp with natural straight edge at left, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1759 m/)
Geometric designs, 7 stamps and one cover, each with better type cancellations, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes “Four Petaled Flower” inside circle, round checkerboard inside circle, and cross with quartered sections; cover with bold strike of large segmented cork cancel of New York City on 1863 cover with boxed law
office corner card, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350

1760 )
Geometric “Flower” (Alexandria Va), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by datestamp on dark buff cover addressed to Richmond Va, enclosure is datelined 1867, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-R 17. Estimate $200 - 300
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1761 )
Geometric in the shape of a cross (Cambridgeport Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), two covers dated 3 Aug
1863 and 8 Jun 1864, each with stamp tied by excellent strike, addressed to Daysville CT and Hardwick Mass.; Aug
3 cover with sealed cover tears, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-P 33 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1762

1767

1762 )
Geometric to Meridian, NY, 1¢ (24) tied by blue fancy cancel to Meridian, NY, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1763 )
Grid, blue circular grid with four bars (not in Skinner-Eno) cancels single stamp on brown cover with
matching double circle Wolcottville Con Oct 9 1863 postmark addressed to New York City, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1764 m/)
Grid cancels, fourteen stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page, showing a range of
styles includes open and closed circular grids, oval and square grids, two grids struck cross weave and so called
Columbus OH Prison grid; cover with nicely struck blue double circle 1862 Paris ILL town marking and matching circular grid tying single stamp on cover addressed to IN, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1765 m
Grid cancels, 11 different, each in a separate color or shade, neatly mounted on exhibition page, includes ultramarine, violet, magenta and green; “olive” with horizontal crease, few other flaws, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1766 m
site).

“Honeycomb” (Amherst MA), partial strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 12 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1767 )
Honeycomb (Amherst Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by nice strike on 1865 cover addressed to South
Paris Me.; stamp with a natural straight edge at left, cover very slightly reduced at left, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-M 12.
Estimate $150 - 200
1768 m
“Pine Tree” (Media PA), strong complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PP-T 1 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1769 m/)
Pinwheels and rays, thirteen stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on two exhibition pages, showing a
nice range of cancels from Bath ME, San Francisco CA cogwheel, New York City, Brooklyn NY and others, cover
with bold strike of Medway Mass pinwheel cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1770 m/)
Pinwheels (rosettes), four stamps and one cover all with rosette cancels in the style of Waterbury, CT includes one cover with Rohloff type P-15 eight segment rosette on amber locally used cover with albino embossed
corner card (unpublished Crowe census recorded at least 19 examples), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1771 )
“Ring of Pearls” (Stillwater, Min), 3¢ rose (65) cancelled, not tied, with excellent strike of fancy
Ring-of-Pearls cancel (S-E GE-C 4) on dark buff cover addressed to Sun Rise Minnesota, excellent matching
Stillwater Min. Mar 17 1862 datestamp at left; stamp with small perforation flaws at bottom, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno GE-C 4 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1772 m
“Rope” (Castleton VT), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno SD-G 92 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1773

1778

1773 )
“Squares and Balls” (Putnam CT), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by bold complete strike of cancel on cover
Noose Neck R I; cover very slightly reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-E 1.
Estimate $200 - 300
1774 m/)
Targets and concentric circles, concentric circles: eighteen stamps and two covers neatly mounted on
two exhibition pages, showing a nice variety cancels from 2 to 7 circles in black and blue includes 4 ring cancel and
Waterbury CT Jul ‘65 double circle town mark on orange cover addressed to Wolcott CT; targets: nine single
stamps and one block of four (diagonal crease) mounted on single exhibition page, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo
on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1775 m/)
Triangles, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Norwich CT
“Triangle inside Triangle” (S-E GE-T 6) and Portsmouth NH “Triangles” (S-E GE-T 7) plus two other cancels in the
shape of squares with triangles inside; cover with excellent strike of Portsmouth NY “Triangles” (S-E GE-T 7) addressed to Maine, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1776 m
“Wreath Around Four Bars” (Davenport IA), mostly complete strike in blue, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky.
Skinner-Eno SD-G 121 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Letters
1777 m

“C3” (Wasioga WI), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1778 )
“F” (Fond du Lac WI), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by datestamp with fancy cancel on cover addressed to
Esssex Conn.; cover slightly reduced at right, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LS-F 1.
Estimate $150 - 200
1779 m
FREE, four stamps and one piece, neatly mounted on exhibition page, includes three different straight
line “FREE”, one “FREE” in circle and “FREE” between parallel lines on piece from Madison Wisc. (S-E PM-FR 7),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1780

1789

1780 )
Pointing hand with “G”, 1¢ (#156) & 2¢ (#157) tied by pointing hand with “G”, with large “G” and
“Ranger/Sep/21/1875” c.d.s. on cover to Adrian, MI; strong full strikes, Very Fine, ex-Baker; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1781 m

“L V” (Lockkport NY), bold strike, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno LC-L 7 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1782 m
Letters, seven stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes Brattleboro VT serifed “B” (S-E LS-B
7), Charlottesville VA negative ultramarine “CV” (LC-C 4), Memphis TN blue “D” in circle (S-E LS-D 8), Logansport
IN “L” in circle (S-E LS-L 10), Louisville KY negative blue “Pm” (S-E LC-P 9), Ware MA negative backwards “S” (S-E
LS 15) and Shermantown NV “S” in broken circle (S-E LS-S 10, owner’s attribution is Concord MA), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1783 m/)
Letters, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Bridgeport CT
“B” (S-E LS-B 1), Hanesville KY “H” (owner’s attribution), Lockport NY “L” (S-E LS-L 1) and Windsor CT “W” in circle
(S-E LS-W 15); cover with vertical pair tied by negative “P” cancels of Portsmouth Ohio (not noted in Skinner-Eno),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1784 m
Letters, five stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes blue New York City “H” (owner’s attribution), blue Chicago “K” (S-E LS-K 3), block style “P” of Poughkeepsie NY (S-E LS-P 3), Watertown NY “W” in circle (S-E LS-W 4) and block style “W” of Waterbury CT (S-E LS-20), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1785 m
Letters, six stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; block style “A” of Alpena, Mich (S-E LS-A 8);
Hartford, CT “H” (S-E LS-H 2); Concord Mass “P” (owner’s attribution); “T” inside 8 segmented circle of Titusville PA
(similar to S-E LS-T 13); block style “T” in circle of Terrysville CT (owner’s attribution); and block style “V” of
Valparaiso IN (S-E LS-V 7), ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1786 m
Letters, five stamps mounted on exhibition page; includes New York City negative “A” (S-E LS-A 13),
Brooklyn NY negative “L” (owner’s attribution), Rockville CT fancy “R” in circle (S-E LS-R 15), block style “E”, and
serifed “M” in circle, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1787 m
Letters, five stamps; includes block style “R”, negative “R” (S-E LS-R 11), blue “H” in circle, block style
“O”, and large block style “S” (S-E LS-3), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1788 )
Letters & Numerals, 24 covers, includes Lynchburg, OH, “JH” in circle (S-E LC-J 1); Knightstown, IN
(S-E LS- K 7); Beloit, WI (S-E LS-B 3); Saratoga Springs, NY (S-E LC-OK 5); Atlanta, GA (S-E PT-US 57); Putnam,
CT, boxed “US” (S-E PT-C 23); Norfolk, VA, “VA” in circle (S-E LC-V 1); Hudson, WI, negative “W” in box (S-E LS-W
39); Palmyra, NY, negative “S” (S-E LS-S 14); etc.; mixed condition, mostly full strikes, peruse please, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1789 )
Negative “MH” (Mount Holly NJ), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94), tied by well struck cancel on dark buff cover
with boxed Counsellor at Law corner card addressed to Georgetown NJ; stamp with straight edges on both vertical
sides, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LC-M 1.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1790 )
“R”, two covers; 1) fancy “R” in circle of Rockville CT (S-E LS-R 15) on 1867 buff cover with Organzine
Silk Co. corner card addressed to Pawtucket RI; 2) blue negative “R” of Richmond Va on amber commission merchants corner card addressed to Black Walnut Va (not noted in Skinner-Eno); cover with light bend at right, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1791

1792

1791 )
“R” inside circle (Rockville Ct), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by well struck example of cancel on small cover
addressed to Charlemont Mass., Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LS-R 15.
Estimate $250 - 350
1792 )
“T” inside 13 circular dashes (Titusville Pa), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by datestamp and cancelled with
an excellent strike on cross-ruled monogramed printed cover addressed to Philadelphia PA, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno LS-T 15.
Estimate $250 - 350
This is an excellent complete strike of the cancel and fuller than the illustration in Skinner-Eno.

1793 )
Negative “UV” (University of VA), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by cancel on amber cover addressed to
Huntsville AL; cover slight reduced at left, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LC-U 7.
Estimate $150 - 200
1794 )
“W” (Weston MASS), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled by quill pen pre-cancel, addressed to Troy NY, blue
Weston Mass date stamp at center; cover slightly reduced at right just removing the right side perforations, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LS-W 24 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Numerals

1795

1802

1795 )
“3” (Leominster, Ms.), 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), impressive example with perfectly struck cancel
and clear “Leominster, Ms., Nov 17” c.d.s. to North Springfield, Vermont, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1796 ma
Numeral “1" inside circle (Harrisburg PA), block of 4, each stamp with separate strike, F.-V.F., exBoyarsky. Skinner-Eno NS-A 8 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1797 m/)
Numerals, six stamps and one cover; stamps include blue “3” and “10” in circle, red “3” (toned), and black
“5” in circle, plus 2 different “3”s; cover with red socked-on-the-nose numeral “5” on red, white, and blue Civil War
flag patriotic cover with matching “HATFIELD MASS JUN 18” postmark, addressed to New York City, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1798 m/)
Numerals, seven stamps and one cover; stamps include three different plain “3” plus “3” in circle, “5” and
two different “10” in circle; cover with socked-on-the-nose large negative “3” on cover with matching double circle
“LEE Mass AUG 3” (S-E NS-C 11), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1799 m/)
Numerals, 5 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Hollis Me “5” in
circle, Horseheads NY blue negative “67”, Williamson NH “3” and blue “5 5”; cover with socked-on-the-nose “5” on
single stamp on orange cover with Angelica NY postmark addressed to Friendship NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1800 m/)
Numerals, five stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Bergen NY “3”
in circle, Chester CT “24” in circle, “V”, “1” and “10” all in circles; cover with “5” on single stamp on buff cover with
matching “PLAINFIELD AUG 31 Ct” postmark, addressed to Greene RI, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1801 m/)
Numerals, five stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include “3”, “12”,
Brooklyn NY negative “4” (S-E NS-D 1), Parkersburg WV “67” (S-E ND-Y 8) and Fort Washington Md “5” in circle;
cover with socked-on-the-nose “3” of Leominster MS on dark buff cover addressed to Townsend Mass., Very Fine,
ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1802 )
“W” (Weston, Mass.), 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), manuscript cancel neatly applied on cover to
Dedham, Mass; with clear blue “Weston, Mass., Aug. 25” c.d.s., Fine and as pretty as they come.
Estimate $150 - 200

Patent Cancels
1803 )
Patent cancellations, 6 covers, includes Buffalo, NY (S-E PN-F 20); Albany, NY (S-E PN-f 19) with
manuscript “Paid if it sticks”; New York City (S-E PN-G 15); New York City (S-E PN-A 1); examination urged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1804 m/)
Patent cancellations, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include
Albany NY “Circular Cutting Cancel” (S-E PN-F 19), Buffalo NY “Pinwheel Cancel with Cutting Center” (S-E PN-F
21), Mount Clemens MI “Square Cutting Grid of Dots” (S-E PH-D 17), and New York City “Seven Cutting Blades”
(S-E PN-A 5) which has caused some paper separation; cover with Rochester NY “Circular Cut” (S-E PN-F 23) on
fancy illustrated Genesee Valley nurseries corner card addressed to Black River NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1805 m/)
Patent cancellations, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include
1863 Buffalo NY “C around Cutting Circle” (S-E PN-F 20) on small piece, 1862 New York City “Dotted Grid” (S-E
PN-B 4) on small piece, Mill City PA “Unframed Grid” (S-E PN-D 8) and Holmdale NJ “Jagged Outline” (S-E PN-H
21); cover with 1863 Philadelphia postmark and “Twelve Blade” patent cancel (S-E PN-A 6), ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $250 - 350

Patriotic
1806 )
Banks Division, single stamp tied by blue “JUL 12” post mark on buff cover addressed to Great
Barrington RI, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PM-FT 2 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1807

1808

1807 )
“Eagle & Shield” (Corry, PA), strong almost full strike on cover addressed to Youngsville, PA; a magnificent example of this popular patriotic cancel, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PT-E 4.
Estimate $250 - 350
1808 )
Eagle and Shield with 3 bars inside the shield (Corry Pa), 1867, 3¢ rose, E. grill (88) tied by inverted
strike on dark buff cover addressed to Grand Haven MI; cover slightly reduced at left, not affecting the stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PT-E 4.
Estimate $350 - 500

1809 )
Large Shield circled with negative stars (Brooklyn NY), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent full strike
of 1863 cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Shrub Oaks NY; cover with small edge flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Skinner-Eno PS-FC 57.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1810 )
Shield (Monson Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike of cancel to small neat cover with blue
piping on reverse addressed to Holyoke Mass., Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-SD 1 (photo on web
site)..
Estimate $100 - 150
1811

Shield (Sacramento Cal.), 3¢ rose (65) tied to small piece by excellent strike inside circle, Very Fine;
with 1982 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno PS-FC 52 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

s

1812

1813

1812 )
Shield with 6 bars and 3 negative stars at top (Thomaston Me), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), lightly tied by excellent strike of (S-E PS-FC 51, but without the outer circle) on cover addressed to St George Me.; stamp with natural straight edge at right, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-FC 51.
Estimate $200 - 300
1813 )
Shield with five bars (Attleborough Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike on cover addressed
to South Dedham Mass., 1863 docketing on the reverse, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-S 29. Estimate $250 - 350

1814

1815

1814 )
Shield with negative stars and PAID (Dedham Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied to cover addressed to
Boston; stamp with bottom perforations trimmed away, cover with small flaws including corner repair, F.-V.F.;
signed Ashbrook. Skinner-Eno PS-SC 13.
Estimate $150 - 200
1815 )
Shield with six bars and two negative stars at top (Boston Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), two covers,
each franked with a single stamp tied by excellent full strikes, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-ST 10 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1816 )
Shield with stars at top and three bars in shield (Westfield Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by blue double circle on ladies cover with dove flying with a ribbon addressed to Montgomery Mass, stamp cancelled with excellent strike of matching fancy (not noted in Skinner-Eno); cover and stamp with light toning, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1817
1817 )
Shields, 6 covers, includes Burlington, IA, stars at top shield (S-E PS-ST 11); Saxonville, MA, shield;
Cambridge, MA, solid shield (S-E PS-S 12); Dayton, OH, stars at top shield (S-E PS-ST 6); and Weedsport, NY,
open at top shield (S-E PS-O 19), F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1818 m/)
Shields, three stamps and one cover with better shield cancellations, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
stamps include blue Memphis TN “Shield with Solid Top inside Circle” (S-E PS-FC 20), Sacramento “Shield with
Stars at Top inside Circle” (S-E PS-FC 52) and bold strike of South Norwalk “Large Shield with Solid Top inside Circle with Negative Stars” (S-E PS-FC 60); cover with Pittsfield MA postmark and “Shield with Stars at Top inside Box”
(PS-ST 47), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1819 m/)
Shields, four stamps and one cover, each with excellent strike, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
stamps include Ashfield MA “Shield Inside Circle” (owner’s attribution), Brooklyn NY fancy “Shield Inside Cogged
Circle” (S-E PS-FC 57), New York City “Shield with Solid Top Inside Circle” (owner’s attribution) and blue Piqua OH
“Shield with Stars at Top” (owner’s attribution); slightly reduced cover with Dayton O postmark and stamp tied by
well struck “Shield with Stars at Top” (PS-ST 6 - better strike than in book), ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1820 m/)
Shields, two stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include blue Jacksonville FL “Shield” (S-E PS-SD 44) and blue Sharon Springs NY “Shield” (S-E PS-SD 23); cover with red New York
City “Shield inside Circle with Star at top of Shield” (not noted in Skinner-Eno); cover with a few small flaws, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1821 m/)
Shields, four stamps and one cover, all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps
include two different Boston MA “Shields with Two Stars at To”p (S-E PS-ST 9 and 10), Pittsburgh PA “Shield with
Open Top and Three Bars” (S-E PS-O 9) and Taunton MA “Shield with Stars at To”p ((S-E PS-ST 18); cover with
socked-on-the-nose bold Cambridge MA “Shield” (PS-S 12), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1822 m
Shields, four stamps, each with nicely struck cancel, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) blue Ann Arbor MI “Shield” (owner’s attribution), 2) Madrid NY “Shield with Solid Top” (similar in style to S-E PS-S 19 but larger
in size), 3) Rockland ME “Shield with Solid Top and Thin Bars” (owner’s attribution) and 4) Thomaston ME “Shield
with Stars at Top” (similar to S-E PS-FC 51 but without the outside circle), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1823 m
Shields, four stamps, each with well struck cancellation, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Boston
MA “Shield with Negative US and Stars at Top” (S-E PT-C 9a), 2) Burlington VT “Shield with Negative Stars at Top”
(owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) Chester VT “Shield with Stars at Top” (S-E PS-ST 15) and New
York City “Shield with Solid Top Inside Circle” (owner’s attribution, similar to S-E PS-S 11 of New York City), Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1824 )
Small Shield with open top (West Eau Claire Wis), 3¢ rose (65) struck completely on the stamp, on
salmon cover addressed to Davenport, Iowa; cover slightly reduced at right into the address, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno PS-ST 61 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1825 )
“U S” (Burlington VT), 3¢ rose (65) tied by double-circle Aug 30 duplex cancel with killer (similar in style
to S-E PT-US 4), on cover addressed to Hinsdale, Mass.; cover slightly reduced at the left, otherwise Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1826 m
“U. S.” designs, three stamps, each with excellent strike, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Albany
NY “US in Wreath of Stars” (S-E PT-C 17) and “Negative USA in Wreath of Stars” (S-E PT-USA 2) and New York
City “USA” between triangles inside circle (S-E PT-USA 5), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1827 m
“U. S.” designs, five stamps, each with excellent nearly socked-on-the-nose cancellations, neatly
mounted on exhibition page; 1) Chester VT block style “US” (owner’s attribution), 2) blue Cheyenne WY outlined
“US” (owner’s attribution), 3) Keeseville NY “U. S” in circle (PT-US 51), 4) Selma AL negative block style “US”
(owner’s attribution, this cancel is different from S-E PT-US 37 and 38), 5) Schooley’s Mt NJ “US” in circle (S-E
PT-US 49), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1828 m
“U. S.” designs, four stamps, each with well struck cancel, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1)
Keeseville NY “US” in small circle (S-E PT-US 51), 2) Newberne NC block style “US” (S-E PT-US 5), 3) Putnam CT
“US” between lines (S-E PT-C 23), and 4) Saratoga Springs NY negative “US” (owner’s attribution, similar in style to
Albany NY - S-E PT-US 25), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300

1829 m
17a.

Waving flag, blue right waving flag with long mast inside circle, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PT-F
Estimate $300 - 400

Pictorial
1830 m
Anchor cancels, two stamps and a block of four, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with
Boston MA anchor (S-E PO-An 1), 2) single stamp with excellent Bristol RI (misnamed CT on page) negative anchor (S-E PO-An 22) and 3) block of four with two strikes of French diamond grid with anchor at center (S-E PO-An
16) this cancel was only used for mail posted on board French mail ships, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PO-An (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1831 m/)
Anchor cancels, two stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with bold strike
of Putnam CT fancy anchor cancel (S-E PO-An 14). 2) Cooperstown NY negative anchor cancel (S-E PO-An 21)
and 3) cover with Newark NJ town mark and single stamp cancelled with anchor cancel (S-E PO-An 7) addressed to
Jersey City NJ, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-An (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1832 )
“Anchor” (Putnam Conn), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by bold strike on cover addressed to N. Scituate RI,
Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PO-An 14.
Estimate $300 - 400
1833 m
Animal cancels, six stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Alexandria VA “Turtle Back” cancel
(S-E GE-M 6), 2) Boston MA “Flying Bats” cancel (S-E PA-Bt 2), 3) Cambridge MA “Eagle” cancel (S-E PA-B 23), 4)
Guilford CT blue “Insects” cancel (S-E PA-I 19), 5) Leroy NY “Insect” cancel (S-E PA-I 10) and 6) Rockford IL blue
“Bluebird” cancel (S-E PA-B 18), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1834 m/)
Animal designs, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1)
Cambridge MA “Cats Head” cancel (S-E PA-C 2), 2) Elizabeth NJ “Duck’s Head” cancel (S-E PA-B 8), and 3) bold
“Beetle” cancel (S-E PA-I 21); Cover with Corey PA town marking and excellent strike of “Eagle” cancel with three
bars in shield (S-E PT-E 4), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1835 m
Animal designs, three stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Freeport IL bold blue “FLY” cancel (S-E
PA-I 15), 2) Knoxville TN “"Horse’s Head”" cancel (S-E PA-H 3) and 3) New York City “Bird on Stump” cancel (S-E
PA-B 4), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1836 m
“Axe Head” (Collinsville), excellent strike; light horizontal crease at center, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PO-Wt 6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1837 m
“Axe in Log” (Putnam CT), bold complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Wt 1 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1838 m

“Beetle”, strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 21 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1839 m
“Bird on a Stump” (New York NY), nice complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-B 4
(photo on web site)..
Estimate $100 - 150
1840 m
site).

“Bluebird” (Rockford IL), bold full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-B 18 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1841 m
site).

“Bow” (Feltonville MA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Bw 1 (photo on web
Estimate $200 - 300

1842 m
“Bowtie” (Norwich CT), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Bw 2 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1843 m

“Broken Heart” (Memphis TN), bold complete strike in blue, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1844 m
“Cat’s Head” (Cambridge MA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-C 2 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1845

1846

1845 )
“Charter Oak” (Thomaston Conn), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled with very fine strike on dark amber
cover addressed to Andover Mass.; cover is reduced at left, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PP-T 3.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
A 2014 census by William Duffney notes that only 15 examples of this cancel on cover exist, but this cover is not
illustrated in his census.
1846 )
“Clover with three leaves” (Windsor Conn), 3¢ rose (65) tied by full strike of cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on salmon cover addressed to New Haven Ct; trivial toned spot on cover inside the datestamp, otherwise
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1847 m
“Clown Face” (Cincinnati OH), bold full strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 85
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1848 m
“Devil & Pitchfork” (Brattleboro VT), strong almost complete strike; upper left perfs trimmed away,
F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 41 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1849 m
“Devil & Pitchfork” (West Meriden CT), strong almost full strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PH-F 40 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1850 m
“Devil’s Mask” (New York NY), almost complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-M 16
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1851 )
“Doll” (New Haven, CT), decent almost full strike on cover to Norwich, CT, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 1.
Estimate $150 - 200
1852 m
“Duck’s Head” (Elizabeth NJ), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site). Skinner-Eno PA-B 8.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1853 m

“Dumbbells” (Putnam CT), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1854 m
“Eagle” (Cambridge MA), strong almost full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-BB 23
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1855 H
Eagles, two stamps, each with different Cambridge MA eagle cancel, mounted on exhibition page; 1)
“Right looking eagle with shield on chest” (S-E PT-E 5) and 2) “Left looking eagle without shield” cancel (S-E PA-B
23), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1856 m
Face and hand cancels, three stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Cambridge MA “Skull” cancel
(S-E PH-M 32), 2) Lansing MI “Pointing Hand” cancel (S-E PH-HF 7), and 3) Philadelphia PA “Pumpkin Face” cancel (S-E PH-P 11), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1857 m
“Face” (Philadelphia PA), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-P 11 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1858 m/)
Faces, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1) Baltimore MD
“Profile of Head” cancel (S-E PH-F 66), 2) Brattleboro VT blue “Skull” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) Lynchburg VA “Man in Hat” cancel (S-E PH-F 27), 4) New York City “Devil’s Mask” cancel (S-E PH-M
14); cover with Philadelphia town mark and stamp cancelled with “Pumpkin Face” cancel (S-E PH-P 11), Very Fine,
ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1859 )
“Fish Bones” (Norfolk, VA), 3¢ (94) just tied by excellent strike of fancy cancellation (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on cover addressed to Philadelphia PA; double-circle “Norfolk VA JUL 4 ‘65" at right center, Very Fine
(photo on web site)..
Estimate $150 - 200
A similar cover used on the exact same date exists and was described by the auction house as a Fish Bones
cancel. The cover sold for $170.

1860 m
“Flag Facing Left” (Healdsburg CA), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PT-F 34.
Estimate $200 - 300
1861 m
Floral designs, five stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page, 1) Alexandria VA “Radial Geometric”
(S-E GE-R 17); 2) Joppa Village MA “Flower” (S-E PP-Fl 20); 3) bold strike of Newburyport MA “Leaf” (S-E PP-L 41);
Steubenville OH “Leaf” (S-E PP-L1); 5) Stillwater MN fancy “Ring of Circles” (S-E GE-C 4), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1862 m
“Flower” (Cornwall VT), fabulous complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PP-FL 27
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1863 m
“Fly” (Freeport IL), bold complete strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 15 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1864 m
“Flying Bats” (Boston MA), bold full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-Bt 2 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1865 m
“Handcuffs” (Rockville IN), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Ms 13
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1866

1869

1866 )
“Head” (Edgerton, WI), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Janesville
Wis., Very Fine to Extremely Fine; signed R Frajola - Genuine Human Head Cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400
1867 m/)
Hearts, two stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with blue Lima Ohio
Heart with “L S” at center (PH-H 65a, definitely “LS” and not a worn “US” as noted in Skinner-Eno); 2) single stamp
with Waterbury CT “Circle of Hearts” (S-E GE-R 40, Rohloff J-11); 3) cover with bold strike of New York City “Circle
of Hearts” (S-E PH-H 75) addressed to Albany NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1868 /)
Hearts, single stamp on piece and cover, mounted on exhibition page; 1) piece with San Francisco town
mark and stamp tied by cancel with two circles, the center circle indented at the top representing a heart (not noted
in Skinner-Eno); 2) blue illustrated “Independent Order of Good Templars” corner card cover with bold “4 Hearts”
cancel (S-E PH-H 70) tying single stamp, addressed to Southington CT, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1869 )
“Honeycomb” (Amherst, MA), almost complete strike, on cover addressed to Newton Centre, MA; light
diagonal crease, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 12.
Estimate $150 - 200
1870 m
“Horse Collar” (Philadelphia PA), strong complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Ms
20 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1871 m
“Horse’s Head” (Knoxville TN), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-H 3
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1872 m
19.

“Horseshoe” (Horsepasture VA), gorgeous full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Ms
Estimate $200 - 300

1873 m

“Insect” (Leroy NY), nice full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 10 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1874 m
“Insects” (Guilford CT), strong full strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 19 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1875

1876

1875 )
“Kicking Mule” (Port Townsend, WA), 1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange and 5¢ dull blue (287, 288) used
with 1¢ (279),all cancelled by fancy Port Townsend WA Kicking Mule cancels, on corner ad cover addressed to
Montreal Canada, with green registry hand stamp, a gorgeous cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1876 )
“Leaf” (Joppa Village Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled with excellent and complete strike on folded letter datelined 1862, addressed to Winslow Maine; stamp with small flaws, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PP-L 44.
Estimate $400 - 600

1877 m
Leaves, three stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes Hartford CT “Flower” (S-E PP-FL
26), Louisville KY six segment leaf (S-E LS-L 24), and eight segment leaf of Nashville TN (owner’s attribution), Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1878 m/)
Leaves, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; stamps include multiveined leaf, large
10 segment leaf on piece with New York City pmk and eight segment leaf; cover with excellent strike of Boston MA
“Clover” cancel (S-E PP-C 5), ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1879 m
“Man in Hat” (Lynchburg VA), complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 27 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1880 m/)
Miscellaneous pictorial cancels, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1) Brattleboro VT “Devil and Pitchfork” cancel (S-E PH-F 41) left side perforations partially trimmed away, 2)
Cincinnati OH blue “Clown Face” cancel (S-E PH-F 85) and 3) West Meriden CT “Devil and Pitchfork” (S-E PH-F
40); cover with New Haven CT town mark and single 3¢ tied by “Doll” cancel (S-E GE-M 1, no description given),
F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1881 )
Miscellaneous pictorial cancels, small group of five select covers; 1) amber cover with stamp tied by
GREEN Columbus O. town marking; 2) buff cover to Hudson NY with double circle Phelps NY town marking and
stamp tied by bold five point star with negative star at center (S-E ST-St 13), 3) cover to Flemington NJ with Elbridge
NY town marking and stamp tied by excellent negative PAID in circle (S-E PM-PE 14); 4) orange cover with
Raysville IND town marking and stamp cancelled with crude “10” in circle, address to Marion VA, 5) cover from
Washington DC addressed to Portland ME and redirected to Gray Corner with boxed “FORWARDED” and “DUE 3"
markings, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1882
1882 m

1884

1885

“My Heart” (Dayton OH), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-H 68.
Estimate $200 - 300

1883 m/)
“O K” designs, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Beloit
WI negative “O K” (owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), Columbus MS block style “O K” (owner’s attribution, not in Skinner-Eno) and Lee MA negative “O K” (S-E LC-OK 20a); cover with excellent strike of Saratoga
Springs NY block style “O K” (S-E LC-OK 5) tying stamp on dark buff cover addressed to New Haven CT, Very Fine,
ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno LC-OK (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1884 m
4.

“Padlock” (Cambridge MA), bold almost complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Pl
Estimate $200 - 300

1885 )
“Padlock” (Cambridge, MA), on 3¢ (#94), bold complete strike addressed to Cambridge, MA, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Pl 4.
Estimate $250 - 350

1886

1887

1888

1886 )
“Picture Frame” (Homer, NY), nice strike on cover addressed to Pioneer, PA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky.
Skinner-Eno GE-S 30.
Estimate $150 - 200
1887

s
“Pig” (Corry, PA), 1873, 3¢ green (158), tied by nearly 90% complete strike of Pig (Corry, Pa) fancy cancel on small piece; stamp with natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine cancel. Cole AN-1.
Estimate $350 - 500

1888 m

“Pointing Hand” (Lansing MI), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-HF 7.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1889 m
“Preacher In Pulpit” (Boston MA), nice almost complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PH-F 104 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1890 m
“Profile of Head” (Baltimore MD), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 66
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1891

1892

1891 )
“Pumpkin Face” (Philadelphia, PA), almost complete strike on cover addressed to Limerick Bridge,
PA, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-P 11.
Estimate $150 - 200
1892 )
“Rose inside circle” (Amherst Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by nice strike tied to dark buff cover addressed to Grafton Mass.; cover slightly reduced at right removing the right side perforations of the stamp, overall
Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PP-Fl 3.
Estimate $200 - 300
1893 m

“Shell” (LaGrange GA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1894 )
“Shell/Fan” (Mohawk, NY), bold full strike of fancy Shell/ Fan cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on
cover addressed to Van Horuesville NY; “MOHAWK N.Y. MAY 15" date stamp at lower left, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1895 m
“Skull & Crossbones” (Bloomington IL), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1896 m

“Skull” (Brattleboro VT), full strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1897 m

“Skull” (Cambridge MA), strong & complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-M 32.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1898

1899

1902

1898 )
“Stars & Balls” (Putnam, CT), bold complete strike on cover addressed to Killingly, CT, Very Fine, exBoyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-E 1.
Estimate $200 - 300
1899 m
7.

“Three Cent Coin” (East Plainfield NH), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Co
Estimate $200 - 300

1900 m
site).

“Tomahawk” (Tomahawk WI), full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Wt 4 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1901 m
“Turtle Back” (Alexandria VA), strong almost complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
GE-M 6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1902 m
“Two Cent Coin” (South Gardner MA), strong partial strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PO-Co 3.
Estimate $200 - 300
1903 m
site).

“Wagon Wheel” (Boston MA), full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-C 83 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1904 m
“Windmill” (Cambridgeport MA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-P 33
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1905 m
site).

“Witch” (Salem MA), complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 45 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1906 )
“Witch” (Salem Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by bold strike on cover addressed to East Haverhill NH;
cover with light toning along the bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Skinner-Eno PH-F 45.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Postal Markings

1907

1909

1907 )
Registered Shield (Boston), 3¢ (#65) and 15¢ (#77) tied by Boston shield cancels on Registered cover
addressed to Wendell Centre, MA, F.-V.F., ex-Blake.
Estimate $200 - 300
1908 )
Advertised markings, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) cover originating in Washington DC addressed to Belfast ME where it received a black boxed “ADVERTISED” and an additional stamp to forward it to Augusta ME; 2) cover originating in New York City and addressed to Nashville TN where it received a
circular “ADVERTISED” marking and an additional stamp tied by a leaf cancel to forward cover to Blairstown NJ,
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PM-AD (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1909 )
Industry-Related Dead Post Office Cancel Holding, 29 cancels with industrial-related names, mostly
DPOs; includes Petroleum Centre, PA; Gilmanton Iron Works, NH; Henry Clay Factory, DE; Tamworth Iron Works,
NH (S/R 5); Oil Diggins, OH (S/R 6); Shamrock Mills, RI (S/R 6); Oxford Furnace, NJ (S/R 5), Copake Iron Works,
NY; Goffs Mills, NY (S/R 6); Colerain Forge, PA (S/R 6); and Newmans Mills, PA (S/R 5); generally clear strikes;
mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1910 m
Manuscript cancels, seven stamps and one cover, off cover includes pine tree “W” from Weston, MA
and “Usm” from Tioga Centre NY, one town postmark and a revenue usage. Cover with a bold Weston, Mass “W”
and blue Weston Mass postmark. Attractive grouping, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1911 m/)
Miscellaneous postal markings, seven stamps, one pair and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; cancels on stamps include “NY SHIP LETTER 6”, “WAY” in circle, boxed “FORWARDED”, “DUE 6” in circle,
two line straight line “STEAM SHIP” and (U S) SHIP; pair with blue oval Wells, Fargo & Co. San Francisco; cover
with single stamp tied by double rim Fort Miller NY postmark, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1912 m/)
Miscellaneous postal markings, three off cover stamps, two pieces and two covers, neatly mounted on
exhibition page; cancels on single stamps includes St. Louis & Keokuk S.B. (PAID) ALL, and 1866 double circle “J.
F. Seiberling & Co. Akron O” revenue usage; vertical strip of three with two strikes of straight line “REGISTERED”
and piece with three stamps tied by “N. YORK STEAMSHIP”; covers with single stamp tied by 1865 Fort Schuyler
NY (Bronx - Helbock Rarity 6) and double circle PHILAD’A PA POST OFFICE, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky ( photo on
website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1913 m/)
Miscellaneous postal markings, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; cancels on stamps include 1) blue double oval Wells, Fargo express marking, 2) Postal Carrier, 3) Land Patent, 4) Aug
10 West; cover with stamp tied by straight line “STEAMBOAT” and with matching DUE 1 in circle, addressed to Lebanon PA, mostly a Chesapeake Bay usage, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
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1914

1915

1914 )
“PAID” in circle (Profile House, NH), 3¢ (#65) cancelled by full strong “Paid” fancy cancel with c.d.s.
“Profile House NH/Aug 16", with boxed corner ad; addressed to Dover NH; small ink stain astride cancel, F.-V.F.
Skinner-Eno PM-PG 3.
Estimate $500 - 750
1915 m
“Paid One Cent/Maspeth NY”, 1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24) with scarce straight line hand cancel, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1916 )
Paids, 30 covers, includes Muscatine, IA, “Paid/3” in circle; Washington, DC, red “Paid/3” arc; Beverly,
MA, “Paid” in grid; Lords Bridge, CT (S/R 5), “Paid” in lozenge; blue Baltimore, MD, with matching “Balto Paid” (S-E
PM-PE 12); and much more; mixed condition; a nice array of types, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1917 m/)
Paids, six stamps and one cover neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include PAID in lozenge, imitation small Boston PAID in grid; large blue PAID 3 in box, red and black imitation large Boston PAID in grid, and
fancy PAID 3 in oval of Westborough Mass (S-E PM-PNc 41a); cover with large straight line PAID of Yorkshire Centre NY (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on amber Howells Song cover, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1918 m/)
Paids, seven stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include red PAID in lozenge, two different PAID 3 in circle, arced PAID 3, straight line PAID in italics, arced PAID 34; cover with PAID 3 in
circle tying stamp on cover with large double circle Auburndale, Mass 1861 postmark (not noted in Skinner-Eno),
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1919 m/)
Railroad markings, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1)
Norwich & Worcester “N & W” with star, balls and bars (S-E LC-N 4), 2) Oswego & Syracuse RR boxed blue agent’s
handstamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) excellent double circle “WAS’N to N.Y. Rail-Way” handstamp on small
piece (not noted in Skinner-Eno); 4) cover with single stamp cancelled with blue pinwheel cancel, addressed to
Ohio with matching oval “B. & O. R.R. Pa Jun 29 1864” station agent’s handstamp below stamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PM-RR (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1920

1923

1920 )
STATELINE NOV, handstamp with manuscript “27” date on buff cover addressed to Maplewood Institute, Pittsfield, Mass, franked with single 3¢ (#65) with manuscript cancel; stamp with small faults including a crease
at top left, cover slightly reduced at the left side, Very Fine; with 2008 Weiss certificate. Skinner-Eno PM-TF27.
Estimate $200 - 300
1921 )
Two early experimental machine cancels, a McAdams “Waffle Iron” cancel on a cover to Augusta, ME,
and a five-ring target cancel from Washington, DC, to Stockbridge, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Stars
1922 )
“Elaborate Star” (Hartford, CT), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by excellent strike of Hartford fancy cancel on
July 27 1864 cover addressed to Thompsonville CT, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-E 10 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1923 )
“Hollow Star” (Pueblo, CO), group of Washington-Franklins with 1929 cancels, on registered entire
(1½¢ surcharge on 1¢, #U521), including a 1¢ coil (#348) paste-up pair (removed from cover to check watermark)
with various other Washington-Franklins, F.-V.F.; with 2001 A.P.S. certificate for the #348 pair (mistakenly referring
to the #490 line pair on the cover as a #348 line pair).
Estimate $200 - 300

1924

1925

1924 )
Intertwined Star with PAID (Bonds Village Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) top margin single with partial imprint, on small ladies type cover addressed to Granby Ms., Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-C 18.
Estimate $200 - 300
1925 )
Large Outlined Star (West Hampton Mass), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94) tied by bold complete strike on
cover addressed to Springfield Mass., Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-O 14.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1926 m/)
Ornate stars, four stamps and one cover, each with bold strike, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
stamps include Brookline MA “Negative Star with Five Negative Circles” (owner’s attribution, similar in style to S-E
ST-E 43), Hartford CT “Solid Five Point Star inside Circle” (not noted as such in Skinner-Eno, but well known); New
York City “Fancy 6 Pointed Star with Star at Center” (S-E ST-6P 47) and Phelps NY “Negative Star inside Star” (S-E
ST-St 13); cover with wonderful strike of red New York City “Star Inside Circle with Dot at Center” (S-E ST-D 32),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1927 m/)
Ornate stars, four stamps and one cover; all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
the four stamps attributed to New York City include two in red and one with extremely ornate appearance; the cover
with blue Louisville KY postmark and matching negative six point Star-of-David, orange cover addressed to
Greenville NY (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1928 m
Ornate stars, four stamps, each with well struck cancel, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes
Chicopee MA “Intertwined Star of David” (S-E ST-6P 24), blue Glendale MA “5 Point Star with Circle in Points” (S-E
St-E 25a). Hartford CT “Large Star inside Circle” (similar in style to S-E ST-E 10) and No. Belingham MA “Small
Segmented Star” (S-E ST-Sh 8); Chicopee MA star with small faults, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1929 )
“Solid Five Pointed Star” (West Point Iowa), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) on two covers used Mar 18 and May
26, each with single stamp tied by datestamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno); Mar 18 cover reduced at right (not affecting the stamp), otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1930 m

“Star & Crescent” (Greenwich NY), bold complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1931 m
“Star of David” (78), 1863, 24¢ lilac, boldly struck negative ‘Star’ cancellation, awesome example with a
gorgeous sock on the nose cancel; eye catching showpiece; a few clipped perforations along bottom left side - quite
trivial, otherwise Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1932 )
“Star with 5 points” (Jersey Shore, PA), 3¢ (65) cancelled, not tied, by bold blue fancy cancel with dot
at center on dark buff cover addressed to Black Creek NY, matching Jersey Shore Pa Dec 16 date stamp at lower
left; light cover crease from contents at upper right not affecting the stamp, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-D 1 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1933

1934

1933 )
“Star with 5 points, a star inside and UNION” (West Hampton Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by bold
complete strike on mourning cover addressed to Springfield Ms, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-C
14.
Estimate $600 - 800
1934 )
“Star with 5 points, a star inside and UNION” (West Hampton Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike on 1862 dark buff cover addressed to Springfield Ms.; cover very slightly reduced at right, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-C 14.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1935 )
Stars, 22 covers, includes Brasher Falls star-in-star (S-E ST-St 3); blue Portsmouth, VA, outline star;
South Gardner, MA, outline star (S-E ST-O 38); Fort Wayne, IN, outline star (ST-O 9); Atlanta, GA, solid star (S-E
ST-S 3); Oriskany Falls, NY, star with dot at center (S-E S-D 52); Union Springs, NY, star with dot at center (S-E
ST-D 51); mixed condition; some nice strikes, investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1936 m
Stars, 11 stamps, all with excellent strikes of star cancellations attributed to New York City, neatly
mounted on exhibition age; includes eight with four points and three with 8 points similar in style to that used later by
the NY Foreign Mall office though these are smaller in size, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1937 m
Stars, four stamps, each with exceptional strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Dracut MA blue
outlined star(owner’s attribution, not in Skinner-Eno); Gloucester MA Outlined Star (owner’s attribution, this star is
larger than S-E ST-O 5); two different blue Jersey Shore PA Stars (S-E ST-D 1 and ST-D 19), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200

1938 m

“Stars & Balls” (Putnam CT), bold complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-E 2.
Estimate $200 - 300

1939 m/)
Stars in circle, six stamps and one cover, all bearing excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include two with outlined star at center (one small and one large), three with solid star at center and
one with solid star in circle with segmented outer ring; cover with dark blue Windsor NY “Star with Circle at Center
inside Circle” (S-E ST-D 45), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1940 m
Stars in circles, 7 stamps, each with excellent strikes, different towns or cancels, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes stars attributed to Cedar Grove WV, Greenwich NY, Ludlow VT, Noridgework ME, Petersburg VA, Springfield MO and Wilmington IL, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website). Estimate $200 - 300
1941 m/)
Stars with 4 points, six stamps and one cover, all attributed to New York City, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with nicely struck four pointed star inside circle, some variation in size or style, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1942 m/)
Stars with 5 points, four stamps and one cover all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include 1) bold strike of blue Brattleboro VT “Elaborate Star with Pentagon at Center” (S-E ST-E 6); 2)
Lee MA “Negative Star with Pentagram at Center” (owner’s attribution, not noted in S-E); 3) Green Sharon VT “Solid
Five Point Star” (S-E ST-S 4); and 4) Waterbury CT “Large 5 Pointed Star with additional Star Inside” (Owner’s attribution, not noted in Rohloff Book or in Skinner-Eno); cover with excellent “Outlined Star” cancelling stamp on 1864
Kelly’s Island OHIO cover addressed to Warsaw NY, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1943 m/)
Stars with 5 points, six stamps and two covers, all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include solid star, solid star inside circle, outlined star and three different negative stars; covers include solid star cancelling stamp on forwarded cover and blue Louisville KY negative Star of David on Scott 94 with
matching Louisville KY postmark, addressed to New York City (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1944 m
Stars with 5 points, four stamps neatly mounted on exhibition page, all with excellent strike; 1) Boston
MA “Negative Star” (S-E ST-O 23); 2) Enfield MA “Outlined Star” (owner’s attribution, different from outlined star illustrated in Skinner-Eno); 3) Fort Wayne IN “Outlined Star” (S-E ST-O 9); and Chicago IL “Small 6 Point Star/Rosette” (owner’s attribution), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website). Estimate $150 - 200
1945 )
Stars with 6 points, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Well struck New Haven CT negative Star-of-David with open circle at center (S-E SAT-6P 34) on cover addressed to Stratford CT’ 2) Bold strike of
New York City large 6 Pointed Star with dot at center (similar to S-E ST-6P 26, but much better strike) on 1863 amber cover addressed to Cooperstown NY, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Waterbury

1946

1947

1950

1946 m
“Beer Mug” (Waterbury CT), fine strike; tiny corner crease and cancel enhanced at bottom & right,
F.-V.F. appearance; with 2011 A.P.E.X. certificate. Skinner-Eno PO-Bm 5. Rohloff O-8.
Estimate $200 - 300
1947 )
“Circle of Hearts & Diamonds” (Waterbury, Ct.), 3¢ (65) tied by excellent strike of Waterbury Ct Nov 28
‘67 fancy cancel cover addressed to North Adams Mass; stamp with minor toning and the cover slightly reduced at
left, not affecting the stamp, otherwise Very Fine, rarity RRRR - less than 6 examples known. Rohloff J-09.
Estimate $300 - 400
This cancel was used for approximately one month. Rohloff felt that not more than 5 covers existed with this
cancel and the unpublished Crowe census has recorded only four examples including this cover.
1948 )
Circular grill (Waterbury, Ct.), excellent strike of Rohloff type H-19 cancel ties single stamp (#94) on
cover with Jun 12 postmark, addressed to New Orleans, Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Rohloff H-19 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
Rohloff rated this cancel as having 15 or more examples on cover, but unpublished Crowe census has recorded
only 11 examples of this cancel.
1949 )
Collateral material (Waterbury, Ct.), one cover and two letters signed by John W. Hill former postmaster at Waterbury CT. Cover with small red double circle Waterbury Con Feb 22 1862 town marking and franked with
single 3¢ tied by black grids, addressed to Saugatuck Conn. This cancel was used prior to Hill becoming postmaster. The two letters were written by John Hill in response to questions about his cancellations. They are in his handwriting and are datelined “Jan 15/19” and “1st Mch 20”. Each letter mentions that his memory is a little fuzzy, but also
that the design of the cancels were a result of impulse and not the result of a pattern. They are a terrific collateral for
a Waterbury cover collection, Very Fine, rarity RRR - less than 9 examples known, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1950 m
“Elm Leaf” (Waterbury, Ct.), 3¢ (65) tied to small piece by bold strike of Waterbury Ct fancy cancel and
two partial strikes of Waterbury double circle datestamps; stamp with natural straight edge at left and trivial toning
on perforations at upper right, a Very Fine cancel, rarity RR - less than 16 examples known; with 2007 A.P.E.X. certificate. Rohloff L-1.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1951 )
Fancy cancels (Waterbury, Ct.), on three covers: 1) Aug 8 ‘67 cover with stamp tied by 8 Arrowheads
in a circle (Roloff type B-8), cover is made of thin paper and has suffered some insect erosion; 2) Dec 5 ‘65 cover
with stamp tied by Rosette of Seven Segments (Rohloff P-6), cover reduced at left into redirecting postmark; 3)
Mar 9 cover with 3¢ “F” grill tied by bold strike of Rosette of Eight Segments (Rohloff P-14), stamp with a small tear
and right perforations creased from folding over the right edge of the cover, rarity RRR - less than 9 examples
known. Rohloff B-8; P-6; P-14 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1952

1953

1952 )
Letter “W” (Waterbury, CT), 3¢ (#65) cancelled by Waterbury, CT, “W” with c.d.s.; cover addressed to
Brooks Grove, NY, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno LS-W20.
Estimate $500 - 750
1953 )
Letter “W” (Waterbury, Ct.), 3¢ (65) tied by excellent strike of Waterbury Con Oct 17 ‘66 duplex
datestamp with serifs at top, Rohloff type 2 killer cancel; the stamp with trimmed perforations at the right and the
cover with light vertical bends from contents (one passes under the stamp), otherwise F.-V.F., rarity RR - less than
16 examples known. Rohloff K-15.
Estimate $200 - 300
1954 m/)
Letter “W” (Waterbury, Ct.), two stamps and one cover all from Waterbury CT; includes block style “W”
(S-E LS-W 9) and serifed “W” (S-E LS-W 20) on single stamps; cover with thin serifed “W” (S-E LS-W 19) and MAR
6 ‘66 postmark; cover slightly reduced at right, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1955 )
“Rosette” fancy cancel (Waterbury, Ct.), single, with nice strike of nine segment rosette cancel of Waterbury CT on Mar 28 1868 cover addressed to Brooklyn, NY; cover and stamp with tiny flaws, F.-V.F., rarity RR less than 16 examples known, ex- Boyarsky. Rohloff P-27 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
Rohloff book notes that not more than 15 examples of the cancel exist on cover.

1956 )
“Star” fancy cancel (Waterbury, Ct.), single stamp tied by neat 5 point star cancel of Waterbury CT on
orange cover with Sep 8 ‘65 postmark addressed to Seymour CT; cover with a large diagonal piece added to the
cover at the top not affecting the postmark, stamp or cancel, rarity RRR - less than 9 examples known, exBoyarsky; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Rohloff S-5.
Estimate $500 - 750
This is a new Waterbury cancellation and not listed in the Rohloff work; with a date of Sep 8 1865 it is among the
earliest recorded covers with a Waterbury fancy cancellation and as such highly desirable.
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Groups and Collections
1957 )
Fancy cancels, over 85 covers, includes Leeds Junction, ME, geometric (S-E GE-M 25); Philadelphia
fraternal (S-E FR-NMc 6); Cuba, NY, shell (S-E PA-S 2); Davenport, IA, radial (S-E GE-R 2); blue Montpelier, VT,
radial (GE-R 31); blue South Deerfield, MA, cross (CR-C 6); Unadilla, NY, geometric (S-E GE-E 8); Wellsburg, WV,
cogwheel (S-E GE-P 5); and much more; mostly strong full strikes; mixed condition, so set aside sufficient time to
properly examine this, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1958 )
New York City domestic fancy cancels, 30 covers, includes circular geometric to Church Hill, MD; circular geometric to Queens, NY; radial (S-E GE-R 36) to Barbowsville, NY; block-of-four-blocks to Newburgh, NY;
fancy square geometric to Philadelphia; circular geometric (S-E GE-C 153) to Camden, ME; star with dot at center
to North Lisbon, NH; boxed star to Baltimore, MD; mixed condition, mostly strong strikes, all franked with #65,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1959 )
Target cancels on 1861, 3¢ rose (65), over 70 stamps and nine covers, with a typewritten page classifying the cancels by number of rings and varieties; a satisfying lot, please investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1960 m
Fancy cancels, a phenomenal, not-to-be-missed presentation, neatly arranged on stock pages, of over
450 #65’s; a few of the better include Quincy, MA, “OK” (S-E LC-OK 4); Collinsville, CT, “Axe Head” (S-E PO-Wt 6);
Waterbury, CT, “Beer Mug” (S-E PO-Bm 5a); Huntington, NY, “G in Star” (S-E ST-C 7); Albany, NY, “US in Combination” (S-E PT-C 17); Philadelphia “Phil” (S-E LC-P 8); with stars, colors, “Paid”s, geometrics, Masonics & shields
galore; mixed condition, please examine carefully, F.-V.F., a lot worthy of your time (photo on website).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1961 m
Fancy cancels on 1887, 2¢ green (213), 28 stamps mounted on a page; includes stars (shaded, solid,
fancy and outline), letters, geometrics and scarabs, compelling group, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1962 m
Fancy cancels on cut squares, 1853-90, over 80 in total, including Waterbury shield (Skinner-Eno PS-0
5), skull, Maltese crosses, “Paid”, solid stars, shaded stars, stars in circles, “MB” (Mystic Bridge CT [Cole ML-61]),
wheel of fortune, pinwheel, honeycomb, flag, geometrics, letters, numerals and colors, with many better, F.-V.F., be
sure to check it out (photo on website).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1963 m/)
Manuscript and miscellaneous cancels, manuscript cancels include block of 8 revenue usage (bottom
stamps with horizontal crease), fourteen off cover stamps including two revenue usages and two with year dates,
and cover with Painesville July 27th 1865 manuscript postmark (no state); final page labeled “Smear” includes used
strip of three, single with six pointed star with broken point and cover with Palmer Mass town marking and stamp
cancelled with a quartered square cancel with four squares, each with a cross at the center, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1964 m
Miscellaneous cancels, twelve off cover stamps with various cancels; include two with outlined stars,
one with green mask, one with Green Bay RPO, one with Philadelphia “Mummers”, one with blue padlock, one with
albino embossed dry goods handstamp, Dayton OH and Cecil MD … in circles, and Montpelier VT blue flower design, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1965 m/)
Unusual designs, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1) Boston
MA “Preacher in Pulpit” (S-E PH-F 104), 2) blue Memphis TN “Broken Heart” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted
in Skinner-Eno) on grilled stamp, 3) Philadelphia PA “Horse Collar” cancel (S-E PO-Ms 20); cover with Cambridge
MASS town mark and “Padlock” cancel (S-E PO-Pl 4)ying single 3¢, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1966 m/)
Unusual designs, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; single stamps include
1) Salem MA Witch cancel (S-E PH-F 45), 2) Footville WI quartered cork cancel resembling a pair of feet or shoes
(owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno, but the town of Footville WI did exist in 1862), 3) Amherst MA “Honeycomb” cancel (S-E GE-M 12), 4) Norwalk CT “Bow Tie” cancel (S-E PO-Bw 2); cover with single stamp tied by
Putnam CT “Fancy Stars and Balls” cancel on orange cover addressed to Killingly CT (S-E GE-E 1) (photo on web
site), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $200 - 300
1967 m
Unusual designs, four stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) excellent strike of South Gardiner MS
“Two Cent Coin” (S-E PO-Co 3), 2) Healdsburg CA “Left Waving Flag without Union” (S-E PT-F 34), 3) Rockville IN
“Handcuffs” (S-E PO-Ms 13), and 4) bold “Dumbbells” cancellation which owner has attributed to Putnam CT (not
noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1968 m/)
Unusual designs, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; single stamps include 1)
bold strike of Cambridge MA “Padlock” (S-E PO-Pl 4), 2) nice strike of Chicago IL “Checkerboard” (owner’s attribution, not noted as such in Skinner-Eno), 3) excellent strike of Media PA “Pine Tree” (S-E PP-T 1); cover with double
circle Old Point Comfort VA town mark and single stamp tied by circle of block style “V’s” (not noted in Skinner-Eno),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1969 m/)
Unusual designs, 4 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1)
Bloomington IL “Skull and Crossbones” cancel (owner’s attribution, this cancel is different from S-E PH-S 16 which
is the only Bloomington IL “Skull and Crossbones” in Skinner-Eno), 2) Dayton OH Heart with negative “MY” cancel
(S-E PH-H 68), 3) Horse Pasture VA bold “Horseshoe” cancel (S-E {PO-Ms 19), 4) Tomahawk WI “Tomahawk”
cancel (S-E PO-Wt 4); cover with 1865 double circle Amherst MA town mark and “Honeycomb” cancel (S-E GE-M
12) tying single stamp, addressed to Newton MA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1970 m
Unusual designs, four stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Sock-on-the-nose Castleton VT Rope
cancel (S-E SD-G 92), 2) blue Davenport IA “Wreath around Four Bars” cancel (S-E SD-G 121), 3) nice strike of
Greenwich NY “Star and Crescent” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted as such in Skinner-Eno), 4) excellent
strike of Putnam CT small “Stars and Balls” cancel (S-E GE-E2), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1971 m
Unusual designs, six stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Boston MA “Wagon Wheel” cancel
(S-E GE-C 83), 2) Cambridgeport MA “Windmill” cancel (S-E GE-P 33), 3) E. Plainfield NH “3¢ Coin” cancel (S-E
PO-Co 7), 4) Feltonville MA “Butterfly” cancel (S-E PO-Bw 1, described as “bow”), 5) La Grange Ga “Shell” (owner’s
attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 6) Wasioga MN “3” inside “C” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted with town
in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1972 m/)
Unusual designs, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with
Norwich CT “Masonic Boxed Cross” (S-E CR-C 25a), 2) single stamp with Bridgeport CT “Broken Heart inside Circle” (owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) single stamp with New Haven CT Geometric labeled as “Doll”
by owner (S-E GE-M 1), 4) Cover with single tied by excellent strike of Homer NY “Picture Frame” cancel (S-E GE-S
30), addressed to Pioneer PA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1973 m
Unusual designs, two stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Putnam CT Axe in Log cancel (S-E
PO-Wt 1, no attribution and called “hatchet”) and 2) Cornwall VT “Flower” cancel (S-E PP-FL 27), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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Misc. Documents, Correspondence and Ephemera

1974

Andrew Jackson memorial badge, 73 x 195 mm, white silk memento with Dodge portrait in black as
found on the 2¢ 1863 stamp (#73), published by E. P. Whaites, some small flaws not affecting the design, Very Fine,
lovely and rare.
Estimate $150 - 200
A similar item is illustrated and described on page 80 of Lane’s “Harry F. Allen Collection of Black Jacks”. A
wonderful and prized Black Jack collateral item.

1975 )
Birch bark cover and lettersheet, 3¢ (#65) target-cancelled with “Traverse City MI” c.d.s., with letter; includes article from 1990 American Philatelist with transcription; piece out of cover and letter sheet, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1976 )
DPO town cancels, over 70 covers, all franked with #65, with many S/R 4s to S/R 6s; better include
manuscript Wahoo O (S/R 7), manuscript North Greenbush NY (S/R 7), Grasshopper Falls KS (S/R 6), manuscript
English Settlement IA (S/R 7), Wachusetville MA (S/R 6) and manuscript Emmett IA (S/R 6); some with contents;
mixed condition, F.-V.F., simply a great collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1977 )
Forwarded covers, 16, includes Goshen, IN, forwarded to Chapinsville, NY, with blue “Due 6” in circle
and matching “Forwarded” in lozenge; Chicago, IL, forwarded to Mariner, IL, with blue “Forwarded” in oval;
Muscatine, IA, forwarded to Young America, IL, with manuscript “Due 3 c” over straightline “Forwarded”;
Waybridge, VT, with “Missent &/Forwarded” in oval; San Jose forwarded to Burnwood then to Santa Clara, on reverse mailed to Santa Clara; San Francisco, CA, forwarded to Portland, OR; etc.; an amazing array of auxiliary
markings, all franked with #65; mixed condition, F.-V.F., a bonanza for the savvy bidder (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1978 )
Great Plains - eight covers, from Leavenworth City, Kansas Terrritory; Iola, KS; Mound City, KS; Grasshopper Falls, KS (S/R 6); St Joseph, MO; Knob Noster, MO; Pilot Knob, MO; and Cottonwood Springs, NE (S/R 6);
mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1979 )
Mid-Atlantic/Southern States, over 30 covers, includes manuscript town cancel “Blacks & Whites VA”
on cover to Lawrenceville, VA; Liberty Mills, VA, on cover to Alexandria, VA; manuscript town cancel Fisher’s Ferry,
PA, to Schoharie, NY; manuscript Loving Creek, VA (S/R 5), on cover to Girards Town, WV; Brightwood, DC (S/R
5), on cover to Londongrove, PA; oval Passaic, NJ, on cover to Lowell, MA; Little Gunpowder, MD (S/R 5), on cover
to Baltimore; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1980 )
Oversized covers or bank checks, 31 in all, some tremendous covers present, with better including
hand-colored eagle addressed to Rochester, NY, with manuscript “Careful/Original Painting” franked with #65;
cover addressed to St. Louis franked with #76, 63, 65 & 69; cover addressed to Leonardsville, NY, franked with #73
and strip of six #65; cover to Washington, DC, with block of four & pair of #65; cover to Wilkes Barre, PA, with block
of six #65; mixed condition, F.-V.F., please set aside time for careful perusal, much uncommon material (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1981 )
1850-1905, small collection of Valentines & covers, 14 embossed covers, including stampless from
Belleville OH to city, 3¢ Banknote with Valentine, 1884 with #210 from Worcester to West Boylston MA, 1884 with
pair 2¢ (#183) from New York City to Richfield Springs NY; very mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on
website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1982 )
1820-75, 28 stampless covers, includes green “College of St James MD” with matching “5" in oval &
”Paid"; cameo ad cover for “John Gass/American House/Concord /NH”; Middlebury, VT, arc with “Free” to Stephen
Bradley, Member of the Senate in Washington, DC; blue Harrisburg Telegraph cameo ad cover with blue Harrisburg, PA, c.d.s. and matching “Paid 3" in oval; 1875 printed market report from Matanzas with straightline ”Due 2";
etc.; many with contents, including three political tracts; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $500 - 750
1983 )
1847, U.S. soldier’s letter, New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. with “10" rate on cover addressed to Franklin, NH,
with manuscript ”Via New Orleans"; four-page letter describing Mexico City after its capture; with complete transcription, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1984 )
1851-57, 3¢ cover selection, includes 26A on cover to Albany NY, and eleven folded letter sheets or
cover franked with 11A, some with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1985

Ex 1987

1985 )
1855, hand-colored stampless ladies cover, a delightful and attractive cover with blue Charlestown,
NH, c.d.s. with matching “Paid/3"; addressed to Haydenville, MA, F.-V.F., a beautiful example; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
1986 )
1861-65, two “Postage Paid” labels, two covers with labels paying missing postage, the first from St
Louis to Millbury, PA, with “Held for Postage” handstamp and label from the Good Will in St Louis; the second sent
Richmond, MO, to St Paul, MN, with label from Young Men’s Christian Association, F.-V.F., uncommon (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1987 )
1861-65, two covers, stamps with portions inked-in, first cover addressed to Vermillionville, IL, with
portrait, “3"s and ”U.S." inked in; the second addressed to Norfolk Hosiery Co. in CT, with Washington given an
inked-in slouch hat and pipe, F.-V.F., uncommmon items.
Estimate $150 - 200
1988 )
1861-65, two cacheted covers, first cover to Granby, VT, with design of boy running and hiding a newspaper with “If not called for, return to REV Henry Morgan Boston MA”; the second showing a boy riding a pig with an
ad for R.B. Nichols, author and publisher, Washington, DC, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1989 )
1861-68, 28 embossed ladies covers and Valentines, includes West Dennis, MA, embossed cover
with boy chasing girl with lacy valentine with golden cupid; Ipswich, MA, embossed cover with boy chasing girl and
die-cut valentine (with mounting marks on reverse); Patriotic embossed cover with furled flags, clasped hands and
“Though Absent Not Forgotten” with gold-colored valentine; Meredith Village, NH, embossed floral design cover
with lacy valentine, etc., etc.; all franked with #65; mixed condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F., a sweetheart lot
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1990 )
1861-65, 33 Fort covers, a magnificent collection of covers with “Fort” origins, includes Camp Run, OH
(S/R 7); Fort Schuyler, NY (S/R 6); Fort Pickens, FL (S/R 6); Fort Randall, DAK; Jefferson Barracks, MO; Fort
Jones, CA; Fort Dodge, IA; Fort Atkinson, WI; Fort Rice, DAK; Fort Wallace, KS; Camp Point, IL; generally full
strikes; mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1991 )
1861-68, 18 military/war-related covers, includes red “U.S.S. Engineers Branch N.Y./Bowling Green”,
“Soldiers’ Orphan Homestead” Gettysburg PA, handstamp “Cincinnati Pension Agency”, “Office A. Commissary of
Subsistence”, “Office of Forage and River Transport”, “U.S.A. Med. Department”, “The War Claim and Collection
Office”, “United States Mustering and Disbursing Office”, etc., all franked with #65; mixed condition, perusal please,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1992 )
1861-65, twelve Indian-related covers, includes manuscript town cancel “Tekamahm”, c.d.s. Osage
Mission KS (S/R 6), Leavenworth KS Indian Goods corner ad, manuscript town cancel “Omaha Agency Neb”,
manuscript town cancel “Winnabago Agency MN”, c.d.s. Nashotah Mission WI (S/R 7); some uncommon material
present, mixed condition; please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1993 )
1861-1950, collection of 24 covers, a lovely selection for your perusal, with better including six #210
tied to a #U178 addressed to Liverpool and forwarded to London; #U10 with two strikes of “From Steamer Lecomte
C. Johnson Capt” to New Orleans; 1929 Hoover Inauguration cover; 1928 Cleveland Air Race cover signed by
Hubert Wilkins; ad cover for The Yale Courant franked with #65 tied by New Haven c.d.s.; 1895 #257 on Registered
handstamp penalty cover; 1926 Transpolar Flight card; an illustrated hotel ad cover franked with three #Q1, The
Panama Canal Official Business cover, pair of Q1 tied by Quakertown PA c.d.s., VJ cover, and a Registered airmail
cover from French West Africa to Yugoslavia franked with #29, 32 & 33, F.-V.F., a meaty selection at a soupbone
price (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1994 )
1861-69, 13 hand-decorated covers, all franked with #65; includes a red ribbon with address, cover with
multicolored hand-drawing of flowers and a vase, two covers with leaves; two covers to Waterbury, CT, one with
drawings; one of a bird-of-paradise, one with a hand holding a branch, etc.; well-executed; please peruse, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1995 )
1861-69, mixed franking covers, selection of five, includes #94 & 114 on forwarded cover from St Louis
to Salem, IL; #65 & 147 on cover to North Hampton, NH; #65 & 117 tied by Bakersfield, VT, c.d.s. and straightline
“Registered to Boston MA”; #65 & 71 tied by Delavan, WI, c.d.s. to Normal, PA; and #65 & 68 tied to #U58 by San
Francisco cogwheels on cover addressed to Marseilles, France, F.-V.F., outstanding grouping, uncommon lot
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1996 )
1861, collection of freaks & oddities on cover, 23 covers with #65, including misperforated vertically
tied by Napoleon, OH, c.d.s. (with 1998 P.F. certificate); pair with vertical double perforations tied by MA c.d.s.; part
imprint with Middleton, MA, c.d.s.; drastically misperforated with blue Hartford, KY, c.d.s.; pair on corner ad cover
with huge straddle; narrow example with natural straight edge at right with Virginia City, N.T., c.d.s.; and stamp with
large diagonal preprinting crease on cover tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s.; an exciting selection, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1997 )
1861-68, 24 covers exhibiting unusual usages, shapes & colors, includes pentagonal envelope from
New Bern, NC, to Norfolk, NC; rhombic envelope from New York to Norfolk, CT; 2¾" by 1¾" cover to Woonsockett,
RI; 4¼" by 1¾" cover from Hartford, CT to New York City with fancy cancel; triangle cover from Boston to
Edgartown, MA; dark magenta cover from Annapolis, MD, to Portland, NY; bright blue cover from Washington, DC,
to Maine, and three magenta-colored covers; some mixed condition, F.-V.F., interesting and uncommon material
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1998 )
1861-65, seven registered covers, includes #65 and pair of #89 to Bridgeton, NJ; pair of #65 on #U351
to Riverhead, NY; pair of #65 to Lancaster, NH; #65 to Canton, PA; mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1999 )
1861, 3¢ Washington shades selection, terrific color collection of 45 on a stock page; ranges from possible pinks to rose, dull red, brown red, and everything in between; meticulous inspection may pay off big: happy
hunting, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2000 )
1861-65, seven covers with 3¢ rose, includes 1864 Election Tally Sheet cover with Cincinnati, OH, cancel; blind embossed ad cover with red Boston, MA, Christmas Day cancel; fancy calligraphy cover from Baltimore,
MD, to North Vassalboro, ME; “Forwarded” & “Due 3" straightline handstamps on cover from Washington, DC, to
Syracuse to Albany; allover illustrated ad cover for M. Moore, Trenton Falls, NY: and a cover from Williamsport, PA,
to Brooklyn with second stamp pasted over and forwarded to Lloyd’s Neck, L.I., F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2001 )
1861-67, mourning covers, 10, including franked by #63 & 65 tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. and addressed to Cincinnati, OH; #65 fancy-cancelled sent Nebraska City, NE, to Portland, NY; hand-drawn cover with
#65 tied by Kalamazoo, MI, c.d.s. sent to Mosquito Gulch, CA; #65 tied by target cancel with Buttermilk Falls, NY,
c.d.s. to Brattleboro, VT; and #65 tied by green Del. Water Gap, PA, c.d.s. addressed to Elizabeth, NJ; mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2002 )
1861-68, 28 Northeast covers, includes red oval Valley Falls, RI; South Killingly, CT, hand-drawn c.d.s.;
blue oval Unionville, CT; blue rimless East Canaan, NH; double-oval New London, NH; Sheepscott Bridge, ME;
etc.; mixed condition, some full strikes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2003 )
1861-68, 22 Upper Midwest covers, includes Illinois: Burnt Prairie, Cairo, Mound City, Young America
(S/R 4), manuscript cancels Biggsville and Rock Run; Indiana: Duck Creek IN (S/R 7) and New Harmony, manuscript cancel Burnetts Creek and Highland; Iowa: Agency City and Marble Rock, manuscript cancel What Cheer;
Michigan: Climax Prairie; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2004 )
1861-68, three covers with unusual addresses, includes New Haven, CT, to Lake City, MN, with fourteen-line (!) instructions; Wallingford, CT, to Bethel, ME, with twelve lines of instructions; and Brooklyn, NY, to Philadelphia with twelve-line instructions; review carefully—there will be a test, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2005 )
1861-68, two fumigated covers, one from New York City to Argyle, NY, with slits throughout cover; and
a second from Babcock Hill, NY, to Cortland, NY, with slits; mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2006 )
1861, unusual usages group (65), small group of five covers showing various usages: 1) single tied by
PAID in italics on dark buff cover with oval New London NH datestamp; 2) single on 1864 folded letter from New
York City addressed to New Orleans, manuscript “p. Creole” at upper left and blue double-oval company
handstamp at lower left; 3) strip of three tied by circle-of-wedges cancels on cover addressed to San Francisco with
Philadelphia datestamp; 4) single stamp tied by North Berwick Me datestamp on 3¢ entire addressed to Steamer
North Star New York City and endorsed “State Room E”; 5) single 3¢ “F” grill (#94) with quartered cork cancellation
of New York City on Anchor Line illustrated corner card addressed to Alliance Ohio; some covers and stamps with
small faults, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2007 )
1861-68, 8 covers to foreign destinations, includes five 3¢ (#65) on cover to Switzerland; #68, 65 & 73
on cover to Switzerland; four #65 on cover to Lombardy, Italy; #68, 76 & three #65 on cover to Bavaria; #69 & 65 to
France; five #65 on cover to France, etc.; mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2008
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1861 (Dec. 24), William Seward, War-Time Thank You note, written on Department of State stationery,
giving thanks for the gift of some grapes, expressing Christmas sentiments, bold clear signature (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2009 )
1879-1912, Fortress Monroe cancels, 8 covers, including picture postcard of Hotel Chamberlin, postcard of target practice at the fort, Spanish American War Patriotic, cancel of U.S.S. New Jersey at Fort Monroe, etc.;
nice selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2010 )
1879-1912, Fortress Monroe cancels, five covers: one from Ft. Monroe via Bay Line Steamer; picture
postcard with Ft. Monroe & Richmond RPO; #300 tied by Fortress Monroe duplex with 1886 date slug; cover with
Fortress Monroe c.d.s. on cover to Dubuque, IA; and a 1904 cover tying #324 with a Fortress Monroe duplex; some
flaws, but generally F.-V.F., excellent lot for the specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2011 )
1888-1900, hotel covers from Fort Monroe, seven Hygeia Hotel and two Hotel Chamberlin covers;
eight are illustrated, three duplicated; includes Hygeia Hotel illustration of hotel and beach, Hygeia Hotel illustration
of hotel with promenade, and Hotel Chamberlin with sailboats and beach; attractive grouping, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2012

2013

2012 )
1900, Boxer Rebellion cover with “China Military Postal Sta No 1”, 2¢ (279B) tied by China Mil Postal
Sta No 1 duplex, on cover from Lieut M. McCloskey 9th U.S. Artillery addressed to Pittsburg PA; small stain center
from sealing wax, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2013 )
1901, Boxer Rebellion package wrapper, three color franking, 2¢ (279B), 5¢ (281) & 10¢ (283) tied on
package wrapper, with purple “China Military Postal Sta. No 1” handstamp, manuscript “Soldier’s Mail/Peking
China”, F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2014
2014 )
1933-49, Inauguration covers, group of five, including a scarce run of first three Franklin D. Roosevelt
inaugurals and both Harry S. Truman covers; minor toning on 1941, otherwise a fresh and very fine group, F.-V.F.
Brookman $865 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2015

2016

2015 )
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), phenomenal example tied on folded letter to Providence, R.I., by blue manuscript cancellation with adjacent red arched “Paid” cancel along with light matching “New
York” c.d.s., Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
2016 )
1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), vertical pair tied by New York December 15 1846 c.d.s. on folded letter
sheet, addressed to Platsburgh, NY; vertical crease in the top stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

1847 Issue

2017 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), lovely horizontal pair tied on 1850 folded letter to Oshawa, Canada West, by red
grid cancellations and matching “New York, Feb 14" datestamp; with ”Queenston, U.C., Feb 16, 1850" transit
datestamp, manuscript “Prepaid to the lines” and “7" pence rate for Canadian postage due for distance of 61 to 100
miles; Toronto receiving backstamp; desirable Valentine’s Day usage to unusual destination in Canada; light vertical file folds do not affect the stamps; minor soiling is inconsequential, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2018

2019

2018 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), three margins, with manuscript cancel, used on cover from Sandusky, O to
Crawfordsville, with “Try” wafer seal on flap, the only one we’ve seen, very rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2019 )
1847, 5¢ red brown with Blood’s Local (1, 15L13), 5¢ with local (15L13) acid tied on cover by blue indistinct Philadelphia PA cds, addressed to Bridgeport CT; 5¢ has small corner crease, local is creased, and the first
line of address crossed out, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2020

2021

2020 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), extremely handsome example tied on pre-printed addressed cover to
Cooperstown, New York, by lightly struck red grid cancellation and matching adjacent “New York, Aug 28" c.d.s.,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, printed envelopes only came into use with the 1847 issues, and early ones are seldom
seen. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
2021 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), handsome four-margined example on cover to Aurora, N.Y., with blue grid cancel and matching adjacent “Skaneateles, N.Y., Feb. 24" c.d.s.; minor edgewear, Very Fine appearance, only 7 examples of this cover are known from Skaneateles in the Alexander census, ex-Kapiloff. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2022

2023

2022 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), pretty stamp tied on 1850 cover by blue grid cancellation (almost ultramarine) to
Carlisle, Penn.; with indistinct “Greensburgh, Pa” c.d.s. at left, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2023 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), choice example on cover to Wilmington, Delaware, with red grid cancel and a bit
of manuscript at top of stamp; with red “Richmond, Va., Feb 10" c.d.s. and light blue ”Wilmington, Del" receiving
backstamp on reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

2024

2025

2024 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), very pleasing example with fabulous rich color, tied on 1849 folded letter to Philadelphia, Pa., by red “New York, Feb. 25, 5cts” c.d.s.; the color on the adhesive is extraordinary, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2025 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied with two red grid cancels to cover addressed to Frederick, Maryland; some
wear to cover around corners and edges and pressed vertical crease, stamp has four margins, only barely touching
at bottom, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

2026 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), beautiful 3½-margined Franklin with particularly strong color, tied on 1848 folded
letter to Durham, Conn., by red grid cancellation with matching “New York, Jul 25" c.d.s.; vertical file folds show
wear and staining along bottom of cover, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2027

2028

2027 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), tied by large manuscript cancel on outer folded letter with neat red Norwich &
Worcester Railroad Apr 23 handstamp; stamp with oversized margins on three sides (even showing frameline of
stamp to right), cut into at left; letter with slight discoloration, Very Fine usage. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
Listed in Alexander’s United States 1847 Issue: A Cover Census, page 710, but dated March 19 (!).
2028 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), all-around large-margined stamp with pen cancel, tied to 1848 folded letter
with blue town postmark; addressed to Belvidere, N.J., the single affixed to this folded lettershet is a striking extremely fine gem; toning along file folds away from stamp, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2029

2030

2029 )
1847, 10¢ black with Swarts Local handstamps (2), 10¢ (in at left with parts of three adjoining stamps)
tied by red grid with matching New York c.d.s. on folded letter sheet, with red “Post Office Chatham Square/Swarts”
and matching “Letters for N. York City/Direct To/Chatham Square Post Office” handstamp on reverse; addressed to
Buffalo, F.-V.F., rare; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2030 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), beautiful example tied on 1850 folded address sheet to New Orleans, La, by red grid
cancellation with matching adjacent “Charleston, S.C., Nov 10" c.d.s.; the stamp has four nice margins and fabulous rich color, Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2031

2032

2031 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), lovely example on 1851 folded address sheet to Baltimore, Md.; scarcer black grid
cancellation, with red straightline “Paid” and matching “Boston, Jun 17" with integral rate datestamp, F.-V.F.; with
2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2032 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), incredibly fresh and choice example neatly tied on 1850 folded address sheet to
New York, NY, by red “St. Louis, Mo., Jun 18" circular datestamp, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1851 Issue

2033

2034

2033 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), tied by “Hallowell ME” c.d.s. on embossed ladies’ cover addressed locally, Very
Fine and very attractive. Scott $155.
Estimate $200 - 300
2034 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), vertical strip of three, just into at top and left, the right and bottom margins are
large, tied by March 17 New-York town markings on dark buff cover addressed to Fiskville, RI; the bottom stamp of
the strip with a pre-usage crease through the top label, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2035

2036

2035 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), horizontal strip of three, positions 34-35-36L1E (Relief “A”, as noted in pencil on
back of cover), tied by circa 1852 “Gt. Barrington Mass” May 7 town cancels on dark buff cover addressed to
Brookfield Conn.; strip with minor flaws, cover with small water spot along top edge and orange stiffening card
shows at the left, a Fine cover; signed Neinken. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
2036 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), horizontal strip of three showing full centerline at left, positions
51-52-53R1E, left stamp is type IIIA and right pair is type II; clear to ample margins except touching on the right
stamp; tied by dark bluish green circular grid cancels on 1852 docketed buff cover to Jacksonville, IL, with matching
Springfield, ILL. town marking at left; left stamp (type IIIA) with a light vertical pre-usage crease at center; cover
shows some puckering so strip has probably been removed and replaced, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $1,575.
Estimate $400 - 600

2037

2038

2037 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), position 46R1L tied to a beautiful illustrated folded lettersheet/circular from
North, Case & North announcing new pattern for a coal-burning Egg Stove; stove and Philadelphia warerooms illustrated; addressed to Richmond, VA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2038 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal strip of three, tied by blue Cincinnati Ohio Jan 30 town cancels on
enameled Ladies Cover addressed to Baltimore MD, with contents datelined 1857; the postmarks are more lightly
struck on the cover due to its slickness; minor indentations on front from pencil, a Very Fine cover; signed
Fleckenstein. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2039

2040

2039 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal strip of three, tied by July 31 Utica NY town cancels on buff cover addressed to Cedarville NY, docketed 56-57-58L1L at the bottom of the cover, a Very Fine cover; with 1989 Jakubek
certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2040 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), top margin strip of three; large margins except touching at bottom; tied by St.
Albans VT town cancels on dark buff cover addressed to North White Creek NY; backflap with albino “J. Curtis
Dealer in Downs Elixir & Holdriges Plasters St. Albans” seal (damaged by opening); end stamps with pre-usage
creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2041

2042

2041 )
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), horizontal strip of four, clear to large margins except touching in a
few spots, tied by Jan 18 San Francisco, Cal town marks on dark buff cover addressed to Elizabeth Town, New Jersey, a Very Fine cover; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,380.
Estimate $500 - 750
The strip is most likely paying double the 6¢ trans-continental rate in existence between 1851 and 1855. Strips of
this stamp on cover are very scarce.
2042 )
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of four, tied by Chicago Ill town cancel on reduced cover addressed
to Shawneetown IL; block with diagonal crease at the upper right and cut into along the right side, a Fine cover, extremely scarce usage, as blocks are very seldom seen on cover. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2043

2044

2043 )
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), marvelous example tied on 1856 folded address sheet to France by neat “New
York” and red “New York - Br. Pkt” handstamps; with several transit marks and receiving backstamps; minor
mended paper issues on reverse are of little consequence, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2044 )
1855, 10¢ green, type II-III-II (14, 15, 14), vertical combination strip of three, Types II-III-II; margins ample to into at left and top; tied by San Francisco Cal town cancels on 1857 folded letter sent via Prussian Closed Mail
to Herford (Westphalia) Germany; strip also tied by red boxed “AACHEN FRANCO” transit mark; red N. York 7 Br.
Pkt exchange mark at right, fresh and attractive Very Fine cover; with photocopy of 1993 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

2045

2046

2045 )
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), desirable left sheet margin pair, along with single #9, tied on 1855 folded
address sheet to Paris by black “New Orleans, La., Apr. 12" c.d.s.’s; black ”Calais" transit marking; red manuscript
“By the first Steamer”; inside reverse shows interesting “Castera Attorney at law, New Orleans” handstamp, Fine.
Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300
2046 )
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), extremely handsome horizontal pair neatly tied by light town postmark on
1858 cover to Falmouth, England, and redirected to Queenstown; well-struck red and blue transit markings and
four receiving backstamps including fancy red “Fox & Co., Falmouth” forwarding agent backstamp; a pretty cover
with lots of eye appeal, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1857 Issue

2047

2048

2047 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type Ia (19), Pos. 100R4, F relief from plate 4; a scarce type Ia stamp tied on folded printed
circular to Galena, Illinois, by nicely struck “Lynchburg, Va., Dec. 1857" c.d.s.; trivial wear along right edge is inconsequential; perforations cut off along top of stamp, otherwise Fine; with 2012 Doporto certificate. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2048 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, horizontal strip of three, positions 25R2-27R2, tied by light blue town
cancels on buff cover addressed to Frankfort KY, a Very Fine cover. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

2049

2050

2049 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (23), L-shaped strip of three, positions 44L1L, 53-54L1L; tied by Nov 24 Philadelphia PA town cancels on a cover addressed to Westchester PA; minor perf toning, ex-Wagshal, ex-Neinken. Scott
$2,700 as single stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2050 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), position 36L8 (“dash in hair” variety) tied to clean cover by Troy, NY town cancel, addressed to Pittsfield, MA, F.-V.F., unpriced on cover. Scott $80 as single.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2051

2052

2051 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), position 10L9 (“earring” variety) tied to envelope by New York Feb 28 circular
datestamp; addressed to Townsend, VT, Very Fine. Scott $90 as single off cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2052 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), with black June 9 Carrier cancel on clean cover addressed to Niagara Falls,
NY, albino Masonic Lodge 132 corner card indicia at upper left, Very Fine, nice early Masonic cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2053 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), group of 3 covers, one folded letter boasting a pair and a single tied by New
York postmark and containing “earring variety” position 10L9, repair in addressee panel; the remaining two single-usage covers include a black carrier with an early impression plate 7 stamp on life assurance corner card and
another with an enclosure, generally F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200

2054

2055

2054 )
1857, 3¢ rose, type II (25A), Pos. 28L3, attractive example of this scarce type II stamp on 1857 cover to
Deerfield, Mass., tied by black grid cancellation with red “Windsor, Vt., Dec 24.” c.d.s., Fine, #25A’s on cover are
seldom seen. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
2055 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), handsome 1861 cover to North Santee, SC, tied by clear strike of
“Charleston, S.C., Apr. 9, 1861" c.d.s.; wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine, a gorgeous example of Confederate usage of Scott #26 after secession.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2056

2057

2056 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), 3¢ 1861 (65), tied by Perry Ill datestamp with manuscript Jan 30 on dark
buff cover additionally franked 3¢ 1857 (#26) also tied by postmark, addressed to Wrentham Mass, a Very Fine
cover, ex-Thomas J. Alexander.
Estimate $200 - 300
Excellent example of a demonetized usage with the 3¢ 1861 paying the postage and the 3¢ 1857 ignored.
2057 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), tied on 1861 cover to Marion C.H., S.C., by neat black grid and matching
“Charleston, S.C., Mar 21, 1861" postmark; with original enclosure; light foxing and part of backflap missing, otherwise Fine, scarcer Confederate usage.
Estimate $100 - 150

2058

2059

2058 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), worn cover to New Orleans, La; tied by clear “Mobile, Ala., Jan 16, 1861"
circular datestamp; nice use of United States Post Office stamps in a seceded state; backflap missing and tear at
top, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2059 )
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), horizontal pair tied by Eastport ME town cancel at lower left of brown
cover addressed to Sonora County “Calafornia”; straightline"ADVERTISED" and manuscript “1" at bottom center;
cover with some edge wear, left stamp with a small crease at the bottom, F.-V.F.; signed Stanley B. Ashbrook, with
1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2060

2061

2060 )
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I (28), vertical strip of three and vertical pair tied by 1857 New Orleans town
cancels on folded letter addressed to Nantes, France; red “NEW PAID YORK 12" at lower right of cover (making it
either short-paid and accepted as fully paid, or overpaid by 10¢; strip with perforations trimmed away at top, folded
cover with light usage creases, Fine. Scott $6,400 as off cover.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2061 )
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I (28), vertical strip of three, tied by black New Orleans town cancel on 1857 orange cover addressed to Paris France; Boston transit and French receiver, both in red; stamps in a rich deep
shade; strip with straight edge at right, cover with light creases away from the stamps, minor edge wear and without
most of backflap, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000 as a strip off cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2062

2063

2062 )
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I & 10¢ green, type III (28, 33), single of the 5¢ plus strip of four of the 10¢ (paying triple the U.S.-to-France rate of 15¢ per ¼-ounce via French Mail) on 1858 folded letter addressed to Bordeaux; stamps tied by New Orleans town cancels; the 10¢ strip with scissors-trimmed perforations at the bottom
and right; folded letter with the addressee’s name replaced in the address panel, Fine and scarce; with 1989 P.F.
certificate stating that the cover is repaired. Scott $1,830.
Estimate $500 - 750
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest used multiple for #33 is a strip of three, one on cover and one off.
However, this is a strip of four, and another cover in this sale sports a strip of five.
2063 )
1857, 10¢ green, type II (32), horizontal strip of three and a single, positions 57-60R, tied by New Orleans
town cancels on folded cover addressed to Vera Cruz (Mexico); stamps pay 4 times the U.S.-to-Mexico 10¢ rate;
folded cover with light horizontal file folds away from the stamps, a Very Fine usage, Ex-Stephen Brown, where it
was sold as a strip of four. Scott $780.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2064

2065

2064 )
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), horizontal strip of five, tied by New York town cancels, paying 5 times the
U.S.-to-Canada rate of 10¢, on amber court house cover addressed to Berlin Canada West, red straightline
“UNITED STATES PAID” and manuscript “50" at center; cover reduced at top into docketing, F.-V.F. and scarce.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest used multiple of #33 is a strip of four. If so, this is now the largest
known used multiple.
2065 )
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), horizontal strips of four and three used on 10¢ entire (#U16) with Benicia
Cal town and manuscript cancels, addressed to Neponsett Massachusetts; the strip of three is has a single that is
folded over the left edge of the entire, breaking the paper of the center stamp, F.-V.F. and scarce, ex-Seybold. Scott
$1,380.
Estimate $500 - 750
This would be the second example of the second-largest used multiple for #33. Catalogued as two strips of three
and a single off cover.

2066

2067

2066 )
1857, 10¢ green, type IV (34), tied by 1858 Ann Arbor, MI, c.d.s. on cut-down cover addressed to Canada West; with red oval “United States/6" handstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2067 )
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), straight margin at bottom, tied on 1859 cover to Bordeaux, France, with
#26; tied by “New Orleans, La., Aug. 3, 1859" c.d.s.; red ”New York Paid 12" c.d.s.; red boxed “p.D.” French exchange office marking; black “Calais” transit marking; reverse receiving cancels of Aug 23 (Calais and Paris) and
Aug 24 (Podensac), V.G.-Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2068

2069

2068 )
1860, 24¢ gray (37a), tied by red grid with red New York transit; with Barclay & Livingston forwarders’
handstamp; addressed to Dublin; manuscript “Pr Africa”, F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800

1861-1867 Issues
2069 )
1861, 3¢ pink (64), tied by Pottstown, Pa, town cancel on locally used dark buff cover; 9 Sept 1861 manuscript docketing at left; stamp with outer edge of town cancel impressed into the design, otherwise Very Fine; with
1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $300 - 400

2070

2071

2070 )
1861, 3¢ pink (64), beautiful rich shade approaching the rare pigeon blood pink; on 1861 cover to Harrisburg, Penn; neat segmented cork cancel with partial strike of “Philadelphia” town cancellation; stamp with perforation faults at bottom, generally Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $775.
Estimate $200 - 300
2071 )
1861, 3¢ pigeon blood pink (64a), tied by blue grid cancel on cover to the St. Nicholas Hotel in New York
City; matching double-circle “Louisville, KY Sep 10” c.d.s. at center; the stamp with a small corner crease at the upper left and repaired at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine, extremely scarce and very seldom-seen shade; with 1991
P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2072

2073

2072 )
1861, 3¢ rose, mis-perfed, showing parts of four different designs, tied by segmented cork cancel on orange cover addressed to Wooster, Ohio; lightly struck “Kansas City Mo.” town mark at center; stamp with rounded
corner and cover irregularly opened at right, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
A most spectacular and highly unusual mis-perforation, and rarely seen on cover.
2073 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by straightline “LEB JUNC KY” handstamp of Lebanon Junction, KY, on orange
cover addressed to Breese, IL; cover with trivial edge flaws, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2074

2075

2074 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), cancelled, not tied, with circular grid with 7 bars of Keeseville NY on Sept. 21 2861
cover addressed to Fair Haven VT, additionally franked with 3¢ 1857 (Scott 26) which the Post Office attempted to
remove before cancelling with the same Keeseville grid cancel, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
Excellent example of an attempt to use the 3¢ 1857 after its demonetization.
2075 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), 3¢ 1861, manuscript cancelled, placed over 3¢ Nesbitt indicia, addressed to Marion
Ky, green Morganfield KY datestamp at left, a Very Fine cover, ex-Scott Gallagher.
Estimate $200 - 300
Proper usage of a demonetized postal stationery item.
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2076

2082

2076 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), attractive numeral “3" on cover to Littleton, Mass; neatly struck ”Leominster, Ms., Apr.
26" c.d.s., V.G.-Fine. Scott $3.
Estimate $150 - 200
2077 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), single, tied by double circle Washington DC duplex with target killer on 3¢ Star Die
(Scott U26) addressed to Plymouth Meeting PA, manuscript “41” at top center; stamp with small part of corner off at
lower right and entire with light creases and slightly reduced at right, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
As the indicia of the Star Die entire is not cancelled, this is an example of an attempted use after demonetization.
2078 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), cancelled, not tied, by thin bar circular grid cancel on 3¢ Star Die (Scott U27), indicia
without cancel, double-circle “DES MOINES IOA JUN 23 1862” datestamp at left (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
An example of an attempted use of the 3¢ Star Die after demonetization.
2079 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), pinkish shade, cancelled by bold 7 bar circular grid on dark buff cover addressed to
Canistota NY, later redirected to Lenox; additionally franked with uncancelled 3¢ 1857 (#26) at upper right; cover
has two Oswego NY datestamps, one dated May 13 and one dated May 16 1862 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
An intriguing cover which can be looked at as an attemped use after demonization or a reuse of a cover with a
stamp that was never cancelled. Based on postmarks it appears that the cover was held for the correct current
postage.
2080 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by solid blue black star cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on publisher of “Odd
Fellow’s Companion” corner card cover, printed mailing label affixed to another Lodge, Berrien Co., Mich; paper
clip stain in ad, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
Interesting cover which the previous owner felt represented a previously unknown printed/pre-cancel
cancellation. He also notes that the absence of an identifying town and date of origin. There exists the additional
possibility that this cover was prepared and not used, which would support the printed/pre-cancel theory.
2081 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), over 50 items (plus one cover); multiples include a block of six, strips of three (2), four
(2), five (2) and six; with 15 manuscript cancels and four misaligned; peruse please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2082 )
1861, 5¢ buff (67), vertical pair with defects tied by grids with red New Bedford, MA, c.d.s., on cover addressed to San Francisco; “Advertised” handstamp on reverse; forwarded to Edus Landing, F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2083

2084

2083 )
1861, 5¢ buff (67), dark shade, horizontal pair tied by Leominster, MA “Stove Pipe” fancy cancels (Skinner-Eno GE-C 7) on 1867 cover addressed to Cambridge, New Brunswick; St. John and Gagetown backstamps;
right stamp with a pulled perforation at lower right and some perforation faults at right; cover lightly cleaned and with
a small repair in the lower left corner, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2084 )
1861, 5¢ buff (67), horizontal pair, tied by Hanover, NH duplex cancel on 1862 orange cover addressed
to Montreal, Canada; Derby Line, VT exchange office postmark on front, backstamped Stanstead and Montreal;
right stamp with small faults, attractive Very Fine appearance, ex-Vincent Greene; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

2085

2086

2085 )
1861, 10¢ yellow green (68), horizontal strip of six of the 10¢ and a horizontal pair of 3¢ rose (#65)—for a
total 66¢ postage affixed; manuscript 1864 cancels, on cover addressed “In care of the American Consul” to Singapore India; red New York Pkt. and London transit marks; strip with edge faults along the top and the cover without backflap, Fine and scarce, ex-Starnes.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2086 )
1861, 12¢ black (69), upper left corner single with full selvage tied by Nashville, TN, c.d.s. to cover addressed to Perry County with partially printed address; reduced & refolded, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2087

2088

2087 )
1863, 2¢ black (73), two blocks of six, formerly a block of 12, tied to the reverse of a cover to Oxford, England, by San Francisco cogwheel cancels, paying the 24¢ rate; proper transit marks; cover somewhat soiled and
with a few flaws, but nevertheless an outstanding Black Jack usage, F.-V.F. Scott $2,940 as two blocks & two pairs.
Estimate $600 - 800
Sender originally tried to pay the postage with Revenue stamps, but this was disallowed and they were mostly
removed from the front of the cover.
2088 )
1863, 2¢ black (73), extremely well-centered horizontal strip of five, tied by grid cancels on 1864 light buff
cover from Calais, ME, to St. John, New Brunswick; proper backstamp; slightly reduced at top and without a small
portion of the backflap, otherwise a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
2089 )
1863, 2¢ black (73), vertical strip of three tied by New York duplex cancels on cover addressed to Halifax,
Nova Scotia; top stamp of strip with horizontal crease that breaks the paper, strip with a very faint toning band, Fine
and attractive (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2090

2091

2090 )
1863, 5¢ brown (76), horizontal pair, very faintly cancelled in blue, at lower left of orange cover addressed to Quebec, Canada, with matching double-circle Portsmouth VA postmark at upper right of the cover and
numeral “20" at the upper left; proper backstamps; cover with light vertical file fold at center away from the stamps, a
Very Fine usage.
Estimate $150 - 200
Rated as a double-rate usage and, as such, the 10¢ postage was for naught; still, an attractive franking.
2091 )
1867, 3¢ rose, A. grill (79), with blue segmented cork cancel, not tied, on dark buff Farmer’s Insurance
Company corner card addressed to Washington, ILL; matching FREEPORT ILLS AUG 16 postmark to left of
stamp; stamp with usual minor perforation flaws and cover with a light vertical crease that passes under and
creases stamp, otherwise Fine; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2092

2093

2092 )
1867, 3¢ rose, C. grill (83), tied by quartered cork cancel on cover with matching “ST. LOUIS MO. DEC 2”
postmark; addressed to Romeo, Michigan; cover slightly reduced at right just removing a couple perforations at the
lower right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2093 )
1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (85), single plus horizontal strips of three and four, on 1868 dark buff Registered
cover addressed to Newburgh, NY; small “New York Registered Feb 4” postmark and quartered cork cancel tie strip
of four on 1868-docketed cover; single stamp and right stamp of strip of three with pieces out and left stamp of same
strip with vertical crease from folding over the left edge of the cover, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Crowe and 1956
SPA (photo on web site) certificates. Scott $9,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Catalogued as three pairs and two single stamps.

2094

2095

2094 )
1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (85), removed from cover to check the grill and hinged in place, attractive “Oakdale/ Mar 27/ Ind” manuscript cancellation; addressed to Newcastle, PA; cover slightly reduced at left and with trivial moisture spotting at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
2095 )
1867, 3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), a nicely centered example tied by bold target cancel on cover from Silver
Spring, Md. to Dry Town, Amador Co., California; mostly clear Silver Spring c.d.s. at left, Apr 2, 1868; cover slightly
reduced at right and skillfully cleaned, otherwise Very Fine; with 1991 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2096

2097

2096 )
1867, 2¢ black, E. grill (87), horizontal strip of five, tied by red New York cancels and matching Masonic
Square & Compass fancy cancels on locally-used orange cover; left stamp with a pulled perf, left pair with small
tears and right stamp with natural straight edge at right; cover with repaired tearing at top, Fine cover, pencil note on
reverse of cover states, “Only known strip of Black Jacks with red Masonic cancel, also New York carrier”; with 1990
P.F. certificate. Scott $995.
Estimate $300 - 400
Larger used multiples of this stamp are difficult to find; largest known used multiple is a strip of eight.
2097 )
1867, 3¢ rose, E. grill split grill (88), on cover with grid cancel and Fairfax C.H., VA, c.d.s.; addressed to
Farmwell, VA, F.-V.F., listed but not priced in Scott; with 1988 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

2098

2099

2098 )
1867, 1¢ blue, F. grill (92), dark blue shade, horizontal pair, tied by segmented cork cancels on light buff
cover addressed to Diana Mills, VA; matching Richmond, VA postmark at center; cover with light water spotting,
otherwise Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $100 - 150

1869-1898 Issues
2099 )
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), single tied to an insufficiently paid cover addressedd to Paris,
France, by cork cancel, with New York May 25, 1869 transit and blue French entry mark, a choice extremely fine
jumbo margined single tied to cover with portion of the adjoining stamp at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an uncommonly nice stamp on a pleasing cover, overall provides gorgeous eye-appeal; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2100

2102

2100 )
1870, 30¢ black (154), tied by red New York transit, with Paris, France, blue receiver; cover with repaired
tear not affecting stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $875.
Estimate $500 - 750
2101 )
1881, 3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), horizontal block of six tied by double-oval NY Registry marks
and Modena receiver to the reverse of an 1883 Registered cover addressed to Modena, Italy; franked with an additional 2¢ (#183), paying the 20¢ rate (5¢ x 2 UPU rate plus 10¢ Registry fee). New York Registery label on front, a
Very Fine cover (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2102 )
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), horizontal strip of five, strip of four and single stamp (formerly a
block of 10, stamps in a deep shade approaching the black brown shade) of the 10¢, plus a strip of three 5¢ Garfield’s, all tied by target cancels and New York duplex to the front of a 20c Mexican entire to Paris, France, with
green Mexican Wells, Fargo frank; entire cancelled by purple Wells, Fargo Guaymas, Mexico, Express marking; left
stamp of top strip with a corner fault, a Very Fine usage.
Estimate $300 - 400
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest known used multiple for #209 is a block of 10, which may well be this
item—as only a close inspection will show it is not a block.

2103 )
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), horizontal pair tied by New York Sep 7 1888 duplex cancels on oversized cover addressed to London, England, additionally franked with 10¢ brown (#209) and 15¢ orange (#189) paying the 15 times 5¢ UPU rate; red London receiving backstamp; cover slightly reduced at top and has a small
replacement at top left, a Very Fine usage; with 1999 A.P.S. certificate which notes that this cover is the Earliest
Documented Usage. The 2018 Scott Catalogue notes that the current Earliest Documented Usage is now April 16,
1888. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2104 )
1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), block of 15 tied by multiple strikes of Hoboken NJ duplexes to Registered cover addressed to Stetin, Germany; also included is a Registered cover with strip of 3 #232 and a 1¢ (#247)
tied by Canton Ohio straightline Registered cancels, addressed to Cleveland, F.-V.F., priced as two blocks of four &
seven singles, a phenomenal item for any Columbian or Registered exhibit. Scott $365 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2105 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279B), pretty Pan-American exposition cover to Washington, D.C., with “Buffalo,
N.Y., Jan 3, 1902" machine cancellation that cancels #279B and souvenir exhibition stamp for Brazil, Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2106 )
1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), used with 1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 8¢ (285-287, 289) tied by Baltimore registry ovals, on corner ad cover addressed to Basel Switzerland, with New York registry label, rare and attractive,
Very Fine, ex Burris.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2107 )
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), used with two 1¢ (285), two 2¢ (286), 4¢ (287), two 5¢ (288) and 10¢
(290) tied by 1898 New York duplexes, to larger piece of wrapper, addressed to Mannheim Germany, a rare usage, F.-V.F. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 2108
2108 )
1898, Trans-Mississippi issue on bisect covers, two: first has top left diagonal half 287 and 2¢ (279B)
tied by 1898 Brooklyn NY duplex, with violet straight line “Hold for Postage and forwarded/on receipt of Stamp”, addressed to New York City, the second has top right diagonal half 287 tied by 1898 Boston MA flag cancel, addressed to Springfield MA, both covers shown on page 80 of Neil’s book, scarce covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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20th Century Issues
2109 )
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black (294), pretty cover to Alliance, Ohio, with “Buffalo, N.Y., May 2
(19)01" exposition cancellation; 2nd Day cover, Fine. Scott $150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2110 )
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black (294-295), two examples, each on individual expositon cover;
small faults, generally Fine. Scott $110 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100

2111 )
1901, Pan-American, 5¢ ultramarine & black (297), wonderful example tied on 1901 cover to New
South Wales, by “Buffalo, N.Y., Oct. 15 (19)01" exposition cancellation, Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2112 )
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), gorgeous bottom imprint single tied on 1901
Pan-American exposition cover to Orchard Park, N.Y., by “Buffalo, N.Y., Sep. 3 (19)01" exposition cancellation; a
phenomenal cover, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

2113 )
1904, 5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), #323-326 neatly tied on a gorgeous Hold To Light exposition card
to Germany; tied by neat St. Louis World’s Fair exposition postmark, Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2114 )
1909, 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), two “Wagner” covers franked with plate blocks of six; top cover
with block tied to Special Delivery cover by Memphis Tenn duplexes; lower cover (Registered) with stamps
cancelled by violet Minnesota Junction, WI four-bar c.d.s.; both with appropriate markings and both having the
stamps paying the proper rate, plates are Very Fine, Scott does not price plate blocks used on cover, actual postal
usages—scarce thus. Scott $480 as used singles (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2115

2117

2115 )
1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), among the most beautiful and ornate exhibition covers you’ll ever
see; this stunning Hudson-Fulton souvenir from the exhibition is an eye-catching showpiece; to Paris, France, with
“Madison Square Sta., N.Y., Oct. 15, 1909" cancellation, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2116 )
1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), three Registered covers, each franked with a #373 plate block;
the first is cancelled by two Kohler, Wis. July 1915 c.d.s.’s; the second by two double-ring Sheboygan Falls,
Wis/Registered/Mar 20 1916(?) c.d.s.’s; and the last by two double-ring Horicon Wis/Registered/Oct 19 1915
c.d.s.’s, with the block actually tied by the violet “Registered No.” handstamp; first two bear “Geo. Wildermuth,
Sheboygan Falls, Wis.” straightline handstamp, the third is addressed to him, very pretty “Wagner” covers; block on
second and third covers with minor selvage faults, blocks F.-V.F., unpriced on cover in Scott. Scott $720 as used
singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2117 )
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil on autographed Zeppelin flight cover (447), 5¢ strip of seven,
strip of three, pair & single, with 65¢ (#C13), tied by Lakehurst NJ flag cancel, with Europe Pan-America Round
Flight and red South America flight cachets, addressed to Germany; signed by all three Captains: Hans
Flemming, Ernst A. Lehmann and Hans Schiller, along with navigator Anton Wittemann, assistant helmsman
Franz Bartschat, and others, F.-V.F., a magnificent piece of aviation postal history.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Stamps off-cover catalogue $2400.
2118 )
1917, $2 dark blue on bank tag (479), Federal Reserve Bank tag with Dec 11, 1919 cds, franked with
479, 516 & 518, nicely centered singles, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2119 )
1919, 1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), pair, possibly self addressed by Philadelphia dealer Phillip
H. Ward Jr. on cover postmarked August 23, 1919, five days later than current EDU, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2120

2121

2120 )
1922, 25¢ yellow green (568-572), impressive “First Round The World Flight” cover featuring five 1922
flat plate issues—four with plate numbers, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2121 )
1923, $2 deep blue single franking on air mail cover (572), $2 tied by “San Francisco Calif 3/Aug
21/1923" slogan machine cancel, on night air mail cover, addressed to Worden in Milburn NJ, blue straightline
”Via Air Mail" and two-line “Fee Claimed Office of First Address” handstamp, Very Fine, a scarce piece of postal history.
Estimate $200 - 300

2122

2123

2122 )
1923, $2 deep blue with perfin (572), tied by “Capitol, Maine/May 17/1932" handstamped c.d.s., addressed to Madison, IL, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2123 )
1935, $5 carmine & blue strip of three on bank tag (573), Registered bank tag from the First Milwaukee
WI Trust, with strip of three tied by six-bar straightline cancel and violet Minneapolis MN/Registered/June/29/1935
receiver, with violet “Milwaukee WI Registered /Jun/28/1935" postmark; seven meters cancelled on front, a fabulous find for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2124

2125

2124 )
1923, $5 carmine & blue, single franking on night air mail cover (573), tied by “San Francisco CA/Aug
21/1923" machine slogan cancel on night air mail cover addressed to Edward Worden in Milburn NJ; blue
straightline ”Via Air Mail" and black two-line “Fee Claimed by Office/of First Address”, Very Fine, a piece of postal
history of the highest degree.
Estimate $400 - 600
2125 )
1943, 2¢ Allied Nations (907), pair on hand painted all over multicolor cachet for Weigand, bright and
colorful example of Knapp’s early patriotic work that she would allow other cachet makers to use before she became famous, Very Fine. Knapp 907-5.
Estimate $300 - 400

Back-of-the-Book Isues

2126

2129

2126 )
Special Delivery, 1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), E13 top plate number 16836 block of six on unaddressed First Day Cover with April 11, 1925 Washington D.C. duplex cancels and #551 block of 10 with plate number, F.-V.F. overall; with 1976 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
2127 )
Postage Due, ten covers, includes “Due/3 cts” on cover from Rochester, NY, to Chicago, IL; “Due/3" on
cover from Washington, DC, to Two Taverns forwarded to Gettysburg, PA; ”Due/2" in circle from Shutesbury, MA,
to Springfield, MA; “Due/6" in circle from Memphis, TN, to Summerville, MI; boxed ”Due/3" from New York City to
Detroit, MI; straightline “Due 3 cents” from Boston to Oberlin, OH; and “Due 6" in oval on cover from New Haven, CT,
to Bangor, ME; excellent range of markings, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2128 )
Locals/Carriers, eight covers, includes #15L16 on cover to Newburyport, MA; #15L14 to Old Point
Comfort, VA; #65 tied by “U.S. Penny Mail Phila PA” handstamp to Philadelphia; #144L9 on cover with #65 to
Suffield, CT; etc.; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2129 )
Boyd’s City Express, 1867, 1¢ black on lilac (20L24), tied by NYC datestamp and segmented cancel
on small neat cover additionally franked with 3¢ rose (Scott 65) addressed to Roxbury Mass; local stamp with tear at
botom, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Paige. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2130 )
Wells Fargo & Co., Newspaper Stamp, 1883-88, blue (143LP9), appears uncancelled but struck and
tied by faint violet straightline cancel on rebacked wrapper with part-printed address to Ogden agent of Wells Fargo
for delivery by regular mail to Chicago, and additionally franked by 1¢ ultramarine (246) tied by cork cancel, manuscript. “Agent Ogden please drop in mail”, faint “Wells Fargo & Co. Ogden Utah Feb. 22, 1895" oval in violet, express map corner card, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2131 )
Westtown, 1853-67 (2¢) gold (145L2), uncancelled, on the front of the cover at upper right, franked with
single 3¢ rose tied by proper Street Road, Pa, Nov 30 datestamp on cover addressed to Sheffield, Mass; docketed
“1863" in pencil; cover slightly reduced at the left, but it does not affect the stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2132

2133

2132 )
Atlantic & Ohio Telegraph Co., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Md,
with matching double-circle “Chambersburg PA JUN 27 ‘64” town marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2133 )
United States Military Telegraph, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle “ST. LOUIS MO. MAR 20” duplex
cancel with target killer, on cover addressed to Norwich, NY; cover with trivial edge flaws, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2134

2135

2134 )
Western Union Telegraph, 3¢ red, F. grill (#65) tied by manuscript “Moores Ordinary” (VA) postmark on
dark buff cover addressed to Charlotte C H, Va; stamp with diagonal crease, cover with minor edge wear, otherwise
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
While open for a number of years (over 40) this Post Office has a Helbock rarity factor of 7.
2135 )
Western Union Telegraph, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by blue circular grid cancel on dark buff cover addressed
to Henrysburg, Ohio; matching double-circle “WHEELING VA 8 JUL 1862” town marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Stamps
Postmasters’ Provisionals

2136

2137

2138

2136 H
New Haven, Ct., 1932 reprints, 5¢ dull blue and 5¢ red (8XU4 var.), desirable reprints produced by the
New Haven Philatelic Society and sold originally for $5.00 each; one in red and one in blue, each numbered with accompanying 52 page booklet from which these two stamps came; the 5 cent red is restrike number 241 of 260 produced; the 5 cent blue restrike is number 186 of 260 produced; this lot also includes eye catching restrike on brown
cover with blue numeral “5" and red ”New Haven, Dec 25" datestamp at bottom left; these three items would make
for an impressive album page; these popular reprints are well worth more than our conservative estimate,
Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2137 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), lightly struck red square grid cancellation, completely
sound and attractive example of this tough stamp, that is seldom found fault free with such nice color, F.-V.F.; with
1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2138

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), tied on large piece by red arced “Paid” and “New York”
circular datestamp, fabulous quality example; with ample margins on all sides, with dazzling color and finely etched
impression, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2139

2140

2141

2139 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), light red grid cancellation, brilliant color, a fresh and
pleasing example, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
2140 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), pair, red arched “PAID” cancellations, fabulous horizontal pair, Pos. 2-3; exceedingly fresh and choice multiple with tremendous appeal; right stamp with faint vertical
crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2141 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), pair, black manuscript and light red handstamp cancellations, extremely intense color; a handsome multiple; quite scarce; faint toning mostly confined to reverse of multiple, minute crease at top left corner of left stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2142

2143

2145

2142 (H)
Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black (10X1), expertly regummed, remarkably choice bottom left corner
margin single with warm rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $225 for no gum.
Estimate $200 - 300
2143 (H)
Providence, R.I., 1846, 10¢ gray black (10X2), unused without gum, tight, but clear margins all around;
beautiful deep rich color, Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
2144 (H)a
Providence, R.I., 1898 reprint, 10¢ gray black (10X2), block of 4, without gum as issued, premium quality reprint block with strong color and detailed impression, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2145 (H)
Providence, R.I., 1898 reprint, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a), without gum as
issued, eye catching 1898 combination pair, each with single letter from “Bogertdurbin” on reverse; surprisingly difficult to find, Extremely Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

2146 Ha
Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a), complete sheet of 12,
disturbed o.g., a pristine sheet with brilliant fresh color; diagonal and horizontal creases and repaired tear in top
middle stamp, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, few intact sheets are known to exist. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2147

2148

2147 P
5¢ deep blue and 10¢ golden brown, trial color large die proofs on bond (1TC1be, 2TC1bj), with
cross hatching, attractive trial color proofs; fabulous colors, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2148 m
5¢ red brown and 10¢ black (1-2), each with beautiful red cancellation, matched left sheet margin singles, a very impressive offering with tremendous eye appeal; trivial thin spots only show in fluid, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $1,175.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2149

2150

2151

2152

2149 m
5¢ red brown (1), red town cancel, large balanced margins all around; a stunning representation of this
issue featuring the best color you’ll ever see on a 5 cent 1847, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2150 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red cancellation, remarkably fresh example featuring enormous sheet margin at
left; a striking example of this marvelous position piece, Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750
2151 m
5¢ red brown (1), seldom seen light red town cancellation, impressive well margined example, particularly large at top and right sides; as pretty as they come, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
2152 m
5¢ red brown (1), scarcer red “Baltimore Railroad” straightline cancellation, handsome example with
brilliant color; a gorgeous example well worth our conservative estimate of $400 to $600, Very Fine, rarely encountered with a railroad cancel on the stamp, unlisted in Scott Specialized with Baltimore railroad, but for example Philadelphia Railroad is a $200 premium in Scott. Scott $375+.
Estimate $400 - 600
2153 m
5¢ red brown (1), group of 3, red, black and blue cancellations, attractive trio, including an impressive top
left corner margin single; each with small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2154

2155

2156

2157

2158

2154 m
5¢ red brown (1), magenta grid cancellation, phenomenal example with luxurious rich color; a stunning
shade of intense red brown; simply gorgeous, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
2155 m
5¢ red brown, stitch watermark variety (1), blue cancellation, impeccably fresh example of the stitch
watermark variety, which runs along the very top of the stamp; this seldom seen paper variety is quite scarce,
F.-V.F. Scott $415.
Estimate $400 - 600
2156 m
5¢ red brown (1), scarcer black grid cancellation, wonderful early impression; this fresh to the market example features grayish brown tinge to the color despite the accompanying PF certificate calling it the common red
brown shade, F.-V.F.; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2157 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red grid cancellation, absolutely gorgeous color; an extraordinary example with
excellent margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2158 m
5¢ red brown (1), bold red grid cancellation, tremendous rich shade; an appealing example nicely complemented by the deep red cancel; simply gorgeous, Very Fine; with 2009 Weiss certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

2159

2160

2161

2162

2163

2159 m
5¢ red brown (1), double struck red grid cancellations, beautiful top quality example with large margins
and warm rich color; a beauty, Very Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2160 m

5¢ red brown (1), neat red “40" in circle cancel, V.G.-Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

2161 m
5¢ brown (1), red grid cancel, gargantuan margins all around, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate
for pair. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2162 m
5¢ red brown (1), blue numeral “5" rate marking, brilliant color and clearly etched impression; extremely
handsome example, F.-V.F. Scott $415.
Estimate $300 - 400
2163 m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red grid cancellation, lovely example featuring generous margins and a slightly
worn impression from a later printing; very interesting example, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2164

2165

2166

2167

2168

2164 m
5¢ red brown (1), lightly struck red grid cancellation, captivating color; a very pleasing sound example
with ample margins on all sides, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2165 m
5¢ red brown (1), distinct orange red grid cancellation, premium quality example with bold color and ample margins on all sides, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2166 m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancellation, attractive example with sheet margin at right; a beauty, Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2167 m
$525.

5¢ red brown (1), beautiful red town cancellation, bright color and clear impression; pretty, Fine. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

2168 m
5¢ red brown (1), red numeral “19" cancellation, eye catching stamp with rarely seen cancel; quite elusive 5 cent 1847 that would enhance any specialized collection; tiny thin spot at center, otherwise Very Fine; with
2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

2169

2170

2171

2172

2173

2169 m
5¢ red brown (1), beautiful strike of blue numeral “12" in circle cancellation, unusually intense color
nicely complimented by the cancel; light vertical crease, otherwise Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $415.
Estimate $300 - 400
2170 m
5¢ red brown (1), Utica, N.Y. blue “V” in circle cancellation, bold rich shade; an eye catching example;
small thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $415.
Estimate $300 - 400
2171 m
5¢ red brown (1), black grid cancel, four full large margins all around; a couple minute corner tip creases,
only mentioned for accuracy, otherwise Very Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $400. Estimate $250 - 350
2172 m
5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancellation, generous margins and a slightly worn plate, a
flawless example of this popular stamp, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2173 m
5¢ red brown (1), triple struck deep red grid cancellations, impressive and eye catching with bold cancels; a flawless example with lots of appeal, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2174

2175

2176

2177

2178

2174 m
5¢ red brown (1), New York square grid cancellation, well margined example with vivid color, F.-V.F.
Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2175 m
5¢ red brown (1), red numeral “6" in circle cancellation, rich shade; a decent stamp with a wonderful cancel; small diagonal crease at top left, otherwise Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $375. Estimate $250 - 350
2176 m
5¢ red brown (1), red “38" treaty rate to the UK, impressive numeral postmark; lots of eye appeal; shallow
thinning just along the very left edge of the stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2177 m
5¢ red brown (1), magenta grid cancellation, pleasing example with a remarkable cancel; small crease
top left corner, otherwise Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
2178 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red cancellation, large margins and warm rich color; a good looking stamp;
pressed vertical crease at left, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2179

2180

2181

2182

2183

2179 m
5¢ red brown (1), large vertical preprint paper fold, manuscript cancel, beautiful dramatic error; stamp is
soiled, rebacked and repaired including corners added at top left and top right, otherwise Fine; with 2013 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
2180 m
5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancellation, brilliant fresh example nicely complimented by
the colorful cancel, Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
2181 m

5¢ red brown (1), bold red grid cancellation, warm rich color and sterling impression, Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2182 m
5¢ red brown (1), scarcer black grid cancellation, gorgeous well margined example with warm rich color;
tiny thin speck only showing in fluid, otherwise Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $450. Estimate $200 - 300
2183 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red diamond grid cancel, bright and fresh with three huge margins, the fourth large
to just clear at lower right, overall Very Fine, with great eye appeal. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2184

2185

2184 m
5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair, bright red grid cancellations, brilliant fresh multiple in flawless condition
with sharp clear impression, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2185 m
5¢ red brown (1), pair, lightly struck red grid cancellations, tremendous multiple with nicely balanced
margins; flawless pair that is quite elusive in this condition, Very Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

2186

2187

2188

2189

2186 m
5¢ dark brown (1a), stunning blue boxed “(Ne)w York (Steam)Boat” cancellation, tremendous example
with seldom seen cancellation; a sterling 1847 issue that would enhance any specialized collection, Fine. Scott
$800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2187 m

5¢ dark brown (1a), light red grid cancellation, tremendous rich shade, V.G.-Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

2188 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), right corner margin single, light cancel, clear to overly generous margins, Very
Fine, corner margin examples are seldom encountered; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 80. Scott $750. SMQ
VF 80; $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
2189 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), lightly struck red grid cancellation, extremely fresh and choice example of this desirable shade, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2190

5¢ orange brown (1b, 15L13), tied on piece by blue “Philadelphia town cancellation, beautiful example of the orange brown shade that would catalog for $2,000 if it were on
full cover with carrier stamp; #1b with light vertical crease along left side of stamp, otherwise
Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2191 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), vertical pair, dark blue cancels, mostly clear, ample to
large margins all around, only cutting in at lower right, sharp impression and beautiful color
of this scarce shade; tiny corner edge crease at lower right, F.-V.F. centering; with 2015
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,080.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2192 (H)
10¢ black (2), unused without gum, phenomenal example of this rare unused stamp; desirable large
margined stamp showing part of next stamp at top, plus small portion of adjacent stamp’s frame line at bottom;
eye-arresting color with sharp early impression; the rarity of this stamp in this remarkable condition cannot be overstated; minor stain spot at top right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1968 P.F. certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2193

2194

2195

2196

2193 m
10¢ black (2), extremely light red cancellation, astounding top quality example - as fresh and choice as
the very first day it was issued; flawless condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate for this
stamp when it was tied on small piece from which it was subsequently taken. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2194 m
10¢ black (2), with faint red grid cancel, a remake example with detailed impression; very impressive with
equally balanced margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a great example of this beautiful stamp; with
2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $800. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2195 m
10¢ black (2), light red grid cancellations, striking example with warm rich color and excellent margins,
Very Fine; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2196 m

10¢ black (2), red cancellation, sharp clearly etched impression; flawless condition, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2197

2198

2199

2197 m
10¢ black (2), neat red grid cancellation, premium example with dynamite rich color and sharp early impression, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
2198 m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancel, four full huge margins all around; thin along right margin, Extremely Fine
appearance. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
2199

264

1847, 10¢ black (2), tied on piece with eye-catching blue “PHILADELPHIA PA. JUL 22" town cancel and
grid cancel, intriguing example with strong color and crisp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $800. Estimate $400 - 600

s
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1875 Reproductions of the 1847 Issue

2200

2201

2202

2200 P
5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete, small die proofs (3P2-4P2), handsome matched pair from Roosevelt album, still retaining original grey card backing; 4P2 with minor piece out along left side - not affecting the
stamp’s design, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 85 Roosevelt books were produced, thus only 85 examples of
these P2’s can possibly exist. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
2201 Pa
5¢ red brown, Reproduction, plate proof on India (3P3), block of 4, n extraordinary multiple with spectacular rich color; as pretty as they come, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2202 m
5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete (3-4), non-contemporary cancellations, as these 1875 reproductions
were not valid for postal purposes, desirable examples of these seldom seen “used” stamps; although they have favor cancels, they would fit in nicely into any collector’s album; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,900 for unused.
Estimate $600 - 800

2203

2204

2205

2206

2207

2203 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, elite example with the most beautiful rich color
you’ll ever see on this issue; a delightful high quality reproduction, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 4,779 reportedly sold in 1875; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2204 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, ravishing rich color; extremely fresh and
choice 1875 reproduction, only 4,779 sold. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
2205 P

10¢ black, Reproduction, plate proof on card (4P4), previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

2206 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, marvelous well centered reproduction, with impressive margins and electrifying color with lots of vim and vigor, Extremely Fine, only 3,883 reportedly sold; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2207 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, exquisite high quality stamp with bold prooflike
color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 3,883 sold. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1851 Issue

2208 m 1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), gorgeous blue “Cincinnati” town cancellation, tremendous
top sheet margin single of Pos. 6R1E - featuring vivid color and razor sharp impression; this
stamp is almost never found completely sound and choice; a rare opportunity, Very Fine;
with 1999 and 2006 P.F.C.’s plus 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80J. Scott $11,000.
SMQ VF 80J; $12,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

2209 m
1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), position 8R1E - the best position of type Ib, neat black
town cancellation, extremely impressive example of this rare type Ib stamp; an extraordinary example that is completely sound in all respects, with brilliant fresh color; a
wonderful opportunity for any serious collector looking for a handsome and sound example of this stamp; pressed out vertical crease, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1976 P.F.
certificate which doesn’t mention any faults. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2210 m 1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), red grid cancellation, generous margins and lively color; a
very handsome example of this scarce type; pressed out horizontal crease along bottom of
stamp; expertly repaired, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2211 m
1¢ blue, type Ia (6), lightly struck black town cancellation, phenomenal
color and impression from plate 4; a well margined example clearly showing all important type Ia characteristics; a nice example for any collector who doesn’t want to
lay out 10 grand for a completely sound example; accompanying certificate states
“Defective” - which is overly harsh considering that the stamp has a trivial thin spot at
top center in the hinge area, and a minor scissor slice running vertically along the left
margin, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2212

2213

2214

2215

2216

2212 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), plate 4, position 87L4, black town cancellation, impressive example; with the deep
dark color typical of stamps from plate 4; a large margined example clearly showing design on all sides; two diagonal creases, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2213 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), black town with “Paid” in arc cancellation, delightful well margined example with bold
color; small crease along top left corner - hard to see, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $125. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
2214 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), black grid cancellation, sensational example with meaty bottom sheet margin at bottom; with gorgeous rich color; well worth a spirited bid, Very Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
2215 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), lightened manuscript cancellation, lovely example of pos. 1R1E, a wide top left corner
margin single showing center line and position dot in wide left selvage; a “must have” for any serious 1851 plating
specialist; diagonal crease at left, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $55.
Estimate $150 - 200
2216 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), beautiful blue “PAID” cancellation, extraordinary top quality example with intense
color; a flawless well centered stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $132.
Estimate $150 - 200

2217

2218

2217 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), neatly struck black grid cancellation, extremely intense color; premium example
that’s completely sound and fresh, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $135.
Estimate $100 - 150
2218 m
1¢ blue, types II & IIIa (7,8A), plate 1E, vertical combination pair, types II & IIIa, beautifully struck town
cancellation, fresh and appealing multiple; the top stamp being the scarcer Scott #8A, type IIIa, a well margined example that would bring an impressive price if offered individually, Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2219 m
1¢ blue, type III (8), with a neatly struck black town cancellation, a tremendous example featuring luxuriant rich color; an incredible example of this seldom offered type III stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 12
examples attaining this impressive grade; only 4 others grade higher; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $1,800. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $10,500.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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2220

2221

2222

2223

2224

2220 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), black grid and light red cancellations, impeccably fresh example of this tough type
IIIa stamp with gleaming rich color; this being Relief A, from plate 1E; one of the more difficult stamps to find completely sound for less than full Scott catalog value, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $800.
SMQ F-VF 75; $675.
Estimate $600 - 800
2221 H
1¢ blue, type IV (9), o.g., previously hinged, rich luxuriant prooflike color, razor sharp impression, Very
Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate and 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
2222 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), b lack grid cancellation, fabulous top margin single; pos. 8R1L, which in it’s earlier
state produced the scarce type Ib stamp - Scott #5A; bold prooflike color; a great stamp that would enhance any collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $300 - 400
2223 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), light face free town cancel, rich sharp color and impression surrounded by overly
generous margins, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate and 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded 90. Scott $80.
SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2224 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), black grid cancellation, Pos. 7R1L, recut once at bottom, double transfer variety,
showing plate bruise above ornament; this stamp is earlier state produced the rare type I Franklin, Very Fine; with
2013 E. Doporto certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200

2225

2226

2225 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical pair, positions 14L1L & 24L1L with bottom stamp recut once at top and twice
at bottom (only 21 on this plate); bottom stamp is well-centered with tiny filled thins, but top stamp is truly an exceptional stamp with massive margins and portions of adjoining stamps at top and right with largely face-free Mobile,
AL cancel, Extremely Fine centering; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $300 - 400
2226 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical pair, lovely complementary blue cancel, slightly cutting in at left, full large
margins on all other side; light diagonal crease on top stamp and light crease between stamps, otherwise Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $270 priced as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2227

2228

2229

2230

2227 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), pair, neatly struck black grid cancellations, Pos. 13-14R1L, with nicely balanced
margins and fabulous color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
2228 m
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), double struck deep green grid cancellations, Pos. 38R1E, dazzling color
complimented by a colorful cancel - seldom seen on this stamp, Fine. Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300
2229 m
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), beautifully struck “Way” cancellation, pleasing example of type I with a
neatly struck cancel; deep rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
2230 m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), fancy blue “Paid” cancellation running diagonally across the stamp,
spectacular vertical paper fold with remarkable eye appeal; exhibition quality showpiece that would enhance any
serious collection, Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $350 - 500

2231

2232

2231 m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), pair, extra light red grid cancellations, Pos. 56-57L5E; absolutely gorgeous multiple with astounding color that’s pretty to the eye, F.-V.F. Scott $510.
Estimate $250 - 350
2232 m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), strip of 3, bold town and grid cancellations, extremely elusive multiple
with dynamite color; pos. 1-3R5E in flawless condition, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300

2233

2234

2233 E
3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in scarlet (11-E4c), die on bond, measures 26 x 30mm, Very
Fine. Scott $400. Brazer 33E-Dc.
Estimate $200 - 300
2234 E
3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in blue (11-E7b), die on India, cut small, measures 26
x 30mm; some usual light inclusions, F.-V.F. Scott $400. Brazer 33E-Gb.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2235

2236

2237

2235 E
3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in brown (11-E12b), die on India, Very Fine. Scott
$300. Brazer 33E-Jb.
Estimate $150 - 200
2236 H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), slightly disturbed o.g., impressive example with vivid color and detailed impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $275. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
2237 H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), o.g., lightly hinged (gum added in top left corner hinge area), fabulous large
margined example with glowing rich color; tremendous example of this fresh to market stamp; type I’s are seldom
found like this, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $275. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

2238 m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), gorgeous showpiece comprising of 4 wide left sheet margin singles, positions
31/41/51/61L2L - each stamp showing part of the imprint and plate number 2, neatly struck black or blue town cancellations, forget the catalog value, as this reconstructed strip is a show stopper; small creases, otherwise Fine.
Scott $60.
Estimate $400 - 600

2239 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), position 40/50/60/70R1L - four right margin singles with selvage forming reconstructed imprint and plate number strip of 4, neat black or manuscript cancellations, simply gorgeous; small faults,
otherwise Fine. Scott $60.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2240

2241

2240 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), four wide corner margin singles, one from each corner of the sheet, neatly
struck red or blue town cancellations, impressive eye appeal; small faults, otherwise Fine. Exhibition quality selection. Scott $60.
Estimate $300 - 400
2241 ())
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), rich color, tied on cover front only - by scarce blue reversed negative “Paid” in
grid cancellation and matching adjacent “Norwich, Ct., Mar. 29" circular datestamp, Fine, only 6 are known to exist.
Estimate $200 - 300

2242

2243

2242 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), beautiful “New York” town cancellation, absolutely gorgeous GEM quality example with extra large margins and breathtaking rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $15. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2243 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), nicely struck “APR 8 NEW YORK” town cancel, an exceptional example with
equally balanced margins all around, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J.
Scott $15. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2244 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat “NEW ORLEANS” town cancel, a stunning stamp with immense margins and
beckoning rich color; a stamp worthy of placement in the finest collection, Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded
SUP 98J. Scott $675. SMQ SUP 98J; $9,250.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
This stamp is only 1 of only 4 examples to attain the impressive grade of Sup-98J, and is the highest graded #12,
according to P.S.E.’s population report.
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2245

2246

2247

2248

2249

2245 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat town cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 2002
P.F. certificate. Scott $675. SMQ XF 90; $1,325.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2246 m
5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck red and black cancellations, very appealing example in flawless condition; with captivating color; tough to find with an unobtrusive postmark leaving the design unimpeded, F.-V.F.; with
2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600
2247 m
5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck “New Orleans” town cancellation, bold prooflike color; completely sound
and attractive, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate for strip/3, from which this stamp was taken, this being right stamp
from strip. Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600
2248 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat black New York Ocean mail cancellation, extraordinary deep shade, a choice
well margined stamp; small thin spot and light creases, Very Fine appearance. Scott $700. Estimate $200 - 300
2249 m
5¢ red brown (12), lightened manuscript cancellation, marvelous left sheet margin single; beautiful rich
shade, Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

2250

2251

2252

2250 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat town cancellation, nice appearing example with alluring rich color; light crease,
otherwise Very Fine; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
2251 m
5¢ red brown (12), vertical pair, “AUG 3 NEW ORLEANS” town cancel, brilliant deep color shade, attractive appearance, F.-V.F. and scarce; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate for strip/3 of which two were taken. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2252 m
5¢ red brown (12), vertical pair, light strike of unobtrusive “New Orleans” town cancellation, brilliant fresh
color; handsome example of this rarely offered multiple, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2253

2254

2255

2256

2257

2253 P
10¢ green, type I, large die proof on India (13P1), rarely offered type I large die proof; reduced to stamp
size as is almost always the case; phenomenal color and impression; very rare, Fine. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2254 m
10¢ green, type I (13), bottom margin single, face free town cancel, deep rich vibrant color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 and 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2255 m
10¢ green, type I (13), manuscript penstroke cancellation, impressive bottom sheet margin single with
vivid color; small corner crease at upper left; minor toned spots, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott
$400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2256 m
10¢ green, type II (14), blue town cancel, huge margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $650 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $400 - 600
2257 m
10¢ green, type II (14), neat NEW ORLEANS town cancel, deeply etched impressioin and bight color st
generous margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded 90. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

2258

2259

2260

2258 m
10¢ green, type II (14), black grid cancellation, dazzling color and clear impression; choice well margined
example, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $140. SMQ VF 80; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
2259 m
10¢ green, types II & IV (14,16), combination pair, type II at right, scarcer type IV at left, neat town cancellation, extremely fresh multiple with beautiful rich color, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2260 m
10¢ green, type II (14), horizontal pair, neat town cancel, an exceptional pair with wide margins and alluring emerald color, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90; $750 for two
singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2261

2262

2263

2264

2265

2261 m
10¢ green, types II & III (14,15), position 54/64/74R, vertical combination strip of 3, type II at top and bottom; type III at center, faint trace of cancellation, a marvelous multiple with ravishing rich color in flawless condition,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2262 m
10¢ green, type III (15), light black town cancel, a handsome, eye-appealing example with gigantic margins and brilliant fresh color, Superb; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $140. SMQ SUP 98;
$1,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2263 m
10¢ green, type III (15), black town cancellation, vivid fresh example with nicely balanced margins, Very
Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
2264 m
10¢ green, type III (15), town cancel, bright color large margins, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
2265 m
10¢ green, type III (15), neatly struck black cancellation, a handsome used example with nicely balanced
margins and delightful color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $140. SMQ VF 80; $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

2266 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), neat black town cancellation, tremendous example of this tough type IV stamp;
remarkably choice with extra large margins and intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $1,700. SMQ XF 90; $2,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2267

2268

2269

2267 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), black San Francisco postmark, four full large margins, attractively showing full
recut at top label; very light bend at right, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,650.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2268 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), position 86L1, with neat town cancellation, a gorgeous type IV stamp with deep
and rich color; pinhole just inside oval at left, otherwise Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2269 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), neat black cancellation, fresh and affordable example of this tough type IV
stamp; light crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2270

2271

2272

2270 m
12¢ gray black (17), light town cancel, a showpiece item with Jet-Black color and a crisp impression four
ample to large margins all around, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF
90; $575.
Estimate $500 - 750
2271 m
12¢ gray black (17), blue cancellation, exceedingly fresh stamp with bold color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine. Scott $265.
Estimate $200 - 300
2272 m
12¢ gray black (17), large balanced margins and bold bluish black grid cancel, Very Fine; with 2005
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

2273

2274

2273 m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal pair, light blue town cancel along with red “19" credit handstamp, absolutely gorgeous multiple in flawless condition, with strong color nicely complimented by the two colored cancels; a
gorgeous pair that would enhance any album page, Very Fine. Scott $605.
Estimate $400 - 600
2274 m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal strip of 3, lightly struck cancellations, premium quality multiple, unlisted in
Scott Specialized catalog as a strip of three; with warm rich color and nice eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $825 for a
pair + single.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2275

2276

2277

2278

2279

2275 H
1¢ blue, type I (18), o.g., previously hinged, a delightfully fresh example with tantalizing color; a choice
stamp; an excellent addition to any collection, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2276 m
1¢ blue, types I & II (18,20), combination pair, types I & II, gorgeous light blue cancellations, deeply saturated color, a handsome multiple that is completely sound and choice, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500
2277 m
1¢ blue, type Ic (19b), “E” relief, lightened manuscript cancellation, Pos. 82R4, E relief from plate 4; a
nicer than usually found example of this terribly elusive and undervalued stamp that normally catalogs for $2,750
with a postmark; woefully underpriced for this stamp with a pen cancel; light staining at top, otherwise Fine; with
2012 Doporto certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2278 H
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, o.g., previously hinged, a choice example with alluring bright color, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 for strip of 3. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2279 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 11, black carrier cancel, awesome example of this scarce plate 11 stamp;
heavenly color and large even margins; simply stunning, Extremely Fine, plate 11 is a premium plate with a Scott
Value of $750 verses $275 for normal plate, almost a 300% premium; with 1997 P.F. certificate and 2017 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2280

2281

2280 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 4, position 7L, canceled light New Orleans town cancel, exceptionally fresh;
upper right corner perf, which shows the defining guide dot, has a weak crease, F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
2281 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, extra light town cancellation, beautiful color and superior centering; a prize
example of this difficult stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2282

2283

2284

2285

2282 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 11, position 2R, relatively light grid cancel, quite fresh; tiny sealed tear lower
right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
2283 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, faint cancellation, heavenly bold color and detailed impression, a choice
flawless stamp; natural straight edge at left showing center line, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for pair from
which this stamp was taken. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2284 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, light cancellation, rich bold color and detailed impression, a choice stamp,
Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for pair from which this stamp was taken. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2285 H
1¢ blue, types III and IIIa (21, 22), combination pair, disturbed o.g., breathtaking color and impression; a
very pleasing example of this seldom offered combination pair; the left stamp being the more common type IIIa Scott #22; the right stamp is the rare type III - Scott #21, which is a choice mint example in completely sound condition; left stamp (the Scott #22), with small thin spot, otherwise Fine, the rare type IIIa is sound! ; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $22,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2286

2287

2288

2289

2290

2286 m
1¢ blue, type III (21), position 54L4, neatly struck “New York” cancellation, attractive and affordable type
III stamp with gorgeous rich color; nibbed perfs at bottom, otherwise Fine; with 2010 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
2287 H
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), o.g., very lightly hinged, lovely color with complete impression showing clear type
IIIa attributes, choice Very Fine uncommonly fresh; with 2006 and 1982 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2288 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa, double transfer (22 var.), plate 4, neatly placed black town cancellation, with near perfect centering and breathtaking rich color; an astounding example of type IIIa that would be difficult to match, Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,825.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2289 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), black town cancellation, tremendous high quality example with the deepest and
richest plate 4 color you’ll ever see, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2290 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), nicely struck town cancellation, lively color and sharp impression; an exquisite example of type IV - seldom encountered this nice, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2291

2292

2293

2294

2291 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), “PHIL”ADELPHIA c.d.s., strong color and impression, Very Fine, a premium example of type IV; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded 80. Scott $900. SMQ VF 80; $875.
Estimate $600 - 800
2292 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), neat town cancellation, brilliant color; a pleasing example with decent centering,
F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
2293 HH
1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., never hinged, crisp color impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300
2294 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), stunning blue “Gettysburg, Pa” in double circle town cancellation, the “ultimate”
used example we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a striking top quality example with large margins and deeply emblazoned color unlike anything we’ve ever seen on this issue; simply electrifying stamp deserving placement in the finest collection; toss out the modest SMQ valuation - as this stamp in this quality is a true
condition rarity that should realize a new record price when the hammer falls at auction; expect frenzied bidding on
this beauty, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $37. SMQ XF 90; $350.
Estimate $500 - 750

2295

Ex 2297

2295 (H)a
1¢ blue, type V (24), horizontal block of 6, unused without gum, a flawless multiple with vivid color and excellent centering, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $360 for 6 no gum singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
2296 m
1¢-24¢ group (24//37), handsome group of 9 early classics selected for scarcer or fancy cancellations,
includes #24 x (3), blue carrier, red carrier, and Steam Ship; #26 x (3), Old Stamps Not Recognized, blue Wells
Fargo, and fancy 5-point star; #33 with New York Ocean Mail cancel, #35 with 5-point star, and #37 with “Paid 3" in
circle cancellation; an awesome little group of better strikes; each with a small fault, mostly trivial, but one #24 with
top right corner missing, generally Fine. Scott $787 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2297 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), neat black cancellations, four wide margined examples, reconstructing an impressive strip/4; each capturing a portion of the imprint and plate number 8 that produced this stamp; difficult to duplicate, Fine. Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2298

2299

2300

2298 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), light red “Providence, RI” town cancellation, incredibly fresh example nicely complimented by the red cancel, which is seldom seen on this particular stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $52.
Estimate $150 - 200
2299 m
1¢ blue, type V and 3¢ rose (24,26), “Mobile, Ala” cancellations on U.S. stamp used in the Confederacy,
desirable example of Scott #24 and 26, each with neat Confederate usage, Very Fine. Scott $47. Estimate $150
- 200
2300 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), black grid cancellation, premium example with wide margins and soothing color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $37. SMQ VF-XF 85; $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
2301 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), strip of 3, light town cancel, likely Atlanta, delicate bright color within large margins,
Extremely Fine& choice. Scott $140 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2302

2303

2304

2305

2306

2302 H
3¢ rose, type I (25), o.g., previously hinged, bright and fresh color; exceptionally good looking example of
this elusive type I stamp; reperforated at left, Fine appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
2303 m
3¢ rose, type I (25), neat town cancellation, attractive example with strong color; small crease at bottom
right corner, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
2304 H
3¢ rose, type II (25A), part o.g., incredibly rare unused example of type II; flawless example with strong
color; this newly listed variety is seldom seen in any condition, V.G. Scott $9,000 for “full o.g.”
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2305 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), gorgeous large Boston “Paid” in grid cancellation, desirable well centered example with luscious color; seldom found so attractive, Very Fine. Scott $870.
Estimate $600 - 800
2306 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), neat town cancellation, rich color and steep impression; wonderful example of this
tough type II stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2307

2308

2310

2311

2307 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), nicely placed black town cancellation, brilliant fresh color; a flawless example with
lots of appeal, Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
2308 HHa
3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, extremely desirable mint block with captivating
color and razor sharp impression; seldom found in this wonderful state of preservation and is unlisted in the Scott
catalog in never hinged condition; as fresh as the day it was issued 160 years ago, Very Fine. Scott $450 for
“hinged”.
Estimate $400 - 600
2309 H/m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., lightly hinged or neatly cancelled, four impressive imprint or plate number
singles forming attractive strip/4, two mint, lightly hinged examples with sheet margins; other two used stamps are
wide margined examples that capture the imprint in the margin, Fine. Scott $150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2310 m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), neat town cancellation, extra wide margins and exuberant color; a most impressive top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. Scott $10. SMQ XF 90; $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
2311 m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), rarely seen “Star & Doves” in circle cancellation, sock on the nose cancel;
among the most beautiful fancy cancellations imaginable; the first time we’ve offered a select example of this, Fine.
Scott $10.
Estimate $100 - 150

2312

2313

2312 m
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), perfectly placed face free black town cancellation, among the finest known examples of this terribly difficult type IV stamp; a perfect little GEM for the most quality conscious collector; with
eye-arresting color and well incised impression; this stamp is destined for placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 6 examples to achieve the impressive grade of XF-Sup-95, with only 4 others
grading higher; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,475.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2313 m
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), neatly placed face free cancellation, among the finest known examples of this
seldom seen top quality type IV stamp; boardwalk margins and scintillating color - this stamp has it all, Extremely
Fine, 1 of 2 at this grade; only 10 others grade higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $140. SMQ
XF 90J; $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2314 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), c.d.s. cancel, a beautiful example with warm rich color and exceptional centering; rarely found in such remarkable condition, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 and 1993
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,450. SMQ XF 90; $4,250.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

2315

2316

2317

2315 m
5¢, three different shades (27, 28, 30A), neat red or black cancellations, nice appearing examples;
small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,780.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2316 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), nicely placed “San (Francisco)” town cancellation, handsome example with
warm rich color of this tough brick red shade; barely visible tear at bottom along with a minuscule internal paper
break, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2317 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), neat town, probably “New Orleans” circular date stamp, good looking example
of the tough brick red shade; completely sound and choice, Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2318

2319

2320

2321

2318 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), light town cancellation, deeply saturated color; quite attractive; reperforated at
bottom, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2319 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), lovely appearance; short perf at left and repaired thin at bottom, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
2320 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), lightly struck black town cancellation, rich supple color and finely detailed impression; extremely handsome and completely sound stamp, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
2321 m

5¢ red brown, type I (28), neat town cancel, a beautiful centered example, Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2322

2323

2322 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), excellent example of this difficult shade; small thin spot at top, pressed corner
crease at lower right, Very Fine appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2323 H
5¢ brown, type I (29), o.g., lightly hinged, among the most impressive mint examples we’ve had the pleasure to offer at public auction; unbelievably fresh and choice stamp with incredible depth of color and clear impression; how this stamp has survived in this remarkable state of preservation in hard to imagine; destined for a
collection of distinction - as this stamp almost never comes this handsome, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$5,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2324 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), light black cancellation, intense color; fabulous appearing; cut to shape; rebacked
- adding margins all around and reperforated on all 4 sides, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2325

2326

2327

2325 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal pair, lightly struck town cancellation, impressive multiple featuring rich
color and is completely sound in all respects, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
2326 (H)
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), unused without gum, robust color; a choice wide margined example in
flawless condition, V.G.-Fine; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2327

5¢ orange brown, type II (30), tied on piece by manuscript pen and “Paid” handstamp, interesting usage
of this seldom seen used stamp with beautiful centering, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2328 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), four wide margined examples, each capturing a portion of the imprint along left
or right side margins, neat red or black cancellations, nicely reconstructed strip; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,120 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2329

2330

2331

2332

2333

2329 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), New Orleans town and Foreign Transit cancels, crisp, fresh color and a razor
sharp impression; a delightful example that would please any collector, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $280.
Estimate $300 - 400
2330 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), black grid cancel and small part red transit cancel, sterling example with wide
margins and alluring color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $300. Estimate $250 - 350
2331 m
10¢ green, type I (31), black grid cancellations, nice big margins, particularly at bottom clearly showing
type characteristics; a lovely example with unusually rich color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
2332 m
10¢ green, type II (32), extremely light town cancellation, gorgeous example with nicely balanced margins and heavenly bright color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
2333 m
10¢ green, type II (32), red grid cancellation, brilliant fresh color; lovely appearance; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $215.
Estimate $100 - 150

2334

2335

2336

2337

2339

2334 m
10¢ green, type III (33), neat strike of “1859" year date cancellation, gorgeous top quality example featuring bold color and razor sharp impression; an elite stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
2335 m
10¢ green, type IV (34), light town postmark, lovely recut example showing type characteristics at bottom; small thins and creases, Very Fine appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2336 m
10¢ green, type IV (34), neat black cancellation, Pos. 55L1 - recut at bottom; handsome example with
lively color, Fine. Scott $2,250 for Pos. 55L1.
Estimate $500 - 750
2337 H
10¢ green, type V (35), o.g., previously hinged, simply a stunning stamp with remarkable centering and
brightly emblazoned color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $210. SMQ XF 90; $575.
Estimate $500 - 750
2338 m
10¢ green, type V (35), desirable reconstruction of imprint by four wide margined examples, each capturing a portion of imprint along wide left margin, neat black or blue cancellations; a few trivial flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $220 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2339 m
10¢ green, type V (35), “JUN 14 1859 NEW YORK” town cancel, striking bold color, partial imprint in left
margin, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90 and 2004 and 1988 P.F. certificates. Scott $55.
SMQ XF 90; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2340

2341

2342

2343

2340 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), neat grid cancellation, well centered and fresh stamp with gorgeous deep rich
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2341 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), neatly struck black grid cancellation, exceedingly fresh and choice example with
luxurious color, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2342 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), light town cancellation, well centered with dynamite color; two small tears, one at
left, one at right, Very Fine appearance; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
2343 P
12¢ black, hybrid large proof on India (36P1), reduced, measuring 76 x 88mm, Fine, Scott does not
price, it is possible this only exists as a hybrid.
Estimate $250 - 350

2344 m
24¢ gray lilac, 30¢ orange & 90¢ blue (37P-39P), magenta presentation cancellations, beautiful group
of these desirable presentation cancellations; seldom found as a choice trio like this, F.-V.F. Scott $3,660.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2345

2346

2345 m
24¢ gray lilac (37), pretty blue c.d.s. cancellation, worthwhile top quality example with tantalizing color
and strong impression, Very Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $420.
Estimate $350 - 500
2346 P
30¢ orange, large die hybrid proof on India (38P1), single, on India backing, mounted on reduced card
measuring 78 x 88 mm, never hinged; pencil inscription and lightly soiled on back, F.-V.F. appearance, very scarce:
Scott only notes large die proofs with a dash.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2347
2347 H

2348

2349

2350

90¢ blue (39), o.g., an incredible sound example, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2348 (H)
90¢ blue (39), regummed, impressive example with wonderful overall freshness; a single short perf along
left margin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 for no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750
2349 (H)
90¢ blue (39), unused without gum, eye-catching example with bold color and pleasing centering; small
thin spot, reperfed & regummed, otherwise Very Fine; signed 1980 Society of Philatelic Americans. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
2350 (H)
90¢ blue (39), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh and nicely centered; couple tiny thins, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

2351 m
90¢ blue (39), red grid cancel, a nice appearing example of this difficult used stamp; an impressive key
stamp with vibrant rich color; with tiny perforation tip tear not mentioned on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F., approximately 100 used examples are known to exist; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

Ex 2352

Ex 2353

2352 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on India (40P3-47P3), lovely set; a few small thins, Very Fine
appearance. Scott $790.
Estimate $200 - 300
2353 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4), desirable well margined set of 8 different values; each with small hinge remnant on reverse; otherwise this group has spectacular colors printed on bright
white card, Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 2354

2355

2356

2354 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4), exceptionally fresh set of card proofs,
each with brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2355 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, vibrant rich color printed on clean white paper; a
handsome 1875 reprint; a single short perf at lower right - quite trivial in nature, otherwise Very Fine, only 3,846
sold; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2356 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, lovely bright color; small tear at bottom, V.G.-Fine,
only 3846 sold. Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200

2357 (H)
5¢ orange brown, Reprint (42), without gum as issued, a phenomenal top quality example of this terribly
difficult 1875 reprint; radiant color on clean white paper; only 878 reportedly sold, Extremely Fine, this is 1 of only 2
examples to attain the lofty grade of XF-90; only 2 other examples grade higher, a tremendous opportunity to own
this elusive variety; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,150. SMQ XF 90; $5,100.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2358

2359

2358 P
24¢ blackish violet, Reprint, large die proof on India (45P1), measuring 78 x 89mm, pencil inscription
on back, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
2359 (H)
30¢ yellow orange, Reprint (46), without gum as issued, fiery orange color on bright white paper; thin
spot at top right, otherwise Fine, only 480 sold, an opportunity to own an elusive stamp; with 2009 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1861-1866 Issue
“First Designs”

Ex 2360

2361

2362

2363

2364

2360 P
1¢ - 90¢ First Designs, plate essays on India (63-E11c//72-E7f), 63-E11c, 65-E15f in red and scarlet,
67-E9d, 62BP3, 69-E6d, 78P3, 72-E2b, 72-E7f, great fresh color; a couple with small thins, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2361 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in red (65-E15f), complete design, plate on India, unbelievably
fresh essay with incredibly bright color; light horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
2362 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in bright orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., lightly hinged, choice example with warm rich color; previously known to philatelists as Scott #56, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2363 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dark orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinge remnant, seldom offered example of this elusive essay in the desirable dark orange red shade; a great item for the collector building a group of Scott #56’s in all the differing shades, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
2364 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in bright orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., very lightly hinged, particularly well centered example of
this popular essay, which for years had been known to philatelists as Scott #56, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $350 - 500

2365

2366

2365 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown rose (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., barest trace of hinge, pristine example with just a “suggestion” of hinging; with beautiful rich color, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
2366 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown rose (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinged, sound and choice example with vibrant rich color,
F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 2367

2368

2369

2367 P
5¢ brown and 12¢ black, First Designs, large hybrid proofs (57P1, 59P1), reduced sunken proofs
measuring 73mm x 75mm, deep color, hinge remnants, Very Fine, unlisted/ unpriced as such.
Estimate $350 - 500
2368 H
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), large part o.g., rich proof like color and impression; rounded corner
at bottom left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2369 m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), lightly struck black grid cancellation, impeccably fresh and choice
example with deep saturated color; this stamp is seldom found in flawless condition, thus it is very desirable like this,
Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1861 Regular Issue Essays and Proofs

2370

Ex 2371

2370 E
1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in blue and red (63-E13f), plate on white paper, perf. all around and between, o.g., hinged, lovely examples of the popular Bolsby essay with coupon, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2371 P
1¢-90¢, small die proofs (63P2//78P2), 63P2, 65P2, 68P2, 69P2, 71P2, 72P2, 76P2, 78P2, each measuring 27 x 33 mm, except for 90¢ which is 28 x 29 mm, previously hinged; 3¢, 5¢ and 24¢ with small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2372 Pa

Ex 2373

1¢ blue, plate proof on India (63P3), horizontal block of 18, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $990.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 2374

Ex 2375

2376

2377

2373 P
1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//78P4), includes 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 70P4, 71P4, 72P4,
76P4, 78P4, v, F.-V.F. Scott $915.
Estimate $400 - 600
2374 P
1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//77P4), includes 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a,
74TC4, 76P4, 77P4, some n.h., some with hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $610.
Estimate $300 - 400
2375 P
1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//78P4), includes 63P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a, 74TC4,
76P4, 77P4 and 78P4, hinged, most with remnants, Very Fine. Scott $535.
Estimate $250 - 350
2376 E
3¢ Francis Patent essay (65TC), o.g., hinge remnant, interesting example of the rarely seen Francis
Patent essay; used on trial on March 30 and 31, 1865 in Newport, RI; printed on paper soaked in iron sulfate, and
then when “canceled” with a mild acid, would turn a dark blue preventing re-use; a very scarce unused example with
gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2377 P
3¢ lake, trial color plate proof on India (66TC3), eye catching top margin imprint single with intense
color printed on clean white paper; small thin spot - typical of this fragile India paper, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$150.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2378

2379

2378 P
12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), reduced, measuring 118x152mm, with imprint and light die no. “444,
National Bank Note Co, N.Y.”, attractive; a little light soiling around edges, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
2379 P
12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), with light imprint below design “444, NATIONAL BANK NOTE CO.
N.Y.”, reduced measuring 69 x 67mm, Very Fine appearing. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 2380

2381

2382

2380 P
24¢ red lilac, plate proof on card (70P4), two nice appearing examples of the tough red lilac shade;
each with thin spot (one is a large thin), otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
2381 P
2¢ olive green, trial color plate proof on India (73TC3c, e), incredibly fresh and choice trial color proofs
in olive green and grey shades; finely detailed impressions on both examples, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2382 Pa
2¢ black, die I, plate proof on India (73P3), right margin block of 4; tiny thin speck and light wrinkle on
lower right stamp, Very Fine appearance. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2383 P
3¢ scarlet, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d (74TC6), manuscript penstroke cancellation,
breathtaking color, much stronger than typically found; an incredibly handsome example of this seldom offered
stamp that had long been listed in Scott as #74; horizontal crease at top; ink erosion spot causing internal tear in the
3rd pen stroke, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Issued Stamps
2384 m
1¢-90¢ (63//77), phenomenal group of 10 1861 issues, each handpicked for outstanding appearance and
fancy postmarks; includes #63 with red cork, 69 capturing imprint at left; 70b, steel blue with Paid in grid, 71 San
Francisco cogwheel, 72 star in circle, 75 Boston Paid in grid, 75 close to chestnut shade - with fancy 5-point star, 76
with purple cork and with black cork, and 77 with San Francisco cogwheel; an incredible group; small faults, most
trivial in nature, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $3,025 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 2385

2386

2387

2385 m
1¢-90¢ (63//72), absolutely gorgeous group of 9 1861 issues, including 63 with Steamboat; 64 with Paid,
65 with Steamboat, 68, 69 with hollow star, 70 with red grid, 71 with “Paid in circle, and 72 with fancy cork cancellations; small faults not obvious, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,623.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2386 H
1¢ blue (63), o.g., previously hinged, very fresh with equally balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $275. SMQ XF 90; $775.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2387 H
1¢ blue (63), disturbed o.g., brilliantly colored example in sound condition, Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2388 H
1¢ blue (63), bottom margin plate # strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnants, impressive multiple with brilliant color;
plate strips are seldom offered, V.G.-Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2389

2391

2392

2393

2389 m
1¢ blue (63), neat segmented cork cancellation, worthwhile example with exuberant color printed on
clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $45. SMQ XF 90; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
2390 m
1¢ blue (63), 12 singles and a strip of 3, nice variety of better cancellations, including red and blue postmarks, impressive group of varying shades; many with desirable cancels; a great study group; a few faults here and
there, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Scott $680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2391 m
3¢ pink (64), grid of squares cancellation, at one time this stamp was a beautiful example of the rarely offered pigeon blood pink shade; time and incorrect storage has taken its toll on this beautiful corner margin single,
and it now can only be considered a “pink” shade, even though the accompanying certificate specifically indicating
that this is “pigeon blood pink”; perf missing along bottom right corner, otherwise Fine, Ex Koppersmith; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, top stamp from pair. Scott $600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2392 m
3¢ pink (64), manuscript cancellation cleaned, slightly affecting color of the stamp, gorgeous “unused”
appearing example of this difficult pink shade; with virtually perfect centering and vivid color; this would make a
wonderful substitute for any collector searching for top quality unused stamps, as this stamp certainly does appear
to be unused at first glance, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $600 for normally
cancelled.
Estimate $350 - 500
2393 m
3¢ pink (64), light grid cancellation, sterling example of this tough pink shade; a wonderfully fresh stamp,
Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded F 70. Scott $600. SMQ F 70; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

2394
2394

2395

3¢ pink (64), tied on small piece by large Boston “PAID” in grid and red “Boston” town cancellations, impressive example of the difficult pink shade; overall toning affects the stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky; with
2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $610.
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2395 S
3¢ rose, overprinted with specimen control numbers (65SJ), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly fresh example of this terribly elusive control number “7890" in red; natural inclusion spot at bottom right should not be considered a fault, Fine, only 7,890 issued, few of which were preserved. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2396

2397

2398

2396 S
3¢ rose, overprinted “Specimen” (65SB), o.g., hinge remnant, dazzling rich color on this surprisingly
difficult “Specimen” overprint; minor toning spots visible at top left and bottom left corners, otherwise Fine, only
1,500 sold. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
2397 HH
3¢ rose (65), o.g., never hinged, immaculate Post Office fresh condition; a choice example with warm rich
color; unlisted and unpriced in Scott in never hinged condition, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2002 P.F. certificate.
Scott $125 is for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
2398 HH

3¢ rose (65), o.g., never hinged (gum bend), breathtaking fresh color, Fine. Scott $125 for hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150

2399 H/m
3¢ rose (65), o.g., lightly hinged, two examples, one plate #13, the other plate #21 with black cancel; quite
elusive; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $128 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2400

2401

2400

s
3¢ rose (65), tied on large part of cover by perfectly struck “New York,” eagle cancellation, marvelous example of this seldom seen cancellation; an eye-catching showpiece, Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

2401

s

3¢ rose (65), magnificent example tied on small piece by beautiful strike of blue “Ijamsville (Md)., B &
ORR, Apr. 11, 1852" oval Railroad Station Agent marking; a phenomenal strike, Fine, Simpson rarity 8; less than
half a dozen known. Scott $3.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2402

Ex 2403

Ex 2404

2405

2402 m
3¢ rose (65), West Meriden, Conn. “Devil with Pitchfork” cancellation, remarkable example of this elusive
fancy cancel; rarely found completely sound with such a perfect strike, Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $3.
Estimate $300 - 400
2403 m
3¢ rose (65), sensational group of 10 examples, each with a spectacular cancellation, including “X”, axe
head, U.S. Ship. Devil with pitchfork, Leihigh Vally railroad, and two better green postmarks; well worth a substantial bid, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2404 m
3¢ rose, “Short Transfer” varieties (65 var.), black cancellations, interesting items for the 1861 specialist; two used examples each showing dramatic short transfers along the left side of both stamps; interesting printing
anomalies seldom encountered on this issue, Fine, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $200 - 300
2405 m

2406

3¢ rose (65), “Lincoln and Stars” cancellation, wonderfully fresh and choice example, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

3¢ rose (65), block of 17, tied on large piece of parcel by neatly struck circle of wedges cancellations, impressive multiple, totalling 51¢ in postage; among the largest known used multiples known to exist, Fine, exBoyarsky. Scott $142 for 3 blocks & singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

sa

2407 m
3¢ rose, errors, freaks & oddities collection (65), consisting of twenty six singles or strips and six covers on pages, better includes green Mesopotamia OH cancel on cover and green Dexter ME cancel on cover, pair
with double perfs in between and a cover with pair with double perfs top and bottom to NYC, strip of five with straight
edge at left, stamp with dramatic offset on reverse, and three stamps and a cover with guide lines, a nifty little lot for
the specialist, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2408

2409

2410

2411

2408 m
3¢ rose, laid paper (65b), light black and minor manuscript penstroke cancellations, impressive example of the incredibly elusive horizontal “laid paper” variety; seldom available at any price; multiple faults, including
slight creasing and a pulled perf at lower left, otherwise Fine; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
2409 H
3¢ lake (66), o.g., lightly hinged, an eye-popping example of the desirable lake shade, Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. and 1976 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2410 H
3¢ lake (66), o.g., hinged, dazzling rich shade; typical centering for this notoriously difficult issue,
V.G.-Fine; with 1986 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2411 H
3¢ lake (66TC5), o.g., barest trace of hinge, ravishing rich color; a delightfully fresh example of this extremely rare essay, known for decades as Scott #66, V.G.; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2412

2413

2414

2415

2416

2412 m
5¢ buff (67), intriguing San Francisco cogwheel cancel, an alluring stamp of unparalleled beauty with vibrant color four equally balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $750.
SMQ XF 90; $3,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2413 m
5¢ buff (67), neat red grid cancellation, lovely example with radiating color and beautiful centering, Very
Fine. Scott $810.
Estimate $600 - 800
2414 m
5¢ buff (67), light red grid cancel, sharp impression with nice even margins, Very Fine; with 2016 and
1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $750. SMQ VF-80; $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
2415 m
5¢ buff (67), “APR 4 BALTIMORE” town cancel, striking example with clean impression; small perforation flaw at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
2416 m
5¢ buff & 5¢ brown yellow (67, 67a), three extremely fresh examples in distinctly different shades; includes a handsome 5 cent buff with red grid cancel, along with two 67a’s - one with a black cork cancel, the other
with a beautiful blue grid cancellation; a premium group for the 1861 specialist, Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2417
2417 (H)
gum.

2418

2419

2420

2421

10¢ yellow green (68), regummed, good looking stamp with dazzling color, F.-V.F. Scott $375 for no
Estimate $150 - 200

2418 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, a well margined beauty with generous margins and sharp color;
magnificent example of this seldom offered stamp, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 1990 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,700. SMQ VF 80; $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2419 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, delightful example of this terribly difficult mint stamp; with unusually large margins and eye-arresting color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2420 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, a stunning fresh and sharp example with impressive well-balanced margins and alluring color; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,700.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2421 m
12¢ black (69), black grid cancel, along with small portion of red postmark at bottom left, a fabulous well
centered example; perfectly centered among generous margins; stunning color; a true GEM deserving of the best
of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $95. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

2422

Ex 2423

2424

2425

2426

2422 m
12¢ black (69), blue “ORE” town cancel, likely “BALTIMORE”, attractive appearance with a crisp impression, Extremely Fine. Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150
2423 m
24¢ red lilac (70), wonderful group of 8 shades; includes Scott #70 x (3), 70b steel blue shade, and 78 x
(4). including one on small piece with #73; couple small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $3,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2424 m
24¢ red lilac (70), red crossroads cancellation, most impressive example with dynamite color and clearly
etched impression, Very Fine. Scott $340.
Estimate $250 - 350
2425 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), target cancels, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $325.
SMQ VF 80; $275.
Estimate $300 - 400
2426 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), neat grid cancellation, large margined example of the brown lilac shade; a beautiful stamp, Very Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2427

2428

2427 (H)
24¢ steel blue (70b), unused without gum, an impeccable example of the elusive steel blue shade; an attractive stamp that would make a solid addition to any collection, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2428 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), black grid cancel, with generous margins and intense color; a great example of this
often misidentified shade; rare when found with these qualities, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $850. SMQ XF 90; $2,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2429

2430

2431

2432

2433

2429 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), neat town cancellation, flawless example with brilliant color; a sound and attractive
steel blue, Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2430 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), blue grid cancellation, unusual example of the dark shade of steel blue; nicely centered with lots of eye appeal; perf crease along lower right corner, otherwise Very Fine; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2431 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), red circular grid cancel, bold color and sharp impression; small thins, Very Fine appearance. Scott $890.
Estimate $300 - 400
2432 m

24¢ steel blue (70b), red grid cancel, attractive appearance; tiny faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $200 - 300

2433 m
24¢ violet (70c), pretty pastel blue cancellation, exceptionally fresh example of the violet shade; with
strong color nicely complimented by the colored cancel; much nicer than normally encountered; light vertical
crease; tiny thin at top right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,275. Estimate $750 - 1,000

2434 m
24¢ violet (70c), town cancel, deep rich color and sharp impression on white paper; repeforated at right,
otherwise Fine, an opportunity to own an example of a tough shade variety; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2435

2436

2437

2438

2439

2435 m
24¢ violet (70c), lightly struck town cancellation, fresh and attractive example of this elusive color variety;
small vertical crease at bottom left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2436 m
24¢ pale gray violet (70d), partial strike of large Boston “PAID” in grid cancellation, impressive example
of this elusive pale gray violet shade; beautiful stamp with exceptional centering; mis-aligned perf hole at top left not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with clear 1979 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2437 H
30¢ orange (71), o.g., hinged, beautiful well centered example with unusually nice margins; small expert
repair at bottom center of stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2438 m
30¢ orange (71), with intriguing San Francisco cogwheel cancel, an attractive example with radiant rich
color; a very pretty stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $200. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2439 m
30¢ orange (71), neatly placed target cancel at lower left, with radiant color and nicely balanced margins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $200. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

2440

2442

2443

2444

2440 m
30¢ orange (71), neatly struck town cancellations, fabulous top quality example with alluring rich color
and near perfect centering, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2441 m
30¢ orange (71), crossroads, San Francisco cogwheel, and blue “Cincinnati, O” town cancels, attractive
trio; each with deep rich color; couple trivial faults, otherwise Fine, ex- Boyarsky; example with blue “Cincinnati, O”
cancel with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $615 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2442 m
30¢ orange (71), blue letter “R” cancellation, handsome well centered example with a
socked-on-the-nose cancel; eye catching stamp with great color; small creases at bottom, otherwise Very Fine;
with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $215.
Estimate $150 - 200
2443 m

30¢ orange (71), intriguing well-struck cross roads cancel, Very Fine. Scott $200.

Estimate $60 - 80

2444 m
90¢ blue (72), neat circle of wedges cancel, Very Fine, fetching appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2445

Ex 2446

2445 Ha
2¢ black (73), block of 9, o.g., alluring block with deep rich color; some faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$2,925.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2446 ms
2¢ black (73), lovely selection of 10 Black Jacks; includes fancy red, San Francisco cogwheel, and even
a stamp and a half tied on a small piece; couple tiny hidden flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

2447 H
5¢ red brown (75), o.g., hinged, extremely attractive with an incredible depth of color, a lovely and choice
example of this elusive unused stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2448
2448 m
$425.

2449

2450

5¢ red brown (75), light red grid cancellation, extremely fresh stamp in flawless condition, Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2449 m
5¢ red brown (75), black grid cancel, alluring red brown color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate and 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $425. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2450 (H)
5¢ brown (76), unused without gum, sharp clear impression; impressive stamp with vibrant color on
clean white paper, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2451 m
15¢ black (77), neat black cancellations, decent appearing quartet of these popular stamps; couple trivial
flaws, otherwise Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2452

2453

2454

2455

2456

2452 S
24¢ lilac, overprinted “Specimen” (78SB), unused without gum, appealing example with black “Specimen” overprint; warm rich color, Fine, only 1,300 sold, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
2453 m

24¢ lilac (78), neat face-free target cancels, F.-V.F., enticing appearance. Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

2454 m
24¢ lilac (78), “DECEMBER 18 186? BALTIMORE, MD” circular date stamp; trivial crease in fluid, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
2455 m
24¢ gray (78b), black grid cancel, wonderful large margined example of the often mis-identified “gray”
shade; seldom seen in this premium condition, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2456 m
24¢ gray (78b), black target cancellation, well cantered and attractive; slightly discolored, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $100 - 150

1867 Grilled Issues

2457

2458

2459

2457 E
N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points down, on 3¢ rose (79-E15a), regummed,
attractive example of this often mis-identified stamp, that you’ll often times see offered as a Scott #79 - the grilled all
over A grill; a couple nibbed perf at bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
2458 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), fantastic negative blue 6-point star cancellation, a tremendous example with outstanding eye appeal; as the perfs are almost all intact and the stamp has a beautiful colored postmark; as pretty as
they come; a few slightly rough perforations - much nicer than normally encountered on this grilled all over issue,
otherwise Fine. Scott $1,525.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2459 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), blue crossroads cancel, an intriguing example of this notoriously elusive grilled over
issue; with alluring color and intact perforations; a tremendous example of this impossible stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2460

2461

2462

2463

2464

2460 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), fancy black cork cancellation, among the most attractive examples of the scarce
grilled all over A grill we’ve ever encountered; a beautiful well margined stamp with lively color; a humdinger of a
stamp that should illicit spirited competition at public auction; accompanying certificate describes “defective perfs”,
but this is how this stamp almost always comes, otherwise Very Fine; with 1976 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2461 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), lightly struck target cancellation, wonderfully fresh example of this tough grilled
all-over stamp; neatly reperforated at top, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
2462 m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), light target cancel, a magnificent well centered stamp well balanced margins; small
faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500
2463 m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), neat cork cancellation, a very fresh example of this difficult C grill; radiating color
and decent centering, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
2464 m
2¢ black, D. grill (84), extremely light black cancellation, very desirable D grill that is seldom seen this
choice, as this issue almost always comes heavily cancelled with nasty defects; the example offered here is about
as choice as one could imagine; diagonal crease and several short perfs, otherwise Fine; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2465 m
3¢ rose, D. grill and 2¢ black, Z. grill (85, 85B); 85 is sound, 85B has several faults, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2466

2467

2466 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), with bold wedge cancel, a handsome well-centered example with bright fresh color,
Extremely Fine, a uniquely appealing opportunity; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,000. SMQ XF
90; $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2467 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), perfect strike of neat segmented cork cancellation, brilliant fresh example with
strong color; trace of trivial crease along upper right corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2468

2469

2470

2468 H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), traces of o.g., premium quality example of this terribly elusive Z grill; better centered than normally encountered; with brilliant color - in flawless condition, Fine; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$17,500 for full o.g.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2469 (H)
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), unused without gum, handsome example of this incredibly rare Z grill with fabulous rich shade, Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2470 m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), red cancel, a lovely stamp that is very well centered with crisp etched impression;
reperforated at right, Very Fine appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2471

2472

2473

2471 m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), unusually light target cancellation, decent example of this terribly difficult Z grill;
normally this stamp comes heavily canceled, so finding one like this is a rare accomplishment; sealed tear at top,
otherwise Fine; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2472 m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), neat target cancellation, extremely fresh and completely sound example of this
rare Z grill; much nicer than normally encountered, V.G. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
2473 m
12¢ intense black, Z. grill (85E), black cork cancellation, extremely intense color; a very elusive stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

2474 m

1¢ blue, E. grill (86), bold negative star fancy cancel, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

2475 m
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), approximately (60) stamps mounted on pages, with fancy cancels and a few
shades, please examine, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2476 H
12¢ black, E. grill (90), o.g., previously hinged, stunning example of this extremely scarce mint stamp,
featuring the deepest and richest color imaginable; a nicely balanced stamp that would please any serious collector, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2477

2478

Ex 2479

2480

2481

2477 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), bold black cancel, a handsome example with generous and equally balanced
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott
$375. SMQ VF-XF 85; $640.
Estimate $500 - 750
2478 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), bold circle of wedges cancel, well-centered with wide margins all around, Very
Fine, enticing impression. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2479 m
F. grills complete (92-101), neat and/or fancy cancellations, attractive complete set with beautiful colors
throughout; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $6,740.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2480 H
2¢ black, F. grill (93), o.g., hinged, unbelievably fresh stamp with electrifying color; simply gorgeous,
Very Fine; with photocopy of 1985 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken; top right stamp from
the block. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
2481 m
2¢ black, F. grill (93), fancy leaf cancellation, phenomenal example of this tough grilled stamp; remarkably well centered with brilliant fresh color; unlike most #93’s which come terribly off centered, Extremely Fine; with
1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $55.
Estimate $150 - 200
2482 m
3¢ red, F. grill, contaminated plate (94 var.), black cancellation, interesting example of this printing variety showing distinct ‘contaminated plate’ affecting the color of the stamp during the printing process, Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2483 m
3¢ red, F. grill (94), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 5, fancy manuscript cancellations on each
stamp, phenomenal plate # strip, clearly showing plate number 34 in selvage - rare thus, as this is an unreported
plate number, according to Durland; a wonderful opportunity for the plate # specialist to obtain something that hasn’t been seen before; with several light creases; perfs clipped along right side of end stamp at right, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $50 for 5 used singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2484 m
3¢ red, F. grill (94), collection of over (150) stamps on pages, includes fancy cancels, huge straddle examples, split grills, guide lines, be sure to put this on your To View list, mixed condition, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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One of the Finest Known Examples

2485 H
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), o.g., previously hinged, a handsome and elusive stamp with outstanding rich
color; a nice example missing from most collections, Extremely Fine, quite possibly one of the finest known examples; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,250. SMQ XF 90; $11,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2486

2487

2486 m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), neat cancel, attractive with a lovely deep shade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2487 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), black cancellation, dead on perfectly centered with extra large margins
and prooflike color; awesome looking; light horizontal crease, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
2488 m
site).

10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), neat socked-on-the-nose target cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $225 (photo on web
Estimate $75 - 100

2489
2489 H

2490

2491

12¢ black, F. grill (97), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2490 (H)
12¢ black, F. grill (97), unused without gum, well-centered with wide margins all around, Extremely Fine,
captivating example of this elusive grilled stamp; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2491 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), fabulous well centered example with extremely large and virtually balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate and 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2492 H
15¢ black, F. grill (98), slightly disturbed o.g., incredible grilled stamp, with the deepest and richest color
obtainable on this stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2493
2493 (H)

2494

2495

2496

15¢ black, F. grill (98), unused without gum, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

2494 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), segmented cork cancel, very pretty example of the F grilled stamp, with opulent
color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2495 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), bold target cancel, sharp impression, F.-V.F., charming appearance with grill;
with 2017 P.S.E. and 1995 P.F. certificates. Scott $275. SMQ F-VF 75; $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
2496 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), black cancellation, wide margined example; reperforated at left, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

2497 H
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), fabulous color, much more intense than
usually encountered on this issue, part o.g., Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2498

2499

2500

2501

2498 m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), bold circle of wedges cancel, a very appealing example of the elusive 24 cent
F grill; outstanding fresh color; a stamp for the highest of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2007 and 1995 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2499 m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), neat cancel; filled thin, Very Fine appearance, decent example of this difficult
stamp. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2500 m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), black circle of wedges cancel, interesting wide straddle margin straight edge
at the right, a desirable example with alluring rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
2501 m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), extremely faint cancellation, beautiful example with the deepest and richest color
we’ve ever seen on a Scott #101; very pretty to the eye, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2502

2503

2504

2502 H
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), o.g., lightly hinged (owner’s handstamp on gum), phenomenal top quality example of this terribly difficult stamp; with the most beautiful fresh color you’ll ever see; a large margined GEM for the
finest collection, Extremely Fine, only 3,195 sold; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2503 (H)
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), unused without gum, a handsome example with large, generous margins all
around amid alluring luxurious color, Very Fine, only 3195 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $330.
SMQ VF 80; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
2504 m
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), large ample margins all around and beautiful luminescent color; short perfs at
lower left and upper right, tiny tear at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Used special printings are
quite scarce .Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

2505 m
15¢ black, Re-issue (108), bold duplex cancel, a remarkable example of this elusive stamp with bold rich
color and sharp clear impression; sealed tear at bottom, otherwise Fine, only 397 examples issued; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $32,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2506

2507

2506 H
15¢ black, Re-issue (108), o.g., jet black color and crisp prooflike impression upon bright white paper;
small tear at upper left and scissor trimmed perforations at top, centered Very Fine, only 397 sold; with 2017 Crowe
certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2507 H
24¢ dark violet, Re-issue (109), part o.g., hinge remnant, rich vibrant color and sharp impression; small
thinned spot at top left and some slightly scissors trimmed perforations at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine; with
2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Essays

Ex 2508

Ex 2509

Ex 2510

2508 E
1¢, 3¢, 6¢ and 10¢ essays, small numerals (112-E4b//116-E1k), plate on stamp paper, imperf,
gummed, o.g. or without gum, nice selection of imperforate essays, including 112-E4b, 114-E6b x (2), 115-E2c x
(2), and 116-E1k (without gum); a very fresh and pleasing selection of these popular essays, F.-V.F. Scott $665.
Estimate $200 - 300
2509 E
1¢, 3¢, 6¢, 10¢ and 12¢ essays, small numerals (112-E4c//117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d and
gummed, most o.g., lightly hinged, impressive group of 28 eye catching essays, all grilled and perforated, nearly all
with full o.g.; includes 112-E4c, 112-E4d x (4), 113-E3e x (7), 114-E6d x (7), 116-E1i, and 117-E2e x (8), nice selection of shades in immaculate condition, Fine. Scott $2,760. Brazer 112E-Dd.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2510 E
1¢, 2¢ and 12¢ small numeral essays (112-E4d, 113-E3e, 117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d,
gummed and grilled, o.g., lightly hinged, three extra fresh essays of the 1869 Pictorial series; a very nice trio, Fine.
Scott $290. Brazer 112E-De.
Estimate $100 - 150

2511

2512

2513

2511 Ea
1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in black brown (112-E4d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed
and grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, a handsome multiple with the elusive black brown shade; well centered, Very Fine. Scott $340 as four singles. Brazer 112E-De.
Estimate $200 - 300
2512 Ea
2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in orange (113-E3e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and
grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, attractive well centered multiple in condition seldom seen on essays; bold
vibrant color, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 113E-De.
Estimate $200 - 300
2513 Ea
2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in brown (113-E3e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and
grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, attractive example with a sharp impression; essay blocks are surprisingly
scarce, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 113E-De.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2514

2515

2516

2514 Ea
3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in blue green (114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d,
gummed and grilled, right margin block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, a beautiful multiple featuring exceptional centering in the gorgeous blue green shade; essay blocks are suprisingly scarce, Very Fine. Scott $320 as four singles.
Brazer 114E-Ch.
Estimate $250 - 350
2515 Ea
3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in orange (114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed
and grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, an alluring example with vibrant color, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 114E-Ch.
Estimate $200 - 300
2516 Ea
3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in black brown (114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d,
gummed and grilled, bottom margin block of 4 with imprint, o.g., previously hinged with pencil marks on reverse selvage, eye catching example with the bold dark brown shade, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 114E-Ch.
Estimate $200 - 300

2517

2518

2519

2517 E
5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in deep blue (115-E1c), die on proof paper, measuring 32 x
31mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ec.
Estimate $300 - 400
2518 Ea
5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in buff (115-E2c), plate on wove, imperf and gummed, die on
proof paper, left margin block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, choice multiple with generous margins and brilliant color,
F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 115aE-Ec.
Estimate $300 - 400
2519 Ea
5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in green (115-E2c), plate on wove, imperf and gummed, die on
proof paper, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, eye catching color and impression; a handsome multiple, F.-V.F.
Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 115aE-Ec.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2520

2521

Ex 2524

Ex 2525

2520 E
10¢ Lincoln essay, in light red brown (116-E1f), die on clear white thin bond, measuring 35 x 38 mm,
choice and fresh, previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate stating 116-E1e. Scott $1,000.
Brazer 116E-De.
Estimate $350 - 500
2521 E
10¢ Eagle, Shield & Flags essay, in orange (116-E4), die on India, die sunk on card, thin shading lines
behind “States”, die-sunk on card neatly reduced to 92 x 102 mm, with National Bank Note Co. N.Y. imprint and colorless embossed seal, Very Fine. Scott $2,500. Brazer 116E-Fb.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Exceedingly rare, especially in orange and with the additional National Bank Note Co. embossed seal.
2522 P
10¢ yellow, plate proof on India (116P3), neatly cancelled, unusual used imperforate India proofs with
contemporary 1869 to 1875 postmarks; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $90 as India proofs (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2523 E
12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in blue (117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and
grilled, some o.g., never hinged and some o.g. previously hinged, an attractive lot of essays for the specialized collector, F.-V.F. Scott $2,300. Brazer 117E-Ce (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2524 E
24¢ & 30¢ essays, small numerals (120-E2c, 121-E1p), plate on red salmon tinted paper, desirable selection of 4 different essays, including #120-E2c in salmon; 121-E1p in light blue; 121-E1p in salmon; and 121-E1p
in orange buff; these popular essays are seldom found so choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $925. Brazer 120E-Cc.
Estimate $400 - 600
2525 E
90¢ Washington essay, small numerals, in black & red (122-E2b), plate on stamp paper, imperf, two
eye catching essays; 122-E2b in dull violet shade; and 122-E3 in blue green, Extremely Fine. Scott $500. Brazer
122E-Cc.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Proofs

Ex 2526

Ex 2527

Ex 2528

Ex 2529

2526 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), without gum as issued, a remarkable set of
card proofs with impressive colors; a highly desirable set, Very Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $600 - 800
2527 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), great color and impression; light glue adhesive on back, 1¢ has small tear at right, a few values with light soiling on face, 6¢ slightly faded, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $1,015.
Estimate $350 - 500
2528 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), handsome group of 10 different values including #129P4, each with small hinge remnant on reverse; couple with trivial light toning, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,015.
Estimate $300 - 400
2529 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), full complete set; some with a little light toning and some slightly faded, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $200 - 300

Issued Stamps

Ex 2530

Ex 2531

2532

2533

2534

2530 m
Pictorials complete (112-122), neatly placed cancellations, a beautiful complete set of 1869 Pictorials,
exceptional cancels including stars, corks, and Paid; couple small faults, 122 reperfed at top, otherwise Fine. Scott
$4,351.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2531 m
1¢-12¢ (112-114, 116-117), neat black cancellations, awesome selection of 5 different values; each a
wide margined example that captures guide arrow marking; couple trivial flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $451.
Estimate $200 - 300
2532 (H)
gum.

1¢ buff (112), regummed, fresh example that appears to have o.g. at first glance, Fine. Scott $210 for no
Estimate $75 - 100

2533 m
1¢ buff (112), petite circle of wedges cancel, remarkable GEM quality grilled stamp; precise centering
and charming color; a true condition rarity that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
2534 m
1¢ buff (112), light black cancellation, desirable example showing nice pre-printing paper foldover, Fine.
Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2535

2536

2537

2538

2535 HH
2¢ brown (113), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate
for horizontal strip of 5. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2536 (H)
2¢ brown (113), unused without gum, wide straddle margin example showing pane arrow divider at top
right, Extremely Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
2537 H
2¢ brown (113), o.g., lightly hinged at bottom, an appealing example with a fresh and crisp impression,
F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate for horizontal strip of 5. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2538 H

2¢ brown (113), o.g., very lightly hinged, handsome example with radiating color, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

2539

2540

2541

2542

2539 (H)
2¢ brown (113), regummed over pressed out grill, warm rich color, nicely margined example capturing
part of the imprint in wide bottom margin, V.G. Scott $190 for no gum.
Estimate $150 - 200
2540 m

2¢ brown (113), neat “Forwarded” cancellation, unusual postmark on this issue, V.G. Scott $75.
Estimate $100 - 150

2541 H
$225.

3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., very lightly hinged, lively bright color with detailed impression, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2542 H
3¢ ultramarine (114), vertical pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, attractive position piece with brilliant fresh
color, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2543

2544

2543 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), tremendous group of five large margined examples, each capturing part of imprint
in wide top or bottom margin, including neat black fancy pumpkin cancellation; a great lot that would take years to
duplicate, V.G.-Fine. Scott $80.
Estimate $300 - 400
2544 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), light black cancellation, spectacular large margined GEM with fabulous color;
one-in-a-million showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. Scott
$16. SMQ XF 90; $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
2545 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), eye catching group of 5 examples, each with a distinctly desirable cancellation;
one with pre-printing paper fold, V.G. Scott $80 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2546

2548

2549

2550

2546 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), o.g., previously hinged, equally balanced margins lies alluring color and impression; an extraordinary example of this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,500. SMQ VF-XF 85; $4,200.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2547

NO LOT

-

2548 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), neat black cancellation, tremendous top quality example; generous margins and
eye-arresting color, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350
2549 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), black grid cancellation, extremely fresh; completely sound example, F.-V.F.; with
2010 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $200. SMQ F-VF 75; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
2550 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), red and black cancellations, beautifully centered; reperforated at top and right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $75 - 100
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2551

2552

2553

2554

2551 (H)
10¢ yellow (116), unused without gum, lovely example with intense color, showing guide line arrow at top
left corner, F.-V.F. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
2552 m
10¢ yellow (116), black cork cancel, premium example with generous margins and lively rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $120. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2553 m
10¢ yellow (116), New York purple star cancellation, deep rich color nicely complimented by the striking
cancel; a visually stunning example, V.G. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
2554 m
10¢ yellow (116), gorgeous red cancel, with nice margins and luxuriant prooflike color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a charming example; with 2012 and 2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200

2555 H
12¢ green (117), o.g., previously hinged, a stunning well-centered fresh example with deep color shade,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2556

2557

2558

2559

2556 (H)
12¢ green (117), unused without gum, fresh and appealing large margined example that captures part of
the arrow guideline at top right, V.G. Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
2557 m
12¢ green (117), bold cancel, extraordinary example with huge JUMBO margins and brilliant fresh color;
an incredible showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $120. SMQ XF 90J;
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2558 m
12¢ green (117), circle of wedges cancel, extremely desirable example with exquisite color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $120. SMQ VF-XF 85; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
2559 m
12¢ green (117), black cork cancellation, well margined stamp; reperforated at right; light creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $120.
Estimate $75 - 100
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2560

2561

2562

2563

2560 H
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), o.g., previously hinged, with vivid and bright colors within equally balanced margins; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely Fine, a pleasing example. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2561 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), black rosette cancel, wonderfully fresh and a top example; with vivid and
bright colors and uncommonly large margins; a pleasing example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $800. SMQ XF 90; $1,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2562 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), black rosette cancel, wonderfully fresh and choice top quality example; a
humdinger of a stamp that would enhance any top quality collection, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2563 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), light cork cancellation, nice appearing example; brilliant fresh; small
crease at top right corner, otherwise Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $100 - 150

2564 H
15¢ brown & blue, type I, without grill (118a), previously hinged with part o.g., proof-like impression
with fresh sharp color, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
The Philatelic Foundation has expertised less than 30 examples of which less than half are sound, this being one
of the finer examples available.

2565

2566

2565 (H)
24¢ green & violet (120), unused without gum, superior top quality example with incredible depth of
color; a most impressive well centered stamp, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F.C. and 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$2,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2566 H
24¢ green & violet (120), o.g., previously hinged, well centered and sharp impression; reperforated at
right, Very Fine centering; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2567

2568

2569

2570

2567 m
24¢ green & violet (120), breathtaking fresh color; a particularly choice high quality stamp in flawless
condition that’s beyond description, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2568 m
24¢ green & violet (120), geometric cancel, a wonderful margined example with unbelieveably fresh
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a condition rarity as only 2 are known to exist at this grade and 2 higher, the epitome of philatelic GEMs! with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $600. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2569 m
24¢ green & violet (120), bold geometric cancel, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
2570 m
$600.

24¢ green & violet (120), bold cancel, wide margins and vibrant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

2571

2572

2573

2574

2571 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), light circle of wedges cancellation, premium example with smashing
colors; simply marvelous, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $400. SMQ XF 90;
$1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2572 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), segmented cork cancel, vibrant colors; a handsome example with
nicely proportioned margins on all sides, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
2573 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), red cancels, rich, vibrant color and impression generous margins,
Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $400. SMQ VF 80; $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
2574 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), bold 5-point star cancellation, lovely example, completely sound and
attractive, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2575

2576

2575 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat segmented cork cancellation, a fresh appealing example with
stunning color, Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
2576 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat bold cancel, rich intense colors extremely fresh and attractive
large margined stamp; small faults, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

2577 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, without grill (121a), o.g., hinged, phenomenal top quality example of this
“without grill” variety; an extremely large margined example, with deep sensual color and clear impression; among
the few completely sound and choice examples available to collectors, Very Fine; with 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2578

2579

2580

2578 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat cancel, fresh example with luring vibrant color, Very Fine; with 2016 and
1998 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $1,700. SMQ VF 80; $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2579 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat black cancellation, flawless example with lively colors; a very pleasing
90 cent Lincoln, Fine. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $600 - 800
2580 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), an attractive, completely sound example, fresh and lightly canceled, horizontal centering is perfectly balanced, vertically the perfs barely touch the design at the bottom, Fine. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2581 H
90¢ carmine & black, without grill (122a), o.g., previously hinged, exceptionally attractive top value;
quite fresh and attractive; tiny corner crease at top left and three perforations at right top repunched, Very Fine appearance, less than 25 examples known to exist; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $22,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1875 Re-issues

2582

2583

2584

2585

2582 m
1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue (123), blue geometric cancel, the “ultimate” used example of this difficult 1875
re-issue; beautifully centered with bold color - nicely contrasting the colorful cancel; an amazing stamp, Very Fine,
of the 10,000 reportedly sold, few match the quality of this stamp; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $500 - 750
2583 H
2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue (124), o.g., previously hinged, brilliant proof like color printed on clean white
paper for this elusive stamp as only 4,755 reportedly sold, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2584 H
3¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue (125), o.g., lightly hinged, superior example with the most brilliant fresh color
you’ll ever see; an incredible 1875 re-issue, Very Fine, only 1,406 reportedly sold; with 1968 and 2003 P.F. certificates. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2585 m
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), black oval cancellation, desirable used stamp in sound and attractive
condition, Very Fine, of the 1,947 sold, few were ever used; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2586

2587

2586 H
12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue (128), o.g., previously hinged, captivating with well-centered margins,
prooflike color on bright white paper, Very Fine, an inviting example of this seldom seen rarity; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2587 (H)
12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue (128), unused without gum, sharp richness in color and impression, Fine appearance, only 1584 issued; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,025.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2588 H
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), o.g., previously hinged, proof like color and impression, well
centered with large margins all around, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott Stamp Values $3,000 XF 90.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2589

2590

2591

2592

2593

2589 (H)
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), unused without gum, an impressive example of this popular
unused stamp with gorgeous proof like color, Extremely Fine, exceedingly scarce as only 1981 copies sold; with
2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $575. SMQ XF 90; $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2590 m
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), light grid cancel, fresh and well-centered, though
reperforated at left, Very Fine appearance. Only 1,981 were sold. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
2591 H
24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), o.g., previously hinged, tantalizing fresh colors; a choice example of this elusive issue, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2592 H

24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), small part o.g., fresh and sharp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2593 m
24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), partial “Dumb” oval cancel, a lovely example of a used special
printing, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2594

2595

2594 (H)
90¢ carmine & black, 1875 Re-issue (132), regummed, gleaming fresh example of this scarce 1875
re-issue; looks like fresh full o.g. at first glance; tiny filled thin at top; short perf at top, and pulled perforation at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F., only 1,356 sold; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2595 H
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), o.g., previously hinged, a top quality stamp with extremely well balanced
margins and scintillating color; a handsome example from the tough 1880 American Bank Note Co. reissued
stamps, Extremely Fine, only 5,000 sold. Scott $325.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues
National Bank Note Co. Printings

Ex 2596

2597

2598

2596 m
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue, H. grill (134//144), impressive group of 10 different values; missing only
#142 for completeness; each selected for better or interesting cancellation; faults, including perforations trimmed
off #140 at top, otherwise Fine. Scott $11,482.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2597 (H)
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, H. grill (134), unused without gum, dazzling fresh example of this difficult grilled
stamp, with crystal clear grill impression; short perf at upper left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
2598 m
1870, 3¢ green, H. grill (136), perfect strike of rarely seen “Indian Head” cancellation, absolutely phenomenal example of this scarce cancel - unlike anything we’ve ever seen; small tear at top right does not affect this
stunning stamp’s wonderful appearance, otherwise Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $32.
Estimate $400 - 600
2599 H
1870, 6¢ carmine & 15¢ yellow orange, H. grill (137, 141), disturbed o.g., “bargain basement” examples of these incredibly scarce mint grilled Banknote stamps; lots of catalog value available at a small fraction; small
faults, including oxidation on the #141, V.G. Scott $12,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2600

2601

2602

2603

2600 (H)
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), regummed over faults, an impressive example of this notoriously difficult graded stamp with mouth-watering color and fresh appearance; regummed, with sealed tear on the right side,
otherwise Very Fine; with 1991 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,750 for no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750
2601 m
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), extra light black cancellation, premium example with fabulous color; this
issue seldom comes so fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2602 m
1871, 7¢ vermilion, H. grill (138), segmented cork cancellation, incredible depth of color; a marvelous
top quality example of this difficult grilled stamp, Very Fine; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2603 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), New York c.d.s. and trace of red cancellations, a delightful used example
of the elusive 10c Banknote grilled issue; with vivid color and a detailed impression; a wonderful item for the serious
collector, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $800. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2604

2605

2606

2607

2604 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), extra light black cancellation, remarkably fresh example in flawless condition, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2605 m
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), neatly struck segmented cork cancellation, striking example with
mouth-watering color and crisp clear impression; among the choicest examples we’ve offered, Very Fine; with 1979
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2606 m
1870, 30¢ black, H. grill (143), unusually neat black negative cork cancellation, exceedingly fresh and
choice example of this notoriously difficult stamp; unusual depth of color; rarely found completely sound and attractive, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2607 m
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), black cancellation, awesome rich shade; the most intense color we’ve
encountered on a 90 cent grilled Bank Note issue; reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2608 H
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), o.g., hinged, fantastic rich color and sharp detailed impression; a desirable top quality stamp with an easily identifiable grill; among the choicest obtainable Scott #144’s destined for a collection of distinction; light diagonal crease - not mentioned on the accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine;
with clear 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2609

2610

2609 m
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, I. grill (134A), face free target cancellation at right, one of the nicest examples of
this seldom offered I grill we’ve ever offered; beautifully centered with brilliant fresh color; deeply impressed and unmistakable I grill, Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2610 m
1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill (138A), neat NYFM cancellation, fantastic well margined example of the impressive I grill, with outstanding deep rich color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2611 (H)
1870, 10¢ brown, I. grill (139A), unused without gum, lovely example of the unused 10 cent I grill; with
particularly strong color and sharp detailed impression; only a handful of unused examples are known to exist;
reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $17,500 for full o.g.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Ex 2612

Ex 2613

2614

2612 m
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue complete (145-155), handpicked set of National Bank Note Co. printing
selected for color, freshness and interesting cancellations; a few minor faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,423.
Estimate $400 - 600
2613 m
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue (145/155), magnificent appearing group of 10 different values with extraordinary cancellations; includes 145-150, and 152-155; a desirable selection; a few small faults not readily obvious,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,268.
Estimate $400 - 600
2614 H
1870, 2¢ red brown (146), o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color equally balanced margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $350 - 500
2615 (H)
1870, 2¢ red brown (146), pair, unused without gum, attractive bottom margin pair with plate “No. 13" in
selvage - a scarce plate number according to Durland, Fine. Scott $230 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2616

2617

2618

2619

2620

2616 H
1870, 6¢ carmine (148), o.g., hinged, gorgeous bright color with wide margins all around; a uniquely appealing stamp that would greatly enhance any top quality collection, as we’ve never seen one with margins like this,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a very rare stamp, according to PSE’s population report, only 1 stamp has received
this lofty grade and only three stamps are graded higher; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ
VF-XF 85J; $2,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2617 H
1870, 15¢ bright orange (152), o.g., a fresh and well-centered example with vibrant color, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2618 m
1870, 15¢ bright orange (152), “Masonic Cross in a Circle of Stones” fancy cancellation, absolutely fabulous fancy cancel; a perfect strike on a lovely sound stamp’ natural straight edge at left; the most eye catching example imaginable, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.S.E. and 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $210.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2619 (H)
1870, 24¢ purple (153), unused without gum, splendid color and impression; a desirable unused stamp,
Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2620 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), fancy red or black cancellations, four premium quality examples, each picked for
an unusual or eye catching cancel; a remarkable quartet for any Bank Note specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600

2621

2622

2623

2624

2625

2621 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), neat circle of wedges cancel, well centered example for this issue, attractive appearance, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $220. SMQ XF 90; $460.
Estimate $400 - 600
2622 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), beautiful blue cancellation, sensational color and impression; a flawless high
quality example that would enhance any collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $225. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
2623 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), eye catching red NYFM cancellation, breathtaking rich shade; completely sound
stamp with tremendous appeal, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $235.
Estimate $200 - 300
2624 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), neat black and red cancels, a select example with alluring color and equally balanced margins; natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
2625 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), circle of spokes cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott
$220. SMQ F-VF 75; $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2626 H
1870, 30¢ black (154), disturbed o.g., handsome example of this scarce National Bank Note Co. printing,
which is seldom offered in any condition, let alone in choice sound condition like this stamp is, F.-V.F.; with 1985
P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2627

2628

2629

2627 m
1870, 30¢ black (154), black cork cancel, big broad margins; a most impressive top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90; $650 XF 90.
Estimate $500 - 750
2628 m
1870, 30¢ black (154), bold cancel, intense color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an attractive and scarce
example of this issue; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $275. SMQ VF-XF
85; $385.
Estimate $300 - 400
2629 m
1870, 30¢ black (154), light red cancellation, wide margins and vivid color; a very impressive appearing
example; reperforated at top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150

2630 P
1873, 1¢-90¢ National Bank Note Co., complete except for
7¢ which is Continental, hybrid large die proofs (145P1-48P1,
160P1, 150P1-55P1), each card measuring approximately 146 x
216mm, gilt-edged pages from presentation book; 7¢ light toning spots
on card, 24¢ repaired torn piece out of left, 90¢ a couple light soiling
spots, overall Very Fine appearance. Scott $4,500 as P1s.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 2630
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Continental Bank Note Co. Printings

Ex 2631

2632

2633

2634

2635

2631 m
1873, 1¢-90¢ values (156/166), impressive selection of 10 different values (no 164); chosen for eye
catching cancellations, including Devil’s Mask, NYFM, and fancy star; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $847.
Estimate $300 - 400
2632 m
1873, 1¢ ultramarine (156), black or blue cancellations, four desirable Bank Note issues, each with large
margins that captures the plate number along top of stamps; includes Scott #’s 156, 161, 166, and 183; excellent
selection for any plate single collector, V.G. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
2633 H
1873, 7¢ orange vermilion (160), o.g., hinged, a splendid example with scintillating color, Very Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2634 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), intriguing bright red cancel, a remarkable example with a crisp impression, deep colors and exceptional centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an extraordinary stamp; with 2017 P.F.
certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $135. SMQ VF-XF 85; $165.
Estimate $350 - 500
2635 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), bold blue cancel, sharp impression and stunningly bold color, Extremely
Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $148.
Estimate $250 - 350
2636 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), black cork cancellation, intense color; reperforated at right, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $135 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100

2637

2638

2637 H
1873, 15¢ yellow orange (163), o.g., hinged, eye-arresting color and clearly etched impression; nice appearing example of this tough stamp; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,000. Estimate $500 - 750
2638 m
1873, 15¢ yellow orange (163), perfectly struck fancy geometric cancellation, astounding top quality example with strong color; throw the catalog out when it comes to this stamp, as they just don’t ever come this way; bid
high and bid often - you’ll be glad you did, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $150. SMQ VF-XF 85; $200.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2639

2640

2641

2642

2639 H
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., previously hinged, pleasing appearance with large margins and alluring rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an excellent example of this difficult issue; with 2007 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,100. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,400.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2640 H
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., very lightly hinged, eye catching example in terms of color and freshness; a tremendous example in a marvelous state of preservation, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2641 m
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), neat cancel, with rich color and wide margins; trivial perforation flaws,
otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2642 m
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), neat black cancellation, bright color and excellent centering; sealed internal tear, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

2643 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 12¢ dark violet (173), without gum as issued, rich color and sharp impression; intact perforations at the sides; a premium quality and well centered example of this difficult 1875 Special Printing;
usual clipped perforations at top and bottom, otherwise Very Fine, a mere 71 examples are known to exist; with
1956 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2644 H
1875, 5¢ blue (179), o.g., hinged, tremendous example with lots of vim and vigor; a wonderful well
margined stamp that would enhance any collection, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
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American Bank Note Co. Printings
2645 m
1879, 1¢-90¢ American Bank Note Co. issue complete (182-191), phenomenal selection of fancy
and/or colorful cancellations, including Maltese cross, and wonderful stars; a few small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott
$588 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2646 m
1879, 1¢-15¢ cancellation group (182//189), nice appearing selection of 10 better cancellations; includes #182, 183 x (3) - one with “KKK”, 184, 185, and 189 x (4) - including 3 different star cancels; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $148 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2647

2648

2649

2647 H
1879, 1¢ dark ultramarine (182), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), big broad margins;
an immaculate fresh example, Fine; with 1993 B.P.A. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
2648

s
1879, 3¢ green (184), tied on piece by Worcester, Mass “North/South” shaking hands cancellation, impressive well struck example of this scarce postmark, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2649 H
1879, 5¢ blue (185), o.g., previously hinged, stunning large margined example with mouth-watering
color; very elusive when found in this wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2650

2651

2652

2653

2650 H
1879, 6¢ pink (186), o.g., previously hinged, an appealing stamp with wide margins, F.-V.F.; with 2009
P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2651 m
1879, 10¢ brown, with and without secret mark (187-188), pair, neat duplex cancellations, impressive
combination pair; left stamp #187 without secret mark; right stamp #188 with secret mark; ridiculously undervalued
multiple; light creases, otherwise Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
2652 (H)
1879, 10¢ brown, with secret mark (188), unused without gum, awesome color and impression; a very
impressive well-margined stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
2653 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, a handsome well-centered example with intriguing deep
orange color, Very Fine, a beautiful example; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 2003 P.F. certificate.
Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2654

2655

2656

2658

2659

2654 H
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), o.g., lightly hinged, glowing rich shade; a gorgeous example of this tough
stamp, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it came; top right stamp. Scott
$200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2655 m
1879, 90¢ carmine (191), neat black duplex cancellation, excellent appearing stamp with warm rich
color; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $350. Estimate $100 - 150
2656 H
1882, 5¢ yellow brown (205), o.g., lightly hinged, monumental showpiece with eye-arresting color; the
most impressive obtainable, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 3 examples at this impressive grade, with only 5
others grading higher according to PSE’s population report; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott
$240. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2657 m
1882-90, 1¢-90¢ issue complete (205-218), nice group of 14 different values; chosen for eye catching
cancellations and overall appearance; a few small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $554 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2658 H
1882, 6¢ deep brown red, re-engraved (208a), o.g., very lightly hinged, outstanding example of the
deep red brown shade, with large margins and vivid color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $550. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2659 HH
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example in a wonderful state
of preservation; with outstanding rich color, Very Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

2660 P
1883-88, 2¢-90¢ Roosevelt small die proofs (210-218P5), extraordinary intact page from Roosevelt
presentation album containing 210-218P5 small die proofs; remarkable state of preservation with luxuriant rich colors and detailed impression; an impressive showpiece, Extremely Fine, only 85 of each can possibly exist. Scott
$1,740.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2661

2662

2663

2664

2665

2661 HH
1883, 2¢ red brown (210), o.g., never hinged, enormous margined example with dazzling color; a prize
example of this stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $300 - 400
2662 H
1883, 4¢ blue green (211), o.g., very lightly hinged, large margins and rich sumptuous color, Extremely
Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $300 - 400
2663 H
$225.

1883, 4¢ blue green (211), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example with deep rich color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2664 HH
1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., never hinged, an incredibly fresh and choice mint stamp, Very Fine;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate for horizontal pair from which this stamp was taken. Scott $290.Estimate $300 - 400
2665 HH
1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice mint stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $290.
Estimate $100 - 150

2666

2667

2668

2669

2666 HHa
1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, premium quality mint block with lively color;
Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,160 for singles.
Estimate $400 - 600
2667 HH
1887, 3¢ vermilion (214), o.g., never hinged, desirable bottom sheet margin single, featuring boardwalk
margins, deep sultry color, and unblemished gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.Estimate $200 - 300
2668 H
1888, 4¢ carmine (215), o.g., previously hinged, sterling example with well proportioned margins and exuberant color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2669 H
1888, 4¢ carmine (215), o.g., previously hinged, with gorgeous bright cherry-carmine color; as fresh as
they come, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2670

2671

2672

2673

2670 H
1888, 5¢ indigo (216), o.g., previously hinged, wide margins, pleasing deep color, an attractive stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $200. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
2671 HH
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example in a marvelous mint state
with beautiful rich color, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2672 (H)
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), unused without gum, firery rich color and impression; an appealing well
centered example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
SMQ XF 90; $145.
Estimate $150 - 200
2673 HH
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., never hinged, lovely rich shade and sharp, crisp impression, Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

2674

2676

2677

2678

2674 H
1888, 30¢ orange brown, imperf. (217a), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, an intriguing imperforate pair with alluring deep color; a small corner crease and gum soak at bottom left, otherwise Fine; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $350 - 500
2675 P
1888, 90¢ purple, large die proof (218P1), reduced, measuring 75 x 89mm, brilliant color; some light
foxing spots, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2676 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), top plate number single, slightly disturbed o.g., sumptuous rich color printed on
lily white paper; a flawless 90 cent Perry, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
2677 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., barest trace of hinge, lively fresh color, a premium example in flawless condition, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
2678 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., previously hinged, with glamorous deep color and 3 wide margins and
sharp impression, Very Fine, nice example of this tough issue. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2679 m
1888, 90¢ purple (218), double oval “REG” cancel, pleasant appearance and rich shade, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $30 - 40
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1890 Issue

Ex 2680

2681

2682

2683

2680 P
1890, 1¢-90¢ Issue, large die proofs on India, sunk on card, complete set (219P1, 219DP1,
221P1-229P1), reduced set, each measuring roughly 85 x 94mm (4¢ & 8¢ measure 80 x 80mm, 219DP1 measures
66 x 66mm); 15¢ & 30¢ have light toning spots on India, otherwise Very Fine, rare. Scott $3,625.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2681 P
1¢-90¢ 1890 issue, plate proofs on card (219P4, 220P4-229P4), most n.h.; 5¢ hinge remnant, 6¢ previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $620.
Estimate $300 - 400
2682 P
1¢-90¢ 1890 issue complete, plate proofs on card (219P4-229P4), exceptionally clean set of 11 different card proofs, along with Scott #219DP3 - on India; most in marvelous state of preservation, with only three with
hinge remnants, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
2683 P
1¢-90¢ (missing 8¢), plate proofs on card (219P4, 220P4-224P4, 226P4-229P4), hinge remnants,
Very Fine. Scott $510.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2684

2685

2686

2687

2684 m
1¢-90¢ complete (219-229), attractive group of 14 stamps; including both cap varieties #220a and 220c;
a choice group with lovely cancellations; small hidden flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $314. Estimate $150 - 200
2685 P

2¢ carmine, plate proof on India (220P3), horizontal pair, Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2686 H
2¢ carmine, cap on both “2’s” variety (220c), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example of this scarce cap
on both 2’s variety, with superior color and impression, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
2687 HH
3¢ purple (221), o.g., never hinged (small bit of red offset on gum), handsome well centered stamp with
radiating color, Extremely Fine; with clear 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2688 P
6¢ brown red, large die proof (224P1), measuring 150 x 227mm, h.r. at top and bottom, Extremely Fine.
Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2689

2690

2691

Ex 2692

2689 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, outstanding large margined example in brilliant fresh condition,
Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $350 - 500
2690 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, well-centered example with vibrant color and crisp impression,
Extremely Fine, a gem! with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90; $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
2691 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, nicely centered example, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $160. SMQ VF 80; $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
2692 Ha
6¢ brown red (224), blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, interesting color study of three choice blocks, each
in a distinctly different shade of brown red; two stamps with minor creases and one stamp with a small ink stain at
bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300
2693 P
10¢ green, large die proof (226P1), AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.N.Y. imprint, India removed from
card, India measuring 60 x 59mm; a couple tiny stains at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2694

2695

2696

2694 HH
15¢ indigo (227), o.g., never hinged, exemplary example in appealing condition, with deep prooflike
color and razor sharp impression, Very Fine; 1995 P.F. and 2013 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
2695 H
30¢ black (228), o.g., previously hinged, remarkably fresh stamp with monumental margins of epic size;
a classy example of this tough stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J.
SMQ VF-XF 85J; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
2696 HH
30¢ black (228), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh stamp in pristine condition; as fresh and choice as
the very first day it was issued, Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2697 H
30¢ black and 90¢ orange (228, 229), o.g., hinged, bottom margin imprint singles; #229 with tiny thin
spot and blunted perfs from scissor separation, otherwise Fine. Scott $730 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2698

2699

2700

2698 H
30¢ black (228), bottom strip of 5, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome multiple with intense color printed on
clean white paper, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2699 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., previously hinged, brilliantly colored well centered stamp with excellent eye appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $450. SMQ VF-XF 85; $720.
Estimate $600 - 800
2700 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., previously hinged, an extraordinary example with stupendous margins seldom
found on this “tight” margined and fresh example with tantalizing color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$450.
Estimate $350 - 500

1893 Columbian Issue

Ex 2701
2701 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, large die proofs (230P1-245P1), printed directly on large card, each
measuring 154 x 101 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Ex 2702

Ex 2703

Ex 2704

2702 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), bright and fresh, most with
hinge renmants, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2703 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), wonderful set of card proofs;
also included in this lot is #E3P4, the Special Delivery issue that was produced at the same time, Very Fine. Scott
$2,180.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2704 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), without gum as issued, hinged,
remarkable set of card proofs with gorgeous fresh colors, a choice and desirable set in an impeccable state of preservation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,795.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2705

s
Columbian, 1¢ deep blue (230/240), sensational selection of desirable cancellations on piece or on individual stamps; #230-233, 236, and 238-240 with beautifully struck “World’s Fair Sta., Chicago, Ill” postmarks; #234
on small piece with “U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai” duplex cancellation; a terrific group of 9 different, F.-V.F. Scott
$386 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2706

2708

2709

2706 HH
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM quality stamp; a perfect example
with fabulous color and impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $31. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2707 HHa
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), right margin vertical imprint block of 8, excellent color, sharp impression, Post Office-fresh, o.g., never hinged; pencil mark in uppermost selvage; light gum bend on top right stamps,
separated perforations in bottom selvage, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $248 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2708 HH
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, massive jumbo margins all around; an unbelievable
stamp in Post Office fresh condition, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $105. Estimate $250 - 350
2709 HH

Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $98.
Estimate $200 - 300

2710 HH
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), bottom plate # strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh multiple with
gleaming rich color and unblemished gum, F.-V.F. Scott $475 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2711

2712

2714

2711 H
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), o.g., previously hinged, a Post Office fresh example with scintillating
color and balanced margins, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $50. SMQ SUP 98; $440.
Estimate $400 - 600
2712 HH
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), o.g., never hinged, with bright radiant color within near perfect margins for a stunning handsome example for the serious collector, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90 XQ. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2713 m
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), pair, “Worlds Fair Station, Jun 26, 1893" machine cancellation, premium quality imprint pair with a seldom seen postmark; very pretty, Fine. Scott $16 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2714 HH
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, among the most impressive examples obtainable;
featuring deep prooflike color, beautiful centering, and fully unblemished gum; a true GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2715 m
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), black cancellation, JUMBO margins and bold prooflike color, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $8. SMQ XF 90J; $125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2716 HHa
Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), full pane of 100, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), phenomenal
high quality showpiece in immaculate mint condition; with eye-arresting color and many choice top quality singles to
be found throughout this amazing pane/100; a rare opportunity for the serious collector, F.-V.F. Scott $18,260 as 2
plates & singles.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2717

2718

2719

2717 HH
Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, a fresh and pleasing mint stamp with enormous
JUMBO margins; a nifty stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ
VF-XF 85J; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2718 HH
Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, deep rich hue and sharp impression, large balanced
margins, lovely example, Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $160. SMQ VF 80; $165.
Estimate $150 - 200
2719 HH
Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), o.g., never hinged, fresh example with brilliant deep color, F.-V.F.;
with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2720

2721

2722

2720 m
Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), light black cancellation, absolutely gorgeous top quality stamp with
scintillating color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $73. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2721 HH
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example with well proportioned
margins and gleaming fresh color; as fresh and choice on the back as it is on the front; simply gorgeous, Extremely
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2722 m
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), beautifully struck “U.S. German Sea Post” cancellation, fresh and
attractive, Fine. Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200

2723 H
Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., lightly hinged, select bottom margin imprint single with brilliant
color, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2724

2725

2726

2724 m
Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), bold cancel, exceptionally well-centered example with equal margins
and alluring color, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2725 (H)
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), unused without gum, magnificent top quality example, with prodigious
margins, and electrifying color; a big time example, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$550. SMQ XF 90; $700.
Estimate $600 - 800
2726 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, completely sound and very attractive stamp with radiating
color, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2727

2728

2729

2727 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinge remnant, handsome and fresh $1 Columbian with warm rich
color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
2728 (H)
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), regummed, fresh and choice example; tiny thin spots, otherwise Fine.
Scott $500 for no gum.
Estimate $250 - 350
2729 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), perfect strike of “Worlds Fair Sta., Chicago, Ill., Nov 29" c.d.s., beautiful
rich shade; a pretty stamp with an outstanding appearance; crease and a small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$525.
Estimate $350 - 500

2730

2731

2730 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), face free duplex cancellation, strong color; a very pleasant example; tiny
inclusion spot shows an face at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
2731 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), fresh, rich color and virtually perfect centering with a somewhat heavy
New York Station “30” duplex cancel, Very Fine (photo on white background to show that bottom perforations are
intact). Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2732

2733

2734

2732 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), bold duplex cancellation, excellent centering and exemplary color; tiny
perf thins at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
2733 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), NEW YORK “REG” cancel, an attractive, fresh and affordable example
with scintillating color; small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200
2734 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), neat duplex cancel, a beautiful example with rich and dazzling color; a
very pretty stamp; thin spot at top right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200

2735

2736

2737

2735 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., previously hinged, a fresh example with razor sharp color and impression well centered margins, Extremely Fine, a truly wonderful stamp for the conscientious collector; with 2017
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,050. SMQ XF 90; $1,975.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2736 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), disturbed o.g. from hinge removal, vivid fresh example in flawless condition; very pretty, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
2737 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., previously hinged, well balanced margins, beautiful rich color, a
fairly decent example of this popular stamp; small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

2738
2738

2739

Columbian, $2 brown red (242), tied on small piece by a gorgeous flag cancellation, deep saturated
color; simply gorgeous, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750

s

2739 m
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), black cancellation, wonderfully well centered; small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2740

Ex 2741

2742

2740 m
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), black registry cancellation, vibrant color; handsome example, Fine.
Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200
2741 m
Columbians, $3 yellow green, $4 crimson lake and $5 black (243-245), bold cancel on $3 and $4 denominations, neat “NEW YORK REG” cancel on $5; $3 hinged and repaired, generally F.-V.F., an attractive set.
Scott $2,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2742 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., previously hinged, a delightful example with dazzling rich
shade; short perforation at left and minor offset on reverse, otherwise F.-V.F., a very pleasing example; with 2015
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2743

2744

2745

2743 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), disturbed o.g., a fresh example with extremely intense color, a delightful stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2744 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., hinge remnants, alluring color within equally balanced margins;
small thins, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
2745 m
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), bottom plate number single, target cancellation at bottom right, brilliant fresh example; an extremely rare plate position showpiece; trivial hinge thin is of little consequence, otherwise
Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2746 m
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), bold “NEW ?” town cancel, with rich color; a trace of a light horizontal
crease, otherwise F.-V.F., an economy example of this difficult Columbian. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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673072

2747

2748

2749

2747 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., previously hinged, a fresh and alluring example with gorgeous
color and eye appeal, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2748 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), disturbed o.g., fresh and attractive-appearing example with delightful color; neatly reperforated at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2749 H
Columbian, $4 rose carmine (244a), o.g., hinge remnants, brilliant fresh example of the gorgeous rose
carmine shade; small hinge thin, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2750

2751

2752

2750 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., hinge remnant, with slightly disturbed gum from paper adherence, beautiful rich color; small thins, Fine appearance. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
2751 m
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), neatly struck “New York” registry cancellation, completely sound
and attractive example in the intense crimson lake shade; as pretty as they come, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2752 m
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), absolutely gorgeous “Boston, Mass., Nov. 14, 1896" circular
datestamp and fancy 13 star flag cancellation, lovely example with warm rich color; small thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $600 - 800

2753
2753 m
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), canceled neat New York “REG” oval, choice color; couple small,
shallow thins, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2754

2755

2754 HH
Columbian, $5 black (245), left margin imprint single, o.g., stamp never hinged, lightly hinged in selvage
only, sharp jet-black color upon contrasting white paper, nice margins; gum has been ever-so-slightly glossed from
a mount, otherwise in Post office fresh condition, tiny inclusion speck, Fine; signed H. Bloch in margin. Scott $9,500
NH ($2300 for hinged).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2755 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), disturbed o.g., an attractive example of the high value Columbian with tremendous color; minor staining from gum soak along left and bottom margins, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
2756

NO LOT.

2757

2758

2757 m
Columbian, $5 black (245), neatly struck duplex cancellation, extremely fresh example with dynamite
color; strengthened bottom right corner perforation has been expertly repaired, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
2758 m
Columbian, $5 black (245), light black cancellation, brilliant color and crystal clear impression; slight
crease along top right corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

1894-1898 Bureau Issues

2759 P
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete,
large die proofs on India, sunk on card (247P1//263P1), measuring approximately 146 x 196mm, consisting of 247P1, 250P1, 253AP1-261AP1,
262P1-263P1; some hinge remnants on reverse and very light soiling on
face, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $4,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 2759
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Ex 2760

Ex 2761

2760 P
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (247P2-263P2), each
mounted on original grayish Roosevelt album card, very rare complete set with only 85 presentation booklets produced, bright and fresh, never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $3,535.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2761 H
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete (246-263), plate number singles, o.g.,
hinged, rarely offered group of plate singles; includes 246-249, 250 x (2), 251, and 253-263 - missing only 252 for
completeness; wonderfully fresh colors; a few small faults mostly on the higher value stamps, otherwise Fine. Scott
$12,298.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2762

2763

2765

2766

2762 HH
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, massive margins and luscious rich color; a heart pounding top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ
XF 90; $250.
Estimate $250 - 350
2763 H
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), o.g., hinged, premium quality stamp with big beautiful margins; seldom
found so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $30. SMQ
XF-SUP 95J; $165.
Estimate $100 - 150
2764 H/(H)
1894, 1¢ to 15¢ (246//259), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g. or without gum, six extremely fresh
multiples; includes 246 x (2), 250 x (3) - one without gum, and 259; beautiful colors, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,860 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2765 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), o.g., never hinged, brilliant stunning color, very scarce shade, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $1,150 XF 90.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2766 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type II (251), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh - with full and
unblemished gum; quite elusive in this remarkable state of preservation, Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2767

2768

2769

2767 HH
1894, 3¢ purple (253), bottom strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, exceptional
color and centering; it’s surprising that this multiple has remained intact considering the exceptional centering, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. and 1986 P.F. certificates. Scott $450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2768 HH
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, attractive example with captivating color and mirror like impression, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $550. SMQ VF 80;
$525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2769 H
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), disturbed o.g., intriguing fold over piece; tear at bottom left repaired by hinge,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300

2770

2771

2770 HH/H 1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), left margin strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., 2 stamps never
hinged, fresh multiple with sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $1,290 + as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
2771 H
1894, 5¢ chocolate, misperf (255), vertical strip of 3, o.g. (bottom stamp with album adherence on gum,
middle stamp faint fingerprint on gum), fabulous misperfed strip showing dramatic doubling of the horizontal perforations; an exhibit quality showpiece; top stamp with tear at left, otherwise Fine. Scott $330 for normal singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
2772 P
1894, 6¢ brown, large die proof (256P1), measuring 153 x 200mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $250 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2773

2774

2775

2773 H
1894, 6¢ dull brown, imperf horizontally (256a), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, an appealing example with glamorous rich color; small fault not mentioned on certificate, otherwise Very Fine, incredibly elusive;
with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2774 H
1894, 10¢ dark green (258), o.g., lightly hinged, generous margins and dazzling color; a very choice
stamp, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2775 HH
1894, 50¢ orange (260), o.g., never hinged, a deep, rich and fiery orange shade; seldom seen in never
hinged condition, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,425.
Estimate $600 - 800

2776 HH
1894, $1 black, types I & II (261-261A), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged,
breathtaking fresh color on clean white paper; an immaculate multiple in a wonderful mint state - as fresh as the very
first day it was issued; left stamp is Scott #261 - type I; the right 2 stamps are 261A - type II’s; we cannot recall the
last time we have sold a combination strip of this issue, Fine. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2777

2778

2779

2780

2777 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., hinged, absolutely gorgeous top quality example of this scarce
unwatermarked type I stamp; with “Jet-Black” color printed on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2778 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable large margined example of this tough type I
stamp; brilliant fresh; expertly reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
2779 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., barest trace of hinge, intense color on clean white paper, Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
2780 (H)
1894, $1 black, type I (261), regummed, attractive appearance, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

2781 HH
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., never hinged, a pristine example of the elusive unwatermarked type
II variety in an unbelievable state of freshness with Jet-Black color and a detailed impression; a true condition rarity
as it is hardly found in never hinged condition; a delightful opportunity for the conscientious collector, Extremely
Fine, this fabulous stamp is 1 of 5 never hinged examples to attain the grade of VF-XF-85; with only 5 others grading
higher; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $6,500. SMQ VF-XF 85; $9,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2782 H
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., small hinge remnant, scarce type II stamp; a sound and attractive example with vivid color, Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2783 H
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh example of this difficult type II
stamp, Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2784 (H)
1894, $2 bright blue (262), unused without gum, extremely large margins and breathtaking fresh color;
an exceedingly attractive $2 Madison, F.-V.F.; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2785 m
1894, $2 bright blue (262), light town cancellation, a beautiful stamp with wide margins and deep rich
color; a nice example of this difficult stamp; wide margins seldom encountered on this “tight” issue; laminated thin at
the right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
2786 m
1894, $2 bright blue (262), light double oval cancel, gorgeous clear impression; a few tiny thins, Fine appearance. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

2787

2788

2789

Ex 2790

2787 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, impeccably fresh example of
this scarce stamp - the rarest regularly issued United States stamp; one of the few attractive and completely sound
plate singles available to collectors, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,000. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2788 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), o.g., hinged, wonderfully fresh example of this scarce stamp; tiny thin spot,
otherwise Fine. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2789 m
1894, $5 dark green (263), neat black along with some red crayon cancellation, decent example of this
tough used stamp; tear at left, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
2790 H
1895, 2nd Bureau issue (D.L. watermark), 1¢ to $5 complete (264-278), plate number singles, o.g.,
hinged, 273 is regummed, extremely desirable complete set; scarce as a full set, and nearly impossible to duplicate,
F.-V.F.; #278 with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $5,706.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2791

2792

2793

2791 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), combination pair, type I and II, o.g., never hinged, incredibly
fresh combo pair; left stamp is type II - Scott #266; right stamp is type III - Scott #267; incredibly fresh color, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2792 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), horizontal combination pair, o.g., never hinged, well-centered
with alluring color and a gorgeous impression, Very Fine, a handsome example of an interesting pair; with 2010
P.S.E. certificate as block of 4. Scott $220.
Estimate $250 - 350
2793 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type III (267), top right fold over pair, o.g., never hinged, fascinating error with vibrant
red color; right perforations repaired by hinge, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $32.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2794

2795

2796

2794 HH/H 1895, 3¢ to 10¢ (268-273), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
six wonderfully fresh and choice multiples; includes 268, 269, 271, and 273 with stamps never hinged; and 270 and
272 with disturbed gum, Fine. Scott $2,655.
Estimate $300 - 400
2795 HH
1895, 6¢ dull brown (271), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, desirable example with extremely large margins and dazzling color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $300 - 400
2796 m
1895, 8¢ violet brown, watermarked USIR (272a), fancy black cancellation, deep rich color; a very appealing example of this scarce USIR watermarked stamp showing clear “R” when dipped in fluid; a very pleasing
stamp; tiny flaws along bottom left corner, otherwise Fine; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2797 Ha
1895, 10¢ dark green (273), top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely elusive Bureau plate
block, especially when found as a wide top; with gleaming rich color, Fine. Scott $1,750. Estimate $750 - 1,000

2798

2799

2800

2801

2798 HH
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., never hinged, a stunning example in a wonderful mint state; a special opportunity for the serious collector to acquire a choice example of this mint stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $625. SMQ VF-XF 85; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2799 H

1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., hinged, deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150

2800 m
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), black cancellation, tremendous top quality example with prooflike color on lily
white paper, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $17. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2801 m
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), with black cork cancel, beautiful centering and bold color, a wonderful top
quality item, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $18. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2802 H
1895, $1 black, types I & II (276-276A), combination pair, o.g., hinged, marvelous intact pair showing
type I at left and type II at right; Scott #276A - type II - at right with a pulled perf at right and a tiny tear, otherwise Fine;
with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2803 m
1895, $1 black, types I & II (276-276A), combination pair, lightly struck black cancellation, immensely
scarce used combination pair, the left stamp type I, the right stamp type II; much more difficult to find in used condition than mint condition; right stamp - Scott #276A - with minute thin speck only visible in fluid, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2804

2805

2806

2804 HH
1895, $1 black, type I (276), o.g., never hinged, beautiful example with gorgeous margins and an acute
impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, choice example of this difficult issue; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85 and 2007 certificate. Scott $1,800. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2805 H
1895, $1 black, type I (276), o.g., previously hinged, a striking high quality example with impressive
Jet-Black color amid nicely balanced margins, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600.
SMQ VF 80; $560.
Estimate $500 - 750
2806 H
1895, $1 black, type I (276), o.g., previously hinged, a great looking stamp with intense Jet-Black color
and equally balanced margins; small trivial crease and nibbed perforation at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2807 H
1895, $1 black, type I (276), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., hinged, appealing multiple;
completely sound and choice with brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2808

2809

2810

2811

2808 m
1895, $1 black, type I (276), double oval REG cancel, awesome example with wonderful centering and
intense color; among the most beautiful #276’s we’ve seen, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350
2809 H
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), o.g., lightly hinged, impressively fresh bottom margin single of the tough
type II $1 Perry; this stamp is among the most undervalued stamps in philately, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016
P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this elusive stamp was taken, bottom left stamp. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2810 m
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), bottom plate number single, neatly struck town cancellation, astounding
color printed on clean white paper; aa beautiful example of this seldom offered plate single that is almost impossible
to find in used condition, F.-V.F. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2811 m
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), neat duplex cancellation, premium quality example of this tough type II
stamp, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $200. SMQ VF 80; $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

2812

2813

2814

2812 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, awesome example with incredible depth of color; a scarce plate position, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2813 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), disturbed o.g., luscious rich shade; nice appearing stamp; reperforated at
left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
2814 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., hinged, tremendous rich
shade; a premium example of this rarely offered multiple, Fine. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2815

2816

2815 m
1895, $2 dark blue (277a), black cancellation, incredibly intense color; reperforated at bottom, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2816 m
1895, $2 bright blue and $5 dark green (277-278), each with manuscript penstroke cancellation, dazzling colors, very pleasing examples, Fine. Scott $1,000 for normal cancels.
Estimate $200 - 300

2817

2818

2819

2820

2817 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), o.g., hinged, an alluring example of this elusive high value, with vibrant rich
color and a finely etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2818 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), slightly disturbed o.g., astounding example - being virtually perfectly centered with exuberant color; scarce when found so choice, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2819 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), o.g., lightly hinged, excellent large margined stamp with heart pounding
color, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2820 H

1895, $5 dark green (278), disturbed o.g., select appearance; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

2821 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, extremely
attractive multiple of the desirable $5 Marshall; wide selvage at top; beautiful color and superior centering; as plate
blocks are virtually unobtainable, this beautiful showpiece is the nest best thing; left and right stamps with small thin
spots, Very Fine appearance. Scott $8,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2822

2823

2824

2822 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), New York Double Oval REG cancel, dazzling rich shade; a premium quality
stamp in exceptional condition, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
2823 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), neat registry cancellation, wonderful centering and tremendous rich color; a
great “looker”; faint paper wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2824 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), neat town cancellation, incredibly rich color; a nice copy of this high value; diagonal crease at upper left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
2825 HH/H 1898, 1¢-6¢, 4 different (279, 281, 282, 282C), plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., 282C never
hinged / others hinged, pleasing group of 4 different strips; gorgeous rich colors, Fine. Scott $2,112 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2826

2827

2828

2829

2826 H
1898, 2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), o.g., hinged, incredible color study comprising of 6 of the most
eye catching shades obtainable; this wonderful lot includes Scott #’s 279Bc the scarce rose carmine; #279Bd,
#279Bf reddish carmine x (2); #279Bg pink; and #279Bh vermilion; these issues are woefully undervalued and
have stumped collectors and dealers alike for decades; this is one of the few times you can obtain these beautiful
shade arrangements in one auction lot; be prepared for spirited bidding, as this group of 6 is nearly impossible to duplicate at any price, F.-V.F.; 279Bc with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $373.
Estimate $500 - 750
2827 H
1898, 2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), o.g., hinge remnant, terribly elusive rose carmine shade; a
choice example of this often misidentified stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2828 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk), booklet pane of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge only in
selvage, all stamps never hinged, outstanding example of the challenging vertical watermark variety, Fine. Scott
$500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2829 P
1897, 5¢-15¢, Roosevelt small die proofs (281P2, 283P2, 284P2), each measuring roughly 23mm x
27mm, scarce and desirable proofs; a few small thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,125. Estimate $250 - 350
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2830

2831

2830 HH
1898, 5¢ dark blue (281), bottom plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, most impressive multiple in
a wonderful mint state, with strong color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $340. Estimate $250 - 350
2831 HH
1898, 6¢ lake (282), bottom strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, outstanding well centered plate number strip in
a remarkable state of preservation; these Bureau issue strips are never found this well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

2832

2833

2834

2832 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged (gum crease), warm rich color; tiny natural paper inclusion at the center, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $100 - 150
2833 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II, vertical watermark
(283a), o.g., never hinged, fresh, vivid color, rarely offered example of the vertical watermark variety, F.-V.F., choice example.
Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350
2834 HH
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice bottom margin single in a quality seldom seen on this difficult Bureau issue, Extremely Fine; with
2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $475. SMQ XF 90;
$1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2835 Ha
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged, choice example of this extremely scarce and ridiculously undervalued plate block; with deeply saturated color,
Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

Ex 2836
2836 P
Trans-Miss. complete, large die proofs (285P1-293P1), desirable set of these popular large die
proofs; cut down to 90 x 75mm for easy display on an album page; remarkably rich colors throughout; a few trivial
toned spots are of little consequence, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $7,950.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 2837

Ex 2838

2837 H
Trans-Miss. complete (285-293), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, extremely fresh complete set of
these popular stamps; seldom seen as plate number singles; beautiful fresh colors, Fine. Scott $4,253.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2838 m
Trans-Miss. complete (285-293), neat or fancy cancellations, fresh and attractive complete set of 9 values; small faults, but nice appearance, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,067.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2839

2840

2841

2839 HH
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal remarque of Father
Marquette, explorer of the Mississippi river in 1673 in the wide selvage at right; a beautiful piece of art, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2840 HH
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), bottom margin single with imprint, o.g., never hinged, equally
balanced margins on this GEM with enticing deep rich color; cut in margin, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $70. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2841 HH
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., never hinged, a superb example with exceptional centering, fresh
and fiery color and full gum; a most impressive example; tiny natural inclusion at lower left, otherwise Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

2842

2843

2842 Ha
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), bottom plate block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, a beautiful well centered multiple with the most beautiful color you’ll ever see - a deeply saturated shade without the slightest trace of oxidation,
Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2843 m
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), East Clarendon, VT “Admiral Dewey” cancellation, eye catching example
with one of the most interesting cancellations you’ll ever see, Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2844

2845

2846

2844 H
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., previously hinged, particularly choice top quality example of
this popular stamp; well centered extra large margins, with captivating color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2845 H
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., previously hinged, a tantalizing fresh stamp with gleaming
color, choice example, Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2846 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, bid low on this, and you’ll be left out in the
cold. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2847

2848

2849

2847 m
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), fresh and nicely centered with a relatively light New York Station “P” double
oval cancel, Very Fine. An attractive, completely sound example of this always popular high value. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
2848 m
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), duplex cancel, deep jet black color upon contrasting white paper within
neatly balanced large generous margins; small thin at lower right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
2849 m
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), magnificent jet black color, trace guide line at top; crease at top, Very Fine
appearance. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

2850 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., lightly hinged (vertical gum crease), premium quality wide
margined example with vivid color; unusually choice $2 Trans., Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2851

2852

2853

2851 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), extraordinary double duplex cancels, wonderfully fresh and
choice used example of this difficult stamp; with alluring color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,500. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2852 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), bold New York Registry cancel, wonderfully fresh and choice
used example of this difficult stamp; with alluring color; trace of a corner crease, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
2853 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), neat magenta geometric cancel, fresh, rich color, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500

1901 Pan-American Issue

Ex 2854

Ex 2855

2854 P
Pan-Americans complete, large die proofs (294P1-299P1), each measuring approximately 200 x
150mm; light soiling on 8¢ and tiny edge crease on right of 10¢, Very Fine. Scott $3,450.
Estimate $1,500 2,000
2855 P
Pan-Americans complete, small die proofs (294P2-299P2), each measuring approximately 61 x
49mm; a few natural paper irregularities and 2¢, 4¢ and 10¢ with light paper wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$3,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2856 HH/H
site).

Pan-American set, complete (294-299), with two shades of the 2¢, F.-V.F. Scott $382 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

2857 H/(H)
1¢ and 2¢ Pan-Americans (294-295), 294 o.g., hinged; 295 without gum, eye catching vignette shifts;
294 shifted way into frame line at bottom right; 295 with unusual “High Train” shifted way to the top of the stamp,
Fine. Scott $31 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2858 H
1¢ Pan-American (294), bottom plate number single, o.g., hinged, “Sinking Ship” variety with vignette to
the bottom of the stamp, Fine. Scott $16 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2859 H/(H)
1¢ Pan-American (294/299), top arrow pairs, o.g. or without gum, three fresh and attractive arrow pairs;
294 no gum, 297 o.g. with thin spots, and 298 in immaculate never hinged condition, Fine. Scott $642 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2860 HH
1¢ Pan-American (294-295), plate number and imprint strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh
multiples, Fine. Scott $517 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2861

2863

2864

2861 S
2¢ Pan-American, overprinted “Specimen” (295SE), unused without gum, brilliantly colored example
of this elusive “Specimen” overprint, Fine. Scott $235.
Estimate $150 - 200
2862 HH
4¢-5¢ Pan Americans (296-297), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; both with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott
$350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2863 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp with well-centered margins and deep color,
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $170. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2864 H
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $70. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $175 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
2865 H/(H)
4¢ Pan-American (296-299), bottom plate number pairs, o.g. or without gum, eye catching plate # pairs;
includes 296 never hinged; 297 - without gum; and 298-299 o.g., with hinge remnants; a very fresh group of these
popular stamps, Fine. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2866

2867

2869

2866 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, a striking well margined stamp with handsome deep rich
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $230. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2867 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$230. SMQ VF 80; $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2868

8¢-10¢ Pan-Americans (298-299), tied on part of exposition postcard by Buffalo, NY oval cancellation,
lovely examples along with E1 on piece; if this was a full postcard., Very Fine. Scott $160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

s

2869 HHa
10¢ Pan-American (299), top margin block of 6 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged, a
great fresh example of this “poor mans” plate block, Very Fine. Scott $1,800 as singles. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Inverted Centers

2870 H
1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (294a), o.g., previously hinged, a gorgeous example of this popular
inverted center with deep rich color; difficult to find in such lovely condition, F.-V.F. and elusive; with 2017 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2871 H
1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (294a), disturbed o.g., radiating color; a wonderfully fresh and pleasing example of this popular invert; short perf at top, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1902-1908 Regular Issues

Ex 2872

Ex 2873

Ex 2874

2872 P
1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (300P2-313P2), each mounted on original grayish Roosevelt album card, bright and fresh, never hinged; some foxing to 50¢, otherwise Very Fine, very rare complete set with only
85 presentation booklets produced. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2873 P
1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (300P2-313P2), on grayish Roosevelt card backing, each measuring approximately 27 x 30mm, rare complete set; 50¢ is oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2874 P
1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (300P2-313P2), eye catching set of small die proofs; removed from
presentation album gray backing; a choice set on uniformed beauty; couple thins and a few wrinkles from removal
from grey card backing, otherwise Extremely Fine, from Roosevelt presentation album - only 85 sets can possibly
exist. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2875

2876

2877

2875 S
1¢ to $5, “Specimen” overprints complete (300SE-313SE), part o.g. or no gum; piece missing 2¢, tear
10¢, 8¢ & $1 with straight edges, otherwise Very Fine, the $5, in particular, is quite choice. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Accompanied by a March 1903 letter of provenance from the Third Assistant Postmaster General telling the
original owner of the set.
2876 S
1¢ to $5 complete, overprinted “Specimen” (300SE-313SE), scarce and desirable set; complete set,
3¢, 4¢, 10¢ and 50¢ have some small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2877 H
1¢ to $5 complete (300-313), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, very elusive complete set of plate singles; each selected for beautiful rich colors, Fine. Scott $4,346.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Ex 2878

2879

2880

2878 HH/H 1¢-13¢ (300/319), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, six brilliant fresh multiples; 300, 303, 307 and 308 never hinged; a pleasing group; 307 with serious perf separations, otherwise Fine. Scott $3,204.
Estimate $500 - 750
2879 H
Fine.

1¢ blue green (300), o.g., very lightly hinged, eye catching double pre-printing paper fold; nice wide folds,
Estimate $100 - 150

2880 m
1¢ blue green (300-311), nice variety of better cancellations, select group of 12 values; handpicked for
color, centering, or postmarks, F.-V.F. Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150

2881

2882

2881 H
1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinged, premium quality example with brilliant color; much
nicer than usually found, F.-V.F.; with 1976 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
2882 H
2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, lively fresh color and sharp clear impression,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2883

2884

2885

2883 HH
3¢ bright violet (302), o.g., never hinged, awesome example with boardwalk margins and smashing rich
color; a tremendous top quality stamp that would enhance any collection, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $130. SMQ XF 90J; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2884 H
4¢ brown essay (303-E3), retouched photo sensitive paper; an incredibly scarce essay rarely offered in
any condition; trivial thin spots, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2885 HH
15¢ olive green (309), top margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, fabulous example with
ravishing rich color and crystal clear impression, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2886

2887

2888

2889

2890

2886 HH
$1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, refreshing top quality example featuring vivacious color and particularly choice centering; a big time stamp sure to please the most demanding collector, Extremely Fine; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,900. SMQ XF 90; $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2887 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, incredibly fresh stamp with well incised impression, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1993 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken; this being top right stamp from the block.
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2888 H

$1 black (311), o.g., very lightly hinged, large margins and brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

2889 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, deep color and clear impression; a choice well centered stamp; reperforated
at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2890 m
$1 black (311), extremely light cancellation, well margined example with vibrant color; almost never
found with a light unobtrusive postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $90. SMQ
XF 90; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2891

2892

2893

2894

2895

2891 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., previously hinged, breathtaking color and clear impression; a wonderful top
quality stamp that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $1,350.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2892 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., hinge remnant, dazzling rich shade; a great looking stamp; reperforated at right,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2893 m
$2 dark blue (312), neat registry cancellation, sharp clear impression; a very pleasing example, F.-V.F.;
with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
2894 m

$2 dark blue (312), neat black cancellation, deep rich shade; very choice, F.-V.F. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150

2895 H
$5 dark green (313), o.g., previously hinged, an outstanding example with equally balanced margins and
fresh, radiant color; a beautiful high denominated stamp; red owner handstamp on reverse, Very Fine; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2896

2897

2898

2899

2900

2896 H
$5 dark green (313), o.g., hinge remnants, bright vivid color; a flawless sound stamp with crisp clear impression, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2897 m
$5 dark green (313), neat New York registry cancellation, premium example of this difficult stamp; extremely rich color and sharp impression, Very Fine; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
2898 m
$5 dark green (313), bold “New York” Registry cancellation, handsome example of this key value,
F.-V.F. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500
2899 m
$5 dark green (313), neat registry cancellation, bold prooflike color; a pretty $5 Marshall; tiny hidden perf
tear at bottom right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
2900 m
$5 dark green (313), neat registry cancellation, sound and attractive example with radiating color, Fine.
Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2901

2902

2903

2901 HH/H 1¢ blue green, imperf (314/320A), vending coil pairs, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, three
Shermack type III pairs - 314, 320 and 320b; along with 320A U.S. Automatic Vending Co. pair, F.-V.F. Scott $189.
Estimate $100 - 150
2902 H
1¢ blue green, Schermack type II perfs (314), pair, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2903 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and large margins all around, premium example of this popular and highly sought after issue, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF
90; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

2904

2905

2906

2904 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), right plate number pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, stunning deep rich color; premium multiple that could easily pass as never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800
2905 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, fresh, top quality example with rich impression, Very Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $575. SMQ VF 80; $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
2906 HH
5¢ bright blue, imperf (315), pair, o.g., never hinged, desirable top quality multiple with beautiful color,
Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate specifically identifying this as the bright blue shade. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2907

2908

2907 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, desirable multiple in immaculate condition with beautiful rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
2908 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), left margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, an attractive pair with scintillating
blue color, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2909

2910

2911

2909 m
5¢ blue, imperf (315), dubious “Duplex” cancellation, impressive bottom left corner margin single with a
scarce cancellation which we believe to be non-contemporary - and thus is being sold as such; as genuine used
#315’s are rare, this is the next best thing, Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate stating that the cancellation is
genuine. Scott $1,250 as genuinely used.
Estimate $500 - 750
2910 m
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair, non-contemporary bull’s eye cancellation, nice appearing “used” multiple,
with a fake cancellation; as this stamps only catalogs for $625 in hinged condition, cancels have found their way to
numerous examples of Scott #315; large thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $11,500 if genuinely used.
Estimate $300 - 400
2911 H
5¢ blue, Schermack type III perfs (315), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, very scarce pair; left
stamp with tiny thin at top, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2912

2913

1914

2912 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (315), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2913 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type II perfs (315), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 1995
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2914 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type III perfs (315), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, rare private vending
pair; internal tear at center and crease at left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Very Rare Early Experimental Coil

2915 H
1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (318), pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2916 HH
2¢ shade study (319), o.g., nearly all never hinged, extraordinary group of color shades; one of the most
attractive selection we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; 7 different examples that include the
common carmine shade, Scott #319; #319b carmine rose; 319c hinged with a crease - the scarlet shade; #319F
lake type II; #319Fi scarcer carmine shade type II; #319Fj - the impossible carmine rose type II, and #319Fk the eye
catching scarlet type II; two certificates accompany - the #319Fk with 2015 PSE cert., and #319Fj with 2003 PSE
cert.; if you’re a serious collector interested in expanding your collection to include the better types and shades of
#319, then this lot is for you; the current Scott catalog of $630.00 is ridiculous and quite insulting considering the
scarcity in obtaining these difficult stamps; don’t be afraid to bid high - bid really high, and you won’t be disappointed; a realization of double or even triple catalog is not out of line for a group of this quality, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $630.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2917 H/m
2¢ carmine, type I (319), three interesting examples; two unused, one with extra row of vertical perforations down middle of stamp, the other misperfed; plus a diagonal bisect tied to small piece by well struck “Washington, D.C.” oval handstamp, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2918
2918 HH
$500.

2919

2920

2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2919 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (319Fi), o.g., never hinged, very scarce color with massive margins at top and bottom, Very Fine; with 1975 and 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
2920 HH
2¢ imperfs (320), pairs, o.g., never hinged, beautiful selection of horizontal pairs; a fabulous group of 4
different pairs including the common carmine shade - Scott #320; #320b scarlet; 320c carmine rose, and 320A the
desirable lake shade type II; an awesome group, Extremely Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2921

2922

2923

2921 (H)
2¢ carmine, International Vending Co. perfs (320), pair, regummed, V.G.-Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2922 H
2¢ carmine, Mail-O-Meter type IA perfs (320), pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
2923 H
2¢ lake, Brinkerhoff type I perfs (320A), line pair, o.g., previously hinged; repaired torn corner at bottom
left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $360.
Estimate $100 - 150

2924

2926

2927

2924 H
2¢ lake, Schermack type II perfs (320a), pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2925 HH/H 2¢ lake, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (320a), strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged (center pair
never hinged), Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $425 (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350
2926 H
2¢ scarlet, International Vending Co. perfs (320b), pair, o.g., previously hinged, V.G.-Fine; with 1977
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2927 H
2¢ scarlet, Mail-O-Meter type II perfs (320b), pair, o.g., hinged, right stamp is sound; left stamp with 3 x
5mm thin, otherwise Very Fine; signed Belasco, with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $875.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2928 H
2¢ carmine, type II, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (322), o.g., previously hinged, impressive coil
single with alluring color and a sharp impression; magnificent example of this rarely offered coil single, Very Fine;
with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $7,000. SMQ VF 80; $7,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1904-1907 Commemorative Issues

Ex 2929

2932

2933

2929 HH
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), plate number and imprint pairs, o.g., never hinged, wonderful
group of pristine mint pairs; purchased at the Post Office at the Louisiana Purchase exposition in 1904 according to
manuscript notation in selvage of the #326 pair, F.-V.F. Scott $1,945.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2930 m
Louisiana Purchase, four values (323-324, 326-327), each with neatly struck “World’s Fair” cancellation, each with a beautiful cancel, Fine. Scott $57 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2931

s
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), each tied on small piece by “St. Louis, Mo., Exposition Sta”
duplex cancellations, interesting group of five different values; a nice matched set, Fine. Scott $84 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2932 m
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), black wavy machine cancel, large, equally balanced margins; a stunning
example of this notoriously difficult used stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 7 examples attaining
this impressive garde, and is the Highest Graded used #323 according to PSE’s population report; with 2013 and
2010 P.S.E. certificates each graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $5. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2933 H
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), bottom margin single with imprint, o.g., previously hinged, a GEM with
equally balanced margins and beckoning rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$125. SMQ XF 90; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 2934

Ex 2935

2934 HH
Jamestown complete (328-330), top plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, nice matched set with
gorgeous colors, Fine. Scott $440.
Estimate $100 - 150
2935 HH/H Jamestown complete (328-330), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., 328-329 never hinged; 330
lightly hinged, beautiful multiples with ravishing rich colors, Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $200 - 300
2936 HH
1¢ Jamestown (328), 3 top margin blocks and 3 margin pairs, o.g., never hinged, a lovely and attractive
collection of blocks and pairs totaling 20 stamps, better than usually found for this issue, F.-V.F. Scott $835 as
blocks and pairs (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2937

2939

2940

2937 m
1¢ Jamestown (328), tremendous GEM quality example of this terribly difficult used stamp; virtual perfect centering and bold rich color; simply amazing, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 11 examples to attain this impressive grade, with only 3 others grading higher; with 2014 and 2009 P.S.E. certificates graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $5. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $185.
Estimate $250 - 350
2938 H
2¢-5¢ Jamestown (329-330), disturbed o.g., very attractive bottom left corner margin singles; each with
engraver’s initials “M.R.G.” in selvage, Fine. Scott $200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2939 (H)
5¢ Jamestown (330), unused without gum, an impressive example with boardwalk margins and a crisp
impression; rich alluring color; despite the fact that this stamp has no gum, it is among the finest appearing examples we have ever encountered, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott
$125.
Estimate $300 - 400
2940 HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, alluring deep color and an acute impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2941 Ha
5¢ Jamestown (330), bottom margin arrow block of 4, o.g., small hinge slivers, radiating color, Fine.
Scott $550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL Watermark

Ex 2942

Ex 2944

2945

2942 H
Washington-Franklins (331-341), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, attractive short set up to #341; a
very pleasing group of 11 different values, Fine. Scott $670.
Estimate $200 - 300
2943 m
1¢ green (331), five used singles, different shades, all gradable 85 or above, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2944 Ha
4¢ orange brown and 5¢ blue (334-335), blocks of 4, 2mm spacing, o.g., previously hinged, an attractive set, F.-V.F. Scott $340 as blocks.
Estimate $250 - 350
2945 HH/Ha 4¢ orange brown (334), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (3 bottom stamps never hinged),
deep rich color; small gum skip on bottom right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2946

2947

2948

2949

2950

2946 HH
8¢ olive green (337), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality example with gleaming bright color;
simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 13 at this impressive grade; only 7 others grade higher; with 2017
P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $105. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2947 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color and clearly etched impression, Very
Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2948 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, a lovely mint stamp featuring glamorous rich color and
has the barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4.
Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2949 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, an attractive stamp with deep color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2950 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, strong color and razor-sharp impression; short perforation at right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2951 HH/H $1 violet brown (342), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnant (2 end stamps never
hinged), exceedingly fresh multiple with razor sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $2,550. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2952

2953

2954

2955

2956

2952 H
5¢ blue, Brinkerhoff type I perfs (347), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2953 H
5¢ blue, Brinkerhoff type IIb perfs (347), pair, o.g., previously hinged; small edge faults, otherwise
F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
2954 HH/H 5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (347), line strip of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never
hinged) position 3, Very Fine; with 1998 P.S.A.G. certificate and 2018 PF certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
2955 H
4¢ orange brown, vertical coil (350), line pair, o.g., hinged, fresh and attractive multiple with vivid color;
hint of a tiny filled thin spot in the top stamp, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,175.
Estimate $350 - 500
2956 H
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), pair, o.g., previously hinged, a fresh example, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2957

2958

2959

2957 HH
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding coil with rich, vibrant color, a
great stamp Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 2015 P.F. certificate for guide line strip of
4. Scott $2,350. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2958 H
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), line pair, o.g., hinged, breathtaking rich shade; a very fresh and pleasing multiple, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $500 - 750
2959 HH
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), line pair, o.g., never hinged, a great stamp with vibrant rich color; tiny tear on
left side of bottom stamp, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1982 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2960

2961

2962

2960 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh multiple with radiating color; among the most impressive examples of this coil one could ever hope for, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2961 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example of this most difficult
coil; bright color, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
2962 H
4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), line pair, large part o.g.; heavy hinge remnants, beautiful well
margined multiple with astounding color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.Estimate $500 - 750

2963 H
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged (pencil mark on gum), extremely attractive coil
with eye-arresting color, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2964 HHa
2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), left margin block of 4 with part imprint, o.g., never hinged; light vertical
gum bend along left stamps, V.G.-Fine. Scott $680.
Estimate $150 - 200

2965

2966

2965 H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), o.g., lightly hinged, select example of this elusive Bluish paper, without any of the ink hand stamps that tend to plague these issues; this stamp is clean as a whistle, Very Fine; with
2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2966 H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., lightly hinged, excellent example of this surprisingly difficult and
undervalued stamp; with fully unblemished gum - rare thus, as these issues are notorious for hand stamps and pencil notations; this example offered here is a beauty, Very Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2967 Ha
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, lovely bright contrasting color of
red orange color against bluish paper; tremendous top quality multiple rarely seen; the right two stamps are matchless GEMS that would realize big numbers if broken out of this fantastic block, Very Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate
and 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2968 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., lightly hinged, a fantastic 10¢ bluish paper, much nicer than usually
encountered; woefully undervalued as this particular example is in a remarkable state of preservation; well worth a
serious bid, Very Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2969 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous top quality example with glowing rich
color and impressive centering, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2970 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., hinged, decent example with exceedingly rich color; an affordable
Bluish Paper, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2971 Ha
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged (bottom two stamps o.g. never
hinged), scintillating color and detailed impression; an awesome example of this rarity; the bottom left stamp is an
extraordinary example; a seldom seen block of the 10¢ bluish paper, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott
$11,200 as singles.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2972 H
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), tremendous rich shade; a flawless example of this tough stamp, Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2973 m
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), neatly placed “Saginaw, Mich” in double oval cancellation, exceedingly scarce genuinely used example of this elusive Bluish paper; nice big margins and strong color, Fine; with 2018
P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2974 m
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), exceptionally light black cancellation, nicely centered example of
this scarce used bluish paper; faintly toned perforations at left and right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2975

2976

2975 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., never hinged, elusive offered example of the very desirable bluish paper variety; with rich radiant color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4 from which this
stamp was taken. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2976 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., hinged, extremely fresh example of this elusive stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Lots 2977-3814
U.S. Stamps: Regular Issues 1909-2002
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U.S. Possessions and United Nations
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U.S. Stamps
1909 Commemorative Issues

Ex 2977

2979

2977 H
4 different commemoratives (367-368, 370-371), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., lightly
hinged, four handsome strips; rich colors, Very Fine. Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150
2978 ma
2¢ Lincoln, imperf (368,371), center line blocks of 4, light cancellations, elusive used blocks; seldom offered; 368 block with minor paper wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2979 H
2¢ Lincoln, Schermack type III perfs (368), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, scarce line strip; a
couple natural gum creases, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

2980

2981

2980 H
2¢ Lincoln, U.S. Automatic Vending type II perfs (368), strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine;
with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
2981 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, fabulous bottom left corner margin single with engraver’s initials “C.V.’ in selvage; large margins and lively color, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

2982
2982 HH

2983

2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2983 H
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, seldom seen plate single; lovely
rich shade, F.-V.F. Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
380
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2984

2985

2986

2984 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, intriguing example of this rare variety, F.-V.F.; with
photocopy of 2008 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2985 m
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), wavy black machine cancellation, large margined example with strong
color with nice bluing to the paper, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
2986 m
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), bottom plate number single, neat machine cancellation, elusive plate
single on this bluish paper; tiny thin and light crease, otherwise Fine; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

2987

2988

2987 HH
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, Mail-O-Meter type III perfs (371), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F.
certificate. Scott $260 as hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
2988 HH/H 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, U.S. Automatic Vending type Ib perfs (371), left margin pair, o.g., previously hinged
(right stamp never hinged), Very Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $95 as normal hinged pair.
Estimate $100 - 150

2989

2990

2989 H
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, Brinkerhoff type II perfs (373), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 1967
P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2990 H
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, Mail-O-Meter type IV perfs (373), pair, o.g., hinged, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 2991

Ex 2992

2991 HH/H Washington-Franklins complete (374-382), o.g., #381 never hinged, the balance hinged, select set of
these desirable stamps; the never hinged #381 is a handsome wide margined stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $627.
Estimate $350 - 500
2992 H
Washington-Franklins complete (374-382), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, decent lot containing 9
different values; 380 with small thin spot, generally Fine. Scott $517.
Estimate $100 - 150

1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL Watermark

2993

2994

2993 H
2¢ lake (375b), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example of this incredibly elusive lake shade, much scarcer
than the catalog value indicates, Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
2994 HH
8¢ olive green (380), o.g., never hinged, fabulous rich shade; a pristine mint example in Post Office fresh
condition, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

2995 Ha
8¢ olive green (380), full wide top plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with
2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
382
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2996

2997

2998

2996 Ha
10¢ yellow (381), bottom margin block of 4 with plate number and part imprint, top two stamps o.g. previously hinged and bottom stamps o.g. never hinged with minor gum skips, bold, vibrant color; tiny natural inclusion
on bottom left stamp, some perforation separations, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $340.
Estimate $500 - 750
2997 HH
1¢ green, vertical coil (385), line pair, o.g., never hinged, enticing coil with a sharp, crisp impression,
Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 2004 and 1986 P.F. certificates. Scott $240. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $1,275.
Estimate $600 - 800
2998 HH

1¢ green, vertical coil (385), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

2999

3000

2999 H
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (386), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, desirable coil with brilliant fresh color;
quite elusive when found completely sound and choice, Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
3000 H
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, premium quality multiple with incredible
depth of color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $190. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3001

3002

3001 H
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, rich green color, gorgeous color;
an unusually choice strip of this terribly difficult coil issue; left stamp with natural fiber inclusion at right, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $245.
Estimate $200 - 300
3002 m
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), guide line pair, with a black wavy line machine cancel, a generous example of this often faked coil with stupendous margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3003

3004

3003 HH
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (393), line pair, o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality multiple; much nicer
than the PSE graded certificate of XF-90 would indicate, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $1,150.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3004 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (393), guide line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, difficult to find in larger
multiples; an impressive example of this difficult coil, with captivating color, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$390.
Estimate $250 - 350

3005

3006

3005 HH
3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), pair, o.g., never hinged, fabulous deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3006 HH/H 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged (left and right stamps never
hinged), appealing multiple with outstanding color; seldom offered as a guide line strip of 4; very pretty, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,045.
Estimate $350 - 500

384
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3007
3007 m
$650.

3008

3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, neat black cancellation, elusive used coil, Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3008 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), paste up strip of 4 with plate number 5577 on paste up, o.g., previously
hinged, desirable coil strip for the plate number coil specialist; with outstanding color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300

3009

3010

3009 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, good looking coil with wonderfully rich
color, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
3010 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice multiple of this tough coil issue; beautiful color and impression, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $595.
Estimate $300 - 400

3011

3012

3013

3014

3011 m
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, “World’s Panama Pacific Exposition in San Francisco, 1915"
boxed cancellation, incredibly fresh; elusive multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
3012 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., never hinged, with deep blue color and equally balanced margins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott $135.
Estimate $200 - 300
3013 H
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., previously hinged, a beautiful well-centered example with alluring
blue color, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $60.
Estimate $200 - 300
3014 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., never hinged, an attractive scarce single, catalogs for more in used
condition than mint; faint perforation disc indent, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90 for pair. Scott $60. SMQ XF 90; $295.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3015

3016

3017

3015 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example with deep blue color in pristine
mint condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85 og NH. Scott $375. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
3016 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, an inviting, premium well-centered example with
a crisp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
3017 H
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh well centered multiple with
sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $160.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

3018

3019

3018 HH/H 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged (left and right stamps never hinged),
handsome multiple with dynamite color; a splendid coil, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $695.
Estimate $350 - 500
3019 m
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, neat black double oval cancellation, flawless multiple with luxurious rich color, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

Ex 3020
3020 HH/H Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12 (397-400A), top plate number singles, o.g., 397, 399 & 400A never
hinged / others hinged, premium quality group including both shades on the 10 cent value, #’s 400 and 400A,
F.-V.F. Scott $671.
Estimate $250 - 350
386
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Ex 3021

Ex 3022

3023

3021 m
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12 (397-400A), each with “San Francisco, California” precancel, attractive matched set, Fine. Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
3022 HH/H Panama-Pacific nearly complete, perf 12 (397-400), o.g., 397-98 never hinged / 399-400 lightly
hinged, bright and very well centered; tiny gum skips on 1¢, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 399 and 400 with 1977
P.F. certificate. Scott $245.
Estimate $200 - 300
3023 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (399), o.g., never hinged, magnificent op quality stamp in a condition rarely
encountered; with well proportioned margins and electrifying color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 3024
3024 HH
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 10 (401-404), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully
fresh; the #404 is a wide top plate position with fabulous fresh color; inexpensive #402 is faulty - with a thin spot and
pulled perfs at left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,195.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3025
3025 m
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 10 (401-404), plate number singles, black cancellations, extremely elusive used set, F.-V.F. Scott $97.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3026 HH/Ha 1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), block of 54, o.g., all never hinged except bottom right stamp, which is
hinged, brilliant Post Office fresh showpiece in a marvelous state of preservation; careful examination recommended as their are numerous GEM quality examples present for the astute dealer or collector willing to break up
this wonderful showpiece; column 2 with faint vertical crease; the bottom right stamp with a corner crease - and is
not counted in the catalog value, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,180 for singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3027

3028

3029

3027 HHa
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pristine multiple in a marvelous mint state; with vivid color and fully unblemished gum, Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
3028 HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example with vivid color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $160. SMQ VF-XF 85; $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
3029 HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate for irregular block of 3. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

3030 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends not mentioned on accompanying certificate), remarkably fresh example with the deepest and richest color imaginable, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $375.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3031

3032

3031 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
3032 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F.; with 1991 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues
3033 HH/H 1912, 1¢ to 2¢ coils complete (410-413), line pairs, o.g., #410 never hinged, others hinged, nice group
of line pairs; #413 with nibbed perfs along right side or right stamp, F.-V.F.; each with P.F., P.S.E. or Weiss certificates. Scott $515 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3034 H
1912, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (413), guide line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous well centered strip in a condition rarely encountered; much more difficult than one would imagine, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $395.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex3035
3035 H
1912-14, Washington-Franklins, perf 12, S.L. watermark, 8¢ to $1 complete (414-423), o.g., hinged,
#419 never hinged, fabulous selection of 10 values including both 50 cent values, #421 with single line watermark,
and #422 with double line watermark; an exceptional set of these popular stamps all hand picked from a meticulously assembled collection, F.-V.F.; #421 with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,692.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3036

Ex 3037

3038

3036 H
1912-14, Washington-Franklins, perf 12, S.L. watermark, 8¢ to 50¢ complete (414-421), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, eye catching group of 8 different plate singles; much more difficult to assemble than one
would imagine, Fine. Scott $842.
Estimate $300 - 400
3037 HH
1912-1914, 10¢ orange yellow - 12¢ claret brown (416-417), o.g., never hinged (offset on gum of 12¢
stamp), nicely balanced margins and vibrant color, Very Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
3038 H
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., previously hinged, a remarkable stamp with equally balanced margins and astounding color, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for
block of 4. Scott $325. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3039

3040

3041

3042

3043

3039 H
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., previously hinged, a fresh and pleasing copy of this tough
stamp with wonderfully fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for block of 4. Scott
$325. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
3040 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 for block. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
3041 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), top plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, extraordinary
example with large, well balanced margins and delightful color, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.Estimate $250 - 350
3042 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., hinged, bold color on bleach white paper; quite pleasing,
F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
3043 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., previously hinged, a nice appearing stamp with warm rich
color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 3044
3044 H
1913-15, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (424-440), o.g.,
hinged, premium quality set of these popular Washington-Franklin perf 10 issues; much nicer than normally encountered, F.-V.F.; Scott #440 with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,281.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3045
3045 H
1913-15, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (424-440), all plate
number singles, except #427, o.g., hinged, impressive group of 16 different values, painstakingly assembled by a
plate number collector who choose only attractive stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,281.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 3046

3048

3046 Ha
1914, 1¢ green (424-425), plate blocks of 10 with “COIL STAMPS” imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, matched
set of right margin plates with intense colors, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

3047 HH
1914, 4¢ brown (427), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and impression within the confines of near perfect centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
3048 HHa
1914, 5¢ blue (428), plate block of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged except for center top stamp
which is previously hinged, an appealing premium quality Post Office fresh plate with alluring color, Very Fine; with
1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3049

3050

3049 HH
1914, 7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with wonderfully balanced margins and
brilliant color; an amazing stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 15 examples at the impressive grade of
XF-Sup-95, with only 4 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $200. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3050 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (438), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh example; unusually large margins,
Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $400. SMQ VF 80; $430.
Estimate $300 - 400

3051

3052

3051 HH
1915, 50¢ violet (440), elusive top plate number single, o.g., never hinged (trivial natural paper inclusion
at lower left, and couple perfs rejoined at upper right), lovely example of this difficult high value plate single with tantalizing color on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,050. SMQ
XF 90; $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3052 HH
1915, 50¢ violet (440), o.g., never hinged (minor gum bend), choice example with pleasant color and
wonderful overall freshness, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

3053

3054

3055

3053 H
1915, 50¢ violet (440), o.g., lightly hinged, premium quality example with radiant color on clean white paper, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
3054 HH/H 1914, 1¢ green, horizontal flat plate coil (443), line strip of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 end stamps never
hinged), gleaming color and sharp clearly etched impression, F.-V.F. Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200
3055 H
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), right plate number single, o.g., barest trace of hinge,
dazzling color; a terribly elusive single with attached paste-up tab, Fine. Scott $50.
Estimate $75 - 100
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3056

3057

3058

3056 m
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), neat black wavy line machine cancel, with big margins, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with a 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $40. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $300 - 400
3057 H
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and pleasing
example of this challenging coil, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
3058 H
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), line pair, o.g., hinged, incredible depth of color printed on
bleach white paper; as fresh as one could ever imagine, F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

3059 HH
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, vibrant rich shade,
post office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,550. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $1,950.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3060 HH/H 1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), line pair, o.g., left stamp never hinged, right hinged, premium multiple with vibrant color, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

3061 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, premium well-centered
example with alluring deep blue color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3062 H
1915, 2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), joint line pair, slightly disturbed o.g. which is not mentioned on accompanying PF certificate, attractive and captivating example of this elusive type I coil, used for a brief
time in 1915 due to poor impressions of the type I plate, and the design was re-engraved and switched to type III
later in 1915, F.-V.F.; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $13,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3063

3064

3065

3063 m
1915, 2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), wavy black machine cancellation, unusually intense
shade; a flawless example of this tough type I coil single, F.-V.F.; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3064 HH
1916, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical rotary coil (450), line pair, o.g., never hinged, radiating color; a pristine multiple centered better than most found on this issue, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
3065 HH
1914, 1¢ green, horizontal rotary coil (452), line pair, o.g., never hinged, spring like green color and impression combined with incredible centering, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

3066 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, delightful multiple featuring excellent centering and prooflike color; simply gorgeous type I coil, Very Fine; with 1974 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3067

3068

3069

3067 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum),
luscious rich color; handsome example of this often misidentified coil, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$675.
Estimate $300 - 400
3068 H
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g., hinged, impeccably fresh and choice example, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3069 m
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), strip of 3, nice strike of “World’s Panama-Pacific Exposition, San Francisco, 1915" boxed cancellation, incredible depth of color; handsome example of this difficult coil in
the deeper shade, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

3070

3071

3070 m
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), joint line pair, seldom seen lightly-struck duplex cancels, a handsome example of this elusive used coil line pair with dazzling color, Very Fine, a rare opportunity to own
a genuine example of the scarce type II coil; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3071 H
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, remarkable example with
eye-arresting color; a beautiful coil, F.-V.F.; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3072

3073

3072 m
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), neat black cancellation, awesome example showing parts
of adjoining stamps along left and right sides, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $170. SMQ XF 90; $380.
Estimate $250 - 350
3073 m
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), pair, neat cancel, a tremendous example of this elusive
multiple with equally balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $650. SMQ
XF 90; $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3074

3075

3074 HH
1916, 5¢ blue, horizontal rotary coil (458), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine; with
1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $300 as two pairs.
Estimate $200 - 300
3075 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, a handsome example with fabulous
rich shade, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1994 P.F. certificate for pair, of which this is the left stamp. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3076

3077

3078

3076 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), pair, o.g., never hinged, astounding GEM quality pair
with ravishing rich color; terribly undervalued in SMQ pricing guide, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $650. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
3077 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, a handsome multiple
of this difficult issue with bold, alluring color and a crisp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $650. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
3078 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, without
crease; minor natural gum skips, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3079

3080

3079 H
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome deep rich color and
finely detailed impression, Very Fine; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate for block/4 from which this stamp was taken; this
being top left stamp. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
3080 (H)
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), bottom plate number single, regummed, nicely
centered example of this tough stamp, Very Fine. Scott $650 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3081

3082

Ex 3083

3081 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
premium example in immaculate condition; lovely example of this difficult stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3082 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3083 H
1916, 1¢ green (462/476), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, lovely group of 14 different values; includes 462-466, and 468-476; an attractive selection of these tough stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,011.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3084

3085

3084 H
1916-17, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, unwatermarked, 1¢ to 20¢ (462//476), o.g., hinged, select
group of 14 different values including 462-466, and 468-476; handpicked for quality and freshness, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,011.
Estimate $500 - 750
3085 H
1916, 4¢ orange brown (465), o.g., hinge remnant, a premium well margined example with robust color,
an amazing stamp, Superb; 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98. Scott $40. SMQ SUP 98; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

3086 HHa
1916, 4¢ orange brown (465), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, bright rich first printing
color and impression, lovely, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $540.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3087 H
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome color error with excellent centering; unobtainable for catalog value or less in this marvelous quality, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $500 - 750

3088

3089

3088 Ha
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., hinge remnant and pencil notation on
the error, wonderfully fresh example of the perf 10 color of error; a handsome combination block, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3089 m
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), combination pair, fake wavy black machine cancellation, interesting
combo pair - the left stamp is the desirable 5 cent error of color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $425 for unused.
Estimate $200 - 300

3090 HH
1916, 11¢ dark green (473), o.g., never hinged, remarkable GEM quality example with large margins
and vivacious color; an incredible showpiece, Superb, 1 of 11 examples to attain this grade, with only 2 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $95. SMQ SUP 98; $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3091

3092

3091 HHa
1916, 12¢ claret brown (474), bottom plate no. 6913 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh, rich color,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500
3092 H
1916, 20¢ light ultramarine (476), o.g., lightly hinged, outstanding large margined GEM with phenomenal color; a scarce stamp when found in this wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 1 at this
grade, only 1 other lightly hinged example grades higher; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott
$200. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

3093

3094

3095

3093 HH
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), full wide top margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, bright radiating
color and sharp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, one of the rarest plate blocks to find making a single so
much more desirable; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3094 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), bottom plate number single, o.g., hinged, desirable example with captivating
color, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
3095 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), disturbed o.g., bold prooflike color, unlike most #477’s on the market which
come in the delicate pastel shade, Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3096

3097

3098

3096 H
1916, $1 violet black (478), o.g., hinged, dazzling color on clean white paper; very pleasing, F.-V.F.; with
2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500
3097 H
1916, $1 violet black (478), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, wide margins and intense
color, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3098 (H)
1916, $1 violet black (478), regummed, brilliant fresh example, F.-V.F.; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $600 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300

3099

3100

3101

3099 HH
1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, premium quality mint stamp with fabulous deep rich color
and beautiful centering, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3100 H
1917, $2 dark blue (479-480), o.g., hinged, wonderfully rich colors; very attractive examples, Very Fine.
Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300
3101 H
1917, $2 dark blue (479-480), bottom plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged, nice matched set with
deep rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott $380.
Estimate $150 - 200

3102
3102 HH

3103

1917, $5 light green (480), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, fresh and sharp, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

3103 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), jumbo single, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example of this unpriced graded stamp, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. Scott $20. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Exceptional Quality Imperforate 5¢ Color Error

3104 HH
1917, 5¢ carmine error, imperf (485), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous GEM quality imperforate
color error showing small portions of adjacent stamps at left and right; an elite example that would enhance the finest collection, as this stamp is in a remarkable state of preservation; a rare opportunity, Extremely Fine; with 2004
P.F. certificate. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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3105

3106

3105 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging at the upper left,
F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3106 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g., previously hinged, an eye-appealing, well-centered example of this scarcely offered stamp; with vibrant color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF
80. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3107

3108

3109

3110

3107 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g., previously hinged, alluring example of this exceedingly elusive coil single; with vibrant fresh color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 1996 P.F. certificate for pair, from which
this rare coil was taken, this being the right stamp from the pair. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3108 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), neat wavy machine cancellation, lovely fresh example
of this tremendously difficult type II coil; with brilliant color; small crease along top rich color, otherwise F.-V.F.; with
1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
3109 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), fresh and bright with a neat wavy-line cancel, F.-V.F.;
with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
3110 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), light wavy black machine cancellation, elusive type II
coil with warm rich color; light crease along upper left, otherwise Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

3111 HH
1917, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (495), line pair, o.g., never hinged, lively color; Post Office
fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $75 - 100
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3112

Ex 3113

3112 HH
1919, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (496), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, a delightful example; perfectly
centered with beckoning color; an outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $65. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.
Estimate $250 - 350
3113 HH/H 1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 complete (498/518), plate number singles, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, premium quality group (no 505), that includes the elusive type Ia stamp - Scott #500; most are
wide top plate positions, F.-V.F. Scott $993.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 3114

Ex 3115

3116

3114 HH/H 1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 nearly complete (498//518), o.g., some never
hinged / most are hinged, lovely group of 19 nice looking stamps, missing only #500 and 505 for completeness;
never hinged include 499, 501-504 and 513, F.-V.F. Scott $373.
Estimate $150 - 200
3115 HH/H 1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 nearly complete (498//518, missing 500, 505),
o.g., previously hinged (515 has slightly glazed o.g.), never hinged: 502, 504, 506, 509, 512, 512a, 513, 515, 518
and 518, F.-V.F. Scott $549.
Estimate $150 - 200
3116 HHa
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499), full wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent showpiece; a
common plate block in uncommon condition, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $35.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3117

3118

3117 m
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499), neat “STATION” machine cancel, with incredible deep rich color, Superb;
with 2013 and 2007 P.S.E. certificates each graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
3118 H
$500.

1917, 2¢ lake, type I (499h), o.g., hinge remnant, true lake shade; surprisingly difficult stamp, V.G. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

3119 HH/Ha 1917, 2¢ lake, type I (499h), block of 4 with straight edge and bit of guide line at bottom, o.g., never
hinged but lower left with gum skips and counted as hinged, in striking, deep “Boston lake” shade; vertical perforations just in at right, about Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate and three photocopies of same. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3120

3121

3122

3120 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), impressive example of this elusive variety, o.g., never hinged, with
fresh vivid color, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3121 H
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly strong color; a very pleasing example,
F.-V.F.; with 1975 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3122 H
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), horizontal pair and vertical strip of 4, the latter with straight edge at left
& bottom, disturbed o.g., Fine; includes a 2014 P.F. certificate for a block of 48 plus 5 photocopies of same. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3123 Ha
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), horizontal block of 8, disturbed o.g., bright and fresh, F.-V.F.; includes
a 2014 P.F. certificate for the block of 48 from which it was taken. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

3124

3125

3126

3124 m
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), light black town cancellation, outstanding top quality example with
well-balanced margins and alluring bright color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate for block/3. Scott $240.
Estimate $250 - 350
3125 m
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), light black town cancellation, an outstanding example with equally
balanced margins and dazzling color, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate for block of 3 from which
this stamp was taken. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
3126 HH
1917, 5¢ blue (504), o.g., never hinged, fabulous bottom left corner margin single with engraver’s initials
no gum on the reverse, but gummed on the face of the stamp due to production foldover that lead to crazy perforations in the margin and fresh full gum mostly on face of the selvage; an exhibition quality showpiece, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

3127 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally well centered specimen with portions of adjacent stamps on all four sides; a stunning showpiece worthy of the highest of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $625. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3128

3129

3128 H
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum bend), phenomenal well centered example with
strong color and extra large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3129 H
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), strip of 3, o.g., hinged, handsome well centered multiple, beautiful rich color;
thin spots, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

3130

3131

3130 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., error is never hinged / three #499’s lightly
hinged, superior single error block with astounding color and impression, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
3131 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., errors never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3132 HH/H 1917, 20¢ light ultramarine, imperf between (515b), vertical pair, o.g., hinged, bottom stamp never
hinged, incredibly fresh and choice multiple with beautiful fresh color, Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3133

3134

3133 HH
1917, $1 violet brown (518), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, beautiful color
printed on lily white paper, V.G.-Fine. Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200
3134 Ha
1917, $1 violet brown (518), top imprint & plate no. 5782 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and centered quite well, Very Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800

1918-1923 Issues

3135 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3136

3137

3138

3136 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, bright and post office fresh; very
pleasing example; natural straight edge at right, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott
$850.
Estimate $300 - 400
3137 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this notoriously difficult stamp; an attractive bottom left corner margin single with engraver’s initials “A.R.G.” in selvage,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
3138 H
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), left plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, intense
color; a desirable plate position piece; quite difficult stamp to find as a plate single, Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

3139

3140

3141

3139 m
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), “New York” machine cancellation, lovely example of
this exceedingly difficult used stamp; ridiculously undervalued; corner crease at lower right; perf added along right
side margin, otherwise Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
3140 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., hinged, jumbo example with equally balanced margins and
shifted center, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $500. SMQ
VF-XF 85J; $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3141 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., small hinge remnant, fresh, rich color and choice centering, Extremely Fine; with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

3142
3142 H/(H)
1918, $2 orange red & black (523//547), 524 and 547 o.g., hinged; 523 expertly regummed, handsome
examples of these popular dollar value Franklin issues, F.-V.F. Scott $770.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3143

3144

3145

3143 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), top plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged (natural gum creases),
vibrant rich shade, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
3144 H

1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., hinge remnant, bright color; guide line at left, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3145 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., lightly hinged, eye catching bottom left corner margin single
with engraver’s initials, V.G.-Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3146

3147

3146 (H)
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), top plate number single, regummed, decent example of this popular
stamp; small crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $500 for o.g.
Estimate $150 - 200
3147 HH
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, striking
multiple in a wonderful state of preservation; as fresh and choice as the very first day it was issued; as plate blocks
are incredibly rare, this beautiful multiple would make more than suitable exhibition quality showpiece, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,400 as singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3148 Ha
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), center line block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, marvelous well centered
multiple with eye-arresting color and detailed impression, Very Fine. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3149

3150

3151

3149 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, beautiful deep rich color beautiful deep rich color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300
3150 H
1918, $2 carmine & black and $5 deep green & black (524, 547), o.g., previously hinged, each with
great color, the $2 with absolutely perfect registration, F.-V.F. Scott $270.
Estimate $150 - 200
3151 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color; a beauty,
F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $150 - 200

3152 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., stamps never hinged,
hinged in selvage only, extremely intense color; an eye catching multiple that is rarely seen offered as a strip of 4,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,360 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3153

3154

3153 HHa
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged (top right stamp o.g. previously hinged), an impressive multiple with a crisp impression and brilliant fresh colors, F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
3154 ma
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), center line block of 4, light black cancellation, seldom offered multiple with rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 3155

3156

3157

3155 HH/H 1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset (525-528B), plate number singles, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
nice group of 8 values, F.-V.F. Scott $227.
Estimate $100 - 150
3156 m
1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset (525), neat cancel, an outstanding fresh example with scintillating color and
huge, balanced margins, Superb; with 2013 and 2011 P.S.E. certificates both graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $295.
Estimate $300 - 400
3157 H
1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset, imperf between (525c), horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnants, warm rich
color; elusive multiple with typical centering for this issue, V.G.-Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3158

3159

3158 HHa
1920, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent full wide top
with deep rich color printed on lily white paper; quite elusive in this marvelous state, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3159 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type Va (528), full wide top margin plate block of 6 with monogram OAM above
plate number; #11444 & 11506, two plate blocks, o.g., never hinged; reinforced perforation separations at top,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3160 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type Va (528), neat black wavy line machine cancel, boardwalk margins and
brilliant fresh color; a spectacular showpiece, Superb, this is 1 of 5 examples at this lofty grade; only 7 others grade
higher; with 2013 and 2010 P.S.E. certificates graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98; $260.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3161

3162

3163

3161 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), top plate block of 6 with scarce monogram above plate number, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example of this terribly difficult plate, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
3162 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), neatly cancelled, an impressive fresh jumbo example with
large margins, Superb, this is 1 of only 4 examples attaining this impressive grade; with just 1 other grading higher;
with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $290.
Estimate $300 - 400
3163 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), o.g., never hinged, an impressive jumbo example
with massive margins and surrounding stamps all around; with riveting color, Superb GEM, a true philatelic showpiece; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J (highest listing in the SMQ is Gem 100). Scott $70. SMQ SUP
98; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

3164

3165

3164 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), block of 4 with vertical guide line, o.g., never
hinged, outstanding GEM quality multiple with vibrant rich color; as fresh as the very first day it was issued, Superb;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $320. SMQ SUP 98; $900 as 4 singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3165 Ha
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), center line block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous
multiple featuring huge margins and vivid color, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3166

3167

3168

3166 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), o.g., never hinged, large margins and radiant color; tiny
gum wrinkles not mentioned on certificate, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate for
block of 4 from which this stamp was taken. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
3167 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), o.g., never hinged, large margins and alluring color; tiny
gum wrinkles not mentioned on certificate, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1996 P.F. certificate for block of 4 from which this stamp was taken. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
3168 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, well-centered example of the elusive type V; couple of tiny gum bends, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500

3169

3170

3169 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), bottom sheet margin pair, o.g., never hinged, lively color
and sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
3170 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skip
on top right stamp), incredible jumbo margined example in a wonderful state of preservation; an alluring item for the
finest of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3171 H
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VI (534A), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, wide margined multiple
with incredibly fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $85.
Estimate $75 - 100
414
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Ex 3172

3173

3174

3172 HHa
1918, 3¢ violet, Offset imperf (535), 4 arrow blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance
with bold prooflike color, F.-V.F. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
3173 H
1919, 3¢ Victory, deep red violet shade (537a), o.g., previously hinged with the barest trace of a hinge,
vibrant rich color; an intriguing example of the rare deep violet shade, absent from most collections, F.-V.F.; with
photocopy of 1995 P.F. certificate for block/4 from which this example was taken, this being the top right stamp from
the block. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
3174 HHa
1919, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperforate at top (538 var.), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, fascinating printing anomaly, as this plate block is missing the perforations between the top three
stamps and the selvage above; an eye catching showpiece, Very Fine. Scott $271.
Estimate $200 - 300

3175
3175

enlargement

s
1923, 1¢ green, rotary sheet waste (544), fabulous example of this extremely rare sheet waste issue,
with warm rich color and sharp detailed impression, neatly tied on attractive advertising postcard for metal elbows
used in ventilating systems, by black “Philadelphia, Pa, Aug 18, 1923” slogan cancellation; among the nicest of the
9 postcards that are known to exist, an incredible showpiece, Fine; 1978 and 2014 P.F. certificates. Scott $7,500+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3176

Ex 3177

3178

3176 H
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), top plate number single, o.g., previously hinged, a
fresh example, generally F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
3177 H
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545-546), top plate number singles, o.g., hinge remnant,
1921 coil waste issues, extremely fresh, V.G.-Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
3178 HH
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), o.g., never hinged, very well centered for this
issue, Very Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200

3179

3180

3179 HHa
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), star block of 4 with straight edge at left as always, o.g., never hinged, straight edge trimmed at an angle; center vertical perforations just into right stamps, about
Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $250 - 350
3180 HHa
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), top block of 4, o.g., never hinged with minor
gum skips on top 2 stamps, a sound example with vibrant color, F.-V.F. Scott $920.
Estimate $250 - 350

3181

3182

3181 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged, a wonderfully fresh and choice mint stamp with a
finely detailed impression; a choice example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $240.
SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
3182 H
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a beautiful example;
no evidence of hinging, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $110. SMQ XF 90; $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3183

3184

3183 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), handsome bottom right corner
margin single with engraver’s initials, F.-V.F. Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150
3184 H
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, pleasing
multiple with rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott $440.
Estimate $350 - 500

3185

3186

3187

3185 m
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), with intriguing deep shade and wide margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $35. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $185. Estimate $200 - 300
3186 ma
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), center line block of 4, bold killer cancellations, seldom seen used multiple; listed but unpriced in Scott Specialized catalog as a used center line block; very attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3187 m
1920, 5¢ Pilgrim (550), lightly struck slogan cancellation, a stunning used example with alluring deep
color amid equally balanced margins; certainly amount the finest known, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott $13. SMQ SUP 98; $540.
Estimate $500 - 750

1922-1925 Regular Issue

Ex 3188
3188 HH/H 1922-25, regular issue, ½¢ to $5 complete (551-573), o.g., never hinged, 14¢, 20¢ and 25¢ are very
lightly hinged, generally F.-V.F. with a few better centered examples; $5 with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $899.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 3189

3191

3189 HH/H 1922-25, regular issue, ½¢ to $5 complete (551-573), plate number singles, o.g., some never hinged,
eye catching group; all with full o.g., except 551 which is without gum; #572 is hinged with a small thin spot, generally F.-V.F. Scott $667.
Estimate $250 - 350
3190 P
1922, 6¢ red orange, large die proof on India (558P1), reduced, measuring 99 x 113mm, serial number
70064 on back; a little light soiling at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3191 HHa
$80.

1922, 11¢ greenish blue (563), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3192 HHa
1923, 20¢ carmine rose, imperf vertically (567a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fantastic deep rich
color, a desirable example of this rarely offered multiple, F.-V.F., a true philatelic rarity as only one half pane of 100
were issued; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3193

Ex 3194

3193 HH
1923, 30¢ olive brown, double transfer (569 var.), o.g., never hinged, double transfer in right “30"; from
sheet that was produced by plate number 16065, top right pane, position 52 from pane; an eye catching and seldom
offered stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3194 HH/H 1922, 50¢ lilac (570-573), o.g., all never hinged, except 573 very lightly hinged, select group of corner
margin singles; each a bottom left corner position with engraver’s initials, F.-V.F. Scott $355.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3195

Ex 3196

Ex 3197

3195 ma
1923, $1 to $5 high values (571-573), blocks of 4, neat black cancellations, choice trio of multiples; the
573 is a scarcer center line block, F.-V.F. Scott $187.
Estimate $100 - 150
3196 HH
1923, $1 and $2 high values (571-572), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; $2 with 2005
P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $205.
Estimate $100 - 150
3197 HH/H 1923, $1 and $2 high values (571-572), top arrow pairs, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, attractive multiples in Post Office fresh condition, F.-V.F. Scott $390.
Estimate $150 - 200

3198 HH/Ha 1923, $2 deep blue (572), top margin arrow block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), beautiful position block with sensational rich color, Very Fine. Scott $435 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3199 Ha
1923, $2 deep blue (572), block of 15, o.g., with natural gum creases, attractive block with impressive
color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800 as singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

3200
3200 H

3201

1923, $5 carmine & blue, photo essay (573E), head of freedom photo essay; quite elusive, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3201 HH
1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), o.g., never hinged, awesome color and impression; a great
stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $350. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3202

3203

3204

3202 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, two margin singles; one a top margin example with
part arrow in selvage; the other a bottom right corner margin single with engraver’s initials, Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200
3203 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh bottom left corner margin single with
engraver’s initials, F.-V.F. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150
3204 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh appearance and choice, shifted vignette, F.-V.F. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150
420
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3205 H
1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., hinged, absolutely
gorgeous multiple with the deepest and darkest color imaginable, F.-V.F. Scott $700 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3206

3207

3206 Ha
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., previously hinged, a well
centered multiple with choice centering and vivid color; faint diagonal paper bend in selvage, not affecting the
stamps, Very Fine. Scott $380.
Estimate $400 - 600
3207 HHa
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), left arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, wonderful overall freshness and
deep color, F.-V.F. Scott $720.
Estimate $300 - 400

1923-2002 Issues

3208

3209

3208 HH
1923, 1¢ green, Schermack type III perfs (575), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $230 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
3209 H
1923, 1¢ green, Schermack type III perfs (575), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 3210

3211

3210 HHa
1923, rotary coil waste, 1¢ and 2¢ complete (578-579), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, nice and
presentable plate block set; 2¢ has slight oil staining at top and perf separations at top selvage, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $2,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3211 HH
1923, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste (578), o.g., never hinged, choice centering for this very difficult issue,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

3212

3213

3214

3212 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), top plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, wonderful example of
this scarce coil waste plate block; exceptionally fresh example with strong color, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
3213 HH
1924, 2¢ carmine, rotary (583a), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example of this
immaculate perf 10 booklet pane with radiant color, Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
3214 HHa
1925, 10¢ orange, rotary (591), bottom left block of 4, o.g., never hinged, gleaming rich shade; a pristine
Post Office fresh corner position block; very pretty, F.-V.F. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3215

3216

3215 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh example of this coil waste
issue, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3216 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F.
certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

3217

3218

3217 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top plate block of 4 with star, o.g., never hinged, beautifully
fresh; light crease on top left stamp and selvage, V.G.-Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
3218 m
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), beautiful “New York” oval cancellation, flawless example of
this tough used stamp; tremendous rich color, Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $375. Estimate $200 - 300

3219
3219

3220

1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, types II & I (599A,599), joint line pair, tied on piece by 4-bar killers,
F.-V.F. and attractive. Very scarce used; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

s

3220 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, sensational type II coil single with
balanced margins and exuberant color; surprisingly difficult stamp to find like this, Extremely Fine to Superb, much
scarcer in this top quality than the guides that provide for pricing; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $725.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3221

3222

3223

3221 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, a sensational type II coil single with
beckoning color; elusive to find like this, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3222 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), pair, o.g., never hinged, impressive type II coil with superior color and impression, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
3223 HH
1923, 2¢ Harding, rotary (612), bottom right strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally choice strip of 4
examples with nice margins; minor crease on bottom stamp, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $130 as
singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

3224 HHa
1924, 2¢ Huguenot-Walloon (615), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, an outstanding choice and
showpiece item with unparalleled beauty; wide top and sterling rich color makes for a top quality item worthy for the
best of collections, Very Fine. Scott $85.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3225
3225 P
1925, Lexington-Concord set, large die on India paper (617P1-619P1), nice matched set of approved
proofs dated March 2-3, 1925, each measuring approximately 203 x 118 mm; signed by Postmaster General Harry
S. New and stamped with blue serial number on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Ex 3226
3226 HH/Ha 1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), top plate blocks of 8, o.g., some stamps never hinged,
lovely group of Norse-American issues; including a nice matched set of top plates/8, plus numerous sets of arrow,
and corner margin blocks/4; an eye catching selection, F.-V.F. Scott $1,009.
Estimate $350 - 500

3227

3228

3227 HH
1925, 17¢ black (623), o.g., never hinged, with rich color, equally balanced margins and a sharp clear impression, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $19. SMQ SUP 98; $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
3228 HH
1926, 5¢ Ericsson (628), o.g., never hinged, a perfect little GEM, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott $8. SMQ SUP 98; $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3229
3229 HH

3230

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3230 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), upper right plate no. 18773, o.g., never hinged, fresh, crisp
and well-centered, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

3231

3232

3231 m
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), attractive used sheet with exhibition postmarks; slight crease
in top selvage, otherwise Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3232 HHa
1926, 1½¢ yellow brown, rotary imperf (631), center block of 4 with crossed gutters, o.g., never hinged,
matchless GEM quality multiple with boardwalk margins and brilliant color, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded Gem 100J. Scott $55.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3233

3234

3233 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), a fresh, well-centered single with bottom sheet margin, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for a pair. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3234 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), o.g., never hinged, riveting color and detailed impression; a
lovely example of this tough type II stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1992 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600. Estimate $300 - 400

3235

3236

3235 Ha
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), plate block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color
showing clear type characteristics; perfs reattached in top right selvage and repaired selvage, gum skips and light
stamp offset on gum, V.G. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
3236 HHa
1928, 5¢ Hawaii (648), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, handsome multiple in pristine mint condition, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3237

Ex 3238

3237 HH/H 1929, Kans.-Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-679), o.g., some never hinged / most are hinged, desirable
sets of both the Kansas and Nebraska overprints; never hinged include Scott #’s 658-659, 664, 672-675, and 677;
all with deep rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott $619.
Estimate $200 - 300
3238 HH

1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $432.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3239

3240

3239 HH
1929, 1¢ Kans. (658), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example of this terribly difficult stamp, Superb;
with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $5. SMQ SUP 98; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3240 HHa
1929, 3¢ Nebr. (672), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a remarkably fresh and choice example,
with warm rich color and sharp Nebraska overprint, elusive, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $250 - 350

3241

3242

3241 HH
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example with deeply saturated color and steep impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $180. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
3242 HH
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, dazzling shade; a premium quality stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $180. SMQ VF-XF 85; $165.
Estimate $100 - 150

3243

3244

3243 HH
1931, 2¢ Yorktown, dark lake & black color error (703b), o.g., never hinged with natural gum crease,
exceptional example of the dark lake and black color error with choice centering, Very Fine; with 1990 P.S.E. certificate for block/4 from which this example was taken. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3244 HH
1932, 9¢ Washington Bicentennial (714), o.g., never hinged, a perfect GEM with brilliant color, Superb;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $3. SMQ SUP 98; $170.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3245
3245 Ha
1935, 1¢-10¢ National Parks complete, imperf (756-765), uncut complete sheets of 200, overall condition is mostly sound; some small faults, light creases, small edge tears, 765 10¢ sheet missing block of 12Ex from
upper left sheet, generally F.-V.F., a great specialist lot with huge profit potential, one could break down these
sheets and do well as they often sell for $100 per set for singles, with plate blocks and positional blocks a nice premium. Scott $30,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
In 1940, the Post Office Department offered to accept some of the ungummed 1935 Farley Special Printings to be
gummed. This program was not widely known so few collectors actually participated, and these gummed stamps
are quite scarce. According to Scott, only 756-65 and 769-70 were accepted in this program.

Ex 3246

Ex 3247

3246 HH
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), plate number pairs, o.g., never hinged, premium quality matched
pairs; each showing double arrow in selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $219.
Estimate $150 - 200
3247 HH
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), o.g., never hinged, attractive selection of top right corner margin
singles; includes 832 x (2) examples, Extremely Fine. Scott $82.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3248

3249

3248 HH
1951, $1 Presidential, watermarked USIR (832b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
3249 HHa
$375.

1938, $5 Presidential (834), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3250

3251

3252

3250 E
1938, 3¢ Northwest Territory (837E), 3½" x 4" photographic reproduction of the artist’s design as modeled after Borglum’s unfinished statue, “March Westward of the Nation”; also includes a slightly smaller photograph
of the finished statue, which now stands in Marietta, Ohio, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3251 HHa
1942, 5¢ Chinese Resistance (906), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, an beautiful showpiece block of this
popular issue, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $16. SMQ SUP 98; $400 for 4 singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
3252 HH
1978, 15¢ Holmes coil, type I, untagged (Bureau precancel) (1305Ef), line pair, o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this seldom offered untagged line pair; a great specialist item, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
3253 HH/H 1975, 13¢ Eagle & Shield, blind perforations (1596 var.), full upper right pane of 100 on thin paper, vertical perforations very weak, horizontal nearly invisible; corner crease at lower right affecting ZIP block, otherwise
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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was in sale 711

3254

3255

3254 HHa
2017, Forever, Quilled Paper Heart Love, die cutting omitted (5036a), pane of 20 with corner plate
numbers B11111, o.g., never hinged, regularly issued with die-cutting, this pane missed that process, these were
produced from the lower right position of the sheets, completely sound and free of any imperfection, of the several
sheets reported, most had creasing, Very Fine, with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
3255 HHa
2002, 34¢ Langston Hughes, imperf (3557a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, serpentine perforations omitted, Very Fine, it is believed that only a few panes exist; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $8,500 as ten
pairs, unpriced.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Airmail

Ex 3256

Ex 3257

3256 H
1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), top plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., hinged, impressive
multiples; C3 is two strips/3 that at one time been a full strip/6, but has subsequently divided into two strips/3, F.-V.F.
Scott $735.
Estimate $400 - 600
3257 m
1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), top plate number singles, neat black cancellations, highly unusual
used examples with plate numbers; a choice trio, F.-V.F. Scott $88.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3258

3259

3260

3258 ma
1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), center line blocks of 4, each with an interesting cancellation, extremely desirable position blocks with tremendous eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $515.
Estimate $300 - 400
3259 HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), o.g., never hinged, an exceptional stamp with superior centering and lively rich
color, Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200
3260 HHa
1918, 16¢ green (C2), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, outstanding centering, extremely fresh
and choice, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $480. SMQ XF 90; $800 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

3261

3262

3261 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice with excellent centering for this popular issue, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $130. SMQ XF 90; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
3262 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin single, fresh, premium quality example with equally balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, and bright, fresh color, Very Fine, an alluring example. Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200

3263

3264

3263 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, select mint example in brilliant fresh condition,
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $130. SMQ XF 90; $225. Estimate $150 - 200
3264 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, a tremendous example of this popular stamp;
featuring stunning margins and dazzling colors; an amazing item for the highest of collections, Very Fine; with 2001
P.S.E. certificate for strip of 3 from which this stamp was taken. Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3265 HH/H 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top strip of 6 without red “TOP”, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never
hinged), missing red “TOP” at right selvage variety; a phenomenal example of this incredibly rare printing variety; as
a full plate block of 12 catalogs for $12,500 and seldom appears at public auction, the fabulous strip of 6 offered
here is an eye catching exhibition quality showpiece that will enhance any serious collection; don’t miss out on this
fantastic item, expect spirited bidding to drive this amazing multiple to an impressive level, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3266

3267

3266 HH/Ha 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), center line block of 4, o.g., bottom 2 never hinged / top 2 hinged, radiating colors; fresh and pleasing multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3267 Ha
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top arrow block of 4, o.g., bright fresh color; small thin on top left
stamp and natural gum creases on bottom two stamps, a lovely position block F.-V.F. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200

3268 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin block of 12, o.g., never hinged, a stunning and top quality example with radiating color; a showpiece, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3269
3269 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), a choice top plate no. 8493/8492 block of 12, o.g., never hinged,
bright, fresh and exceptionally well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3270
3270 m
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top strip of 6, neat black cancellations, beautiful used multiple that
served its purpose by going through the mails; seldom seen in any condition, F.-V.F. Scott $180 for singles.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 3271

3272

3271 HH/H 1923, Second Issue complete (C4-C6), top plate number singles, o.g., C4 and C6 never hinged / C5
hinged, attractive trio of plate positions; C5 with small thin spot, generally F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
3272 HH
1923, 8¢ dark green and 24¢ carmine (C4, C6), bottom plate number singles, both o.g., never hinged,
lovely colors and impressions amid exceptional centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, C4, C6. Scott $165 as
singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3273

3274

3273 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, well centered,
Very Fine. Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350
3274 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive;
usual staple holes in selvage, Very Fine. Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350

3275 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), o.g., never hinged, unbelievable JUMBO with bold prooflike color printed on
lily white paper; a wonderful opportunity to purchase one of the finest known examples while the market is weak on
Airmail issues; don’t miss out of this little jewel, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

3276

3277

3276 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice multiple; immaculate condition both front and back with fully unblemished gum, F.-V.F. Scott $520.
Estimate $300 - 400
3277 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (top middle stamp hinged), exceptional well-centered example of this early Airmail issue with deep color, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3278

3279

3278 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, a top quality, crisp
showpiece stamp with fiery color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 and 2009 P.S.E. certificates graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $130. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
3279 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, beautiful deep rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $130. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

3280

3281

3280 HHa
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pristine multiple in Post Office fresh condition,
Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $840.
Estimate $300 - 400
3281 HH/Ha 1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 4 stamps never hinged), bright
fresh color, Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3282

3283

3282 m
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), light black cancellation, perfect little GEM with ravishing rich color, Superb; with
2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $27. SMQ SUP 98; $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
3283 HH
1928, 5¢ Beacon, remarque (C11), o.g., never hinged, among the most spectacular remarques we have
ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a spectacular top left ccorner margin single featuring bi-plane flying
“into” the stamp; eye catching, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3284

3285

3284 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal set of these popular stamps
- in a quality seldom seen; beautifully centered and incredibly fresh both front and back - with fully unblemished gum
without the slightest trace of any skips or bends, scarce thus, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3285 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged (C14 with minor gum skips), premium
quality mint set in impeccable condition; the C14 is a top sheet margin single, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3286

3287

3286 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; tiny natural gum skips,
$2.60 couple fingerprints on gum, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3287 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), a fresh, well centered set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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3288

3289

3288 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, a pleasing and bright fresh set; minor
gum creases on C13, F.-V.F. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3289 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., C14-C15 hinged, C13 is never hinged, fresh and attractive set of these popular stamps; C14 is a left sheet margin single that shows a small inclusion spot, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3290

3291

3290 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., C13 is never hinged, C14 and C15 are very lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,270.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3291 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, fresh; $2.60 light diagonal gum bend at
lower right, F.-V.F. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3292

3293

3292 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., C13-C14 are never hinged, bright and fresh; C13-C14
light natural gum bends, Very Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $600 - 800
3293 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged; $2.60 with trace guide line at left, Very
Fine. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $600 - 800

3294

3295

3294 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $600 - 800

3295 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), disturbed o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,155. Estimate $500 - 750
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3296

3297

3298

3296 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), plate no. singles, o.g., hinge remnant on C13; typical natural
gum skips, crease on C13, selvage faults on C15, F.-V.F. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $500 - 750
3297 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., hinged, lovely set; light inclusion at top of C13, light gum
wrinkle on C15, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $500 - 750
3298 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, gum slightly disturbed on C15, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,105.
Estimate $500 - 750

3299

3300

3299 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, tremendous mint example with outstanding centering and gleaming fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
3300 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous large margined example in immaculate
condition, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F.C. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for this stamp when it was a
left sheet margin single, which has been subsequently removed. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3301

3302

3301 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), left margin single, o.g., never hinged (natural gum wrinkles), F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3302 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends not mentioned on accompanying
certificate), extraordinary deep dark color; a very pretty stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

3303

3304

3303 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), left margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged (natural gum
creases), Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
3304 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for
block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 250

3305 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

3306 HHa
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color; short gumming
along left stamps and light natural gum crease on bottom left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3307 HHa
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), astounding example of this rarely offered full sheet of 50 containing two plate blocks and outstanding well centered
singles; among the finest known remaining intact sheets available to collectors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$14,100 as plates + singles.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3308

3309

3310

3308 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully rich color printed on lily white paper,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.F.C. and 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $575. SMQ VF-XF
85; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3309 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., very lightly hinged, very fresh and sharp, choice with excellent
well-balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600
3310 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., previously hinged, fantastic top quality example with wonderful
centering, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $375. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $470.
Estimate $400 - 600

3311

3312

3313

3311 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous example with brilliant fresh color, Very
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
3312 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease), an enticing well-centered example with sharp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500
3313 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips), very fresh and sharp, Very
Fine, an eye-catching example; with 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500

3314

3315

3314 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips) (natural
gum skips), fresh example, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500
3315 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), bottom margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged (natural
gum bends), Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $575. Estimate $350 - 500
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3316

3317

3316 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged with natural gum skips; tiny natural perforation dent,
Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
3317 m
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), difficult value of this popular set; tiny corner crease at lower right, Very
Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

3318 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous and post office fresh stamp in a quality
rarely seen on this issue; perfectly centered with balanced margins; a true GEM, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $4,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3319

3320

3319 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, lively color and sharp impression; a very pleasing
mint stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F.C. and 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3320 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, breathtaking fresh example of this popular stamp;
glamorous rich shade and generous margins, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $975.
Estimate $600 - 800

3321 H
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), top plate number single, slightly glazed o.g., lovely example of this desirable stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3322

3323

3322 H

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.

3323 H

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.Estimate $300 - 400

Estimate $300 - 400

3324 H
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., previously hinged, tremendous example with outstanding centering, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $550. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $725.
Estimate $600 - 800

3325

3326

3327

3325 HH
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine, an exceptionally well-centered stamp; with 2017 and 2008 P.S.E. certificates graded
XF-SUP 95J. Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $190.
Estimate $300 - 400
3326 HH/H 1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair; with horizontal line between stamps, o.g.,
faintly hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, incredible GEM quality example of this popular error; near perfect centering amid boardwalk margins, with fabulous rich colors, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3327 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, an incredibly fresh and
choice example; with a slight gum bend on top stamp and a Sanabria handstamp between stamps, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3328 H
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair, o.g., gorgeous multiple with gleaming rich colors, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Special Delivery

3329

3330

3329 H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., very lightly hinged, impressive example with nice big margins and gorgeous
color in full “bloom”, unusually choice for this issue, Very Fine; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
3330 (H)

1885, 10¢ blue (E1), regummed, wide margined example with splendid color, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

3331 H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, very handsome example of this terribly elusive multiple; ravishing rich color; diagonal creasing in selvage just barely affects the top right
corner of the far right stamp in the strip, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3332

3333

3332 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, handsome right sheet margin single in immaculate mint condition, with fully unblemished gum and warm rich color, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$675. SMQ VF 80; $675.
Estimate $600 - 800
3333 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, lovely example in a pristine mint state, with impressive rich
color, F.-V.F.; 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

3334

3335

3336

3334 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, vivid rich color on bright white paper; barely visible fingerprint on
gum, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1986 P.F. certificate for strip of 4 from which this stamp was taken, this being position 3. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
3335 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example with deep color printed on bleach
white paper, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2009 P.F. certificate for strip/4, from which it came; this is position 2 from
strip. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3336 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality example of this terribly difficult stamp; breathtaking color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

3337 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), top margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; light selvage wrinkle, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2005 P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3338 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, marvelous JUMBO with alluring rich color; a true condition rarity as this stamp is almost never found this choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 4 examples achieving this
impressive grade, with only 8 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $775.
Estimate $600 - 800

3339

3340

3339 HH/H 1908, 10¢ green (E7), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged),
brightly colored multiple; a handsome wide top, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3340 HHa
1908, 10¢ green (E7), top block of 6 with plate number and partial imprint, o.g., never hinged, a lovely
“poor man’s” plate block; light even toning, tiny perf disc indent on lower right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $840
as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3341 m
1911, 10¢ ultramarine, top frameline missing variety (E8 var.), light black cancellation, phenomenal
example of the seldom seen “top frameline missing” variety, of which few are offered - this being without question
the finest known example of this stamp; huge JUMBO margins and radiating color, Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott $22.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3342

3343

3342 Ha
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), left plate no. 5863 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and
bright; slight reinforced separation and closed staple tear in selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
3343 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), o.g., never hinged, well margined example with vivid color, F.-V.F.
Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

3344 Ha
1917, 10¢ gray violet (E11b), top plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous block with vibrant
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

3345
3345 HH
1922, 10¢ deep ultramarine (E12a), o.g., never hinged, awesome rich shade; a fresh and pleasing top
quality example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3346

3347

3346 H
1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), bottom plate no. 16836 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, well-centered and
solid, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
3347 HH
1969, 45¢ carmine & violet blue, remarque (E22), bottom right plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
striking remarque in wide right selvage of the stamp showing Messenger Running; simply stunning with lots of detail, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

3348 HHa
1902, 10¢ dark ultramarine (E6), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, except along perfs that
were reinforced, beautiful deep, rich color, overall Very Fine. Scott $4,750 as NH.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Registry

3349 HH
Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (F1), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Post
Office fresh mint strip with vivid color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $525 for singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
450
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3350 HHa
Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (F1), top plate block of 6 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 for block. Scott $2,750. SMQ VF 80; $140 as single.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postage Due

Ex 3351

3352

3351 P
1884, 1¢-50¢ complete, plate proofs on card (J15P4-J21P4), beautiful set of 7 different card proofs,
Extremely Fine. Scott $135.
Estimate $100 - 150
3352 H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), o.g., hinge remnant, remarkably fresh and pleasing example; bold color and
sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3353

3354

3353 m
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), single and pairs, neat black or manuscript penstroke cancellations, 11 examples of the tough red brown shade; a choice group of these often misidentified postage due issues, F.-V.F. Scott
$550.
Estimate $100 - 150
3354 H
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), o.g., hinged, extremely fresh and choice example of this tough stamp,
F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3355

3356

3357

3355 H
$575.

1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), disturbed o.g., warm, rich color and detailed impression, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3356 H

1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), disturbed o.g., lively color and sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200

3357 H
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), o.g., previously hinged, choice example with pleasing deep color, F.-V.F.;
with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

3358

3359

3358 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and well-balanced margins, Very Fine;
with photocopy of 2008 P.S.E. certificate for block/6 of which this stamp was taken. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
3359 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), position 3 from block/6, o.g., never hinged, with deep rich color; and an invisible gum wrinkle, otherwise F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2008 P.S.E. certificate for block/6 of which this stamp was
taken. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

3360

3361

3360 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color; scarce stamp when found in immaculate
mint condition, Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded F 70 for this stamp when it was a bottom margin plate number
single, which has subsequently been removed. Scott $1,000. SMQ F 70; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3361 HH

452

1895, 3¢ deep claret (J40), o.g., never hinged, lively color, Fine. Scott $225.
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3362

3363

3362 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), o.g., never hinged (previously hinged in selvedge only), sensational example
with astounding margins and succulent color; an amazing postage due issue, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
3363 H
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, handsome well centered
stamp with prooflike color, Extremely Fine. Scott $80.
Estimate $75 - 100

3364

3365

3364 HHa
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and pleasing example of this elusive
mint postage due block; 100+ years old and still in Post Office condition, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$880.
Estimate $250 - 350
3365 H
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), o.g., hinged, huge margined example with dazzling color, F.-V.F.; with
2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

3366 HH
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with marvelous color, F.-V.F. Quite rare in a
never hinged state; with 2015 Weiss certificate along with 1979 P.F. certificate as the right stamp in a horizontal
pair. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3367 H
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous example of this extremely rare rose shade featuring
fresh, bright color, Very Fine, a mon; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3368 HH
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), o.g., never hinged, impressive example of the elusive unwatermarked rose shade;
Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

3369 HHa
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), top margin plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color; rejoined/strengthened selvage perforations, immaculate and Very Fine, if you were to calculate the unlisted plate
block premium, Scott would be $8,125. Scott $5,000 as NH singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Offices in China

Ex 3370

3371

3372

3370 H
1919, 2¢ to $2 selection (K1//K16), K1, K4-K5, K8-K14, K11a, K16, o.g., Very Fine; K16 with 1976 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,230.
Estimate $600 - 800
3371 HHa
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), full wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF 80 for block. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3372 m
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), neat cancel, choice example with wide margins, Extremely Fine; with 2018
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $70. SMQ XF 90; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

3373

3374

3373 HH
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), o.g., never hinged, choice wide margined stamp with strong color, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
3374 HH
1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue (K5), o.g., never hinged, large margins and beautiful shade; trivial natural blue ink
smear visible in top right margin is completely natural during printing process, should not be considered a fault, and
is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3375 H
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., barest trace of hinge, well boxed margins and beautiful color; just
a suggestion of hinging present, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate calls it “Never Hinged”. Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3376

3377

3376 HH/Ha 1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), top plate block of 6, o.g., 5 stamps never hinged; one faintly hinged, a
beautiful Post Office fresh block with wide top margin, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3377 HH
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), o.g., never hinged, a pleasing example with wide margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

Officials
3378 H/m
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 6¢-30¢ group (O1//9), comprising the 6¢ through 30¢ (O4-O9) unused, 6¢ with
most o.g., rest without gum; one used 2¢, five used 3¢, two used 6¢, a 1¢ Specimen (O1S) and a complete set of
plate proofs on card (O1P4-O9P4); one used 6¢ with a few short perfs, the unused 30¢ a bit soiled, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3379

3380

3381

3379 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., previously hinged, abnormally intense shade of this normally light color issue, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500
3380 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 12¢ yellow (O6), o.g., previously hinged, an alluring example with ravish vivid,
deep color, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3381 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 30¢ yellow (O9), o.g., previously hinged, with brilliant color, otherwise F.-V.F.;
with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3382

3383

3382 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ carmine (O11), o.g., hinged, a captivating example with glamorous color, almost Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
3383 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 10¢ carmine (O14), o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum bend not mentioned on accompanying certificate), vivid fresh color and sharp detailed impression, a very attractive stamp; this is the only example achieving the grade of Fine-70, with just two others currently grading higher, Fine; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,200. SMQ F 70; $635.
Estimate $600 - 800

3384

3385

3386

3387

3384 HH
Interior Dept., 1873, 2¢ vermilion (O16), o.g., never hinged, a lovely well-centered example with alluring
color, Very Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3385 H
Interior Dept., 1873, 10¢ vermilion (O19), o.g., previously hinged, with jumbo margins, and captivating
deep color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $70.
Estimate $40 - 60
3386 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢ purple (O25), o.g., hinged, sharp clear impression; handsome well centered
stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3387 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 6¢ purple (O28), o.g., previously hinged, beautiful hue, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

3388

3389

3388 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 10¢ purple (O29), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), lively bright
shade; quite handsome, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200
3389 m

Justice Dept., 1873, 30¢ purple (O33), bold circle of wedges cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3390

3391

3392

3390 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 90¢ purple (O34), o.g., hinged, bright rich pastel color and sharp impression on the
high value Justice department, F.-V.F., Scarce this nice. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800
3391 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ ultramarine (O36), o.g., previously hinged, attractive example with large margins
and sharp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3392 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ ultramarine (O45), disturbed o.g., impeccably fresh and choice stamp with outstanding color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800

3393

3394

3395

3396

3393 HH
Post Office Dept., 1873, 10¢ black (O51), o.g., never hinged, incredible state of preservation, F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it came; top right stamp. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
3394 HH
Post Office Dept., 1873, 15¢ black (O53), o.g., never hinged, sharp impression; a pristine mint stamp,
Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150
3395 HH
Post Office Dept., 1873, 24¢ black (O54), o.g., never hinged, pristine example of this exceedingly difficult mint Official stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block/4 from which it came; top left
stamp. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3396 H
Post Office Dept., 1873, 30¢ black (O55), o.g., previously hinged, handsome example with radiant rich
color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $200. SMQ VF 80; $190. Estimate $100 - 150

3397 H
State Dept., 1873, 1¢ dark green (O57), o.g., hinged, incredibly rich shade; unusually choice example of
this terribly difficult State Dept. issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $260. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3398

3399

3400

3401

3398 H
State Dept., 1873, 1¢ dark green (O57), o.g., pretty stamp wide margins and vibrant green color, Very
Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $100 - 150
3399 H
State Dept., 1873, 7¢ dark green (O61), o.g., hinged, magnificent rich color, a beauty, F.-V.F.; with 2000
P.F. certificate. Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200
3400 H
State Dept., 1873, 10¢ dark green (O62), o.g., previously hinged, flawless example of this desirable
State Dept. issue; large margins and crystal clear impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
3401 H
State Dept., 1873, 15¢ dark green (O64), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh example, very
choice, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

3402 m
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), fresh color; small thin and faint horizontal crease, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3403

3404

3405

3403 HH
Treasury Dept., 1873, 7¢ brown (O76), o.g., never hinged, large margins; an immaculate mint stamp in
a wonderful state of preservation, F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came; lower left
stamp. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3404 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 7¢ brown (O76), o.g., lightly hinged, charming example with fresh color, Very
Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3405 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 12¢ brown (O78), o.g., barest trace of hinge, vivid and bright example, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3406

3407

3408

3409

3406 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 12¢ brown (O78), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome fresh example with sharp impression, almost Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3407 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 15¢ brown (O79), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color, F.-V.F.; with 1984
P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
3408 HH
War Dept., 1873, 10¢ rose (O88), o.g., never hinged, warm rich color; a wonderful example, F.-V.F.; with
photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for strip/3, from which it came; middle stamp. Scott $300.Estimate $100 - 150
3409 H
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose (O90), with partial top imprint, o.g., previously hinged, nearly well-centered
example with pleasant pastel color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2010 A.P.S. certificate for strip
of six.
Estimate $100 - 150

3410

3411

3412

3410 HH
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose (O90), o.g., never hinged, warm rich shade; very pleasing example, F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block/4 from which it came; top left stamp. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
3411 HH
War Dept., 1873, 24¢ rose (O91), o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), nicely balanced margins; fresh
and choice, Very Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
3412 H

War Dept., 1873, 90¢ rose (O93), o.g., hinged, bold rich shade; choice centering, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

3413 S
Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen” (O31SD), without gum as
issued; a couple tiny thin specks, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3414

3415

3414 S
Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (O55SD), without gum
as issued, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3415 S
State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢-12¢ values, overprinted “Specimen” (O57SD-O63SD), without gum as issued, extremely fresh group of seven values, all with warm rich colors, nice condition for these issues,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,890 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3416

3417

3416 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O74SD), without gum as
issued, Very Fine, only 84 stamps issued. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3417 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O80SD), without
gum as issued, previously hinged, stunning deep rich color; an elusive stamp, otherwise Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

3418

3419

3418 S
War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 7¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen” (O87SD), without gum as
issued, evenly balanced margins and remarkably rich color; quite possibly the finest example of this elusive “Specimen” overprint, Extremely Fine, only 539 reportedly sold; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $425.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3419 S
War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen” (O90SD), without gum as
issued, premium quality example in flawless condition; with brilliant color, Very Fine, only 105 issued; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3420

3421

3422

3420 H
Interior Dept., 1879, 1¢ vermilion (O96), o.g., previously hinged, fresh and vibrant color, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3421 H
Justice Dept., 1879, 6¢ bluish purple (O107), o.g., lightly hinged, dynamite color; a choice example of
this tough stamp, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
3422 (H)
Treasury Dept., 1879, 30¢ brown (O112), unused without gum, an elusive example of this often misidentified rare soft paper Treasury Dept. issue, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $875.
Estimate $400 - 600

3423

3424

3423 m
War Dept., 1879, 1¢ rose red (O114), cork “Turtle” cancellation, that has been re-inked at center, fancy
cancels on Officials are seldom seen, but “Turtle” cancellations got to be downright scarce, F.-V.F.; with 2000
P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
3424 H
Postal Savings Official, 1911, $1 ultramarine (O123), o.g., hinged, a brilliant fresh stamp with exceptional margins; scarce like this, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $200. SMQ XF
90; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

Newspaper Stamps

Ex 3425
3425 P

3426

1875, 2¢-$60 complete, plate proofs on card (PR9P4-PR32P4, PR81P4). Scott $333.
Estimate $150 - 200

3426 H
1875, 24¢ rose (PR17), o.g., hinge remnant, vivid shade; an extremely handsome example of this tough
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3427

3428

3427 H
1875, 84¢ rose (PR22), o.g., hinge remnant, gorgeous example of this terribly difficult stamp; bold
prooflike color and clearly etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF
85. Scott $1,850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3428 m
1875, $9 yellow orange (PR27), bright fresh color with a relatively light smudge cancel; two minute thin
specks, otherwise Fine. An attractive, rarely offered used example of the $9 Continental newspaper stamp. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

3429 H
1875, $48 red brown (PR31), o.g., previously hinged, rich radiant color with a deeply etched prooflike impression within extraordinarily balanced margins that is so often not the case for this rare newspaper, Very Fine, a
top example of this rarity, worthy of the finest collections; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

3430

3431

3430 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 3¢ gray black (PR34), without gum as issued, attractive example of this challenging issue, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
3431 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 10¢ gray black (PR39), without gum as issued, incredibly fresh and choice example with vivid color, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3432

3433

3432 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 36¢ pale rose (PR42), without gum as issued, gorgeous color and finely detailed
impression; a handsome example of this tough stamp; pulled perf along lower left side, otherwise F.-V.F., only 330
reportedly sold. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3433 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 48¢ pale rose (PR43), without gum as issued, tremendous example of this rarely
offered stamp, with breathtaking color and impression, F.-V.F., among the finest of the 268 examples that were reportedly sold in 1875; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3434

3435

3434 H
1879, 36¢ red (PR65), o.g., hinged, sound and attractive example with warm rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
3435 (H)
1879, $60 purple (PR79), unused without gum, flawless example with great color; ridiculously undervalued when found like this, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

3436 H
1894, 24¢ pink (PR96), o.g., previously hinged, beautiful fresh color; light gum bend at top, otherwise
F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Ex 3437

3438

3437 P
1895, 1¢-$100 complete, large die proofs (PR102P1-PR113P1), each measuring roughly 151 x
200mm; small toning spots, $10 h.r.s on reverse, F.-V.F., a rare set. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3438 HH
1895, 1¢ black (PR102), top left margin single, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully attractive color and impression; light natural gum crease at top and selvage, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

3439 H
1895, 50¢ carmine (PR107), o.g., hinged, scarce stamp; reperforated at top; tiny perf thin at upper right,
generally Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

3440 H
1895, $2 scarlet (PR108), o.g., hinged, eye catching color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,250. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,050.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Parcel Post

Ex 3441

Ex 3442

3441 HH/H 1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), top plate number singles or imprint pairs, o.g., mostly never hinged,
absolutely gorgeous group; includes imprint and plate number pairs of Q1-Q3 and Q10; the rest are wide selvage
plate singles; seldom seen as a complete set; this would take forever to duplicate, Fine. Scott $2,816.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3442 H/(H)
1913, 1¢ to $1 (Q1/Q12), o.g. or regummed; some never hinged, attractive appearing group of Parcel
Post issues; includes Q1 x (2), Q3 x (2), Q5, Q7 x (4), Q9, Q10 x (2), Q11 x (5), and Q12 x (4); lots of value present;
several reperforated, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,656.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3443

3444

3443 HH/H 1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., some never hinged, some hinged, $1 is regummed, visually attractive; 10c thin speck, 75c large tear at bottom, a couple stamps are reperforated, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$895.
Estimate $150 - 200
3444 HH
1913, 1¢ carmine rose (Q1), o.g., never hinged, huge boardwalk margined stamp in immaculate mint
condition, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $12. SMQ XF 90J; $105.
Estimate $75 - 100

3445 HH
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), o.g., never hinged, breathtaking fresh color and clearly etched impression; an unbelievable stamp with incredible centering; a great stamp for the most discriminating collector building a
GEM quality set of Parcel Post issues one quality stamp at a time, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3446 HH
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), o.g., never hinged, tremendous mint example; charming color and generous margins all around; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90;
$1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3447

3448

Ex 3449

3447 H
1913, 50¢ carmine rose & $1 carmine rose (Q10, Q12), a plate number single of each, o.g., 50¢ very
lightly hinged, $1 small hinge remnant, both fresh and exceptionally well centered, the 50¢ with large balanced margins, the $1 tightly margined, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $485+.
Estimate $300 - 400
3448 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), o.g., never hinged, intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $190. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
3449 HH/H 1913, 1¢ to 10¢ (JQ1-JQ4), top left plate number singles, o.g., never hinged / JQ3 hinged in selvage,
choice group of 4 values, each with deep rich color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $467.
Estimate $100 - 150

3450 HH
Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 25¢ dark green (JQ5), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
wonderfully fresh top quality example with balanced margins and amazing rich color; a beauty, Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 3451
3451 P
Special Handling, 1928-29, 10¢-25¢ complete, large die proofs (QE1P1-QE4P1), each measuring
202 x 153 mm, with approval signatures (including Postmaster General’s) and typed “Approved” and date (June 18,
1928 on QE1P1-QE3P1 and March 23, 1925 on QE4P1) on front; blue control number on reverse, Very Fine. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3452

468

s
Special Handling, 1928, 15¢ yellow green (QE2), great usage on parcel tag from Chemical Concentrates Corp. in Fort Washington, PA, to Newark, NJ; tied, along with #807, 810, 811 and 829, by tidy undated box
cancels; a Prexie showpiece! F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3453 HH
Special Handling, 1929, 25¢ deep green (QE4), o.g., never hinged, equally balanced margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $38.
Estimate $100 - 150

Booklets

3454 HH
Booklet, 1927, 97¢, red on blue cover, carmine-lake (BK82a (634e)), complete and unexploded, contains eight panes of the color variety, o.g., never hinged, the actual panes are centered to touching, F.-V.F., a great
rarity, we cannot recall having offered this item before; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 3455
3455 HH
Booklets, 1960’s, two dummy booklets complete (TDB12a, TDB17b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $316.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3456 Ha
Carrier, 1851, 1¢ Eagle (LO2), bottom block of 4 with imprint, o.g., a scarce item as it is difficult to find
large multiples of this issue, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,070 as imprint blk 8 + 2 prs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3457

3458

3457 H
Broadway Post Office, 1851 (1¢) black (26L2), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and choice example
of this elusive stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3458 m
City Despatch Post, 1842, 3¢ black on grayish (40L1), red FREE in octagon cancel, large margins all
around; an extraordinary example of this local issue, with mouth-watering color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $350.
Estimate $600 - 800
3459 a
Swart’s City Dispatch Post, 1849-53 (2¢) black on blue gray, forgery (136L7 var.), full sheet of 100 on
thin paper, apparently Lyons’ forgery B, ungummed; slight marginal faults affecting only one stamp, bit of light staining on back; for reference, includes a photocopy of a 2010 P.F. certificate for a sheet from the same source (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Sanitary Fair

3460

3461

3460 m
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 10¢ blue (WV11), pleasing well-centered example of this elusive used Philadelphia fair issue, neat and clear strike, bold color and acute impression; faults, F.-V.F., an alluring stamp. Scott
$525.
Estimate $150 - 200
3461 P
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 20¢ carmine, trial color proof on wove, perf’d (WV12TC), intriguing example
of this elusive used Philadelphia fair issue, unused without gum, equally balanced margins with a sharp and bold
impression; short perforation at top, F.-V.F., ex-Steele, Kantor.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3462

3463

3462 m
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 20¢ green (WV12), captivating example of this elusive used Philadelphia fair issue, neat fair cancel, deep green color, F.-V.F., ex-Steele, Kantor. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3463 m
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 30¢ black (WV13), handsome example of this rarely offered genuinely used
stamp, beautiful “JUNE 11, 1864" fair cancellation, with absolutely gorgeous deep rich color, scarcely found in this
condition, F.-V.F., ex-Steele, Kantor. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

Postal Stationery

3464 m
Envelope, 1875, 10¢ chocolate, die 2 (U189), legal-sized, with green “Express Wells, Fargo Y Cia”
Mexican route frank; indicium with blue oval Wells, Fargo/El Paso, Texas Express marking, addressed to Mexico
City; entire with a small tear which almost touches the indicium, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

3465 H)
Envelope, 1899, 4¢ brown, die 2 (U373), entire, fresh and attractive with rich color; incredibly scarce
with only three record examples; an important addition to any advanced collection, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3466

3467

3466 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 4¢ chocolate on amber (U463), entire; small thin in backflap, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300
3467 H)
Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ green (U486), entire, UPSS 3078, size 7, knife 31, Extremely Fine, while the
Scott Catalogue places a value of $1,150 on this entire UPSS prices it at $1,750. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

3468
3468 H
$550.

3471

Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 1½¢ brown on blue, die 8 (U506), entire, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3469 )
Envelopes, War Dept., collection of entires and cut squares with fancy cancels, five entires and 17
cut squares cancelled by stars, letters, Masonic, Skull and Crossbones, “U.S.” monogram and Pinwheels; condition a little mixed, but a good variety of these difficult cancels on Official items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on website)
Estimate $300 - 400
3470 P)
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, proof study of cards on normal stock (UX3P), watermarked
Small U.S.P.O.D. Selection of 53 cards, forty-three cards identified by previous owner as proofs on normal stock
with small watermark and ten unused cards with printing on reverse also without address; proofs show a range of
hues, many cards identified as to subject plate, Very Fine, an excellent study to build on. UPSS UX3P (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3471 H)
Postal Card, 1914, 1¢ green on buff, paste-up single (UX27), with 7/16" manila tape overlap on left
end, pristine, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 3472
3472 H
1862, 10¢ Turner essays, design without title, frame & vignette in different colors (R33-E), all five
listed combinations, select group of Turner essays, Very Fine. Turner Essay Plate 59.
Estimate $200 - 300
3473 m
1862-71, First Issue, perforated on silk paper, 28 different (R3d//R89d), comprises R3d, R6d, R13d,
R15d, R18d, R20d, R22d-R24d, R27d, R29d, R33d, R34d, R36d, R44d, R46d, R55d, R60d, R64d, R65d, R67d,
R69d, R81d, R82d, R84d, R85d, R89d, and R98d; all neatly mounted on two quadrille pages; other than R22d,
which is faded, and R29d, which is creased, everything appears clean and F-VF. A scarce group. Scott $2,250
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3474 m
1862-71, First Issue, part-perforate, collection balance (R1b//R65b), 28 different plus a few duplicates mounted on three Scott pages; comprises R1b, R5b, R6b, R9b, R11b, R19b, R25b, R27b (single and strip of
3), R36b, R37b, R40b, R42b, R43b-R46b, R52b-R59b, and R62b-R65b; nearly all F-VF with wide imperf margins.
Scott $2,050 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 3475

Ex 3476

3475 m
1862-71, First Issue, imperforate, excellent collection balance (R1a//R101a). About 55 stamps,
mostly different, on Scott pages; highlights include 3¢ Telegraph on document, 30¢ Foreign Exchange, 50¢ Passage Ticket, 60¢ Inland Exchange, $1 Power of Attorney, $1 Probate of Will, $2 Conveyance, $2 Mortgage, $5
Charter Party, $5 Conveyance (2), $5 Manifest (punch cancel), $5 Probate of Will, $10 Conveyance (2), $20 Conveyance, and $50 U.S.I.R.; condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and F-VF. A marvelous lot. Scott $5,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3476 m
1862-71, First Issue, perforated, impressive collection balance (R1c//R101c). About 100 different,
plus a number of duplicates, mounted on Scott pages; highlights include 1¢ Playing Cards (2), 3¢ Playing Cards, 6¢
Proprietary (faulty), $1 Mortgage, $1 Passage Ticket, $1.90 U.S.I.R., $5 Manifest, $15 Mortgage (both blue & ultramarine), $20 Conveyance, and $25 & $50 U.S.I.R., the latter with extra diagonal perfs; condition, other than the
aforementioned 6¢ Proprietary, is just about all F-VF. Scott $6,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3477

3478

3479

3480

3481

3477 m
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Playing Cards, imperf (R2a), neat manuscript cancel, Jun 26, 1863, three large
margins, barely shaved at right; small tear at upper right, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3478 H
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Playing Cards, perf’d (R2c), a exceptionally fresh mint single, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $210 for used.
Estimate $150 - 200
3479 m
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Proprietary, imperf (R3a), large balanced margins and neat manuscript cancel;
trivial, light stain at upper right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3480 m
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Telegraph, imperf (R4a), ample to large margins and neat manuscript cancel,
Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
3481 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Bank Check, orange on green, perf’d (R6e), fresh and quite well-centered with a
small manuscript “X” cancel, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

3482

3483

3484

3485

3486

3482 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Certificate, blue, imperf (R7a), dramatic double transfer in bottom label, light
handstamped cancel, large margins to just shaved at upper left, nearly Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
3483 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Proprietary, blue, imperf (R13a), neat manuscript “X” cancel, clear to mostly large
margins and bright color, almost Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
3484 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Proprietary, blue, part perf (R13b), fresh and exceptionally well-centered with
large imperforate margins at top and bottom and a neat manuscript “X” cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3485 m
1864, First Issue, 2¢ U.S.I.R., orange on green (R15e), light manuscript cancel dated Jan 1, 1869, Fine.
A very rare stamp on green paper. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3486 m
1862, First Issue, 3¢ Foreign Exchange, perf’d, silk paper (R16d), a gorgeous, perfectly centered
Jumbo with a neat “Crenshaw & Co., New York” double-oval datestamp of Jul 7, 1870, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3487

3488

3489

3490

3487 m

1863, First Issue, 4¢ Playing Cards, perf’d (R21c), neat “C O” manuscript cancel, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

3488 m
$600.

1862, First Issue, 4¢ Proprietary, part perf (R22b), blue handstamped cancel, Jun 1863, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

3489 m
1862, First Issue, 5¢ Foreign Exchange, perf’d, silk paper (R26d), fresh and nicely centered, F.-V.F.
Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
3490 m
1862, First Issue, 10¢ Certificate, imperf (R33a), exceptionally fresh with clear to large margins with
unusually deep color, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

3491

3492

3491 m
1862, First Issue, 10¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R36a), clear to large margins, bright and fresh with a
very light cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
3492 m
1862, First Issue, 10¢ Power of Attorney, imperf (R37a), lightly struck blue handstamped cancel, a
very fresh, pale blue shade with four nice, well balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,100. Estimate $600 - 800

3493 ma
1862, First Issue, 20¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R42a), block of 6, neat pen cancel, a select example,
F.-V.F.; with 2010 Weiss certificate for block. Scott $350 as block 4 + pair.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3494

3495

3496

3494 m
1862, First Issue, 25¢ Bond, imperf (R43a), four decent margins and a neat Aug 26, 1863 manuscript
cancel, nearly Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3495 m
1862, First Issue, 25¢ Protest, part perf (R49b), light manuscript cancel; faint horizontal crease, F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
3496 m
1862, First Issue, 40¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R53a), exceptionally fresh with ample to large margins
and a neat manuscript cancel; two virtually invisible pressed horizontal creases, Very Fine appearance. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3497

3498

3499

3500

3497 m
1862, First Issue, 50¢ Original Process, part perf (R60b), light manuscript cancel; two tiny, nearly invisible staple holes, some staining on reverse, which does not show through, F.-V.F. appearance. Quite an attractive example of this rare part-perforate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3498 m
1862, First Issue, 50¢ Passage Ticket, part perf (R61b), a fresh example with a light manuscript cancel
dated “Dec 2nd, 1864”, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3499 m
1862, First Issue, 50¢ Surety Bond, imperf (R63a), bright and fresh with four clear to large margins,
F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3500 (H)
1862, First Issue, 70¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (R65a), uncanceled, four nice, well balanced margins, Very Fine; signed Sloane. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3501

3502

3503

3501 m
1862, First Issue, $1 Life Insurance, imperf (R71a), light handstamped cancels, three huge margins,
just clear at bottom, nearly Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3502 m
1863, First Issue, $1.60 Foreign Exchange, imperf (R79a), an exceptional used example with large
balanced margins and a light, centrally struck handstamped cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3503 m
1863, First Issue, $1.60 Foreign Exchange, imperf (R79a), three good margins but close at top; skillfully rebacked rejoining three pieces separated by a punched cancel, F.-V.F. appearance. A attractive space filler.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $150 - 200

3504

3505

Ex 3506

3504 m
1862, First Issue, 1862, $2 Conveyance & $2 Mortgage, imperf (R81a, R82a), fresh and neatly pen
canceled with large margins except Conveyance just clear at lower left, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3505 m
1863, First Issue, $2 Probate of Will, imperf (R83a), ample to large margins and lovely, fresh color; diagonal crease running from lower left to upper center splits the paper for about a half inch, otherwise Very Fine.
nonetheless, quite an attractive example of this rare stamp. Scott $7,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3506 m
1862, First Issue, 1862, $3 Charter Party & $3 Manifest, imperf (R85a, R86a), both with large margins
except Charter Party, which is on piece, just touches at lower right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3507 m
1863, First Issue, $3.50 Inland Exchange, imperf (R87a), a fresh example of this rare stamp with deep
rich color and three good margins, just clear at right; small corner crease at upper right just below slightly rounded
corner, otherwise Fine and attractive. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 3508

3509

3510

3511

3508 m
1862, First Issue, 1862, $5 Conveyance, $5 Manifest, & $5 Mortgage (R89a-R91a), all with four large
margins and neat manuscript cancels, Very Fine. Scott $620.
Estimate $300 - 400
3509 m
1862, First Issue, $10 Charter Party, imperf (R93a), manuscript cancel, Jun 6, 1866, four nice, well balanced margins; small thin spot, Very Fine appearance. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
3510 m
1862, First Issue, $10 Mortgage, imperf (R95a), light manuscript cancel and three large margins, cut
just to outer frame line at top, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
3511 m
1862, First Issue, $10 Probate of Will, imperf (R96a), nice color and light manuscript cancel wit ample
to large margins except just into frame line at right; small bleached area on left margin and tiny thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3512

3513

3512 m
1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, blue, imperf (R97a), unusually fresh with deep rich color and four
good, well balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
An exceptional example of the rare $15 Mortgage imperforate.
3513 m
1862, First Issue, $20 Probate of Will, imperf (R99a), lovely color with a neat manuscript cancel, Jun
27, 1864; three large margins, but just clear at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
A most attractive, completely sound example of the difficult $20 Power of Attorney imperforate.

3514

3515

3516

3514 m
1862, First Issue, $20 Probate of Will, perf’d (R99c), exceptionally fresh and bright with a neat manuscript “MW, June 10, 1864” cancel; small, light natural paper wrinkle at left, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000. Estimate $750
- 1,000
3515 m
1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage, imperf (R100a), deep rich color and clear to mostly large margins with
a neat manuscript cancel reading “Isaac P. Cook, Register of Wills”; light horizontal crease, F.-V.F. appearance
and quite striking. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $400 - 600
3516 m
1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage, perf’d, silk paper (R100d), unusually fresh with marvelous color and
several obvious silk fibers; neat “PRR, 3/25/72” (Pennsylvania Railroad) manuscript cancel, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3517 m
1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal imperf (R102a), bright and fresh with a neat manuscript cancel,
“PWK, Fey 18/65”, large margins top and bottom, close but well clear at left and right, F.-V.F. and most attractive.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3518

3519

3518 m
1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal perf’d (R102c), wonderfully fresh and nicely centered, with a
neatly executed manuscript “DWK, Oct 16/68” cancel, nearly Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
3519 m
1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal perf’d (R102c), fresh and nearly perfectly centered with a light blue
herringbone (cut) cancel; neatly repaired tear at lower right, Very Fine appearance. Scott $850.
Estimate $150 - 200
3520 H/m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 1¢-$1 and $1.50-$20 (R103-118, R120-12), mounted on two Scott
pages; the key values are as follows 1¢ blue handstamped cancel, 3¢ & 4¢ cut cancels, 6¢ (2, one uncanceled, the
other cut), 15¢ cut, 25¢ sewing machine perf (2 with manuscript cancels), 30¢ & 40¢ manuscript (40¢ thinned), 60¢
cut, 70¢ handstamped (XF), $1.60 & $1.90 cut, $2 uncanceled (XF), $3.50 Cut (with two extra rows of perfs), $5
manuscript, $10 cut, and $20 manuscript (about Fine); additionally, there is an extra $10 with a handstamped “Rising Star” (Pacific Steamboat) cancel. A lovely group. Scott $3,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3521 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 1¢ blue & black, center inverted (R103a), fresh and virtually perfectly centered with a colorless herringbone (cut) cancel, Very Fine. A most attractive, completely sound example
of this very scarce Second Issue invert; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3522 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 2¢ blue & black, center inverted (R104a), fresh and nicely centered with clear manuscript “12/15, 1871, IOW” cancel; small shallow thin spot, Very Fine appearance, ex-Isleham;
with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Other examples canceled by the same user are dated 12/27/1871 (ex-Joyce), 1/2/1872 (Zoellner), and 1/4/1872
(Tolman).

3523

3524

3523 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 5¢ blue & black, center inverted (R107a), very fresh with exceptionally deep color and a colorless herringbone (cut) cancel; perforations just into design at right, about Fine; with
1966 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3524 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 10¢ blue & black, center inverted (R109a), uncanceled, fresh
and nicely centered; couple light creases (invisible from the front), F.-V.F. appearance; with 1975 Friedl Committee
certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3525 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 25¢ blue & black, center inverted (R112a), uncanceled, fresh
and well centered; repaired upper right corner and few slightly nibbed perfs at left, Very Fine appearance; awarded
P.F. certificate 238428 (no longer present) noting “Tiny Repaired Tear At Top Right”. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
A LOVELY EXAMPLE OF THE EXCEEDINGLY RARE 25¢ SECOND ISSUE INVERT.
According to the Lyons census, only 16 examples of the 25¢ inverted center are recorded.
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3526

3527

3528

3529

3526 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 50¢ blue & black, sewing machine perfs (R115a), a fresh, exceptionally well-centered horizontal pair, each stamp with bold manuscript “WOK, May 13/72” cancel, Extremely
Fine. A choice, very scarce multiple of the 50¢ issue. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3527 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 50¢ blue & black, center inverted (R115b), neat manuscript
“LEP, July, 11, 1872” cancel; slight thinning at lower left (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), F.-V.F.
appearance; with photocopy of a clear 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
3528 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 50¢ blue & black, center inverted (R115b), manuscript cancel
plus a triangular punch, the latter (in bottom “50”) neatly replaced, Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $150 - 200
3529 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.30 blue & black (R119), exceptionally fresh with a bold manuscript cancel dated “Apl 5, 1872”, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3530

3531

3532

3530 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.60 blue & black (R121), no apparent cancellation; small corner
crease at the top left, otherwise Fine, only 9,629 issued. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
3531 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $25 blue & black (R130), bright and fresh with a clear manuscript
“May 1, 1872, H.W.I.” cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500
3532 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $50 blue & black (R131), light manuscript and colorless embossed cancels; faint horizontal crease, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3533 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $200 red, blue & black (R132), fresh and very well centered with a
neat manuscript “Oliver Moses, February 1, 1872” cancel; light pressed vertical & horizontal document creases,
Very Fine appearance. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
A lovely example of the stunning and always-popular “Small Persian Rug”.
3534 H/m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 1¢-$20 complete (R134-R150), mounted on a Scott page; the 1¢-6¢
& $2.50 are unused, the last with part o.g.; the rest are used, the $10 with a faint horizontal document crease, The
$20 with a repaired corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

3535

3536

3537

3535 m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ vermilion & black, color error (R135a), fresh and bright with a
bold manuscript “C&C, 8/10/72” cancel; perforations into design at top, V.G.-Fine. An attractive example of this
very difficult stamp; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
3536 H
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted (R135b), a fresh mint example,
o.g., bright and fresh; average centering but very scarce mint. Scott $475 for used.
Estimate $200 - 300
3537 m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 5¢ orange & black, center inverted (R137a), very fresh with a bold
manuscript cancel dated 4/18/72; small thin spot and faint horizontal crease, Fine appearance; formerly issued P.F.
certificate 163520 (no longer present). Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Only 20 are recorded in the Lyons Census, three of them on a partial document. Of the 17 remaining, 13 are faulty
to some degree.
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3538

3539

3538 P
Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 60¢ orange & black, center inverted, plate proof on card
(R142aP4), attractive proof with fiery orange-red color amid excellent centering; a must for the revenue collector,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3539 m
Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, $20 vermilion & black, color error (R150a), handstamped and light
herringbone (cut) cancels; faint horizontal document crease, Fine. Scott $1,250 for uncut. Estimate $200 - 300

3540 m
Documentary, 1898, “I.R.” Provisional, 10¢ dark green (R157), exceptionally fresh and well centered
with the usual Michigan Mutual Life Insurance Co. “M.M./ L.I.C.” manuscript cancel dated “7/14/98”, a choice Extremely Fine gem. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
AN EXTRAORDINARY EXAMPLE OF THIS 10¢ EMERGENCY PROVISIONAL REVENUE.
The 8¢, 10¢ & 15¢ denominations of the then-current regular issue were handstamped with “I.R.” by the Michigan
Mutual Life Insurance Co. in order to meet the company’s needs for those values. It is reported that only 66 of the
10¢ value were so overprinted.
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3541 m
Documentary, 1898, Chapman Steamboat Line provisional, 1¢ dark yellow green (R158A), the 1¢
Trans-Mississippi overprinted “I. R./ L.H.C.”, an unusually fresh example with a neat “10/98” manuscript cancel;
natural straight edge at right, perfs just clear at top; small thin spot at bottom, Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
ONLY ABOUT 20 EXAMPLES ARE KNOWN, WITH NEARLY ALL OF THEM BEING FAULTY TO SOME
DEGREE.
250 of these stamps were overprinted for the L.H. Chapman Steamboat Line, which operated along the Erie
Canal. Another 250 were overprinted “I.R./P.I.D. & Son” for P.I. Daprix & Son, another Erie Canal freight-carrying
company.

3542

3543

3542 H
Documentary, 1900, $3 lake (R183), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine.
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3543 H

Documentary, 1902, $5 green, surcharge omitted (R192a), o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

3544 H/m
Documentaries, 1940-58, superb balance of collection. Several hundred stamps on Scott pages;
loaded with nice $50-$200 stamps and many higher with minor flaws; highlights include, but are not limited to (used
unless noted, cut cancels indicated with “cc”, perfins with “pi”) R299 (mint), R358, R384-385 (cc), cut cancels indicated with “cc”, perfins with “pi”410 (cc), R434 (small scrape), R484-485, R559, R584-585, R617, R705 (pi), R708
(cc), R730, and R732; clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $7,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3545

3546

3547

3548

3545 m
Documentary, 1941, $20 carmine (R329), neat handstamped and manuscript cancels; natural straight
edge at top, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3546 m
Documentary, 1941, $500 carmine (R334), red handstamped and small manuscript cancels, Very Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
3547 m
$225.

Documentary, 1941, $1,000 carmine (R335), handstamped and manuscript cancels, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3548 m
Documentary, 1942, $50 carmine (R356), neat handstamped cancels; small thin spot at left, Very Fine
appearance, ex-Hansen; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 3549

3550

Ex 3551

3552

3549 m
Documentary, 1942, $100, $500 & $1000 (R358), fresh and exceptionally well centered with
handstamped/manuscript cancels, Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
3550 m
Documentary, 1944, $500 carmine (R409), purple handstamped and perforated “M Co.” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3551 H
Documentary, 1952, $1.65, $2.20, $2.75 & $3.30 (R601, R603, R604, R606), o.g., lightly hinged, bright
and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
3552 m
Documentary, 1952, $5,000 carmine (R618), neat handstamped/cut cancel, fresh and well centered;
few tiny staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3553 m
Documentary, 1952, $10,000 carmine (R619), colorless cut cancel; few tiny staple holes, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3554 (H)
Documentary, 1954, $1,000 carmine (R684), with full receipt tab, without gum as issued, Extremely
Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3555

3556

3557

3558

3555 m
Documentary, 1954, $10,000 carmine (R687), handstamped and perforated “CNB” cancels, Very Fine.
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3556 m
Documentary, 1955, $1,000 carmine (R693), Serial number “000001”—the first 1952 $1000 issued,
handstamped cancels, fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $80+.
Estimate $150 - 200
3557 m

Documentary, 1955, $2,500 carmine (R694), purple handstamped cancels, Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

3558 m

Documentary, 1955, $5,000 carmine (R695), neat manuscript and cut cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3559

3560

3561

3562

3559 m
Documentary, 1955, $10,000 carmine (R696), neat handstamped and cut cancels, fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3560 m
Documentary, 1957, $2,500 carmine (R712), light manuscript and cut cancels; few tiny staple holes,
F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3561 m

Documentary, 1958, $2,500 carmine (R721), neat manuscript and cut cancels, Very Fine. Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750

3562 H/m
Proprietary, 1871-1919, outstanding collection balance. More than 125 mostly different (duplicate
generally have different cancels or extra perforations); highlights include (used unless noted) RB4a (mint block of
4), RB5a, RB6a (2), RB6b (2), RB7a (unused without gum & used), RB7b (unused without gum & used with 2 extra
rows of perfs), RB11c (unused without gum & used), RB13c, RB15c, RB16a, RB16b (2), RB19b, and mint
RB21p-31p, RB32-41 & RB43-73; with very few exceptions, clean and F-VF throughout. A marvelous lot. Scott
$5,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3563 H
Proprietary, 1874, 5¢ green & black, green paper (RB5b), o.g., hinge remnants, exceptionally fresh
and bright, F.-V.F. Scott $250 for used.
Estimate $150 - 200

3564 m
Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper (RB8b), neat 1888 blue hand stamp cancel, great
color and condition for this difficult issue, Choice Extremely Fine, a true condition rarity; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3565

3566

3567

3565 m
Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper (RB8b), fresh and nicely centered with a light blue
handstamped cancel date Sep 2, 1882; light corner bend at lower left, Very Fine appearance. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
3566 m
Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper (RB8b), apparently uncanceled; small, shallow thin
and center just a bit faded, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
3567 m
Proprietary, 1873, $1 green & black, violet paper (RB9a), bold manuscript cancel dated Jan 6, 1875;
couple small thin spots, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3568 m
Proprietary, 1873, $5 green & black, violet paper (RB10a), neat manuscript “JHB/ Nov 18/78” cancel;
couple light diagonal creases and small internal repair, F.-V.F. appearance, Only about 120 examples are believe
to exist. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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3569

3570

3569 m
Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet blue, rouletted (RB17c), light purple handstamped cancel, fresh color; light
vertical crease and small repair lower left corner, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $150 - 200
3570 m
Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet, rouletted (RB18c), a lovely example of this scarce stamp, canceled with a
neat handstamped Charles Osgood c.d.s. dated Jan 3, 1883; small thin spot, Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3571 H/m
Stock Transfers, 1918-52, excellent balance of collection. A few hundred stamps on Scott pages;
loaded with value—we note more than 50 stamps cataloging $50-and-up singles; highlights include (used unless
noted, cut cancels indicated with “cc”, perfins with “pi”), RD23a, RD24, RD30 (MNH block of 4), RD58 (mint), RD60,
RD64 (pi), RD82, RD86, RD87 (pi), RD113 (pi), RD139 (punched), RD162 (punched), RD185 (pi), RD2528,
RD231, RD256 (cc), RD258 (cc), RD259 (cc, stain), RD284-285 (heavy cc), RD304, RD309, RD310 (heavy cc),
RD388 (cc), RD361 and RD364 (cc). virtually all clean and F-VF. A truly marvelous lot. Scott $12,350 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

3572

3573

3574

3575

3572 m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $30 vermilion (RD61), fresh and exceptionally well centered, handstamped
“James Bennett & Co., Apr 22, 1941” with additional embossed (slightly cut) cancel and a couple of staple holes,
Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
3573 m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $50 olive green (RD62), bright and fresh with magenta handstamped, small
manuscript and unobtrusive cut cancels, Very Fine; with 1997 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
3574 m
Stock Transfer, 1943, $60 bright green (RD159), neat handstamped/cut cancel, fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
3575 m
Stock Transfer, 1943, $500 bright green (RD161), exceptionally fresh and well centered with a “perfin”
cancel dated Apr 1944, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3576

3577

3578

3579

3576 m
Stock Transfer, 1946, $500 bright green (RD230), purple handstamped Chicago Stock Clearing Corp.
cancels dated Nov 6, 1947, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3577 m
Stock Transfer, 1948, $500 bright green (RD282), fresh and virtually perfectly centered with a violet
Chicago Stock Clearing Corp. handstamped cancel, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
3578 m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $60 bright green (RD306), bright and fresh with a violet Chicago Stock Clearing
Corp. handstamped cancel; slightly nibbed lower left corner, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3579 m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $500 bright green (RD308), violet Chicago Stock Clearing Corp. handstamped
cancel, bright and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3580

3581

3582

3580 m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $5,000 bright green (RD311), nicely centered and fresh with an unobtrusive colorless cut cancel, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3581 m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $1,000 bright green (RD335), strip of 3 with Serial numbers 000002-000004,
colorless cut and handstamped Stock Clearing Corp. “S.C.C” cancels; light toning at right, Very Fine. Scott $105
++.
Estimate $150 - 200
3582 m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $2,500 bright green (RD336), handstamped Stock Clearing Corp. “S.C.C” cancel; reperfed at left and slightly trimmed at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3583

3584

3585

3586

3587

3583 m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $5,000 bright green (RD337), handstamped “S.C.C.” and colorless cut cancels,
F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3584 m
Stock Transfer, 1951, $500 bright green (RD360), handstamped violet Southwest Stock Clearing Co.
cancel dated May 26, 1952, Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
3585 m
Stock Transfer, 1951, $2,500 bright green (RD362), Serial No. 000016, handstamped “S.C.C.” and
colorless cut cancels; small, very faint tone spot at right, otherwise Very Fine. A nice example of this very rare Dated
Stock Transfer with an early serial number. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3586 HH

Stock Transfer, 1952, 25¢ bright green (RD368), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

3587 H

Stock Transfer, 1952, $4 bright green (RD370), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3588 H/m
Wines, 1914-55, exceptional collection balance. More than 180 different on Scott pages; highlights include (used unless noted) RE31 (mint), RE79, RE83, RE107F (label folded), RE143, RE148, RE150 (mint), RE161
(mint), RE162-163, RE166, RE167, RE171, RE172 (2 small nicks at top), RE176, RE196c and RE198b; a tremendous lot, virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $4,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3589

3590

3591

3589 m
Wines, 1916, $20, $40, $50 & $100 (RE56-RE59), fresh and clean and each with a purple 1917 or 1918
handstamped cancel, Very Fine. Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300
3590 m
Wines, 1934, $20 yellow green (RE107A), left half only with label neatly cut away, lightly struck of
handstamped cancel and without the usual staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $1,800 for stamp and label.
Estimate $400 - 600
3591 m
Wines, 1934, $50 yellow green, perf 12½ at left (RE107C), amazingly fresh and clean with a neat
“GEFFEN, IND./ DEC 9 1941” handstamped cancel, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3592

3593

3594

3592 (H)a
Wines, 1942, ½¢ green & black, imperf vertically (RE110a var.), horizontal block of 4, imperf vertically
between and at right, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3593 m

Wines, 1942, 30¢ green & black (RE133), purple handstamped cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

An exceptional example of this key Wine stamp—one that is missing from only the best collections.
3594 m
Wines, 1942, $2,000 yellow green & black (RE170), faint blue handstamped cancel; staple holes and
soiled, about Fine for this. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3595

3596

3597

3595 m
Wines, 1949, $8 yellow green & black (RE179), light “Nov 19, 1951” handstamped cancel, spots of the
varnish that would have been used to adhere the stamp to a crate, otherwise fresh and well centered, Very Fine.
Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
3596 (H)
Wines, 1951, 3 25¢-80 25¢ green & black (RE183-RE194), complete less the rare 1 710¢, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $838.
Estimate $350 - 500
3597 (H)
Wines, 1951, $5.76 yellow green & black (RE202), without gum as issued, bright, fresh and perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3598 m
Beer, 1867, 12½¢ orange, die cut (REA7a), light 1868 oval handstamped cancel; faint horizontal
crease, Very Fine. Scott’s catalog value is for “stamps with small faults, due to the fragile nature of the paper”. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
3599 H/m
Playing Cards, 1894-1940, collection balance of about 70 stamps, mostly different (duplicates generally have different cancels) on Scott pages; highlights include (used unless noted) RF2e (pair), RF3b, RF6a, RF9c,
RF10, RF10a, RF12 (thinned), RF12c, RF13 RF13a, RF14, RF16 (mint. o.g.), RF17 (mint pair), RF18, RF18a,
RF24a, RF29 and Virgin Islands RFV2-3; virtually all clean and F-VF. A marvelous lot. Scott $2,550 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3600

3601

3602

3603

3604

3600 m
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ ultramarine (RF5 var.), handstamped vertically in violet “ACT OF/ 1917”
(no “7” visible), Logan Printing House printed cancel “L.P.H./ 1-21-19”; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F. Scott $700
for N.Y.
Estimate $200 - 300
3601 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Standard Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue (RF7), surcharge “S.P.C. Co./ 7/
CANCELED” misplaced horizontally, so that it reads “CANCELED/ S.P.C. Co./ 7 ”; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3602 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Standard Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, inverted surcharge (RF7a); usual
horizontal crease, small thin at top, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
3603 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Russell Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, red surcharge (RF8), exceptionally
fresh; usual horizontal crease, small sealed tear at bottom, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3604 H
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ blue, black surcharge double (RF9k), large part o.g.; slight thinning,
Fine appearance. Scott $1,100 for used.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3605

3606

3607

3608

3605 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Russell Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, double inverted surcharge (RF10c),
second surcharge displaced horizontally; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
3606 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Russell Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, double inverted surcharge (RF10c),
second surcharge dramatically displaced vertically; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
3607 H
Playing Cards, 1918, blue, rouletted 13 in red (RF12a), red Russell Playing Card Co. printed cancel
dated “4-28-19”; small shallow thin, Fine appearance. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3608 H
Playing Cards, 1919, Russell Playing Card Co. 8¢ on 2¢ blue (RF15), surcharge inverted (as always);
usual horizontal crease and faint vertical crease, Very Fine appearance. Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200
3609 H/m
Silver Tax, 1934-44, selection of 42 different (RG1//RG130), comprises (used unless noted) RG1-12
(mint), RG13-23, RG26, RG43 (mint), RG80 (staple holes, counted as cut cancel), RG108-119 (mint), RG120,
RG124-125, RG127 (staple holes, counted as cut) and RG130, all clean and F.-V.F. Scott $1,655 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

3610 m
Silver Tax, 1936, $1,000 orange (RG27), canceled small green “BM9/3/36” and light violet I.R.S. New
York oval dated Sep 11, 1936, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
An exceptional example of this rare stamp, only about a dozen of which are known.
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Ex 3611

3612

3613

3614

3615

3611 HH/H Silver Tax, 1940, 1¢ to $1 (RG37-RG49), a bright, fresh set, o.g., $1 never hinged, others lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $785+.
Estimate $400 - 600
3612 HH
Silver Tax, 1940, $2 rose (RG50), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and virtually perfectly centered,
Extremely Fine. Scott $500 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
3613 HH
Silver Tax, 1940, $4 yellow brown (RG52), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh as the day it was printed,
F.-V.F. Scott $900 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
3614 HH/H Silver Tax, 1941, 1¢ to $3 (RG58-RG72), o.g., $3 never hinged, others lightly hinged, the 5¢ with a large
natural gum skip, all fresh and bright, F.-V.F. Scott $1,245+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3615 H
Silver Tax, 1942, 1¢ to $5 (RG83-RG99), a bright, fresh set, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,508.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3616

3617

3618

3616 m
Silver Tax, 1942, $60 gray (RG104), neat manuscript and faint handstamped cancels; four small staple
holes, Very Fine. Uncut priced at $2,250. Scott $750 as a cut cancel.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3617 m
Silver Tax, 1942, $100 gray (RG105), purple “Received, Misc. Tax Division” handstamped cancels; couple small, very light creases, otherwise Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,250. Estimate $2,000 3,000
A marvelous example of this rare stamp, few than 20 of which are recorded—a large percentage of them faulty.
3618 m
Silver Tax, 1944, $50 gray (RG128), purple handstamped cancel; small, skillfully repaired tear at lower
left, Very Fine appearance. Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3619

3620

3621

3619 m
Consular Service Fee, 1906, $1 dark violet, perf 10 (RK10), embossed and violet handstamped cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
3620 m
Consular Service Fee, 1906, $5 brown red, perf 10 (RK13), inconspicuous violet handstamped cancel,
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3621 m
Consular Service Fees, 1924, $1-$9 “American Foreign Service” complete (RK22-RK26), neatly
canceled (the $2.50 uncanceled), F.-V.F. Scott $1,140.
Estimate $500 - 750
3622 H/m
Consular Service Fees, 1906-52, selection of 33 different (RK1//RK40), an outstanding group comprising (used unless noted) RK1-9 (RK4 & RK8 are mint, o.g., LH), RK11-12, RK14-21 (plus an extra RK14), and
RK27-40, all fresh and clean, F.-V.F. Scott $2,595 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3623 H
Motor Vehicle Use, 1942-46, the complete collection (RV1-RV53), a marvelous, bright and fresh
group, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,881 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 3624

3625

3626

3627

3624 m
Distilled Spirits Excise Tax, 1950 and 1952 sets complete less the 1952 $3 (RX1-RX46), 1950
$30,000-$50,000 and all 1952 values have punched cancels, all fresh and clean, Very Fine. Scott $1,565.
Estimate $500 - 750
3625 (H)
$600.

Firearms Transfer Tax, 1934, $1 green (RY1), without gum as issued, fresh and bright, Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3626 (H)
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1934, $200 dark blue & red, type I (RY2), without gum as issued, fresh and virtually perfectly centered with deep rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3627 H
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1939-74, $1 green, $5 red & $200 type II (RY3, RY5, RY6), first & last without
gum, $5 o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $435.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3628 (H)
1934, $1 Mallards, imperf (RW1a), sheet margin single, unused without gum, cut close but well clear at
the left with a wide sheet margin at the top and large margins on the other two sides; thinned in selvage, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
A great Duck Stamp rarity—an imperf pair, as listed, is unpriced.

Ex 3629

3630

3629 HH/H 1936-77, 19 different (RW3//RW44), o.g., much never hinged, handsome group of 19 different ducks; includes RW3, 7, 10, 12, 14-15, 20-21, 25, 27, 29-30, 34-35, 39-41, and 43-44; RW10 with hinge remnant, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,659.
Estimate $500 - 750
3630 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $350. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

3631 HHa
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged with gum skips on right 2
stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100 as singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3632 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, P.O. fresh and rich color, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

3633 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, stunning example of this difficult
plate block; beautiful centering, gleaming fresh color, and a large sheet margin at top, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3634

3635

3634 m
1962, $3 Pintail Drakes (RW29), unpriced in SMQ as used, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $1,200 for mint NH.
Estimate $300 - 400
3635 HH
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38), bottom left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3636 HH
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38), o.g., never hinged, a perfect little GEM with brilliant color, Superb;
with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $42. SMQ SUP 98; $195 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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3637 HHa
1972, $5 Emperor Geese, 1973, $5 Steller’s Eiders and 1977, $5 Ross’s Geese (RW39 (2), RW40 (3),
RW44), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $530 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
3638 HH
1997, $15 Canada Geese (RW64), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality example with large balanced
margins, Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $27. SMQ SUP 98; $145 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100

Misc. Back-of-the-Book
3639 H
Savings Stamps, 1911-58, selection (PS1//WS13), all mint on Scott pages including Postal Savings
complete (PS1-14) plus booklet panes PS11b & PS12b, the latter both with and without electric eye markings; also
a plate block of S4, a complete booklet (2 panes) of S6s, WS2, WS7-13 (WS12-13 in pairs) & WS8b; virtually all
clean and F-VF. Scott $1,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3640

3641

3642

3644

3640 (H)
War Savings, 1917, $5 deep green, rouletted (WS3), unused without gum, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
3641 H

War Savings, 1919, $5 deep blue (WS4), o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $325. Estimate
$150 - 200

3642 H

War Savings, 1919, $5 carmine (WS5), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $800. Estimate $350 - 500

3643 HH/H Test Stamp, 1920s-’50s, B.E.P. blank design, gum breaker ridges 5mm to 6.5mm apart (TD84A),
full pane of 100, o.g., 99 stamps never hinged; damaged selvage at upper right affects one stamp slightly, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3644 H
Encased Postage, Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, 3¢, short arrows (EP3), attractive example with full, complete mica - scarce thus; wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine. Scott $475. Hodders & Bowers 5.
Estimate $400 - 600
3645 H/ma Group of sheets (575//J86), panes as issued, 575 NH sheet of 100 (slightly toned), 630 NH souvenir
sheet, 690 and J79-J86 used set of sheets to 50c (some perf separations), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3646 HH/H/m Small balance, 730-31, 735, C13 used, PSE certificate, Q1-12 used set, RW1 o.g. PSE certificate, UN
38, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged; condition is slightly mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3647

3648

3647 )
Union City, TN, stampless cover, handstamp with “Paid/5" in double-ring with large negative ”Union
City Tennessee", on small cover addressed to Relfs Bluff, AR; trivial repair upper left corner, F.-V.F., ex-Bartels;
with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3648 )
WELDON NC, PAID and manuscript 5, on salmon cover addressed “Care … 2nd Regiment N. C. Vols,
Norfolk, Va”; date stamp with a small portion missing from opening, otherwise Very Fine, manuscript notation on reverse “Only Weldon Rate/manuscript to date” “3-3-50 E. E. Carver Downey, Calif.” C.S.A. Catalog A; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3649 )
Cover Selection, small selection of nine stampless and one cover franked with 5¢ green (1), includes usages from Halifax NC, Charleston SC, Raleigh NC, Tudor Hall Va and others, interesting grouping; many covers
with faults, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3650

3651

3650 )
Canton, Miss., 1861, 5¢ black (14XU1), attractive entire addressed to New Orleans, La., with lightly
struck “Canton, Miss/FEB/8/1862" town cancellation, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3651 )
Dalton, Ga., 1861, 5¢ black (20XU1), Dalton Paid 5 Ga. postmark on orange cover with Dalton Sep 2,
1861 Ga postmark, addressed to Mifflin via Atlanta, Ga, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3652

3653

3652 )
Raleigh, N.C., 1861, 5¢ red (68XU1), red provisional handstamp on cover to Hillsboro, N.C.; clear strike
of blue Raleigh double-circle postmark, Jul 12, 1860; slight flap damage, Fine. Scott $400. Estimate $300 - 400
3653 )
Salem, N.C., 1861, 5¢ black (73XU1), Provisional handstamp at upper right and control mark at lower
left, on dark buff entire addressed to Patterson, N.C.; manuscript “Via Salisbury” at lower left; entire slightly reduced
at right into the provisional marking and small cover repair on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine, a 2015 census of
these covers notes that there are only 19 examples recorded with the manuscript “Paid 5". Scott $1,750. C.S.A.
Catalog SAL-NC-E01; $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3654 )
Statesville, N.C., 1861, 5¢ black (79XU1), light but legible boxed “PAID 5" Provisional handstamp at upper right and STATESVILLE, N.C. DEC 12 date stamp at top center on brown cover addressed to Providence, N.C.;
cover with tiny edge flaws along bottom edge, otherwise Very Fine, a 2015 census of these covers notes that there
are only 23 examples recorded. Scott $1,000. C.S.A. Catalog STA-NC-E01; $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350
3655 )
Five CSA covers, showing off a pair #7 to South Carolina; pair #6 from Mobile, AL, to Oholona, MS; pair
#6 from Richmond, VA, to Washington, GA; #11 from Chattanooga, TN, to Prattville, AL; and #11 to Patolus, NC
(with contents); please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $500 - 750
3656 )
1861, 8 covers, includes #1 with New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. to Juka, MS; #1 to Orange CH, VA; two #1 tied
by Tudor Hall, VA, c.d.s. addressed to Gainesville, GA; plus three stampless and two with #65; great lot for the CSA
maven, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $350 - 500
3657 )
Fifteen Confederate town covers, includes Florida: Pensacola and Key West; Georgia: Augusta; Mississippi: Georgetown, Natchez, Port Gibson and Vicksburg; North Carolina: Hillsboro; South Carolina: Darlington Court House; Texas: Huntsville and San Antonio; Virginia: Cobham and Culpepper; mixed condition, all
franked with #65; examine please, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
3658 )
Five CSA-related covers, one with manuscript town cancel “Duprees Old Store” (S/R 5); one a cover to
Lt. Inman, prisoner at Johnson Island; a pay envelope to Lt. William Young, prisoner at Johnson Island; a cover to
George Finley, captured at Gettysburg; and a letter to Miss Fannie Byrne at the end of the war, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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3659

3660

3659 )
1861, CSA wallpaper cover, 10¢ (#11) tied by red Greensboro, NC, c.d.s.; addressed to Flats Shoals,
NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
3660 )
1861, CSA wallpaper cover, 10¢ (#11) tied by blue Hillsboro, NC, c.d.s.; cover addressed to Louisburg,
NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
3661 )
1862 Raleigh, N.C. stampless cover, to Bartow, Florida; blue “Raleigh, N.C., Feb 12, 1862" postmark
and red handstamped ”Paid 10" (CC Type E) marking, Very Fine, quite scarce; with 2014 C.S.A. certificate (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

3662

3663

3662 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), fabulous example with the deepest and richest color we’ve ever seen—and an early
use of this issue; tied on attractive cover to Red Plains, N.C. by excellent strike of “Wilmington NC/14/Nov/Paid-5"
c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
3663 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), well-margined example tied on cover to Newberry C.H., S.C., by neatly struck town
cancellation, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

3664 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), stamp with four full margins tied to cover by Woodville, MI June 21 (1862) postmark
addressed to Laurel Hill, LA; a few light thins on back (not mentioned on accompanying certificate), F.-V.F.; with
1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3665

3666

3665 )
1861, 5¢ green, Stone 1 (1), stamp with three margins, in at left and affixed upside down, tied by decent
strike of Richmond, VA c.d.s. 28 Jan 1862 to folded letter concerning sale of candles by Dunlop Moncure & Co., addressed to Petersburg, Va., very clean and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3666 )
1861, 10¢ blue (2), premium-quality example tied on 1863 cover with partial strike of “Tullahoma, Ten.,
Jul 15, 1863" c.d.s.; very attractive, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

3667

3669

3667 )
1861, 10¢ blue (2), gorgeous example of Patterson printing tied on attractive cover to Dalton, GA, by
neatly struck “Augusta, Ga.” c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
3668 )
1861, 10¢ blue (2), ample-margined example tied on 1862 folded letter to Augusta, Ga., by black grid
cancellation with matching adjacent “Kingston, Ga., Nov. 15, 1862" c.d.s.; a perfect strike on a decent folded letter
with file folds, F.-V.F. Scott $325 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3669 )
1862, 2¢ green (3), incredibly scarce on-cover example tied by “Montgomery, Ala.” town postmark; although the cover is a bit “worn”, it’s rarity cannot be overstated, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3670 )
1862, 5¢ blue (4), absolutely gorgeous wide right sheet margin example neatly tied on cover to Griffin,
Georgia, by beautiful strike of “Savannah, Ga., Apr. 23 - Paid” c.d.s.; inconsequential vertical file fold, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3671

3672

3671 )
1862, 10¢ rose (5), lovely example tied on cover by blue “Columbia, S.C.” town cancellation; nice condition for this 150-year-old cover, Fine; with 2004 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500
3672 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), pair tied by indistinct c.d.s. on wallpaper cover addressed to
Salem, NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
3673 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), single usage for distances under 500 miles, tied on small
cover to Raleigh, N.C., by “Greenville, S.C. postmark, Very Fine, desirable example. Scott $150 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3674 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), handsome horizontal pair for distances over 500 miles, tied
on cover by “Richmond, Va., 1862" c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3675 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), attractive group of 5 different pairs on cover; two with wonderfully clear town postmarks and one other with scarcer red town cancellation; a lovely selection, F.-V.F. Scott $475
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3676

3676

3676 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), horizontal pair, clear to large margins, manuscript cancel and
matching “Galts Mills March 31" postmark on dark amber cover addressed to Franklin Davis, Esq. Staunton Va
(modern pencil notation ”Sometimes thought to be a spy" pointed addressee’s name), scarce town marking as the
population of this town was only 46, the VPHS only records manuscript markings for Galts Mills; cover with tiny nick
along top left edge, a Very Fine usage.
Estimate $200 - 300
3677 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), outstanding right sheet margin pair neatly tied on cover to
Cheraw, South Carolina, by lovely “Charleston, S.C.” c.d.s.; an extraordinary multiple with incredible depth of color,
Extremely Fine. Scott $95 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3678 )
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), extremely scarce genuine usage of this stamp on local drop cover to Miss Leila
Grant, Care David N. Crump, Adams Street between Clay & Lee, Richmond, Va, tied by light “Richmond, Va., Aug
16" c.d.s.; cover slightly reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Thacker and Littlejohn; with 2005 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3679

3680

3679 )
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), handsome adhesive lightly tied on well-worn cover to Drakes Branch, Va, by
light “Richmond, Va., May 2, 1863" c.d.s.; cover missing bottom flap from reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3680 ())
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “T-E-N”, double transfer in “TEN CENTS” (9a var.), clear to large margins, tied
on cover front only by manuscript cancel “Tunstalls Va, June 1, 63”, to Unionville, S.C., Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3681 )
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), gorgeous example showing frame lines at top, right and bottom;
neatly tied on 1863 cover to Richmond, Va., by partial “Mobile, Ala., Jun 20, 1863" c.d.s.; missing backflap on reverse, Extremely Fine, among the nicest frame line examples on cover we have ever had the pleasure to offer at
public auction, ex-Agre; with 1991 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3682 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), impressive example with boardwalk margins tied on cover from Head Quarters
Dept., North Carolina by blue town cancellation; lightly creased along the very top of the stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3683 ())
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (11e), cover front only - tied by “Atlanta, Ga.” town cancellation; even though this
is only a cover front, it is remarkably scarce, Fine; with 1988 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $900 for a full cover (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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3684 )
1863, 10¢ blue, 40¢ Trans-Mississippi Express Rate, West to East on wallpaper cover (11), block of
four manuscript cancelled and with two strokes of a light unidentified postmark on wallpaper cover with manuscript
“Jefferson, Tex Nov 13" postal markings paying the 40¢ Trans-Mississippi Express Rate, West to East, addressed
to Fayet(t)ville, N. Carolina, colorful and striking usage, truly an exhibit-showpiece! Very Fine, a very rare usage by
itself yet alone on a wallpaper adversity cover; with 2017 C.S.A. certificate, without premium for wallpaper cover.
C.S.A. Catalog CC-11-AD; $15,000 for Texas town.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3685

3686

3685 )
1863, 10¢ blue (12), four-margined 10¢ tied by “Ashboro NC” c.d.s. to wallpaper cover addressed to
Greensboro, NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3686 )
1863, 10¢ blue (12), extraordinary offering of four covers; each with a phenomenal bottom sheet margin
example showing a portion of the scarce “Bank Note Engravers, Richmond, Va.” imprint; a unique offering that took
decades to assemble and would be nearly impossible to duplicate today, and a rare opportunity for the Confederate
States specialist; exhibition quality covers that would enhance any collection or exhibit, F.-V.F. Scott $540.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3687

3688

3687 )
1863, 20¢ green (13), well-worn cover that has been re-folded and pressed, missing part of backflap, to
Staunton, Va., tied by light “Richmond, Va.” c.d.s.; adhesive is a wide right sheet margin example with bold rich
color, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3688 )
1863, 20¢ green (13), legal-sized cover folded over at left; addressed to Red Oak Grove, Va; tied along
with #11 by lightly struck “Charlotte C.H., Va.” town postmark; although the condition is a bit rough, this is a tremendously scarce cover, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

3689

3690

3689 )
1862 (Nov. 30), Southern Express Cover, Lynchburg, VA to Old Point Comfort, VA, onto Fulton,
NY, black-on-orange “Southern/Express Company./from/Lynchburg” label affixed to cover bearing a U.S. 3¢ (#65)
tied by Old Point Comfort VA/Nov 30 1862 double-ring town cancel; “through-the-lines” usage to Fulton, NY; stamp
with “small faults”, cover sound; reverse with penciled notes, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
The largest private express operating in the Confederacy was the Southern Express Company, established when
offices of Adams Express in the Southern States were purchased by Henry M. Plant, manager of Adams’
Southern Division, and several associates. The offices were purchased April 1861, but the company did not begin
operating under the Southern Express name until August. The Southern Express Company operated in all states
of the Confederacy.
3690 )
Point Lookout Prison Cover, Point Lookout, MD, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Point Lookout,
MD, c.d.s. on cover addressed to Goochland C.H., VA; large oval “Approved” Point Lookout handstamp (Type 1),
and straightline “Due 10"; entered CSA mail with Richmond, VA, c.d.s.; staining at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3691

3692

3691 )
Point Lookout MD Prisoner of War Turned Cover, front only of a prisoner-of-war turned usage, one
side to Point Lookout from Maple Springs, NC, bearing U.S. 1861 3¢ rose tied by cork cancel with “Old Point Comfort Va. Feb. 6" c.d.s. and red pen 1864 docketing; turned usage on other side from Point Lookout to Maple
Springs, with prisoner’s endorsement at left and ”Prisoner’s Letter Examined" octagonal handstamp (Ty. IIa), “Point
Lookout Md. Oct. 7 ‘64" c.d.s. and U.S. 1861 3¢ rose mostly removed; portion of Richmond c.d.s. and ”Due 10"
straightline handstamp for C.S.A. postage; missing pieces from corners, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Over 2,000 cover fronts are known to Point Lookout because a dealer salvaged them from a waste paper sale in
the 1920s (Antrim page 18). This turned front is among the more unusual and desirable from that group.
3692 )
CSA Flag & Cannon Patriotic Cover (1), four-margined 5¢ tied by Tudor Hall VA c.d.s. on patriotic cover
addressed to Charlotte NC; toning, F.-V.F., a rare design: unlisted in Bischel or Walcott; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3693

3694

3693 )
PASSED W. P. WOOD SUPT MILITARY PRISON, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle Washington, DC,
date stamp on cover to Watertown, NY, with superb strike of censor handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-02) of Old
Capitol Prison, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3694 )
“Flag of Truce, via Fortress Monroe”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Delaware City, Del., target cancel on orange cover addressed to Waynesborough, Virginia, additionally franked with 10¢ blue Confederate stamp (#11)
tied by Richmond, Va, town cancel; manuscript “by Flag of Truce, via Fortress Monroe, care of Major Ma….”; 3¢
stamp with rounded corner, 10¢ CSA stamp with some toning, cover with minor water discoloration, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
A nice example of a civilian Flag of Truce cover.
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3695

3696

3695 )
Blockade covers off Wilmington NC and USS Brooklyn, two covers; 1) single 3¢ tied by target cancel
on cover addressed to Norwich Conn, double circle Beaufort NC 1862 datestamp at upper right and manuscript
“From Blockade off Wilmington NC”; 2) single 3¢ tied by New Orleans datestamp on cover addressed to Boston,
manuscript “U. S. S. Brooklyn” at upper left and “via N. Orleans” lower left (the Brooklyn was part of the West Gulf
Blockading Squadron during the Civil War), Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3696 )
Care of Maj. Genl Butler, Old Pt Comfort Virginia, Flag of Truce letter, 3¢ rose (#65) single, tied by
target cancel of Sandusky, Ohio, duplex datestamp on dark buff cover addressed to Penfield Georgia; straightline
“DUE 10” at center; manuscript “From D. N. Sanders, Capt 3rd Ga Regt” at upper left, “Ex G S B” to left of stamp;
cover without backflap, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

3697

3698

3697 )
PRISONER’S LETTER/ EXAMINED/ W. J. B./ JOHNSONS ISLAND O, 3¢ rose (#65) single, tied by blue
target killer of Sandusky, Ohio, duplex cancel on Jun 9, 1865, dark buff cover addressed to College Hill, Ohio; excellent strike of censor’s handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-25); cover with typical light wrinkling, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
3698 )
R. I. BARRACKS EXAMINED PRISONERS LETTER, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle “ROCK
ISLAND IL MAY 21 ‘64” duplex date stamp with target killer on dark buff cover addressed to Memphis, Tennessee;
excellent strike of oval handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-13) at center; stamp with minor flaws, otherwise Very
Fine, ex-Matz.
Estimate $250 - 350

3699 )
PRISONER’S LETTER EXAMINED FORT DELAWARE, DEL, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Delaware City, Del,
target cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Baltimore, Md; excellent strike of oval handstamp (CSA Handbook
PWH-01) at left; manuscript “Lieut. H J Carwright, Prisoner of War, Division 23, Fort Delaware, Oct 5th ‘64” at lower
left; small neat pencil notation indicates that Cartwright may have been a member of “Morgan’s Raiders”, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3700

3701

3700 )
Prisoners Camp, Point Lookout Maryland, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel on buff cover;
double-circle “Old Point Comfort Va” datestamp at lower left, docketed “Dec 27, 1864” at left; manuscript “Exd E. A.
T.” at top center, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
3701 )
Old Point Comfort Va, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-oval “Mar 27” postmark on wallpaper front only addressed to “Henry A. Tiller, Prisners Camp, Point Lookout in Maryland in care of Major A. G. Brady, 4 Division Co K”;
front with small repairs, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3702

3703

3702 )
Point Lookout Md, 3¢ rose (#65) cancelled with a segmented cork, on amber cover addressed to “Point
Lookout Md, 6th Division Co G, in care of Major Brady”, pencil “Ex” impinges on datestamp, Nov. 20 1864 docketing
at left; cover with small edge flaws, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
3703 )
Point Lookout Md, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel on brown cover addressed to “Capt. B. H.
Pearson, Co. D. 14th Ala, Prisoner War, Care Capt G. W Ahlaaa, Point Lookout Md”; manuscript “Exd E A L” at top
center, docketed Dec 10, 1864; stamp with gum staining, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3704 )
CAMP DOUGLAS EXAMINED PRISONERS LETTER, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by blue six-bar open grid on
cover to Bowling Green, Kentucky; matching double-circle “Chicago IL DEC 3 1863” at center; oval Camp Douglass
handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-07a) on reverse; cover with minor edge flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3705

3706

3705 ())
“Contraband”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by negative blue Star-of-David (S-E ST-6P 11) on rebacked front addressed to “Mr. James Marsh, Company B 3rd Div. P. W. C. Pt. Lookout Md”; matching lightly struck “Hebron Conn”
datestamps at left, manuscript marking at lower left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3706 )
Two Prisoner of War Covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65); 1) single tied by double-circle Columbus, Ohio,
duplex with target killer on dark buff cover addressed to Keene, Ky, excellent strike of “EXAMINED CAMP CHASE
O.” censor’s handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-22) at left plus illustration of the outer walls of Camp Chase; 2) single, tied by square grid cancel and double Columbus O. datestamp on light buff cover with manuscript “Examd C W
B Allison Col” censor’s marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3707 )
Prisoner of War Covers, one cover and two fronts, each with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) cover with single tied by
target cancel on 1865 cover with double-circle Newberne, NC, date stamp at right, addressed to “Mr. James W
Hagood, Prisoners Camp, Point Lookout Maryland 9th Division Co. B”; dockted in red “June 7, 1865, from his wife
…”; 2) front only from Newberne, NC, also addressed to Point Lookout, docketed May 28, 1865; 3) front only with
single stamp tied by target cancel and Liberty, Va, datestamp, addressed to “John H. Phillips, Company H third division”, docketed Jan 11, 1865; cover and front with trivial edge flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3708 )
Four Prisoner of War Covers, each franked with single 3¢ (#65), with double-circle Old Point Comfort,
Va, date stamp and addressed to a POW (C. Pearson, Mr. Squier Waller, Mr. John B. Williamson, and C. W.
Thurman) at Point Lookout, Md; all without contents; small flaws except Williamson cover is a rebacked front,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3709 )
Four fronts and one cover with added stamp, all addressed to Point Lookout Md., fronts include one
with large magenta double-oval Records Division handstamp and one each from Wilmington NC, Upper Falls and
Baltimore MD; cover is from Onancock, VA, docketed June 1 1865 but franked with grilled stamp, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3710 )
Three Prisoner of War Covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65); 1) manuscript-cancelled stamp on dark buff
cover addressed to Ann Arbor, Michigan, with large blue Point of Rocks, Md, date stamp, pencil “Ex” at lower left; 2)
stamp tied by Bloomington, IL, duplex cancel on dark buff cover addressed to “Mr. Clifton Didlake, Prisoner of War
Barracks No 6, Fort Delaware”; 3) stamp with stain tied by target cancel on cover addressed to “Mr. R. Watson
Webb … Prisoners Camp Point Lookout”, double-circle Princeton, NJ, datestamp at lower left, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3711 )
Two Prisoner of War Covers with Maryland Postmarks, each with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) single, tied by
Annapolis Md Jul 22 1863 double-circle datestamp on dark buff cover addressed to Doylestown, Ohio, manuscript
“Parole Camp Annapolis M D, July the 20/ 63” at left, stamp with small faults; 2) single tied by blue double-circle Baltimore Md duplex with target killer on cover addressed to “Lt. John A. Douglas (Prisoner of War) Division 53, Officers Brracks, Fort Delaware Del”; cover with small edge flaws, otherwise Fine (no photo). Estimate $150 - 200
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3712 )
Fort Delaware/ Del, single 3¢ rose (#65), tied by New Market, Va., datestamp on cover addressed to
Shawsville, Va; manuscript “Examined/ Ed S. Colwell/ 2nd Lt. Indt Batty/ Penna Vols/ Fort Delaware/ Del/ May 2/62”
and “due 5” written over “3 Paid”.
Estimate $300 - 400
Includes 3-page June 1982 Cover Analysis Service about this cover written by Richard Graham, who notes that
this cover “may be the earliest Fort Delaware PW cover recorded”.

3713 )
Old Point Comfort Va, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by segmented cork cancel on brown cover addressed to Point
Lookout, Md, “care of Major Brady Provost Marshal”, manuscript “Exd. E A L” at top center, docketed “Nove 20,
1864” at left and double-circle datestamp at lower left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3714 )
PRISONERS LETTER EXAMINED ELMIRA N Y, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Elmira, NY, Mar 23 1866 date
stamp on locally addressed dark buff cover, lightly struck oval handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-19); enclosure
datelined “Prison Camp Elmira NY March 19th 1865”; cover with minor edge flaws, stamp with a small diagonal
crease at bottom right and a few minor perforation flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3715

3716

3717

3718

3715 m
Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (16X1), partial Charleston, S.C. postmark, nice looking example of this
difficult stamp, that almost always comes with faults; tiny thin spot at the upper right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850 valued with small faults.
Estimate $400 - 600
3716 m
Macon, Ga., 1861, 5¢ black on yellow (53X4), light town cancellation, flawless example with unusually
large margins, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3717 H
1861, 5¢ green (1), o.g., barest trace of hinge, awesome example in a condition rarely encountered; deep
saturated color and full unblemished gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3718 m

1861, 5¢ green (1), neat town cancellation, delightful example with bold, rich color, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

3719

3720

3721

3722

3719 H
1861, 10¢ blue (2), o.g., hinge remnant, exceedingly fresh example with razor-sharp impression, Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
3720 m
1861, 10¢ blue (2), “Mobile, Ala” c.d.s., vivid and fresh example with generous margins; minute thin spot
in top margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150
3721

s
1861, 10¢ blue (2), tied on small piece by lightly struck town cancellation, extremely fresh and choice example, Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

3722

s
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1861, 10¢ dark blue (2b), tied on small piece by indistinct town cancellation, gorgeous well margined adhesive with tremendous color, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3723 HH
1861, 10¢ light blue (2a), o.g., never hinged, an exceptional example with excellent centering, Extremely
Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $300. SMQ Gem 100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3724

3725

3726

3724 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), among the most beautiful obtainable examples of this notoriously difficult stamps that has been hidden away in a private collection for many decades; a true condition rarity deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3725 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., previously hinged, fetching top quality example with glowing color; a true condition rarity as this stamp is scarce without faults, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $950. SMQ
VF 80.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3726 m
1862, 2¢ green (3), light “Savannah, Ga” town cancellation, completely sound and attractive example
with vivid color, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

3727 m
1862, 2¢ green (3), horizontal pair, neat town cancellation, a very rare multiple with strong color; the right
stamp is completely sound with generous margins; listed but unpriced as a used pair in Scott Specialized catalog;
left stamp with small crease along top left corner, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500 for 2 singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3728

3729

3730

3731

3732

3728 H
$225.

1862, 5¢ blue (4), o.g., hinge remnant, incredibly fresh example with clear impression, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3729 H

1862, 5¢ blue (4), o.g., hinged, fresh and pleasing example with wonderful color, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

3730 m
1862, 5¢ blue (4), bold town cancellation, flawless top quality example featuring boardwalk margins and
dynamite color; a true condition rarity, Extremely Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $200 - 300
3731 m
1862, 5¢ blue (4), light grid cancellation, premium example; ample margins and vivid color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
3732 m
1862, 5¢ dark blue (4a), black town cancellation, astounding example with phenomenal color; a stunning
example unlike anything we’ve offered in a very long time, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

3733

3734

3735

3733 H
1862, 10¢ rose (5), o.g., previously hinged, attractive example; diagonal crease at top, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3734 (H)
1862, 10¢ rose, malformed “T” variety (5 var.), unused without gum, unbelievably fresh example of the
malformed “T” variety that seldom appears at public auction; a wonderful opportunity for any Confederate specialist
looking for a nice example of this printing anomaly; small thin at center, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2007 C.S.A.
certificate. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750
3735 m
1862, 10¢ rose (5), nicely struck “Richmond, Va., Jul 4, 1862" circular datestamp, impressive top sheet
margin single with warm rich color; pleasing example of this tough stamp. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
3736 m
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), horizontal pairs, one pair tied to small piece; neat black cancels, two desirable multiples; bottom sheet margin pair in an unusually dark shade, Very Fine. Scott $96 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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3737

3738

3739

3737 ma
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), block of 4, neatly struck South Carolina town cancellation, interesting multiple clearly showing “dried print” along the very top of the top two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3738 HH/Ha 1863, 2¢ brown red (8), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), unbelievable top
quality showpiece with sumptuous color, Superb. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
3739 Ha
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), block of 4, o.g., hinged, brilliant fresh left margin block; a flawless multiple, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

3740

3741

3742

3740 m
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), black town cancellation, strong color; a particularly scarce used stamp, F.-V.F.
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3741 (H)
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), unused without gum, gorgeous deep rich color printed on lily white paper;
flawless and choice, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3742 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), neat town cancellation, among the freshest and choicest obtainable example; with eye-arresting color and unusually strong impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3743 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), neatly struck cancellation, incredibly fresh example that shows over
3 frame lines - rare thus; handsome example of this ridiculously scarce and under valued stamp; trace of a tiny thin
spot at top left - hard to see, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3744 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), clear “Mobile, Ala., Jun 24, 1863" circular datestamp, impressive example showing 2+ frame lines; this select stamp has strong color and tremendous eye appeal; small thin along top
right corner, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3745 H
1863, 10¢ blue & shades (11a-d), o.g., lightly hinged, 11a and 11c with dried gum, phenomenal group of
5 different and distinct listed shades; including 11, 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d; a wonderful opportunity for the astute
collector to buy these five shades - all in extraordinary condition, Extremely Fine; Scott #11d with 2010 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $213 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3746

3749

3750

3746 m
1863, 10¢ blue (11, a-d), neat black or red town cancellations, impressive group of the 5 different shades,
includes Scott #’s 11, 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d; gorgeous group, Very Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $250 - 350
3747 H/m
1863, 10¢ color study (11, 12), attractive color study of 11’s and 12’s in singles, pairs, and even a
block/4; there are fourteen #11’s with shades of 11a, 11c and 11d; there are seven #’s 12, in shades of 12b, 12c,
12d and a 12e; a premium quality group with all better stamps in choice used or unused condition, Very Fine. Scott
$1,429 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3748

1863, 10¢ blue (11), each with fabulous selection of better town cancellations, 8 examples, each on piece
- hand picked for eye appeal; one is Ex-Hastings, another ex-Powell; better towns include rimless “Columbus,
Texas”; a great group worthy of a strong bid, F.-V.F. Scott $160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

s

3749 HH
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (11e), o.g., never hinged (dried gum), scarce perforated example with strong
color; ridiculously undervalued, Fine; with 2017 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
3750 m
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (11e), neat double circle town cancellation, strong color; seldom seen genuinely
used perforated example; light crease and trivial soiling at upper left corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3751 H
1863, 10¢ blue & shades (12, a-e), all with dried o.g., except #12e which is o.g., never hinged, incredible
chance to purchase every one of the Scott listed color varieties of this challenging issue; includes Scott #12, 12a,
12b, 12c, 12d, and 12e; all with generous margins and eye catching colors, Extremely Fine. Scott $312 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3752 Ha
1863, 10¢ blue (12), block of 12, o.g., hinged (only top left and top right stamp hinged), dynamite top quality multiple with intense color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $240 (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 3753

3754

3755

3756

3753 m
1863, 10¢ blue (12, a-d), neat black cancellatios, desirable examples of 5 distinct color varieties, includes Scott #’s 12, 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d, Very Fine. Scott $182.
Estimate $100 - 150
3754 HH
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (12c), jumbo single, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2017 P.F. certificate
graded Gem 100J. Scott $40. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $350 - 500
3755 (H)
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (12f), unused without gum, desirable perforated example with warm rich color,
Fine; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3756 m
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (12f), lightly struck black cancellation, attractive example of this notoriously difficult stamp; seldom encountered in used condition; small crease along bottom left corner, otherwise F.-V.F.; with
1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

3757

3759

3760

3757 Ha
1863, 20¢ green (13), single and block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh block printed on clean
white paper along with a handsome single, Extremely Fine. Scott $245.
Estimate $150 - 200
3758 m
1863, 20¢ green (13), blue town cancellation, desirable example with vivid color nicely complimented by
the colored postmark; thin spot at left center, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3759 H/(H)
1862, 1¢ orange, unissued (14), o.g. or without gum, three extraordinary examples with beautiful colors;
top left corner margin single is without gum; the bottom sheet margin example is full o.g. in immaculate never hinged
condition, Extremely Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300
3760 HHa
1862, 1¢ orange, unissued (14), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, GEM quality mint block in a wonderful
state of preservation; with awesome rich color, Superb. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Possessions and U.N.
Canal Zone

3761
3761

3762

Ex 3764

3765

s
1912, 2c vermilion & black, inverted center, overprint reading down (39e), tied on piece by light 1915
duplex cancel, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

3762 HHa
1921, 1¢ light green & black, overprint reading down (55a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., no
premium affixed for full original gum and never hinged! Scott $1,200+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3763 H
1921 overprinted complete (60-66), o.g., previously hinged, some with hinge remnants; 1c tropicalized
o.g., 2c selvage folded over and stuck to back, 15c small thin at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $294 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3764 H
1924-25, ½¢-$1, complete, flat “A” (70-81), o.g., previously hinged; ½¢, 12¢ and 30¢ small thins, 50¢
light crease, overall F.-V.F., scarce. Scott $503.
Estimate $150 - 200
3765 H
1926, 2¢ carmine (97b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, one of if not the nicest we
have had the pleasure to offer at public auction sale. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

Cuba

3766

1898-99, 3c on 2m orange brown (179F), tied on piece by Puerto Principe c.d.s., Dec 28, 1898, Fine and
completely sound. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

s

A choice example—Scott value is for stamps “with minor faults”.
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Guam

3767

3768

3767 Ha
1899, 6¢ lake (6), full wide bottom plate block of 6, usual slightly tropicalized o.g., luminescent color,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3768 m

1930, 2¢-4¢ Guard Mail complete (M1-M2), o.g., typical disturbed o.g. on 4¢, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $150 - 200

Hawaii

3769 )
New Bedford MA to Lahaina Maui, Hawaii, U.S. 3¢ rose (65), lightly tied by fancy geometric cancel on
dark buff cover from New Bedford, Mass, addressed to “Capt. Benjamin Clough, Ship Northern Light, Lahaina,
Maui, Sandwich Islands”, red crayon “7 ct” due marking to left of stamp, manuscript Aug 18 /65, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3770 )
1853, 13¢ dark red, thick white paper (6, US 76), single 5¢ US (Scott #76 which has been removed and
re-hinged in place for examination and expertising) over 13¢ Hawaiian (Scott #6) on cover addressed to NY, red
“HONOLULU U.S. POSTAGE PAID” exchange mark at UL and double-circle San Francisco Dec 7 1863 transit
mark at center, 5¢ US stamp with San Francisco cog wheel cancel and two short perfs at top left; cover with minor
toning, otherwise F.-V.F., letter included tracing the provenance back to 1922 when the item was found in a bank
vault and that the Hawaiian stamp underneath was overlooked, the cover was then sold to Eugene Costales (while
working with Scott Stamp & Coin) for $375, the owner then re-purchased it in a Fox sale of the Hollowbush collection; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
This is an exceptionally late usage of the 13¢ Hawaiian stamp and as such extremely rare in combination with the
5¢ Jefferson - possibly unique; the least expensive Scott catalog value for a combination usage with this stamp is
$25,000, but that is with pre-Civil War US stamps. As far as we know this is the only such usage known.
679437

679438

3771

3772

679439

3773

3774

3775

3771 (H)
1863, 1¢ black on grayish (15), unused without gum, attractive example in flawless condition; Plate 4-A,
Type I, Pos.1; extremely intense color, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $650. Estimate $400 - 600
3772 (H)
1864, 1¢ black (19), unused without gum, premium quality example with crystal clear impression; Plate
6-A, Type I, Pos. 1; a beautiful unused stamp, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
3773 (H)

1865, 5¢ blue on blue (21), unused without gum, decent example; warm rich color, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

3774 m
1865, 5¢ blue on blue (22), black grid cancellation, impressive example of this seldom offered used Numeral; wonderful color on nicely blued paper; slight paper penetration from the edge of the grid cancel, otherwise
Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
3775 H
1864, 2¢ black (24), plate 7-A, Type VIII, position 8, o.g., previously hinged, an impressive top-quality example with wide margins all around, a GEM, Extremely Fine, rare with full original gum! ; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $325.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3776 (H)
1864, 2¢ black (24), bottom margin horizontal pair, unused without gum, fresh example with large margins all around, Extremely Fine, a GEM! with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $650. SMQ XF-SUP
95J.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3777 HHa
1875, 12¢ black (36), right margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged, an attractive block with strong color and
razor-sharp impression, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 15. Scott $990.
Estimate $500 - 750

3778 HH
1889, 2¢ carmine, reprint (51), impressive bottom margin single showing five adjacent stamps, o.g.,
never hinged, Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $50.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3779

3782

3783

3779 H
1893, 5¢ ultramarine, inverted red overprint (59g), o.g., small hinge remnant, good color, very scarce
overprint error; tiny bit of perf tip soiling, otherwise Fine, only two sheets of the 5¢ inverted overprint are known, ex
Honolulu Advertiser; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3780 HHa
1893, 10¢ black, red overprint (61), bottom margin block of 15 with American Bank Note Co. imprint,
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $450+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3781 HHa
1893, 2¢ rose, black overprint (66), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged; four stamps at bottom with
gum wrinkle or gum bend, a couple light selvage creases and light perforation separations at center, natural straight
edge at right; few minor toned spots on gum as usual, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $188 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3782 (H)
1893, 50¢ red, black overprint, no period after “GOVT” (72b), unused without gum; small crease and
thin, Fine appearance, scarce item; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3783 m
1899, 1¢ dark green (80), vertical pair, with socked on nose Hilo postmark, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95 for pair.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 3784
3784 H
Officials, 1896, plates & reprints, a unique & valuable group of three Hawaiian Officials: #O2 (5¢), O5
(12¢) & O6 (25¢); American Bank Note printing plates, with plate number at top and “American Bank Note Co. N.Y.”
at bottom, along with over 900 reprints of each, the plates & reprints are mint with little if any condition issues, Very
Fine, own a piece of history: only 50,000 of #O2 and 10,000 each of #O5 & O6 were printed.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Stamps were designed by Maj. G.C. Potter, Chief Clerk of the Office of Foreign Affairs.
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3785 H)
Envelope, 1884, 10¢ black, blue inside (U9), entire, exceedingly scarce; light small stain on reverse,
Very Fine. Scott $600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
3786 H)
Postal Cards, 1882-93, 3 better mint items (UX2, UX7, UY2); UY2 is folded, but unsevered, F.-V.F.
Scott $565 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3787 (H)a
Kahului Railroad, 1894, 6¢ red, bottom block of 40, just shy of the normal sheet of 50, without gum as issued; a few minor perf faults between stamps, F.-V.F. Meyer-Harris 152 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Philippines

3788

3789

Ex 3790

3788 H
1901, $5 dark green (225), o.g., hinged, tremendous GEM quality example of this stamp, beautifully centered amid balanced margins, with tantalizing rich color, among the nicest of the 782 issued, Extremely Fine; with
1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
3789 H
1904, $1 black (237), o.g., lightly hinged, sharp black on pure white paper, with a clear bright red overprint, Very Fine, a real beauty. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3790 H
1911, 2c-10p definitive complete (261-274), o.g., hinged, some hinge remnants, lovely complete set; a
couple light gum bends and tiny spot on 12c, F.-V.F. appearance; 4p with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $867.
Estimate $300 - 400

3791 HHa
Special Delivery, 1901, 10¢ dark blue (E1), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (a couple hinge remnants in top selvage, reinforcing minor perforation separations), very fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3792 H
Miyako District, 1948, Provisional Revenue, 25s dark & pale brown, black overprint (3XR4a), o.g.,
but glassine interleaving adhering, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3793

3794

3793 )
Miyako District, 1946, Postmaster Tomiyama’s handstamped seal on bulk mail receipt (3X5,
3X15(2), 3x20, 3X30), a lovely quality, exceptionally scarce receipt franked by 5s, 20s blue pair, 40s and 5y on 5s,
all cancelled and dated 12 June 1947 c.d.s.s., a beautiful and attractive item, fresh and Very Fine, ex- Hedger
Collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3794 )
1914 (Oct. 3), Yaeyama District, Registered cover from Iriomote to Nagasaki, franked with a pair of
5s Cherry Blossoms canceled Iriomote, Oct 3, with Oct 24 Nagasaki receiver on front, Fine. A rare cover from the
Yaeyama Islands.
Estimate $150 - 200
3795 H
Yaeyama District, 1948, 40s dull violet & 50s olive & pale olive (5X7, 5X8), o.g. with backing paper adhering, Very Fine. Scott $145 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3796 SHH
Ryukyus, Mihon Assortment, 1961-65, sixteen in total, 15 of which are overprints, plus one display; lot
includes #91S, 92S (display), 124S-127S, 129S, 131S (2), 132S-135S, 136S (2) and 139S, o.g., never hinged, a
fresh and lovely set of these popular items, F.-V.F.; #92S with Bush certificate noting “very rare…especially, with
clear mihon chop”. Scott $905+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3797 E
1950, 2nd Issue, 3y Guardian Dragon, artist’s drawing (11 var.), brush drawing in black on thick textured paper, signed by the artist, M. Shimozi with his personal chop, about 4" x 5", Very Fine. One of twenty produced by Mr. Shimozi. J.S.C.A. 11.
Estimate $200 - 300

3798 (H)
1950, 3y Reforestation Week (15P), pair, proof pair positions #49-50 with sheet margin at right, without
gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $1,100. J.S.C.A. 15.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
679332

3799

3800

3801

3799 HH
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), a gorgeous example of this scarce stamp, a beautiful shade against
soft white paper, don’t pass up this jewel, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000. J.S.C.A. 17.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3800 H
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), lovely and fresh, ample margins around, a beautiful addition to your
collection, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,600. J.S.C.A. 17.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3801 H
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), fresh stamp with deep rich color and snow white paper, a little gem!
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,600. J.S.C.A. 17.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 3802

3803

3802 (H)
1958, U.S. Currency Provisional, ½¢ through 10¢, 9 different imperf between pairs (44b//50b), comprises horizontal pairs ½¢, 1¢, 2¢, 5¢ & 10¢, vertical pairs 1¢, 3¢, 4¢ & 10¢, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott
$1,825.
Estimate $600 - 800
3803 HHa
1961, 3¢ White Silver Temple, vertically ribbed gum (90 var.), perf 10.8 except first & fourth vertical
rows 10.5, full sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. An exceedingly rare variety. J.S.C.A. 92 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
3804 HHa
1961, 3¢ White Silver Temple, right sheet margin imperforate (90 var.), o.g., never hinged; insignificant corner bend in left selvage, Very Fine. J.S.C.A. 92.
Estimate $150 - 200

3805 (H)
1964, 8¢ Microwave Tower, overprint omitted (123a), regummed, beautifully centered; expertly filled
thins, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $3,500. J.S.C.A. 126va.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3806 (H)
1964, 8¢ Microwave Tower, overprint omitted (123a), unused without gum, fresh and exceptionally
well centered; minor printing flaw at bottom center, expertly filled thins, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Schoberlin, Wilson;
with 2009 Sismondo certificate. Scott $3,500. J.S.C.A. 126va.
Estimate $600 - 800
3807 HH/H 1969, ½¢ on 3¢ Flower (190), specialized collection, mounted in a binder; over 250 stamps, strips,
blocks & sheets, including full sheet normal printing, misplaced overprint, “Broken ½”, offsets, overprint varieties,
first & second printings, shades, fluorescence and paper varieties, etc.; an intensive collection built with an eye for
even the smallest diversity, Very Fine, inspect thoroughly (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 3808
3808 HH/H/m 1971, 4¢ Iriomote Park, small group (RQ8 footnote), three mint singles (two never hinged) and two
used on documents, Very Fine. Scott $975. J.S.C.A. UC3.
Estimate $250 - 350
Planned as part of the 1971-72 Government Parks series, it was not issued for postage, but eventually was
released as a validation stamp on Emergency Conversion Confirmation Document certificates.

3809 HH
Airmail, 1959, 9¢ on 15y blue green, surcharge inverted (C14a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$850. J.S.C.A. A14va.
Estimate $400 - 600

3810 HH
Airmail, 1959, 9¢ on 15y blue green, surcharge inverted (C14a), right margin single, o.g., never
hinged, fresh and pristine, Very Fine; signed Sanabria, with 1969 P.F. certificate. Scott $850. J.S.C.A. A14va.
Estimate $150 - 200
3811 HHa
Revenue, 1952, 100y yellow brown (R6), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged; slight perforation separations in margin and at tops of stamps at positions 5-6, F.-V.F., an uncommon complete pane. Scott $2,500 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3812 H/m/) Ryukyus, Currency Conversion Collection (44-53), on pages and in a stockbook, with examples of
each denomination in the series; unused singles, pairs, blocks (including position pieces); a few used on cover,
along with a complete set on two cacheted unaddressed FDCs (½¢-4¢ on one, 5¢-$1 on the other); note blocks of
20 of #44 & 46-47; an unused “Kailua” pair; used block of 4 of #53, imprint blocks of six of #44-45, 46 (2), 47-48,
51a-52a (the last two never hinged); very light 25¢ printings (2), etc., etc.; the album pages are specialized, with perforation, paper, gum and printing types annotated, F.-V.F. with much better, a boon for the specialist; inspect (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Samoa
3813 )
U.S. 1¢ Paid Reply Card Used in Samoa, 1915 1¢ Martha Washington, reply card only (#UY7r) uprated
with a 1¢ Franklin and canceled by a Pago Pago flag cancel, Jul 6, 1936, to Sioux Falls, S.D.; blank side message,
Very Fine. Said to be one of only a half dozen such cards used from Samoa. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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United Nations

3814 E
1976, 30¢ definitive, artist’s drawing of a proposed (unaccepted) design (270E), acrylic on acetate,
design about 6½" x 9", matted to 10½" x 13", signed by the artist on reverse with details “No. 52, Date: 10/3/75, Issue: Defin Series”; corners of matboard “dinged”, otherwise Very Fine, a marvelous and unique collateral item.
Estimate $200 - 300

End of Sale - Thank You
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Lots 1327-2135
Coins and Currency
U.S. Postal History
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NUMISMATIC: Currency

Numismatic
Currency

1328

1329

1328

1776-86, three different pieces of Colonial Currency, New Jersey 1776 Fifteen Shillings, Pennsylvania 1876 Thirty Shillings, and Rhode Island 1786 Thirty Shillings; all quite fresh and crisp, the N.J. & R.I. unfolded
and about uncirculated.
Estimate $500 - 750

1329

The Farmers Bank of Kentucky, Frankfort, $5, vertical sheet of four with guide lines, Hughes #255,
Haxby #100-G220a, Whitman #450-G240; minor edge wear, About Uncirculated, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Coins

1330

118

1903, Louisiana Purchase Exposition Commemorative Dollar, slight rubbing, otherwise bright &
clean, AU-58, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Postal History
Autographs and Free Franks

1331

Clay, Henry, 1825 free frank: “Free H Clay” on folded lettersheet with indistinct red c.d.s. at upper left; addressed to St Louis, Reinforced vertical split at center, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1332

Harding, Florence Kling, (1860-1924), First Lady 1920-24. Full bold signature tying a #610 to a page of
E.E. Wansleben stationery; interesting item (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1333

1334

1333

Houston, Samuel, 1831 Deed of Confirmation from Osage Nation: one-page document on sale of land
from Osage Nation to himself; bold full signature at bottom of page, Paper erosion at corners, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1334

Houston, Samuel, 1834 Land Claim to the Cherokee Nation: two-page document conveying two reservations of land along the Grand River to the Cherokee Nation per the Treaty of 1825; large, bold signature on second page, splits at folds, archival tape inside of page, none of which affects the signature, Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1335

Stowe, Harriet Beecher, reading “For Miss Julia Robie/Very Truly Yours/Harriet Beecher
Stowe/Mandaris Fla/March 31 1883"; clear, sharp signature, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
Harriet Elisabeth Beecher Stowe was an American abolitionist and author, best known for her novel Uncle Tom’s
Cabin (1852), which depicts the harsh conditions for enslaved African Americans. The book reached millions as a
novel and play, and became influential in the United States, energizing anti-slavery forces in the North while
provoking widespread anger in the South.

1336 )
Garfield, James, free frank as Congressman, manuscript “Ja Garfield MC” with Washington DC c.d.s.,
on cover addressed to Hiram OH; reduced at left, tear upper left, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
B. A. Hinsdale was President of Hiram College and close friend of President Garfield. After Garfield’s
assassination, Hinsdale was authorized by Lucretia Garfield to collect, edit and publish The Works of Garfield.

1337 )
Tyler, John, “JTyler” free frank on outer letter sheet, with manuscript “Charles CH/Jany 17" postmark;
addressed to Lowell, MA, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
John Tyler, tenth President of the United States (1841-45). Elected Vice-President on the 1840 Whig ticket with
William Henry Harrison, Tyler became president after Harrison’s death in April 1841, just a month into the new
administration. He was a supporter of states’ rights, and as president adopted nationalist policies only when they
did not infringe on the powers of the states. His unexpected rise to the presidency, with the resulting threat to the
presidential ambitions of Henry Clay and other politicians, left him estranged from both major political parties.
1338 )
Van Cortlandt, Peter, 1799 free frank, red “Phi” postmark with matching “Free” straightline; manuscript
“P.V. Cortlandt”; addressed to Troy, NY; single-page letter datelined “Philadelphia Jan 1, 1799", F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Van Cortlandt was descended from early settlers of New York and served as Lieutenant Governor under George
Clinton from 1777-95. He inherited the Van Cortlandt manor house and surrounding lands from his father in 1747.
Apparently he was pressed for money when he penned the letter as he reminds Boardman that he “…must be
sensible that altho the land is bound you are not in the least exonerated from payment of your bond….”
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State Postal History
1339 )
[California] Almaden, 3¢ rose (65) manuscript-cancelled, not tied, on dark buff cover with manuscript
“per Stage Driver” at lower left and addressed to Almaden (located in Santa Clara County, CA, but did not become a
Post Office until the 20th century); enclosure datelined San Jose (Santa Clara County) March 14, 1864, and tells of
taking letters to the Cinnabar Hotel to meet the Almaden Stage; cover with slightly irregular opening at right which
does not affect the stamp, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1340 )
California, twelve covers, includes Los Angeles with contents, Half Moon Bay, Lincoln, Onion Valley
(S/R 5), Santa Clara, San Francisco, manuscript town cancel Pleasant Grove Creek, Pacheco (S/R 4), Railroad
Flat, and Greenwood; mixed condition, decent strikes, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1341

1342

1341 )
[Connecticut] Muddy River, New Haven County, DPO that operated 1862-65 (S/R 8); on an embossed
patriotic cover; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1342 )
[Dakota Territory] Fort Laramie, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Fort Laramie Dakota Territory c.d.s.
on cover addressed to Valparaiso, IN, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1343 )
[District of Columbia] Washington, 1807-31, three stampless covers from Washington, DC personalities: one an 1811 free frank from Brigadier General Isaac Maltby to Adjutant General William Donnison containing
annual return of the Second Brigade in the Fourth Division of the Militia; 1807 free frank cover from Henry Dearborn
in the War Department to John Page in Richmond concerning pensions; and a cover from John McPherson Berrien
to Samuel Ingraham concerning the Eaton Affair; mixed conditon, all three historic covers for one low price, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site)
Estimate $250 - 350
The Petticoat Affair (also known as the Eaton affair) was an 182931 scandal involving members of President
Andrew Jackson’s Cabinet and their wives. Led by Floride Calhoun, wife of Vice President John C. Calhoun,
these women (the “petticoats”) socially ostracized John Eaton, the Secretary of War, and his wife Peggy over
disapproval of the circumstances surrounding their marriage and what they considered her failure to meet the
moral standards of a Cabinet wife. The Affair shook the Jackson administration, led to the resignation of all but
one Cabinet member, facilitated Martin Van Buren’s rise to the presidency and was, in part, responsible for
Calhoun’s transformation from a national political figure with presidential aspirations into a sectional leader of the
Southern states.
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1344

1346

1344 )
[Kansas] Catholic Mission, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on orange cover addressed to Albion,
NY; matching town mark with manuscript “Nov 19 /67” date, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Catholic Mission was a short lived Post Office, open 1856 to 1868, and has a Helbock rarity factor of 7.
1345 )
Massachusetts, 36 covers, includes Holme’s Hole (S/R 3), Rock Bottom (S/R 4), Groton Junction (S/R
5), Otter River, Northfield Farms, rimless Oakham, rimless New Boston, New England Village (S/R 4), Stoneham in
scroll; mixed condition, mostly strong strikes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1346 )
[Minnesota] Winnebago Agency, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on cover addressed to “Com Indian Affairs, Washington DC” with matching “AUG 9” town mark, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Winnebago Agency was the Post Office for an Indian Agency open between 1856 and 1886.
1347 )
Minnesota, six covers: Winona, Spring Creek (S/R 5), Red Wing, Wasioja (S/R 4), Blue Earth City and
Saint Peter; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

1348

1349

1348 )
[Montana Territory] Deer Lodge, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript town cancel “Deer Lodge
M.T. Feb 6th”, on cover addressed to Virginia City, N.T., F.-V.F., scarce town cancel: Deer Lodge had a population
of 770 in 1870.
Estimate $200 - 300
1349 )
[Nebraska] Fort Laramie, 3¢ (#65) target-cancelled with Fort Laramie, N.T., c.d.s. on cover addressed
to Watertown, WI; with letter and transcription; writer describes Pawnee and Sioux Indians and homesick Mormons; great lot, excellent strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1350

1351

1350 )
[Nebraska Territory] Fort Kearney, 3¢ (#65), tied by target cancel with Fort Kearney c.d.s. (S/R 8), on
cover addressed to Boston, MA; strong strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1351 )
[Nebraska Territory] Plattsmouth, 3¢ (#26) fancy-cancelled with “Plattsmouth N.T.” c.d.s., on embossed ladies cover addressed to Hastings, MI, Very Fine, a true little gem; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1352

1355

1352 )
[New Mexico Territory] Fort Union, 3¢ (#65) with partial imprint and arrows at right, tied by Fort Union
N. MEX territory c.d.s. on cover to Homesburg, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1353 )
New York, over 45 covers, includes North Litchfield (S/R 3), manuscript town cancel Big Tree Corners
(S/R 4), Butternuts (S/R 4), Comstock’s Landing (S/R 4), White’s Corners (S/R 4), Shingle Creek (S/R 4), East
Sandy Creek (S/R 6), etc., with retail prices to $200 each; mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1354 )
Ohio, twenty covers, includes Gomer with straightline & c.d.s. cancels, Freedom Station, Canal
Lewisville, Sixteen Mile Stand (S/R 4), rimless Rix’s Mills (S/R 4), Poplar (S/R 3), Hull Prairie (S/R 3), and Freases
Store (S/R 4); mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1355 )
[Pennsylvania] Miller Farm, Venango County, DPO that operated 1864-65 (S/R 8); clear complete
strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1356 )
Pennsylvania, over 40 covers, includes Sherman Wells (S/R 7), Second Fork (S/R 5), Bloody Run (S/R
4), Rising Sun (S/R 5); manuscript town cancels Kettle Creek and Ginger Hill; mixed condition, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1357 )
[Virginia] Old Point Comfort, 1850-57, stampless cover collection: 7 covers, including red c.d.s. &
matching large “5" rate; blue with matching ”Free" franked by John Bussing Haskin, Congressman; rimless c.d.s.
with “Free” franked by R. Archer, P.M.; two red “Old Pt Comfort VA” c.d.s.’s; and a blue c.d.s. with manuscript “25"
rate; three with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1358
1358 )
F.-V.F.

West Virginia, two covers with manuscript town cancels: “Racoon” (S/R 5) and “Long Reach” (S/R 3),
Estimate $150 - 200

1359 )

[Wisconsin] Rock River, Rock County, operated 1869-71; manuscript town cancel (S/R 8), F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1360 )
Wisconsin, nine covers, includes Black River Falls, Chippewa Falls, Beaver Dam, Oshkosh, Madison,
Prairie Du Chien and Ocononowoc; mixed condition, generally full strikes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1361 )
Territorial covers, 1861-68, 31, includes Spanish Bar, Colorado Territory (S/R 5); Washoe City, Nevada
Territory (S/R 5); Mountain City, ColoradoTerritory (S/R 5); Plattsmouth, Nebraska Territory (S/R 4); Black Hawk
Point, Colorado Territory (S/R 5); Provo City, Utah Territory with mention of Brother Brigham; Denver, Colorado
Territory with allover ad showing railroad lines and location of mines; mixed condition; all franked with #65; as close
to a no-brainer as you’ll find, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1362 )
Manuscript town postmark collection, approximately 40 covers, the majority from the east coast;
many DPOs, includes Bell’s Mines, KY (S/R 6); Oxford’s Church, PA (S/R 7); Indian Creek, MI (S/R 6); Locust Bottom, VA (S/R 6); Sorrel Horse, PA (S/R 5), etc.; many with contents, including a couple with patriotic letter sheets;
mixed condition, F.-V.F., it will be a long time until you see this many manuscript cancels again (photo on website).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1363

1364

1363 )
Adams Express Company, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by large “PHILADELPHIA Pa. JUL 28 1862” town cancel
on blue-green overall illustrated ad cover addressed to Greenfield, Mass; cover very slight reduced at right, overall
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1364 ())
Baldwin’s South La. Express, 3¢ rose (#65) used, target cancel and double-circle “Thibodeaux LA JAN
23 ‘66” c.d.s., on rebacked cover front addressed to Houma, Louisiana; blue “M R 8154” handstamp at top left and
manuscript “Jan 20 ‘66" docketing along the left side; front with light tape stains along bottom, left and right sides,
otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Little is known about Baldwin’s Express, a rare Southern Express which operated after the Civil War. An example
on a full cover sold for $675 in 1974.
1365 )
Express companies, 9 covers: 3¢ (#65) tied to #U34 from New York to Washington City, DC; National
Express Co from New York City to Hudson, NY; Tracy & Co (?) Express Dalles from San Jose; Merchant’s Union
Express from Attica, NY, to New York City; Valentine’s Express Freight Line from New York to Boston; Harnden Express Co from Boston to Campton Village, NH; United States Express Co. from Binghamton, NY, to Milan, OH; and
two Adams Express Co. covers; mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1366 )
Express and railway covers, six covers, four with manuscript instructional markings; includes one with
“per Stage” at lower left addressed to “Schartzwald” Pa, two with “Care of Conductor W. M. R. R.”, one with “By Express” on cover addressed to Salem Mass, and two without postal markings, one of which is addressed to “Lt. Col
Adam Badean, Hd. Qu Armies of U. S. City Point Va, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $300 - 400
1367 )
Langton’s Pioneer Express, three printed shipping receipts, 1862 & 1864 (2) issued to Quong Wo &
Co., written up as “Dust pckg Said to contain $3,000,” “Dust pckg Said to contain $1,074" and one with $150 in coin,
each forwarded to Marysville, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1368

1369

1368 )
Overland Trail Route, three covers: includes allover illustrated ad cover for Butterfield’s Overland Despatch with two #65s, addressed to New York City; #U58 with #65 tied by indistinct c.d.s., addressed to Ruby City, ID,
with manuscript “Via Overland Mail/Salt Lake City Utah”, missing stamp below indicia; and #65 tied by Council
Bluffs, IA, c.d.s. on 1861 cover addressed to Betheney, VA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1369 )
OVERLAND-via-LOS ANGELES, 3¢ rose (#65) manuscript cancelled, on hand-colored “STAGE
COACH and FOUR HORSES” corner card, lightly struck double-circle Benicia, Cal, postmark at left, on buff cover
addressed to Bridgewater, Mass., “ans July 8, 1866” docketing at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
While a late usage of this corner card, it is an extremely scarce usage and very difficult to find used with the 3¢
1861.

1370 )
Wells Fargo envelope used as pick-up notice, 2¢ stamped envelope (#U54) used in 1870 by Wells
Fargo to notify customer of a package pick-up; San Francisco, CA, c.d.s., blue Wells Fargo handstamp and
straightline “Overland”; light soiling and light crease center, F.-V.F., ex-Forster, Kramer.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1371

1372

1371 )
Boone To Council Bluffs RPO, 3¢ (#94) target-cancelled with Boone to CncllBlfs RPO c.d.s. (Towle
691.J.1), on cover addressed to Bristol Station, IL, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1372 )
Canal Railroad cover, New Haven, CT, 1861, to New York City, 3¢ (#65) tied by Canal Railroad c.d.s.
(Towle 85-A-1 Rarity IX); reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1373 )
Erie Railway Company, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by NY state town cancel on dark buff “ERIE RAILWAY
COMPANY’S TELEGRAPH., Office - Erie Railway Depot” cover addressed to Palmyra, NY, includes original Railroad contents and one ticket, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1374

1375

1374 )
L. VILLE & CINn MAIL LINE JAN 12, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by mostly readable strike on dark buff cover addressed to Westport, Ky; cover slightly reduced at left and a few other small cover flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Towle
O-21-f.
Estimate $150 - 200
1375 )
Louisville & Lexington R.R., 3¢ (#65) tied by blue Louisville & Lexington R.R. hand stamp, on an illustrated hotel ad cover; Lexington, KY c.d.s., addressed locally; reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1376

1377

1376 )
Monrovia B&O R.R., 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled and tied by handstamp on cover addressed to Cleveland,
OH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1377 )
North Mountain B & O Railroad, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with blue oval “North Mountain/B & O Railroad”
c.d.s. (Towle 274-S-15, Rarity VIII), with manuscript “Apr 15"; addressed to Wegatchie, NY; decent strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1378 )
Railroad & related covers, 1861-68, fabulous selection of approximately 90 railroad, agent & depot covers; includes U.Pacific R.R. (Towle 932-A-4 R-IV) on Wells Fargo cover, “From Carbondale Ill C.R.R.” (Towle
708-S-6 R-VI), Morris & Essex R.R. (Towle 250-A-1 R-V), G.W. R.R. (Towle 57-S-2 R-V), Boston & Fall River R.R.
(Towle A-1 R-V), Atlantic & St L R.R. (Towle 9-A-1 R-V), F.C.& R. & B. R.R. Mail Line (Towle 41-H-1 R-VI), N.C.
R’Way (Towle 193-S-1 R-VI), etc.; most are identified or readable; mixed condition; a chance to pick up a substantial lot of these popular items, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Packets/Maritime Mail Covers

1379

1380

1379 )
Baltimore & Norfolk Boat, 3¢ (#65) fancy-cancelled with Baltimore & Norfolk Boat handstamp; on partially printed billhead addressed to Norfolk, VA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1380 )
Cincinnati & Louisville Mail Route, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cincinnati & Louisville Mail Route handstamp; addressed to Vevay, IN, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1381

1382

1381 )
DEL & HUDSON CANAL CO., 3¢ rose (#65) target cancelled, not tied, on bill of lading folded cover addressed to Little Falls, NY; matching double-circle “RONDOUT N.Y. SEP 5 ‘66” town marking, plus blue double-circle “Rondout, N. Y. SEP 25 1866”; stamp with a small piece out at top center, otherwise Very Fine, extremely rare
use of a canal-related cover.
Estimate $300 - 400
1382 )
Saturday Evening Packet Fashion (Milgram 454), 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on Oct 19, 1865,
cover to New Orleans, large double-circle “VICKSBURG NATCHES & NEW ORLEANS/ SATURDAY EVENING/
PACKET FASHION” handstamp at center, a Very Fine cover; with 2011 Weiss certificate. Estimate $200 - 300
1383 )
Incoming Ship Mail, 1862-69, 3¢ rose on three incoming covers, each with single franking: 1) 1863 fragile folded letter from France to Philadelphia with NY double-circle datestamp; 2) single, manuscript cancelled on
1862 cover from London to Philadelphia with black Philadelphia Br. Pkt 24 exchange mark and matching arced “3
CENTS”; 3) stamp tied by target cancel on 1869 cover from Glasgow Scotland to Salem Mass with light strike of
“Boston US Notes” exchange mark and West Amesbury Mass datestamp, cover with tape stains and tear at right,
otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1384 )
LAKE CHAMPLAIN S. B., two covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by this postmark; 1) with extremely
fine strike, addressed to Whitehall, NY, with second strike at left, marked “ex-Duckworth” on reverse; 2) lesser
strike on cover addressed to Elizabethtown, NY, cover with edge flaws at top and some docketing covered over,
F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1385 )
“N. YORK STEAMSHIP”, three covers each with straight line “DUE 7” and “N. YORK STEAMSHIP” tying
the stamp to the cover; some cover and stamp flaws, otherwise Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

1386

1389

1386 )
Packet Joseph Pierce (Milgram 727), 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Vicksburg, Miss, Jun 7 1864 duplex postmark with circular grid killer on cover addressed to Philadelphia with blue oval handstamp (Milgram 727); cover with
trival edge toning, an F.-V.F. cover, while the handstamp is a little blurred it is evidently difficult to find well-struck as
this is the cover illustrated in Milgram’s book.
Estimate $300 - 400
1387 )
Packet markings, 4 covers, each franked with 3¢ 1861 (#65); 1) large oval “Ouachita River Packet
IDAHOE” (Milgram 628) on cover to PA; 2) “STR. LEVIATHAN” violet corner card (Milgram 787) on irregularly
opened cover with Cairo ILL postmark, addressed to PA; 3) “STEAMER MAGENTA JAN 30 1865" (Milgram 831)
handstamp on cover with toned spots, addressed to OHIO, stamp tied by ILL duplex; 4) “OUACHITA RIVER
PACKET MAYFLOWER” (Milgram 878) double-oval handstamp on cover with small piece out at top addressed to
New Orleans; covers with small faults, Fine (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1388 )
Packets, 2 covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) stamp tied by blue target cancel on amber cover addressed to Australia, Miss, nice strike of matching “MEMP & VICKSBURG U.S. M. PKT JUN 29” (Towle M-6-a) at
left, stamp with small corner flaw at lower left; 2) stamp tied by incomplete strike (by design) of Memphis SB/Pkt
marking on amber cover addressed to Monee, ILL, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on website). Estimate $150 - 200
1389 )
Agency, North American S. S. Co. PANAMA, 3¢ rose (#65) cancelled, not tied, on corner card addressed to Brooklyn, Cal; San Francisco town marking at upper right; cover reduced at left and edge toning, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1390 )
“S.B. Pauline Carroll”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. with target and ship handstamps ornamented;
addressed to Cayngales, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1391 )
“PURSER” marking, 3¢ rose (65) tied by 1866 San Francisco Cal target cancel on incoming cover with
large straightline “PURSER” at lower left, unusual; stamp with toned spots and cover with tear into date stamp, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1392

1393

1392 )
St. Louis & Memphis Packet Mary E. Forsyth (Milgram 857), illustrated red boxed corner card on amber cover addressed to West Andover, Ohio, franked with 3¢ (#65) tied by double-oval “MEMPHIS TENN AUG 14"
postmark and target killer; cover slightly trimmed at right just into a small portion of the stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
This packet did not use a handstamp and only exists with a corner card.
1393 )
St. Louis, Cairo & New Orleans Passenger Steamer Ruth (Milgram 1228), 3¢ (#65) tied by double-circle “MEMPHIS TENN NOV 18" duplex with target killer on violet illustrated ad cover, addressed to Columbus, Ohio;
cover with minor water discoloration on edges, backflap with some tears and small pieces missing, otherwise Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1394 )
STEAM ACAPULCO, 3¢ rose (#65) two singles, tied San Francisco fancy cogwheel cancels on 1864 incoming cover with oval postmark at left and San Francisco duplex postmark at top right; company handstamp on reverse; cover with small edge tears at top and slightly reduced at right, stamps with small flaws, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Blue crayon “14” at top center denotes that 14¢ was due. San Francisco typically accepted postage on an
incoming cover as partial pre-payment and only charged the deficiency.
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1395 )
“STEAM SHIP” markings, four covers with 3¢ rose (65): 1) single tied by two “STEAM SHIP” on cover to
New Haven, matching “DUE 7" at center, enclosure datelined ”Steamer. Colorado, Sept 1st, 1865"; 2) faulty single
tied by straightline “STEAM” on cover addresed to Unionville Center Ohio, matching “DUE 3" at center, enclosure
datelined ”Gun Boat ‘Silver Cloud’ Memphis Tenn, May 3rd/ 64", cover with toning; 3) single stamp tied by
straightline “STEAM” on buff cover addressed to St. Louis; 4) single tied by Georgetown DC datestamp on cover addressed to Maine with questionable large blue-black “STEAM-SHIP” at left and matching crossed 35-star flags on
backflap, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1396

Ex 1398

1396 )
STEAMBOAT, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by circle-of-carets cancel on cover to Richmond, Va, with straightline
postmark, “DUE 3” in circle and “Fredericksburg Va” postmark, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1397 )
Steamboat covers, 3, each franked with 3¢ (#65); 1) stamp tied by blue “Baltimore Md.” postmark and
matching straightline “STEAMBOAT” on cover addressed to Milwaukie, WI, additional “DUE 2 Cts” at top center,
cover missing portion of bottom backflap; 2) single tied by double-circle “Baltimore, MD Aug 16 ‘65” duplex with target killer on “NEW LINE STEAMERS” cover illustrated with small ship, addressed to Richmond, VA, cover with light
toning; 3) single with natural straight edge, just tied by blue target cancel of Baltimore, Md, duplex on “Baltimore
Steam Packet Co.” corner card addressed to Flint, MI, with straightline “LYNN MS” postmark and “MISSENT”, illustrated letterhead enclosed, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1398 )
Steamboat covers, six covers and one piece, mostly inland waterway markings; includes 1) single 3¢
tied by straightline “STEAM”; 2) single on cover with manuscript “S. S. Nashua”; 3) single on “E. S. Butler & Co.
Steamboat Agents for Cincinnati & Memphis Packet Company” boxed corner card; and 4) piece of bill of lading for
cargo carried on the North German Lloyd steamer “Bremen” with two 1¢ and one 3¢ stamp tied by blue oval illegally
paying the 5¢ revenue fee, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1399 )
Steamboat covers, 3, each franked with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) single, target cancel, natural straight edge at
right on cover to New Orleans with fancy red double-oval “STEAMBOAT BELLA DONNA” at left (Milgram 100); 2)
horizontal pair of 3¢ showing the lower portion of the double-circle “FASHION” handstamp (Milgram 454), cover
with some insect erosion; 3) single 3¢ tied by blue double-circle Louisville, KY, duplex with target killer on cover addressed to Athens, AL, with double-circle handstamp “ERWIN & DONAHUE STEAMBOAT AGENTS” corner card
at upper left, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1400 )
Steamboat covers, New York-related, four, each with 3¢ rose (#65); 1) single tied by four-bar open grid
on orange cover addressed to San Francisco with manuscript “Steamer” at top center, without backflap; 2) single
tied by straightline “STEAMBOAT” on incoming cover with “DUE 1” in circle, enclosure dated August 9, 1866, without origin; 3) single tied by large dateless “N. YORK STEAMSHIP” marking on cover addressed to Union Springs,
NY, matching “DUE 7” at center, enclosure dateline “U.S.Ship Lancaster, Acapulco Bay Apr 17 ‘65”; 4) single tied
by straightline “STEAMBOAT” on cover addressed to Old Saybrook with matching “DUE 6” at upper right, enclosure datelined “Deep River Dec 7 ‘64” (Deep River was in CT); covers with small faults, mostly from opening,
otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1401

1403

1401 )
Steamer Katahdin (Milgram 741), 3¢ (#65) tied by blue “AUG 2 1866" handstamp on orange cover addressed to Boston Mass.; stamp with small flaws.
Estimate $200 - 300
The Katahdin was a steamer that ran along the Northeast Coast, from Boston to Bangor, Maine.
1402 )
US Navy ship covers, three, each tied with 3¢ rose (65), each with US Navy ship name in manuscript; 1)
USS Massachusetts on cover to Sutton, Mass, with stamp tied by “Philadelphia Pa Dec 4 1865” datestamp, cover
edge flaws, enclosure datelined “U. S. Steamer Massachusetts, At Sea Nov 22nd 1863”; 2) cover addressed to
Conn with manuscript “U.S.S. Malvern” at upper left, stamp tied by quartered cork, matching Old Point Comfort, Va,
datestamp at center, the Malvern was captured by the Union Navy and used on navigable waterways of the Confederacy; 3) “From U. S. Steamer Mercedita W. I. Squadron” on amber cover addressed to Maine, stamp (cut into by
opening of cover) tied by straightline Boston, Mass, “SHIP”, matching “Due 6 cts” at center, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site.)
Estimate $350 - 500
1403 )
US SHIP, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by “PHILADELPHIA Pa MAR 19 1864” town marking on cover addressed to
South Easton, Pa.; straightline postmark at center, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1404 )
US SHIP Markings, 1861 3¢ rose (65) on two covers each with different U. S. Ship marking: 1) single tied
by double-circle US SHIP marking at the upper left of a cover addressed to Phoenixville Pa; 2) single, manuscript
cancelled, not tied, on dark buff cover with “U. S. Ship 3 cts” postmark, addressed to Springfield Mass; minor cover
flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1405 )
West Coast steamer covers, each franked 1861 3¢ rose: 1) single tied by Portland Oregon target cancel
on cover addressed to Watertown NY, manuscript “Per Steamer” at left; 2) single tied by San Francisco target cancel on salmon cover addressed to New Bedford Mass, manuscript “per Steamer ‘Constitution’” at upper left; 3) single tied by San Francisco cogwheel cancel on cover addressed to Olympia, W. T. with manuscript “per Steamer/ via
Portland” at upper left; 4) 1866 folded letter with two 3¢ stamps with San Francisco cogwheel cancels, addressed to
NY, manuscript “Per Steamer via Panama”, dateline notes that it was to be sent via the Montana, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Foreign Mail
1406 )
1861-68, cross-border covers to Canada, nine, includes pair of #65 and pair of #73 on cover from West
Haverford, PA, to Canada West with red oval “W.S. 10 cts/Paid”; two #94 on cover from Eau Claire, WI, to
Drummondville, U.C, missent; #65 on cover from Cleveland, OH, to Vittoria, C.W. with “Ud. States/10 cts” in arc;
two #73 and pair of #65 on cover from Portland, ME, to Three Rivers, C.E., with “U.States” in arc; mixed condition,
examine, F.-V.F., some scarce material (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1407

Ex 1408

1407 )
1903, cover from Shanghai, China, to New Orleans with registry exchange label (FX-SH1b), 10¢
(#283) tied by Shanghai China US Postal Agy duplex, to Registered cover addressed to New Orleans, LA; Shanghai Registry Exchange label on front (FX-SH1b), blue oval Shanghai China handstamp on reverse with Seattle and
New Orleans backstamps; light vertical & horizontal bends, F.-V.F., very rare, only 14 recorded. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1408 )
c. 1889, postal cards to Colombia, a correspondence of 11 postal cards, all addressed to Rev. Caldwell
in Bogata Columbia, with three uprated, a Jackson OH blue crossroads cancel, interesting reading, scarce destination for so many of a correspondence; spindle holes in each, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1409

1411

1409 )
1895, cover from Colombia to Ohio, franked with pair of 5c (152) addressed to South Salem OH, with
2¢ (249) tied by New York duplex, with nine page letter, F.-V.F., a tremendous addition to your collection.
Estimate $300 - 400
1410 )
1853-55, four stampless covers from Alexandria, Egypt to Springfield, Ohio, all are small envelopes
mailed from the British Post Office in Alexandria via England and New York by American packet; various manuscript rates (all re-rated at least once) and markings; all addressed to prominent Ohio millers, Samuel and William
Barnett, generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1411 )
1867, cover to England, 3¢ rose (#65) five stamps, each with circular grid cancel and 12¢ black (#69) on
blue 1867 cover addressed to Bradford, England; red Milltown, Me Feb 21 town mark at left and red “3 PORTLAND
ME AM PKT” exchange mark at center, “Bradford-Yorks Mr 7 67” backstamp, Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
Covers with the Portland, ME, exchange markings are very scarce. This cover was carried by the Allan Line on
the S. S. Nestorian‘s maiden return voyage.
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1412

1413

1412 )
1868, cover from the U.S. to Birmingham, England, 2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), used with 10¢ single (68),
tied together by cork cancel, very well centered; 10¢ has corner crease at bottom right; the cover without right side
flap, F.-V.F., scarce usage of grilled stamps; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1413 )
1866, cover from Boston to France, 3¢ rose (65), five singles, tied by pinwheel cancels on cover with
red “BOSTON PAID 5 DEC 1”2 exchange mark and red double circle French entry mark, proper French
backstamps; far left stamp on cover with crease from placement over the edge of the cover, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1414 )
1861, depreciated currency cover from Paris France, through England, redirected, 3¢ rose (65)
with segmented cork cancel (hinged in place), not tied, may not have originated on depreciated currency cover from
Paris France through England to the US; nice strike of “BOS 15 TON OR U.S. 22 NOTES” exchange mark at left and
red double-circle BOSTON entry mark at upper right, cover was redirected, inside flap reads in manuscript:
“opened in order to learn when the expected was to sail they should be in Boston on the 15th inst.”, interesting, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1415 )
ca. 1861, wrapper addressed to Bremen, Germany, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by segmented cancel on the
wrapper with straightline “PAID ALL” and manuscript “p Teutonia via Hamburg” at upper left and “1 printed price
Current Paid” at lower left; wrapper with trivial edge flaws and typical light bends, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1416 )
1861-68, five covers to Great Britain, includes three #65 tied to #U58; four #65 to Brighton; pair of #65
to London; eight #65 on cover to Southampton; block of six #65 on reverse with two singles on obverse to Reading;
and four #65 on cover to Dublin, Ireland, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1417 )
ca. 1861-66, covers to Latin America, three: San Francisco to Mazatlan, Mexico, with three #65 & a #63
with 1¢ debit; cover to Santiago, Chile, with three #68 & a #65; and cover to Rio de Janeiro with #73 and three #65,
F.-V.F., terrific grouping (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1418
1418 )
1866, cover to Edinburg, Scotland, 3¢ rose (65), vertical strip of five, vertical pair and single stamp, paying the proper 24¢ rate, each tied by segmented cork cancels and Jacksonville FL datestamps on 1866 dark buff
cover addressed to Edinburg Scotland; red “New York Am. Pkt 3” and “PAID Liverpool U S Packet” exchange
marks, Edinburgh backstamp; stamps and cover with light wrinkling, otherwise Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
1419 )
1869, cover to Scotland, 1867 3¢ red, F. grill (94), two horizontal pairs with segmented cork cancels on
1869 cover addressed to Scotland with Shelbyville Ill datestamp, Dumphries backstamp; top right stamp with small
tear, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1420 )
1866, diplomatic pouch mail from Turkey, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York domestic fancy cancel, on cover
from the American Mission in Constantinople; addressed to Newburyport, MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1421
1421 )
Forwarders covers, six, includes Trans-Atlantic to Bridgeport, CT, forwarded to Stratford, CT; cover
datelined Singapore to Boston, MA, with J.O. Baker forwarder handstamp; cover originating in Rotterdam addressed to Andover, MA, with Bunge Burlange & Co handstamp; and a cover originating in Saint Petersburg with
Robert B. Storer handstamp; mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1422 )
[Agricultural] 15 covers, includes illustrated reverse for Daniel Geiser Grain Separator, allover illustrated ad cover for H.A. Dreer Seedsman, allover illustrated ad cover for Bickford & Huffman Grain Drill, illustrated
ad cover for Buckeye Mower & Reaper, illustrated ad for F.L. Upham sheep; illustrated ad cover for H.G. White
Sheep, Cattle, Pigs & Fowls; illustrated ad cover for Monitor Mower & Reaper Works, etc.; an attractive collection;
mixed condition; please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1423

1424

1423 )
[Agricultural] Albany, NY, New York State Agricultural Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with Chatham Four Corners, NY, cds on illustrated allover ad cover addressed to Albany, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1424 )
[Agricultural] Albany, NY, State Agricultural Rooms, 3¢ (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel with Albany c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Thornhill, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1425 )
[Alcohol] 6 covers, uncork these: allover illustrated ad cover for J. Sacksteder Wine Maker, cameo ad
cover J. Newton Kline importer, illustrated ad cover for Geo. W. Campbell Grape Culturist, allover illustrated ad
cover for C.W. Grant, corner ad cover for Leonard & Bailey Grape Vines, and colored illustrated ad cover showing
grapes and blackberries; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750

1426

1427

1426 )
[Alcohol] Baltimore, MD, Orendorf & Beam Liquors, Wines & Teas, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue target cancel with matching Baltimore, MD, c.d.s.; cameo ad cover addressed to Hagerstown, MD, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1427 )
[Animal] Chicago, IL, Stallion, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel and Chicago c.d.s.; on cover with rearing
stallion addressed to New Orleans, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1428

Ex 1429

1428 )
[Animal] Staten Island, NY, S.M. Saunders Domestic Poultry, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel and New
York c.d.s., cover addressed to Charleston, NH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1429 )
[Associations] 7 covers, includes “Phillips 67" of Cambridge, MA; ”Mass Char. Mec. Assoc." of Boston,
MA; “Grand Lodge I.O.O.F.” in Indianapolis, IN; “Genesee Lyceum” of Lima, NY; “KEE” Fraternity, Yale, New Haven, CT; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1430 )
[Attorney] 12 covers, includes allover ad cover for John Hough Indian & Land Agency, Fort Wayne, IN;
illustrated allover Munn & Co Patent Agency, New York City; corner ad cover R.E.Mayes Attorney at Law, Yazoo
City, MS; and Office of Gregory & Jones Claim Agents, Washington, DC; mixed condition, all franked with #65,
please take note, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1431

1432

1431 )
[Bank] Phelps, NY, C & L Hotchkiss Bankers, 3¢ (#65) tied by star-in-star fancy cancel (S-E ST-St 13)
with Phelps, NY, c.d.s.; cameo ad cover addressed to Lewiston, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1432 )
[Billboard] Baltimore, MD, Jacob Seeger Lager Beer Brewer, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with Baltimore, MD, c.d.s.; addressed to Lexington, VA; reverse with overall billboard ad, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1433 )
[Calligraphy] 16 covers, including a pink and black address to Shepherdstown, WV, and two covers in
blue to North Haven, ME; a couple with fancy cancels; mixed condition, F.-V.F., please inspect, try doing this with
e-mail (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1434

1435

1434 )
[Carriage] Camden, NJ, Chas. S. Caffrey’s Light Carriage, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue grid with matching
Camden, NJ, c.d.s.; addressed to Harrisburg, PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1435 )
[Cemetery] Brooklyn, NY, James Sharkey Monuments, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel with Brooklyn,
NY, c.d.s., on blue cameo ad cover addressed to West Rutland, VT, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1436

1437

1436 )
[Cemetery] Sing Sing, NY, Westchester Marble & Lime Co, 3¢ (#65) fancy cancelled with Sing Sing,
NY, c.d.s.; cover addressed to New York City; with contents; spindle hole at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1437 )
[Circus] New York City, Barnum’s Hall Museum, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel & New York c.d.s.; addressed to Harrisburgh, IN; incorrectly sent to Harrisburgh, OH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1438 )
[Clothing] 12 covers, includes illustrated umbrella ad cover for Isaac Smith’s Son & Co., New York; illustrated ad cover for Tracy & Bristol, St. Louis; illustrated ad cover for soles and heels for Calvin How, Boston; ad
cover for mitts and gloves for J.C. & H.M. Leonard, Johnstown, NY; mixed condition; all franked with #65, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1439 )
[Clothing] Philadelphia, PA, G.H. Garden Hats & Caps, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Uniontown, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1440

1441

1440 )
[Coins] Philadelphia, PA, Mason & Co. Coins, Stamps, Autographs, two 3¢ (#65) tied by blue cork
cancel with Philadelphia c.d.s.; cover illustration shows coin and stamp; addressed to New Brunswick, NJ; reduced
at right affecting stamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1441 )
[College] Alfred Centre, NY, Alfred University, 3¢ (#65) with cork cancel and Alfred Centre c.d.s. (S/R
5); illustrated ad cover addressed to Sartwell, PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1442 )
[College] Bridgewater, MA, Bridgewater College, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with red Bridgewater,
MA, c.d.s. alongside; illustrated ad cover addressed to Fall River, MA, with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1443 )
[College] Philadelphia, PA, Girard College, 1¢ (#63) & 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s., addressed
to Kennet Square, PA; blue illustration of horse-drawn trolley on reverse; mounting stains, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1444 )
[College] Washington County, NY, Fort Edward Institute, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Fort Edward, NY, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Schenectady, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1445

1446

1445 )
[Drug] Philadelphia, PA, French Richards & Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with Philadelphia, PA,
c.d.s.; cover addressed to Columbia, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1446 )
[Express Co.] New York, Merchant’s Western Line, pair of 3¢ (#65) one with fancy cancel and one with
New York c.d.s., on illustrated ad cover with train and steamer addressed to Buffalo, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1447

1448

1447 )
[Fire Engines] Seneca Falls, NY, Cow ing & Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by Seneca Falls c.d.s., on illustrated ad
cover showing pump fire engine; addressed to Galena, IL, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1448 )
[Fire Engines] Seneca Falls, NY, Rumsey & Co Pump & Fire Engine Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel with Seneca Falls, NY, c.d.s.; cover addressed to Salmon Falls, NH; with matching illustrated letterhead, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1449 )
[Food & Drink] 15 produce covers, includes allover illustrated ale ad cover for Sands’ Cream Ale,
Cleveland, OH; allover illustrated ad cover for Sicklen & Walker Grocers, Burlington, VT; allover illustrated bakery
ad cover for R. Mason & Sons, Baltimore, MD; allover illustrated ad cover for H.G. Hotchkiss & Co. Pearl Barley, Lyons, NY; illustrated baking products ad cover for Thomas Andrews & Co., New York City; mixed condition, all
franked with #65; inspection encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1450

1451

1450 )
[Food & Drink] New York City, Metropolitan Mills Coffee & Teas, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with New
York c.d.s., on red scallop cameo ad cover addressed to New Haven, CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1451 )
[Food & Drink] Philadelphia, PA, W & N Shugard Wholesale Confectioner, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s. on cameo ad cover addressed to Milray, PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1452 )
[Fraternal] 3 Templar covers, includes “Independent Order of Good Templars” with several children in
design, “Independent Order of Good Templars/Social Combination Against Intemperance” and “Independent Order of Good Templars/Grand Lodge of Illinois”, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1453

1455

1453 )
[Glass] New York Brooklyn Green Glass Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s. and cork cancel, on
overall illustrated ad cover addressed to Rochester, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1454 )
[Government] 18 covers, includes cover with red British Consulate handstamps; voter register for Portland, ME; U.S. Internal Revenues; Office Collector U.S. Internal Revenue, Idaho; General Treasurer’s Office, RI;
Office of United States Assessor; Sheriff’s Office Ohio; nice selection, mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1455 )
[Government] Official Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Senate Chamber (65), 1861, 3¢ rose
cancelled, Crossed Lines manuscript Pre-Cancel of Harrisburgh Pa on cover addressed to Cross Creek Village Pa,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1456

1457

1456 )
[Gun & Powder] American Arms Co, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by scarce Boston MA machine cancel on illustrated postal card of shotgun addressed to New York NY; couple of trivial ink smears in message, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1457 )
[Gun & Pow der] Baltimore, MD, Merrill Patent Fire Arm Manufacturing, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue Baltimore, MD, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover of rifle; addressed to Sandy Spring, MD; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1458

1459

1458 )
[Gun & Pow der] Colt’s Breech Loading Shot Gun, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Philadelphia PA duplex on illustrated postal card of shot gun addressed to New York City NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1459 )
[Gun & Pow der] Du Pont Smokeless, 2¢ (301) tied by Freemansburg PA duplex, on multicolored illustrated ad cover of gamebird, addressed to Easton PA, with additional text advertising on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1460

1461

1460 )
[Gun & Powder] Hunter Arms Co, 3¢ (502) tied by 1917 Fulton NY machine cancel on illustrated cover
of retriever with bird, addressed to Philadelphia PA, with additional advertising text and illustration on reverse; small
piece of backflap missing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1461 )
[Gun & Pow der] John P. Lovell & Sons, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Boston MA cds on illustrated postal card
of pistol addressed to Bridgeport CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1462

1464

1462 )
[Gun & Pow der] Keene, NH, Geo. O. Leonard Manufacturer of Rifles, two 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancels on illustrated ad cover addressed to “Examing Committee on Rifles”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1463 )
[Gun & Powder] Martinville VA, Winchester Repeating Rifles, 2¢ (253) tied by 1902 Martinsville VA
duplex, on multicolor illustrated ad cover, addressed to VA; paper wrinkling lower left corner, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1464 )
[Gun & Pow der] New Model Derringer, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Philadelphia PA duplex on illustrated
postal card of deringer addressed to Bridgeport CT; ink docketing at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1465

1466

1465 )
[Gun & Pow der] New Model Derringer, 1¢ (UX5) cancelled by Philadelphia PA duplex on illustrated
postal card of deringer addressed to Bridgeport CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1466 )
[Gun & Pow der] New York, Geo. Smith’s Three Barrel Burglar Shooter, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid with
New York c.d.s. on illustrated cover of shooter, addressed to New York, with 9¾" by 12" ad; splits at folds, F.-V.F.,
scarce and attractive.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1467

1468

1467 )
[Gun & Powder] Peters Shells and Cartridges, 2¢ (319) tied by Lousiville KY machine cancel on multicolored illustrated cover of hunters resting, addressed to Kossuth IN, with additional advertising text on reverse; tiny
stain lower left corner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1468 )
[Gun & Pow der] Spencer Repeating Shot Gun, 2¢ (279B) tied by New York NY duplex on illustrated
cover of shotgun and target balls, addressed to Middlebury VT, with additional advertising text on reverse; reduced
at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1469 )
[Hardware] 20 covers, includes illustrated ad cover for C.H. Tobey Hardware Depot, Eau Claire, WI; illustrated ad cover of stove for Sheldon & Greene, Troy, NY; allover illustrated ad cover for Pratt & Co., Buffalo, NY;
illustrated ad cover for clothes wringer for R.C. Browning, New York City; and illustrated ad cover for Goss &
Phillips, Chicago, IL; mixed condition; all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1470 )
[Hardware] La Crosse, WI, Lloyd & Supplee, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with La Crosse, WI,
c.d.s.; cover addressed to Black River Falls, WI; reduced at left, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1471 )
[Home Products] 10 covers, includes illustrated ad cover of bed for Putnam’s Improved Spring Bed,
Boston; illustrated ad cover of school furniture for Henry M. Sherwood, Chicago, with allover map on reverse; illustrated allover ad cover for chairs for W. Mason & Co., New York; and illustrated ad cover for clocks for American
Clock Co., Cortland, NY; mixed condition, all franked with #65; a promising holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site.)
Estimate $300 - 400

1472

1473

1472 )
[Home Products] Boscobel, WI, Bissell Carpet Sweeper, 3¢ (#65) tied by Boscobel, WI, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Grand Rapids, MI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1473 )
[Home Products] New York City, Robert Graves & Co French Goods, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel
with New York c.d.s.; on allover illustrated ad cover addressed to Newark, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1474 )
[Hotel] 35 covers, includes illustrated for National Hotel Livery Stables, Washington, DC; City Hotel,
Taunton, MA; Astor House, New York; illustrated on reverse for Stafford Springs House, Stafford, CT; and allover
illustrated for Memphremagoy House, Newport, VT; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1475 )
[Hotel] Baltimore, MD, Barnum’s City Hotel, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue target cancel and Baltimore c.d.s. on
cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI; illustration of hotel on reverse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1476 )
[Hotel] Binghamton, NY, Spaulding House, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Marathon, NY, c.d.s. on
cover addressed to Syracuse, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1477 )
[Hotel] Burlington, VT, American Hotel, 3¢ (#65) tied by Burlington, VT, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover
addressed to Wallingford, VT, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1478 )
[Insurance] 12 covers, includes Aetna, Merchants’ Insurance, Arctic Insurance Company of New York
allover illustrated, Chidester & Weed, Hartford Life Insurance allover illustrated, Phoenix, The Home Life illustrated,
The Washington Life Insurance illustrated, and the F.S. Phelps Marine Insurance illustrated; mixed condition,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1479 )
[Insurance] Hartfordc CT, The Hartford Fire Insurance Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Hartford
c.d.s. alongside; cover addressed to Boston, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1480

1483

1480 )
[Insurance] New Haven, CT, Home Insurance Company, 3¢ (#114) tied by cork cancel to allover green
insurance ad cover; with New Haven, CT, c.d.s.; addressed to Lodi, WI, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1481 )
[Insurance] New Haven, CT, Homer Insurance Company, 3¢ (#65) cork-cancelled with New Haven,
CT, c.d.s.; overall ad cover addressed to Shelbyville, KY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1482 )
[Insurance] New York, Merchants Protective Union, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s., on overall illustrated ad cover addressed to Keyport, NJ, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1483 )
[Jewelry] New York City, Tiffany & Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel with New York
c.d.s.; addressed to Windsor, VT, with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1484 )
[Leather] Philadelphia, PA, Edward Evans & Co Morocco, Kid & Fancy Leather, 3¢ (#65) tied by
Philadelphia c.d.s., addressed to Elkton, MD, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1485 )
[Manufacturer] 35 covers, includes illustrated stove ad cover for Myers, Rouse & Co of Cleveland, OH;
illustrated lathe ad cover for F.S. Perkins, Lowell, MA; illustrated woodworking machinery cover for H.B. Smith,
Lowell, MA; illustrated map cover for Portable Gang Saw Mills in Lowell; illustrated gas light machine cover for Monroe & Smith of New York City; illustrated steam pump cover for Knowles Steam Pump Works in Warren, MA; etc.;
mixed condition, all franked with #65; a terrific holding—review is essential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1486 )
[Manufacturer] Branford, CT, Malleable Iron Fittings, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid cancel with
Branford c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Boston; with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1487

1488

1487 )
[Manufacturer] The Claremont Manuf’g Co., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by circular grid on Leeds and Franklin
patent cover with lattice under the stamp; attractive red corner card at upper left; addressed to Proctorsville, VT,
Extremely Fine, one of, if not the, finest quality Leeds & Franklin patents remaining, ex-Gabriel.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1488 )
[Manufacturer] New York, Thomas Andrews Manufacturers, 3¢ (#65) tied by crossroads cancel with
New York c.d.s., on illustrated ad cover of chemicals, addressed to Townsend, MA; with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1489 )
[Map] Civil War Patriotic Supplies & Maps, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue target cancel and Chicago c.d.s.;
items listed for sale include War Maps, Union Stationery Packages, engravings, Union envelopes and paper;
Prang’s books, Officers of our Union Army and Navy and Portraits of Prominent Characters; addressed to Lowell,
MA; reduced at right, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1490 )
[Medical] 11 covers, includes Bush & Stafford Druggists illustrated ad cover, J. Weeks MD ad cover, Z.
Locke & Co ad cover, The American Mills Drugs Powdered ad cover, Artificial Leg Depots ad cover, Jacob S.
Merrell Medicines illustrated ad cover, Dr. Walbeck’s Hair Restorative ad cover, Brown Weber & Graham Wholesale Druggists illustrated ad cover, H.H. Hay Apothecary illustrated ad cover, etc.; mixed condition, all franked with
#65; inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site.)
Estimate $500 - 750
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1491

1493

1491 )
[Medical] Green Spring, OH, Dr. J.L. Brown, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue WV c.d.s., on ad cover addressed to
doctor in Green Spring, OH; a charming ad cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1492 )
[Mining] Nye River, NV, El Dorado Silver Mining Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Philadelphia
c.d.s., on ad cover addressed to New York City, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1493 )
[Mining] Pottsville, PA, The Miner’s Journal, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Pottsville, PA c.d.s.; addressed to Beach Haven, PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1494

1495

1494 )
[Mining] San Francisco, CA, California Mining & Metallurgical Company, pair 3¢ (#65) tied by two
strikes of San Francisco Cog Wheel with San Francisco c.d.s. and “6" debit; cover addressed to Danielsonville, CT,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1495 )
[Mining] Schuylkill, PA, Glenville Colliery, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid cancel with Philadelphia c.d.s. on cover
addressed to New London, CT; illustration on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1496 )
[Mining] Wilkes Barre, PA, Warriour Run Mining Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by target on ad cover addressed to Flemington, NJ; with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $150 - 200
1497 )
[Music] Springfield, IL, Duprez & Green Minstrels, 3¢ (#65) tied by target and Springfield, IL, c.d.s.; on
illustrated ad cover addressed to Syracuse, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1498 )
[Musical Instruments] 4 covers, allover illustrated ad cover for Horace Waters & Co. Pianos & Melodeons, illustrated ad cover T.H. Dinsmore Pianos & Melodeons, illustrated ad cover Wittemores Cottage Organs
and Piano Fortes, and illustrated ad cover E & GG Hook Organ Builders; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1499

1502

1499 )
[Newspaper] Fall River, MA, Almy & Milne Job Printers, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with Fall River
c.d.s. on illustrated cover showing view of Fall River; addressed to East Greenwich, RI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1500 )
[Newspaper] New York, John C. Stockwell Old Newspapers, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel and New
York c.d.s. on ad cover addressed to Red Lion, DE, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1501 )
[Newspaper] Saint Paul, MN, The Saint Paul Press, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel, with Saint Paul
c.d.s., on allover ad cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1502 )
[Nursery] Madison, WI, Lake Side Nurseries, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel & Madison c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1503 )
[Nursery] Rochester, NY, James Vick Grower & Importer, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel and Rochester
c.d.s. on ad cover addressed to Baltimore, MD, with illustrated billhead, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1504 )
[Oil] Cleveland, OH, Rock Oil Works, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with Cleveland c.d.s., cover addressed to Henid, OH, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1505

1506

1505 )
[Oil] Corry, PA, Kent Brothers Manufacturers of Oil, 3¢ (#65) tied by Corry c.d.s. on overall illustrated
ad cover addressed to Clear Creek, NY; reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1506 )
[Perfumery] Philadelphia, PA, Harrison’s Columbian Perfumery and Ink, two 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Red Hook, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1507

1509

1507 )
[Photography] Boston, MA, Bricher & Russell Photographers, 3¢ (#65) cork-cancelled on overall ad
cover, with red Boston c.d.s.; addressed to New York City, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1508 )
[Printing & Publishing] 27 covers, includes Thurston Steam Printer, Portland, ME; blind-embossed ad
for Gleason’s Literature Companion, Boston, MA; allover illustrated ad cover for Phonographic Institute of
Cincinnati; allover illustrated ad cover for Boston Journal; allover illustrated cover for The Golden Era, San Francisco; and allover illustrated ad cover for American Agriculturist, New York City; mixed condition, some with contents, all franked with #65; a premium selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1509 )
[Printing & Publishing] Chambersburg, PA, Shryock & Smith Publishers, 3¢ (#65) tied by target
cancel with red Chambersburg, PA, c.d.s.; illustrated overall ad cover addressed to Philadelphia; expertly restored,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1510 )
[Printing & Publishing] Franklin Square NY, Harper & Brothers Publishers, two allover ad covers in
gray and beige, each with 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s.; one addressed to Poughkeepsie, NY, and one to
Cazenovia, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1511 )
[Printing & Publishing] H. P. Tasker & Co., 3¢ red, F. grill (#65) tied by Cumberland, MD Oct 21 duplex
cancel with target killer on 1868 orange corner card with boxed “E. N. Zevely, Engraver and Printer” imprint on
backflap, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1512 )
[Printing & Publishing] Hartford, CT, Case, Lockwood & Co Publishers & Printers, three illustrated
ad covers, all to Elmira NY, in green, blue & black; black ad has a stain, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1513

1514

1513 )
[Printing & Publishing] Pottsville, PA, The Miner’s Journal, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel and Pottsville
c.d.s.; on illustrated ad cover addressed to Beach Haven, PA; additional illustration and ads for Bannan & Ramsey
on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1514 )
[Printing & Publishing] Trenton, NJ, Comic Delineator, 3¢ (#65) cork-cancelled with Trenton, NJ,
c.d.s., on illustrated overall ad cover addressed to Meadville, NJ, with matching illustrated letter sheet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1515

1516

1515 )
[Publication] Philadelphia, PA, Godey’s Lady’s Book, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia c.d.s. on cameo
ad cover addressed to Newport, ME, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1516 )
[Quack Medicine] New York, Water Cure and Hygeio Therapeutic College, 1¢ (#63) and 3¢ (#65) tied
by New York c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Newtown, CT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1517 )
[Railroad] 23 covers, includes allover illustrated ad cover for John Ashcroft’s Railway & Engineer Supplies, New York City; allover illustrated ad cover for G. & D. Cook & Co. General Forwarding Agency, New York City;
illustrated ad cover for locomotive for Manchester Locomotive Works, Manchester, NH; corner ad cover for Illinois
Central Railroad Co., Chicago, IL; corner ad cover for A & G W Railway Locomotive Car Departments; and corner
ad cover for Cameron, Barkley & Co. Railroad Supply & Co., Charleston, SC; mixed condition, all franked with #65,
F.-V.F., a very attractive lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1518

1522

1518 )
[Railroad] New York City, Camden & Amboy Railroad Company, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with
New York c.d.s.; red scallop cameo ad cover with train design; addressed to Berlin Rensselaer, NY, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
The Camden & Amboy Railroad is one of the six oldest railways in America.
1519 )
[Religious] 4 covers, comprising allover illustrated Tract House, Boston; ad cover for Methodist Book
Concern, New York City; allover illustrated American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Boston; and
allover illustrated Methodist Episcopal Sunday School Union, New York; a pleasant lot to view, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1520 )
[School] 6 covers, stamp collar illustrated C.C. College, Terre Haute, IN; allover illustrated ad cover St.
Mary’s Academy, St. Joseph, IN; corner ad cover Green Springs School, AL; corner ad cover Commercial College,
Poultney, VT; allover reverse ad cover for Bryant Stratton & Co Commercial College; allover illustrated reverse The
Suburban Home School, New Haven, CT; mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1521 )
[Sewing Machines] 5 covers, comprising Willcox & Gibbs illustrated ad cover, Hemmer & Shield hand
sewing ad cover, Sumner & Co Sewing Machines, Leonard Brothers Sewing Machine blind-embossed ad cover
and, as a bonus, an anti-tobacco propaganda cover; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1522 )
[Slave] Baltimore, MD, Moral & Educational Improvement of the Colored People, 3¢ (#65) tied by
fancy cancel with Baltimore c.d.s. on corner ad cover addressed to Royal Oak, MD, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1523 )
[Stamp Collar] Butte City M.T., Bonner Mercantile Company, 2¢ (#U277) with brown stamp collar,
cancelled by Butte City MT duplex, addressed to New York City; backstamped; soiling and edge wear at right,
F.-V.F., scarce advertising collar.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1524

1525

1524 )
[Stamps] Skowhegan, ME, T.H. Dinsmore Revenue Stamps, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by solid star with
Skowhegan, ME, c.d.s.; illustration of eagle & shield and piano; addressed to Solon, ME, Very Fine, a gorgeous example of this well-known advertising cover.
Estimate $500 - 750
1525 )
[Stove & Furnace] Kansas City, MO, James F. McAdow Wholesale Stoves, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with Kansas City, MO, c.d.s. on ad cover addressed to Chilicothe, OH; reverse has allover billboard ad, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1526

1527

1526 )
[Tea] New York City, The Great American Tea Co, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel with New York c.d.s.;
addressed to Titusville, NJ, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1527 )
[Telephone] Cleveland, OH, Holcomb’s Improved Amplifying Telephones, 1¢ (#206) tied by cork
cancel on allover illustrated ad cover with additional advertising on reverse; addressed to Chillicothe, OH, F.-V.F., a
very early ad for this instrument.
Estimate $300 - 400
1528 )
[Temperance] 25 American Tract Society covers, mostly illustrated, with three early covers from
Boston, MA; then four with scripture verses, two rebus covers, 22 with additional vignettes on reverse; well annotated, a Bronze-winner at the 2004 Northeastern Federation Club Show, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1529 )
[Temperance] Intemperance Is The Bane of Society, 3¢ (#65) target-cancelled with Whatley, MA,
c.d.s.; on allover propaganda design; addressed to Guilford, VT; light overall wear, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1530 )
[Tobacco] 4 covers, for H.W. Benton & Co., New York City; L.L. Armistead, Lynchburg, VA; M. Marx,
New Orleans, LA; and Albert Austin, Suffield, CT; mixed condition, all franked with #65; examine, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1531

1533

1531 )
[Tobacco] Chicago, IL, Wigwam Tobacco, pair of 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancels on illustrated ad cover
addressed to Northbridge, MA, with writing on the reverse and inside panels, F.-V.F., uncommon.
Estimate $150 - 200
1532 )
[Tobacco] New York, S. Jacoby & Co Cigar Manufacturer, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid cancel with
New York c.d.s.; allover ad cover addressed to Milwaukee, WI, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
1533 )
[Tobacco] Utica, NY, Stephen Sherwood Cigars, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Utica, NY, c.d.s.
on blue illustration of Indian cameo ad cover; addressed to Schuyler’s Lake, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

1534

1536

1534 )
[Tourism] Top of Mount Washington, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Gorham, MA, c.d.s. on cover addressed to Chicago; allover illustration on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1535 )
[Unusual] 18 covers, includes ad cover for phonography & shorthand; Salem, MA, ad cover for burglar
alarms; Boston allover illustrated ad cover for art gallery; Boston ad cover for fireworks (with contents); Quincy, IL,
ad cover for stoves; Portsmouth, NH, toy store; two blind-embossed ad covers, and two billboard ad covers; all different, mixed condition; please review, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1536 )
[Unusual] Hand colored envelope with three pyramids, 3¢ (U1) with blue Norwichtown CT cds addressed to Hatfield MA, with hand drawn cachet & collar for indicia, very attrative, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1537

1538

1537 )
[Unusual] Hand-Drawn Cover, Farmer Carrying Hog, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on
cover addressed to Groveland, MA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1538 )
[Unusual] Hand-Drawn Flower & Leaf to Tunnel City, WI, cover franked 3¢ (#65), cancelled by grid
with Springfield Cross Roads, PA, c.d.s. (S/R 5) and addressed to Tunnel City, WI; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1539

1540

1539 )
[Unusual] Hand-Illustrated with Man Surrounded by Angels, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with East
Hampton, MA, c.d.s. alongside; hand-illustrated design of man in sailor’s cap (?) with three angels overhead; addressed to Boston, MA; attractive, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1540 )
[Weather Vanes] New York City, Cushing & White’s Celebrated Waltham Weather Vanes, 3¢ (#65)
tied by fancy cancel with New York c.d.s. on illustrated ad cover addressed to Waltham, MA; additional ad and illustrations on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1541 )
Cameo ad covers, an attractive selection of eighteen covers, including illustrated carriage manufacturer
Isaac Cronce, Milford, NJ; illustrated furniture & bedding Kite & Walton, Philadelphia; illustrated flour & grain
Boschen & Middendorf, New York City; illustrated hardware & cutlery Schmitz & Morleys, East Saginaw, MI; blue
shield cameo Eagle Foundry, Mount Holly, NJ; blue cameo ad Spring Foundry, Richmond, IN; illustrated envelope
manufacturer Samuel Raynor, New York; and red shield Metropolitan Mills, New York; mixed condition, all franked
with #65; perusal please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1542 )
Advertising cover balance, includes Photography Studio in West Eau Claire, WI; illustrated Office of
The New York Map & Atlas Survey; Brown University Class of 1868; West Westminster, VT, with hand-drawn contents; Jordan Marsh & Co., Boston; allover illustrated Williamson, Haynes & Co. Forwarding & Commission Merchants; etc.; mixed condition, examination urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1543 )
States advertising covers, 7, includes allover illustrated cover of eagle for Illinois, illustrated State of
New York, allover illustrated cover for Maine, allover illustrated cover for the 40th Congress, and illustrated ad cover
for Executive Department Rhode Island; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Exposition Covers
1544 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, 6 covers, including one with #230 & 233 with World’s Fair handstamp addressed to Germany: #230 tied to U348 with Manhattan Day cachet; and a #232 tied to a U284 with Chicago Day cachet; fresh clean lot, please view, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1545 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, 7 post cards comprising Government Building to Germany, Machinery
Building to Germany, Administration Building to London, plus Horticultural Building, Administration Building, Government Building and a Naval Exhibit card with Bomar cancellation C93-12; mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1546 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, 10 ad covers; includes corner ad cover for The Mercantile National Bank
(4), ad cover for Cuyler Morgan & Co., E.F. Gambs Coin & Stamp Dealer corner ad cover, corner ad cover for
Griffiths & Co Manufacturing Chemists, and ad cover for Samuel and Company Stationers, mixed condition; two of
the Mercantile National Bank covers have sunning, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1547 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, official souvenir postal cards, ten different exposition cards with original envelope, includes Series 1 design 1-6, 8-10, and Goldsmith Series Miner Bldg, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $350 - 500
1548 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, official souvenir postal cards, set of ten set #2, bright & colorful, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1549 )
1893, Columbian Exposition, tickets, eight tickets, two Washington portrait, three Lincoln portrait, two
Columbus Portrait and an Indian Chief, attractive lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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Campaign Covers

1550

1551

1550 )
1856, John Fremont campaign cover, 3¢ horizontal pair (#11) tied by New York c.d.s. on cover addressed to Chillicothe OH, Very Fine. Bischel 242. Walcott 530.
Estimate $200 - 300
1551 )
1856, John Fremont campaign cover, 3¢ (#11) tied by blue Bethel ME c.d.s., on cover with Fremont
portrait at left, addressed to Rockland ME, Very Fine. Bischel 246. Walcott 540 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1552

1553

1552 )
1860, Lincoln campaign cover, six covers, comprising “Lincoln Wrapped in the Flag” (unlisted in
Bischel or Walcott), “Beardless Lincoln in Ornate Frame (With Drawn-in Beard)” (Bischel-310, Walcott-158),
“Bearded Portrait” (Bischel-392, Walcott-199), “Lincoln & Johnson Framed Portraits” (Bischel-408, Walcott-215),
“Beardless Framed Portrait” (Bischel-351, Walcott-189), and an ad cover with contents for publisher of Lincoln’s
paper, a gorgeous offering; mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1553 )
1860, beardless Lincoln campaign cover, 3¢ (#26) tied by Neenah, WI, c.d.s., on illustrated campaign
cover addressed to Montrok, PA, F.-V.F. Walcott 194 var. Bischel 363.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1554

1555

1554 )
1860, beardless Lincoln campaign cover, 3¢ (#26) tied by indistinct c.d.s. to Lincoln-Hamlin campaign
cover addressed to East Cambridge MA; a few tiny stains, F.-V.F. Bischel 366. Walcott 196 var.
Estimate $250 - 350
1555

1864, Lincoln-Johnson presidential ballot, Ohio Union Presidential ticket with design of Lady Liberty;
“Marion County” crossed out and manuscript “Athens” inserted, with list of electors at bottom; a couple of tiny edge
flaws; comes with tally sheet envelope for 1864 election for Trumball County, OH, rare Lincoln ephemera.
Estimate $300 - 400

1556

1557

1556 )
1864, Lincoln-Johnson campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with “Detroit MI/Sep 27" c.d.s. on cover
addressed to Lexington MI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1557 )
1864, Lincoln-Johnson campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by target with New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. on
campaign cover with Union Party Platform printed on reverse; addressed to Bainbridge, NY; mounting stain on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 405 var. Walcott 229.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1558

1559

1558 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, 3¢ (#94) pen-cancelled with manuscript town cancel “Morrisville
VT” on campaign cover addressed to Bethel, VT, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 452.
Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1559 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by manuscript town cancel on purple campaign
cover addressed to New York City; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel 438. Walcott 567 var. Estimate $400 - 600

1560

1561

1560 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) with cork cancel and Milwaukee, WI, c.d.s. on campaign
cover addressed to Tanenburg, NY; edge faults and wear, F.-V.F. Bischel 446. Walcott 564var.
Estimate $200 - 300
1561 )
1868, Grant-Colfax campaign cover, “We Fight It Out On This Line” (late usage), 3¢ (#147)
pen-cancelled with red Washington VT c.d.s., addressed to Chelsea VT, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Bischel
774. Walcott 582.
Estimate $400 - 600

1562 )
1876, Grant campaign cover, “Hurrah! for Grant and Good Government”, bronze, 3¢ (#184) cancelled
by target with blue (Gettysburgh? Greensburgh?) PA c.d.s., on campaign cover addressed to Hollidaysburg PA,
Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 433. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1563

1564

1563 )
1868, Seymour-Blair campaign cover, 3¢ (#94) tied by target with Livingstonville NY c.d.s., on cover
addressed to New York City, with contents, F.-V.F. Bischel 430. Walcott 588.
Estimate $250 - 350
1564 )
1868, Seymour-Blair campaign cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by Selma, AL, c.d.s. and cork cancel, on faded
campaign cover addressed to Shelby Springs, AL, F.-V.F. Bischel 432. Walcott 589.
Estimate $250 - 350

Civil War Postal History

1565 )
c. 1838, letter from Pierre Chouteau discussing the Creek Nation enslaved, folded letter sheet carried outside the postal service, manuscript “Private”, addressed to Saint Louis MO; two-page letter discussing enslavement of the Creek Nation, and his ownership of slaves; scarce & historic; splits at folds, some reinforced, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Jean-Pierre Chouteau was a French Creole fur trader, merchant, politician, and slaveholder. An early settler of
St. Louis from New Orleans, he became one its most prominent citizens. Jean-Pierre and his half-brother
Auguste Chouteau, known as the “river barons,” adjusted to the many political changes which came about as the
town changed from Spanish rule to becoming part of the United States. They continued to create political
alliances with numerous parties. For a long time, they held monopoly rights on the lucrative fur trade with the
Osage, and they expanded their St. Louis businesses to many parts of the emerging economy. As US Indian
agent, Chouteau negotiated the Osage Treaty of 1808 on behalf of the United States government, by which the
Osage agreed to sell large portions of their lands in present-day Missouri and Arkansas in exchange for Federal
annuities.
1566

160

1839, document from Pierre Chouteau about the sale of a mulatto girl, one-page document: “For
sale for one dollar a mulatto girl, named Deborah, aged about thirty one or two”, dated 8 May 1839; splits along
folds, some repaired, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1567

1568

1567 )
c. 1861, “7 MI House O.”, oval handstamp with manuscript June 4 date, on buff cover with 3¢ rose (#65)
addressed to Reedtown, Ohio, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
During the time of the Underground Railroad, fugitive slaves were transported from the old Omar Tavern in
Seneca County to Seven Mile House, on their way to Lake Erie, where they could cross to freedom in Canada.
This is a wonderful historical cover.
1568 )
1861, Adams Express Company Port Royal, S. C., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on violet Civil
War patriotic cover illustrated with wagon full of packages and four horses (similar in style to Bischel lot 5782); double-circle “PORT ROYAL SC MAR 14” postmark at left; cover with minor toned spots and light wrinkling, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1569 )
1861, “MAILS SUSPENDED”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by “North Middletown KY May” town cancel on cover
addressed to Kesnick (Depot), Va; manuscript “O & A R R” at lower left and lightly struck oval light blue marking at
center; stamp somewhat faded and with a horizontal crease, cover with a sealed tear at upper left, otherwise Fine,
extremely scarce usage and seldom seen; with 1998 C.S.A. certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1570 )
1861-65, Old Point Comfort & Fortress Monroe postal history, presented in an album with slipcase,
five pages of writeup, and 25 covers; includes 1863 cover addressed to Cherry Flats, PA, with 4-page letter with
war content; U.S. Christian Commission corner ad cover to Providence, RI; forwarded cover from Port Huron to
Parmer, MI; cover with corner ad “Head Quarters/Dept of Virginia & North Carolina/Official Business”; and many
fancy cancels, F.-V.F., scarce & attractive (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1571

1572

1571 )
1862 (Apr.), cover to Master Mate U.S.S. Steamer Patroon, 1¢ (#63) & 3¢ (#65) tied by target and New
York NY c.d.s., with manuscript “7" for additional ship rate, on cover addressed to ”S.G. Slayton/Master Mate U.S.
Steamer Patroon/Fortress Monroe VA", with manuscript “If gone please forward”; missing backflap, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
USS Patroon (1859) was a steamer acquired by the Union Navy during the Civil War to patrol navigable
waterways of the Confederacy to prevent the South from trading with other countries.
1572 )
1862, cover to a cavalry officer at a camp near Richmond, Va., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by straightline
“REGISTERED” on cover with “PHILADELPHIA Pa AUG 1 1862” town mark at left on cover addressed to “Chief Bugler A. W. Simons, 5th Regular Cavalry, Camp near Harrison’s Landing, above Richmond Virginia”, includes original letter, plus a later letter datelined Aug 20; cover with light splitting along the bottom edge, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1573

1574

1573 )
c. 1862, looking to recover money paid for a sick slave, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with Ripley,
OH, c.d.s., addressed to Germantown, KY; asking for refund for purchased girl who was sick and died in service,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1574 )
1863, Camp Dennison, Ohio cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with “Miamiville P.O. Camp
Dennison/Apr 16/1863” c.d.s. on cover addressed to Franklin Mills, OH; also includes allover design patriotic with
Art Ward, Jr.’s, speech on front, and camp scene on reverse with soldiers using a stump dressed as Jeff Davis for
target practice; strong strike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1575

1576

1575 )
1863, cover to U.S. Hospital Boat, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript “Staceyville Iowa/Aug 1st
1863” on cover addressed to U.S. Hospital Boat at Cairo, IL; straightline “Unclaimed” and manuscript “Refused” on
front; backstamped Vicksburg MISS and Cairo, IL, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1576 )
c. 1863, Union wallpaper cover, 3¢ (#65) tied by leaf cancel and Nashville, TN, c.d.s. on wallpaper
cover addressed to Philadelphia; top of cover missing, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1577 )
1864, cover from U.S. Ram Avenger, cover posted from the Avenger on Aug 11, 1864; postmarked
Cairo, IL and addressed to Washington, DC, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
On December 7, 1863, the U.S. War Department transferred to the Navy two wooden-hulled, side-wheel rams
then being built at New Albany, Indiana, for the Army’s Mississippi Marine Brigade. On taking possession of the
still-unfinished vessels, Rear Admiral David Dixon Porter—then commanding the Mississippi
Squadron—suggested that they be named Avenger and Vindicator. On December 19, Avenger was assigned to
the Mississippi River Squadron’s Third District, responsible for controlling the river between Natchez, MS, and the
mouth of the Red River. Completed late February 1864, the ship was commissioned at Cairo, IL, on Feb. 29,
Acting Volunteer Lt. Charles A. Wright in command. In May 1864, Avenger was stationed at Morganza, LA, and
carried out blockading duties between Morganza and Donaldsonville through November, when she was ordered
to help patrol the river between Vicksburg and Natchez.
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1578

1579

1578 )
1864, cover addressed to Western Virginia, three 1¢ (#63) and a 3¢ (#65), tied by Cleveland, OH,
c.d.s. and circular grid to cover addressed to Co. A, 23rd Ohio Reg, Kanawha Valley, Western VA (now West Virginia), F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1579 )
c. 1864, hand-illustrated cover of black gentleman & child, 3¢ (#65) with grid cancel and adjacent
New Berne, NC, c.d.s., on hand-illustrated cover with man in tails with child; addressed to Beaufort, NC; with contents and transcript; reduced at right affecting the stamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1580 )
1867, cover from Macon, GA with interesting content, 3¢ rose, tied by Macon Ga fancy shield cancel
with bars at top (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on 1867 ruled blue folded letter addressed to Columbus Ga; writer of letter mentions “the war closed us out of our negro property and left us without a dime”; cover with minor edge flaws,
otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1581 )
1873, three covers to 36th Colored Corps Veterans, from Fort Monroe in Virginia, all from Lieut.
James Curry at Fort Monroe, to veterans of the Corp Company “D” 36th Group or their widows, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
The 36th U.S. Colored Infantry was organized February 8, 1864, from the 2nd North Carolina Colored Infantry for
three-year service under the command of Colonel Alonzo G. Draper.
1582 )
1878, “Official Business” covers from Fortress Monroe, VA, three in total, one with corner imprint
“Office A.C.S./Fort Monroe VA/Official Business”, and two with printed instructions for return to Lieut. James Curry
if undeliverable, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1583 )
Covers to & from U.S.S. Ossipee, consisting of a cover addressed to U.S.S. Steamer Ossipee, Washington, DC, from East Freetown, MA, and a cover addressed to Auburn, NH, with manuscript “From the US Ship
Ossipee”; two-page article on the ship included, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1584 )
Civil War covers addressed to naval ships, a fleet of 14, including Ship Hope Captain Hancock; Capt.
Joseph Garten, Steamer Kennebec; Act. 3rd Asst. Engineer, U.S. Str Geranniss; Lieut. H.A. Bartlet, US Recg Ship
North Carolina; U.S. Steamer Commodore Perry, Plymouth, NC, via Roanoke Island; and Fleet Captain’s Clerk
Flag Ship Philadelphia, South Atlantic Block Squadron; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F., some rare addresses present (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1585 )
Civil War adversity covers, 7 covers, includes wallpaper cover with Thomasville, GA, c.d.s. addressed
to Savannah, GA; adversity cover made from receipt; cover to Black Rock, NY, turned and sent to Bellevue, MI;
cover from Galveston, TX to Philadelphia; and turned cover with overall ad for San Francisco clipper line, turned
and sent to Cardington, OH, F.-V.F., scarce material reasonably priced (photo on website). Estimate $500 - 750
1586 )
Civil War covers with enclosures, includes April 5, 1865, letter from Richmond describing being in the
city after surrender; May 20, 1864, letter datelined U.S. Steam Frigate with war news; September 26, 1861, on Patriotic letter sheet describing Battle of Falls Church; also a letter with a carte de visite of the letter-writer, Silas Wood;
many have news of the war or camp life, F.-V.F., excellent lot for research (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1587 )
Civil War covers, selection of 50, a wonderful holding, with addresses such as “1st Lt A Henry/Co E
25th REG USS/(Colored) Fort Pickens FL”, “Company C first Kentucky/Regt 22nd Brigade Gen Nelson/Division
Athens Alabama”, “Camp Parole Hospital/Near Annapolis/Md”, and “Rev. E.y. Warner/Chaplain 3rd O.V.C./On
Tenn River/Gen Words Division”; some interesting destinations, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1588 )
Civil War adversity covers, 7 covers: Flag of Truce cover to Camp Martin, Indianapolis, IN; cover made
from lined paper from Louisville, KY, to Bellefountaine, OH; cover made from document from Foxboro, MA, to
Cambridgeport, MA; cover made from ad from Jersey City, NJ, to Uxbridge, MA; local cover made from bank statement in Charleston, SC; homemade cover from Halifax C.H., VA used locally, and turned cover from Washington,
DC, to Middlesex, VT, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1589 )
Civil War-Era cover balance, 17 in all, including 1862 hand-drawn Patriotic cover with letter; 1863 letter
with camp life news; 1864 valentine cover; 1864 cover concerning state aid; four covers to Samuel Newton in
Vicksburg, MS; cover addressed to Joseph Holt, Judge Advocate during the Lincoln assassination trial; fancy cancel of Albany, NY, “Lincoln” in field of stars (S-E LC-NP 15); etc.; mixed condition, F.-V.F., great range of material
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1590 )
Civil War postal history balance, approximately 40 items with the ubiquitous #65, including a strip of
five on corner ad cover to Roxbury, NY; single tied by “Crockett TX” c.d.s. on folded letter sheet to Houston; single
tied by solid star fancy cancel & Galveston, TX, c.d.s. to folded letter sheet to New York; one tied by Salt Lake City,
UT, c.d.s. to cover to Canaan, NH; a hand-drawn cover & letter sheet with copy tied by blue c.d.s. addressed to East
Jaffrey, NH; single tied by target cancel and “Oneida NY” c.d.s. on bank draft to Rome, NY; #R15 cancelled on cover
with manuscript “Held for postage”; #65 tied over #73 by East Corinth, ME, c.d.s. to East Cambridge, MA; and much
more; should bring many times our low estimate; mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1591
1591 )
Civil War field cancels, 7, includes blue “Bank’s Division” c.d.s., blue “G.B.D./Mar 6" straightline and
”Chattanooga Tenn/January 13" straightline; an excellent grouping, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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Patriotic Covers
Famous People

1592

1593

1592 )
Col. Robert Anderson, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct town cancel on reverse of patriotic cover with portrait,
Fort Sumter & extract from Colonel Anderson’s speech on front; addressed to Sutton’s Point, IL; reduced at left,
F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 788. Walcott 364.
Estimate $500 - 750
1593 )
Col. E.D. Baker Killed at the Battle of Ball’s Bluff, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid on patriotic cover addressed to Northampton, MA; with Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s., F.-V.F. Bischel 793. Walcott 447.
Estimate $500 - 750

1594

1595

1594 )
Birney, Baxter & Gosline, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. to allover patriotic cover addressed to
“Sheafferstown” (Schaefferstown), PA; Upham imprint on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 811. Walcott 558.
Estimate $500 - 750
1595 )
Gen. Buell, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Ft Hamilton NY/Jun 27/1862" c.d.s. to cover addressed to Philadelphia PA,
Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Bischel 817. Walcott 520.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1596

1597

1596 )
Burnside, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Newton Centre, MA;
reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 746. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
1597 )
Burnside, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Alleghany PA/Oct 18" c.d.s. on cover, addressed to Parnassus PA; minute
stain at center, Very Fine. Bischel 746. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350

1598

1599

1598 )
Gen. Butler “Union Now & For Ever”, 3¢ (#26) tied by grid with “Hiram ME Oct 7" c.d.s. on cover addressed to Washington DC, F.-V.F., ex Walcott, Bischel, Michaels. Bischel 825. Walcott 370.
Estimate $400 - 600
1599 )
Gen. B. F. Butler, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid & “Elida OH/Dec 30" c.d.s. on cover with Butler’s portrait; addressed to Roxbury MA; opened at top & right, edge flaws, F.-V.F., ex-Walcott, Bischel. Bischel 821. Walcott 367.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1600
1600 )
Colonel Ellsworth, 3 covers, each with “He who noteth…” quotation: Bischel-665/Walcott-404;
Bischel-688/Walcott-421var; and Bischel-690/Walcott-421var; a wonderful trio of this historic figure; mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1601

1602

1601 )
Commodore Foote, U.S.N., 3¢ (#65) tied by blue “Nashville TN/Mar 22" c.d.s., on cover addressed to
Lucus OH, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Bischel 871. Walcott 392.
Estimate $400 - 600
1602 )
Com. Foote, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue “Chicago IL/Feb 6/1862” c.d.s. to cover with portrait of Foote; addressed to Weathersfield Center VT, but missent to Weathersfield, VT, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 870. Walcott 391.
Estimate $400 - 600

1603

1604

1603 )
Fremont, 3¢ (#26) cancelled by target with “Nicholasville KY/Oct 3" c.d.s. on red-and-blue campaign
cover addressed to East Liberty OH; slightly reduced at right, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Bischel 730.
Walcott 552 var.
Estimate $250 - 350
1604 )
“Lieut. Gen. U.S. Grant”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target and Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover of U.S.
Grant; addressed to Warrenville, CT, F.-V.F. Bischel 776. Walcott 585.
Estimate $600 - 800

1605 )
Harrison, with pen-cancelled #65; tear at top, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Bischel 231 var. Walcott
126 var.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1606

1607

1606 )
Lincoln & His Cabinet, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by target with Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover with
portraits of Lincoln & his cabinet; addressed to Cornwall, CT; Upham imprint on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 376.
Walcott 210.
Estimate $500 - 750
1607 )
Lincoln mourning cover “We Cherish His Memory”, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid with Medford, MA, c.d.s. on
mourning cover (Milgram AL-370) addressed to South Hadley, MA, F.-V.F.; with 1986 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

1608

1609

1608 )
McClellan “Commander of the Federal Forces on the Potomac”, 3¢ (#65) tied by blue Barboursville,
KY, c.d.s. on cover addressed to Almont, MI; reverse shows embossed design of McClellan holding flag with red &
blue piping, Very Fine. Bischel 629. Walcott 345.
Estimate $400 - 600
1609 )
Maj. Gen. McClellan, soldier’s letter (U.S.N.); envelope with red-and-blue border, with portrait of
McClellan; “Due/3” in circle; cancelled Washington DC Nov 17 1861 and addressed to Salt Point NY; tear top left,
portion of back flap and cover missing, F.-V.F. Bischel Unlisted. Walcott Unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
1610 )
Portraits of famous people, seven Patriotic Covers, including “Our Peace Commissioners”
(Bischel-765, Walcott-571var), Martha Washington Portrait (Bischel-194, Walcott-102), Major General McClellan
(Bischel-578, Walcott-308var), Fremont Portrait with Flag (Bischel-731, Walcott-552var), General Scott Flags &
Cannon (Bischel-510, Walcott-275var); mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1611

1612

1611 )
General Scott, 2 covers: comprising “Portrait in Fancy Oval” (Bischel-483, Walcott-253var) and “Lieutenant Gen Winfield Scott” (Bischel-463, Walcott-240var); great duo, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1612 )
Winfield Scott & Robert Anderson, “My Last And Best Campaign”, 1¢ (#63) pen-cancelled; violet
design of Scott & Anderson, addressed to Jacksonburg IN; top right corner of stamp added; light toning to cover,
Very Fine cover; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Bischel 470. Walcott 244 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

1613

1614

1613 )
Scott “Our Commander in Chief”, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Old Point Comfort/Jul 7” c.d.s. on patriotic cover
with allover design of General Scott; addressed to Rushford, NY; edge flaws, F.-V.F. Bischel 475. Walcott 248.
Estimate $200 - 300
1614 )
Com. Stringham, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript “Glade Farms VA/July 15" notation on patriotic cover addressed to Carmichaels PA, with design duplicated inside, F.-V.F. Bischel 975. Walcott 376.
Estimate $300 - 400

1615 )
Warren & Ellsworth, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Mercer PA/Nov 21" c.d.s. to patriotic cover with portraits of Warren
& Ellsworth, addressed to Ontonagon MI; edge flaws and reattached at sides, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Bischel 982. Walcott 414.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1616

1617

1616 )
George Washington, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Hoags
Corners, NY, F.-V.F., ex-Walcott, Bischel. Bischel 58. Walcott 12.
Estimate $400 - 600
1617 )
Martha Washington, 3¢ (#65) tied by “Miamiville OH” on allover Patriotic Cover addressed to Orwell, O,
F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Bischel 194. Walcott 102.
Estimate $600 - 800

Scenes

1618

1619

1618 )
“Benton Barracks St Louis”, 3¢ (#65) tied by St. Louis c.d.s. on patriotic cover of Benton Barracks, addressed to Vernon Centre, NY; faulty bottom edge, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1619 )
“By Land and Sea to Victory”, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with North Fairfield, OH, c.d.s. on patriotic
cover addressed to New Creek, VA (now West Virginia); manuscript routing “Via Wheeling”; reduced at left, mounting stain on reverse, F.-V.F. Bischel 1025. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
1620 )
Fortress Monroe, Old Point Comfort and Hygeia Hotel illustrated letter sheet, three-page letter
datelined Hampton Roads, VA, with scene of the fort and map of the area; the writer has also numbered places of interest and described them; cover with #65 tied by “Old Point Comfort VA” c.d.s.; tiny stain on first page, F.-V.F., easy
to read (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1621

1622

1621 )
“The House That Uncle Sam Built”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to South Otsetic, NY; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 1146. Walcott 643.
Estimate $300 - 400
1622 )
“Seven Soldiers in Front of Tent” Magnus design, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Washington, DC,
c.d.s., on Magnus-design patriotic cover addressed to Seely Creek, NY; cover has been expertly rebacked, Very
Fine, ex-Bischel. Bischel 1357. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750

1623

1624

1623 )
“Soldier in Camp”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled, with red New Haven, CT, c.d.s. on patriotic cover; addressed to
New Canaan, CT, F.-V.F. Bischel 3081. Walcott 1699var.
Estimate $400 - 600
1624 )
“The Soldier’s Dream of Home”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct c.d.s. on allover patriotic cover addressed to
Springfield, MA; trivial edge wear, F.-V.F. Bischel 2177. Walcott 882.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1625

1626

1625 )
“U.S. Senate” Magnus two-panel design, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover
with two green panels of U.S. Senate and the Signing of the Declaration of Independence, addressed to
Highbridge, CT, F.-V.F.; with 1965 P.F. certificate. Bischel 1211. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1626 )
“Union Volunteer Refreshment Saloon & Hospital” (65), on allover design addressed to an indistinct
address to Chambersburg in Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Very Fine. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $150 - 200

Regimental

1627

1628

1627 )
1st Regiment U.S. National Guard, 3¢ (#26) tied by Old Point Comfort c.d.s. on allover illustrated cover,
with “Due/3” rate, addressed to Guilford CT; the 3¢ due because the 1857 stamps had been invalid since August
1861; lower left corner flaw, F.-V.F. Bischel 2478. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
1628 )
“Rail Road Reg’t 89th Ill Vols”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Nashville, TN, c.d.s. on patriotic cover
with train; addressed to Rock Island, IL; reduced at right, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Bischel
2293. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1629

1630

1629 )
“Seventh U.S. Heavy Artillery (Colored)/Department of the Gulf”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with
New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. on military imprint cover; addressed to Old Saybrook, CT, F.-V.F. Estimate $350 - 500
1630 )
“Tiger Regiment B.L.I. 43rd Mass Vols”, 3¢ (#65) tied by New Bern, NC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to West Bridgewater, MA; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 2382. Walcott 1406.
Estimate $300 - 400

States

1631

1632

1631 )
“Indiana” Larrance state envelope, 3¢ (#65) tied by grid with “Cincinnati OH” c.d.s. on Patriotic cover
addressed to Springfield, OH; obverse has list of counties, reverse has map of Indiana, F.-V.F., rare item. Bischel
unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
1632 )
“The Loyal States: Massachusetts”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct blue c.d.s. on blue allover patriotic
cover, addressed to North Stratford, NH; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 3170. Walcott 1831.
Estimate $400 - 600

1633 )
“The Loyal Union: Ohio”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. & circular grid addressed to Boston,
MA, Very Fine, ex-Bischel. Bischel 3302. Walcott 1813.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1634

1635

1634 )
“Ohio For The Union” Magnus design, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel to multicolored two-panel patriotic
cover of woman with sheaf of wheat & flag and Ohio state shield; with Old Point Comfort, VA, c.d.s.; addressed to
Roscoe, OH; light toning, F.-V.F. Bischel 3295. Walcott 1656.
Estimate $400 - 600
1635 )
“Philadelphia” Magnus two-panel design, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. to multicolored patriotic cover with map of the city and a second panel showing soldier & sailor; addressed to Chicago, IL; has been refolded & restored, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Caricatures

1636

1637

1636 )
“A Fireman Zouave Putting Out Secession”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by target cancel with Port Royal, VA,
c.d.s. on patriotic cover of Zouave hosing southerner; addressed to Peakskill, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel
1914. Walcott 1144.
Estimate $600 - 800
1637 )
“All I Want Is To Be Let A Loan”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Fairfield, CT, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Newport, RI; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel 1982. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400

1638 )
“Away Down South In Dixie”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Skippackville, PA; straightline “Ship”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1639

1640

1639 )
“Come Back Here You Black Rascal”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with Lockport, NY, c.d.s. on
patriotic cover addressed to Seneca Falls, NY; reduced at right, F.-V.F. Bischel 1607. Walcott 1177.
Estimate $400 - 600
1640 )
“Falcon on Branch” Billy Seward Esq., 3¢ (#65) tied by Worcester, MA, c.d.s. on cover addressed to
Swanzey, NH, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400

1641

1642

1641 )
“The First Secessionist”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Springfield, MA, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Rolla,
MO, F.-V.F. Bischel 2007. Walcott 1101.
Estimate $300 - 400
1642 )
“J.D. His Marque”, 3¢ (#26) tied by grid with “Yellow Springs O” c.d.s. on Patriotic Cover addressed to
Spring Valley, OH, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Bischel 2030. Walcott 1006.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1643 )
“J.D. His Marque”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Port Royal, VA, c.d.s. to patriotic cover with “Due 3" straightline; addressed to Plantsville, CT; repaired at right edge, F.-V.F. Bischel 2033. Walcott 1008.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1644

1645

1644 )
“Jeff. chew ing the Secession Flag-Root”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s.
on cover with patriotic design; addressed to New York City; Walcott-1120, Bischel-2078, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1645 )
“Jeff. Davis Going to War”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. to patriotic cover addressed to Buffalo, NY, F.-V.F. Bischel 1778. Walcott 934var.
Estimate $500 - 750

1646

1647

1646 )
“Missouri Compromise Introduced by Gen. Lyon”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Georgetown, DC, c.d.s. to patriotic cover with Cannon & Soldiers design; addressed to Waynesboro, PA, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 1426.
Walcott 821.
Estimate $300 - 400
1647 )
“Old Secesh”, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York grid and c.d.s., on Patriotic Cover with alligator addressed to
Wayland, MA, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750

1648 )
“Or Any Other Man”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct c.d.s. to patriotic cover of Uncle Sam choking a snake;
addressed to Albion, ME, F.-V.F. Bischel 2096. Walcott 975.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1649

1650

1649 )
“Plenty of Drumming, But No Recruits”, 3¢ (#65) tied by cork cancel with indistinct c.d.s. on patriotic
cover, addressed to Rock, MA; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 1805. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $250 - 350
1650 )
“Scott’s Tactics - Stopping Up the Rat Holes”, 3¢ rose pink (#64b) tied by blue “Cincinnati O Sep 6”
duplex postmark with open grid killer on violet cover (type of Bischel 1899, Walcott 962 var) addressed to Philadelphia, PA; large two-line “ADVd/ 1 Ct.” at center, with original enclosure; cover with trivial spotting and opened
slightly roughly at upper right, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1651

1652

1651 )
“The Southerner as He Was”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grill with Gallipolis, OH, on patriotic cover
addressed to Lowell, OH; expertly restored, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 1925. Walcott 1126.
Estimate $300 - 400
1652 )
“Them pesky Treason fellers hev got to hev more rope…”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. on patriotic cover of Uncle Sam spinning rope; addressed to Miamitown, OH; reduced at left, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel
1674. Walcott 911var.
Estimate $300 - 400

1653 )
“Washwoman Davis—Lor bless my soul…”, 3¢ (#65) cancelled by circular grid with Saratoga
Springs, NY, c.d.s. on patriotic cover; addressed to South Wales, NY, F.-V.F. Bischel 1605var. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1654

1655

1654 )
“Whar is Massa Jeff Now”, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid with Minneapolis, MN, c.d.s. on patriotic cover
addressed to Providence, RI; trivial edge tear at top, F.-V.F. Bischel 1611var. Walcott 1047var.
Estimate $400 - 600
1655 )
“Why Don’t You Take It ?”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to New
York City, NY, F.-V.F. Bischel 1455. Walcott 917var.
Estimate $300 - 400

Miscellaneous

1656

1657

1656 )
Sailor & female with flag - Adams Express, manuscript “By adams express $.12/Soldiers package”
and “Paid 2/6", on Patriotic Cover addressed to Columbia, PA; reverse has five wax seals; bottom left corner missing where seal was removed, otherwise F.-V.F., rare usage. Bischel 3743. Walcott 1972. Estimate $250 - 350
1657 )
Soldier and lady saying farewell with Cupid at right, red design on yellow 7¼" x 4 7/8" envelope with
overall scene; franked with 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s.; addressed to PA, with multicolored enclosure
showing flags and tent, with transcript of poem, F.-V.F., ex Bischel, Walcott. Bischel 2114. Walcott 2380.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1658

1659

1658 )
Soldier writing letter - Western Department, 3¢ (#65) tied by Nashville, TN, c.d.s. to blue overall patriotic cover addressed to Madrid, ME, F.-V.F. Bischel 2961. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $400 - 600
1659 )
“The War For The Union”, 3¢ (#65) tied by indistinct c.d.s. on patriotic cover with design of sailor, flag
and eagle addressed to East Rushford, NY; blind-embossed ad on flap for “John Davis/Bookseller/Hannibal MO”,
F.-V.F. Bischel 3767. Walcott 1988 var.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1660

1661

1660 )
Soldier’s Farewell, 5 covers: “Soldier & Sweetheart at Trellace” (Bischel-2125, Walcott-850var), “Soldier & Sweetheart at Trellace” with J.R. Hawley imprint (Bischel-2127, Walcott-851var), “The Soldier’s Dream of
Home” (Bischel-2166, Walcott-864), “The Girl I Left Behind Me” (Bischel-2120, Walcott-840var) and “The Parting
Moment” (Bischel-2120var, Walcott-840var); mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1661 )
“Liberty Holding Sword & Scales”, 3¢ (#65, removed and hinged at left to uncover R.B. Nichol Author
ad), with Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel 3992var. Walcott 2302var.
Estimate $400 - 600

1662 )
Standing female figure with ship & flag, 3¢ (#65) tied by target with Washington DC c.d.s. on patriotic
cover addressed to Plymouth Hollow CT; edge flaws, F.-V.F. Bischel 3960. Walcott 2213. Estimate $150 - 200
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1663

1664

1663 )
“Onward To Victory”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Annapolis Junction, MD, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Hardwick, MA; with illustrated letter sheet with camp life content, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott 2595 var.
Estimate $500 - 750
1664 ())
Angell Correspondence, portion of envelope, 2¢ (#73), 3¢ (#65) and a pair of 12¢ (#69) tied to a portion of patriotic cover by Circle-of-Vs cancel, from the famous Dr. Angell Correspondence; the 29¢ rate is for a letter
to Austria via Germany, F.-V.F., historic item.
Estimate $400 - 600

1665

1666

1665 )
“History Of Our Flag”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Brimfield, IL; minor edge flaws, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 5582. Walcott 2833.
Estimate $400 - 600
1666 )
“Oh! flag of my heart…”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
Fitchburg, MA; reduced at left, F.-V.F. Bischel Unlisted. Walcott 633var.
Estimate $400 - 600

1667 )
Overall waving flag, 3¢ (6#5) tied by target cancel with Glassborough, NJ, c.d.s.; addressed to
Burlington, NJ; corner mend at top, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 5096. Walcott 2843var.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1668

1669

1668 )
Union type flag, 3¢ (#65) tied by North Berwick, ME, c.d.s. on overall flag design patriotic cover addressed to Amesbury, MA, F.-V.F. Bischel 5105. Walcott 2835.
Estimate $300 - 400
1669 )
Union type flag, 3¢ (#65) tied by Washington, DC, c.d.s. on overall flag patriotic cover addressed to Philadelphia, PA; minor reduction at left, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 5107. Walcott 2848var. Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1670

1671

1670 )
“King Corn”, two covers: first has 3¢ (#65) tied to patriotic cover #Bischel-1629, Walcott-1188 var; second has 3¢ (#65) tied to Patriotic cover #Bischel-1627, Walcott-1187; small faults, F.-V.F. Estimate $100 - 150
1671 )
“One Country—One Constitution”, 3¢ (#65) pen-cancelled with manuscript “Richwoods IN/Aug 19” on
patriotic cover of sailor sitting on a cannon; addressed to Cincinnati, OH; tear on right edge, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted.
Walcott 830.
Estimate $300 - 400

1672 )
“Strike Home!”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Cairo, IL, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to Doylestown, OH, F.-V.F.
Bischel 3028. Walcott 1614.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1673

1674

1673 )
“The Spirit of our Fathers…”, 3¢ (#65) tied by New York c.d.s. on patriotic cover of sailing vessel; addressed to New Milford, CT, with contents, F.-V.F. Bischel 1026. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $400 - 600
1674 )
“Liberty-Union”, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Carlisle, PA, c.d.s. on patriotic cover addressed to
West Worcester, NY; edge flaws, F.-V.F., ex-Bischel. Bischel 3000. Walcott 1593.
Estimate $400 - 600

1675

1676

1675 )
“The Model Government of the World”, 3¢ (#65) tied by Manassas, VA, c.d.s. on red & blue design on
patriotic cover addressed to Nunda Station, NY; repaired at top and internal tear right center, F.-V.F. Bischel 3003.
Walcott 1585.
Estimate $500 - 750
1676 )
“Blessed Be Letters”, 3¢ (#65) tied by circular grid on patriotic cover addressed to Wolfborough, NH;
with Anoka, MN, c.d.s., F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $300 - 400

1677 )
“Like These Two Roses Blooming Fair”, 3¢ (#65, faulty) tied by manuscript town cancel on patriotic
cover addressed to Coatesville, PA, F.-V.F. Bischel 4864. Walcott 2717.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Groups

Ex 1678

Ex 1679

1678 )
Eleven caricatures patriotic covers, includes “Rebel Enlistment in Virginia” (Bischel-unlisted,
Walcott-unlisted), “Didn’t I Tell You So?” (Bischel-1869, Walcott-991), “Our Hearts Are With Our Brothers in the
Field” (Bischel-4039, Walcott-2230), “Jeff Davis & Gen Scott as Dogs” (Bischel-1451, Walcott-918), “Gen Scott
about making a ten strike” (Bischel-unlisted, Walcott-unlisted) and “John Bull’s Feat Of Horsemanship”
(Bischel-1648, Walcott-1138); mixed condition, F.-V.F., some rare designs present.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1679 )
Eighteen Army Corp patriotic covers, includes 9th Corp 3rd Division (Bischel-2863, Walcott-1551),
Maltese Cross 5th Corp-2d Division (Bischel-2834, Walcott-unlisted), Headquarters 3rd Cavalry
(Bischel-2905, Walcott-unlisted), Mass Comp’y A (Boston City Guard) (Bischel-2363, Walcott-1402var),
Forty-third Reg, Mass. Vols. (Bischel-2383, Walcott-1400), Sixth Corps.-First Division (Bischel-2840,
Walcott-1546), with many more; a nifty grouping for collector and dealer alike, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1680 )
Fifteen flags on patriotic covers, includes Masonic design “My God first …” (Bischel-5127,
Walcott-306), “The Tree of Liberty” (Bischel-5697, Walcott-2854var), “One Union or One Grave” (Bischel-4583,
Walcott-2572), Standing Liberty with Flag (Bischel-4000, Walcott-2213var), Two Flags & Shield (Bischel-5640,
Walcott-2858), “Our Heaven Born Banner” (Bischel-5663, Walcott-2867var) and “The Original Thirteen”
(Bischel-3053, Walcott-1622); an enticing array of material, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
1681 )
Six eagle & shield patriotic covers, featuring “Love One Another” (Bischel-4348, Walcott-2481var),
“Liberty Or Death” (Bischel-4352, Walcott-unlisted), “Union” (Bischel-4419, Walcott-unlisted), etc.; a tight selection
that is sure to please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1682 )
Civil War patriotic cover collection, 11 patriotic covers, all posted less one; includes “United Together”
(Bischel-4697, Walcott-2532), “The Star Spangled Banner Must Be Upheld” (Bischel-4594, Walcott-2579), “Union
& Liberty” (Bischel-4646, Walcott-2598), “We Have Beat Our Last Retreat” (Bischel-639, Walcott-unlisted); excellent stock, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1683 )
Six different Civil War patriotic covers, includes “General Scott, Flags & Cannon ” (Bischel-512,
Walcott-Unlisted), “The Right Man…” (Bischel-477, Walcott-250), “Maj. Gen. Burnside” (unlisted in Bischel or
Walcott), “McClellan” (Bischel-581, Walcott-310), “Scott Facing Left” (Bischel-481, Walcott-252); an attractive presentation of these officer vignettes; mixed condition, peruse at your leisure, F.-V.F.; “Scott Facing Left” with 2016
P.F. certificate (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1684 )
Five different Civil War patriotics, includes “Uncle Sam Choking the Secession Snake” (Bischel-2095,
Walcott-975var), “The Pilot of Liberty” (Bischel-167, Walcott-83var), “Portrait Facing Left” (Bischel-157,
Walcott-75), “Major Gen Geo B M’Clellan” (Bischel-606, Walcott-329); a choice selection, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1685 )
Five patriotic covers with patriotic labels, Eagle & Flags (Bischel-4575, Walcott-unlisted), Eagle &
Shield (Bischel-4338, Walcott-unlisted), also Eagle with Flag, Flag with Cannon, and Soldier with Flag, F.-V.F.,
please peruse, scarce covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1686 )
Seven different Civil War patriotic covers, includes “Washington Rosette” (Bischel-198, Walcott-105),
“Sailor & Female” (Bischel-3746, Walcott-1971), “Secessionist” (Bischel-2071, Walcott-Unlisted), “Brig. Gen. W.
W. Bullock” (unlisted in Bischel or Walcott); some scarcer material present: mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1687 )
Eight different Civil War patriotic covers, includes “Liberty Leading Regiment” (Bischel-3804,
Walcott-2196), “Fast Colors” (Bischel-5535, Walcott-2995), “Come Back Here” (Bischel-1607, Walcott-1177),
“Soldier at Attention” (Bischel-3700, Walcott-2108 var.), nice selection; condition mixed, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1688 )
Five Civil War patriotic verses covers, “Write to Me Often”, “Waiting for the Mail”, “When Though Life”
(2), and “Thou Wilt Think of Me” with contents; a fine selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
1689 )
Balance collection of seven patriotic covers, includes large shield “Fear Not Abraham…”
(Bischel-4807, Walcott-26440var), “Columbia! Columbia!” (Bischel-2995, Walcott-1592var), temperance illustrated cover, “Can’t Do it Eh?” (Bischel-2098, Walcott-1067), etc., F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1690 )
“Union” Civil War patriotic covers, four covers, comprising “"The War for the Union”" (Bischel-650,
Walcott-357 var) with carte de visite of gentleman, “Loyal State of Pennsylvania Union” (Bischel-3339, Walcott-unlisted), “New Jersey Liberty Union” and “Union”, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1691 )
Three embossed flag patriotic covers, comprising cover with #65 cancelled by “G(eneral). B(anks).
D(ivision)./Sep.30", plus one cover each to Connecticut and Maine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1692 )
Civil War patriotic holding, six patriotic covers that includes “Officer in Full Dress Uniform” (Bischel
3530, W-1886), “Lady Liberty Holding Flag” (Bischel-4096, W-2338), “The Loyal States New York” (Bischel-3274,
W-1827), “The Loyal States Vermont” (Bischel-3383, W-1828), and “Tomb of Washington” (Bischel- unlisted,
W-unlisted), a delightful clean group, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Sanitary Fair Covers

Ex 1693
1693 )
Sanitary Fairs, twelve covers, includes “Metropolitan Fair New York” (Bischel-5718, Walcott-3083var),
“Great Central Fair” (Bischel-5732, Walcott-3088), “Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Home” (Bischel-5772, Walcott-unlisted),
“U.S. Sanitary Commission Soldier’s Letter” (Bischel-5706, Walcott-3096var), also a front, F.-V.F., a pleasant holding of these uncommon covers.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1694 )
Sanitary Fairs, three covers, includes “U.S. Christian Commission” (Bischel-5723, Walcott-3091var),
“U.S. Christian Commission Soldier’s Letter” (Bischel-unlisted, Walcott-unlisted), and “U.S. Christian Commission”
with red & white label “In Hoc Signo Vinces” (Bischel-unlisted, Walcott-unlisted), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Fancy Cancels
Auxiliary Markings
1695 )
“Advertised”, 15 covers, includes “Advertised” straightline with “Not Called For” in circle to Janesville,
WI; “Adv./Nov 18/1866" boxed to Philadelphia; ”Adv.1/Sep 24" on cover to Lawrence, MA; “Chicago/May/29/65/Advertised” in shield to Chicago; straightline “Unclaimed” and “Advertised” to Syracuse, NY; “New Haven CT Advertised/MAR 28" in c.d.s. format to New Haven, CT; and ”Advertised/1", “Not Called For” and boxed “Adv/Nov 27" to
New Bedford, MA; mixed condition; all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1696 )
Auxilliary markings, 19 covers, includes straightline “Insufficiently Paid”, Pointing Hand “Returned to
Writer” New York, “Held For/Postage” in lozenge, “Not Called For” in arc, straightline “Missent” and “Forwarded”,
“Not Called For” in script, “Collected”, straightline “Misdirected/to Brooklyn P.O.”, “Your Letters Directed to
Have/Your Street and Number” in circle, straightline “Mailed 9 PM”, straightline “Missent and/Forwarded”, blue “Delayed Mail Not On Time” in oval, and more; an interesting holding, all franked with #65; mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1697

1698

1697 )
CHICAGO SUPPLEMENTARY MAIL, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by lightly struck blue “JUN 1” marking
(Piszkiewicz type A-17 without grid) on cover addressed to New York City; albino “Trimmings, Corsets & C.” corner
card; cover with trivial water staining at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1698 )
“FICTITIOUS”, 3¢ rose (#65) with grid cancel and matching “LITTLE ROCK ARK MAR 16” town marking
on cover addressed to New York City; straightline handstamp at center, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
Enclosure is a request for information concerning an order from five weeks before and the reason behind the
Fictitious marking.

1699 )
HAVE YOUR/ LETTERS DIRECTED/ TO YOUR/ STREET & NUMBER, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by circular
grid cancel on cover addressed to St. Louis; double-circle “CAPE GIRARDEAUX MO. FEB 1866” at center and
large oval St. Louis postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1700

1701

1700 )
MIS-SENT TO CHICAGO DIS., 3¢ red, F. grill (#94) tied by segmented cork cancel on orange cover addressed to Michigan; circular “Chicago Ill Jun 22” town cancel at center and straightline handstamp at left, Very
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
1701 )
Paid By Stage Driver, stampless folded letter sheet with manuscript boxed “Paid” and “By Stage Driver”;
addressed to Hartford, CT, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1702

1704

1702 )
“Stage”, manuscript endorsement at left of cover franked with uncancelled 3¢ rose (#65), addressed to
“Mr. Byron Cole, Siskiyou Mountain, Oregon”, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Byron and Rufus Cole built a stagecoach station in Siskiyou in partnership, and while Byron sold his share in
1859, evidently the station continued to exist. This is a highly unusual usage.
1703 )
“Too Late”, 3¢ rose (65) tied by pinwheel type cancel of San Francisco on monogramed ladies cover addressed to West Scituate Mass with large oval “TOO LATE” and manuscript “per Steamer” at lower left, a Very Fine
cover (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1704 )
TROY, N.Y. Advertised, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle blue “ALEXANDRIA VA NOV 4 1862” town
cancel on cover addressed to Troy, NY; circular postmark with “SEP 15” crossed out with a circular grid and “NOV
6” and “NOV 15” dates added, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1705 )
“WAY 1”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by black circular grid on cover addressed to New Orleans with two-line red
postmark and matching “New Orleans” town marking; cover with horizontal file fold at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F.,
scarce usage of this Way marking, which is normally found only on pre-Civil War covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Colored Cancels
1706 m
Blue cancels, small grouping of 17 stamps on 3 different exhibition pages all with blue cancellations, includes rosettes, grids, segmented cork cancels and cancels from Indiana PA (S-E GE-E 37), Rutland VT (S-E
GE-C 160), Hartford WI (S-E ST-4P 5) and Montpelier VT (S-E GE-R 31), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1707 m/)
Blue cancels, attractive grouping of 12 singles, one vertical strip of four and one cover, all neatly mount
on 2 exhibition pages (a cover has been removed from one of the pages); each stamp with a bold
socked-on-the-nose or nearly socked-on-the-nose strike; mostly segmented cork cancels, but does include one
cross inside circle and two cross-roads cancels; cover with matching West Lebanon NH postmark on “Provost Marshal’s Office, Third District, New Hampshire” corner card, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150
1708 )
Dark blue cancel, large dark blue open five bar grid cancel (not in Skinner-Eno) ties stamp to small neat
cover with matching double circle “CHICAGO Ill JAN 12 ‘64” postmark, addressed to Rockford Il; stamp with light
toning along the right edge, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100
1709 m/)
Dark blue, violet and ultramarine cancels, seven stamps, one pair on piece and one cover, neatly
mounted on exhibition page with violet title, cancels showing various shades of color; three stamps with grid cancels, two with target cancels, center stamp (Scott 94) with rich deep shade, pair with Chatfield Min duplex cancel
and cover with Augusta Ga “Pinwheel” cancel, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1710 m/)
Green cancels, two stamps, a strip of three and a cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; the two
stamps each with a bold strike of green Sharon VT “Star” cancels, the strip of three with three strikes of a bluish
green “Padlock” of Peoria IL and the cover with a true green Richmond VA postmark and the stamp cancelled with a
true green segmented cork cancel, addressed to Dundee NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1711 m/)
Green cancels, three stamps and two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; the three off cover
stamps and the one cover with a Taunton MA postmark appear at first glance to be examples of green markings, but
in our opinion all show blue pigment in the markings are we are offering them as blue; the cover at the bottom of the
page with eight 3¢ stamps does have green Middletown MD postmarks and is addressed to England and is an extremely nice usage of the green town marks, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1712 m/)
Green cancels, five stamps, one piece, a strip of four and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page,
upper left and upper right stamps on page with green cancels, bottom three stamps and strip of four with greenish
blue cancels; cover, addressed to Mechanicstown Maryland, with green Burkitsville MD town mark and matching
grid on stamp, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $1,100 as all green (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1713 m/)
Green cancels, three stamps and two covers, mounted on exhibition page, two stamps with segmented
cork cancels and one with a heavily struck target cancel; one cover with single stamp (small flaws) tied by green
segmented cork cancel and matching Richmond VA town mark and addressed to New York City; the other cover
with single stamp cancelled with greenish blue grid cancel and cover with matching Bardstown KY town mark, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $516+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1714 m
Green cancels, six stamps, mounted on exhibition page, showing segmented cork cancels, and pinwheels, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Scott $618 (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1715 m/)
Olive cancels, three stamps and two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; two stamps with grid
cancels and one with segmented cork; one cover, addressed to Woolwich Maine, with Ipswich Mass town mark and
stamp cancelled with grid cancel, the other cover, addressed to Hampton Falls NH, with stamp tied by town mark,
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $516 (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1716 )
Orange cancels, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with target cancel on
1862 printed election notification with matching “SULLIVAN ME SEP 20” addressed to Ellsworth (Me.); 2) single
stamp tied by target cancel on cover with matching “ELIZABETH CITY NC AUG 16” town mark addressed to Lyons
NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $307 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1717 m/)
Red and blue cancels, red - five single stamps, one pair and one cover with grilled stamp, blue - fifteen
stamps and one cover (from Montpelier VT), greenish blue - single cover from Auburn NY on page marked “green”;
four pages in all showing a nice range of cancels, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1718 m/)
Red cancels, eight stamps, one pair and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include
two with grids, one with cross-roads cancel, one with grid and boxed “AACHEN” transit, one with New York City
Paid 1 CT carrier cancel, three with portions of PAID cancels, the pair with straight line “PAID ALL”; cover with Madison GA postmark and stamp tied by matching Pinwheel cancel, addressed to Crawfordsville GA, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1719 m/)
Red cancels, seven stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include a wonderful strike of a shell cancellation, two with leaves (one grilled) and four with geometric cancels; cover with New
York City postmark and pair tied by pinwheel cancels, addressed to Randall’s Island New York City, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1720 m/)
Red cancels, seven cancels and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 5 with
target cancels, one (grilled) with segmented cork cancel and one with solid round cancel; cover with segmented
cork cancel of Smithfield VA, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1721 m/)
Red town cancels, seven stamps and one cover, all with town cancels, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include one on small piece, also balloon Hydeville VT postmark tying stamp on orange cover addressed to Burlington, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150
1722 )
Red town cancels, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with stamp tied by town cancel;
1) with Willow Springs PA postmark and manuscript cancel addressed to Beach Haven PA; 2) town cancel ties
stamp on cover addressed to Lowell MA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $100 - 150
1723 m
Green cancel, 2¢ black (73), green ‘Maltese Cross’ cancellation, phenomenal colored cancel on an attractive Black-Jack; a flawless example with intense color nicely contrasting the true green fancy strike; simply gorgeous, Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $655 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
1724 )
Colored cancels, 10 covers, includes green “Little Compton RI” c.d.s. and “Columbus O” c.d.s. with
matching jail bars on Patriotic; blue “Delaware O” c.d.s. and “Piqua O” with matching fancy cancel; red “Brick Meeting House” c.d.s. with matching fancy cancel, etc.; mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Crosses and Crossroads
1725 m
Cross designs, nine stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page, showing one Greek and ten Maltese
crosses, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno CR-C (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1726 )
Cross inside Box with Rays, Masonic type (Norwich Conn), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by fancy cancel
on cover addressed to Vergennes VT; stamp with a few perf flaws at bottom and at UR, small cover flaws, otherwise
Very Fine. Skinner-Eno CR-C 25 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1727 m/)
Crosses, five stamps and one cover neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes two with typical Christian cross (blue South Deerfield, Pa - S-E CR-C 6 and black Greencastle, Pa S-E CR-C10) both off cover; three off
cover stamps with Maltese cross cancels and a cover with large Maltese cross cancel of Lewiston Me (not noted in
Skinner-Eno), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1728 m/)
Crossroads cancels, fifteen stamps and two covers, neatly mounted on two exhibition pages, showing a
nice range of styles; covers are from Lawrence Mass with a very large crossroads cancel and New York City also
with a large crossroads cancel, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno CR-X (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1729 m

Crossroads (Footville WI), decent strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Fraternal
1730 m
Boxed Cross (Norwich CT), complete strike, a beauty, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno CR-C 25a
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1731

1732

1731 )
“G” in Square & Compass, 3¢ (#65) tied by fancy cancel with Moira, NY, c.d.s. on cover addressed to
Boston, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno FR-M2c-8.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1732 )
Masonic Square and Compass (Charlestown NH), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike on dark
buff cover addressed to New London NH; stamp with corner off at lower right and small tone spot, otherwise Very
Fine. Skinner-Eno FR-M 4c.
Estimate $250 - 350

1733 )
Masonic Square, Compass and letter “G” (Quincy Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by nice strike on
cover addressed to Fitchburg Mass, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno FR-M 2a.
Estimate $250 - 350
1734 m/)
Masonic symbols, three stamps and one cover, each with excellent strike, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include blue Brattleboro VT “Negative Square and Compass” (S-E FR-M1a 6), Greenfield MA
“Trowel inside Circle” (S-E PO-Tr 1), Philadelphia PA Masonic book (S-E FR-NMc 1a); Cover with North
Vassalboro ME patent cancel (S-E PN-E 1), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1735 m
Masonic symbols, three stamps, each with excellent strike of “Masonic Square and Compass” cancel,
neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes Alliance OH “Negative Square and Compass” (S-E FR-M3a 3),
Copake NY “Square and Compass inside Circle” (S-E FR-M4c 24) and Quincy MA “Negative Square and Compass” (S-E FR-M1a 12), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1736 m/)
Masonic symbols, three stamps and one cover, each with bold strike, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include Macon GA “Trowel” (S-E PO-Tr 8), New Haven CT “Negative Star-of-David” (S-E ST-6P 14),
and dark blue Philadelphia “Crescent and Fez” (S-E FR-NMc 6); cover with excellent strike of Philadelphia PA
“Mummers” cancel (S-E FR-NMc 1) on American Life Insurance illustrated corner card, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1737 m
“Odd Fellows Links” (Canton MS), on 3¢ (11), partial strike; creases top left, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Skinner-Eno FR-NMb 1 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1738

1739

1738 )
ODD FELLOWS links inside circle (Westford NY), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled by excellent strike on
cover to Mount Vision NY; cover with trivial toned spot along the top edge above the stamp, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno FR-NMb 2.
Estimate $200 - 300
1739 )
Square & Compass (Brattleboro, VT), 3¢ (#65) tied by bold full strike of blue fancy cancel with matching
Brattleboro, VT, c.d.s., on cover addressed to Hartland Four Corners, VT, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno M1a 6.
Estimate $400 - 600

Geometric
1740 )
Aetna Insurance Company, bold strike of dark blue five bar grid cancel (similar in style to S-E SD-G 49
which has 6 bars) cancels single stamp on dark buff cover with matching double circle Cincinnati O postmark, fancy
illustrated AETNA Insurance Co. shield corner card at left, addressed to New Philadelphia; cover very slightly reduced at left, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno SD-G 49 var (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1741 )
Boxed Geometric (Kingston PA), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), two covers, each with an excellent strike of cancel: 1) cover addressed to East Smithfield Pa. stamp with a few toned perfs and other minor perf flaws and cover
stain; 2) cancel used to cancel manuscript cancelled stamp on cover incoming to Kingston, stamp with trimmed
perfs at top and cover reduced at left, Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-S 27 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1742 m

“Broken Heart” (Bridgeport CT), complete bold strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1743 m/)
Carets, nine stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page, stamps with carets ranging from
three to six on a stamp, plus one pinwheel; cover with Holderness NH 1865 town mark and socked-on-the-nose and
8 large caret cancel (S-E SD-C 11) similar in style to the one from Waterbury CT, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1744 m/)
Carets, 8 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; all with excellent strikes of various
Caret fancy cancels; cover with bold socked-on-the-nose eight caret cancel of New York City on First National Bank
corner card addressed to Cooperstown, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1745 )
Carets, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page with “Series of V’s” heading; 1) circle of six “V’s”
ties single on buff cover with Worcester Ms balloon postmark addressed to a military address in Lexington Ky; 2)
small circle of eight “V’s” ties single on printed address cover to “Collector 12th District, Alton, Ill”, light strike of
Belleville Ill postmark; neither cancel noted in Skinner-Eno, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1746 m

“Checkerboard” (Chicago IL), excellent complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1747 )

“Circle of Arrowheads” (Old Point Comfort, VA), nice almost complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $200 - 300

1748 m/)
Circular designs, 10 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps show at least 8
different cancels; cover with excellent strike of Leominster MA “Stovepipe” cancel (S-E GE-C 7), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1749 )
Circular geometric, single, tied by bold strike of dark blue segmented cork cancel (not in Skinner-Eno)
on cover with matching double circle “CHICAGO ILL MAR 27 ‘64” postmark, addressed to St. Louis, Missouri;
stamp with natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site). Estimate $100 - 150
1750 m
Circular Geometric (New Haven CT), strong strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 1
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1751 )
“Cogwheel” (Chicago, IL), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94), strip of three, cancelled with Cogwheel cancels
(not noted in Skinner-Eno) on light amber cover addressed to New Haven, lightly struck Chicago date stamp at center, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1752 )
Diamonds, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with a cancel not noted in Skinner-Eno
and showing socked-on-the-nose strikes; 1) outline diamond of Pithole City Pa. on cover addressed to Harrisburgh;
2) solid diamonds of Rockland Mich on vertical pair of 3¢, addressed to Houghton Mich, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1753 m
Diamonds and grids, 10 stamps neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes stamps with solid blue and
solid black diamonds, one with six pointed rosette in the style of Waterbury CT, two with large dark blue grids and
five with grids of various sizes with diamond pointed segments, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1754 m/)
Dotted grids, six stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; each dotted grid with different format, size or shape of dots; cover with single tied by larger dotted grid of Catskill NY (not noted in Skinner-Eno)
on but fancy lumber corner card addressed to North Sanford NY, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1755 m/)
Dotted grids, seven stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps with circular and
square grids with points ranging from fine to large; cover with 1865 double circle Norwich CT town mark and rectangular shaped grid with fine dots cancelling stamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno), addressed to Boston, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300

1756

1757

1756 )
Elaborate blue geometric (Saltsburgh Pa), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94) tied by (not noted in Skinner-Eno)
fancy and matching datestamp on 1868 dark buff cover addressed to Uniontown Pa.; cover without backflap and
very slightly reduced at top, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1757 )
Geometric (Cooperstown, NY), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike of similar in style to S-E GE-M
13 on small cover addressed to Utica NY, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1758 m/)
Geometric designs, 9 singles and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with
socked-on-the-nose or nearly socked-on-the-nose strike; cover with bold strike of quartered square inside segmented ring cancel of Northfield Mass (not noted in Skinner-Eno).; one stamp with natural straight edge at left, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1759 m/)
Geometric designs, 7 stamps and one cover, each with better type cancellations, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes “Four Petaled Flower” inside circle, round checkerboard inside circle, and cross with quartered sections; cover with bold strike of large segmented cork cancel of New York City on 1863 cover with boxed law
office corner card, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350

1760 )
Geometric “Flower” (Alexandria Va), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by datestamp on dark buff cover addressed to Richmond Va, enclosure is datelined 1867, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-R 17. Estimate $200 - 300
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1761 )
Geometric in the shape of a cross (Cambridgeport Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), two covers dated 3 Aug
1863 and 8 Jun 1864, each with stamp tied by excellent strike, addressed to Daysville CT and Hardwick Mass.; Aug
3 cover with sealed cover tears, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-P 33 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1762

1767

1762 )
Geometric to Meridian, NY, 1¢ (24) tied by blue fancy cancel to Meridian, NY, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1763 )
Grid, blue circular grid with four bars (not in Skinner-Eno) cancels single stamp on brown cover with
matching double circle Wolcottville Con Oct 9 1863 postmark addressed to New York City, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1764 m/)
Grid cancels, fourteen stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page, showing a range of
styles includes open and closed circular grids, oval and square grids, two grids struck cross weave and so called
Columbus OH Prison grid; cover with nicely struck blue double circle 1862 Paris ILL town marking and matching circular grid tying single stamp on cover addressed to IN, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1765 m
Grid cancels, 11 different, each in a separate color or shade, neatly mounted on exhibition page, includes ultramarine, violet, magenta and green; “olive” with horizontal crease, few other flaws, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1766 m
site).

“Honeycomb” (Amherst MA), partial strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 12 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1767 )
Honeycomb (Amherst Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by nice strike on 1865 cover addressed to South
Paris Me.; stamp with a natural straight edge at left, cover very slightly reduced at left, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-M 12.
Estimate $150 - 200
1768 m
“Pine Tree” (Media PA), strong complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PP-T 1 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1769 m/)
Pinwheels and rays, thirteen stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on two exhibition pages, showing a
nice range of cancels from Bath ME, San Francisco CA cogwheel, New York City, Brooklyn NY and others, cover
with bold strike of Medway Mass pinwheel cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1770 m/)
Pinwheels (rosettes), four stamps and one cover all with rosette cancels in the style of Waterbury, CT includes one cover with Rohloff type P-15 eight segment rosette on amber locally used cover with albino embossed
corner card (unpublished Crowe census recorded at least 19 examples), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1771 )
“Ring of Pearls” (Stillwater, Min), 3¢ rose (65) cancelled, not tied, with excellent strike of fancy
Ring-of-Pearls cancel (S-E GE-C 4) on dark buff cover addressed to Sun Rise Minnesota, excellent matching
Stillwater Min. Mar 17 1862 datestamp at left; stamp with small perforation flaws at bottom, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno GE-C 4 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1772 m
“Rope” (Castleton VT), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno SD-G 92 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1773

1778

1773 )
“Squares and Balls” (Putnam CT), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by bold complete strike of cancel on cover
Noose Neck R I; cover very slightly reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-E 1.
Estimate $200 - 300
1774 m/)
Targets and concentric circles, concentric circles: eighteen stamps and two covers neatly mounted on
two exhibition pages, showing a nice variety cancels from 2 to 7 circles in black and blue includes 4 ring cancel and
Waterbury CT Jul ‘65 double circle town mark on orange cover addressed to Wolcott CT; targets: nine single
stamps and one block of four (diagonal crease) mounted on single exhibition page, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo
on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1775 m/)
Triangles, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Norwich CT
“Triangle inside Triangle” (S-E GE-T 6) and Portsmouth NH “Triangles” (S-E GE-T 7) plus two other cancels in the
shape of squares with triangles inside; cover with excellent strike of Portsmouth NY “Triangles” (S-E GE-T 7) addressed to Maine, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1776 m
“Wreath Around Four Bars” (Davenport IA), mostly complete strike in blue, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky.
Skinner-Eno SD-G 121 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Letters
1777 m

“C3” (Wasioga WI), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1778 )
“F” (Fond du Lac WI), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by datestamp with fancy cancel on cover addressed to
Esssex Conn.; cover slightly reduced at right, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LS-F 1.
Estimate $150 - 200
1779 m
FREE, four stamps and one piece, neatly mounted on exhibition page, includes three different straight
line “FREE”, one “FREE” in circle and “FREE” between parallel lines on piece from Madison Wisc. (S-E PM-FR 7),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1780

1789

1780 )
Pointing hand with “G”, 1¢ (#156) & 2¢ (#157) tied by pointing hand with “G”, with large “G” and
“Ranger/Sep/21/1875” c.d.s. on cover to Adrian, MI; strong full strikes, Very Fine, ex-Baker; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1781 m

“L V” (Lockkport NY), bold strike, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno LC-L 7 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1782 m
Letters, seven stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes Brattleboro VT serifed “B” (S-E LS-B
7), Charlottesville VA negative ultramarine “CV” (LC-C 4), Memphis TN blue “D” in circle (S-E LS-D 8), Logansport
IN “L” in circle (S-E LS-L 10), Louisville KY negative blue “Pm” (S-E LC-P 9), Ware MA negative backwards “S” (S-E
LS 15) and Shermantown NV “S” in broken circle (S-E LS-S 10, owner’s attribution is Concord MA), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1783 m/)
Letters, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Bridgeport CT
“B” (S-E LS-B 1), Hanesville KY “H” (owner’s attribution), Lockport NY “L” (S-E LS-L 1) and Windsor CT “W” in circle
(S-E LS-W 15); cover with vertical pair tied by negative “P” cancels of Portsmouth Ohio (not noted in Skinner-Eno),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1784 m
Letters, five stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes blue New York City “H” (owner’s attribution), blue Chicago “K” (S-E LS-K 3), block style “P” of Poughkeepsie NY (S-E LS-P 3), Watertown NY “W” in circle (S-E LS-W 4) and block style “W” of Waterbury CT (S-E LS-20), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1785 m
Letters, six stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; block style “A” of Alpena, Mich (S-E LS-A 8);
Hartford, CT “H” (S-E LS-H 2); Concord Mass “P” (owner’s attribution); “T” inside 8 segmented circle of Titusville PA
(similar to S-E LS-T 13); block style “T” in circle of Terrysville CT (owner’s attribution); and block style “V” of
Valparaiso IN (S-E LS-V 7), ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1786 m
Letters, five stamps mounted on exhibition page; includes New York City negative “A” (S-E LS-A 13),
Brooklyn NY negative “L” (owner’s attribution), Rockville CT fancy “R” in circle (S-E LS-R 15), block style “E”, and
serifed “M” in circle, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1787 m
Letters, five stamps; includes block style “R”, negative “R” (S-E LS-R 11), blue “H” in circle, block style
“O”, and large block style “S” (S-E LS-3), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1788 )
Letters & Numerals, 24 covers, includes Lynchburg, OH, “JH” in circle (S-E LC-J 1); Knightstown, IN
(S-E LS- K 7); Beloit, WI (S-E LS-B 3); Saratoga Springs, NY (S-E LC-OK 5); Atlanta, GA (S-E PT-US 57); Putnam,
CT, boxed “US” (S-E PT-C 23); Norfolk, VA, “VA” in circle (S-E LC-V 1); Hudson, WI, negative “W” in box (S-E LS-W
39); Palmyra, NY, negative “S” (S-E LS-S 14); etc.; mixed condition, mostly full strikes, peruse please, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1789 )
Negative “MH” (Mount Holly NJ), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94), tied by well struck cancel on dark buff cover
with boxed Counsellor at Law corner card addressed to Georgetown NJ; stamp with straight edges on both vertical
sides, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LC-M 1.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1790 )
“R”, two covers; 1) fancy “R” in circle of Rockville CT (S-E LS-R 15) on 1867 buff cover with Organzine
Silk Co. corner card addressed to Pawtucket RI; 2) blue negative “R” of Richmond Va on amber commission merchants corner card addressed to Black Walnut Va (not noted in Skinner-Eno); cover with light bend at right, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1791

1792

1791 )
“R” inside circle (Rockville Ct), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by well struck example of cancel on small cover
addressed to Charlemont Mass., Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LS-R 15.
Estimate $250 - 350
1792 )
“T” inside 13 circular dashes (Titusville Pa), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by datestamp and cancelled with
an excellent strike on cross-ruled monogramed printed cover addressed to Philadelphia PA, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno LS-T 15.
Estimate $250 - 350
This is an excellent complete strike of the cancel and fuller than the illustration in Skinner-Eno.

1793 )
Negative “UV” (University of VA), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by cancel on amber cover addressed to
Huntsville AL; cover slight reduced at left, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LC-U 7.
Estimate $150 - 200
1794 )
“W” (Weston MASS), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled by quill pen pre-cancel, addressed to Troy NY, blue
Weston Mass date stamp at center; cover slightly reduced at right just removing the right side perforations, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno LS-W 24 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Numerals

1795

1802

1795 )
“3” (Leominster, Ms.), 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), impressive example with perfectly struck cancel
and clear “Leominster, Ms., Nov 17” c.d.s. to North Springfield, Vermont, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1796 ma
Numeral “1" inside circle (Harrisburg PA), block of 4, each stamp with separate strike, F.-V.F., exBoyarsky. Skinner-Eno NS-A 8 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1797 m/)
Numerals, six stamps and one cover; stamps include blue “3” and “10” in circle, red “3” (toned), and black
“5” in circle, plus 2 different “3”s; cover with red socked-on-the-nose numeral “5” on red, white, and blue Civil War
flag patriotic cover with matching “HATFIELD MASS JUN 18” postmark, addressed to New York City, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1798 m/)
Numerals, seven stamps and one cover; stamps include three different plain “3” plus “3” in circle, “5” and
two different “10” in circle; cover with socked-on-the-nose large negative “3” on cover with matching double circle
“LEE Mass AUG 3” (S-E NS-C 11), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1799 m/)
Numerals, 5 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Hollis Me “5” in
circle, Horseheads NY blue negative “67”, Williamson NH “3” and blue “5 5”; cover with socked-on-the-nose “5” on
single stamp on orange cover with Angelica NY postmark addressed to Friendship NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1800 m/)
Numerals, five stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Bergen NY “3”
in circle, Chester CT “24” in circle, “V”, “1” and “10” all in circles; cover with “5” on single stamp on buff cover with
matching “PLAINFIELD AUG 31 Ct” postmark, addressed to Greene RI, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1801 m/)
Numerals, five stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include “3”, “12”,
Brooklyn NY negative “4” (S-E NS-D 1), Parkersburg WV “67” (S-E ND-Y 8) and Fort Washington Md “5” in circle;
cover with socked-on-the-nose “3” of Leominster MS on dark buff cover addressed to Townsend Mass., Very Fine,
ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1802 )
“W” (Weston, Mass.), 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), manuscript cancel neatly applied on cover to
Dedham, Mass; with clear blue “Weston, Mass., Aug. 25” c.d.s., Fine and as pretty as they come.
Estimate $150 - 200

Patent Cancels
1803 )
Patent cancellations, 6 covers, includes Buffalo, NY (S-E PN-F 20); Albany, NY (S-E PN-f 19) with
manuscript “Paid if it sticks”; New York City (S-E PN-G 15); New York City (S-E PN-A 1); examination urged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1804 m/)
Patent cancellations, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include
Albany NY “Circular Cutting Cancel” (S-E PN-F 19), Buffalo NY “Pinwheel Cancel with Cutting Center” (S-E PN-F
21), Mount Clemens MI “Square Cutting Grid of Dots” (S-E PH-D 17), and New York City “Seven Cutting Blades”
(S-E PN-A 5) which has caused some paper separation; cover with Rochester NY “Circular Cut” (S-E PN-F 23) on
fancy illustrated Genesee Valley nurseries corner card addressed to Black River NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1805 m/)
Patent cancellations, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include
1863 Buffalo NY “C around Cutting Circle” (S-E PN-F 20) on small piece, 1862 New York City “Dotted Grid” (S-E
PN-B 4) on small piece, Mill City PA “Unframed Grid” (S-E PN-D 8) and Holmdale NJ “Jagged Outline” (S-E PN-H
21); cover with 1863 Philadelphia postmark and “Twelve Blade” patent cancel (S-E PN-A 6), ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $250 - 350

Patriotic
1806 )
Banks Division, single stamp tied by blue “JUL 12” post mark on buff cover addressed to Great
Barrington RI, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PM-FT 2 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1807

1808

1807 )
“Eagle & Shield” (Corry, PA), strong almost full strike on cover addressed to Youngsville, PA; a magnificent example of this popular patriotic cancel, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PT-E 4.
Estimate $250 - 350
1808 )
Eagle and Shield with 3 bars inside the shield (Corry Pa), 1867, 3¢ rose, E. grill (88) tied by inverted
strike on dark buff cover addressed to Grand Haven MI; cover slightly reduced at left, not affecting the stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PT-E 4.
Estimate $350 - 500

1809 )
Large Shield circled with negative stars (Brooklyn NY), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent full strike
of 1863 cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Shrub Oaks NY; cover with small edge flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Skinner-Eno PS-FC 57.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1810 )
Shield (Monson Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike of cancel to small neat cover with blue
piping on reverse addressed to Holyoke Mass., Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-SD 1 (photo on web
site)..
Estimate $100 - 150
1811

Shield (Sacramento Cal.), 3¢ rose (65) tied to small piece by excellent strike inside circle, Very Fine;
with 1982 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno PS-FC 52 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

s

1812

1813

1812 )
Shield with 6 bars and 3 negative stars at top (Thomaston Me), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), lightly tied by excellent strike of (S-E PS-FC 51, but without the outer circle) on cover addressed to St George Me.; stamp with natural straight edge at right, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-FC 51.
Estimate $200 - 300
1813 )
Shield with five bars (Attleborough Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike on cover addressed
to South Dedham Mass., 1863 docketing on the reverse, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-S 29. Estimate $250 - 350

1814

1815

1814 )
Shield with negative stars and PAID (Dedham Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied to cover addressed to
Boston; stamp with bottom perforations trimmed away, cover with small flaws including corner repair, F.-V.F.;
signed Ashbrook. Skinner-Eno PS-SC 13.
Estimate $150 - 200
1815 )
Shield with six bars and two negative stars at top (Boston Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), two covers,
each franked with a single stamp tied by excellent full strikes, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PS-ST 10 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1816 )
Shield with stars at top and three bars in shield (Westfield Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by blue double circle on ladies cover with dove flying with a ribbon addressed to Montgomery Mass, stamp cancelled with excellent strike of matching fancy (not noted in Skinner-Eno); cover and stamp with light toning, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 1817
1817 )
Shields, 6 covers, includes Burlington, IA, stars at top shield (S-E PS-ST 11); Saxonville, MA, shield;
Cambridge, MA, solid shield (S-E PS-S 12); Dayton, OH, stars at top shield (S-E PS-ST 6); and Weedsport, NY,
open at top shield (S-E PS-O 19), F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1818 m/)
Shields, three stamps and one cover with better shield cancellations, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
stamps include blue Memphis TN “Shield with Solid Top inside Circle” (S-E PS-FC 20), Sacramento “Shield with
Stars at Top inside Circle” (S-E PS-FC 52) and bold strike of South Norwalk “Large Shield with Solid Top inside Circle with Negative Stars” (S-E PS-FC 60); cover with Pittsfield MA postmark and “Shield with Stars at Top inside Box”
(PS-ST 47), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1819 m/)
Shields, four stamps and one cover, each with excellent strike, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
stamps include Ashfield MA “Shield Inside Circle” (owner’s attribution), Brooklyn NY fancy “Shield Inside Cogged
Circle” (S-E PS-FC 57), New York City “Shield with Solid Top Inside Circle” (owner’s attribution) and blue Piqua OH
“Shield with Stars at Top” (owner’s attribution); slightly reduced cover with Dayton O postmark and stamp tied by
well struck “Shield with Stars at Top” (PS-ST 6 - better strike than in book), ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1820 m/)
Shields, two stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include blue Jacksonville FL “Shield” (S-E PS-SD 44) and blue Sharon Springs NY “Shield” (S-E PS-SD 23); cover with red New York
City “Shield inside Circle with Star at top of Shield” (not noted in Skinner-Eno); cover with a few small flaws, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1821 m/)
Shields, four stamps and one cover, all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps
include two different Boston MA “Shields with Two Stars at To”p (S-E PS-ST 9 and 10), Pittsburgh PA “Shield with
Open Top and Three Bars” (S-E PS-O 9) and Taunton MA “Shield with Stars at To”p ((S-E PS-ST 18); cover with
socked-on-the-nose bold Cambridge MA “Shield” (PS-S 12), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1822 m
Shields, four stamps, each with nicely struck cancel, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) blue Ann Arbor MI “Shield” (owner’s attribution), 2) Madrid NY “Shield with Solid Top” (similar in style to S-E PS-S 19 but larger
in size), 3) Rockland ME “Shield with Solid Top and Thin Bars” (owner’s attribution) and 4) Thomaston ME “Shield
with Stars at Top” (similar to S-E PS-FC 51 but without the outside circle), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1823 m
Shields, four stamps, each with well struck cancellation, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Boston
MA “Shield with Negative US and Stars at Top” (S-E PT-C 9a), 2) Burlington VT “Shield with Negative Stars at Top”
(owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) Chester VT “Shield with Stars at Top” (S-E PS-ST 15) and New
York City “Shield with Solid Top Inside Circle” (owner’s attribution, similar to S-E PS-S 11 of New York City), Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1824 )
Small Shield with open top (West Eau Claire Wis), 3¢ rose (65) struck completely on the stamp, on
salmon cover addressed to Davenport, Iowa; cover slightly reduced at right into the address, otherwise Very Fine.
Skinner-Eno PS-ST 61 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1825 )
“U S” (Burlington VT), 3¢ rose (65) tied by double-circle Aug 30 duplex cancel with killer (similar in style
to S-E PT-US 4), on cover addressed to Hinsdale, Mass.; cover slightly reduced at the left, otherwise Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1826 m
“U. S.” designs, three stamps, each with excellent strike, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Albany
NY “US in Wreath of Stars” (S-E PT-C 17) and “Negative USA in Wreath of Stars” (S-E PT-USA 2) and New York
City “USA” between triangles inside circle (S-E PT-USA 5), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1827 m
“U. S.” designs, five stamps, each with excellent nearly socked-on-the-nose cancellations, neatly
mounted on exhibition page; 1) Chester VT block style “US” (owner’s attribution), 2) blue Cheyenne WY outlined
“US” (owner’s attribution), 3) Keeseville NY “U. S” in circle (PT-US 51), 4) Selma AL negative block style “US”
(owner’s attribution, this cancel is different from S-E PT-US 37 and 38), 5) Schooley’s Mt NJ “US” in circle (S-E
PT-US 49), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $250 - 350
1828 m
“U. S.” designs, four stamps, each with well struck cancel, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1)
Keeseville NY “US” in small circle (S-E PT-US 51), 2) Newberne NC block style “US” (S-E PT-US 5), 3) Putnam CT
“US” between lines (S-E PT-C 23), and 4) Saratoga Springs NY negative “US” (owner’s attribution, similar in style to
Albany NY - S-E PT-US 25), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300

1829 m
17a.

Waving flag, blue right waving flag with long mast inside circle, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PT-F
Estimate $300 - 400

Pictorial
1830 m
Anchor cancels, two stamps and a block of four, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with
Boston MA anchor (S-E PO-An 1), 2) single stamp with excellent Bristol RI (misnamed CT on page) negative anchor (S-E PO-An 22) and 3) block of four with two strikes of French diamond grid with anchor at center (S-E PO-An
16) this cancel was only used for mail posted on board French mail ships, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PO-An (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1831 m/)
Anchor cancels, two stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with bold strike
of Putnam CT fancy anchor cancel (S-E PO-An 14). 2) Cooperstown NY negative anchor cancel (S-E PO-An 21)
and 3) cover with Newark NJ town mark and single stamp cancelled with anchor cancel (S-E PO-An 7) addressed to
Jersey City NJ, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-An (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1832 )
“Anchor” (Putnam Conn), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by bold strike on cover addressed to N. Scituate RI,
Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PO-An 14.
Estimate $300 - 400
1833 m
Animal cancels, six stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Alexandria VA “Turtle Back” cancel
(S-E GE-M 6), 2) Boston MA “Flying Bats” cancel (S-E PA-Bt 2), 3) Cambridge MA “Eagle” cancel (S-E PA-B 23), 4)
Guilford CT blue “Insects” cancel (S-E PA-I 19), 5) Leroy NY “Insect” cancel (S-E PA-I 10) and 6) Rockford IL blue
“Bluebird” cancel (S-E PA-B 18), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1834 m/)
Animal designs, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1)
Cambridge MA “Cats Head” cancel (S-E PA-C 2), 2) Elizabeth NJ “Duck’s Head” cancel (S-E PA-B 8), and 3) bold
“Beetle” cancel (S-E PA-I 21); Cover with Corey PA town marking and excellent strike of “Eagle” cancel with three
bars in shield (S-E PT-E 4), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1835 m
Animal designs, three stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Freeport IL bold blue “FLY” cancel (S-E
PA-I 15), 2) Knoxville TN “"Horse’s Head”" cancel (S-E PA-H 3) and 3) New York City “Bird on Stump” cancel (S-E
PA-B 4), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1836 m
“Axe Head” (Collinsville), excellent strike; light horizontal crease at center, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PO-Wt 6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1837 m
“Axe in Log” (Putnam CT), bold complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Wt 1 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1838 m

“Beetle”, strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 21 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1839 m
“Bird on a Stump” (New York NY), nice complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-B 4
(photo on web site)..
Estimate $100 - 150
1840 m
site).

“Bluebird” (Rockford IL), bold full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-B 18 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1841 m
site).

“Bow” (Feltonville MA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Bw 1 (photo on web
Estimate $200 - 300

1842 m
“Bowtie” (Norwich CT), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Bw 2 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1843 m

“Broken Heart” (Memphis TN), bold complete strike in blue, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1844 m
“Cat’s Head” (Cambridge MA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-C 2 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1845

1846

1845 )
“Charter Oak” (Thomaston Conn), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled with very fine strike on dark amber
cover addressed to Andover Mass.; cover is reduced at left, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PP-T 3.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
A 2014 census by William Duffney notes that only 15 examples of this cancel on cover exist, but this cover is not
illustrated in his census.
1846 )
“Clover with three leaves” (Windsor Conn), 3¢ rose (65) tied by full strike of cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on salmon cover addressed to New Haven Ct; trivial toned spot on cover inside the datestamp, otherwise
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1847 m
“Clown Face” (Cincinnati OH), bold full strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 85
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1848 m
“Devil & Pitchfork” (Brattleboro VT), strong almost complete strike; upper left perfs trimmed away,
F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 41 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1849 m
“Devil & Pitchfork” (West Meriden CT), strong almost full strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PH-F 40 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1850 m
“Devil’s Mask” (New York NY), almost complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-M 16
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1851 )
“Doll” (New Haven, CT), decent almost full strike on cover to Norwich, CT, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 1.
Estimate $150 - 200
1852 m
“Duck’s Head” (Elizabeth NJ), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site). Skinner-Eno PA-B 8.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1853 m

“Dumbbells” (Putnam CT), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1854 m
“Eagle” (Cambridge MA), strong almost full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-BB 23
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1855 H
Eagles, two stamps, each with different Cambridge MA eagle cancel, mounted on exhibition page; 1)
“Right looking eagle with shield on chest” (S-E PT-E 5) and 2) “Left looking eagle without shield” cancel (S-E PA-B
23), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1856 m
Face and hand cancels, three stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Cambridge MA “Skull” cancel
(S-E PH-M 32), 2) Lansing MI “Pointing Hand” cancel (S-E PH-HF 7), and 3) Philadelphia PA “Pumpkin Face” cancel (S-E PH-P 11), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1857 m
“Face” (Philadelphia PA), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-P 11 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1858 m/)
Faces, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1) Baltimore MD
“Profile of Head” cancel (S-E PH-F 66), 2) Brattleboro VT blue “Skull” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) Lynchburg VA “Man in Hat” cancel (S-E PH-F 27), 4) New York City “Devil’s Mask” cancel (S-E PH-M
14); cover with Philadelphia town mark and stamp cancelled with “Pumpkin Face” cancel (S-E PH-P 11), Very Fine,
ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1859 )
“Fish Bones” (Norfolk, VA), 3¢ (94) just tied by excellent strike of fancy cancellation (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on cover addressed to Philadelphia PA; double-circle “Norfolk VA JUL 4 ‘65" at right center, Very Fine
(photo on web site)..
Estimate $150 - 200
A similar cover used on the exact same date exists and was described by the auction house as a Fish Bones
cancel. The cover sold for $170.

1860 m
“Flag Facing Left” (Healdsburg CA), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PT-F 34.
Estimate $200 - 300
1861 m
Floral designs, five stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page, 1) Alexandria VA “Radial Geometric”
(S-E GE-R 17); 2) Joppa Village MA “Flower” (S-E PP-Fl 20); 3) bold strike of Newburyport MA “Leaf” (S-E PP-L 41);
Steubenville OH “Leaf” (S-E PP-L1); 5) Stillwater MN fancy “Ring of Circles” (S-E GE-C 4), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky
(photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1862 m
“Flower” (Cornwall VT), fabulous complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PP-FL 27
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1863 m
“Fly” (Freeport IL), bold complete strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 15 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1864 m
“Flying Bats” (Boston MA), bold full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-Bt 2 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1865 m
“Handcuffs” (Rockville IN), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Ms 13
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1866

1869

1866 )
“Head” (Edgerton, WI), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Janesville
Wis., Very Fine to Extremely Fine; signed R Frajola - Genuine Human Head Cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400
1867 m/)
Hearts, two stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with blue Lima Ohio
Heart with “L S” at center (PH-H 65a, definitely “LS” and not a worn “US” as noted in Skinner-Eno); 2) single stamp
with Waterbury CT “Circle of Hearts” (S-E GE-R 40, Rohloff J-11); 3) cover with bold strike of New York City “Circle
of Hearts” (S-E PH-H 75) addressed to Albany NY, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1868 /)
Hearts, single stamp on piece and cover, mounted on exhibition page; 1) piece with San Francisco town
mark and stamp tied by cancel with two circles, the center circle indented at the top representing a heart (not noted
in Skinner-Eno); 2) blue illustrated “Independent Order of Good Templars” corner card cover with bold “4 Hearts”
cancel (S-E PH-H 70) tying single stamp, addressed to Southington CT, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1869 )
“Honeycomb” (Amherst, MA), almost complete strike, on cover addressed to Newton Centre, MA; light
diagonal crease, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-M 12.
Estimate $150 - 200
1870 m
“Horse Collar” (Philadelphia PA), strong complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Ms
20 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1871 m
“Horse’s Head” (Knoxville TN), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-H 3
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1872 m
19.

“Horseshoe” (Horsepasture VA), gorgeous full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Ms
Estimate $200 - 300

1873 m

“Insect” (Leroy NY), nice full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 10 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1874 m
“Insects” (Guilford CT), strong full strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PA-I 19 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1875

1876

1875 )
“Kicking Mule” (Port Townsend, WA), 1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange and 5¢ dull blue (287, 288) used
with 1¢ (279),all cancelled by fancy Port Townsend WA Kicking Mule cancels, on corner ad cover addressed to
Montreal Canada, with green registry hand stamp, a gorgeous cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1876 )
“Leaf” (Joppa Village Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) cancelled with excellent and complete strike on folded letter datelined 1862, addressed to Winslow Maine; stamp with small flaws, overall Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PP-L 44.
Estimate $400 - 600

1877 m
Leaves, three stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes Hartford CT “Flower” (S-E PP-FL
26), Louisville KY six segment leaf (S-E LS-L 24), and eight segment leaf of Nashville TN (owner’s attribution), Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1878 m/)
Leaves, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; stamps include multiveined leaf, large
10 segment leaf on piece with New York City pmk and eight segment leaf; cover with excellent strike of Boston MA
“Clover” cancel (S-E PP-C 5), ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1879 m
“Man in Hat” (Lynchburg VA), complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 27 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1880 m/)
Miscellaneous pictorial cancels, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1) Brattleboro VT “Devil and Pitchfork” cancel (S-E PH-F 41) left side perforations partially trimmed away, 2)
Cincinnati OH blue “Clown Face” cancel (S-E PH-F 85) and 3) West Meriden CT “Devil and Pitchfork” (S-E PH-F
40); cover with New Haven CT town mark and single 3¢ tied by “Doll” cancel (S-E GE-M 1, no description given),
F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1881 )
Miscellaneous pictorial cancels, small group of five select covers; 1) amber cover with stamp tied by
GREEN Columbus O. town marking; 2) buff cover to Hudson NY with double circle Phelps NY town marking and
stamp tied by bold five point star with negative star at center (S-E ST-St 13), 3) cover to Flemington NJ with Elbridge
NY town marking and stamp tied by excellent negative PAID in circle (S-E PM-PE 14); 4) orange cover with
Raysville IND town marking and stamp cancelled with crude “10” in circle, address to Marion VA, 5) cover from
Washington DC addressed to Portland ME and redirected to Gray Corner with boxed “FORWARDED” and “DUE 3"
markings, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1882
1882 m

1884

1885

“My Heart” (Dayton OH), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-H 68.
Estimate $200 - 300

1883 m/)
“O K” designs, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include Beloit
WI negative “O K” (owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), Columbus MS block style “O K” (owner’s attribution, not in Skinner-Eno) and Lee MA negative “O K” (S-E LC-OK 20a); cover with excellent strike of Saratoga
Springs NY block style “O K” (S-E LC-OK 5) tying stamp on dark buff cover addressed to New Haven CT, Very Fine,
ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno LC-OK (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1884 m
4.

“Padlock” (Cambridge MA), bold almost complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Pl
Estimate $200 - 300

1885 )
“Padlock” (Cambridge, MA), on 3¢ (#94), bold complete strike addressed to Cambridge, MA, Very
Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Pl 4.
Estimate $250 - 350

1886

1887

1888

1886 )
“Picture Frame” (Homer, NY), nice strike on cover addressed to Pioneer, PA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky.
Skinner-Eno GE-S 30.
Estimate $150 - 200
1887

s
“Pig” (Corry, PA), 1873, 3¢ green (158), tied by nearly 90% complete strike of Pig (Corry, Pa) fancy cancel on small piece; stamp with natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine cancel. Cole AN-1.
Estimate $350 - 500

1888 m

“Pointing Hand” (Lansing MI), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-HF 7.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1889 m
“Preacher In Pulpit” (Boston MA), nice almost complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PH-F 104 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1890 m
“Profile of Head” (Baltimore MD), bold complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 66
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1891

1892

1891 )
“Pumpkin Face” (Philadelphia, PA), almost complete strike on cover addressed to Limerick Bridge,
PA, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-P 11.
Estimate $150 - 200
1892 )
“Rose inside circle” (Amherst Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by nice strike tied to dark buff cover addressed to Grafton Mass.; cover slightly reduced at right removing the right side perforations of the stamp, overall
Very Fine. Skinner-Eno PP-Fl 3.
Estimate $200 - 300
1893 m

“Shell” (LaGrange GA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1894 )
“Shell/Fan” (Mohawk, NY), bold full strike of fancy Shell/ Fan cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on
cover addressed to Van Horuesville NY; “MOHAWK N.Y. MAY 15" date stamp at lower left, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1895 m
“Skull & Crossbones” (Bloomington IL), strong complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1896 m

“Skull” (Brattleboro VT), full strike in blue, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1897 m

“Skull” (Cambridge MA), strong & complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-M 32.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1898

1899

1902

1898 )
“Stars & Balls” (Putnam, CT), bold complete strike on cover addressed to Killingly, CT, Very Fine, exBoyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-E 1.
Estimate $200 - 300
1899 m
7.

“Three Cent Coin” (East Plainfield NH), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Co
Estimate $200 - 300

1900 m
site).

“Tomahawk” (Tomahawk WI), full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PO-Wt 4 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1901 m
“Turtle Back” (Alexandria VA), strong almost complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
GE-M 6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1902 m
“Two Cent Coin” (South Gardner MA), strong partial strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno
PO-Co 3.
Estimate $200 - 300
1903 m
site).

“Wagon Wheel” (Boston MA), full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-C 83 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1904 m
“Windmill” (Cambridgeport MA), strong full strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-P 33
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1905 m
site).

“Witch” (Salem MA), complete strike, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PH-F 45 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

1906 )
“Witch” (Salem Mass), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by bold strike on cover addressed to East Haverhill NH;
cover with light toning along the bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Skinner-Eno PH-F 45.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Postal Markings

1907

1909

1907 )
Registered Shield (Boston), 3¢ (#65) and 15¢ (#77) tied by Boston shield cancels on Registered cover
addressed to Wendell Centre, MA, F.-V.F., ex-Blake.
Estimate $200 - 300
1908 )
Advertised markings, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) cover originating in Washington DC addressed to Belfast ME where it received a black boxed “ADVERTISED” and an additional stamp to forward it to Augusta ME; 2) cover originating in New York City and addressed to Nashville TN where it received a
circular “ADVERTISED” marking and an additional stamp tied by a leaf cancel to forward cover to Blairstown NJ,
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PM-AD (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1909 )
Industry-Related Dead Post Office Cancel Holding, 29 cancels with industrial-related names, mostly
DPOs; includes Petroleum Centre, PA; Gilmanton Iron Works, NH; Henry Clay Factory, DE; Tamworth Iron Works,
NH (S/R 5); Oil Diggins, OH (S/R 6); Shamrock Mills, RI (S/R 6); Oxford Furnace, NJ (S/R 5), Copake Iron Works,
NY; Goffs Mills, NY (S/R 6); Colerain Forge, PA (S/R 6); and Newmans Mills, PA (S/R 5); generally clear strikes;
mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1910 m
Manuscript cancels, seven stamps and one cover, off cover includes pine tree “W” from Weston, MA
and “Usm” from Tioga Centre NY, one town postmark and a revenue usage. Cover with a bold Weston, Mass “W”
and blue Weston Mass postmark. Attractive grouping, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1911 m/)
Miscellaneous postal markings, seven stamps, one pair and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; cancels on stamps include “NY SHIP LETTER 6”, “WAY” in circle, boxed “FORWARDED”, “DUE 6” in circle,
two line straight line “STEAM SHIP” and (U S) SHIP; pair with blue oval Wells, Fargo & Co. San Francisco; cover
with single stamp tied by double rim Fort Miller NY postmark, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $500 - 750
1912 m/)
Miscellaneous postal markings, three off cover stamps, two pieces and two covers, neatly mounted on
exhibition page; cancels on single stamps includes St. Louis & Keokuk S.B. (PAID) ALL, and 1866 double circle “J.
F. Seiberling & Co. Akron O” revenue usage; vertical strip of three with two strikes of straight line “REGISTERED”
and piece with three stamps tied by “N. YORK STEAMSHIP”; covers with single stamp tied by 1865 Fort Schuyler
NY (Bronx - Helbock Rarity 6) and double circle PHILAD’A PA POST OFFICE, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky ( photo on
website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1913 m/)
Miscellaneous postal markings, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; cancels on stamps include 1) blue double oval Wells, Fargo express marking, 2) Postal Carrier, 3) Land Patent, 4) Aug
10 West; cover with stamp tied by straight line “STEAMBOAT” and with matching DUE 1 in circle, addressed to Lebanon PA, mostly a Chesapeake Bay usage, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
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1914

1915

1914 )
“PAID” in circle (Profile House, NH), 3¢ (#65) cancelled by full strong “Paid” fancy cancel with c.d.s.
“Profile House NH/Aug 16", with boxed corner ad; addressed to Dover NH; small ink stain astride cancel, F.-V.F.
Skinner-Eno PM-PG 3.
Estimate $500 - 750
1915 m
“Paid One Cent/Maspeth NY”, 1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24) with scarce straight line hand cancel, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
1916 )
Paids, 30 covers, includes Muscatine, IA, “Paid/3” in circle; Washington, DC, red “Paid/3” arc; Beverly,
MA, “Paid” in grid; Lords Bridge, CT (S/R 5), “Paid” in lozenge; blue Baltimore, MD, with matching “Balto Paid” (S-E
PM-PE 12); and much more; mixed condition; a nice array of types, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1917 m/)
Paids, six stamps and one cover neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include PAID in lozenge, imitation small Boston PAID in grid; large blue PAID 3 in box, red and black imitation large Boston PAID in grid, and
fancy PAID 3 in oval of Westborough Mass (S-E PM-PNc 41a); cover with large straight line PAID of Yorkshire Centre NY (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on amber Howells Song cover, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
1918 m/)
Paids, seven stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include red PAID in lozenge, two different PAID 3 in circle, arced PAID 3, straight line PAID in italics, arced PAID 34; cover with PAID 3 in
circle tying stamp on cover with large double circle Auburndale, Mass 1861 postmark (not noted in Skinner-Eno),
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1919 m/)
Railroad markings, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1)
Norwich & Worcester “N & W” with star, balls and bars (S-E LC-N 4), 2) Oswego & Syracuse RR boxed blue agent’s
handstamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) excellent double circle “WAS’N to N.Y. Rail-Way” handstamp on small
piece (not noted in Skinner-Eno); 4) cover with single stamp cancelled with blue pinwheel cancel, addressed to
Ohio with matching oval “B. & O. R.R. Pa Jun 29 1864” station agent’s handstamp below stamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno PM-RR (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1920

1923

1920 )
STATELINE NOV, handstamp with manuscript “27” date on buff cover addressed to Maplewood Institute, Pittsfield, Mass, franked with single 3¢ (#65) with manuscript cancel; stamp with small faults including a crease
at top left, cover slightly reduced at the left side, Very Fine; with 2008 Weiss certificate. Skinner-Eno PM-TF27.
Estimate $200 - 300
1921 )
Two early experimental machine cancels, a McAdams “Waffle Iron” cancel on a cover to Augusta, ME,
and a five-ring target cancel from Washington, DC, to Stockbridge, NY, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Stars
1922 )
“Elaborate Star” (Hartford, CT), 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by excellent strike of Hartford fancy cancel on
July 27 1864 cover addressed to Thompsonville CT, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-E 10 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1923 )
“Hollow Star” (Pueblo, CO), group of Washington-Franklins with 1929 cancels, on registered entire
(1½¢ surcharge on 1¢, #U521), including a 1¢ coil (#348) paste-up pair (removed from cover to check watermark)
with various other Washington-Franklins, F.-V.F.; with 2001 A.P.S. certificate for the #348 pair (mistakenly referring
to the #490 line pair on the cover as a #348 line pair).
Estimate $200 - 300

1924

1925

1924 )
Intertwined Star with PAID (Bonds Village Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) top margin single with partial imprint, on small ladies type cover addressed to Granby Ms., Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-C 18.
Estimate $200 - 300
1925 )
Large Outlined Star (West Hampton Mass), 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94) tied by bold complete strike on
cover addressed to Springfield Mass., Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-O 14.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1926 m/)
Ornate stars, four stamps and one cover, each with bold strike, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
stamps include Brookline MA “Negative Star with Five Negative Circles” (owner’s attribution, similar in style to S-E
ST-E 43), Hartford CT “Solid Five Point Star inside Circle” (not noted as such in Skinner-Eno, but well known); New
York City “Fancy 6 Pointed Star with Star at Center” (S-E ST-6P 47) and Phelps NY “Negative Star inside Star” (S-E
ST-St 13); cover with wonderful strike of red New York City “Star Inside Circle with Dot at Center” (S-E ST-D 32),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1927 m/)
Ornate stars, four stamps and one cover; all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition page;
the four stamps attributed to New York City include two in red and one with extremely ornate appearance; the cover
with blue Louisville KY postmark and matching negative six point Star-of-David, orange cover addressed to
Greenville NY (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1928 m
Ornate stars, four stamps, each with well struck cancel, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes
Chicopee MA “Intertwined Star of David” (S-E ST-6P 24), blue Glendale MA “5 Point Star with Circle in Points” (S-E
St-E 25a). Hartford CT “Large Star inside Circle” (similar in style to S-E ST-E 10) and No. Belingham MA “Small
Segmented Star” (S-E ST-Sh 8); Chicopee MA star with small faults, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1929 )
“Solid Five Pointed Star” (West Point Iowa), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) on two covers used Mar 18 and May
26, each with single stamp tied by datestamp (not noted in Skinner-Eno); Mar 18 cover reduced at right (not affecting the stamp), otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1930 m

“Star & Crescent” (Greenwich NY), bold complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1931 m
“Star of David” (78), 1863, 24¢ lilac, boldly struck negative ‘Star’ cancellation, awesome example with a
gorgeous sock on the nose cancel; eye catching showpiece; a few clipped perforations along bottom left side - quite
trivial, otherwise Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1932 )
“Star with 5 points” (Jersey Shore, PA), 3¢ (65) cancelled, not tied, by bold blue fancy cancel with dot
at center on dark buff cover addressed to Black Creek NY, matching Jersey Shore Pa Dec 16 date stamp at lower
left; light cover crease from contents at upper right not affecting the stamp, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-D 1 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1933

1934

1933 )
“Star with 5 points, a star inside and UNION” (West Hampton Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by bold
complete strike on mourning cover addressed to Springfield Ms, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-C
14.
Estimate $600 - 800
1934 )
“Star with 5 points, a star inside and UNION” (West Hampton Ms), 1861, 3¢ rose (65) tied by excellent strike on 1862 dark buff cover addressed to Springfield Ms.; cover very slightly reduced at right, Very Fine. Skinner-Eno ST-C 14.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1935 )
Stars, 22 covers, includes Brasher Falls star-in-star (S-E ST-St 3); blue Portsmouth, VA, outline star;
South Gardner, MA, outline star (S-E ST-O 38); Fort Wayne, IN, outline star (ST-O 9); Atlanta, GA, solid star (S-E
ST-S 3); Oriskany Falls, NY, star with dot at center (S-E S-D 52); Union Springs, NY, star with dot at center (S-E
ST-D 51); mixed condition; some nice strikes, investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1936 m
Stars, 11 stamps, all with excellent strikes of star cancellations attributed to New York City, neatly
mounted on exhibition age; includes eight with four points and three with 8 points similar in style to that used later by
the NY Foreign Mall office though these are smaller in size, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1937 m
Stars, four stamps, each with exceptional strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Dracut MA blue
outlined star(owner’s attribution, not in Skinner-Eno); Gloucester MA Outlined Star (owner’s attribution, this star is
larger than S-E ST-O 5); two different blue Jersey Shore PA Stars (S-E ST-D 1 and ST-D 19), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200

1938 m

“Stars & Balls” (Putnam CT), bold complete strike, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Skinner-Eno GE-E 2.
Estimate $200 - 300

1939 m/)
Stars in circle, six stamps and one cover, all bearing excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include two with outlined star at center (one small and one large), three with solid star at center and
one with solid star in circle with segmented outer ring; cover with dark blue Windsor NY “Star with Circle at Center
inside Circle” (S-E ST-D 45), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1940 m
Stars in circles, 7 stamps, each with excellent strikes, different towns or cancels, neatly mounted on exhibition page; includes stars attributed to Cedar Grove WV, Greenwich NY, Ludlow VT, Noridgework ME, Petersburg VA, Springfield MO and Wilmington IL, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website). Estimate $200 - 300
1941 m/)
Stars with 4 points, six stamps and one cover, all attributed to New York City, neatly mounted on exhibition page, each with nicely struck four pointed star inside circle, some variation in size or style, Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1942 m/)
Stars with 5 points, four stamps and one cover all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include 1) bold strike of blue Brattleboro VT “Elaborate Star with Pentagon at Center” (S-E ST-E 6); 2)
Lee MA “Negative Star with Pentagram at Center” (owner’s attribution, not noted in S-E); 3) Green Sharon VT “Solid
Five Point Star” (S-E ST-S 4); and 4) Waterbury CT “Large 5 Pointed Star with additional Star Inside” (Owner’s attribution, not noted in Rohloff Book or in Skinner-Eno); cover with excellent “Outlined Star” cancelling stamp on 1864
Kelly’s Island OHIO cover addressed to Warsaw NY, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $350 - 500
1943 m/)
Stars with 5 points, six stamps and two covers, all with excellent strikes, neatly mounted on exhibition
page; stamps include solid star, solid star inside circle, outlined star and three different negative stars; covers include solid star cancelling stamp on forwarded cover and blue Louisville KY negative Star of David on Scott 94 with
matching Louisville KY postmark, addressed to New York City (not noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1944 m
Stars with 5 points, four stamps neatly mounted on exhibition page, all with excellent strike; 1) Boston
MA “Negative Star” (S-E ST-O 23); 2) Enfield MA “Outlined Star” (owner’s attribution, different from outlined star illustrated in Skinner-Eno); 3) Fort Wayne IN “Outlined Star” (S-E ST-O 9); and Chicago IL “Small 6 Point Star/Rosette” (owner’s attribution), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on website). Estimate $150 - 200
1945 )
Stars with 6 points, two covers, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Well struck New Haven CT negative Star-of-David with open circle at center (S-E SAT-6P 34) on cover addressed to Stratford CT’ 2) Bold strike of
New York City large 6 Pointed Star with dot at center (similar to S-E ST-6P 26, but much better strike) on 1863 amber cover addressed to Cooperstown NY, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Waterbury

1946

1947

1950

1946 m
“Beer Mug” (Waterbury CT), fine strike; tiny corner crease and cancel enhanced at bottom & right,
F.-V.F. appearance; with 2011 A.P.E.X. certificate. Skinner-Eno PO-Bm 5. Rohloff O-8.
Estimate $200 - 300
1947 )
“Circle of Hearts & Diamonds” (Waterbury, Ct.), 3¢ (65) tied by excellent strike of Waterbury Ct Nov 28
‘67 fancy cancel cover addressed to North Adams Mass; stamp with minor toning and the cover slightly reduced at
left, not affecting the stamp, otherwise Very Fine, rarity RRRR - less than 6 examples known. Rohloff J-09.
Estimate $300 - 400
This cancel was used for approximately one month. Rohloff felt that not more than 5 covers existed with this
cancel and the unpublished Crowe census has recorded only four examples including this cover.
1948 )
Circular grill (Waterbury, Ct.), excellent strike of Rohloff type H-19 cancel ties single stamp (#94) on
cover with Jun 12 postmark, addressed to New Orleans, Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Rohloff H-19 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
Rohloff rated this cancel as having 15 or more examples on cover, but unpublished Crowe census has recorded
only 11 examples of this cancel.
1949 )
Collateral material (Waterbury, Ct.), one cover and two letters signed by John W. Hill former postmaster at Waterbury CT. Cover with small red double circle Waterbury Con Feb 22 1862 town marking and franked with
single 3¢ tied by black grids, addressed to Saugatuck Conn. This cancel was used prior to Hill becoming postmaster. The two letters were written by John Hill in response to questions about his cancellations. They are in his handwriting and are datelined “Jan 15/19” and “1st Mch 20”. Each letter mentions that his memory is a little fuzzy, but also
that the design of the cancels were a result of impulse and not the result of a pattern. They are a terrific collateral for
a Waterbury cover collection, Very Fine, rarity RRR - less than 9 examples known, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1950 m
“Elm Leaf” (Waterbury, Ct.), 3¢ (65) tied to small piece by bold strike of Waterbury Ct fancy cancel and
two partial strikes of Waterbury double circle datestamps; stamp with natural straight edge at left and trivial toning
on perforations at upper right, a Very Fine cancel, rarity RR - less than 16 examples known; with 2007 A.P.E.X. certificate. Rohloff L-1.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1951 )
Fancy cancels (Waterbury, Ct.), on three covers: 1) Aug 8 ‘67 cover with stamp tied by 8 Arrowheads
in a circle (Roloff type B-8), cover is made of thin paper and has suffered some insect erosion; 2) Dec 5 ‘65 cover
with stamp tied by Rosette of Seven Segments (Rohloff P-6), cover reduced at left into redirecting postmark; 3)
Mar 9 cover with 3¢ “F” grill tied by bold strike of Rosette of Eight Segments (Rohloff P-14), stamp with a small tear
and right perforations creased from folding over the right edge of the cover, rarity RRR - less than 9 examples
known. Rohloff B-8; P-6; P-14 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1952

1953

1952 )
Letter “W” (Waterbury, CT), 3¢ (#65) cancelled by Waterbury, CT, “W” with c.d.s.; cover addressed to
Brooks Grove, NY, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Skinner-Eno LS-W20.
Estimate $500 - 750
1953 )
Letter “W” (Waterbury, Ct.), 3¢ (65) tied by excellent strike of Waterbury Con Oct 17 ‘66 duplex
datestamp with serifs at top, Rohloff type 2 killer cancel; the stamp with trimmed perforations at the right and the
cover with light vertical bends from contents (one passes under the stamp), otherwise F.-V.F., rarity RR - less than
16 examples known. Rohloff K-15.
Estimate $200 - 300
1954 m/)
Letter “W” (Waterbury, Ct.), two stamps and one cover all from Waterbury CT; includes block style “W”
(S-E LS-W 9) and serifed “W” (S-E LS-W 20) on single stamps; cover with thin serifed “W” (S-E LS-W 19) and MAR
6 ‘66 postmark; cover slightly reduced at right, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
1955 )
“Rosette” fancy cancel (Waterbury, Ct.), single, with nice strike of nine segment rosette cancel of Waterbury CT on Mar 28 1868 cover addressed to Brooklyn, NY; cover and stamp with tiny flaws, F.-V.F., rarity RR less than 16 examples known, ex- Boyarsky. Rohloff P-27 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
Rohloff book notes that not more than 15 examples of the cancel exist on cover.

1956 )
“Star” fancy cancel (Waterbury, Ct.), single stamp tied by neat 5 point star cancel of Waterbury CT on
orange cover with Sep 8 ‘65 postmark addressed to Seymour CT; cover with a large diagonal piece added to the
cover at the top not affecting the postmark, stamp or cancel, rarity RRR - less than 9 examples known, exBoyarsky; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Rohloff S-5.
Estimate $500 - 750
This is a new Waterbury cancellation and not listed in the Rohloff work; with a date of Sep 8 1865 it is among the
earliest recorded covers with a Waterbury fancy cancellation and as such highly desirable.
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Groups and Collections
1957 )
Fancy cancels, over 85 covers, includes Leeds Junction, ME, geometric (S-E GE-M 25); Philadelphia
fraternal (S-E FR-NMc 6); Cuba, NY, shell (S-E PA-S 2); Davenport, IA, radial (S-E GE-R 2); blue Montpelier, VT,
radial (GE-R 31); blue South Deerfield, MA, cross (CR-C 6); Unadilla, NY, geometric (S-E GE-E 8); Wellsburg, WV,
cogwheel (S-E GE-P 5); and much more; mostly strong full strikes; mixed condition, so set aside sufficient time to
properly examine this, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1958 )
New York City domestic fancy cancels, 30 covers, includes circular geometric to Church Hill, MD; circular geometric to Queens, NY; radial (S-E GE-R 36) to Barbowsville, NY; block-of-four-blocks to Newburgh, NY;
fancy square geometric to Philadelphia; circular geometric (S-E GE-C 153) to Camden, ME; star with dot at center
to North Lisbon, NH; boxed star to Baltimore, MD; mixed condition, mostly strong strikes, all franked with #65,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1959 )
Target cancels on 1861, 3¢ rose (65), over 70 stamps and nine covers, with a typewritten page classifying the cancels by number of rings and varieties; a satisfying lot, please investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1960 m
Fancy cancels, a phenomenal, not-to-be-missed presentation, neatly arranged on stock pages, of over
450 #65’s; a few of the better include Quincy, MA, “OK” (S-E LC-OK 4); Collinsville, CT, “Axe Head” (S-E PO-Wt 6);
Waterbury, CT, “Beer Mug” (S-E PO-Bm 5a); Huntington, NY, “G in Star” (S-E ST-C 7); Albany, NY, “US in Combination” (S-E PT-C 17); Philadelphia “Phil” (S-E LC-P 8); with stars, colors, “Paid”s, geometrics, Masonics & shields
galore; mixed condition, please examine carefully, F.-V.F., a lot worthy of your time (photo on website).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1961 m
Fancy cancels on 1887, 2¢ green (213), 28 stamps mounted on a page; includes stars (shaded, solid,
fancy and outline), letters, geometrics and scarabs, compelling group, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200
1962 m
Fancy cancels on cut squares, 1853-90, over 80 in total, including Waterbury shield (Skinner-Eno PS-0
5), skull, Maltese crosses, “Paid”, solid stars, shaded stars, stars in circles, “MB” (Mystic Bridge CT [Cole ML-61]),
wheel of fortune, pinwheel, honeycomb, flag, geometrics, letters, numerals and colors, with many better, F.-V.F., be
sure to check it out (photo on website).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1963 m/)
Manuscript and miscellaneous cancels, manuscript cancels include block of 8 revenue usage (bottom
stamps with horizontal crease), fourteen off cover stamps including two revenue usages and two with year dates,
and cover with Painesville July 27th 1865 manuscript postmark (no state); final page labeled “Smear” includes used
strip of three, single with six pointed star with broken point and cover with Palmer Mass town marking and stamp
cancelled with a quartered square cancel with four squares, each with a cross at the center, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1964 m
Miscellaneous cancels, twelve off cover stamps with various cancels; include two with outlined stars,
one with green mask, one with Green Bay RPO, one with Philadelphia “Mummers”, one with blue padlock, one with
albino embossed dry goods handstamp, Dayton OH and Cecil MD … in circles, and Montpelier VT blue flower design, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1965 m/)
Unusual designs, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1) Boston
MA “Preacher in Pulpit” (S-E PH-F 104), 2) blue Memphis TN “Broken Heart” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted
in Skinner-Eno) on grilled stamp, 3) Philadelphia PA “Horse Collar” cancel (S-E PO-Ms 20); cover with Cambridge
MASS town mark and “Padlock” cancel (S-E PO-Pl 4)ying single 3¢, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1966 m/)
Unusual designs, four stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; single stamps include
1) Salem MA Witch cancel (S-E PH-F 45), 2) Footville WI quartered cork cancel resembling a pair of feet or shoes
(owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno, but the town of Footville WI did exist in 1862), 3) Amherst MA “Honeycomb” cancel (S-E GE-M 12), 4) Norwalk CT “Bow Tie” cancel (S-E PO-Bw 2); cover with single stamp tied by
Putnam CT “Fancy Stars and Balls” cancel on orange cover addressed to Killingly CT (S-E GE-E 1) (photo on web
site), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $200 - 300
1967 m
Unusual designs, four stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) excellent strike of South Gardiner MS
“Two Cent Coin” (S-E PO-Co 3), 2) Healdsburg CA “Left Waving Flag without Union” (S-E PT-F 34), 3) Rockville IN
“Handcuffs” (S-E PO-Ms 13), and 4) bold “Dumbbells” cancellation which owner has attributed to Putnam CT (not
noted in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1968 m/)
Unusual designs, three stamps and one cover, mounted on exhibition page; single stamps include 1)
bold strike of Cambridge MA “Padlock” (S-E PO-Pl 4), 2) nice strike of Chicago IL “Checkerboard” (owner’s attribution, not noted as such in Skinner-Eno), 3) excellent strike of Media PA “Pine Tree” (S-E PP-T 1); cover with double
circle Old Point Comfort VA town mark and single stamp tied by circle of block style “V’s” (not noted in Skinner-Eno),
Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1969 m/)
Unusual designs, 4 stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; stamps include 1)
Bloomington IL “Skull and Crossbones” cancel (owner’s attribution, this cancel is different from S-E PH-S 16 which
is the only Bloomington IL “Skull and Crossbones” in Skinner-Eno), 2) Dayton OH Heart with negative “MY” cancel
(S-E PH-H 68), 3) Horse Pasture VA bold “Horseshoe” cancel (S-E {PO-Ms 19), 4) Tomahawk WI “Tomahawk”
cancel (S-E PO-Wt 4); cover with 1865 double circle Amherst MA town mark and “Honeycomb” cancel (S-E GE-M
12) tying single stamp, addressed to Newton MA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1970 m
Unusual designs, four stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Sock-on-the-nose Castleton VT Rope
cancel (S-E SD-G 92), 2) blue Davenport IA “Wreath around Four Bars” cancel (S-E SD-G 121), 3) nice strike of
Greenwich NY “Star and Crescent” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted as such in Skinner-Eno), 4) excellent
strike of Putnam CT small “Stars and Balls” cancel (S-E GE-E2), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1971 m
Unusual designs, six stamps, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) Boston MA “Wagon Wheel” cancel
(S-E GE-C 83), 2) Cambridgeport MA “Windmill” cancel (S-E GE-P 33), 3) E. Plainfield NH “3¢ Coin” cancel (S-E
PO-Co 7), 4) Feltonville MA “Butterfly” cancel (S-E PO-Bw 1, described as “bow”), 5) La Grange Ga “Shell” (owner’s
attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 6) Wasioga MN “3” inside “C” cancel (owner’s attribution, not noted with town
in Skinner-Eno), Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1972 m/)
Unusual designs, three stamps and one cover, neatly mounted on exhibition page; 1) single stamp with
Norwich CT “Masonic Boxed Cross” (S-E CR-C 25a), 2) single stamp with Bridgeport CT “Broken Heart inside Circle” (owner’s attribution, not noted in Skinner-Eno), 3) single stamp with New Haven CT Geometric labeled as “Doll”
by owner (S-E GE-M 1), 4) Cover with single tied by excellent strike of Homer NY “Picture Frame” cancel (S-E GE-S
30), addressed to Pioneer PA, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1973 m
Unusual designs, two stamps, mounted on exhibition page; 1) Putnam CT Axe in Log cancel (S-E
PO-Wt 1, no attribution and called “hatchet”) and 2) Cornwall VT “Flower” cancel (S-E PP-FL 27), Very Fine, exBoyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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Misc. Documents, Correspondence and Ephemera

1974

Andrew Jackson memorial badge, 73 x 195 mm, white silk memento with Dodge portrait in black as
found on the 2¢ 1863 stamp (#73), published by E. P. Whaites, some small flaws not affecting the design, Very Fine,
lovely and rare.
Estimate $150 - 200
A similar item is illustrated and described on page 80 of Lane’s “Harry F. Allen Collection of Black Jacks”. A
wonderful and prized Black Jack collateral item.

1975 )
Birch bark cover and lettersheet, 3¢ (#65) target-cancelled with “Traverse City MI” c.d.s., with letter; includes article from 1990 American Philatelist with transcription; piece out of cover and letter sheet, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1976 )
DPO town cancels, over 70 covers, all franked with #65, with many S/R 4s to S/R 6s; better include
manuscript Wahoo O (S/R 7), manuscript North Greenbush NY (S/R 7), Grasshopper Falls KS (S/R 6), manuscript
English Settlement IA (S/R 7), Wachusetville MA (S/R 6) and manuscript Emmett IA (S/R 6); some with contents;
mixed condition, F.-V.F., simply a great collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1977 )
Forwarded covers, 16, includes Goshen, IN, forwarded to Chapinsville, NY, with blue “Due 6” in circle
and matching “Forwarded” in lozenge; Chicago, IL, forwarded to Mariner, IL, with blue “Forwarded” in oval;
Muscatine, IA, forwarded to Young America, IL, with manuscript “Due 3 c” over straightline “Forwarded”;
Waybridge, VT, with “Missent &/Forwarded” in oval; San Jose forwarded to Burnwood then to Santa Clara, on reverse mailed to Santa Clara; San Francisco, CA, forwarded to Portland, OR; etc.; an amazing array of auxiliary
markings, all franked with #65; mixed condition, F.-V.F., a bonanza for the savvy bidder (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1978 )
Great Plains - eight covers, from Leavenworth City, Kansas Terrritory; Iola, KS; Mound City, KS; Grasshopper Falls, KS (S/R 6); St Joseph, MO; Knob Noster, MO; Pilot Knob, MO; and Cottonwood Springs, NE (S/R 6);
mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1979 )
Mid-Atlantic/Southern States, over 30 covers, includes manuscript town cancel “Blacks & Whites VA”
on cover to Lawrenceville, VA; Liberty Mills, VA, on cover to Alexandria, VA; manuscript town cancel Fisher’s Ferry,
PA, to Schoharie, NY; manuscript Loving Creek, VA (S/R 5), on cover to Girards Town, WV; Brightwood, DC (S/R
5), on cover to Londongrove, PA; oval Passaic, NJ, on cover to Lowell, MA; Little Gunpowder, MD (S/R 5), on cover
to Baltimore; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1980 )
Oversized covers or bank checks, 31 in all, some tremendous covers present, with better including
hand-colored eagle addressed to Rochester, NY, with manuscript “Careful/Original Painting” franked with #65;
cover addressed to St. Louis franked with #76, 63, 65 & 69; cover addressed to Leonardsville, NY, franked with #73
and strip of six #65; cover to Washington, DC, with block of four & pair of #65; cover to Wilkes Barre, PA, with block
of six #65; mixed condition, F.-V.F., please set aside time for careful perusal, much uncommon material (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1981 )
1850-1905, small collection of Valentines & covers, 14 embossed covers, including stampless from
Belleville OH to city, 3¢ Banknote with Valentine, 1884 with #210 from Worcester to West Boylston MA, 1884 with
pair 2¢ (#183) from New York City to Richfield Springs NY; very mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on
website).
Estimate $200 - 300
1982 )
1820-75, 28 stampless covers, includes green “College of St James MD” with matching “5" in oval &
”Paid"; cameo ad cover for “John Gass/American House/Concord /NH”; Middlebury, VT, arc with “Free” to Stephen
Bradley, Member of the Senate in Washington, DC; blue Harrisburg Telegraph cameo ad cover with blue Harrisburg, PA, c.d.s. and matching “Paid 3" in oval; 1875 printed market report from Matanzas with straightline ”Due 2";
etc.; many with contents, including three political tracts; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $500 - 750
1983 )
1847, U.S. soldier’s letter, New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. with “10" rate on cover addressed to Franklin, NH,
with manuscript ”Via New Orleans"; four-page letter describing Mexico City after its capture; with complete transcription, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1984 )
1851-57, 3¢ cover selection, includes 26A on cover to Albany NY, and eleven folded letter sheets or
cover franked with 11A, some with contents, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1985

Ex 1987

1985 )
1855, hand-colored stampless ladies cover, a delightful and attractive cover with blue Charlestown,
NH, c.d.s. with matching “Paid/3"; addressed to Haydenville, MA, F.-V.F., a beautiful example; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
1986 )
1861-65, two “Postage Paid” labels, two covers with labels paying missing postage, the first from St
Louis to Millbury, PA, with “Held for Postage” handstamp and label from the Good Will in St Louis; the second sent
Richmond, MO, to St Paul, MN, with label from Young Men’s Christian Association, F.-V.F., uncommon (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1987 )
1861-65, two covers, stamps with portions inked-in, first cover addressed to Vermillionville, IL, with
portrait, “3"s and ”U.S." inked in; the second addressed to Norfolk Hosiery Co. in CT, with Washington given an
inked-in slouch hat and pipe, F.-V.F., uncommmon items.
Estimate $150 - 200
1988 )
1861-65, two cacheted covers, first cover to Granby, VT, with design of boy running and hiding a newspaper with “If not called for, return to REV Henry Morgan Boston MA”; the second showing a boy riding a pig with an
ad for R.B. Nichols, author and publisher, Washington, DC, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1989 )
1861-68, 28 embossed ladies covers and Valentines, includes West Dennis, MA, embossed cover
with boy chasing girl with lacy valentine with golden cupid; Ipswich, MA, embossed cover with boy chasing girl and
die-cut valentine (with mounting marks on reverse); Patriotic embossed cover with furled flags, clasped hands and
“Though Absent Not Forgotten” with gold-colored valentine; Meredith Village, NH, embossed floral design cover
with lacy valentine, etc., etc.; all franked with #65; mixed condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F., a sweetheart lot
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1990 )
1861-65, 33 Fort covers, a magnificent collection of covers with “Fort” origins, includes Camp Run, OH
(S/R 7); Fort Schuyler, NY (S/R 6); Fort Pickens, FL (S/R 6); Fort Randall, DAK; Jefferson Barracks, MO; Fort
Jones, CA; Fort Dodge, IA; Fort Atkinson, WI; Fort Rice, DAK; Fort Wallace, KS; Camp Point, IL; generally full
strikes; mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1991 )
1861-68, 18 military/war-related covers, includes red “U.S.S. Engineers Branch N.Y./Bowling Green”,
“Soldiers’ Orphan Homestead” Gettysburg PA, handstamp “Cincinnati Pension Agency”, “Office A. Commissary of
Subsistence”, “Office of Forage and River Transport”, “U.S.A. Med. Department”, “The War Claim and Collection
Office”, “United States Mustering and Disbursing Office”, etc., all franked with #65; mixed condition, perusal please,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1992 )
1861-65, twelve Indian-related covers, includes manuscript town cancel “Tekamahm”, c.d.s. Osage
Mission KS (S/R 6), Leavenworth KS Indian Goods corner ad, manuscript town cancel “Omaha Agency Neb”,
manuscript town cancel “Winnabago Agency MN”, c.d.s. Nashotah Mission WI (S/R 7); some uncommon material
present, mixed condition; please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1993 )
1861-1950, collection of 24 covers, a lovely selection for your perusal, with better including six #210
tied to a #U178 addressed to Liverpool and forwarded to London; #U10 with two strikes of “From Steamer Lecomte
C. Johnson Capt” to New Orleans; 1929 Hoover Inauguration cover; 1928 Cleveland Air Race cover signed by
Hubert Wilkins; ad cover for The Yale Courant franked with #65 tied by New Haven c.d.s.; 1895 #257 on Registered
handstamp penalty cover; 1926 Transpolar Flight card; an illustrated hotel ad cover franked with three #Q1, The
Panama Canal Official Business cover, pair of Q1 tied by Quakertown PA c.d.s., VJ cover, and a Registered airmail
cover from French West Africa to Yugoslavia franked with #29, 32 & 33, F.-V.F., a meaty selection at a soupbone
price (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1994 )
1861-69, 13 hand-decorated covers, all franked with #65; includes a red ribbon with address, cover with
multicolored hand-drawing of flowers and a vase, two covers with leaves; two covers to Waterbury, CT, one with
drawings; one of a bird-of-paradise, one with a hand holding a branch, etc.; well-executed; please peruse, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1995 )
1861-69, mixed franking covers, selection of five, includes #94 & 114 on forwarded cover from St Louis
to Salem, IL; #65 & 147 on cover to North Hampton, NH; #65 & 117 tied by Bakersfield, VT, c.d.s. and straightline
“Registered to Boston MA”; #65 & 71 tied by Delavan, WI, c.d.s. to Normal, PA; and #65 & 68 tied to #U58 by San
Francisco cogwheels on cover addressed to Marseilles, France, F.-V.F., outstanding grouping, uncommon lot
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1996 )
1861, collection of freaks & oddities on cover, 23 covers with #65, including misperforated vertically
tied by Napoleon, OH, c.d.s. (with 1998 P.F. certificate); pair with vertical double perforations tied by MA c.d.s.; part
imprint with Middleton, MA, c.d.s.; drastically misperforated with blue Hartford, KY, c.d.s.; pair on corner ad cover
with huge straddle; narrow example with natural straight edge at right with Virginia City, N.T., c.d.s.; and stamp with
large diagonal preprinting crease on cover tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s.; an exciting selection, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1997 )
1861-68, 24 covers exhibiting unusual usages, shapes & colors, includes pentagonal envelope from
New Bern, NC, to Norfolk, NC; rhombic envelope from New York to Norfolk, CT; 2¾" by 1¾" cover to Woonsockett,
RI; 4¼" by 1¾" cover from Hartford, CT to New York City with fancy cancel; triangle cover from Boston to
Edgartown, MA; dark magenta cover from Annapolis, MD, to Portland, NY; bright blue cover from Washington, DC,
to Maine, and three magenta-colored covers; some mixed condition, F.-V.F., interesting and uncommon material
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1998 )
1861-65, seven registered covers, includes #65 and pair of #89 to Bridgeton, NJ; pair of #65 on #U351
to Riverhead, NY; pair of #65 to Lancaster, NH; #65 to Canton, PA; mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1999 )
1861, 3¢ Washington shades selection, terrific color collection of 45 on a stock page; ranges from possible pinks to rose, dull red, brown red, and everything in between; meticulous inspection may pay off big: happy
hunting, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2000 )
1861-65, seven covers with 3¢ rose, includes 1864 Election Tally Sheet cover with Cincinnati, OH, cancel; blind embossed ad cover with red Boston, MA, Christmas Day cancel; fancy calligraphy cover from Baltimore,
MD, to North Vassalboro, ME; “Forwarded” & “Due 3" straightline handstamps on cover from Washington, DC, to
Syracuse to Albany; allover illustrated ad cover for M. Moore, Trenton Falls, NY: and a cover from Williamsport, PA,
to Brooklyn with second stamp pasted over and forwarded to Lloyd’s Neck, L.I., F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2001 )
1861-67, mourning covers, 10, including franked by #63 & 65 tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s. and addressed to Cincinnati, OH; #65 fancy-cancelled sent Nebraska City, NE, to Portland, NY; hand-drawn cover with
#65 tied by Kalamazoo, MI, c.d.s. sent to Mosquito Gulch, CA; #65 tied by target cancel with Buttermilk Falls, NY,
c.d.s. to Brattleboro, VT; and #65 tied by green Del. Water Gap, PA, c.d.s. addressed to Elizabeth, NJ; mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2002 )
1861-68, 28 Northeast covers, includes red oval Valley Falls, RI; South Killingly, CT, hand-drawn c.d.s.;
blue oval Unionville, CT; blue rimless East Canaan, NH; double-oval New London, NH; Sheepscott Bridge, ME;
etc.; mixed condition, some full strikes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2003 )
1861-68, 22 Upper Midwest covers, includes Illinois: Burnt Prairie, Cairo, Mound City, Young America
(S/R 4), manuscript cancels Biggsville and Rock Run; Indiana: Duck Creek IN (S/R 7) and New Harmony, manuscript cancel Burnetts Creek and Highland; Iowa: Agency City and Marble Rock, manuscript cancel What Cheer;
Michigan: Climax Prairie; mixed condition, all franked with #65, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2004 )
1861-68, three covers with unusual addresses, includes New Haven, CT, to Lake City, MN, with fourteen-line (!) instructions; Wallingford, CT, to Bethel, ME, with twelve lines of instructions; and Brooklyn, NY, to Philadelphia with twelve-line instructions; review carefully—there will be a test, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2005 )
1861-68, two fumigated covers, one from New York City to Argyle, NY, with slits throughout cover; and
a second from Babcock Hill, NY, to Cortland, NY, with slits; mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2006 )
1861, unusual usages group (65), small group of five covers showing various usages: 1) single tied by
PAID in italics on dark buff cover with oval New London NH datestamp; 2) single on 1864 folded letter from New
York City addressed to New Orleans, manuscript “p. Creole” at upper left and blue double-oval company
handstamp at lower left; 3) strip of three tied by circle-of-wedges cancels on cover addressed to San Francisco with
Philadelphia datestamp; 4) single stamp tied by North Berwick Me datestamp on 3¢ entire addressed to Steamer
North Star New York City and endorsed “State Room E”; 5) single 3¢ “F” grill (#94) with quartered cork cancellation
of New York City on Anchor Line illustrated corner card addressed to Alliance Ohio; some covers and stamps with
small faults, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2007 )
1861-68, 8 covers to foreign destinations, includes five 3¢ (#65) on cover to Switzerland; #68, 65 & 73
on cover to Switzerland; four #65 on cover to Lombardy, Italy; #68, 76 & three #65 on cover to Bavaria; #69 & 65 to
France; five #65 on cover to France, etc.; mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2008
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1861 (Dec. 24), William Seward, War-Time Thank You note, written on Department of State stationery,
giving thanks for the gift of some grapes, expressing Christmas sentiments, bold clear signature (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2009 )
1879-1912, Fortress Monroe cancels, 8 covers, including picture postcard of Hotel Chamberlin, postcard of target practice at the fort, Spanish American War Patriotic, cancel of U.S.S. New Jersey at Fort Monroe, etc.;
nice selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2010 )
1879-1912, Fortress Monroe cancels, five covers: one from Ft. Monroe via Bay Line Steamer; picture
postcard with Ft. Monroe & Richmond RPO; #300 tied by Fortress Monroe duplex with 1886 date slug; cover with
Fortress Monroe c.d.s. on cover to Dubuque, IA; and a 1904 cover tying #324 with a Fortress Monroe duplex; some
flaws, but generally F.-V.F., excellent lot for the specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2011 )
1888-1900, hotel covers from Fort Monroe, seven Hygeia Hotel and two Hotel Chamberlin covers;
eight are illustrated, three duplicated; includes Hygeia Hotel illustration of hotel and beach, Hygeia Hotel illustration
of hotel with promenade, and Hotel Chamberlin with sailboats and beach; attractive grouping, mixed condition, examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2012

2013

2012 )
1900, Boxer Rebellion cover with “China Military Postal Sta No 1”, 2¢ (279B) tied by China Mil Postal
Sta No 1 duplex, on cover from Lieut M. McCloskey 9th U.S. Artillery addressed to Pittsburg PA; small stain center
from sealing wax, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2013 )
1901, Boxer Rebellion package wrapper, three color franking, 2¢ (279B), 5¢ (281) & 10¢ (283) tied on
package wrapper, with purple “China Military Postal Sta. No 1” handstamp, manuscript “Soldier’s Mail/Peking
China”, F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2014
2014 )
1933-49, Inauguration covers, group of five, including a scarce run of first three Franklin D. Roosevelt
inaugurals and both Harry S. Truman covers; minor toning on 1941, otherwise a fresh and very fine group, F.-V.F.
Brookman $865 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2015

2016

2015 )
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), phenomenal example tied on folded letter to Providence, R.I., by blue manuscript cancellation with adjacent red arched “Paid” cancel along with light matching “New
York” c.d.s., Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
2016 )
1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), vertical pair tied by New York December 15 1846 c.d.s. on folded letter
sheet, addressed to Platsburgh, NY; vertical crease in the top stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

1847 Issue

2017 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), lovely horizontal pair tied on 1850 folded letter to Oshawa, Canada West, by red
grid cancellations and matching “New York, Feb 14" datestamp; with ”Queenston, U.C., Feb 16, 1850" transit
datestamp, manuscript “Prepaid to the lines” and “7" pence rate for Canadian postage due for distance of 61 to 100
miles; Toronto receiving backstamp; desirable Valentine’s Day usage to unusual destination in Canada; light vertical file folds do not affect the stamps; minor soiling is inconsequential, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2018

2019

2018 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), three margins, with manuscript cancel, used on cover from Sandusky, O to
Crawfordsville, with “Try” wafer seal on flap, the only one we’ve seen, very rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2019 )
1847, 5¢ red brown with Blood’s Local (1, 15L13), 5¢ with local (15L13) acid tied on cover by blue indistinct Philadelphia PA cds, addressed to Bridgeport CT; 5¢ has small corner crease, local is creased, and the first
line of address crossed out, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2020

2021

2020 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), extremely handsome example tied on pre-printed addressed cover to
Cooperstown, New York, by lightly struck red grid cancellation and matching adjacent “New York, Aug 28" c.d.s.,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, printed envelopes only came into use with the 1847 issues, and early ones are seldom
seen. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
2021 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), handsome four-margined example on cover to Aurora, N.Y., with blue grid cancel and matching adjacent “Skaneateles, N.Y., Feb. 24" c.d.s.; minor edgewear, Very Fine appearance, only 7 examples of this cover are known from Skaneateles in the Alexander census, ex-Kapiloff. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2022

2023

2022 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), pretty stamp tied on 1850 cover by blue grid cancellation (almost ultramarine) to
Carlisle, Penn.; with indistinct “Greensburgh, Pa” c.d.s. at left, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2023 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), choice example on cover to Wilmington, Delaware, with red grid cancel and a bit
of manuscript at top of stamp; with red “Richmond, Va., Feb 10" c.d.s. and light blue ”Wilmington, Del" receiving
backstamp on reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

2024

2025

2024 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), very pleasing example with fabulous rich color, tied on 1849 folded letter to Philadelphia, Pa., by red “New York, Feb. 25, 5cts” c.d.s.; the color on the adhesive is extraordinary, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2025 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied with two red grid cancels to cover addressed to Frederick, Maryland; some
wear to cover around corners and edges and pressed vertical crease, stamp has four margins, only barely touching
at bottom, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

2026 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), beautiful 3½-margined Franklin with particularly strong color, tied on 1848 folded
letter to Durham, Conn., by red grid cancellation with matching “New York, Jul 25" c.d.s.; vertical file folds show
wear and staining along bottom of cover, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2027

2028

2027 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), tied by large manuscript cancel on outer folded letter with neat red Norwich &
Worcester Railroad Apr 23 handstamp; stamp with oversized margins on three sides (even showing frameline of
stamp to right), cut into at left; letter with slight discoloration, Very Fine usage. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
Listed in Alexander’s United States 1847 Issue: A Cover Census, page 710, but dated March 19 (!).
2028 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), all-around large-margined stamp with pen cancel, tied to 1848 folded letter
with blue town postmark; addressed to Belvidere, N.J., the single affixed to this folded lettershet is a striking extremely fine gem; toning along file folds away from stamp, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2029

2030

2029 )
1847, 10¢ black with Swarts Local handstamps (2), 10¢ (in at left with parts of three adjoining stamps)
tied by red grid with matching New York c.d.s. on folded letter sheet, with red “Post Office Chatham Square/Swarts”
and matching “Letters for N. York City/Direct To/Chatham Square Post Office” handstamp on reverse; addressed to
Buffalo, F.-V.F., rare; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2030 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), beautiful example tied on 1850 folded address sheet to New Orleans, La, by red grid
cancellation with matching adjacent “Charleston, S.C., Nov 10" c.d.s.; the stamp has four nice margins and fabulous rich color, Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2031

2032

2031 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), lovely example on 1851 folded address sheet to Baltimore, Md.; scarcer black grid
cancellation, with red straightline “Paid” and matching “Boston, Jun 17" with integral rate datestamp, F.-V.F.; with
2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2032 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), incredibly fresh and choice example neatly tied on 1850 folded address sheet to
New York, NY, by red “St. Louis, Mo., Jun 18" circular datestamp, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1851 Issue

2033

2034

2033 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), tied by “Hallowell ME” c.d.s. on embossed ladies’ cover addressed locally, Very
Fine and very attractive. Scott $155.
Estimate $200 - 300
2034 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), vertical strip of three, just into at top and left, the right and bottom margins are
large, tied by March 17 New-York town markings on dark buff cover addressed to Fiskville, RI; the bottom stamp of
the strip with a pre-usage crease through the top label, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2035

2036

2035 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), horizontal strip of three, positions 34-35-36L1E (Relief “A”, as noted in pencil on
back of cover), tied by circa 1852 “Gt. Barrington Mass” May 7 town cancels on dark buff cover addressed to
Brookfield Conn.; strip with minor flaws, cover with small water spot along top edge and orange stiffening card
shows at the left, a Fine cover; signed Neinken. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
2036 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), horizontal strip of three showing full centerline at left, positions
51-52-53R1E, left stamp is type IIIA and right pair is type II; clear to ample margins except touching on the right
stamp; tied by dark bluish green circular grid cancels on 1852 docketed buff cover to Jacksonville, IL, with matching
Springfield, ILL. town marking at left; left stamp (type IIIA) with a light vertical pre-usage crease at center; cover
shows some puckering so strip has probably been removed and replaced, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $1,575.
Estimate $400 - 600

2037

2038

2037 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), position 46R1L tied to a beautiful illustrated folded lettersheet/circular from
North, Case & North announcing new pattern for a coal-burning Egg Stove; stove and Philadelphia warerooms illustrated; addressed to Richmond, VA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2038 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal strip of three, tied by blue Cincinnati Ohio Jan 30 town cancels on
enameled Ladies Cover addressed to Baltimore MD, with contents datelined 1857; the postmarks are more lightly
struck on the cover due to its slickness; minor indentations on front from pencil, a Very Fine cover; signed
Fleckenstein. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2039

2040

2039 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal strip of three, tied by July 31 Utica NY town cancels on buff cover addressed to Cedarville NY, docketed 56-57-58L1L at the bottom of the cover, a Very Fine cover; with 1989 Jakubek
certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2040 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), top margin strip of three; large margins except touching at bottom; tied by St.
Albans VT town cancels on dark buff cover addressed to North White Creek NY; backflap with albino “J. Curtis
Dealer in Downs Elixir & Holdriges Plasters St. Albans” seal (damaged by opening); end stamps with pre-usage
creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2041

2042

2041 )
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), horizontal strip of four, clear to large margins except touching in a
few spots, tied by Jan 18 San Francisco, Cal town marks on dark buff cover addressed to Elizabeth Town, New Jersey, a Very Fine cover; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,380.
Estimate $500 - 750
The strip is most likely paying double the 6¢ trans-continental rate in existence between 1851 and 1855. Strips of
this stamp on cover are very scarce.
2042 )
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of four, tied by Chicago Ill town cancel on reduced cover addressed
to Shawneetown IL; block with diagonal crease at the upper right and cut into along the right side, a Fine cover, extremely scarce usage, as blocks are very seldom seen on cover. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2043

2044

2043 )
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), marvelous example tied on 1856 folded address sheet to France by neat “New
York” and red “New York - Br. Pkt” handstamps; with several transit marks and receiving backstamps; minor
mended paper issues on reverse are of little consequence, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2044 )
1855, 10¢ green, type II-III-II (14, 15, 14), vertical combination strip of three, Types II-III-II; margins ample to into at left and top; tied by San Francisco Cal town cancels on 1857 folded letter sent via Prussian Closed Mail
to Herford (Westphalia) Germany; strip also tied by red boxed “AACHEN FRANCO” transit mark; red N. York 7 Br.
Pkt exchange mark at right, fresh and attractive Very Fine cover; with photocopy of 1993 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

2045

2046

2045 )
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), desirable left sheet margin pair, along with single #9, tied on 1855 folded
address sheet to Paris by black “New Orleans, La., Apr. 12" c.d.s.’s; black ”Calais" transit marking; red manuscript
“By the first Steamer”; inside reverse shows interesting “Castera Attorney at law, New Orleans” handstamp, Fine.
Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300
2046 )
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), extremely handsome horizontal pair neatly tied by light town postmark on
1858 cover to Falmouth, England, and redirected to Queenstown; well-struck red and blue transit markings and
four receiving backstamps including fancy red “Fox & Co., Falmouth” forwarding agent backstamp; a pretty cover
with lots of eye appeal, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1857 Issue

2047

2048

2047 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type Ia (19), Pos. 100R4, F relief from plate 4; a scarce type Ia stamp tied on folded printed
circular to Galena, Illinois, by nicely struck “Lynchburg, Va., Dec. 1857" c.d.s.; trivial wear along right edge is inconsequential; perforations cut off along top of stamp, otherwise Fine; with 2012 Doporto certificate. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2048 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, horizontal strip of three, positions 25R2-27R2, tied by light blue town
cancels on buff cover addressed to Frankfort KY, a Very Fine cover. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

2049

2050

2049 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (23), L-shaped strip of three, positions 44L1L, 53-54L1L; tied by Nov 24 Philadelphia PA town cancels on a cover addressed to Westchester PA; minor perf toning, ex-Wagshal, ex-Neinken. Scott
$2,700 as single stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2050 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), position 36L8 (“dash in hair” variety) tied to clean cover by Troy, NY town cancel, addressed to Pittsfield, MA, F.-V.F., unpriced on cover. Scott $80 as single.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2051

2052

2051 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), position 10L9 (“earring” variety) tied to envelope by New York Feb 28 circular
datestamp; addressed to Townsend, VT, Very Fine. Scott $90 as single off cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2052 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), with black June 9 Carrier cancel on clean cover addressed to Niagara Falls,
NY, albino Masonic Lodge 132 corner card indicia at upper left, Very Fine, nice early Masonic cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2053 )
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), group of 3 covers, one folded letter boasting a pair and a single tied by New
York postmark and containing “earring variety” position 10L9, repair in addressee panel; the remaining two single-usage covers include a black carrier with an early impression plate 7 stamp on life assurance corner card and
another with an enclosure, generally F.-V.F. (photo on website).
Estimate $150 - 200

2054

2055

2054 )
1857, 3¢ rose, type II (25A), Pos. 28L3, attractive example of this scarce type II stamp on 1857 cover to
Deerfield, Mass., tied by black grid cancellation with red “Windsor, Vt., Dec 24.” c.d.s., Fine, #25A’s on cover are
seldom seen. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
2055 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), handsome 1861 cover to North Santee, SC, tied by clear strike of
“Charleston, S.C., Apr. 9, 1861" c.d.s.; wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine, a gorgeous example of Confederate usage of Scott #26 after secession.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2056

2057

2056 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), 3¢ 1861 (65), tied by Perry Ill datestamp with manuscript Jan 30 on dark
buff cover additionally franked 3¢ 1857 (#26) also tied by postmark, addressed to Wrentham Mass, a Very Fine
cover, ex-Thomas J. Alexander.
Estimate $200 - 300
Excellent example of a demonetized usage with the 3¢ 1861 paying the postage and the 3¢ 1857 ignored.
2057 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), tied on 1861 cover to Marion C.H., S.C., by neat black grid and matching
“Charleston, S.C., Mar 21, 1861" postmark; with original enclosure; light foxing and part of backflap missing, otherwise Fine, scarcer Confederate usage.
Estimate $100 - 150

2058

2059

2058 )
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), worn cover to New Orleans, La; tied by clear “Mobile, Ala., Jan 16, 1861"
circular datestamp; nice use of United States Post Office stamps in a seceded state; backflap missing and tear at
top, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2059 )
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), horizontal pair tied by Eastport ME town cancel at lower left of brown
cover addressed to Sonora County “Calafornia”; straightline"ADVERTISED" and manuscript “1" at bottom center;
cover with some edge wear, left stamp with a small crease at the bottom, F.-V.F.; signed Stanley B. Ashbrook, with
1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2060

2061

2060 )
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I (28), vertical strip of three and vertical pair tied by 1857 New Orleans town
cancels on folded letter addressed to Nantes, France; red “NEW PAID YORK 12" at lower right of cover (making it
either short-paid and accepted as fully paid, or overpaid by 10¢; strip with perforations trimmed away at top, folded
cover with light usage creases, Fine. Scott $6,400 as off cover.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2061 )
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I (28), vertical strip of three, tied by black New Orleans town cancel on 1857 orange cover addressed to Paris France; Boston transit and French receiver, both in red; stamps in a rich deep
shade; strip with straight edge at right, cover with light creases away from the stamps, minor edge wear and without
most of backflap, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000 as a strip off cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2062

2063

2062 )
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I & 10¢ green, type III (28, 33), single of the 5¢ plus strip of four of the 10¢ (paying triple the U.S.-to-France rate of 15¢ per ¼-ounce via French Mail) on 1858 folded letter addressed to Bordeaux; stamps tied by New Orleans town cancels; the 10¢ strip with scissors-trimmed perforations at the bottom
and right; folded letter with the addressee’s name replaced in the address panel, Fine and scarce; with 1989 P.F.
certificate stating that the cover is repaired. Scott $1,830.
Estimate $500 - 750
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest used multiple for #33 is a strip of three, one on cover and one off.
However, this is a strip of four, and another cover in this sale sports a strip of five.
2063 )
1857, 10¢ green, type II (32), horizontal strip of three and a single, positions 57-60R, tied by New Orleans
town cancels on folded cover addressed to Vera Cruz (Mexico); stamps pay 4 times the U.S.-to-Mexico 10¢ rate;
folded cover with light horizontal file folds away from the stamps, a Very Fine usage, Ex-Stephen Brown, where it
was sold as a strip of four. Scott $780.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2064

2065

2064 )
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), horizontal strip of five, tied by New York town cancels, paying 5 times the
U.S.-to-Canada rate of 10¢, on amber court house cover addressed to Berlin Canada West, red straightline
“UNITED STATES PAID” and manuscript “50" at center; cover reduced at top into docketing, F.-V.F. and scarce.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest used multiple of #33 is a strip of four. If so, this is now the largest
known used multiple.
2065 )
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), horizontal strips of four and three used on 10¢ entire (#U16) with Benicia
Cal town and manuscript cancels, addressed to Neponsett Massachusetts; the strip of three is has a single that is
folded over the left edge of the entire, breaking the paper of the center stamp, F.-V.F. and scarce, ex-Seybold. Scott
$1,380.
Estimate $500 - 750
This would be the second example of the second-largest used multiple for #33. Catalogued as two strips of three
and a single off cover.

2066

2067

2066 )
1857, 10¢ green, type IV (34), tied by 1858 Ann Arbor, MI, c.d.s. on cut-down cover addressed to Canada West; with red oval “United States/6" handstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2067 )
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), straight margin at bottom, tied on 1859 cover to Bordeaux, France, with
#26; tied by “New Orleans, La., Aug. 3, 1859" c.d.s.; red ”New York Paid 12" c.d.s.; red boxed “p.D.” French exchange office marking; black “Calais” transit marking; reverse receiving cancels of Aug 23 (Calais and Paris) and
Aug 24 (Podensac), V.G.-Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2068

2069

2068 )
1860, 24¢ gray (37a), tied by red grid with red New York transit; with Barclay & Livingston forwarders’
handstamp; addressed to Dublin; manuscript “Pr Africa”, F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800

1861-1867 Issues
2069 )
1861, 3¢ pink (64), tied by Pottstown, Pa, town cancel on locally used dark buff cover; 9 Sept 1861 manuscript docketing at left; stamp with outer edge of town cancel impressed into the design, otherwise Very Fine; with
1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $300 - 400

2070

2071

2070 )
1861, 3¢ pink (64), beautiful rich shade approaching the rare pigeon blood pink; on 1861 cover to Harrisburg, Penn; neat segmented cork cancel with partial strike of “Philadelphia” town cancellation; stamp with perforation faults at bottom, generally Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $775.
Estimate $200 - 300
2071 )
1861, 3¢ pigeon blood pink (64a), tied by blue grid cancel on cover to the St. Nicholas Hotel in New York
City; matching double-circle “Louisville, KY Sep 10” c.d.s. at center; the stamp with a small corner crease at the upper left and repaired at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine, extremely scarce and very seldom-seen shade; with 1991
P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2072

2073

2072 )
1861, 3¢ rose, mis-perfed, showing parts of four different designs, tied by segmented cork cancel on orange cover addressed to Wooster, Ohio; lightly struck “Kansas City Mo.” town mark at center; stamp with rounded
corner and cover irregularly opened at right, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
A most spectacular and highly unusual mis-perforation, and rarely seen on cover.
2073 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by straightline “LEB JUNC KY” handstamp of Lebanon Junction, KY, on orange
cover addressed to Breese, IL; cover with trivial edge flaws, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2074

2075

2074 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), cancelled, not tied, with circular grid with 7 bars of Keeseville NY on Sept. 21 2861
cover addressed to Fair Haven VT, additionally franked with 3¢ 1857 (Scott 26) which the Post Office attempted to
remove before cancelling with the same Keeseville grid cancel, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
Excellent example of an attempt to use the 3¢ 1857 after its demonetization.
2075 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), 3¢ 1861, manuscript cancelled, placed over 3¢ Nesbitt indicia, addressed to Marion
Ky, green Morganfield KY datestamp at left, a Very Fine cover, ex-Scott Gallagher.
Estimate $200 - 300
Proper usage of a demonetized postal stationery item.
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2076

2082

2076 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), attractive numeral “3" on cover to Littleton, Mass; neatly struck ”Leominster, Ms., Apr.
26" c.d.s., V.G.-Fine. Scott $3.
Estimate $150 - 200
2077 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), single, tied by double circle Washington DC duplex with target killer on 3¢ Star Die
(Scott U26) addressed to Plymouth Meeting PA, manuscript “41” at top center; stamp with small part of corner off at
lower right and entire with light creases and slightly reduced at right, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
As the indicia of the Star Die entire is not cancelled, this is an example of an attempted use after demonetization.
2078 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), cancelled, not tied, by thin bar circular grid cancel on 3¢ Star Die (Scott U27), indicia
without cancel, double-circle “DES MOINES IOA JUN 23 1862” datestamp at left (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
An example of an attempted use of the 3¢ Star Die after demonetization.
2079 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), pinkish shade, cancelled by bold 7 bar circular grid on dark buff cover addressed to
Canistota NY, later redirected to Lenox; additionally franked with uncancelled 3¢ 1857 (#26) at upper right; cover
has two Oswego NY datestamps, one dated May 13 and one dated May 16 1862 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
An intriguing cover which can be looked at as an attemped use after demonization or a reuse of a cover with a
stamp that was never cancelled. Based on postmarks it appears that the cover was held for the correct current
postage.
2080 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by solid blue black star cancel (not noted in Skinner-Eno) on publisher of “Odd
Fellow’s Companion” corner card cover, printed mailing label affixed to another Lodge, Berrien Co., Mich; paper
clip stain in ad, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
Interesting cover which the previous owner felt represented a previously unknown printed/pre-cancel
cancellation. He also notes that the absence of an identifying town and date of origin. There exists the additional
possibility that this cover was prepared and not used, which would support the printed/pre-cancel theory.
2081 )
1861, 3¢ rose (65), over 50 items (plus one cover); multiples include a block of six, strips of three (2), four
(2), five (2) and six; with 15 manuscript cancels and four misaligned; peruse please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2082 )
1861, 5¢ buff (67), vertical pair with defects tied by grids with red New Bedford, MA, c.d.s., on cover addressed to San Francisco; “Advertised” handstamp on reverse; forwarded to Edus Landing, F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2083

2084

2083 )
1861, 5¢ buff (67), dark shade, horizontal pair tied by Leominster, MA “Stove Pipe” fancy cancels (Skinner-Eno GE-C 7) on 1867 cover addressed to Cambridge, New Brunswick; St. John and Gagetown backstamps;
right stamp with a pulled perforation at lower right and some perforation faults at right; cover lightly cleaned and with
a small repair in the lower left corner, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2084 )
1861, 5¢ buff (67), horizontal pair, tied by Hanover, NH duplex cancel on 1862 orange cover addressed
to Montreal, Canada; Derby Line, VT exchange office postmark on front, backstamped Stanstead and Montreal;
right stamp with small faults, attractive Very Fine appearance, ex-Vincent Greene; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

2085

2086

2085 )
1861, 10¢ yellow green (68), horizontal strip of six of the 10¢ and a horizontal pair of 3¢ rose (#65)—for a
total 66¢ postage affixed; manuscript 1864 cancels, on cover addressed “In care of the American Consul” to Singapore India; red New York Pkt. and London transit marks; strip with edge faults along the top and the cover without backflap, Fine and scarce, ex-Starnes.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2086 )
1861, 12¢ black (69), upper left corner single with full selvage tied by Nashville, TN, c.d.s. to cover addressed to Perry County with partially printed address; reduced & refolded, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2087

2088

2087 )
1863, 2¢ black (73), two blocks of six, formerly a block of 12, tied to the reverse of a cover to Oxford, England, by San Francisco cogwheel cancels, paying the 24¢ rate; proper transit marks; cover somewhat soiled and
with a few flaws, but nevertheless an outstanding Black Jack usage, F.-V.F. Scott $2,940 as two blocks & two pairs.
Estimate $600 - 800
Sender originally tried to pay the postage with Revenue stamps, but this was disallowed and they were mostly
removed from the front of the cover.
2088 )
1863, 2¢ black (73), extremely well-centered horizontal strip of five, tied by grid cancels on 1864 light buff
cover from Calais, ME, to St. John, New Brunswick; proper backstamp; slightly reduced at top and without a small
portion of the backflap, otherwise a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
2089 )
1863, 2¢ black (73), vertical strip of three tied by New York duplex cancels on cover addressed to Halifax,
Nova Scotia; top stamp of strip with horizontal crease that breaks the paper, strip with a very faint toning band, Fine
and attractive (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2090

2091

2090 )
1863, 5¢ brown (76), horizontal pair, very faintly cancelled in blue, at lower left of orange cover addressed to Quebec, Canada, with matching double-circle Portsmouth VA postmark at upper right of the cover and
numeral “20" at the upper left; proper backstamps; cover with light vertical file fold at center away from the stamps, a
Very Fine usage.
Estimate $150 - 200
Rated as a double-rate usage and, as such, the 10¢ postage was for naught; still, an attractive franking.
2091 )
1867, 3¢ rose, A. grill (79), with blue segmented cork cancel, not tied, on dark buff Farmer’s Insurance
Company corner card addressed to Washington, ILL; matching FREEPORT ILLS AUG 16 postmark to left of
stamp; stamp with usual minor perforation flaws and cover with a light vertical crease that passes under and
creases stamp, otherwise Fine; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2092

2093

2092 )
1867, 3¢ rose, C. grill (83), tied by quartered cork cancel on cover with matching “ST. LOUIS MO. DEC 2”
postmark; addressed to Romeo, Michigan; cover slightly reduced at right just removing a couple perforations at the
lower right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2093 )
1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (85), single plus horizontal strips of three and four, on 1868 dark buff Registered
cover addressed to Newburgh, NY; small “New York Registered Feb 4” postmark and quartered cork cancel tie strip
of four on 1868-docketed cover; single stamp and right stamp of strip of three with pieces out and left stamp of same
strip with vertical crease from folding over the left edge of the cover, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Crowe and 1956
SPA (photo on web site) certificates. Scott $9,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Catalogued as three pairs and two single stamps.

2094

2095

2094 )
1867, 3¢ rose, D. grill (85), removed from cover to check the grill and hinged in place, attractive “Oakdale/ Mar 27/ Ind” manuscript cancellation; addressed to Newcastle, PA; cover slightly reduced at left and with trivial moisture spotting at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
2095 )
1867, 3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), a nicely centered example tied by bold target cancel on cover from Silver
Spring, Md. to Dry Town, Amador Co., California; mostly clear Silver Spring c.d.s. at left, Apr 2, 1868; cover slightly
reduced at right and skillfully cleaned, otherwise Very Fine; with 1991 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2096

2097

2096 )
1867, 2¢ black, E. grill (87), horizontal strip of five, tied by red New York cancels and matching Masonic
Square & Compass fancy cancels on locally-used orange cover; left stamp with a pulled perf, left pair with small
tears and right stamp with natural straight edge at right; cover with repaired tearing at top, Fine cover, pencil note on
reverse of cover states, “Only known strip of Black Jacks with red Masonic cancel, also New York carrier”; with 1990
P.F. certificate. Scott $995.
Estimate $300 - 400
Larger used multiples of this stamp are difficult to find; largest known used multiple is a strip of eight.
2097 )
1867, 3¢ rose, E. grill split grill (88), on cover with grid cancel and Fairfax C.H., VA, c.d.s.; addressed to
Farmwell, VA, F.-V.F., listed but not priced in Scott; with 1988 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

2098

2099

2098 )
1867, 1¢ blue, F. grill (92), dark blue shade, horizontal pair, tied by segmented cork cancels on light buff
cover addressed to Diana Mills, VA; matching Richmond, VA postmark at center; cover with light water spotting,
otherwise Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $100 - 150

1869-1898 Issues
2099 )
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), single tied to an insufficiently paid cover addressedd to Paris,
France, by cork cancel, with New York May 25, 1869 transit and blue French entry mark, a choice extremely fine
jumbo margined single tied to cover with portion of the adjoining stamp at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an uncommonly nice stamp on a pleasing cover, overall provides gorgeous eye-appeal; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2100

2102

2100 )
1870, 30¢ black (154), tied by red New York transit, with Paris, France, blue receiver; cover with repaired
tear not affecting stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $875.
Estimate $500 - 750
2101 )
1881, 3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), horizontal block of six tied by double-oval NY Registry marks
and Modena receiver to the reverse of an 1883 Registered cover addressed to Modena, Italy; franked with an additional 2¢ (#183), paying the 20¢ rate (5¢ x 2 UPU rate plus 10¢ Registry fee). New York Registery label on front, a
Very Fine cover (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2102 )
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), horizontal strip of five, strip of four and single stamp (formerly a
block of 10, stamps in a deep shade approaching the black brown shade) of the 10¢, plus a strip of three 5¢ Garfield’s, all tied by target cancels and New York duplex to the front of a 20c Mexican entire to Paris, France, with
green Mexican Wells, Fargo frank; entire cancelled by purple Wells, Fargo Guaymas, Mexico, Express marking; left
stamp of top strip with a corner fault, a Very Fine usage.
Estimate $300 - 400
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest known used multiple for #209 is a block of 10, which may well be this
item—as only a close inspection will show it is not a block.

2103 )
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), horizontal pair tied by New York Sep 7 1888 duplex cancels on oversized cover addressed to London, England, additionally franked with 10¢ brown (#209) and 15¢ orange (#189) paying the 15 times 5¢ UPU rate; red London receiving backstamp; cover slightly reduced at top and has a small
replacement at top left, a Very Fine usage; with 1999 A.P.S. certificate which notes that this cover is the Earliest
Documented Usage. The 2018 Scott Catalogue notes that the current Earliest Documented Usage is now April 16,
1888. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2104 )
1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), block of 15 tied by multiple strikes of Hoboken NJ duplexes to Registered cover addressed to Stetin, Germany; also included is a Registered cover with strip of 3 #232 and a 1¢ (#247)
tied by Canton Ohio straightline Registered cancels, addressed to Cleveland, F.-V.F., priced as two blocks of four &
seven singles, a phenomenal item for any Columbian or Registered exhibit. Scott $365 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2105 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279B), pretty Pan-American exposition cover to Washington, D.C., with “Buffalo,
N.Y., Jan 3, 1902" machine cancellation that cancels #279B and souvenir exhibition stamp for Brazil, Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2106 )
1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), used with 1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 8¢ (285-287, 289) tied by Baltimore registry ovals, on corner ad cover addressed to Basel Switzerland, with New York registry label, rare and attractive,
Very Fine, ex Burris.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2107 )
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), used with two 1¢ (285), two 2¢ (286), 4¢ (287), two 5¢ (288) and 10¢
(290) tied by 1898 New York duplexes, to larger piece of wrapper, addressed to Mannheim Germany, a rare usage, F.-V.F. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 2108
2108 )
1898, Trans-Mississippi issue on bisect covers, two: first has top left diagonal half 287 and 2¢ (279B)
tied by 1898 Brooklyn NY duplex, with violet straight line “Hold for Postage and forwarded/on receipt of Stamp”, addressed to New York City, the second has top right diagonal half 287 tied by 1898 Boston MA flag cancel, addressed to Springfield MA, both covers shown on page 80 of Neil’s book, scarce covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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20th Century Issues
2109 )
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black (294), pretty cover to Alliance, Ohio, with “Buffalo, N.Y., May 2
(19)01" exposition cancellation; 2nd Day cover, Fine. Scott $150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2110 )
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black (294-295), two examples, each on individual expositon cover;
small faults, generally Fine. Scott $110 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100

2111 )
1901, Pan-American, 5¢ ultramarine & black (297), wonderful example tied on 1901 cover to New
South Wales, by “Buffalo, N.Y., Oct. 15 (19)01" exposition cancellation, Very Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2112 )
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), gorgeous bottom imprint single tied on 1901
Pan-American exposition cover to Orchard Park, N.Y., by “Buffalo, N.Y., Sep. 3 (19)01" exposition cancellation; a
phenomenal cover, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

2113 )
1904, 5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), #323-326 neatly tied on a gorgeous Hold To Light exposition card
to Germany; tied by neat St. Louis World’s Fair exposition postmark, Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2114 )
1909, 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), two “Wagner” covers franked with plate blocks of six; top cover
with block tied to Special Delivery cover by Memphis Tenn duplexes; lower cover (Registered) with stamps
cancelled by violet Minnesota Junction, WI four-bar c.d.s.; both with appropriate markings and both having the
stamps paying the proper rate, plates are Very Fine, Scott does not price plate blocks used on cover, actual postal
usages—scarce thus. Scott $480 as used singles (photo on website).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2115

2117

2115 )
1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), among the most beautiful and ornate exhibition covers you’ll ever
see; this stunning Hudson-Fulton souvenir from the exhibition is an eye-catching showpiece; to Paris, France, with
“Madison Square Sta., N.Y., Oct. 15, 1909" cancellation, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2116 )
1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), three Registered covers, each franked with a #373 plate block;
the first is cancelled by two Kohler, Wis. July 1915 c.d.s.’s; the second by two double-ring Sheboygan Falls,
Wis/Registered/Mar 20 1916(?) c.d.s.’s; and the last by two double-ring Horicon Wis/Registered/Oct 19 1915
c.d.s.’s, with the block actually tied by the violet “Registered No.” handstamp; first two bear “Geo. Wildermuth,
Sheboygan Falls, Wis.” straightline handstamp, the third is addressed to him, very pretty “Wagner” covers; block on
second and third covers with minor selvage faults, blocks F.-V.F., unpriced on cover in Scott. Scott $720 as used
singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2117 )
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil on autographed Zeppelin flight cover (447), 5¢ strip of seven,
strip of three, pair & single, with 65¢ (#C13), tied by Lakehurst NJ flag cancel, with Europe Pan-America Round
Flight and red South America flight cachets, addressed to Germany; signed by all three Captains: Hans
Flemming, Ernst A. Lehmann and Hans Schiller, along with navigator Anton Wittemann, assistant helmsman
Franz Bartschat, and others, F.-V.F., a magnificent piece of aviation postal history.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Stamps off-cover catalogue $2400.
2118 )
1917, $2 dark blue on bank tag (479), Federal Reserve Bank tag with Dec 11, 1919 cds, franked with
479, 516 & 518, nicely centered singles, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2119 )
1919, 1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), pair, possibly self addressed by Philadelphia dealer Phillip
H. Ward Jr. on cover postmarked August 23, 1919, five days later than current EDU, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2120

2121

2120 )
1922, 25¢ yellow green (568-572), impressive “First Round The World Flight” cover featuring five 1922
flat plate issues—four with plate numbers, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2121 )
1923, $2 deep blue single franking on air mail cover (572), $2 tied by “San Francisco Calif 3/Aug
21/1923" slogan machine cancel, on night air mail cover, addressed to Worden in Milburn NJ, blue straightline
”Via Air Mail" and two-line “Fee Claimed Office of First Address” handstamp, Very Fine, a scarce piece of postal history.
Estimate $200 - 300

2122

2123

2122 )
1923, $2 deep blue with perfin (572), tied by “Capitol, Maine/May 17/1932" handstamped c.d.s., addressed to Madison, IL, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2123 )
1935, $5 carmine & blue strip of three on bank tag (573), Registered bank tag from the First Milwaukee
WI Trust, with strip of three tied by six-bar straightline cancel and violet Minneapolis MN/Registered/June/29/1935
receiver, with violet “Milwaukee WI Registered /Jun/28/1935" postmark; seven meters cancelled on front, a fabulous find for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2124

2125

2124 )
1923, $5 carmine & blue, single franking on night air mail cover (573), tied by “San Francisco CA/Aug
21/1923" machine slogan cancel on night air mail cover addressed to Edward Worden in Milburn NJ; blue
straightline ”Via Air Mail" and black two-line “Fee Claimed by Office/of First Address”, Very Fine, a piece of postal
history of the highest degree.
Estimate $400 - 600
2125 )
1943, 2¢ Allied Nations (907), pair on hand painted all over multicolor cachet for Weigand, bright and
colorful example of Knapp’s early patriotic work that she would allow other cachet makers to use before she became famous, Very Fine. Knapp 907-5.
Estimate $300 - 400

Back-of-the-Book Isues

2126

2129

2126 )
Special Delivery, 1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), E13 top plate number 16836 block of six on unaddressed First Day Cover with April 11, 1925 Washington D.C. duplex cancels and #551 block of 10 with plate number, F.-V.F. overall; with 1976 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
2127 )
Postage Due, ten covers, includes “Due/3 cts” on cover from Rochester, NY, to Chicago, IL; “Due/3" on
cover from Washington, DC, to Two Taverns forwarded to Gettysburg, PA; ”Due/2" in circle from Shutesbury, MA,
to Springfield, MA; “Due/6" in circle from Memphis, TN, to Summerville, MI; boxed ”Due/3" from New York City to
Detroit, MI; straightline “Due 3 cents” from Boston to Oberlin, OH; and “Due 6" in oval on cover from New Haven, CT,
to Bangor, ME; excellent range of markings, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2128 )
Locals/Carriers, eight covers, includes #15L16 on cover to Newburyport, MA; #15L14 to Old Point
Comfort, VA; #65 tied by “U.S. Penny Mail Phila PA” handstamp to Philadelphia; #144L9 on cover with #65 to
Suffield, CT; etc.; mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2129 )
Boyd’s City Express, 1867, 1¢ black on lilac (20L24), tied by NYC datestamp and segmented cancel
on small neat cover additionally franked with 3¢ rose (Scott 65) addressed to Roxbury Mass; local stamp with tear at
botom, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Paige. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2130 )
Wells Fargo & Co., Newspaper Stamp, 1883-88, blue (143LP9), appears uncancelled but struck and
tied by faint violet straightline cancel on rebacked wrapper with part-printed address to Ogden agent of Wells Fargo
for delivery by regular mail to Chicago, and additionally franked by 1¢ ultramarine (246) tied by cork cancel, manuscript. “Agent Ogden please drop in mail”, faint “Wells Fargo & Co. Ogden Utah Feb. 22, 1895" oval in violet, express map corner card, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2131 )
Westtown, 1853-67 (2¢) gold (145L2), uncancelled, on the front of the cover at upper right, franked with
single 3¢ rose tied by proper Street Road, Pa, Nov 30 datestamp on cover addressed to Sheffield, Mass; docketed
“1863" in pencil; cover slightly reduced at the left, but it does not affect the stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2132

2133

2132 )
Atlantic & Ohio Telegraph Co., 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Md,
with matching double-circle “Chambersburg PA JUN 27 ‘64” town marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2133 )
United States Military Telegraph, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle “ST. LOUIS MO. MAR 20” duplex
cancel with target killer, on cover addressed to Norwich, NY; cover with trivial edge flaws, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2134

2135

2134 )
Western Union Telegraph, 3¢ red, F. grill (#65) tied by manuscript “Moores Ordinary” (VA) postmark on
dark buff cover addressed to Charlotte C H, Va; stamp with diagonal crease, cover with minor edge wear, otherwise
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
While open for a number of years (over 40) this Post Office has a Helbock rarity factor of 7.
2135 )
Western Union Telegraph, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by blue circular grid cancel on dark buff cover addressed
to Henrysburg, Ohio; matching double-circle “WHEELING VA 8 JUL 1862” town marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2136

2137

2138

2136 H
New Haven, Ct., 1932 reprints, 5¢ dull blue and 5¢ red (8XU4 var.), desirable reprints produced by the
New Haven Philatelic Society and sold originally for $5.00 each; one in red and one in blue, each numbered with accompanying 52 page booklet from which these two stamps came; the 5 cent red is restrike number 241 of 260 produced; the 5 cent blue restrike is number 186 of 260 produced; this lot also includes eye catching restrike on brown
cover with blue numeral “5" and red ”New Haven, Dec 25" datestamp at bottom left; these three items would make
for an impressive album page; these popular reprints are well worth more than our conservative estimate,
Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2137 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), lightly struck red square grid cancellation, completely
sound and attractive example of this tough stamp, that is seldom found fault free with such nice color, F.-V.F.; with
1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2138

New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), tied on large piece by red arced “Paid” and “New York”
circular datestamp, fabulous quality example; with ample margins on all sides, with dazzling color and finely etched
impression, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2139

2140

2141

2139 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), light red grid cancellation, brilliant color, a fresh and
pleasing example, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
2140 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), pair, red arched “PAID” cancellations, fabulous horizontal pair, Pos. 2-3; exceedingly fresh and choice multiple with tremendous appeal; right stamp with faint vertical
crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2141 m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), pair, black manuscript and light red handstamp cancellations, extremely intense color; a handsome multiple; quite scarce; faint toning mostly confined to reverse of multiple, minute crease at top left corner of left stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2142

2143

2145

2142 (H)
Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black (10X1), expertly regummed, remarkably choice bottom left corner
margin single with warm rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $225 for no gum.
Estimate $200 - 300
2143 (H)
Providence, R.I., 1846, 10¢ gray black (10X2), unused without gum, tight, but clear margins all around;
beautiful deep rich color, Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
2144 (H)a
Providence, R.I., 1898 reprint, 10¢ gray black (10X2), block of 4, without gum as issued, premium quality reprint block with strong color and detailed impression, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2145 (H)
Providence, R.I., 1898 reprint, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a), without gum as
issued, eye catching 1898 combination pair, each with single letter from “Bogertdurbin” on reverse; surprisingly difficult to find, Extremely Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

2146 Ha
Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a), complete sheet of 12,
disturbed o.g., a pristine sheet with brilliant fresh color; diagonal and horizontal creases and repaired tear in top
middle stamp, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, few intact sheets are known to exist. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2147

2148

2147 P
5¢ deep blue and 10¢ golden brown, trial color large die proofs on bond (1TC1be, 2TC1bj), with
cross hatching, attractive trial color proofs; fabulous colors, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2148 m
5¢ red brown and 10¢ black (1-2), each with beautiful red cancellation, matched left sheet margin singles, a very impressive offering with tremendous eye appeal; trivial thin spots only show in fluid, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $1,175.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2149

2150

2151

2152

2149 m
5¢ red brown (1), red town cancel, large balanced margins all around; a stunning representation of this
issue featuring the best color you’ll ever see on a 5 cent 1847, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2150 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red cancellation, remarkably fresh example featuring enormous sheet margin at
left; a striking example of this marvelous position piece, Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750
2151 m
5¢ red brown (1), seldom seen light red town cancellation, impressive well margined example, particularly large at top and right sides; as pretty as they come, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
2152 m
5¢ red brown (1), scarcer red “Baltimore Railroad” straightline cancellation, handsome example with
brilliant color; a gorgeous example well worth our conservative estimate of $400 to $600, Very Fine, rarely encountered with a railroad cancel on the stamp, unlisted in Scott Specialized with Baltimore railroad, but for example Philadelphia Railroad is a $200 premium in Scott. Scott $375+.
Estimate $400 - 600
2153 m
5¢ red brown (1), group of 3, red, black and blue cancellations, attractive trio, including an impressive top
left corner margin single; each with small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2154

2155

2156

2157

2158

2154 m
5¢ red brown (1), magenta grid cancellation, phenomenal example with luxurious rich color; a stunning
shade of intense red brown; simply gorgeous, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
2155 m
5¢ red brown, stitch watermark variety (1), blue cancellation, impeccably fresh example of the stitch
watermark variety, which runs along the very top of the stamp; this seldom seen paper variety is quite scarce,
F.-V.F. Scott $415.
Estimate $400 - 600
2156 m
5¢ red brown (1), scarcer black grid cancellation, wonderful early impression; this fresh to the market example features grayish brown tinge to the color despite the accompanying PF certificate calling it the common red
brown shade, F.-V.F.; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2157 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red grid cancellation, absolutely gorgeous color; an extraordinary example with
excellent margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2158 m
5¢ red brown (1), bold red grid cancellation, tremendous rich shade; an appealing example nicely complemented by the deep red cancel; simply gorgeous, Very Fine; with 2009 Weiss certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

2159

2160

2161

2162

2163

2159 m
5¢ red brown (1), double struck red grid cancellations, beautiful top quality example with large margins
and warm rich color; a beauty, Very Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2160 m

5¢ red brown (1), neat red “40" in circle cancel, V.G.-Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

2161 m
5¢ brown (1), red grid cancel, gargantuan margins all around, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate
for pair. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2162 m
5¢ red brown (1), blue numeral “5" rate marking, brilliant color and clearly etched impression; extremely
handsome example, F.-V.F. Scott $415.
Estimate $300 - 400
2163 m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red grid cancellation, lovely example featuring generous margins and a slightly
worn impression from a later printing; very interesting example, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2164

2165

2166

2167

2168

2164 m
5¢ red brown (1), lightly struck red grid cancellation, captivating color; a very pleasing sound example
with ample margins on all sides, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2165 m
5¢ red brown (1), distinct orange red grid cancellation, premium quality example with bold color and ample margins on all sides, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2166 m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancellation, attractive example with sheet margin at right; a beauty, Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2167 m
$525.

5¢ red brown (1), beautiful red town cancellation, bright color and clear impression; pretty, Fine. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

2168 m
5¢ red brown (1), red numeral “19" cancellation, eye catching stamp with rarely seen cancel; quite elusive 5 cent 1847 that would enhance any specialized collection; tiny thin spot at center, otherwise Very Fine; with
2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

2169

2170

2171

2172

2173

2169 m
5¢ red brown (1), beautiful strike of blue numeral “12" in circle cancellation, unusually intense color
nicely complimented by the cancel; light vertical crease, otherwise Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $415.
Estimate $300 - 400
2170 m
5¢ red brown (1), Utica, N.Y. blue “V” in circle cancellation, bold rich shade; an eye catching example;
small thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $415.
Estimate $300 - 400
2171 m
5¢ red brown (1), black grid cancel, four full large margins all around; a couple minute corner tip creases,
only mentioned for accuracy, otherwise Very Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $400. Estimate $250 - 350
2172 m
5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancellation, generous margins and a slightly worn plate, a
flawless example of this popular stamp, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2173 m
5¢ red brown (1), triple struck deep red grid cancellations, impressive and eye catching with bold cancels; a flawless example with lots of appeal, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2174

2175

2176

2177

2178

2174 m
5¢ red brown (1), New York square grid cancellation, well margined example with vivid color, F.-V.F.
Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2175 m
5¢ red brown (1), red numeral “6" in circle cancellation, rich shade; a decent stamp with a wonderful cancel; small diagonal crease at top left, otherwise Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $375. Estimate $250 - 350
2176 m
5¢ red brown (1), red “38" treaty rate to the UK, impressive numeral postmark; lots of eye appeal; shallow
thinning just along the very left edge of the stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2177 m
5¢ red brown (1), magenta grid cancellation, pleasing example with a remarkable cancel; small crease
top left corner, otherwise Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
2178 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red cancellation, large margins and warm rich color; a good looking stamp;
pressed vertical crease at left, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2179

2180

2181

2182

2183

2179 m
5¢ red brown (1), large vertical preprint paper fold, manuscript cancel, beautiful dramatic error; stamp is
soiled, rebacked and repaired including corners added at top left and top right, otherwise Fine; with 2013 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
2180 m
5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancellation, brilliant fresh example nicely complimented by
the colorful cancel, Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
2181 m

5¢ red brown (1), bold red grid cancellation, warm rich color and sterling impression, Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2182 m
5¢ red brown (1), scarcer black grid cancellation, gorgeous well margined example with warm rich color;
tiny thin speck only showing in fluid, otherwise Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $450. Estimate $200 - 300
2183 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red diamond grid cancel, bright and fresh with three huge margins, the fourth large
to just clear at lower right, overall Very Fine, with great eye appeal. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2184

2185

2184 m
5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair, bright red grid cancellations, brilliant fresh multiple in flawless condition
with sharp clear impression, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2185 m
5¢ red brown (1), pair, lightly struck red grid cancellations, tremendous multiple with nicely balanced
margins; flawless pair that is quite elusive in this condition, Very Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

2186

2187

2188

2189

2186 m
5¢ dark brown (1a), stunning blue boxed “(Ne)w York (Steam)Boat” cancellation, tremendous example
with seldom seen cancellation; a sterling 1847 issue that would enhance any specialized collection, Fine. Scott
$800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2187 m

5¢ dark brown (1a), light red grid cancellation, tremendous rich shade, V.G.-Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

2188 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), right corner margin single, light cancel, clear to overly generous margins, Very
Fine, corner margin examples are seldom encountered; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 80. Scott $750. SMQ
VF 80; $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
2189 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), lightly struck red grid cancellation, extremely fresh and choice example of this desirable shade, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2190

5¢ orange brown (1b, 15L13), tied on piece by blue “Philadelphia town cancellation, beautiful example of the orange brown shade that would catalog for $2,000 if it were on
full cover with carrier stamp; #1b with light vertical crease along left side of stamp, otherwise
Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2191 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), vertical pair, dark blue cancels, mostly clear, ample to
large margins all around, only cutting in at lower right, sharp impression and beautiful color
of this scarce shade; tiny corner edge crease at lower right, F.-V.F. centering; with 2015
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,080.
Estimate $500 - 750

2191
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2192 (H)
10¢ black (2), unused without gum, phenomenal example of this rare unused stamp; desirable large
margined stamp showing part of next stamp at top, plus small portion of adjacent stamp’s frame line at bottom;
eye-arresting color with sharp early impression; the rarity of this stamp in this remarkable condition cannot be overstated; minor stain spot at top right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1968 P.F. certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2193

2194

2195

2196

2193 m
10¢ black (2), extremely light red cancellation, astounding top quality example - as fresh and choice as
the very first day it was issued; flawless condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate for this
stamp when it was tied on small piece from which it was subsequently taken. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2194 m
10¢ black (2), with faint red grid cancel, a remake example with detailed impression; very impressive with
equally balanced margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a great example of this beautiful stamp; with
2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $800. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2195 m
10¢ black (2), light red grid cancellations, striking example with warm rich color and excellent margins,
Very Fine; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2196 m

10¢ black (2), red cancellation, sharp clearly etched impression; flawless condition, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2197

2198

2199

2197 m
10¢ black (2), neat red grid cancellation, premium example with dynamite rich color and sharp early impression, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
2198 m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancel, four full huge margins all around; thin along right margin, Extremely Fine
appearance. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
2199

264

1847, 10¢ black (2), tied on piece with eye-catching blue “PHILADELPHIA PA. JUL 22" town cancel and
grid cancel, intriguing example with strong color and crisp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $800. Estimate $400 - 600

s
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1875 Reproductions of the 1847 Issue

2200

2201

2202

2200 P
5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete, small die proofs (3P2-4P2), handsome matched pair from Roosevelt album, still retaining original grey card backing; 4P2 with minor piece out along left side - not affecting the
stamp’s design, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 85 Roosevelt books were produced, thus only 85 examples of
these P2’s can possibly exist. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
2201 Pa
5¢ red brown, Reproduction, plate proof on India (3P3), block of 4, n extraordinary multiple with spectacular rich color; as pretty as they come, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2202 m
5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete (3-4), non-contemporary cancellations, as these 1875 reproductions
were not valid for postal purposes, desirable examples of these seldom seen “used” stamps; although they have favor cancels, they would fit in nicely into any collector’s album; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,900 for unused.
Estimate $600 - 800

2203

2204

2205

2206

2207

2203 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, elite example with the most beautiful rich color
you’ll ever see on this issue; a delightful high quality reproduction, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 4,779 reportedly sold in 1875; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2204 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, ravishing rich color; extremely fresh and
choice 1875 reproduction, only 4,779 sold. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
2205 P

10¢ black, Reproduction, plate proof on card (4P4), previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

2206 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, marvelous well centered reproduction, with impressive margins and electrifying color with lots of vim and vigor, Extremely Fine, only 3,883 reportedly sold; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2207 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, exquisite high quality stamp with bold prooflike
color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 3,883 sold. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2208 m 1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), gorgeous blue “Cincinnati” town cancellation, tremendous
top sheet margin single of Pos. 6R1E - featuring vivid color and razor sharp impression; this
stamp is almost never found completely sound and choice; a rare opportunity, Very Fine;
with 1999 and 2006 P.F.C.’s plus 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80J. Scott $11,000.
SMQ VF 80J; $12,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

2209 m
1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), position 8R1E - the best position of type Ib, neat black
town cancellation, extremely impressive example of this rare type Ib stamp; an extraordinary example that is completely sound in all respects, with brilliant fresh color; a
wonderful opportunity for any serious collector looking for a handsome and sound example of this stamp; pressed out vertical crease, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1976 P.F.
certificate which doesn’t mention any faults. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2210 m 1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), red grid cancellation, generous margins and lively color; a
very handsome example of this scarce type; pressed out horizontal crease along bottom of
stamp; expertly repaired, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2211 m
1¢ blue, type Ia (6), lightly struck black town cancellation, phenomenal
color and impression from plate 4; a well margined example clearly showing all important type Ia characteristics; a nice example for any collector who doesn’t want to
lay out 10 grand for a completely sound example; accompanying certificate states
“Defective” - which is overly harsh considering that the stamp has a trivial thin spot at
top center in the hinge area, and a minor scissor slice running vertically along the left
margin, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2212

2213

2214

2215

2216

2212 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), plate 4, position 87L4, black town cancellation, impressive example; with the deep
dark color typical of stamps from plate 4; a large margined example clearly showing design on all sides; two diagonal creases, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2213 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), black town with “Paid” in arc cancellation, delightful well margined example with bold
color; small crease along top left corner - hard to see, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $125. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
2214 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), black grid cancellation, sensational example with meaty bottom sheet margin at bottom; with gorgeous rich color; well worth a spirited bid, Very Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
2215 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), lightened manuscript cancellation, lovely example of pos. 1R1E, a wide top left corner
margin single showing center line and position dot in wide left selvage; a “must have” for any serious 1851 plating
specialist; diagonal crease at left, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $55.
Estimate $150 - 200
2216 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), beautiful blue “PAID” cancellation, extraordinary top quality example with intense
color; a flawless well centered stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $132.
Estimate $150 - 200

2217

2218

2217 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), neatly struck black grid cancellation, extremely intense color; premium example
that’s completely sound and fresh, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $135.
Estimate $100 - 150
2218 m
1¢ blue, types II & IIIa (7,8A), plate 1E, vertical combination pair, types II & IIIa, beautifully struck town
cancellation, fresh and appealing multiple; the top stamp being the scarcer Scott #8A, type IIIa, a well margined example that would bring an impressive price if offered individually, Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2219 m
1¢ blue, type III (8), with a neatly struck black town cancellation, a tremendous example featuring luxuriant rich color; an incredible example of this seldom offered type III stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 12
examples attaining this impressive grade; only 4 others grade higher; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $1,800. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $10,500.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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2220

2221

2222

2223

2224

2220 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), black grid and light red cancellations, impeccably fresh example of this tough type
IIIa stamp with gleaming rich color; this being Relief A, from plate 1E; one of the more difficult stamps to find completely sound for less than full Scott catalog value, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $800.
SMQ F-VF 75; $675.
Estimate $600 - 800
2221 H
1¢ blue, type IV (9), o.g., previously hinged, rich luxuriant prooflike color, razor sharp impression, Very
Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate and 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
2222 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), b lack grid cancellation, fabulous top margin single; pos. 8R1L, which in it’s earlier
state produced the scarce type Ib stamp - Scott #5A; bold prooflike color; a great stamp that would enhance any collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $300 - 400
2223 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), light face free town cancel, rich sharp color and impression surrounded by overly
generous margins, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate and 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded 90. Scott $80.
SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2224 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), black grid cancellation, Pos. 7R1L, recut once at bottom, double transfer variety,
showing plate bruise above ornament; this stamp is earlier state produced the rare type I Franklin, Very Fine; with
2013 E. Doporto certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200

2225

2226

2225 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical pair, positions 14L1L & 24L1L with bottom stamp recut once at top and twice
at bottom (only 21 on this plate); bottom stamp is well-centered with tiny filled thins, but top stamp is truly an exceptional stamp with massive margins and portions of adjoining stamps at top and right with largely face-free Mobile,
AL cancel, Extremely Fine centering; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $300 - 400
2226 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical pair, lovely complementary blue cancel, slightly cutting in at left, full large
margins on all other side; light diagonal crease on top stamp and light crease between stamps, otherwise Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $270 priced as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2227

2228

2229

2230

2227 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), pair, neatly struck black grid cancellations, Pos. 13-14R1L, with nicely balanced
margins and fabulous color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
2228 m
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), double struck deep green grid cancellations, Pos. 38R1E, dazzling color
complimented by a colorful cancel - seldom seen on this stamp, Fine. Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300
2229 m
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), beautifully struck “Way” cancellation, pleasing example of type I with a
neatly struck cancel; deep rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
2230 m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), fancy blue “Paid” cancellation running diagonally across the stamp,
spectacular vertical paper fold with remarkable eye appeal; exhibition quality showpiece that would enhance any
serious collection, Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $350 - 500

2231

2232

2231 m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), pair, extra light red grid cancellations, Pos. 56-57L5E; absolutely gorgeous multiple with astounding color that’s pretty to the eye, F.-V.F. Scott $510.
Estimate $250 - 350
2232 m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), strip of 3, bold town and grid cancellations, extremely elusive multiple
with dynamite color; pos. 1-3R5E in flawless condition, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300

2233

2234

2233 E
3¢ Washington essay, by Gavit & Co., in scarlet (11-E4c), die on bond, measures 26 x 30mm, Very
Fine. Scott $400. Brazer 33E-Dc.
Estimate $200 - 300
2234 E
3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in blue (11-E7b), die on India, cut small, measures 26
x 30mm; some usual light inclusions, F.-V.F. Scott $400. Brazer 33E-Gb.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2235

2236

2237

2235 E
3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in brown (11-E12b), die on India, Very Fine. Scott
$300. Brazer 33E-Jb.
Estimate $150 - 200
2236 H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), slightly disturbed o.g., impressive example with vivid color and detailed impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $275. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
2237 H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), o.g., lightly hinged (gum added in top left corner hinge area), fabulous large
margined example with glowing rich color; tremendous example of this fresh to market stamp; type I’s are seldom
found like this, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $275. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

2238 m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), gorgeous showpiece comprising of 4 wide left sheet margin singles, positions
31/41/51/61L2L - each stamp showing part of the imprint and plate number 2, neatly struck black or blue town cancellations, forget the catalog value, as this reconstructed strip is a show stopper; small creases, otherwise Fine.
Scott $60.
Estimate $400 - 600

2239 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), position 40/50/60/70R1L - four right margin singles with selvage forming reconstructed imprint and plate number strip of 4, neat black or manuscript cancellations, simply gorgeous; small faults,
otherwise Fine. Scott $60.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2240

2241

2240 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), four wide corner margin singles, one from each corner of the sheet, neatly
struck red or blue town cancellations, impressive eye appeal; small faults, otherwise Fine. Exhibition quality selection. Scott $60.
Estimate $300 - 400
2241 ())
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), rich color, tied on cover front only - by scarce blue reversed negative “Paid” in
grid cancellation and matching adjacent “Norwich, Ct., Mar. 29" circular datestamp, Fine, only 6 are known to exist.
Estimate $200 - 300

2242

2243

2242 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), beautiful “New York” town cancellation, absolutely gorgeous GEM quality example with extra large margins and breathtaking rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $15. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2243 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), nicely struck “APR 8 NEW YORK” town cancel, an exceptional example with
equally balanced margins all around, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J.
Scott $15. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2244 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat “NEW ORLEANS” town cancel, a stunning stamp with immense margins and
beckoning rich color; a stamp worthy of placement in the finest collection, Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded
SUP 98J. Scott $675. SMQ SUP 98J; $9,250.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
This stamp is only 1 of only 4 examples to attain the impressive grade of Sup-98J, and is the highest graded #12,
according to P.S.E.’s population report.
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2245

2246

2247

2248

2249

2245 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat town cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 2002
P.F. certificate. Scott $675. SMQ XF 90; $1,325.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2246 m
5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck red and black cancellations, very appealing example in flawless condition; with captivating color; tough to find with an unobtrusive postmark leaving the design unimpeded, F.-V.F.; with
2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600
2247 m
5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck “New Orleans” town cancellation, bold prooflike color; completely sound
and attractive, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate for strip/3, from which this stamp was taken, this being right stamp
from strip. Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600
2248 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat black New York Ocean mail cancellation, extraordinary deep shade, a choice
well margined stamp; small thin spot and light creases, Very Fine appearance. Scott $700. Estimate $200 - 300
2249 m
5¢ red brown (12), lightened manuscript cancellation, marvelous left sheet margin single; beautiful rich
shade, Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

2250

2251

2252

2250 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat town cancellation, nice appearing example with alluring rich color; light crease,
otherwise Very Fine; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
2251 m
5¢ red brown (12), vertical pair, “AUG 3 NEW ORLEANS” town cancel, brilliant deep color shade, attractive appearance, F.-V.F. and scarce; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate for strip/3 of which two were taken. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2252 m
5¢ red brown (12), vertical pair, light strike of unobtrusive “New Orleans” town cancellation, brilliant fresh
color; handsome example of this rarely offered multiple, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2253

2254

2255

2256

2257

2253 P
10¢ green, type I, large die proof on India (13P1), rarely offered type I large die proof; reduced to stamp
size as is almost always the case; phenomenal color and impression; very rare, Fine. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2254 m
10¢ green, type I (13), bottom margin single, face free town cancel, deep rich vibrant color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 and 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2255 m
10¢ green, type I (13), manuscript penstroke cancellation, impressive bottom sheet margin single with
vivid color; small corner crease at upper left; minor toned spots, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott
$400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2256 m
10¢ green, type II (14), blue town cancel, huge margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $650 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $400 - 600
2257 m
10¢ green, type II (14), neat NEW ORLEANS town cancel, deeply etched impressioin and bight color st
generous margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded 90. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

2258

2259

2260

2258 m
10¢ green, type II (14), black grid cancellation, dazzling color and clear impression; choice well margined
example, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $140. SMQ VF 80; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
2259 m
10¢ green, types II & IV (14,16), combination pair, type II at right, scarcer type IV at left, neat town cancellation, extremely fresh multiple with beautiful rich color, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2260 m
10¢ green, type II (14), horizontal pair, neat town cancel, an exceptional pair with wide margins and alluring emerald color, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90; $750 for two
singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2261

2262

2263

2264

2265

2261 m
10¢ green, types II & III (14,15), position 54/64/74R, vertical combination strip of 3, type II at top and bottom; type III at center, faint trace of cancellation, a marvelous multiple with ravishing rich color in flawless condition,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2262 m
10¢ green, type III (15), light black town cancel, a handsome, eye-appealing example with gigantic margins and brilliant fresh color, Superb; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $140. SMQ SUP 98;
$1,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2263 m
10¢ green, type III (15), black town cancellation, vivid fresh example with nicely balanced margins, Very
Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
2264 m
10¢ green, type III (15), town cancel, bright color large margins, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
2265 m
10¢ green, type III (15), neatly struck black cancellation, a handsome used example with nicely balanced
margins and delightful color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $140. SMQ VF 80; $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

2266 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), neat black town cancellation, tremendous example of this tough type IV stamp;
remarkably choice with extra large margins and intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $1,700. SMQ XF 90; $2,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2267

2268

2269

2267 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), black San Francisco postmark, four full large margins, attractively showing full
recut at top label; very light bend at right, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,650.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2268 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), position 86L1, with neat town cancellation, a gorgeous type IV stamp with deep
and rich color; pinhole just inside oval at left, otherwise Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2269 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), neat black cancellation, fresh and affordable example of this tough type IV
stamp; light crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2270

2271

2272

2270 m
12¢ gray black (17), light town cancel, a showpiece item with Jet-Black color and a crisp impression four
ample to large margins all around, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF
90; $575.
Estimate $500 - 750
2271 m
12¢ gray black (17), blue cancellation, exceedingly fresh stamp with bold color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine. Scott $265.
Estimate $200 - 300
2272 m
12¢ gray black (17), large balanced margins and bold bluish black grid cancel, Very Fine; with 2005
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

2273

2274

2273 m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal pair, light blue town cancel along with red “19" credit handstamp, absolutely gorgeous multiple in flawless condition, with strong color nicely complimented by the two colored cancels; a
gorgeous pair that would enhance any album page, Very Fine. Scott $605.
Estimate $400 - 600
2274 m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal strip of 3, lightly struck cancellations, premium quality multiple, unlisted in
Scott Specialized catalog as a strip of three; with warm rich color and nice eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $825 for a
pair + single.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2275

2276

2277

2278

2279

2275 H
1¢ blue, type I (18), o.g., previously hinged, a delightfully fresh example with tantalizing color; a choice
stamp; an excellent addition to any collection, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2276 m
1¢ blue, types I & II (18,20), combination pair, types I & II, gorgeous light blue cancellations, deeply saturated color, a handsome multiple that is completely sound and choice, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500
2277 m
1¢ blue, type Ic (19b), “E” relief, lightened manuscript cancellation, Pos. 82R4, E relief from plate 4; a
nicer than usually found example of this terribly elusive and undervalued stamp that normally catalogs for $2,750
with a postmark; woefully underpriced for this stamp with a pen cancel; light staining at top, otherwise Fine; with
2012 Doporto certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2278 H
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, o.g., previously hinged, a choice example with alluring bright color, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 for strip of 3. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2279 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 11, black carrier cancel, awesome example of this scarce plate 11 stamp;
heavenly color and large even margins; simply stunning, Extremely Fine, plate 11 is a premium plate with a Scott
Value of $750 verses $275 for normal plate, almost a 300% premium; with 1997 P.F. certificate and 2017 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2280

2281

2280 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 4, position 7L, canceled light New Orleans town cancel, exceptionally fresh;
upper right corner perf, which shows the defining guide dot, has a weak crease, F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
2281 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, extra light town cancellation, beautiful color and superior centering; a prize
example of this difficult stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2282

2283

2284

2285

2282 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 11, position 2R, relatively light grid cancel, quite fresh; tiny sealed tear lower
right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
2283 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, faint cancellation, heavenly bold color and detailed impression, a choice
flawless stamp; natural straight edge at left showing center line, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for pair from
which this stamp was taken. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2284 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, light cancellation, rich bold color and detailed impression, a choice stamp,
Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for pair from which this stamp was taken. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2285 H
1¢ blue, types III and IIIa (21, 22), combination pair, disturbed o.g., breathtaking color and impression; a
very pleasing example of this seldom offered combination pair; the left stamp being the more common type IIIa Scott #22; the right stamp is the rare type III - Scott #21, which is a choice mint example in completely sound condition; left stamp (the Scott #22), with small thin spot, otherwise Fine, the rare type IIIa is sound! ; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $22,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2286

2287

2288

2289

2290

2286 m
1¢ blue, type III (21), position 54L4, neatly struck “New York” cancellation, attractive and affordable type
III stamp with gorgeous rich color; nibbed perfs at bottom, otherwise Fine; with 2010 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
2287 H
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), o.g., very lightly hinged, lovely color with complete impression showing clear type
IIIa attributes, choice Very Fine uncommonly fresh; with 2006 and 1982 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2288 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa, double transfer (22 var.), plate 4, neatly placed black town cancellation, with near perfect centering and breathtaking rich color; an astounding example of type IIIa that would be difficult to match, Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,825.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2289 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), black town cancellation, tremendous high quality example with the deepest and
richest plate 4 color you’ll ever see, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2290 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), nicely struck town cancellation, lively color and sharp impression; an exquisite example of type IV - seldom encountered this nice, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2291

2292

2293

2294

2291 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), “PHIL”ADELPHIA c.d.s., strong color and impression, Very Fine, a premium example of type IV; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded 80. Scott $900. SMQ VF 80; $875.
Estimate $600 - 800
2292 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), neat town cancellation, brilliant color; a pleasing example with decent centering,
F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
2293 HH
1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., never hinged, crisp color impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300
2294 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), stunning blue “Gettysburg, Pa” in double circle town cancellation, the “ultimate”
used example we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a striking top quality example with large margins and deeply emblazoned color unlike anything we’ve ever seen on this issue; simply electrifying stamp deserving placement in the finest collection; toss out the modest SMQ valuation - as this stamp in this quality is a true
condition rarity that should realize a new record price when the hammer falls at auction; expect frenzied bidding on
this beauty, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $37. SMQ XF 90; $350.
Estimate $500 - 750

2295

Ex 2297

2295 (H)a
1¢ blue, type V (24), horizontal block of 6, unused without gum, a flawless multiple with vivid color and excellent centering, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $360 for 6 no gum singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
2296 m
1¢-24¢ group (24//37), handsome group of 9 early classics selected for scarcer or fancy cancellations,
includes #24 x (3), blue carrier, red carrier, and Steam Ship; #26 x (3), Old Stamps Not Recognized, blue Wells
Fargo, and fancy 5-point star; #33 with New York Ocean Mail cancel, #35 with 5-point star, and #37 with “Paid 3" in
circle cancellation; an awesome little group of better strikes; each with a small fault, mostly trivial, but one #24 with
top right corner missing, generally Fine. Scott $787 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2297 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), neat black cancellations, four wide margined examples, reconstructing an impressive strip/4; each capturing a portion of the imprint and plate number 8 that produced this stamp; difficult to duplicate, Fine. Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2298

2299

2300

2298 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), light red “Providence, RI” town cancellation, incredibly fresh example nicely complimented by the red cancel, which is seldom seen on this particular stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $52.
Estimate $150 - 200
2299 m
1¢ blue, type V and 3¢ rose (24,26), “Mobile, Ala” cancellations on U.S. stamp used in the Confederacy,
desirable example of Scott #24 and 26, each with neat Confederate usage, Very Fine. Scott $47. Estimate $150
- 200
2300 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), black grid cancellation, premium example with wide margins and soothing color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $37. SMQ VF-XF 85; $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
2301 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), strip of 3, light town cancel, likely Atlanta, delicate bright color within large margins,
Extremely Fine& choice. Scott $140 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2302

2303

2304

2305

2306

2302 H
3¢ rose, type I (25), o.g., previously hinged, bright and fresh color; exceptionally good looking example of
this elusive type I stamp; reperforated at left, Fine appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
2303 m
3¢ rose, type I (25), neat town cancellation, attractive example with strong color; small crease at bottom
right corner, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
2304 H
3¢ rose, type II (25A), part o.g., incredibly rare unused example of type II; flawless example with strong
color; this newly listed variety is seldom seen in any condition, V.G. Scott $9,000 for “full o.g.”
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2305 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), gorgeous large Boston “Paid” in grid cancellation, desirable well centered example with luscious color; seldom found so attractive, Very Fine. Scott $870.
Estimate $600 - 800
2306 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), neat town cancellation, rich color and steep impression; wonderful example of this
tough type II stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2307

2308

2310

2311

2307 m
3¢ rose, type II (25A), nicely placed black town cancellation, brilliant fresh color; a flawless example with
lots of appeal, Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
2308 HHa
3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, extremely desirable mint block with captivating
color and razor sharp impression; seldom found in this wonderful state of preservation and is unlisted in the Scott
catalog in never hinged condition; as fresh as the day it was issued 160 years ago, Very Fine. Scott $450 for
“hinged”.
Estimate $400 - 600
2309 H/m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., lightly hinged or neatly cancelled, four impressive imprint or plate number
singles forming attractive strip/4, two mint, lightly hinged examples with sheet margins; other two used stamps are
wide margined examples that capture the imprint in the margin, Fine. Scott $150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2310 m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), neat town cancellation, extra wide margins and exuberant color; a most impressive top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. Scott $10. SMQ XF 90; $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
2311 m
3¢ dull red, type III (26), rarely seen “Star & Doves” in circle cancellation, sock on the nose cancel;
among the most beautiful fancy cancellations imaginable; the first time we’ve offered a select example of this, Fine.
Scott $10.
Estimate $100 - 150

2312

2313

2312 m
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), perfectly placed face free black town cancellation, among the finest known examples of this terribly difficult type IV stamp; a perfect little GEM for the most quality conscious collector; with
eye-arresting color and well incised impression; this stamp is destined for placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 6 examples to achieve the impressive grade of XF-Sup-95, with only 4 others
grading higher; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,475.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2313 m
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), neatly placed face free cancellation, among the finest known examples of this
seldom seen top quality type IV stamp; boardwalk margins and scintillating color - this stamp has it all, Extremely
Fine, 1 of 2 at this grade; only 10 others grade higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $140. SMQ
XF 90J; $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2314 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), c.d.s. cancel, a beautiful example with warm rich color and exceptional centering; rarely found in such remarkable condition, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 and 1993
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,450. SMQ XF 90; $4,250.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

2315

2316

2317

2315 m
5¢, three different shades (27, 28, 30A), neat red or black cancellations, nice appearing examples;
small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,780.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2316 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), nicely placed “San (Francisco)” town cancellation, handsome example with
warm rich color of this tough brick red shade; barely visible tear at bottom along with a minuscule internal paper
break, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2317 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), neat town, probably “New Orleans” circular date stamp, good looking example
of the tough brick red shade; completely sound and choice, Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2318

2319

2320

2321

2318 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), light town cancellation, deeply saturated color; quite attractive; reperforated at
bottom, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2319 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), lovely appearance; short perf at left and repaired thin at bottom, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
2320 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), lightly struck black town cancellation, rich supple color and finely detailed impression; extremely handsome and completely sound stamp, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
2321 m

5¢ red brown, type I (28), neat town cancel, a beautiful centered example, Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2322

2323

2322 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), excellent example of this difficult shade; small thin spot at top, pressed corner
crease at lower right, Very Fine appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2323 H
5¢ brown, type I (29), o.g., lightly hinged, among the most impressive mint examples we’ve had the pleasure to offer at public auction; unbelievably fresh and choice stamp with incredible depth of color and clear impression; how this stamp has survived in this remarkable state of preservation in hard to imagine; destined for a
collection of distinction - as this stamp almost never comes this handsome, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$5,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2324 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), light black cancellation, intense color; fabulous appearing; cut to shape; rebacked
- adding margins all around and reperforated on all 4 sides, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2325

2326

2327

2325 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal pair, lightly struck town cancellation, impressive multiple featuring rich
color and is completely sound in all respects, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
2326 (H)
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), unused without gum, robust color; a choice wide margined example in
flawless condition, V.G.-Fine; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2327

5¢ orange brown, type II (30), tied on piece by manuscript pen and “Paid” handstamp, interesting usage
of this seldom seen used stamp with beautiful centering, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2328 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), four wide margined examples, each capturing a portion of the imprint along left
or right side margins, neat red or black cancellations, nicely reconstructed strip; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,120 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2329

2330

2331

2332

2333

2329 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), New Orleans town and Foreign Transit cancels, crisp, fresh color and a razor
sharp impression; a delightful example that would please any collector, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $280.
Estimate $300 - 400
2330 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), black grid cancel and small part red transit cancel, sterling example with wide
margins and alluring color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $300. Estimate $250 - 350
2331 m
10¢ green, type I (31), black grid cancellations, nice big margins, particularly at bottom clearly showing
type characteristics; a lovely example with unusually rich color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
2332 m
10¢ green, type II (32), extremely light town cancellation, gorgeous example with nicely balanced margins and heavenly bright color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
2333 m
10¢ green, type II (32), red grid cancellation, brilliant fresh color; lovely appearance; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $215.
Estimate $100 - 150

2334

2335

2336

2337

2339

2334 m
10¢ green, type III (33), neat strike of “1859" year date cancellation, gorgeous top quality example featuring bold color and razor sharp impression; an elite stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
2335 m
10¢ green, type IV (34), light town postmark, lovely recut example showing type characteristics at bottom; small thins and creases, Very Fine appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2336 m
10¢ green, type IV (34), neat black cancellation, Pos. 55L1 - recut at bottom; handsome example with
lively color, Fine. Scott $2,250 for Pos. 55L1.
Estimate $500 - 750
2337 H
10¢ green, type V (35), o.g., previously hinged, simply a stunning stamp with remarkable centering and
brightly emblazoned color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $210. SMQ XF 90; $575.
Estimate $500 - 750
2338 m
10¢ green, type V (35), desirable reconstruction of imprint by four wide margined examples, each capturing a portion of imprint along wide left margin, neat black or blue cancellations; a few trivial flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $220 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2339 m
10¢ green, type V (35), “JUN 14 1859 NEW YORK” town cancel, striking bold color, partial imprint in left
margin, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90 and 2004 and 1988 P.F. certificates. Scott $55.
SMQ XF 90; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2340

2341

2342

2343

2340 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), neat grid cancellation, well centered and fresh stamp with gorgeous deep rich
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2341 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), neatly struck black grid cancellation, exceedingly fresh and choice example with
luxurious color, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2342 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), light town cancellation, well centered with dynamite color; two small tears, one at
left, one at right, Very Fine appearance; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
2343 P
12¢ black, hybrid large proof on India (36P1), reduced, measuring 76 x 88mm, Fine, Scott does not
price, it is possible this only exists as a hybrid.
Estimate $250 - 350

2344 m
24¢ gray lilac, 30¢ orange & 90¢ blue (37P-39P), magenta presentation cancellations, beautiful group
of these desirable presentation cancellations; seldom found as a choice trio like this, F.-V.F. Scott $3,660.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2345

2346

2345 m
24¢ gray lilac (37), pretty blue c.d.s. cancellation, worthwhile top quality example with tantalizing color
and strong impression, Very Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $420.
Estimate $350 - 500
2346 P
30¢ orange, large die hybrid proof on India (38P1), single, on India backing, mounted on reduced card
measuring 78 x 88 mm, never hinged; pencil inscription and lightly soiled on back, F.-V.F. appearance, very scarce:
Scott only notes large die proofs with a dash.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2347
2347 H

2348

2349

2350

90¢ blue (39), o.g., an incredible sound example, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2348 (H)
90¢ blue (39), regummed, impressive example with wonderful overall freshness; a single short perf along
left margin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 for no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750
2349 (H)
90¢ blue (39), unused without gum, eye-catching example with bold color and pleasing centering; small
thin spot, reperfed & regummed, otherwise Very Fine; signed 1980 Society of Philatelic Americans. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
2350 (H)
90¢ blue (39), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh and nicely centered; couple tiny thins, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

2351 m
90¢ blue (39), red grid cancel, a nice appearing example of this difficult used stamp; an impressive key
stamp with vibrant rich color; with tiny perforation tip tear not mentioned on accompanying certificate, F.-V.F., approximately 100 used examples are known to exist; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

Ex 2352

Ex 2353

2352 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on India (40P3-47P3), lovely set; a few small thins, Very Fine
appearance. Scott $790.
Estimate $200 - 300
2353 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4), desirable well margined set of 8 different values; each with small hinge remnant on reverse; otherwise this group has spectacular colors printed on bright
white card, Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 2354

2355

2356

2354 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4), exceptionally fresh set of card proofs,
each with brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2355 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, vibrant rich color printed on clean white paper; a
handsome 1875 reprint; a single short perf at lower right - quite trivial in nature, otherwise Very Fine, only 3,846
sold; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2356 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, lovely bright color; small tear at bottom, V.G.-Fine,
only 3846 sold. Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200

2357 (H)
5¢ orange brown, Reprint (42), without gum as issued, a phenomenal top quality example of this terribly
difficult 1875 reprint; radiant color on clean white paper; only 878 reportedly sold, Extremely Fine, this is 1 of only 2
examples to attain the lofty grade of XF-90; only 2 other examples grade higher, a tremendous opportunity to own
this elusive variety; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,150. SMQ XF 90; $5,100.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2358

2359

2358 P
24¢ blackish violet, Reprint, large die proof on India (45P1), measuring 78 x 89mm, pencil inscription
on back, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
2359 (H)
30¢ yellow orange, Reprint (46), without gum as issued, fiery orange color on bright white paper; thin
spot at top right, otherwise Fine, only 480 sold, an opportunity to own an elusive stamp; with 2009 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1861-1866 Issue
“First Designs”

Ex 2360

2361

2362

2363

2364

2360 P
1¢ - 90¢ First Designs, plate essays on India (63-E11c//72-E7f), 63-E11c, 65-E15f in red and scarlet,
67-E9d, 62BP3, 69-E6d, 78P3, 72-E2b, 72-E7f, great fresh color; a couple with small thins, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2361 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in red (65-E15f), complete design, plate on India, unbelievably
fresh essay with incredibly bright color; light horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
2362 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in bright orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., lightly hinged, choice example with warm rich color; previously known to philatelists as Scott #56, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2363 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in dark orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinge remnant, seldom offered example of this elusive essay in the desirable dark orange red shade; a great item for the collector building a group of Scott #56’s in all the differing shades, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
2364 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in bright orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., very lightly hinged, particularly well centered example of
this popular essay, which for years had been known to philatelists as Scott #56, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $350 - 500

2365

2366

2365 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown rose (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., barest trace of hinge, pristine example with just a “suggestion” of hinging; with beautiful rich color, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
2366 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown rose (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinged, sound and choice example with vibrant rich color,
F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 2367

2368

2369

2367 P
5¢ brown and 12¢ black, First Designs, large hybrid proofs (57P1, 59P1), reduced sunken proofs
measuring 73mm x 75mm, deep color, hinge remnants, Very Fine, unlisted/ unpriced as such.
Estimate $350 - 500
2368 H
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), large part o.g., rich proof like color and impression; rounded corner
at bottom left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2369 m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), lightly struck black grid cancellation, impeccably fresh and choice
example with deep saturated color; this stamp is seldom found in flawless condition, thus it is very desirable like this,
Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1861 Regular Issue Essays and Proofs

2370

Ex 2371

2370 E
1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in blue and red (63-E13f), plate on white paper, perf. all around and between, o.g., hinged, lovely examples of the popular Bolsby essay with coupon, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2371 P
1¢-90¢, small die proofs (63P2//78P2), 63P2, 65P2, 68P2, 69P2, 71P2, 72P2, 76P2, 78P2, each measuring 27 x 33 mm, except for 90¢ which is 28 x 29 mm, previously hinged; 3¢, 5¢ and 24¢ with small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2372 Pa

Ex 2373

1¢ blue, plate proof on India (63P3), horizontal block of 18, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $990.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 2374

Ex 2375

2376

2377

2373 P
1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//78P4), includes 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 70P4, 71P4, 72P4,
76P4, 78P4, v, F.-V.F. Scott $915.
Estimate $400 - 600
2374 P
1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//77P4), includes 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a,
74TC4, 76P4, 77P4, some n.h., some with hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $610.
Estimate $300 - 400
2375 P
1¢-90¢, plate proofs on card (63P4//78P4), includes 63P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a, 74TC4,
76P4, 77P4 and 78P4, hinged, most with remnants, Very Fine. Scott $535.
Estimate $250 - 350
2376 E
3¢ Francis Patent essay (65TC), o.g., hinge remnant, interesting example of the rarely seen Francis
Patent essay; used on trial on March 30 and 31, 1865 in Newport, RI; printed on paper soaked in iron sulfate, and
then when “canceled” with a mild acid, would turn a dark blue preventing re-use; a very scarce unused example with
gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2377 P
3¢ lake, trial color plate proof on India (66TC3), eye catching top margin imprint single with intense
color printed on clean white paper; small thin spot - typical of this fragile India paper, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$150.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2378

2379

2378 P
12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), reduced, measuring 118x152mm, with imprint and light die no. “444,
National Bank Note Co, N.Y.”, attractive; a little light soiling around edges, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
2379 P
12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), with light imprint below design “444, NATIONAL BANK NOTE CO.
N.Y.”, reduced measuring 69 x 67mm, Very Fine appearing. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 2380

2381

2382

2380 P
24¢ red lilac, plate proof on card (70P4), two nice appearing examples of the tough red lilac shade;
each with thin spot (one is a large thin), otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
2381 P
2¢ olive green, trial color plate proof on India (73TC3c, e), incredibly fresh and choice trial color proofs
in olive green and grey shades; finely detailed impressions on both examples, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2382 Pa
2¢ black, die I, plate proof on India (73P3), right margin block of 4; tiny thin speck and light wrinkle on
lower right stamp, Very Fine appearance. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2383 P
3¢ scarlet, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d (74TC6), manuscript penstroke cancellation,
breathtaking color, much stronger than typically found; an incredibly handsome example of this seldom offered
stamp that had long been listed in Scott as #74; horizontal crease at top; ink erosion spot causing internal tear in the
3rd pen stroke, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Issued Stamps
2384 m
1¢-90¢ (63//77), phenomenal group of 10 1861 issues, each handpicked for outstanding appearance and
fancy postmarks; includes #63 with red cork, 69 capturing imprint at left; 70b, steel blue with Paid in grid, 71 San
Francisco cogwheel, 72 star in circle, 75 Boston Paid in grid, 75 close to chestnut shade - with fancy 5-point star, 76
with purple cork and with black cork, and 77 with San Francisco cogwheel; an incredible group; small faults, most
trivial in nature, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $3,025 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 2385

2386

2387

2385 m
1¢-90¢ (63//72), absolutely gorgeous group of 9 1861 issues, including 63 with Steamboat; 64 with Paid,
65 with Steamboat, 68, 69 with hollow star, 70 with red grid, 71 with “Paid in circle, and 72 with fancy cork cancellations; small faults not obvious, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,623.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2386 H
1¢ blue (63), o.g., previously hinged, very fresh with equally balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $275. SMQ XF 90; $775.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2387 H
1¢ blue (63), disturbed o.g., brilliantly colored example in sound condition, Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2388 H
1¢ blue (63), bottom margin plate # strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnants, impressive multiple with brilliant color;
plate strips are seldom offered, V.G.-Fine. Scott $875.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2389

2391

2392

2393

2389 m
1¢ blue (63), neat segmented cork cancellation, worthwhile example with exuberant color printed on
clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $45. SMQ XF 90; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
2390 m
1¢ blue (63), 12 singles and a strip of 3, nice variety of better cancellations, including red and blue postmarks, impressive group of varying shades; many with desirable cancels; a great study group; a few faults here and
there, generally F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky. Scott $680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2391 m
3¢ pink (64), grid of squares cancellation, at one time this stamp was a beautiful example of the rarely offered pigeon blood pink shade; time and incorrect storage has taken its toll on this beautiful corner margin single,
and it now can only be considered a “pink” shade, even though the accompanying certificate specifically indicating
that this is “pigeon blood pink”; perf missing along bottom right corner, otherwise Fine, Ex Koppersmith; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, top stamp from pair. Scott $600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2392 m
3¢ pink (64), manuscript cancellation cleaned, slightly affecting color of the stamp, gorgeous “unused”
appearing example of this difficult pink shade; with virtually perfect centering and vivid color; this would make a
wonderful substitute for any collector searching for top quality unused stamps, as this stamp certainly does appear
to be unused at first glance, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $600 for normally
cancelled.
Estimate $350 - 500
2393 m
3¢ pink (64), light grid cancellation, sterling example of this tough pink shade; a wonderfully fresh stamp,
Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded F 70. Scott $600. SMQ F 70; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

2394
2394

2395

3¢ pink (64), tied on small piece by large Boston “PAID” in grid and red “Boston” town cancellations, impressive example of the difficult pink shade; overall toning affects the stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky; with
2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $610.
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2395 S
3¢ rose, overprinted with specimen control numbers (65SJ), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly fresh example of this terribly elusive control number “7890" in red; natural inclusion spot at bottom right should not be considered a fault, Fine, only 7,890 issued, few of which were preserved. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2396

2397

2398

2396 S
3¢ rose, overprinted “Specimen” (65SB), o.g., hinge remnant, dazzling rich color on this surprisingly
difficult “Specimen” overprint; minor toning spots visible at top left and bottom left corners, otherwise Fine, only
1,500 sold. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
2397 HH
3¢ rose (65), o.g., never hinged, immaculate Post Office fresh condition; a choice example with warm rich
color; unlisted and unpriced in Scott in never hinged condition, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with 2002 P.F. certificate.
Scott $125 is for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
2398 HH

3¢ rose (65), o.g., never hinged (gum bend), breathtaking fresh color, Fine. Scott $125 for hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150

2399 H/m
3¢ rose (65), o.g., lightly hinged, two examples, one plate #13, the other plate #21 with black cancel; quite
elusive; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $128 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2400

2401

2400

s
3¢ rose (65), tied on large part of cover by perfectly struck “New York,” eagle cancellation, marvelous example of this seldom seen cancellation; an eye-catching showpiece, Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

2401

s

3¢ rose (65), magnificent example tied on small piece by beautiful strike of blue “Ijamsville (Md)., B &
ORR, Apr. 11, 1852" oval Railroad Station Agent marking; a phenomenal strike, Fine, Simpson rarity 8; less than
half a dozen known. Scott $3.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2402

Ex 2403

Ex 2404

2405

2402 m
3¢ rose (65), West Meriden, Conn. “Devil with Pitchfork” cancellation, remarkable example of this elusive
fancy cancel; rarely found completely sound with such a perfect strike, Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $3.
Estimate $300 - 400
2403 m
3¢ rose (65), sensational group of 10 examples, each with a spectacular cancellation, including “X”, axe
head, U.S. Ship. Devil with pitchfork, Leihigh Vally railroad, and two better green postmarks; well worth a substantial bid, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2404 m
3¢ rose, “Short Transfer” varieties (65 var.), black cancellations, interesting items for the 1861 specialist; two used examples each showing dramatic short transfers along the left side of both stamps; interesting printing
anomalies seldom encountered on this issue, Fine, ex- Boyarsky.
Estimate $200 - 300
2405 m

2406

3¢ rose (65), “Lincoln and Stars” cancellation, wonderfully fresh and choice example, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

3¢ rose (65), block of 17, tied on large piece of parcel by neatly struck circle of wedges cancellations, impressive multiple, totalling 51¢ in postage; among the largest known used multiples known to exist, Fine, exBoyarsky. Scott $142 for 3 blocks & singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

sa

2407 m
3¢ rose, errors, freaks & oddities collection (65), consisting of twenty six singles or strips and six covers on pages, better includes green Mesopotamia OH cancel on cover and green Dexter ME cancel on cover, pair
with double perfs in between and a cover with pair with double perfs top and bottom to NYC, strip of five with straight
edge at left, stamp with dramatic offset on reverse, and three stamps and a cover with guide lines, a nifty little lot for
the specialist, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2408

2409

2410

2411

2408 m
3¢ rose, laid paper (65b), light black and minor manuscript penstroke cancellations, impressive example of the incredibly elusive horizontal “laid paper” variety; seldom available at any price; multiple faults, including
slight creasing and a pulled perf at lower left, otherwise Fine; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
2409 H
3¢ lake (66), o.g., lightly hinged, an eye-popping example of the desirable lake shade, Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. and 1976 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2410 H
3¢ lake (66), o.g., hinged, dazzling rich shade; typical centering for this notoriously difficult issue,
V.G.-Fine; with 1986 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2411 H
3¢ lake (66TC5), o.g., barest trace of hinge, ravishing rich color; a delightfully fresh example of this extremely rare essay, known for decades as Scott #66, V.G.; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2412

2413

2414

2415

2416

2412 m
5¢ buff (67), intriguing San Francisco cogwheel cancel, an alluring stamp of unparalleled beauty with vibrant color four equally balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $750.
SMQ XF 90; $3,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2413 m
5¢ buff (67), neat red grid cancellation, lovely example with radiating color and beautiful centering, Very
Fine. Scott $810.
Estimate $600 - 800
2414 m
5¢ buff (67), light red grid cancel, sharp impression with nice even margins, Very Fine; with 2016 and
1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $750. SMQ VF-80; $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
2415 m
5¢ buff (67), “APR 4 BALTIMORE” town cancel, striking example with clean impression; small perforation flaw at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
2416 m
5¢ buff & 5¢ brown yellow (67, 67a), three extremely fresh examples in distinctly different shades; includes a handsome 5 cent buff with red grid cancel, along with two 67a’s - one with a black cork cancel, the other
with a beautiful blue grid cancellation; a premium group for the 1861 specialist, Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2417
2417 (H)
gum.

2418

2419

2420

2421

10¢ yellow green (68), regummed, good looking stamp with dazzling color, F.-V.F. Scott $375 for no
Estimate $150 - 200

2418 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, a well margined beauty with generous margins and sharp color;
magnificent example of this seldom offered stamp, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 1990 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,700. SMQ VF 80; $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2419 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, delightful example of this terribly difficult mint stamp; with unusually large margins and eye-arresting color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2420 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, a stunning fresh and sharp example with impressive well-balanced margins and alluring color; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,700.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2421 m
12¢ black (69), black grid cancel, along with small portion of red postmark at bottom left, a fabulous well
centered example; perfectly centered among generous margins; stunning color; a true GEM deserving of the best
of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $95. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

2422

Ex 2423

2424

2425

2426

2422 m
12¢ black (69), blue “ORE” town cancel, likely “BALTIMORE”, attractive appearance with a crisp impression, Extremely Fine. Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150
2423 m
24¢ red lilac (70), wonderful group of 8 shades; includes Scott #70 x (3), 70b steel blue shade, and 78 x
(4). including one on small piece with #73; couple small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $3,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2424 m
24¢ red lilac (70), red crossroads cancellation, most impressive example with dynamite color and clearly
etched impression, Very Fine. Scott $340.
Estimate $250 - 350
2425 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), target cancels, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $325.
SMQ VF 80; $275.
Estimate $300 - 400
2426 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), neat grid cancellation, large margined example of the brown lilac shade; a beautiful stamp, Very Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2427

2428

2427 (H)
24¢ steel blue (70b), unused without gum, an impeccable example of the elusive steel blue shade; an attractive stamp that would make a solid addition to any collection, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2428 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), black grid cancel, with generous margins and intense color; a great example of this
often misidentified shade; rare when found with these qualities, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $850. SMQ XF 90; $2,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2429

2430

2431

2432

2433

2429 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), neat town cancellation, flawless example with brilliant color; a sound and attractive
steel blue, Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2430 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), blue grid cancellation, unusual example of the dark shade of steel blue; nicely centered with lots of eye appeal; perf crease along lower right corner, otherwise Very Fine; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2431 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), red circular grid cancel, bold color and sharp impression; small thins, Very Fine appearance. Scott $890.
Estimate $300 - 400
2432 m

24¢ steel blue (70b), red grid cancel, attractive appearance; tiny faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $200 - 300

2433 m
24¢ violet (70c), pretty pastel blue cancellation, exceptionally fresh example of the violet shade; with
strong color nicely complimented by the colored cancel; much nicer than normally encountered; light vertical
crease; tiny thin at top right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,275. Estimate $750 - 1,000

2434 m
24¢ violet (70c), town cancel, deep rich color and sharp impression on white paper; repeforated at right,
otherwise Fine, an opportunity to own an example of a tough shade variety; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2435

2436

2437

2438

2439

2435 m
24¢ violet (70c), lightly struck town cancellation, fresh and attractive example of this elusive color variety;
small vertical crease at bottom left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2436 m
24¢ pale gray violet (70d), partial strike of large Boston “PAID” in grid cancellation, impressive example
of this elusive pale gray violet shade; beautiful stamp with exceptional centering; mis-aligned perf hole at top left not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky; with clear 1979 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2437 H
30¢ orange (71), o.g., hinged, beautiful well centered example with unusually nice margins; small expert
repair at bottom center of stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2438 m
30¢ orange (71), with intriguing San Francisco cogwheel cancel, an attractive example with radiant rich
color; a very pretty stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $200. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2439 m
30¢ orange (71), neatly placed target cancel at lower left, with radiant color and nicely balanced margins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $200. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

2440

2442

2443

2444

2440 m
30¢ orange (71), neatly struck town cancellations, fabulous top quality example with alluring rich color
and near perfect centering, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2441 m
30¢ orange (71), crossroads, San Francisco cogwheel, and blue “Cincinnati, O” town cancels, attractive
trio; each with deep rich color; couple trivial faults, otherwise Fine, ex- Boyarsky; example with blue “Cincinnati, O”
cancel with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $615 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2442 m
30¢ orange (71), blue letter “R” cancellation, handsome well centered example with a
socked-on-the-nose cancel; eye catching stamp with great color; small creases at bottom, otherwise Very Fine;
with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $215.
Estimate $150 - 200
2443 m

30¢ orange (71), intriguing well-struck cross roads cancel, Very Fine. Scott $200.

Estimate $60 - 80

2444 m
90¢ blue (72), neat circle of wedges cancel, Very Fine, fetching appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2445

Ex 2446

2445 Ha
2¢ black (73), block of 9, o.g., alluring block with deep rich color; some faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$2,925.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2446 ms
2¢ black (73), lovely selection of 10 Black Jacks; includes fancy red, San Francisco cogwheel, and even
a stamp and a half tied on a small piece; couple tiny hidden flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

2447 H
5¢ red brown (75), o.g., hinged, extremely attractive with an incredible depth of color, a lovely and choice
example of this elusive unused stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2448
2448 m
$425.

2449

2450

5¢ red brown (75), light red grid cancellation, extremely fresh stamp in flawless condition, Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2449 m
5¢ red brown (75), black grid cancel, alluring red brown color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate and 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $425. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2450 (H)
5¢ brown (76), unused without gum, sharp clear impression; impressive stamp with vibrant color on
clean white paper, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2451 m
15¢ black (77), neat black cancellations, decent appearing quartet of these popular stamps; couple trivial
flaws, otherwise Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2452

2453

2454

2455

2456

2452 S
24¢ lilac, overprinted “Specimen” (78SB), unused without gum, appealing example with black “Specimen” overprint; warm rich color, Fine, only 1,300 sold, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
2453 m

24¢ lilac (78), neat face-free target cancels, F.-V.F., enticing appearance. Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

2454 m
24¢ lilac (78), “DECEMBER 18 186? BALTIMORE, MD” circular date stamp; trivial crease in fluid, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
2455 m
24¢ gray (78b), black grid cancel, wonderful large margined example of the often mis-identified “gray”
shade; seldom seen in this premium condition, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
2456 m
24¢ gray (78b), black target cancellation, well cantered and attractive; slightly discolored, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $100 - 150

1867 Grilled Issues

2457

2458

2459

2457 E
N.B.N.C. grill essay, allover grill of small squares, points down, on 3¢ rose (79-E15a), regummed,
attractive example of this often mis-identified stamp, that you’ll often times see offered as a Scott #79 - the grilled all
over A grill; a couple nibbed perf at bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
2458 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), fantastic negative blue 6-point star cancellation, a tremendous example with outstanding eye appeal; as the perfs are almost all intact and the stamp has a beautiful colored postmark; as pretty as
they come; a few slightly rough perforations - much nicer than normally encountered on this grilled all over issue,
otherwise Fine. Scott $1,525.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2459 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), blue crossroads cancel, an intriguing example of this notoriously elusive grilled over
issue; with alluring color and intact perforations; a tremendous example of this impossible stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2460

2461

2462

2463

2464

2460 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), fancy black cork cancellation, among the most attractive examples of the scarce
grilled all over A grill we’ve ever encountered; a beautiful well margined stamp with lively color; a humdinger of a
stamp that should illicit spirited competition at public auction; accompanying certificate describes “defective perfs”,
but this is how this stamp almost always comes, otherwise Very Fine; with 1976 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2461 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), lightly struck target cancellation, wonderfully fresh example of this tough grilled
all-over stamp; neatly reperforated at top, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
2462 m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), light target cancel, a magnificent well centered stamp well balanced margins; small
faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500
2463 m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), neat cork cancellation, a very fresh example of this difficult C grill; radiating color
and decent centering, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
2464 m
2¢ black, D. grill (84), extremely light black cancellation, very desirable D grill that is seldom seen this
choice, as this issue almost always comes heavily cancelled with nasty defects; the example offered here is about
as choice as one could imagine; diagonal crease and several short perfs, otherwise Fine; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2465 m
3¢ rose, D. grill and 2¢ black, Z. grill (85, 85B); 85 is sound, 85B has several faults, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2466

2467

2466 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), with bold wedge cancel, a handsome well-centered example with bright fresh color,
Extremely Fine, a uniquely appealing opportunity; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,000. SMQ XF
90; $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2467 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), perfect strike of neat segmented cork cancellation, brilliant fresh example with
strong color; trace of trivial crease along upper right corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2468

2469

2470

2468 H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), traces of o.g., premium quality example of this terribly elusive Z grill; better centered than normally encountered; with brilliant color - in flawless condition, Fine; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$17,500 for full o.g.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2469 (H)
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), unused without gum, handsome example of this incredibly rare Z grill with fabulous rich shade, Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2470 m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), red cancel, a lovely stamp that is very well centered with crisp etched impression;
reperforated at right, Very Fine appearance; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

2471

2472

2473

2471 m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), unusually light target cancellation, decent example of this terribly difficult Z grill;
normally this stamp comes heavily canceled, so finding one like this is a rare accomplishment; sealed tear at top,
otherwise Fine; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2472 m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), neat target cancellation, extremely fresh and completely sound example of this
rare Z grill; much nicer than normally encountered, V.G. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
2473 m
12¢ intense black, Z. grill (85E), black cork cancellation, extremely intense color; a very elusive stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

2474 m

1¢ blue, E. grill (86), bold negative star fancy cancel, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

2475 m
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), approximately (60) stamps mounted on pages, with fancy cancels and a few
shades, please examine, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2476 H
12¢ black, E. grill (90), o.g., previously hinged, stunning example of this extremely scarce mint stamp,
featuring the deepest and richest color imaginable; a nicely balanced stamp that would please any serious collector, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2477

2478

Ex 2479

2480

2481

2477 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), bold black cancel, a handsome example with generous and equally balanced
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott
$375. SMQ VF-XF 85; $640.
Estimate $500 - 750
2478 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), bold circle of wedges cancel, well-centered with wide margins all around, Very
Fine, enticing impression. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2479 m
F. grills complete (92-101), neat and/or fancy cancellations, attractive complete set with beautiful colors
throughout; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $6,740.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2480 H
2¢ black, F. grill (93), o.g., hinged, unbelievably fresh stamp with electrifying color; simply gorgeous,
Very Fine; with photocopy of 1985 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken; top right stamp from
the block. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
2481 m
2¢ black, F. grill (93), fancy leaf cancellation, phenomenal example of this tough grilled stamp; remarkably well centered with brilliant fresh color; unlike most #93’s which come terribly off centered, Extremely Fine; with
1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $55.
Estimate $150 - 200
2482 m
3¢ red, F. grill, contaminated plate (94 var.), black cancellation, interesting example of this printing variety showing distinct ‘contaminated plate’ affecting the color of the stamp during the printing process, Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2483 m
3¢ red, F. grill (94), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 5, fancy manuscript cancellations on each
stamp, phenomenal plate # strip, clearly showing plate number 34 in selvage - rare thus, as this is an unreported
plate number, according to Durland; a wonderful opportunity for the plate # specialist to obtain something that hasn’t been seen before; with several light creases; perfs clipped along right side of end stamp at right, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $50 for 5 used singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2484 m
3¢ red, F. grill (94), collection of over (150) stamps on pages, includes fancy cancels, huge straddle examples, split grills, guide lines, be sure to put this on your To View list, mixed condition, F.-V.F., ex- Boyarsky (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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One of the Finest Known Examples

2485 H
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), o.g., previously hinged, a handsome and elusive stamp with outstanding rich
color; a nice example missing from most collections, Extremely Fine, quite possibly one of the finest known examples; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,250. SMQ XF 90; $11,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2486

2487

2486 m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), neat cancel, attractive with a lovely deep shade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2487 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), black cancellation, dead on perfectly centered with extra large margins
and prooflike color; awesome looking; light horizontal crease, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
2488 m
site).

10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), neat socked-on-the-nose target cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $225 (photo on web
Estimate $75 - 100

2489
2489 H

2490

2491

12¢ black, F. grill (97), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2490 (H)
12¢ black, F. grill (97), unused without gum, well-centered with wide margins all around, Extremely Fine,
captivating example of this elusive grilled stamp; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2491 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), fabulous well centered example with extremely large and virtually balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate and 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2492 H
15¢ black, F. grill (98), slightly disturbed o.g., incredible grilled stamp, with the deepest and richest color
obtainable on this stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2493
2493 (H)

2494

2495

2496

15¢ black, F. grill (98), unused without gum, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

2494 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), segmented cork cancel, very pretty example of the F grilled stamp, with opulent
color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2495 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), bold target cancel, sharp impression, F.-V.F., charming appearance with grill;
with 2017 P.S.E. and 1995 P.F. certificates. Scott $275. SMQ F-VF 75; $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
2496 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), black cancellation, wide margined example; reperforated at left, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

2497 H
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), fabulous color, much more intense than
usually encountered on this issue, part o.g., Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2498

2499

2500

2501

2498 m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), bold circle of wedges cancel, a very appealing example of the elusive 24 cent
F grill; outstanding fresh color; a stamp for the highest of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2007 and 1995 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2499 m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), neat cancel; filled thin, Very Fine appearance, decent example of this difficult
stamp. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2500 m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), black circle of wedges cancel, interesting wide straddle margin straight edge
at the right, a desirable example with alluring rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
2501 m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), extremely faint cancellation, beautiful example with the deepest and richest color
we’ve ever seen on a Scott #101; very pretty to the eye, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2502

2503

2504

2502 H
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), o.g., lightly hinged (owner’s handstamp on gum), phenomenal top quality example of this terribly difficult stamp; with the most beautiful fresh color you’ll ever see; a large margined GEM for the
finest collection, Extremely Fine, only 3,195 sold; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2503 (H)
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), unused without gum, a handsome example with large, generous margins all
around amid alluring luxurious color, Very Fine, only 3195 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $330.
SMQ VF 80; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
2504 m
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), large ample margins all around and beautiful luminescent color; short perfs at
lower left and upper right, tiny tear at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Used special printings are
quite scarce .Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

2505 m
15¢ black, Re-issue (108), bold duplex cancel, a remarkable example of this elusive stamp with bold rich
color and sharp clear impression; sealed tear at bottom, otherwise Fine, only 397 examples issued; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $32,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2506

2507

2506 H
15¢ black, Re-issue (108), o.g., jet black color and crisp prooflike impression upon bright white paper;
small tear at upper left and scissor trimmed perforations at top, centered Very Fine, only 397 sold; with 2017 Crowe
certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2507 H
24¢ dark violet, Re-issue (109), part o.g., hinge remnant, rich vibrant color and sharp impression; small
thinned spot at top left and some slightly scissors trimmed perforations at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine; with
2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1869 Pictorial Issue
Essays

Ex 2508

Ex 2509

Ex 2510

2508 E
1¢, 3¢, 6¢ and 10¢ essays, small numerals (112-E4b//116-E1k), plate on stamp paper, imperf,
gummed, o.g. or without gum, nice selection of imperforate essays, including 112-E4b, 114-E6b x (2), 115-E2c x
(2), and 116-E1k (without gum); a very fresh and pleasing selection of these popular essays, F.-V.F. Scott $665.
Estimate $200 - 300
2509 E
1¢, 3¢, 6¢, 10¢ and 12¢ essays, small numerals (112-E4c//117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d and
gummed, most o.g., lightly hinged, impressive group of 28 eye catching essays, all grilled and perforated, nearly all
with full o.g.; includes 112-E4c, 112-E4d x (4), 113-E3e x (7), 114-E6d x (7), 116-E1i, and 117-E2e x (8), nice selection of shades in immaculate condition, Fine. Scott $2,760. Brazer 112E-Dd.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2510 E
1¢, 2¢ and 12¢ small numeral essays (112-E4d, 113-E3e, 117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d,
gummed and grilled, o.g., lightly hinged, three extra fresh essays of the 1869 Pictorial series; a very nice trio, Fine.
Scott $290. Brazer 112E-De.
Estimate $100 - 150

2511

2512

2513

2511 Ea
1¢ Franklin essay, small numerals, in black brown (112-E4d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed
and grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, a handsome multiple with the elusive black brown shade; well centered, Very Fine. Scott $340 as four singles. Brazer 112E-De.
Estimate $200 - 300
2512 Ea
2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in orange (113-E3e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and
grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, attractive well centered multiple in condition seldom seen on essays; bold
vibrant color, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 113E-De.
Estimate $200 - 300
2513 Ea
2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in brown (113-E3e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and
grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, attractive example with a sharp impression; essay blocks are surprisingly
scarce, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 113E-De.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2514

2515

2516

2514 Ea
3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in blue green (114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d,
gummed and grilled, right margin block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, a beautiful multiple featuring exceptional centering in the gorgeous blue green shade; essay blocks are suprisingly scarce, Very Fine. Scott $320 as four singles.
Brazer 114E-Ch.
Estimate $250 - 350
2515 Ea
3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in orange (114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed
and grilled, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, an alluring example with vibrant color, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 114E-Ch.
Estimate $200 - 300
2516 Ea
3¢ Locomotive essay, small numerals, in black brown (114-E6d), plate on stamp paper, perf’d,
gummed and grilled, bottom margin block of 4 with imprint, o.g., previously hinged with pencil marks on reverse selvage, eye catching example with the bold dark brown shade, F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 114E-Ch.
Estimate $200 - 300

2517

2518

2519

2517 E
5¢ Washington essay, large lettering, in deep blue (115-E1c), die on proof paper, measuring 32 x
31mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $600. Brazer 115aE-Ec.
Estimate $300 - 400
2518 Ea
5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in buff (115-E2c), plate on wove, imperf and gummed, die on
proof paper, left margin block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, choice multiple with generous margins and brilliant color,
F.-V.F. Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 115aE-Ec.
Estimate $300 - 400
2519 Ea
5¢ Washington essay, small lettering, in green (115-E2c), plate on wove, imperf and gummed, die on
proof paper, block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, eye catching color and impression; a handsome multiple, F.-V.F.
Scott $320 as four singles. Brazer 115aE-Ec.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2520

2521

Ex 2524

Ex 2525

2520 E
10¢ Lincoln essay, in light red brown (116-E1f), die on clear white thin bond, measuring 35 x 38 mm,
choice and fresh, previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate stating 116-E1e. Scott $1,000.
Brazer 116E-De.
Estimate $350 - 500
2521 E
10¢ Eagle, Shield & Flags essay, in orange (116-E4), die on India, die sunk on card, thin shading lines
behind “States”, die-sunk on card neatly reduced to 92 x 102 mm, with National Bank Note Co. N.Y. imprint and colorless embossed seal, Very Fine. Scott $2,500. Brazer 116E-Fb.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Exceedingly rare, especially in orange and with the additional National Bank Note Co. embossed seal.
2522 P
10¢ yellow, plate proof on India (116P3), neatly cancelled, unusual used imperforate India proofs with
contemporary 1869 to 1875 postmarks; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $90 as India proofs (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2523 E
12¢ S.S. Adriatic essay, small numerals, in blue (117-E2e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d, gummed and
grilled, some o.g., never hinged and some o.g. previously hinged, an attractive lot of essays for the specialized collector, F.-V.F. Scott $2,300. Brazer 117E-Ce (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2524 E
24¢ & 30¢ essays, small numerals (120-E2c, 121-E1p), plate on red salmon tinted paper, desirable selection of 4 different essays, including #120-E2c in salmon; 121-E1p in light blue; 121-E1p in salmon; and 121-E1p
in orange buff; these popular essays are seldom found so choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $925. Brazer 120E-Cc.
Estimate $400 - 600
2525 E
90¢ Washington essay, small numerals, in black & red (122-E2b), plate on stamp paper, imperf, two
eye catching essays; 122-E2b in dull violet shade; and 122-E3 in blue green, Extremely Fine. Scott $500. Brazer
122E-Cc.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Proofs

Ex 2526

Ex 2527

Ex 2528

Ex 2529

2526 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), without gum as issued, a remarkable set of
card proofs with impressive colors; a highly desirable set, Very Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $600 - 800
2527 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), great color and impression; light glue adhesive on back, 1¢ has small tear at right, a few values with light soiling on face, 6¢ slightly faded, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $1,015.
Estimate $350 - 500
2528 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), handsome group of 10 different values including #129P4, each with small hinge remnant on reverse; couple with trivial light toning, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,015.
Estimate $300 - 400
2529 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), full complete set; some with a little light toning and some slightly faded, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $200 - 300

Issued Stamps

Ex 2530

Ex 2531

2532

2533

2534

2530 m
Pictorials complete (112-122), neatly placed cancellations, a beautiful complete set of 1869 Pictorials,
exceptional cancels including stars, corks, and Paid; couple small faults, 122 reperfed at top, otherwise Fine. Scott
$4,351.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2531 m
1¢-12¢ (112-114, 116-117), neat black cancellations, awesome selection of 5 different values; each a
wide margined example that captures guide arrow marking; couple trivial flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $451.
Estimate $200 - 300
2532 (H)
gum.

1¢ buff (112), regummed, fresh example that appears to have o.g. at first glance, Fine. Scott $210 for no
Estimate $75 - 100

2533 m
1¢ buff (112), petite circle of wedges cancel, remarkable GEM quality grilled stamp; precise centering
and charming color; a true condition rarity that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
2534 m
1¢ buff (112), light black cancellation, desirable example showing nice pre-printing paper foldover, Fine.
Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2535

2536

2537

2538

2535 HH
2¢ brown (113), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate
for horizontal strip of 5. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2536 (H)
2¢ brown (113), unused without gum, wide straddle margin example showing pane arrow divider at top
right, Extremely Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
2537 H
2¢ brown (113), o.g., lightly hinged at bottom, an appealing example with a fresh and crisp impression,
F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate for horizontal strip of 5. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2538 H

2¢ brown (113), o.g., very lightly hinged, handsome example with radiating color, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

2539

2540

2541

2542

2539 (H)
2¢ brown (113), regummed over pressed out grill, warm rich color, nicely margined example capturing
part of the imprint in wide bottom margin, V.G. Scott $190 for no gum.
Estimate $150 - 200
2540 m

2¢ brown (113), neat “Forwarded” cancellation, unusual postmark on this issue, V.G. Scott $75.
Estimate $100 - 150

2541 H
$225.

3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., very lightly hinged, lively bright color with detailed impression, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2542 H
3¢ ultramarine (114), vertical pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, attractive position piece with brilliant fresh
color, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2543

2544

2543 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), tremendous group of five large margined examples, each capturing part of imprint
in wide top or bottom margin, including neat black fancy pumpkin cancellation; a great lot that would take years to
duplicate, V.G.-Fine. Scott $80.
Estimate $300 - 400
2544 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), light black cancellation, spectacular large margined GEM with fabulous color;
one-in-a-million showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. Scott
$16. SMQ XF 90; $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
2545 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), eye catching group of 5 examples, each with a distinctly desirable cancellation;
one with pre-printing paper fold, V.G. Scott $80 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2546

2548

2549

2550

2546 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), o.g., previously hinged, equally balanced margins lies alluring color and impression; an extraordinary example of this difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,500. SMQ VF-XF 85; $4,200.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2547

NO LOT

-

2548 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), neat black cancellation, tremendous top quality example; generous margins and
eye-arresting color, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350
2549 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), black grid cancellation, extremely fresh; completely sound example, F.-V.F.; with
2010 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $200. SMQ F-VF 75; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
2550 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), red and black cancellations, beautifully centered; reperforated at top and right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $75 - 100
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2551

2552

2553

2554

2551 (H)
10¢ yellow (116), unused without gum, lovely example with intense color, showing guide line arrow at top
left corner, F.-V.F. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
2552 m
10¢ yellow (116), black cork cancel, premium example with generous margins and lively rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $120. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2553 m
10¢ yellow (116), New York purple star cancellation, deep rich color nicely complimented by the striking
cancel; a visually stunning example, V.G. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
2554 m
10¢ yellow (116), gorgeous red cancel, with nice margins and luxuriant prooflike color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a charming example; with 2012 and 2000 P.F. certificates. Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200

2555 H
12¢ green (117), o.g., previously hinged, a stunning well-centered fresh example with deep color shade,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2556

2557

2558

2559

2556 (H)
12¢ green (117), unused without gum, fresh and appealing large margined example that captures part of
the arrow guideline at top right, V.G. Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
2557 m
12¢ green (117), bold cancel, extraordinary example with huge JUMBO margins and brilliant fresh color;
an incredible showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $120. SMQ XF 90J;
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2558 m
12¢ green (117), circle of wedges cancel, extremely desirable example with exquisite color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $120. SMQ VF-XF 85; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
2559 m
12¢ green (117), black cork cancellation, well margined stamp; reperforated at right; light creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $120.
Estimate $75 - 100
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2560

2561

2562

2563

2560 H
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), o.g., previously hinged, with vivid and bright colors within equally balanced margins; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely Fine, a pleasing example. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2561 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), black rosette cancel, wonderfully fresh and a top example; with vivid and
bright colors and uncommonly large margins; a pleasing example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $800. SMQ XF 90; $1,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2562 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), black rosette cancel, wonderfully fresh and choice top quality example; a
humdinger of a stamp that would enhance any top quality collection, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2563 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), light cork cancellation, nice appearing example; brilliant fresh; small
crease at top right corner, otherwise Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $100 - 150

2564 H
15¢ brown & blue, type I, without grill (118a), previously hinged with part o.g., proof-like impression
with fresh sharp color, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
The Philatelic Foundation has expertised less than 30 examples of which less than half are sound, this being one
of the finer examples available.

2565

2566

2565 (H)
24¢ green & violet (120), unused without gum, superior top quality example with incredible depth of
color; a most impressive well centered stamp, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F.C. and 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$2,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2566 H
24¢ green & violet (120), o.g., previously hinged, well centered and sharp impression; reperforated at
right, Very Fine centering; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2567

2568

2569

2570

2567 m
24¢ green & violet (120), breathtaking fresh color; a particularly choice high quality stamp in flawless
condition that’s beyond description, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2568 m
24¢ green & violet (120), geometric cancel, a wonderful margined example with unbelieveably fresh
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a condition rarity as only 2 are known to exist at this grade and 2 higher, the epitome of philatelic GEMs! with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $600. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2569 m
24¢ green & violet (120), bold geometric cancel, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
2570 m
$600.

24¢ green & violet (120), bold cancel, wide margins and vibrant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

2571

2572

2573

2574

2571 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), light circle of wedges cancellation, premium example with smashing
colors; simply marvelous, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $400. SMQ XF 90;
$1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2572 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), segmented cork cancel, vibrant colors; a handsome example with
nicely proportioned margins on all sides, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
2573 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), red cancels, rich, vibrant color and impression generous margins,
Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $400. SMQ VF 80; $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
2574 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), bold 5-point star cancellation, lovely example, completely sound and
attractive, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2575

2576

2575 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat segmented cork cancellation, a fresh appealing example with
stunning color, Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
2576 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat bold cancel, rich intense colors extremely fresh and attractive
large margined stamp; small faults, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

2577 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, without grill (121a), o.g., hinged, phenomenal top quality example of this
“without grill” variety; an extremely large margined example, with deep sensual color and clear impression; among
the few completely sound and choice examples available to collectors, Very Fine; with 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2578

2579

2580

2578 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat cancel, fresh example with luring vibrant color, Very Fine; with 2016 and
1998 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $1,700. SMQ VF 80; $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2579 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat black cancellation, flawless example with lively colors; a very pleasing
90 cent Lincoln, Fine. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $600 - 800
2580 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), an attractive, completely sound example, fresh and lightly canceled, horizontal centering is perfectly balanced, vertically the perfs barely touch the design at the bottom, Fine. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2581 H
90¢ carmine & black, without grill (122a), o.g., previously hinged, exceptionally attractive top value;
quite fresh and attractive; tiny corner crease at top left and three perforations at right top repunched, Very Fine appearance, less than 25 examples known to exist; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $22,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1875 Re-issues

2582

2583

2584

2585

2582 m
1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue (123), blue geometric cancel, the “ultimate” used example of this difficult 1875
re-issue; beautifully centered with bold color - nicely contrasting the colorful cancel; an amazing stamp, Very Fine,
of the 10,000 reportedly sold, few match the quality of this stamp; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $500 - 750
2583 H
2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue (124), o.g., previously hinged, brilliant proof like color printed on clean white
paper for this elusive stamp as only 4,755 reportedly sold, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2584 H
3¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue (125), o.g., lightly hinged, superior example with the most brilliant fresh color
you’ll ever see; an incredible 1875 re-issue, Very Fine, only 1,406 reportedly sold; with 1968 and 2003 P.F. certificates. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2585 m
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), black oval cancellation, desirable used stamp in sound and attractive
condition, Very Fine, of the 1,947 sold, few were ever used; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2586

2587

2586 H
12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue (128), o.g., previously hinged, captivating with well-centered margins,
prooflike color on bright white paper, Very Fine, an inviting example of this seldom seen rarity; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2587 (H)
12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue (128), unused without gum, sharp richness in color and impression, Fine appearance, only 1584 issued; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,025.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2588 H
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), o.g., previously hinged, proof like color and impression, well
centered with large margins all around, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott Stamp Values $3,000 XF 90.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2589

2590

2591

2592

2593

2589 (H)
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), unused without gum, an impressive example of this popular
unused stamp with gorgeous proof like color, Extremely Fine, exceedingly scarce as only 1981 copies sold; with
2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $575. SMQ XF 90; $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2590 m
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), light grid cancel, fresh and well-centered, though
reperforated at left, Very Fine appearance. Only 1,981 were sold. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
2591 H
24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), o.g., previously hinged, tantalizing fresh colors; a choice example of this elusive issue, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2592 H

24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), small part o.g., fresh and sharp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2593 m
24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), partial “Dumb” oval cancel, a lovely example of a used special
printing, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2594

2595

2594 (H)
90¢ carmine & black, 1875 Re-issue (132), regummed, gleaming fresh example of this scarce 1875
re-issue; looks like fresh full o.g. at first glance; tiny filled thin at top; short perf at top, and pulled perforation at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F., only 1,356 sold; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2595 H
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), o.g., previously hinged, a top quality stamp with extremely well balanced
margins and scintillating color; a handsome example from the tough 1880 American Bank Note Co. reissued
stamps, Extremely Fine, only 5,000 sold. Scott $325.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues
National Bank Note Co. Printings

Ex 2596

2597

2598

2596 m
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue, H. grill (134//144), impressive group of 10 different values; missing only
#142 for completeness; each selected for better or interesting cancellation; faults, including perforations trimmed
off #140 at top, otherwise Fine. Scott $11,482.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2597 (H)
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, H. grill (134), unused without gum, dazzling fresh example of this difficult grilled
stamp, with crystal clear grill impression; short perf at upper left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
2598 m
1870, 3¢ green, H. grill (136), perfect strike of rarely seen “Indian Head” cancellation, absolutely phenomenal example of this scarce cancel - unlike anything we’ve ever seen; small tear at top right does not affect this
stunning stamp’s wonderful appearance, otherwise Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $32.
Estimate $400 - 600
2599 H
1870, 6¢ carmine & 15¢ yellow orange, H. grill (137, 141), disturbed o.g., “bargain basement” examples of these incredibly scarce mint grilled Banknote stamps; lots of catalog value available at a small fraction; small
faults, including oxidation on the #141, V.G. Scott $12,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2600

2601

2602

2603

2600 (H)
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), regummed over faults, an impressive example of this notoriously difficult graded stamp with mouth-watering color and fresh appearance; regummed, with sealed tear on the right side,
otherwise Very Fine; with 1991 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,750 for no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750
2601 m
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), extra light black cancellation, premium example with fabulous color; this
issue seldom comes so fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2602 m
1871, 7¢ vermilion, H. grill (138), segmented cork cancellation, incredible depth of color; a marvelous
top quality example of this difficult grilled stamp, Very Fine; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2603 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), New York c.d.s. and trace of red cancellations, a delightful used example
of the elusive 10c Banknote grilled issue; with vivid color and a detailed impression; a wonderful item for the serious
collector, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $800. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2604

2605

2606

2607

2604 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), extra light black cancellation, remarkably fresh example in flawless condition, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2605 m
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), neatly struck segmented cork cancellation, striking example with
mouth-watering color and crisp clear impression; among the choicest examples we’ve offered, Very Fine; with 1979
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2606 m
1870, 30¢ black, H. grill (143), unusually neat black negative cork cancellation, exceedingly fresh and
choice example of this notoriously difficult stamp; unusual depth of color; rarely found completely sound and attractive, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2607 m
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), black cancellation, awesome rich shade; the most intense color we’ve
encountered on a 90 cent grilled Bank Note issue; reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2608 H
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), o.g., hinged, fantastic rich color and sharp detailed impression; a desirable top quality stamp with an easily identifiable grill; among the choicest obtainable Scott #144’s destined for a collection of distinction; light diagonal crease - not mentioned on the accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine;
with clear 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2609

2610

2609 m
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, I. grill (134A), face free target cancellation at right, one of the nicest examples of
this seldom offered I grill we’ve ever offered; beautifully centered with brilliant fresh color; deeply impressed and unmistakable I grill, Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2610 m
1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill (138A), neat NYFM cancellation, fantastic well margined example of the impressive I grill, with outstanding deep rich color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2611 (H)
1870, 10¢ brown, I. grill (139A), unused without gum, lovely example of the unused 10 cent I grill; with
particularly strong color and sharp detailed impression; only a handful of unused examples are known to exist;
reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $17,500 for full o.g.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Ex 2612

Ex 2613

2614

2612 m
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue complete (145-155), handpicked set of National Bank Note Co. printing
selected for color, freshness and interesting cancellations; a few minor faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,423.
Estimate $400 - 600
2613 m
1870, 1¢-90¢ National issue (145/155), magnificent appearing group of 10 different values with extraordinary cancellations; includes 145-150, and 152-155; a desirable selection; a few small faults not readily obvious,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,268.
Estimate $400 - 600
2614 H
1870, 2¢ red brown (146), o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color equally balanced margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $350 - 500
2615 (H)
1870, 2¢ red brown (146), pair, unused without gum, attractive bottom margin pair with plate “No. 13" in
selvage - a scarce plate number according to Durland, Fine. Scott $230 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2616

2617

2618

2619

2620

2616 H
1870, 6¢ carmine (148), o.g., hinged, gorgeous bright color with wide margins all around; a uniquely appealing stamp that would greatly enhance any top quality collection, as we’ve never seen one with margins like this,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a very rare stamp, according to PSE’s population report, only 1 stamp has received
this lofty grade and only three stamps are graded higher; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ
VF-XF 85J; $2,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2617 H
1870, 15¢ bright orange (152), o.g., a fresh and well-centered example with vibrant color, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2618 m
1870, 15¢ bright orange (152), “Masonic Cross in a Circle of Stones” fancy cancellation, absolutely fabulous fancy cancel; a perfect strike on a lovely sound stamp’ natural straight edge at left; the most eye catching example imaginable, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.S.E. and 2017 P.F. certificates. Scott $210.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2619 (H)
1870, 24¢ purple (153), unused without gum, splendid color and impression; a desirable unused stamp,
Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2620 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), fancy red or black cancellations, four premium quality examples, each picked for
an unusual or eye catching cancel; a remarkable quartet for any Bank Note specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600

2621

2622

2623

2624

2625

2621 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), neat circle of wedges cancel, well centered example for this issue, attractive appearance, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $220. SMQ XF 90; $460.
Estimate $400 - 600
2622 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), beautiful blue cancellation, sensational color and impression; a flawless high
quality example that would enhance any collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $225. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
2623 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), eye catching red NYFM cancellation, breathtaking rich shade; completely sound
stamp with tremendous appeal, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $235.
Estimate $200 - 300
2624 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), neat black and red cancels, a select example with alluring color and equally balanced margins; natural straight edge at left, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
2625 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), circle of spokes cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott
$220. SMQ F-VF 75; $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2626 H
1870, 30¢ black (154), disturbed o.g., handsome example of this scarce National Bank Note Co. printing,
which is seldom offered in any condition, let alone in choice sound condition like this stamp is, F.-V.F.; with 1985
P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2627

2628

2629

2627 m
1870, 30¢ black (154), black cork cancel, big broad margins; a most impressive top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90; $650 XF 90.
Estimate $500 - 750
2628 m
1870, 30¢ black (154), bold cancel, intense color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an attractive and scarce
example of this issue; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $275. SMQ VF-XF
85; $385.
Estimate $300 - 400
2629 m
1870, 30¢ black (154), light red cancellation, wide margins and vivid color; a very impressive appearing
example; reperforated at top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150

2630 P
1873, 1¢-90¢ National Bank Note Co., complete except for
7¢ which is Continental, hybrid large die proofs (145P1-48P1,
160P1, 150P1-55P1), each card measuring approximately 146 x
216mm, gilt-edged pages from presentation book; 7¢ light toning spots
on card, 24¢ repaired torn piece out of left, 90¢ a couple light soiling
spots, overall Very Fine appearance. Scott $4,500 as P1s.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 2630
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Continental Bank Note Co. Printings

Ex 2631

2632

2633

2634

2635

2631 m
1873, 1¢-90¢ values (156/166), impressive selection of 10 different values (no 164); chosen for eye
catching cancellations, including Devil’s Mask, NYFM, and fancy star; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $847.
Estimate $300 - 400
2632 m
1873, 1¢ ultramarine (156), black or blue cancellations, four desirable Bank Note issues, each with large
margins that captures the plate number along top of stamps; includes Scott #’s 156, 161, 166, and 183; excellent
selection for any plate single collector, V.G. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
2633 H
1873, 7¢ orange vermilion (160), o.g., hinged, a splendid example with scintillating color, Very Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2634 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), intriguing bright red cancel, a remarkable example with a crisp impression, deep colors and exceptional centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an extraordinary stamp; with 2017 P.F.
certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $135. SMQ VF-XF 85; $165.
Estimate $350 - 500
2635 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), bold blue cancel, sharp impression and stunningly bold color, Extremely
Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $148.
Estimate $250 - 350
2636 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), black cork cancellation, intense color; reperforated at right, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $135 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100

2637

2638

2637 H
1873, 15¢ yellow orange (163), o.g., hinged, eye-arresting color and clearly etched impression; nice appearing example of this tough stamp; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,000. Estimate $500 - 750
2638 m
1873, 15¢ yellow orange (163), perfectly struck fancy geometric cancellation, astounding top quality example with strong color; throw the catalog out when it comes to this stamp, as they just don’t ever come this way; bid
high and bid often - you’ll be glad you did, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $150. SMQ VF-XF 85; $200.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2639

2640

2641

2642

2639 H
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., previously hinged, pleasing appearance with large margins and alluring rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, an excellent example of this difficult issue; with 2007 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,100. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,400.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2640 H
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., very lightly hinged, eye catching example in terms of color and freshness; a tremendous example in a marvelous state of preservation, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2641 m
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), neat cancel, with rich color and wide margins; trivial perforation flaws,
otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2642 m
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), neat black cancellation, bright color and excellent centering; sealed internal tear, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

2643 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 12¢ dark violet (173), without gum as issued, rich color and sharp impression; intact perforations at the sides; a premium quality and well centered example of this difficult 1875 Special Printing;
usual clipped perforations at top and bottom, otherwise Very Fine, a mere 71 examples are known to exist; with
1956 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2644 H
1875, 5¢ blue (179), o.g., hinged, tremendous example with lots of vim and vigor; a wonderful well
margined stamp that would enhance any collection, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
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American Bank Note Co. Printings
2645 m
1879, 1¢-90¢ American Bank Note Co. issue complete (182-191), phenomenal selection of fancy
and/or colorful cancellations, including Maltese cross, and wonderful stars; a few small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott
$588 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2646 m
1879, 1¢-15¢ cancellation group (182//189), nice appearing selection of 10 better cancellations; includes #182, 183 x (3) - one with “KKK”, 184, 185, and 189 x (4) - including 3 different star cancels; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $148 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2647

2648

2649

2647 H
1879, 1¢ dark ultramarine (182), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), big broad margins;
an immaculate fresh example, Fine; with 1993 B.P.A. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
2648

s
1879, 3¢ green (184), tied on piece by Worcester, Mass “North/South” shaking hands cancellation, impressive well struck example of this scarce postmark, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2649 H
1879, 5¢ blue (185), o.g., previously hinged, stunning large margined example with mouth-watering
color; very elusive when found in this wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

2650

2651

2652

2653

2650 H
1879, 6¢ pink (186), o.g., previously hinged, an appealing stamp with wide margins, F.-V.F.; with 2009
P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2651 m
1879, 10¢ brown, with and without secret mark (187-188), pair, neat duplex cancellations, impressive
combination pair; left stamp #187 without secret mark; right stamp #188 with secret mark; ridiculously undervalued
multiple; light creases, otherwise Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
2652 (H)
1879, 10¢ brown, with secret mark (188), unused without gum, awesome color and impression; a very
impressive well-margined stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
2653 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, a handsome well-centered example with intriguing deep
orange color, Very Fine, a beautiful example; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 and 2003 P.F. certificate.
Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2654

2655

2656

2658

2659

2654 H
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), o.g., lightly hinged, glowing rich shade; a gorgeous example of this tough
stamp, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it came; top right stamp. Scott
$200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2655 m
1879, 90¢ carmine (191), neat black duplex cancellation, excellent appearing stamp with warm rich
color; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $350. Estimate $100 - 150
2656 H
1882, 5¢ yellow brown (205), o.g., lightly hinged, monumental showpiece with eye-arresting color; the
most impressive obtainable, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 3 examples at this impressive grade, with only 5
others grading higher according to PSE’s population report; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott
$240. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2657 m
1882-90, 1¢-90¢ issue complete (205-218), nice group of 14 different values; chosen for eye catching
cancellations and overall appearance; a few small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $554 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2658 H
1882, 6¢ deep brown red, re-engraved (208a), o.g., very lightly hinged, outstanding example of the
deep red brown shade, with large margins and vivid color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $550. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2659 HH
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example in a wonderful state
of preservation; with outstanding rich color, Very Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

2660 P
1883-88, 2¢-90¢ Roosevelt small die proofs (210-218P5), extraordinary intact page from Roosevelt
presentation album containing 210-218P5 small die proofs; remarkable state of preservation with luxuriant rich colors and detailed impression; an impressive showpiece, Extremely Fine, only 85 of each can possibly exist. Scott
$1,740.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2661

2662

2663

2664

2665

2661 HH
1883, 2¢ red brown (210), o.g., never hinged, enormous margined example with dazzling color; a prize
example of this stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $300 - 400
2662 H
1883, 4¢ blue green (211), o.g., very lightly hinged, large margins and rich sumptuous color, Extremely
Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $300 - 400
2663 H
$225.

1883, 4¢ blue green (211), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example with deep rich color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2664 HH
1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., never hinged, an incredibly fresh and choice mint stamp, Very Fine;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate for horizontal pair from which this stamp was taken. Scott $290.Estimate $300 - 400
2665 HH
1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice mint stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $290.
Estimate $100 - 150

2666

2667

2668

2669

2666 HHa
1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, premium quality mint block with lively color;
Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,160 for singles.
Estimate $400 - 600
2667 HH
1887, 3¢ vermilion (214), o.g., never hinged, desirable bottom sheet margin single, featuring boardwalk
margins, deep sultry color, and unblemished gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $180.Estimate $200 - 300
2668 H
1888, 4¢ carmine (215), o.g., previously hinged, sterling example with well proportioned margins and exuberant color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2669 H
1888, 4¢ carmine (215), o.g., previously hinged, with gorgeous bright cherry-carmine color; as fresh as
they come, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2670

2671

2672

2673

2670 H
1888, 5¢ indigo (216), o.g., previously hinged, wide margins, pleasing deep color, an attractive stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $200. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
2671 HH
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example in a marvelous mint state
with beautiful rich color, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2672 (H)
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), unused without gum, firery rich color and impression; an appealing well
centered example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
SMQ XF 90; $145.
Estimate $150 - 200
2673 HH
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., never hinged, lovely rich shade and sharp, crisp impression, Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

2674

2676

2677

2678

2674 H
1888, 30¢ orange brown, imperf. (217a), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, an intriguing imperforate pair with alluring deep color; a small corner crease and gum soak at bottom left, otherwise Fine; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $350 - 500
2675 P
1888, 90¢ purple, large die proof (218P1), reduced, measuring 75 x 89mm, brilliant color; some light
foxing spots, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2676 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), top plate number single, slightly disturbed o.g., sumptuous rich color printed on
lily white paper; a flawless 90 cent Perry, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
2677 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., barest trace of hinge, lively fresh color, a premium example in flawless condition, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
2678 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., previously hinged, with glamorous deep color and 3 wide margins and
sharp impression, Very Fine, nice example of this tough issue. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2679 m
1888, 90¢ purple (218), double oval “REG” cancel, pleasant appearance and rich shade, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $30 - 40
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1890 Issue

Ex 2680

2681

2682

2683

2680 P
1890, 1¢-90¢ Issue, large die proofs on India, sunk on card, complete set (219P1, 219DP1,
221P1-229P1), reduced set, each measuring roughly 85 x 94mm (4¢ & 8¢ measure 80 x 80mm, 219DP1 measures
66 x 66mm); 15¢ & 30¢ have light toning spots on India, otherwise Very Fine, rare. Scott $3,625.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2681 P
1¢-90¢ 1890 issue, plate proofs on card (219P4, 220P4-229P4), most n.h.; 5¢ hinge remnant, 6¢ previously hinged, Very Fine. Scott $620.
Estimate $300 - 400
2682 P
1¢-90¢ 1890 issue complete, plate proofs on card (219P4-229P4), exceptionally clean set of 11 different card proofs, along with Scott #219DP3 - on India; most in marvelous state of preservation, with only three with
hinge remnants, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
2683 P
1¢-90¢ (missing 8¢), plate proofs on card (219P4, 220P4-224P4, 226P4-229P4), hinge remnants,
Very Fine. Scott $510.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2684

2685

2686

2687

2684 m
1¢-90¢ complete (219-229), attractive group of 14 stamps; including both cap varieties #220a and 220c;
a choice group with lovely cancellations; small hidden flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $314. Estimate $150 - 200
2685 P

2¢ carmine, plate proof on India (220P3), horizontal pair, Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2686 H
2¢ carmine, cap on both “2’s” variety (220c), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example of this scarce cap
on both 2’s variety, with superior color and impression, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
2687 HH
3¢ purple (221), o.g., never hinged (small bit of red offset on gum), handsome well centered stamp with
radiating color, Extremely Fine; with clear 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2688 P
6¢ brown red, large die proof (224P1), measuring 150 x 227mm, h.r. at top and bottom, Extremely Fine.
Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2689

2690

2691

Ex 2692

2689 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, outstanding large margined example in brilliant fresh condition,
Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $350 - 500
2690 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, well-centered example with vibrant color and crisp impression,
Extremely Fine, a gem! with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90; $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
2691 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, nicely centered example, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $160. SMQ VF 80; $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
2692 Ha
6¢ brown red (224), blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, interesting color study of three choice blocks, each
in a distinctly different shade of brown red; two stamps with minor creases and one stamp with a small ink stain at
bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300
2693 P
10¢ green, large die proof (226P1), AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO.N.Y. imprint, India removed from
card, India measuring 60 x 59mm; a couple tiny stains at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2694

2695

2696

2694 HH
15¢ indigo (227), o.g., never hinged, exemplary example in appealing condition, with deep prooflike
color and razor sharp impression, Very Fine; 1995 P.F. and 2013 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
2695 H
30¢ black (228), o.g., previously hinged, remarkably fresh stamp with monumental margins of epic size;
a classy example of this tough stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J.
SMQ VF-XF 85J; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
2696 HH
30¢ black (228), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh stamp in pristine condition; as fresh and choice as
the very first day it was issued, Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2697 H
30¢ black and 90¢ orange (228, 229), o.g., hinged, bottom margin imprint singles; #229 with tiny thin
spot and blunted perfs from scissor separation, otherwise Fine. Scott $730 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2698

2699

2700

2698 H
30¢ black (228), bottom strip of 5, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome multiple with intense color printed on
clean white paper, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2699 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., previously hinged, brilliantly colored well centered stamp with excellent eye appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $450. SMQ VF-XF 85; $720.
Estimate $600 - 800
2700 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., previously hinged, an extraordinary example with stupendous margins seldom
found on this “tight” margined and fresh example with tantalizing color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$450.
Estimate $350 - 500

1893 Columbian Issue

Ex 2701
2701 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, large die proofs (230P1-245P1), printed directly on large card, each
measuring 154 x 101 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Ex 2702

Ex 2703

Ex 2704

2702 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), bright and fresh, most with
hinge renmants, F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2703 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), wonderful set of card proofs;
also included in this lot is #E3P4, the Special Delivery issue that was produced at the same time, Very Fine. Scott
$2,180.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2704 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), without gum as issued, hinged,
remarkable set of card proofs with gorgeous fresh colors, a choice and desirable set in an impeccable state of preservation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,795.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2705

s
Columbian, 1¢ deep blue (230/240), sensational selection of desirable cancellations on piece or on individual stamps; #230-233, 236, and 238-240 with beautifully struck “World’s Fair Sta., Chicago, Ill” postmarks; #234
on small piece with “U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai” duplex cancellation; a terrific group of 9 different, F.-V.F. Scott
$386 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2706

2708

2709

2706 HH
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM quality stamp; a perfect example
with fabulous color and impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $31. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2707 HHa
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), right margin vertical imprint block of 8, excellent color, sharp impression, Post Office-fresh, o.g., never hinged; pencil mark in uppermost selvage; light gum bend on top right stamps,
separated perforations in bottom selvage, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $248 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2708 HH
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, massive jumbo margins all around; an unbelievable
stamp in Post Office fresh condition, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $105. Estimate $250 - 350
2709 HH

Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $98.
Estimate $200 - 300

2710 HH
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), bottom plate # strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh multiple with
gleaming rich color and unblemished gum, F.-V.F. Scott $475 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2711

2712

2714

2711 H
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), o.g., previously hinged, a Post Office fresh example with scintillating
color and balanced margins, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $50. SMQ SUP 98; $440.
Estimate $400 - 600
2712 HH
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), o.g., never hinged, with bright radiant color within near perfect margins for a stunning handsome example for the serious collector, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90 XQ. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2713 m
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), pair, “Worlds Fair Station, Jun 26, 1893" machine cancellation, premium quality imprint pair with a seldom seen postmark; very pretty, Fine. Scott $16 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2714 HH
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, among the most impressive examples obtainable;
featuring deep prooflike color, beautiful centering, and fully unblemished gum; a true GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2715 m
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), black cancellation, JUMBO margins and bold prooflike color, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $8. SMQ XF 90J; $125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2716 HHa
Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), full pane of 100, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), phenomenal
high quality showpiece in immaculate mint condition; with eye-arresting color and many choice top quality singles to
be found throughout this amazing pane/100; a rare opportunity for the serious collector, F.-V.F. Scott $18,260 as 2
plates & singles.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2717

2718

2719

2717 HH
Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, a fresh and pleasing mint stamp with enormous
JUMBO margins; a nifty stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ
VF-XF 85J; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2718 HH
Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, deep rich hue and sharp impression, large balanced
margins, lovely example, Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $160. SMQ VF 80; $165.
Estimate $150 - 200
2719 HH
Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), o.g., never hinged, fresh example with brilliant deep color, F.-V.F.;
with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2720

2721

2722

2720 m
Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), light black cancellation, absolutely gorgeous top quality stamp with
scintillating color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $73. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2721 HH
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example with well proportioned
margins and gleaming fresh color; as fresh and choice on the back as it is on the front; simply gorgeous, Extremely
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,050.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2722 m
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), beautifully struck “U.S. German Sea Post” cancellation, fresh and
attractive, Fine. Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200

2723 H
Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., lightly hinged, select bottom margin imprint single with brilliant
color, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2724

2725

2726

2724 m
Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), bold cancel, exceptionally well-centered example with equal margins
and alluring color, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2725 (H)
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), unused without gum, magnificent top quality example, with prodigious
margins, and electrifying color; a big time example, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$550. SMQ XF 90; $700.
Estimate $600 - 800
2726 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, completely sound and very attractive stamp with radiating
color, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

2727

2728

2729

2727 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinge remnant, handsome and fresh $1 Columbian with warm rich
color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
2728 (H)
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), regummed, fresh and choice example; tiny thin spots, otherwise Fine.
Scott $500 for no gum.
Estimate $250 - 350
2729 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), perfect strike of “Worlds Fair Sta., Chicago, Ill., Nov 29" c.d.s., beautiful
rich shade; a pretty stamp with an outstanding appearance; crease and a small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$525.
Estimate $350 - 500

2730

2731

2730 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), face free duplex cancellation, strong color; a very pleasant example; tiny
inclusion spot shows an face at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
2731 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), fresh, rich color and virtually perfect centering with a somewhat heavy
New York Station “30” duplex cancel, Very Fine (photo on white background to show that bottom perforations are
intact). Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2732

2733

2734

2732 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), bold duplex cancellation, excellent centering and exemplary color; tiny
perf thins at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
2733 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), NEW YORK “REG” cancel, an attractive, fresh and affordable example
with scintillating color; small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200
2734 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), neat duplex cancel, a beautiful example with rich and dazzling color; a
very pretty stamp; thin spot at top right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200

2735

2736

2737

2735 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., previously hinged, a fresh example with razor sharp color and impression well centered margins, Extremely Fine, a truly wonderful stamp for the conscientious collector; with 2017
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,050. SMQ XF 90; $1,975.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2736 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), disturbed o.g. from hinge removal, vivid fresh example in flawless condition; very pretty, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
2737 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., previously hinged, well balanced margins, beautiful rich color, a
fairly decent example of this popular stamp; small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

2738
2738

2739

Columbian, $2 brown red (242), tied on small piece by a gorgeous flag cancellation, deep saturated
color; simply gorgeous, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750

s

2739 m
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), black cancellation, wonderfully well centered; small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2740

Ex 2741

2742

2740 m
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), black registry cancellation, vibrant color; handsome example, Fine.
Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200
2741 m
Columbians, $3 yellow green, $4 crimson lake and $5 black (243-245), bold cancel on $3 and $4 denominations, neat “NEW YORK REG” cancel on $5; $3 hinged and repaired, generally F.-V.F., an attractive set.
Scott $2,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2742 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., previously hinged, a delightful example with dazzling rich
shade; short perforation at left and minor offset on reverse, otherwise F.-V.F., a very pleasing example; with 2015
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2743

2744

2745

2743 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), disturbed o.g., a fresh example with extremely intense color, a delightful stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2744 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., hinge remnants, alluring color within equally balanced margins;
small thins, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
2745 m
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), bottom plate number single, target cancellation at bottom right, brilliant fresh example; an extremely rare plate position showpiece; trivial hinge thin is of little consequence, otherwise
Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2746 m
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), bold “NEW ?” town cancel, with rich color; a trace of a light horizontal
crease, otherwise F.-V.F., an economy example of this difficult Columbian. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
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673072

2747

2748

2749

2747 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., previously hinged, a fresh and alluring example with gorgeous
color and eye appeal, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2748 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), disturbed o.g., fresh and attractive-appearing example with delightful color; neatly reperforated at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2749 H
Columbian, $4 rose carmine (244a), o.g., hinge remnants, brilliant fresh example of the gorgeous rose
carmine shade; small hinge thin, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2750

2751

2752

2750 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., hinge remnant, with slightly disturbed gum from paper adherence, beautiful rich color; small thins, Fine appearance. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
2751 m
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), neatly struck “New York” registry cancellation, completely sound
and attractive example in the intense crimson lake shade; as pretty as they come, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2752 m
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), absolutely gorgeous “Boston, Mass., Nov. 14, 1896" circular
datestamp and fancy 13 star flag cancellation, lovely example with warm rich color; small thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $600 - 800

2753
2753 m
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), canceled neat New York “REG” oval, choice color; couple small,
shallow thins, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2754

2755

2754 HH
Columbian, $5 black (245), left margin imprint single, o.g., stamp never hinged, lightly hinged in selvage
only, sharp jet-black color upon contrasting white paper, nice margins; gum has been ever-so-slightly glossed from
a mount, otherwise in Post office fresh condition, tiny inclusion speck, Fine; signed H. Bloch in margin. Scott $9,500
NH ($2300 for hinged).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2755 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), disturbed o.g., an attractive example of the high value Columbian with tremendous color; minor staining from gum soak along left and bottom margins, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
2756

NO LOT.

2757

2758

2757 m
Columbian, $5 black (245), neatly struck duplex cancellation, extremely fresh example with dynamite
color; strengthened bottom right corner perforation has been expertly repaired, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
2758 m
Columbian, $5 black (245), light black cancellation, brilliant color and crystal clear impression; slight
crease along top right corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

1894-1898 Bureau Issues

2759 P
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete,
large die proofs on India, sunk on card (247P1//263P1), measuring approximately 146 x 196mm, consisting of 247P1, 250P1, 253AP1-261AP1,
262P1-263P1; some hinge remnants on reverse and very light soiling on
face, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $4,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 2759
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Ex 2760

Ex 2761

2760 P
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (247P2-263P2), each
mounted on original grayish Roosevelt album card, very rare complete set with only 85 presentation booklets produced, bright and fresh, never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $3,535.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2761 H
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5 complete (246-263), plate number singles, o.g.,
hinged, rarely offered group of plate singles; includes 246-249, 250 x (2), 251, and 253-263 - missing only 252 for
completeness; wonderfully fresh colors; a few small faults mostly on the higher value stamps, otherwise Fine. Scott
$12,298.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2762

2763

2765

2766

2762 HH
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, massive margins and luscious rich color; a heart pounding top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ
XF 90; $250.
Estimate $250 - 350
2763 H
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), o.g., hinged, premium quality stamp with big beautiful margins; seldom
found so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $30. SMQ
XF-SUP 95J; $165.
Estimate $100 - 150
2764 H/(H)
1894, 1¢ to 15¢ (246//259), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g. or without gum, six extremely fresh
multiples; includes 246 x (2), 250 x (3) - one without gum, and 259; beautiful colors, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,860 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2765 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), o.g., never hinged, brilliant stunning color, very scarce shade, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $1,150 XF 90.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2766 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type II (251), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh - with full and
unblemished gum; quite elusive in this remarkable state of preservation, Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2767

2768

2769

2767 HH
1894, 3¢ purple (253), bottom strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, exceptional
color and centering; it’s surprising that this multiple has remained intact considering the exceptional centering, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. and 1986 P.F. certificates. Scott $450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2768 HH
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, attractive example with captivating color and mirror like impression, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $550. SMQ VF 80;
$525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2769 H
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), disturbed o.g., intriguing fold over piece; tear at bottom left repaired by hinge,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300

2770

2771

2770 HH/H 1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), left margin strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., 2 stamps never
hinged, fresh multiple with sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $1,290 + as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
2771 H
1894, 5¢ chocolate, misperf (255), vertical strip of 3, o.g. (bottom stamp with album adherence on gum,
middle stamp faint fingerprint on gum), fabulous misperfed strip showing dramatic doubling of the horizontal perforations; an exhibit quality showpiece; top stamp with tear at left, otherwise Fine. Scott $330 for normal singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
2772 P
1894, 6¢ brown, large die proof (256P1), measuring 153 x 200mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $250 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2773

2774

2775

2773 H
1894, 6¢ dull brown, imperf horizontally (256a), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, an appealing example with glamorous rich color; small fault not mentioned on certificate, otherwise Very Fine, incredibly elusive;
with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2774 H
1894, 10¢ dark green (258), o.g., lightly hinged, generous margins and dazzling color; a very choice
stamp, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2775 HH
1894, 50¢ orange (260), o.g., never hinged, a deep, rich and fiery orange shade; seldom seen in never
hinged condition, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,425.
Estimate $600 - 800

2776 HH
1894, $1 black, types I & II (261-261A), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged,
breathtaking fresh color on clean white paper; an immaculate multiple in a wonderful mint state - as fresh as the very
first day it was issued; left stamp is Scott #261 - type I; the right 2 stamps are 261A - type II’s; we cannot recall the
last time we have sold a combination strip of this issue, Fine. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2777

2778

2779

2780

2777 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., hinged, absolutely gorgeous top quality example of this scarce
unwatermarked type I stamp; with “Jet-Black” color printed on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2778 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable large margined example of this tough type I
stamp; brilliant fresh; expertly reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
2779 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., barest trace of hinge, intense color on clean white paper, Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
2780 (H)
1894, $1 black, type I (261), regummed, attractive appearance, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

2781 HH
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., never hinged, a pristine example of the elusive unwatermarked type
II variety in an unbelievable state of freshness with Jet-Black color and a detailed impression; a true condition rarity
as it is hardly found in never hinged condition; a delightful opportunity for the conscientious collector, Extremely
Fine, this fabulous stamp is 1 of 5 never hinged examples to attain the grade of VF-XF-85; with only 5 others grading
higher; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $6,500. SMQ VF-XF 85; $9,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2782 H
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., small hinge remnant, scarce type II stamp; a sound and attractive example with vivid color, Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2783 H
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh example of this difficult type II
stamp, Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2784 (H)
1894, $2 bright blue (262), unused without gum, extremely large margins and breathtaking fresh color;
an exceedingly attractive $2 Madison, F.-V.F.; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2785 m
1894, $2 bright blue (262), light town cancellation, a beautiful stamp with wide margins and deep rich
color; a nice example of this difficult stamp; wide margins seldom encountered on this “tight” issue; laminated thin at
the right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
2786 m
1894, $2 bright blue (262), light double oval cancel, gorgeous clear impression; a few tiny thins, Fine appearance. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

2787

2788

2789

Ex 2790

2787 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, impeccably fresh example of
this scarce stamp - the rarest regularly issued United States stamp; one of the few attractive and completely sound
plate singles available to collectors, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,000. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2788 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), o.g., hinged, wonderfully fresh example of this scarce stamp; tiny thin spot,
otherwise Fine. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2789 m
1894, $5 dark green (263), neat black along with some red crayon cancellation, decent example of this
tough used stamp; tear at left, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
2790 H
1895, 2nd Bureau issue (D.L. watermark), 1¢ to $5 complete (264-278), plate number singles, o.g.,
hinged, 273 is regummed, extremely desirable complete set; scarce as a full set, and nearly impossible to duplicate,
F.-V.F.; #278 with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $5,706.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2791

2792

2793

2791 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), combination pair, type I and II, o.g., never hinged, incredibly
fresh combo pair; left stamp is type II - Scott #266; right stamp is type III - Scott #267; incredibly fresh color, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2792 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), horizontal combination pair, o.g., never hinged, well-centered
with alluring color and a gorgeous impression, Very Fine, a handsome example of an interesting pair; with 2010
P.S.E. certificate as block of 4. Scott $220.
Estimate $250 - 350
2793 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type III (267), top right fold over pair, o.g., never hinged, fascinating error with vibrant
red color; right perforations repaired by hinge, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $32.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2794

2795

2796

2794 HH/H 1895, 3¢ to 10¢ (268-273), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
six wonderfully fresh and choice multiples; includes 268, 269, 271, and 273 with stamps never hinged; and 270 and
272 with disturbed gum, Fine. Scott $2,655.
Estimate $300 - 400
2795 HH
1895, 6¢ dull brown (271), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, desirable example with extremely large margins and dazzling color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $300 - 400
2796 m
1895, 8¢ violet brown, watermarked USIR (272a), fancy black cancellation, deep rich color; a very appealing example of this scarce USIR watermarked stamp showing clear “R” when dipped in fluid; a very pleasing
stamp; tiny flaws along bottom left corner, otherwise Fine; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2797 Ha
1895, 10¢ dark green (273), top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely elusive Bureau plate
block, especially when found as a wide top; with gleaming rich color, Fine. Scott $1,750. Estimate $750 - 1,000

2798

2799

2800

2801

2798 HH
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., never hinged, a stunning example in a wonderful mint state; a special opportunity for the serious collector to acquire a choice example of this mint stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $625. SMQ VF-XF 85; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2799 H

1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., hinged, deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150

2800 m
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), black cancellation, tremendous top quality example with prooflike color on lily
white paper, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $17. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2801 m
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), with black cork cancel, beautiful centering and bold color, a wonderful top
quality item, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $18. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2802 H
1895, $1 black, types I & II (276-276A), combination pair, o.g., hinged, marvelous intact pair showing
type I at left and type II at right; Scott #276A - type II - at right with a pulled perf at right and a tiny tear, otherwise Fine;
with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2803 m
1895, $1 black, types I & II (276-276A), combination pair, lightly struck black cancellation, immensely
scarce used combination pair, the left stamp type I, the right stamp type II; much more difficult to find in used condition than mint condition; right stamp - Scott #276A - with minute thin speck only visible in fluid, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2804

2805

2806

2804 HH
1895, $1 black, type I (276), o.g., never hinged, beautiful example with gorgeous margins and an acute
impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, choice example of this difficult issue; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85 and 2007 certificate. Scott $1,800. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2805 H
1895, $1 black, type I (276), o.g., previously hinged, a striking high quality example with impressive
Jet-Black color amid nicely balanced margins, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600.
SMQ VF 80; $560.
Estimate $500 - 750
2806 H
1895, $1 black, type I (276), o.g., previously hinged, a great looking stamp with intense Jet-Black color
and equally balanced margins; small trivial crease and nibbed perforation at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

2807 H
1895, $1 black, type I (276), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., hinged, appealing multiple;
completely sound and choice with brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2808

2809

2810

2811

2808 m
1895, $1 black, type I (276), double oval REG cancel, awesome example with wonderful centering and
intense color; among the most beautiful #276’s we’ve seen, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350
2809 H
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), o.g., lightly hinged, impressively fresh bottom margin single of the tough
type II $1 Perry; this stamp is among the most undervalued stamps in philately, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016
P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this elusive stamp was taken, bottom left stamp. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2810 m
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), bottom plate number single, neatly struck town cancellation, astounding
color printed on clean white paper; aa beautiful example of this seldom offered plate single that is almost impossible
to find in used condition, F.-V.F. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2811 m
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), neat duplex cancellation, premium quality example of this tough type II
stamp, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $200. SMQ VF 80; $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

2812

2813

2814

2812 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, awesome example with incredible depth of color; a scarce plate position, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2813 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), disturbed o.g., luscious rich shade; nice appearing stamp; reperforated at
left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
2814 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., hinged, tremendous rich
shade; a premium example of this rarely offered multiple, Fine. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2815

2816

2815 m
1895, $2 dark blue (277a), black cancellation, incredibly intense color; reperforated at bottom, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2816 m
1895, $2 bright blue and $5 dark green (277-278), each with manuscript penstroke cancellation, dazzling colors, very pleasing examples, Fine. Scott $1,000 for normal cancels.
Estimate $200 - 300

2817

2818

2819

2820

2817 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), o.g., hinged, an alluring example of this elusive high value, with vibrant rich
color and a finely etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2818 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), slightly disturbed o.g., astounding example - being virtually perfectly centered with exuberant color; scarce when found so choice, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2819 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), o.g., lightly hinged, excellent large margined stamp with heart pounding
color, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2820 H

1895, $5 dark green (278), disturbed o.g., select appearance; small faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

2821 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, extremely
attractive multiple of the desirable $5 Marshall; wide selvage at top; beautiful color and superior centering; as plate
blocks are virtually unobtainable, this beautiful showpiece is the nest best thing; left and right stamps with small thin
spots, Very Fine appearance. Scott $8,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2822

2823

2824

2822 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), New York Double Oval REG cancel, dazzling rich shade; a premium quality
stamp in exceptional condition, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
2823 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), neat registry cancellation, wonderful centering and tremendous rich color; a
great “looker”; faint paper wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2824 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), neat town cancellation, incredibly rich color; a nice copy of this high value; diagonal crease at upper left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
2825 HH/H 1898, 1¢-6¢, 4 different (279, 281, 282, 282C), plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., 282C never
hinged / others hinged, pleasing group of 4 different strips; gorgeous rich colors, Fine. Scott $2,112 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2826

2827

2828

2829

2826 H
1898, 2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), o.g., hinged, incredible color study comprising of 6 of the most
eye catching shades obtainable; this wonderful lot includes Scott #’s 279Bc the scarce rose carmine; #279Bd,
#279Bf reddish carmine x (2); #279Bg pink; and #279Bh vermilion; these issues are woefully undervalued and
have stumped collectors and dealers alike for decades; this is one of the few times you can obtain these beautiful
shade arrangements in one auction lot; be prepared for spirited bidding, as this group of 6 is nearly impossible to duplicate at any price, F.-V.F.; 279Bc with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $373.
Estimate $500 - 750
2827 H
1898, 2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), o.g., hinge remnant, terribly elusive rose carmine shade; a
choice example of this often misidentified stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2828 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk), booklet pane of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge only in
selvage, all stamps never hinged, outstanding example of the challenging vertical watermark variety, Fine. Scott
$500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2829 P
1897, 5¢-15¢, Roosevelt small die proofs (281P2, 283P2, 284P2), each measuring roughly 23mm x
27mm, scarce and desirable proofs; a few small thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,125. Estimate $250 - 350
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2830

2831

2830 HH
1898, 5¢ dark blue (281), bottom plate number strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, most impressive multiple in
a wonderful mint state, with strong color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $340. Estimate $250 - 350
2831 HH
1898, 6¢ lake (282), bottom strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, outstanding well centered plate number strip in
a remarkable state of preservation; these Bureau issue strips are never found this well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750

2832

2833

2834

2832 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged (gum crease), warm rich color; tiny natural paper inclusion at the center, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $100 - 150
2833 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II, vertical watermark
(283a), o.g., never hinged, fresh, vivid color, rarely offered example of the vertical watermark variety, F.-V.F., choice example.
Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350
2834 HH
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice bottom margin single in a quality seldom seen on this difficult Bureau issue, Extremely Fine; with
2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $475. SMQ XF 90;
$1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2835 Ha
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged, choice example of this extremely scarce and ridiculously undervalued plate block; with deeply saturated color,
Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

Ex 2836
2836 P
Trans-Miss. complete, large die proofs (285P1-293P1), desirable set of these popular large die
proofs; cut down to 90 x 75mm for easy display on an album page; remarkably rich colors throughout; a few trivial
toned spots are of little consequence, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $7,950.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 2837

Ex 2838

2837 H
Trans-Miss. complete (285-293), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, extremely fresh complete set of
these popular stamps; seldom seen as plate number singles; beautiful fresh colors, Fine. Scott $4,253.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2838 m
Trans-Miss. complete (285-293), neat or fancy cancellations, fresh and attractive complete set of 9 values; small faults, but nice appearance, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,067.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2839

2840

2841

2839 HH
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal remarque of Father
Marquette, explorer of the Mississippi river in 1673 in the wide selvage at right; a beautiful piece of art, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2840 HH
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), bottom margin single with imprint, o.g., never hinged, equally
balanced margins on this GEM with enticing deep rich color; cut in margin, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $70. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2841 HH
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., never hinged, a superb example with exceptional centering, fresh
and fiery color and full gum; a most impressive example; tiny natural inclusion at lower left, otherwise Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

2842

2843

2842 Ha
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), bottom plate block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, a beautiful well centered multiple with the most beautiful color you’ll ever see - a deeply saturated shade without the slightest trace of oxidation,
Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2843 m
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), East Clarendon, VT “Admiral Dewey” cancellation, eye catching example
with one of the most interesting cancellations you’ll ever see, Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2844

2845

2846

2844 H
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., previously hinged, particularly choice top quality example of
this popular stamp; well centered extra large margins, with captivating color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2845 H
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., previously hinged, a tantalizing fresh stamp with gleaming
color, choice example, Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2846 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, bid low on this, and you’ll be left out in the
cold. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2847

2848

2849

2847 m
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), fresh and nicely centered with a relatively light New York Station “P” double
oval cancel, Very Fine. An attractive, completely sound example of this always popular high value. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
2848 m
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), duplex cancel, deep jet black color upon contrasting white paper within
neatly balanced large generous margins; small thin at lower right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
2849 m
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), magnificent jet black color, trace guide line at top; crease at top, Very Fine
appearance. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

2850 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., lightly hinged (vertical gum crease), premium quality wide
margined example with vivid color; unusually choice $2 Trans., Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2851

2852

2853

2851 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), extraordinary double duplex cancels, wonderfully fresh and
choice used example of this difficult stamp; with alluring color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,500. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2852 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), bold New York Registry cancel, wonderfully fresh and choice
used example of this difficult stamp; with alluring color; trace of a corner crease, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
2853 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), neat magenta geometric cancel, fresh, rich color, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500

1901 Pan-American Issue

Ex 2854

Ex 2855

2854 P
Pan-Americans complete, large die proofs (294P1-299P1), each measuring approximately 200 x
150mm; light soiling on 8¢ and tiny edge crease on right of 10¢, Very Fine. Scott $3,450.
Estimate $1,500 2,000
2855 P
Pan-Americans complete, small die proofs (294P2-299P2), each measuring approximately 61 x
49mm; a few natural paper irregularities and 2¢, 4¢ and 10¢ with light paper wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$3,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2856 HH/H
site).

Pan-American set, complete (294-299), with two shades of the 2¢, F.-V.F. Scott $382 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

2857 H/(H)
1¢ and 2¢ Pan-Americans (294-295), 294 o.g., hinged; 295 without gum, eye catching vignette shifts;
294 shifted way into frame line at bottom right; 295 with unusual “High Train” shifted way to the top of the stamp,
Fine. Scott $31 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2858 H
1¢ Pan-American (294), bottom plate number single, o.g., hinged, “Sinking Ship” variety with vignette to
the bottom of the stamp, Fine. Scott $16 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2859 H/(H)
1¢ Pan-American (294/299), top arrow pairs, o.g. or without gum, three fresh and attractive arrow pairs;
294 no gum, 297 o.g. with thin spots, and 298 in immaculate never hinged condition, Fine. Scott $642 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2860 HH
1¢ Pan-American (294-295), plate number and imprint strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh
multiples, Fine. Scott $517 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2861

2863

2864

2861 S
2¢ Pan-American, overprinted “Specimen” (295SE), unused without gum, brilliantly colored example
of this elusive “Specimen” overprint, Fine. Scott $235.
Estimate $150 - 200
2862 HH
4¢-5¢ Pan Americans (296-297), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; both with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott
$350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2863 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., never hinged, a lovely stamp with well-centered margins and deep color,
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $170. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2864 H
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $70. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $175 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
2865 H/(H)
4¢ Pan-American (296-299), bottom plate number pairs, o.g. or without gum, eye catching plate # pairs;
includes 296 never hinged; 297 - without gum; and 298-299 o.g., with hinge remnants; a very fresh group of these
popular stamps, Fine. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2866

2867

2869

2866 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, a striking well margined stamp with handsome deep rich
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $230. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2867 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$230. SMQ VF 80; $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2868

8¢-10¢ Pan-Americans (298-299), tied on part of exposition postcard by Buffalo, NY oval cancellation,
lovely examples along with E1 on piece; if this was a full postcard., Very Fine. Scott $160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

s

2869 HHa
10¢ Pan-American (299), top margin block of 6 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged, a
great fresh example of this “poor mans” plate block, Very Fine. Scott $1,800 as singles. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Inverted Centers

2870 H
1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (294a), o.g., previously hinged, a gorgeous example of this popular
inverted center with deep rich color; difficult to find in such lovely condition, F.-V.F. and elusive; with 2017 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2871 H
1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (294a), disturbed o.g., radiating color; a wonderfully fresh and pleasing example of this popular invert; short perf at top, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1902-1908 Regular Issues

Ex 2872

Ex 2873

Ex 2874

2872 P
1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (300P2-313P2), each mounted on original grayish Roosevelt album card, bright and fresh, never hinged; some foxing to 50¢, otherwise Very Fine, very rare complete set with only
85 presentation booklets produced. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2873 P
1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (300P2-313P2), on grayish Roosevelt card backing, each measuring approximately 27 x 30mm, rare complete set; 50¢ is oxidized, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2874 P
1¢ to $5 complete, small die proofs (300P2-313P2), eye catching set of small die proofs; removed from
presentation album gray backing; a choice set on uniformed beauty; couple thins and a few wrinkles from removal
from grey card backing, otherwise Extremely Fine, from Roosevelt presentation album - only 85 sets can possibly
exist. Scott $4,275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2875

2876

2877

2875 S
1¢ to $5, “Specimen” overprints complete (300SE-313SE), part o.g. or no gum; piece missing 2¢, tear
10¢, 8¢ & $1 with straight edges, otherwise Very Fine, the $5, in particular, is quite choice. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Accompanied by a March 1903 letter of provenance from the Third Assistant Postmaster General telling the
original owner of the set.
2876 S
1¢ to $5 complete, overprinted “Specimen” (300SE-313SE), scarce and desirable set; complete set,
3¢, 4¢, 10¢ and 50¢ have some small faults, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2877 H
1¢ to $5 complete (300-313), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, very elusive complete set of plate singles; each selected for beautiful rich colors, Fine. Scott $4,346.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Ex 2878

2879

2880

2878 HH/H 1¢-13¢ (300/319), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, six brilliant fresh multiples; 300, 303, 307 and 308 never hinged; a pleasing group; 307 with serious perf separations, otherwise Fine. Scott $3,204.
Estimate $500 - 750
2879 H
Fine.

1¢ blue green (300), o.g., very lightly hinged, eye catching double pre-printing paper fold; nice wide folds,
Estimate $100 - 150

2880 m
1¢ blue green (300-311), nice variety of better cancellations, select group of 12 values; handpicked for
color, centering, or postmarks, F.-V.F. Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150

2881

2882

2881 H
1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinged, premium quality example with brilliant color; much
nicer than usually found, F.-V.F.; with 1976 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
2882 H
2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, lively fresh color and sharp clear impression,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2883

2884

2885

2883 HH
3¢ bright violet (302), o.g., never hinged, awesome example with boardwalk margins and smashing rich
color; a tremendous top quality stamp that would enhance any collection, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $130. SMQ XF 90J; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2884 H
4¢ brown essay (303-E3), retouched photo sensitive paper; an incredibly scarce essay rarely offered in
any condition; trivial thin spots, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2885 HH
15¢ olive green (309), top margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, fabulous example with
ravishing rich color and crystal clear impression, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2886

2887

2888

2889

2890

2886 HH
$1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, refreshing top quality example featuring vivacious color and particularly choice centering; a big time stamp sure to please the most demanding collector, Extremely Fine; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,900. SMQ XF 90; $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2887 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, incredibly fresh stamp with well incised impression, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1993 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken; this being top right stamp from the block.
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2888 H

$1 black (311), o.g., very lightly hinged, large margins and brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

2889 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, deep color and clear impression; a choice well centered stamp; reperforated
at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2890 m
$1 black (311), extremely light cancellation, well margined example with vibrant color; almost never
found with a light unobtrusive postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $90. SMQ
XF 90; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2891

2892

2893

2894

2895

2891 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., previously hinged, breathtaking color and clear impression; a wonderful top
quality stamp that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $1,350.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2892 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., hinge remnant, dazzling rich shade; a great looking stamp; reperforated at right,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2893 m
$2 dark blue (312), neat registry cancellation, sharp clear impression; a very pleasing example, F.-V.F.;
with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
2894 m

$2 dark blue (312), neat black cancellation, deep rich shade; very choice, F.-V.F. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150

2895 H
$5 dark green (313), o.g., previously hinged, an outstanding example with equally balanced margins and
fresh, radiant color; a beautiful high denominated stamp; red owner handstamp on reverse, Very Fine; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2896

2897

2898

2899

2900

2896 H
$5 dark green (313), o.g., hinge remnants, bright vivid color; a flawless sound stamp with crisp clear impression, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2897 m
$5 dark green (313), neat New York registry cancellation, premium example of this difficult stamp; extremely rich color and sharp impression, Very Fine; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
2898 m
$5 dark green (313), bold “New York” Registry cancellation, handsome example of this key value,
F.-V.F. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500
2899 m
$5 dark green (313), neat registry cancellation, bold prooflike color; a pretty $5 Marshall; tiny hidden perf
tear at bottom right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
2900 m
$5 dark green (313), neat registry cancellation, sound and attractive example with radiating color, Fine.
Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2901

2902

2903

2901 HH/H 1¢ blue green, imperf (314/320A), vending coil pairs, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, three
Shermack type III pairs - 314, 320 and 320b; along with 320A U.S. Automatic Vending Co. pair, F.-V.F. Scott $189.
Estimate $100 - 150
2902 H
1¢ blue green, Schermack type II perfs (314), pair, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2903 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and large margins all around, premium example of this popular and highly sought after issue, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF
90; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

2904

2905

2906

2904 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), right plate number pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, stunning deep rich color; premium multiple that could easily pass as never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800
2905 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, fresh, top quality example with rich impression, Very Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $575. SMQ VF 80; $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
2906 HH
5¢ bright blue, imperf (315), pair, o.g., never hinged, desirable top quality multiple with beautiful color,
Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate specifically identifying this as the bright blue shade. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2907

2908

2907 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, desirable multiple in immaculate condition with beautiful rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
2908 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), left margin horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, an attractive pair with scintillating
blue color, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2909

2910

2911

2909 m
5¢ blue, imperf (315), dubious “Duplex” cancellation, impressive bottom left corner margin single with a
scarce cancellation which we believe to be non-contemporary - and thus is being sold as such; as genuine used
#315’s are rare, this is the next best thing, Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate stating that the cancellation is
genuine. Scott $1,250 as genuinely used.
Estimate $500 - 750
2910 m
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair, non-contemporary bull’s eye cancellation, nice appearing “used” multiple,
with a fake cancellation; as this stamps only catalogs for $625 in hinged condition, cancels have found their way to
numerous examples of Scott #315; large thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $11,500 if genuinely used.
Estimate $300 - 400
2911 H
5¢ blue, Schermack type III perfs (315), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, very scarce pair; left
stamp with tiny thin at top, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2912

2913

1914

2912 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (315), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2913 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type II perfs (315), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 1995
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2914 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type III perfs (315), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, rare private vending
pair; internal tear at center and crease at left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Very Rare Early Experimental Coil

2915 H
1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (318), pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2916 HH
2¢ shade study (319), o.g., nearly all never hinged, extraordinary group of color shades; one of the most
attractive selection we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; 7 different examples that include the
common carmine shade, Scott #319; #319b carmine rose; 319c hinged with a crease - the scarlet shade; #319F
lake type II; #319Fi scarcer carmine shade type II; #319Fj - the impossible carmine rose type II, and #319Fk the eye
catching scarlet type II; two certificates accompany - the #319Fk with 2015 PSE cert., and #319Fj with 2003 PSE
cert.; if you’re a serious collector interested in expanding your collection to include the better types and shades of
#319, then this lot is for you; the current Scott catalog of $630.00 is ridiculous and quite insulting considering the
scarcity in obtaining these difficult stamps; don’t be afraid to bid high - bid really high, and you won’t be disappointed; a realization of double or even triple catalog is not out of line for a group of this quality, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $630.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2917 H/m
2¢ carmine, type I (319), three interesting examples; two unused, one with extra row of vertical perforations down middle of stamp, the other misperfed; plus a diagonal bisect tied to small piece by well struck “Washington, D.C.” oval handstamp, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2918
2918 HH
$500.

2919

2920

2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2919 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (319Fi), o.g., never hinged, very scarce color with massive margins at top and bottom, Very Fine; with 1975 and 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
2920 HH
2¢ imperfs (320), pairs, o.g., never hinged, beautiful selection of horizontal pairs; a fabulous group of 4
different pairs including the common carmine shade - Scott #320; #320b scarlet; 320c carmine rose, and 320A the
desirable lake shade type II; an awesome group, Extremely Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2921

2922

2923

2921 (H)
2¢ carmine, International Vending Co. perfs (320), pair, regummed, V.G.-Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2922 H
2¢ carmine, Mail-O-Meter type IA perfs (320), pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
2923 H
2¢ lake, Brinkerhoff type I perfs (320A), line pair, o.g., previously hinged; repaired torn corner at bottom
left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $360.
Estimate $100 - 150

2924

2926

2927

2924 H
2¢ lake, Schermack type II perfs (320a), pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2925 HH/H 2¢ lake, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (320a), strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged (center pair
never hinged), Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $425 (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350
2926 H
2¢ scarlet, International Vending Co. perfs (320b), pair, o.g., previously hinged, V.G.-Fine; with 1977
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2927 H
2¢ scarlet, Mail-O-Meter type II perfs (320b), pair, o.g., hinged, right stamp is sound; left stamp with 3 x
5mm thin, otherwise Very Fine; signed Belasco, with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $875.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2928 H
2¢ carmine, type II, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (322), o.g., previously hinged, impressive coil
single with alluring color and a sharp impression; magnificent example of this rarely offered coil single, Very Fine;
with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $7,000. SMQ VF 80; $7,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1904-1907 Commemorative Issues

Ex 2929

2932

2933

2929 HH
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), plate number and imprint pairs, o.g., never hinged, wonderful
group of pristine mint pairs; purchased at the Post Office at the Louisiana Purchase exposition in 1904 according to
manuscript notation in selvage of the #326 pair, F.-V.F. Scott $1,945.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2930 m
Louisiana Purchase, four values (323-324, 326-327), each with neatly struck “World’s Fair” cancellation, each with a beautiful cancel, Fine. Scott $57 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2931

s
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), each tied on small piece by “St. Louis, Mo., Exposition Sta”
duplex cancellations, interesting group of five different values; a nice matched set, Fine. Scott $84 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2932 m
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), black wavy machine cancel, large, equally balanced margins; a stunning
example of this notoriously difficult used stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 7 examples attaining
this impressive garde, and is the Highest Graded used #323 according to PSE’s population report; with 2013 and
2010 P.S.E. certificates each graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $5. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2933 H
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), bottom margin single with imprint, o.g., previously hinged, a GEM with
equally balanced margins and beckoning rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$125. SMQ XF 90; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 2934

Ex 2935

2934 HH
Jamestown complete (328-330), top plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, nice matched set with
gorgeous colors, Fine. Scott $440.
Estimate $100 - 150
2935 HH/H Jamestown complete (328-330), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., 328-329 never hinged; 330
lightly hinged, beautiful multiples with ravishing rich colors, Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $200 - 300
2936 HH
1¢ Jamestown (328), 3 top margin blocks and 3 margin pairs, o.g., never hinged, a lovely and attractive
collection of blocks and pairs totaling 20 stamps, better than usually found for this issue, F.-V.F. Scott $835 as
blocks and pairs (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2937

2939

2940

2937 m
1¢ Jamestown (328), tremendous GEM quality example of this terribly difficult used stamp; virtual perfect centering and bold rich color; simply amazing, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 11 examples to attain this impressive grade, with only 3 others grading higher; with 2014 and 2009 P.S.E. certificates graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $5. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $185.
Estimate $250 - 350
2938 H
2¢-5¢ Jamestown (329-330), disturbed o.g., very attractive bottom left corner margin singles; each with
engraver’s initials “M.R.G.” in selvage, Fine. Scott $200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2939 (H)
5¢ Jamestown (330), unused without gum, an impressive example with boardwalk margins and a crisp
impression; rich alluring color; despite the fact that this stamp has no gum, it is among the finest appearing examples we have ever encountered, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott
$125.
Estimate $300 - 400
2940 HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, alluring deep color and an acute impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2941 Ha
5¢ Jamestown (330), bottom margin arrow block of 4, o.g., small hinge slivers, radiating color, Fine.
Scott $550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL Watermark

Ex 2942

Ex 2944

2945

2942 H
Washington-Franklins (331-341), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, attractive short set up to #341; a
very pleasing group of 11 different values, Fine. Scott $670.
Estimate $200 - 300
2943 m
1¢ green (331), five used singles, different shades, all gradable 85 or above, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2944 Ha
4¢ orange brown and 5¢ blue (334-335), blocks of 4, 2mm spacing, o.g., previously hinged, an attractive set, F.-V.F. Scott $340 as blocks.
Estimate $250 - 350
2945 HH/Ha 4¢ orange brown (334), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (3 bottom stamps never hinged),
deep rich color; small gum skip on bottom right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

2946

2947

2948

2949

2950

2946 HH
8¢ olive green (337), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality example with gleaming bright color;
simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 13 at this impressive grade; only 7 others grade higher; with 2017
P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $105. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2947 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color and clearly etched impression, Very
Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2948 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, a lovely mint stamp featuring glamorous rich color and
has the barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4.
Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2949 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, an attractive stamp with deep color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
2950 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, strong color and razor-sharp impression; short perforation at right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2951 HH/H $1 violet brown (342), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnant (2 end stamps never
hinged), exceedingly fresh multiple with razor sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $2,550. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2952

2953

2954

2955

2956

2952 H
5¢ blue, Brinkerhoff type I perfs (347), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2953 H
5¢ blue, Brinkerhoff type IIb perfs (347), pair, o.g., previously hinged; small edge faults, otherwise
F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
2954 HH/H 5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (347), line strip of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never
hinged) position 3, Very Fine; with 1998 P.S.A.G. certificate and 2018 PF certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
2955 H
4¢ orange brown, vertical coil (350), line pair, o.g., hinged, fresh and attractive multiple with vivid color;
hint of a tiny filled thin spot in the top stamp, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2015 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,175.
Estimate $350 - 500
2956 H
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), pair, o.g., previously hinged, a fresh example, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2957

2958

2959

2957 HH
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding coil with rich, vibrant color, a
great stamp Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 and 2015 P.F. certificate for guide line strip of
4. Scott $2,350. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2958 H
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), line pair, o.g., hinged, breathtaking rich shade; a very fresh and pleasing multiple, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $500 - 750
2959 HH
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), line pair, o.g., never hinged, a great stamp with vibrant rich color; tiny tear on
left side of bottom stamp, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1982 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,350.
Estimate $300 - 400

2960

2961

2962

2960 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh multiple with radiating color; among the most impressive examples of this coil one could ever hope for, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
2961 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example of this most difficult
coil; bright color, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
2962 H
4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), line pair, large part o.g.; heavy hinge remnants, beautiful well
margined multiple with astounding color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.Estimate $500 - 750

2963 H
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged (pencil mark on gum), extremely attractive coil
with eye-arresting color, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2964 HHa
2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), left margin block of 4 with part imprint, o.g., never hinged; light vertical
gum bend along left stamps, V.G.-Fine. Scott $680.
Estimate $150 - 200

2965

2966

2965 H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), o.g., lightly hinged, select example of this elusive Bluish paper, without any of the ink hand stamps that tend to plague these issues; this stamp is clean as a whistle, Very Fine; with
2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2966 H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., lightly hinged, excellent example of this surprisingly difficult and
undervalued stamp; with fully unblemished gum - rare thus, as these issues are notorious for hand stamps and pencil notations; this example offered here is a beauty, Very Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2967 Ha
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, lovely bright contrasting color of
red orange color against bluish paper; tremendous top quality multiple rarely seen; the right two stamps are matchless GEMS that would realize big numbers if broken out of this fantastic block, Very Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate
and 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2968 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., lightly hinged, a fantastic 10¢ bluish paper, much nicer than usually
encountered; woefully undervalued as this particular example is in a remarkable state of preservation; well worth a
serious bid, Very Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2969 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous top quality example with glowing rich
color and impressive centering, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2970 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., hinged, decent example with exceedingly rich color; an affordable
Bluish Paper, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2971 Ha
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged (bottom two stamps o.g. never
hinged), scintillating color and detailed impression; an awesome example of this rarity; the bottom left stamp is an
extraordinary example; a seldom seen block of the 10¢ bluish paper, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott
$11,200 as singles.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2972 H
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), tremendous rich shade; a flawless example of this tough stamp, Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2973 m
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), neatly placed “Saginaw, Mich” in double oval cancellation, exceedingly scarce genuinely used example of this elusive Bluish paper; nice big margins and strong color, Fine; with 2018
P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2974 m
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), exceptionally light black cancellation, nicely centered example of
this scarce used bluish paper; faintly toned perforations at left and right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2975

2976

2975 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., never hinged, elusive offered example of the very desirable bluish paper variety; with rich radiant color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4 from which this
stamp was taken. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2976 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., hinged, extremely fresh example of this elusive stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Lots 2977-3814
U.S. Stamps: Regular Issues 1909-2002
U.S. Stamps: Airmail and Back-of-the-Book
Confederate States
U.S. Possessions and United Nations
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U.S. Stamps
1909 Commemorative Issues

Ex 2977

2979

2977 H
4 different commemoratives (367-368, 370-371), plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., lightly
hinged, four handsome strips; rich colors, Very Fine. Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150
2978 ma
2¢ Lincoln, imperf (368,371), center line blocks of 4, light cancellations, elusive used blocks; seldom offered; 368 block with minor paper wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2979 H
2¢ Lincoln, Schermack type III perfs (368), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, scarce line strip; a
couple natural gum creases, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

2980

2981

2980 H
2¢ Lincoln, U.S. Automatic Vending type II perfs (368), strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine;
with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
2981 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, fabulous bottom left corner margin single with engraver’s initials “C.V.’ in selvage; large margins and lively color, Very Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

2982
2982 HH

2983

2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2983 H
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, seldom seen plate single; lovely
rich shade, F.-V.F. Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2984

2985

2986

2984 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, intriguing example of this rare variety, F.-V.F.; with
photocopy of 2008 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2985 m
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), wavy black machine cancellation, large margined example with strong
color with nice bluing to the paper, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
2986 m
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), bottom plate number single, neat machine cancellation, elusive plate
single on this bluish paper; tiny thin and light crease, otherwise Fine; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

2987

2988

2987 HH
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, Mail-O-Meter type III perfs (371), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F.
certificate. Scott $260 as hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
2988 HH/H 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, U.S. Automatic Vending type Ib perfs (371), left margin pair, o.g., previously hinged
(right stamp never hinged), Very Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $95 as normal hinged pair.
Estimate $100 - 150

2989

2990

2989 H
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, Brinkerhoff type II perfs (373), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 1967
P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
2990 H
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, Mail-O-Meter type IV perfs (373), pair, o.g., hinged, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 2991

Ex 2992

2991 HH/H Washington-Franklins complete (374-382), o.g., #381 never hinged, the balance hinged, select set of
these desirable stamps; the never hinged #381 is a handsome wide margined stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $627.
Estimate $350 - 500
2992 H
Washington-Franklins complete (374-382), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, decent lot containing 9
different values; 380 with small thin spot, generally Fine. Scott $517.
Estimate $100 - 150

1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL Watermark

2993

2994

2993 H
2¢ lake (375b), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example of this incredibly elusive lake shade, much scarcer
than the catalog value indicates, Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
2994 HH
8¢ olive green (380), o.g., never hinged, fabulous rich shade; a pristine mint example in Post Office fresh
condition, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

2995 Ha
8¢ olive green (380), full wide top plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with
2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2996

2997

2998

2996 Ha
10¢ yellow (381), bottom margin block of 4 with plate number and part imprint, top two stamps o.g. previously hinged and bottom stamps o.g. never hinged with minor gum skips, bold, vibrant color; tiny natural inclusion
on bottom left stamp, some perforation separations, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $340.
Estimate $500 - 750
2997 HH
1¢ green, vertical coil (385), line pair, o.g., never hinged, enticing coil with a sharp, crisp impression,
Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and 2004 and 1986 P.F. certificates. Scott $240. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $1,275.
Estimate $600 - 800
2998 HH

1¢ green, vertical coil (385), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

2999

3000

2999 H
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (386), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, desirable coil with brilliant fresh color;
quite elusive when found completely sound and choice, Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
3000 H
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, premium quality multiple with incredible
depth of color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $190. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3001

3002

3001 H
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, rich green color, gorgeous color;
an unusually choice strip of this terribly difficult coil issue; left stamp with natural fiber inclusion at right, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $245.
Estimate $200 - 300
3002 m
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), guide line pair, with a black wavy line machine cancel, a generous example of this often faked coil with stupendous margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3003

3004

3003 HH
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (393), line pair, o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality multiple; much nicer
than the PSE graded certificate of XF-90 would indicate, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ XF 90; $1,150.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3004 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (393), guide line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, difficult to find in larger
multiples; an impressive example of this difficult coil, with captivating color, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$390.
Estimate $250 - 350

3005

3006

3005 HH
3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), pair, o.g., never hinged, fabulous deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3006 HH/H 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged (left and right stamps never
hinged), appealing multiple with outstanding color; seldom offered as a guide line strip of 4; very pretty, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,045.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3007
3007 m
$650.

3008

3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, neat black cancellation, elusive used coil, Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3008 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), paste up strip of 4 with plate number 5577 on paste up, o.g., previously
hinged, desirable coil strip for the plate number coil specialist; with outstanding color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300

3009

3010

3009 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, good looking coil with wonderfully rich
color, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
3010 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice multiple of this tough coil issue; beautiful color and impression, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $595.
Estimate $300 - 400

3011

3012

3013

3014

3011 m
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, “World’s Panama Pacific Exposition in San Francisco, 1915"
boxed cancellation, incredibly fresh; elusive multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
3012 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., never hinged, with deep blue color and equally balanced margins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott $135.
Estimate $200 - 300
3013 H
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., previously hinged, a beautiful well-centered example with alluring
blue color, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $60.
Estimate $200 - 300
3014 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., never hinged, an attractive scarce single, catalogs for more in used
condition than mint; faint perforation disc indent, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90 for pair. Scott $60. SMQ XF 90; $295.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3015

3016

3017

3015 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example with deep blue color in pristine
mint condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85 og NH. Scott $375. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
3016 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, an inviting, premium well-centered example with
a crisp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
3017 H
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh well centered multiple with
sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $160.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

3018

3019

3018 HH/H 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged (left and right stamps never hinged),
handsome multiple with dynamite color; a splendid coil, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $695.
Estimate $350 - 500
3019 m
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, neat black double oval cancellation, flawless multiple with luxurious rich color, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

Ex 3020
3020 HH/H Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12 (397-400A), top plate number singles, o.g., 397, 399 & 400A never
hinged / others hinged, premium quality group including both shades on the 10 cent value, #’s 400 and 400A,
F.-V.F. Scott $671.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 3021

Ex 3022

3023

3021 m
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12 (397-400A), each with “San Francisco, California” precancel, attractive matched set, Fine. Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
3022 HH/H Panama-Pacific nearly complete, perf 12 (397-400), o.g., 397-98 never hinged / 399-400 lightly
hinged, bright and very well centered; tiny gum skips on 1¢, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 399 and 400 with 1977
P.F. certificate. Scott $245.
Estimate $200 - 300
3023 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (399), o.g., never hinged, magnificent op quality stamp in a condition rarely
encountered; with well proportioned margins and electrifying color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 3024
3024 HH
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 10 (401-404), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully
fresh; the #404 is a wide top plate position with fabulous fresh color; inexpensive #402 is faulty - with a thin spot and
pulled perfs at left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,195.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3025
3025 m
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 10 (401-404), plate number singles, black cancellations, extremely elusive used set, F.-V.F. Scott $97.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3026 HH/Ha 1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), block of 54, o.g., all never hinged except bottom right stamp, which is
hinged, brilliant Post Office fresh showpiece in a marvelous state of preservation; careful examination recommended as their are numerous GEM quality examples present for the astute dealer or collector willing to break up
this wonderful showpiece; column 2 with faint vertical crease; the bottom right stamp with a corner crease - and is
not counted in the catalog value, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,180 for singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3027

3028

3029

3027 HHa
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pristine multiple in a marvelous mint state; with vivid color and fully unblemished gum, Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
3028 HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example with vivid color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $160. SMQ VF-XF 85; $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
3029 HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate for irregular block of 3. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

3030 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends not mentioned on accompanying certificate), remarkably fresh example with the deepest and richest color imaginable, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $375.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3031

3032

3031 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
3032 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F.; with 1991 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues
3033 HH/H 1912, 1¢ to 2¢ coils complete (410-413), line pairs, o.g., #410 never hinged, others hinged, nice group
of line pairs; #413 with nibbed perfs along right side or right stamp, F.-V.F.; each with P.F., P.S.E. or Weiss certificates. Scott $515 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3034 H
1912, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (413), guide line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous well centered strip in a condition rarely encountered; much more difficult than one would imagine, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $395.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex3035
3035 H
1912-14, Washington-Franklins, perf 12, S.L. watermark, 8¢ to $1 complete (414-423), o.g., hinged,
#419 never hinged, fabulous selection of 10 values including both 50 cent values, #421 with single line watermark,
and #422 with double line watermark; an exceptional set of these popular stamps all hand picked from a meticulously assembled collection, F.-V.F.; #421 with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,692.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3036

Ex 3037

3038

3036 H
1912-14, Washington-Franklins, perf 12, S.L. watermark, 8¢ to 50¢ complete (414-421), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, eye catching group of 8 different plate singles; much more difficult to assemble than one
would imagine, Fine. Scott $842.
Estimate $300 - 400
3037 HH
1912-1914, 10¢ orange yellow - 12¢ claret brown (416-417), o.g., never hinged (offset on gum of 12¢
stamp), nicely balanced margins and vibrant color, Very Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
3038 H
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., previously hinged, a remarkable stamp with equally balanced margins and astounding color, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for
block of 4. Scott $325. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3039

3040

3041

3042

3043

3039 H
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., previously hinged, a fresh and pleasing copy of this tough
stamp with wonderfully fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for block of 4. Scott
$325. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
3040 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 for block. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
3041 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), top plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, extraordinary
example with large, well balanced margins and delightful color, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.Estimate $250 - 350
3042 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., hinged, bold color on bleach white paper; quite pleasing,
F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
3043 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., previously hinged, a nice appearing stamp with warm rich
color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 3044
3044 H
1913-15, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (424-440), o.g.,
hinged, premium quality set of these popular Washington-Franklin perf 10 issues; much nicer than normally encountered, F.-V.F.; Scott #440 with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,281.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3045
3045 H
1913-15, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (424-440), all plate
number singles, except #427, o.g., hinged, impressive group of 16 different values, painstakingly assembled by a
plate number collector who choose only attractive stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,281.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 3046

3048

3046 Ha
1914, 1¢ green (424-425), plate blocks of 10 with “COIL STAMPS” imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, matched
set of right margin plates with intense colors, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

3047 HH
1914, 4¢ brown (427), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and impression within the confines of near perfect centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
3048 HHa
1914, 5¢ blue (428), plate block of 6 with plate number, o.g., never hinged except for center top stamp
which is previously hinged, an appealing premium quality Post Office fresh plate with alluring color, Very Fine; with
1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3049

3050

3049 HH
1914, 7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with wonderfully balanced margins and
brilliant color; an amazing stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 15 examples at the impressive grade of
XF-Sup-95, with only 4 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $200. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3050 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (438), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh example; unusually large margins,
Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $400. SMQ VF 80; $430.
Estimate $300 - 400

3051

3052

3051 HH
1915, 50¢ violet (440), elusive top plate number single, o.g., never hinged (trivial natural paper inclusion
at lower left, and couple perfs rejoined at upper right), lovely example of this difficult high value plate single with tantalizing color on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,050. SMQ
XF 90; $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3052 HH
1915, 50¢ violet (440), o.g., never hinged (minor gum bend), choice example with pleasant color and
wonderful overall freshness, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

3053

3054

3055

3053 H
1915, 50¢ violet (440), o.g., lightly hinged, premium quality example with radiant color on clean white paper, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
3054 HH/H 1914, 1¢ green, horizontal flat plate coil (443), line strip of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 end stamps never
hinged), gleaming color and sharp clearly etched impression, F.-V.F. Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200
3055 H
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), right plate number single, o.g., barest trace of hinge,
dazzling color; a terribly elusive single with attached paste-up tab, Fine. Scott $50.
Estimate $75 - 100
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3056

3057

3058

3056 m
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), neat black wavy line machine cancel, with big margins, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with a 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $40. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $300 - 400
3057 H
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and pleasing
example of this challenging coil, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
3058 H
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), line pair, o.g., hinged, incredible depth of color printed on
bleach white paper; as fresh as one could ever imagine, F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

3059 HH
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, vibrant rich shade,
post office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,550. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $1,950.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3060 HH/H 1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), line pair, o.g., left stamp never hinged, right hinged, premium multiple with vibrant color, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

3061 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, premium well-centered
example with alluring deep blue color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3062 H
1915, 2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), joint line pair, slightly disturbed o.g. which is not mentioned on accompanying PF certificate, attractive and captivating example of this elusive type I coil, used for a brief
time in 1915 due to poor impressions of the type I plate, and the design was re-engraved and switched to type III
later in 1915, F.-V.F.; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $13,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3063

3064

3065

3063 m
1915, 2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), wavy black machine cancellation, unusually intense
shade; a flawless example of this tough type I coil single, F.-V.F.; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3064 HH
1916, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical rotary coil (450), line pair, o.g., never hinged, radiating color; a pristine multiple centered better than most found on this issue, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
3065 HH
1914, 1¢ green, horizontal rotary coil (452), line pair, o.g., never hinged, spring like green color and impression combined with incredible centering, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

3066 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, delightful multiple featuring excellent centering and prooflike color; simply gorgeous type I coil, Very Fine; with 1974 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3067

3068

3069

3067 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum),
luscious rich color; handsome example of this often misidentified coil, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$675.
Estimate $300 - 400
3068 H
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g., hinged, impeccably fresh and choice example, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3069 m
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), strip of 3, nice strike of “World’s Panama-Pacific Exposition, San Francisco, 1915" boxed cancellation, incredible depth of color; handsome example of this difficult coil in
the deeper shade, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

3070

3071

3070 m
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), joint line pair, seldom seen lightly-struck duplex cancels, a handsome example of this elusive used coil line pair with dazzling color, Very Fine, a rare opportunity to own
a genuine example of the scarce type II coil; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600. SMQ VF 80; $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3071 H
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, remarkable example with
eye-arresting color; a beautiful coil, F.-V.F.; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3072

3073

3072 m
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), neat black cancellation, awesome example showing parts
of adjoining stamps along left and right sides, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $170. SMQ XF 90; $380.
Estimate $250 - 350
3073 m
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), pair, neat cancel, a tremendous example of this elusive
multiple with equally balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $650. SMQ
XF 90; $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3074

3075

3074 HH
1916, 5¢ blue, horizontal rotary coil (458), strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine; with
1979 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $300 as two pairs.
Estimate $200 - 300
3075 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, a handsome example with fabulous
rich shade, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1994 P.F. certificate for pair, of which this is the left stamp. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3076

3077

3078

3076 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), pair, o.g., never hinged, astounding GEM quality pair
with ravishing rich color; terribly undervalued in SMQ pricing guide, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $650. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
3077 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, a handsome multiple
of this difficult issue with bold, alluring color and a crisp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $650. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
3078 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, without
crease; minor natural gum skips, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3079

3080

3079 H
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome deep rich color and
finely detailed impression, Very Fine; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate for block/4 from which this stamp was taken; this
being top left stamp. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
3080 (H)
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), bottom plate number single, regummed, nicely
centered example of this tough stamp, Very Fine. Scott $650 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3081

3082

Ex 3083

3081 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
premium example in immaculate condition; lovely example of this difficult stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3082 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3083 H
1916, 1¢ green (462/476), plate number singles, o.g., hinged, lovely group of 14 different values; includes 462-466, and 468-476; an attractive selection of these tough stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,011.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3084

3085

3084 H
1916-17, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, unwatermarked, 1¢ to 20¢ (462//476), o.g., hinged, select
group of 14 different values including 462-466, and 468-476; handpicked for quality and freshness, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,011.
Estimate $500 - 750
3085 H
1916, 4¢ orange brown (465), o.g., hinge remnant, a premium well margined example with robust color,
an amazing stamp, Superb; 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98. Scott $40. SMQ SUP 98; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

3086 HHa
1916, 4¢ orange brown (465), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, bright rich first printing
color and impression, lovely, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $540.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3087 H
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome color error with excellent centering; unobtainable for catalog value or less in this marvelous quality, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $500 - 750

3088

3089

3088 Ha
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., hinge remnant and pencil notation on
the error, wonderfully fresh example of the perf 10 color of error; a handsome combination block, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3089 m
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), combination pair, fake wavy black machine cancellation, interesting
combo pair - the left stamp is the desirable 5 cent error of color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $425 for unused.
Estimate $200 - 300

3090 HH
1916, 11¢ dark green (473), o.g., never hinged, remarkable GEM quality example with large margins
and vivacious color; an incredible showpiece, Superb, 1 of 11 examples to attain this grade, with only 2 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $95. SMQ SUP 98; $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3091

3092

3091 HHa
1916, 12¢ claret brown (474), bottom plate no. 6913 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh, rich color,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500
3092 H
1916, 20¢ light ultramarine (476), o.g., lightly hinged, outstanding large margined GEM with phenomenal color; a scarce stamp when found in this wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 1 at this
grade, only 1 other lightly hinged example grades higher; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott
$200. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

3093

3094

3095

3093 HH
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), full wide top margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, bright radiating
color and sharp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, one of the rarest plate blocks to find making a single so
much more desirable; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3094 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), bottom plate number single, o.g., hinged, desirable example with captivating
color, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
3095 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), disturbed o.g., bold prooflike color, unlike most #477’s on the market which
come in the delicate pastel shade, Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3096

3097

3098

3096 H
1916, $1 violet black (478), o.g., hinged, dazzling color on clean white paper; very pleasing, F.-V.F.; with
2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500
3097 H
1916, $1 violet black (478), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, wide margins and intense
color, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3098 (H)
1916, $1 violet black (478), regummed, brilliant fresh example, F.-V.F.; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $600 for o.g.
Estimate $200 - 300

3099

3100

3101

3099 HH
1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, premium quality mint stamp with fabulous deep rich color
and beautiful centering, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3100 H
1917, $2 dark blue (479-480), o.g., hinged, wonderfully rich colors; very attractive examples, Very Fine.
Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300
3101 H
1917, $2 dark blue (479-480), bottom plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged, nice matched set with
deep rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott $380.
Estimate $150 - 200

3102
3102 HH

3103

1917, $5 light green (480), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, fresh and sharp, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

3103 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), jumbo single, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example of this unpriced graded stamp, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. Scott $20. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Exceptional Quality Imperforate 5¢ Color Error

3104 HH
1917, 5¢ carmine error, imperf (485), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous GEM quality imperforate
color error showing small portions of adjacent stamps at left and right; an elite example that would enhance the finest collection, as this stamp is in a remarkable state of preservation; a rare opportunity, Extremely Fine; with 2004
P.F. certificate. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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3105

3106

3105 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging at the upper left,
F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3106 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g., previously hinged, an eye-appealing, well-centered example of this scarcely offered stamp; with vibrant color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF
80. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3107

3108

3109

3110

3107 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g., previously hinged, alluring example of this exceedingly elusive coil single; with vibrant fresh color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 1996 P.F. certificate for pair, from which
this rare coil was taken, this being the right stamp from the pair. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3108 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), neat wavy machine cancellation, lovely fresh example
of this tremendously difficult type II coil; with brilliant color; small crease along top rich color, otherwise F.-V.F.; with
1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
3109 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), fresh and bright with a neat wavy-line cancel, F.-V.F.;
with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
3110 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), light wavy black machine cancellation, elusive type II
coil with warm rich color; light crease along upper left, otherwise Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

3111 HH
1917, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (495), line pair, o.g., never hinged, lively color; Post Office
fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $75 - 100
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3112

Ex 3113

3112 HH
1919, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (496), joint line pair, o.g., never hinged, a delightful example; perfectly
centered with beckoning color; an outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $65. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.
Estimate $250 - 350
3113 HH/H 1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 complete (498/518), plate number singles, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, premium quality group (no 505), that includes the elusive type Ia stamp - Scott #500; most are
wide top plate positions, F.-V.F. Scott $993.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 3114

Ex 3115

3116

3114 HH/H 1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 nearly complete (498//518), o.g., some never
hinged / most are hinged, lovely group of 19 nice looking stamps, missing only #500 and 505 for completeness;
never hinged include 499, 501-504 and 513, F.-V.F. Scott $373.
Estimate $150 - 200
3115 HH/H 1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 nearly complete (498//518, missing 500, 505),
o.g., previously hinged (515 has slightly glazed o.g.), never hinged: 502, 504, 506, 509, 512, 512a, 513, 515, 518
and 518, F.-V.F. Scott $549.
Estimate $150 - 200
3116 HHa
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499), full wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent showpiece; a
common plate block in uncommon condition, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $35.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3117

3118

3117 m
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499), neat “STATION” machine cancel, with incredible deep rich color, Superb;
with 2013 and 2007 P.S.E. certificates each graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
3118 H
$500.

1917, 2¢ lake, type I (499h), o.g., hinge remnant, true lake shade; surprisingly difficult stamp, V.G. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

3119 HH/Ha 1917, 2¢ lake, type I (499h), block of 4 with straight edge and bit of guide line at bottom, o.g., never
hinged but lower left with gum skips and counted as hinged, in striking, deep “Boston lake” shade; vertical perforations just in at right, about Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate and three photocopies of same. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3120

3121

3122

3120 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), impressive example of this elusive variety, o.g., never hinged, with
fresh vivid color, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3121 H
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly strong color; a very pleasing example,
F.-V.F.; with 1975 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3122 H
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), horizontal pair and vertical strip of 4, the latter with straight edge at left
& bottom, disturbed o.g., Fine; includes a 2014 P.F. certificate for a block of 48 plus 5 photocopies of same. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3123 Ha
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), horizontal block of 8, disturbed o.g., bright and fresh, F.-V.F.; includes
a 2014 P.F. certificate for the block of 48 from which it was taken. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

3124

3125

3126

3124 m
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), light black town cancellation, outstanding top quality example with
well-balanced margins and alluring bright color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate for block/3. Scott $240.
Estimate $250 - 350
3125 m
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), light black town cancellation, an outstanding example with equally
balanced margins and dazzling color, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate for block of 3 from which
this stamp was taken. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
3126 HH
1917, 5¢ blue (504), o.g., never hinged, fabulous bottom left corner margin single with engraver’s initials
no gum on the reverse, but gummed on the face of the stamp due to production foldover that lead to crazy perforations in the margin and fresh full gum mostly on face of the selvage; an exhibition quality showpiece, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

3127 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally well centered specimen with portions of adjacent stamps on all four sides; a stunning showpiece worthy of the highest of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $625. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3128

3129

3128 H
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum bend), phenomenal well centered example with
strong color and extra large margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3129 H
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), strip of 3, o.g., hinged, handsome well centered multiple, beautiful rich color;
thin spots, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

3130

3131

3130 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., error is never hinged / three #499’s lightly
hinged, superior single error block with astounding color and impression, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
3131 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., errors never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3132 HH/H 1917, 20¢ light ultramarine, imperf between (515b), vertical pair, o.g., hinged, bottom stamp never
hinged, incredibly fresh and choice multiple with beautiful fresh color, Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3133

3134

3133 HH
1917, $1 violet brown (518), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, beautiful color
printed on lily white paper, V.G.-Fine. Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200
3134 Ha
1917, $1 violet brown (518), top imprint & plate no. 5782 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and centered quite well, Very Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800

1918-1923 Issues

3135 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3136

3137

3138

3136 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, bright and post office fresh; very
pleasing example; natural straight edge at right, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott
$850.
Estimate $300 - 400
3137 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this notoriously difficult stamp; an attractive bottom left corner margin single with engraver’s initials “A.R.G.” in selvage,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
3138 H
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), left plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, intense
color; a desirable plate position piece; quite difficult stamp to find as a plate single, Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

3139

3140

3141

3139 m
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), “New York” machine cancellation, lovely example of
this exceedingly difficult used stamp; ridiculously undervalued; corner crease at lower right; perf added along right
side margin, otherwise Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
3140 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., hinged, jumbo example with equally balanced margins and
shifted center, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $500. SMQ
VF-XF 85J; $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3141 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., small hinge remnant, fresh, rich color and choice centering, Extremely Fine; with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

3142
3142 H/(H)
1918, $2 orange red & black (523//547), 524 and 547 o.g., hinged; 523 expertly regummed, handsome
examples of these popular dollar value Franklin issues, F.-V.F. Scott $770.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3143

3144

3145

3143 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), top plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged (natural gum creases),
vibrant rich shade, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
3144 H

1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., hinge remnant, bright color; guide line at left, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3145 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., lightly hinged, eye catching bottom left corner margin single
with engraver’s initials, V.G.-Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

3146

3147

3146 (H)
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), top plate number single, regummed, decent example of this popular
stamp; small crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $500 for o.g.
Estimate $150 - 200
3147 HH
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, striking
multiple in a wonderful state of preservation; as fresh and choice as the very first day it was issued; as plate blocks
are incredibly rare, this beautiful multiple would make more than suitable exhibition quality showpiece, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,400 as singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3148 Ha
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), center line block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, marvelous well centered
multiple with eye-arresting color and detailed impression, Very Fine. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3149

3150

3151

3149 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, beautiful deep rich color beautiful deep rich color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300
3150 H
1918, $2 carmine & black and $5 deep green & black (524, 547), o.g., previously hinged, each with
great color, the $2 with absolutely perfect registration, F.-V.F. Scott $270.
Estimate $150 - 200
3151 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color; a beauty,
F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $150 - 200

3152 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., stamps never hinged,
hinged in selvage only, extremely intense color; an eye catching multiple that is rarely seen offered as a strip of 4,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,360 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3153

3154

3153 HHa
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged (top right stamp o.g. previously hinged), an impressive multiple with a crisp impression and brilliant fresh colors, F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
3154 ma
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), center line block of 4, light black cancellation, seldom offered multiple with rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 3155

3156

3157

3155 HH/H 1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset (525-528B), plate number singles, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
nice group of 8 values, F.-V.F. Scott $227.
Estimate $100 - 150
3156 m
1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset (525), neat cancel, an outstanding fresh example with scintillating color and
huge, balanced margins, Superb; with 2013 and 2011 P.S.E. certificates both graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $295.
Estimate $300 - 400
3157 H
1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset, imperf between (525c), horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnants, warm rich
color; elusive multiple with typical centering for this issue, V.G.-Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3158

3159

3158 HHa
1920, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent full wide top
with deep rich color printed on lily white paper; quite elusive in this marvelous state, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3159 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type Va (528), full wide top margin plate block of 6 with monogram OAM above
plate number; #11444 & 11506, two plate blocks, o.g., never hinged; reinforced perforation separations at top,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3160 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type Va (528), neat black wavy line machine cancel, boardwalk margins and
brilliant fresh color; a spectacular showpiece, Superb, this is 1 of 5 examples at this lofty grade; only 7 others grade
higher; with 2013 and 2010 P.S.E. certificates graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98; $260.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3161

3162

3163

3161 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), top plate block of 6 with scarce monogram above plate number, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example of this terribly difficult plate, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
3162 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), neatly cancelled, an impressive fresh jumbo example with
large margins, Superb, this is 1 of only 4 examples attaining this impressive grade; with just 1 other grading higher;
with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $290.
Estimate $300 - 400
3163 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), o.g., never hinged, an impressive jumbo example
with massive margins and surrounding stamps all around; with riveting color, Superb GEM, a true philatelic showpiece; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J (highest listing in the SMQ is Gem 100). Scott $70. SMQ SUP
98; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

3164

3165

3164 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), block of 4 with vertical guide line, o.g., never
hinged, outstanding GEM quality multiple with vibrant rich color; as fresh as the very first day it was issued, Superb;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $320. SMQ SUP 98; $900 as 4 singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3165 Ha
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), center line block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous
multiple featuring huge margins and vivid color, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3166

3167

3168

3166 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), o.g., never hinged, large margins and radiant color; tiny
gum wrinkles not mentioned on certificate, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate for
block of 4 from which this stamp was taken. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
3167 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), o.g., never hinged, large margins and alluring color; tiny
gum wrinkles not mentioned on certificate, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1996 P.F. certificate for block of 4 from which this stamp was taken. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
3168 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, well-centered example of the elusive type V; couple of tiny gum bends, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500

3169

3170

3169 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), bottom sheet margin pair, o.g., never hinged, lively color
and sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
3170 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skip
on top right stamp), incredible jumbo margined example in a wonderful state of preservation; an alluring item for the
finest of collections, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3171 H
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VI (534A), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, wide margined multiple
with incredibly fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $85.
Estimate $75 - 100
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Ex 3172

3173

3174

3172 HHa
1918, 3¢ violet, Offset imperf (535), 4 arrow blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance
with bold prooflike color, F.-V.F. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
3173 H
1919, 3¢ Victory, deep red violet shade (537a), o.g., previously hinged with the barest trace of a hinge,
vibrant rich color; an intriguing example of the rare deep violet shade, absent from most collections, F.-V.F.; with
photocopy of 1995 P.F. certificate for block/4 from which this example was taken, this being the top right stamp from
the block. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
3174 HHa
1919, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperforate at top (538 var.), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, fascinating printing anomaly, as this plate block is missing the perforations between the top three
stamps and the selvage above; an eye catching showpiece, Very Fine. Scott $271.
Estimate $200 - 300

3175
3175

enlargement

s
1923, 1¢ green, rotary sheet waste (544), fabulous example of this extremely rare sheet waste issue,
with warm rich color and sharp detailed impression, neatly tied on attractive advertising postcard for metal elbows
used in ventilating systems, by black “Philadelphia, Pa, Aug 18, 1923” slogan cancellation; among the nicest of the
9 postcards that are known to exist, an incredible showpiece, Fine; 1978 and 2014 P.F. certificates. Scott $7,500+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3176

Ex 3177

3178

3176 H
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), top plate number single, o.g., previously hinged, a
fresh example, generally F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
3177 H
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545-546), top plate number singles, o.g., hinge remnant,
1921 coil waste issues, extremely fresh, V.G.-Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
3178 HH
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), o.g., never hinged, very well centered for this
issue, Very Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200

3179

3180

3179 HHa
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), star block of 4 with straight edge at left as always, o.g., never hinged, straight edge trimmed at an angle; center vertical perforations just into right stamps, about
Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $250 - 350
3180 HHa
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), top block of 4, o.g., never hinged with minor
gum skips on top 2 stamps, a sound example with vibrant color, F.-V.F. Scott $920.
Estimate $250 - 350

3181

3182

3181 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged, a wonderfully fresh and choice mint stamp with a
finely detailed impression; a choice example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $240.
SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
3182 H
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a beautiful example;
no evidence of hinging, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $110. SMQ XF 90; $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3183

3184

3183 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), handsome bottom right corner
margin single with engraver’s initials, F.-V.F. Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150
3184 H
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, pleasing
multiple with rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott $440.
Estimate $350 - 500

3185

3186

3187

3185 m
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), with intriguing deep shade and wide margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $35. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $185. Estimate $200 - 300
3186 ma
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), center line block of 4, bold killer cancellations, seldom seen used multiple; listed but unpriced in Scott Specialized catalog as a used center line block; very attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3187 m
1920, 5¢ Pilgrim (550), lightly struck slogan cancellation, a stunning used example with alluring deep
color amid equally balanced margins; certainly amount the finest known, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott $13. SMQ SUP 98; $540.
Estimate $500 - 750

1922-1925 Regular Issue

Ex 3188
3188 HH/H 1922-25, regular issue, ½¢ to $5 complete (551-573), o.g., never hinged, 14¢, 20¢ and 25¢ are very
lightly hinged, generally F.-V.F. with a few better centered examples; $5 with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $899.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 3189

3191

3189 HH/H 1922-25, regular issue, ½¢ to $5 complete (551-573), plate number singles, o.g., some never hinged,
eye catching group; all with full o.g., except 551 which is without gum; #572 is hinged with a small thin spot, generally F.-V.F. Scott $667.
Estimate $250 - 350
3190 P
1922, 6¢ red orange, large die proof on India (558P1), reduced, measuring 99 x 113mm, serial number
70064 on back; a little light soiling at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3191 HHa
$80.

1922, 11¢ greenish blue (563), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3192 HHa
1923, 20¢ carmine rose, imperf vertically (567a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fantastic deep rich
color, a desirable example of this rarely offered multiple, F.-V.F., a true philatelic rarity as only one half pane of 100
were issued; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3193

Ex 3194

3193 HH
1923, 30¢ olive brown, double transfer (569 var.), o.g., never hinged, double transfer in right “30"; from
sheet that was produced by plate number 16065, top right pane, position 52 from pane; an eye catching and seldom
offered stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3194 HH/H 1922, 50¢ lilac (570-573), o.g., all never hinged, except 573 very lightly hinged, select group of corner
margin singles; each a bottom left corner position with engraver’s initials, F.-V.F. Scott $355.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3195

Ex 3196

Ex 3197

3195 ma
1923, $1 to $5 high values (571-573), blocks of 4, neat black cancellations, choice trio of multiples; the
573 is a scarcer center line block, F.-V.F. Scott $187.
Estimate $100 - 150
3196 HH
1923, $1 and $2 high values (571-572), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; $2 with 2005
P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $205.
Estimate $100 - 150
3197 HH/H 1923, $1 and $2 high values (571-572), top arrow pairs, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, attractive multiples in Post Office fresh condition, F.-V.F. Scott $390.
Estimate $150 - 200

3198 HH/Ha 1923, $2 deep blue (572), top margin arrow block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), beautiful position block with sensational rich color, Very Fine. Scott $435 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3199 Ha
1923, $2 deep blue (572), block of 15, o.g., with natural gum creases, attractive block with impressive
color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800 as singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

3200
3200 H

3201

1923, $5 carmine & blue, photo essay (573E), head of freedom photo essay; quite elusive, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3201 HH
1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), o.g., never hinged, awesome color and impression; a great
stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $350. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3202

3203

3204

3202 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, two margin singles; one a top margin example with
part arrow in selvage; the other a bottom right corner margin single with engraver’s initials, Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200
3203 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh bottom left corner margin single with
engraver’s initials, F.-V.F. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150
3204 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh appearance and choice, shifted vignette, F.-V.F. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3205 H
1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), top plate number and arrow strip of 4, o.g., hinged, absolutely
gorgeous multiple with the deepest and darkest color imaginable, F.-V.F. Scott $700 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3206

3207

3206 Ha
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), top margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., previously hinged, a well
centered multiple with choice centering and vivid color; faint diagonal paper bend in selvage, not affecting the
stamps, Very Fine. Scott $380.
Estimate $400 - 600
3207 HHa
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), left arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, wonderful overall freshness and
deep color, F.-V.F. Scott $720.
Estimate $300 - 400

1923-2002 Issues

3208

3209

3208 HH
1923, 1¢ green, Schermack type III perfs (575), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $230 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
3209 H
1923, 1¢ green, Schermack type III perfs (575), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 3210

3211

3210 HHa
1923, rotary coil waste, 1¢ and 2¢ complete (578-579), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, nice and
presentable plate block set; 2¢ has slight oil staining at top and perf separations at top selvage, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $2,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3211 HH
1923, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste (578), o.g., never hinged, choice centering for this very difficult issue,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

3212

3213

3214

3212 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), top plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, wonderful example of
this scarce coil waste plate block; exceptionally fresh example with strong color, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
3213 HH
1924, 2¢ carmine, rotary (583a), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example of this
immaculate perf 10 booklet pane with radiant color, Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
3214 HHa
1925, 10¢ orange, rotary (591), bottom left block of 4, o.g., never hinged, gleaming rich shade; a pristine
Post Office fresh corner position block; very pretty, F.-V.F. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3215

3216

3215 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh example of this coil waste
issue, Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3216 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F.
certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

3217

3218

3217 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top plate block of 4 with star, o.g., never hinged, beautifully
fresh; light crease on top left stamp and selvage, V.G.-Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
3218 m
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), beautiful “New York” oval cancellation, flawless example of
this tough used stamp; tremendous rich color, Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $375. Estimate $200 - 300

3219
3219

3220

1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, types II & I (599A,599), joint line pair, tied on piece by 4-bar killers,
F.-V.F. and attractive. Very scarce used; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

s

3220 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, sensational type II coil single with
balanced margins and exuberant color; surprisingly difficult stamp to find like this, Extremely Fine to Superb, much
scarcer in this top quality than the guides that provide for pricing; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $725.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3221

3222

3223

3221 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, a sensational type II coil single with
beckoning color; elusive to find like this, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3222 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), pair, o.g., never hinged, impressive type II coil with superior color and impression, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
3223 HH
1923, 2¢ Harding, rotary (612), bottom right strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally choice strip of 4
examples with nice margins; minor crease on bottom stamp, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $130 as
singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

3224 HHa
1924, 2¢ Huguenot-Walloon (615), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, an outstanding choice and
showpiece item with unparalleled beauty; wide top and sterling rich color makes for a top quality item worthy for the
best of collections, Very Fine. Scott $85.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3225
3225 P
1925, Lexington-Concord set, large die on India paper (617P1-619P1), nice matched set of approved
proofs dated March 2-3, 1925, each measuring approximately 203 x 118 mm; signed by Postmaster General Harry
S. New and stamped with blue serial number on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Ex 3226
3226 HH/Ha 1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), top plate blocks of 8, o.g., some stamps never hinged,
lovely group of Norse-American issues; including a nice matched set of top plates/8, plus numerous sets of arrow,
and corner margin blocks/4; an eye catching selection, F.-V.F. Scott $1,009.
Estimate $350 - 500

3227

3228

3227 HH
1925, 17¢ black (623), o.g., never hinged, with rich color, equally balanced margins and a sharp clear impression, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $19. SMQ SUP 98; $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
3228 HH
1926, 5¢ Ericsson (628), o.g., never hinged, a perfect little GEM, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott $8. SMQ SUP 98; $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3229
3229 HH

3230

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3230 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), upper right plate no. 18773, o.g., never hinged, fresh, crisp
and well-centered, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

3231

3232

3231 m
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), attractive used sheet with exhibition postmarks; slight crease
in top selvage, otherwise Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3232 HHa
1926, 1½¢ yellow brown, rotary imperf (631), center block of 4 with crossed gutters, o.g., never hinged,
matchless GEM quality multiple with boardwalk margins and brilliant color, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded Gem 100J. Scott $55.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3233

3234

3233 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), a fresh, well-centered single with bottom sheet margin, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for a pair. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3234 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), o.g., never hinged, riveting color and detailed impression; a
lovely example of this tough type II stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1992 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $600. Estimate $300 - 400

3235

3236

3235 Ha
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), plate block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color
showing clear type characteristics; perfs reattached in top right selvage and repaired selvage, gum skips and light
stamp offset on gum, V.G. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
3236 HHa
1928, 5¢ Hawaii (648), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, handsome multiple in pristine mint condition, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3237

Ex 3238

3237 HH/H 1929, Kans.-Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-679), o.g., some never hinged / most are hinged, desirable
sets of both the Kansas and Nebraska overprints; never hinged include Scott #’s 658-659, 664, 672-675, and 677;
all with deep rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott $619.
Estimate $200 - 300
3238 HH

1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $432.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3239

3240

3239 HH
1929, 1¢ Kans. (658), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example of this terribly difficult stamp, Superb;
with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $5. SMQ SUP 98; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3240 HHa
1929, 3¢ Nebr. (672), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, a remarkably fresh and choice example,
with warm rich color and sharp Nebraska overprint, elusive, Very Fine. Scott $360.
Estimate $250 - 350

3241

3242

3241 HH
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example with deeply saturated color and steep impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $180. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
3242 HH
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, dazzling shade; a premium quality stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $180. SMQ VF-XF 85; $165.
Estimate $100 - 150

3243

3244

3243 HH
1931, 2¢ Yorktown, dark lake & black color error (703b), o.g., never hinged with natural gum crease,
exceptional example of the dark lake and black color error with choice centering, Very Fine; with 1990 P.S.E. certificate for block/4 from which this example was taken. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3244 HH
1932, 9¢ Washington Bicentennial (714), o.g., never hinged, a perfect GEM with brilliant color, Superb;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $3. SMQ SUP 98; $170.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3245
3245 Ha
1935, 1¢-10¢ National Parks complete, imperf (756-765), uncut complete sheets of 200, overall condition is mostly sound; some small faults, light creases, small edge tears, 765 10¢ sheet missing block of 12Ex from
upper left sheet, generally F.-V.F., a great specialist lot with huge profit potential, one could break down these
sheets and do well as they often sell for $100 per set for singles, with plate blocks and positional blocks a nice premium. Scott $30,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
In 1940, the Post Office Department offered to accept some of the ungummed 1935 Farley Special Printings to be
gummed. This program was not widely known so few collectors actually participated, and these gummed stamps
are quite scarce. According to Scott, only 756-65 and 769-70 were accepted in this program.

Ex 3246

Ex 3247

3246 HH
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), plate number pairs, o.g., never hinged, premium quality matched
pairs; each showing double arrow in selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $219.
Estimate $150 - 200
3247 HH
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), o.g., never hinged, attractive selection of top right corner margin
singles; includes 832 x (2) examples, Extremely Fine. Scott $82.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3248

3249

3248 HH
1951, $1 Presidential, watermarked USIR (832b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
3249 HHa
$375.

1938, $5 Presidential (834), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3250

3251

3252

3250 E
1938, 3¢ Northwest Territory (837E), 3½" x 4" photographic reproduction of the artist’s design as modeled after Borglum’s unfinished statue, “March Westward of the Nation”; also includes a slightly smaller photograph
of the finished statue, which now stands in Marietta, Ohio, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3251 HHa
1942, 5¢ Chinese Resistance (906), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, an beautiful showpiece block of this
popular issue, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $16. SMQ SUP 98; $400 for 4 singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
3252 HH
1978, 15¢ Holmes coil, type I, untagged (Bureau precancel) (1305Ef), line pair, o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this seldom offered untagged line pair; a great specialist item, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
3253 HH/H 1975, 13¢ Eagle & Shield, blind perforations (1596 var.), full upper right pane of 100 on thin paper, vertical perforations very weak, horizontal nearly invisible; corner crease at lower right affecting ZIP block, otherwise
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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was in sale 711

3254

3255

3254 HHa
2017, Forever, Quilled Paper Heart Love, die cutting omitted (5036a), pane of 20 with corner plate
numbers B11111, o.g., never hinged, regularly issued with die-cutting, this pane missed that process, these were
produced from the lower right position of the sheets, completely sound and free of any imperfection, of the several
sheets reported, most had creasing, Very Fine, with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
3255 HHa
2002, 34¢ Langston Hughes, imperf (3557a), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, serpentine perforations omitted, Very Fine, it is believed that only a few panes exist; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $8,500 as ten
pairs, unpriced.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Airmail

Ex 3256

Ex 3257

3256 H
1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), top plate number and imprint strips of 3, o.g., hinged, impressive
multiples; C3 is two strips/3 that at one time been a full strip/6, but has subsequently divided into two strips/3, F.-V.F.
Scott $735.
Estimate $400 - 600
3257 m
1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), top plate number singles, neat black cancellations, highly unusual
used examples with plate numbers; a choice trio, F.-V.F. Scott $88.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3258

3259

3260

3258 ma
1918, First Issue complete (C1-C3), center line blocks of 4, each with an interesting cancellation, extremely desirable position blocks with tremendous eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $515.
Estimate $300 - 400
3259 HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), o.g., never hinged, an exceptional stamp with superior centering and lively rich
color, Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200
3260 HHa
1918, 16¢ green (C2), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, outstanding centering, extremely fresh
and choice, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $480. SMQ XF 90; $800 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

3261

3262

3261 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice with excellent centering for this popular issue, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $130. SMQ XF 90; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
3262 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin single, fresh, premium quality example with equally balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, and bright, fresh color, Very Fine, an alluring example. Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200

3263

3264

3263 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, select mint example in brilliant fresh condition,
Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $130. SMQ XF 90; $225. Estimate $150 - 200
3264 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, a tremendous example of this popular stamp;
featuring stunning margins and dazzling colors; an amazing item for the highest of collections, Very Fine; with 2001
P.S.E. certificate for strip of 3 from which this stamp was taken. Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3265 HH/H 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top strip of 6 without red “TOP”, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never
hinged), missing red “TOP” at right selvage variety; a phenomenal example of this incredibly rare printing variety; as
a full plate block of 12 catalogs for $12,500 and seldom appears at public auction, the fabulous strip of 6 offered
here is an eye catching exhibition quality showpiece that will enhance any serious collection; don’t miss out on this
fantastic item, expect spirited bidding to drive this amazing multiple to an impressive level, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3266

3267

3266 HH/Ha 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), center line block of 4, o.g., bottom 2 never hinged / top 2 hinged, radiating colors; fresh and pleasing multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3267 Ha
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top arrow block of 4, o.g., bright fresh color; small thin on top left
stamp and natural gum creases on bottom two stamps, a lovely position block F.-V.F. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200

3268 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin block of 12, o.g., never hinged, a stunning and top quality example with radiating color; a showpiece, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3269
3269 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), a choice top plate no. 8493/8492 block of 12, o.g., never hinged,
bright, fresh and exceptionally well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3270
3270 m
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top strip of 6, neat black cancellations, beautiful used multiple that
served its purpose by going through the mails; seldom seen in any condition, F.-V.F. Scott $180 for singles.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 3271

3272

3271 HH/H 1923, Second Issue complete (C4-C6), top plate number singles, o.g., C4 and C6 never hinged / C5
hinged, attractive trio of plate positions; C5 with small thin spot, generally F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
3272 HH
1923, 8¢ dark green and 24¢ carmine (C4, C6), bottom plate number singles, both o.g., never hinged,
lovely colors and impressions amid exceptional centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, C4, C6. Scott $165 as
singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3273

3274

3273 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, well centered,
Very Fine. Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350
3274 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive;
usual staple holes in selvage, Very Fine. Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350

3275 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), o.g., never hinged, unbelievable JUMBO with bold prooflike color printed on
lily white paper; a wonderful opportunity to purchase one of the finest known examples while the market is weak on
Airmail issues; don’t miss out of this little jewel, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

3276

3277

3276 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice multiple; immaculate condition both front and back with fully unblemished gum, F.-V.F. Scott $520.
Estimate $300 - 400
3277 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (top middle stamp hinged), exceptional well-centered example of this early Airmail issue with deep color, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3278

3279

3278 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, a top quality, crisp
showpiece stamp with fiery color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 and 2009 P.S.E. certificates graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $130. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
3279 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, beautiful deep rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $130. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

3280

3281

3280 HHa
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pristine multiple in Post Office fresh condition,
Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $840.
Estimate $300 - 400
3281 HH/Ha 1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 4 stamps never hinged), bright
fresh color, Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3282

3283

3282 m
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), light black cancellation, perfect little GEM with ravishing rich color, Superb; with
2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $27. SMQ SUP 98; $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
3283 HH
1928, 5¢ Beacon, remarque (C11), o.g., never hinged, among the most spectacular remarques we have
ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a spectacular top left ccorner margin single featuring bi-plane flying
“into” the stamp; eye catching, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3284

3285

3284 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal set of these popular stamps
- in a quality seldom seen; beautifully centered and incredibly fresh both front and back - with fully unblemished gum
without the slightest trace of any skips or bends, scarce thus, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3285 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged (C14 with minor gum skips), premium
quality mint set in impeccable condition; the C14 is a top sheet margin single, Very Fine, ex- Boyarsky. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

3286

3287

3286 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; tiny natural gum skips,
$2.60 couple fingerprints on gum, Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3287 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), a fresh, well centered set, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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3288

3289

3288 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, a pleasing and bright fresh set; minor
gum creases on C13, F.-V.F. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3289 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., C14-C15 hinged, C13 is never hinged, fresh and attractive set of these popular stamps; C14 is a left sheet margin single that shows a small inclusion spot, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3290

3291

3290 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., C13 is never hinged, C14 and C15 are very lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,270.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3291 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, fresh; $2.60 light diagonal gum bend at
lower right, F.-V.F. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3292

3293

3292 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., C13-C14 are never hinged, bright and fresh; C13-C14
light natural gum bends, Very Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $600 - 800
3293 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged; $2.60 with trace guide line at left, Very
Fine. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $600 - 800

3294

3295

3294 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $600 - 800

3295 H

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), disturbed o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,155. Estimate $500 - 750
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3296

3297

3298

3296 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), plate no. singles, o.g., hinge remnant on C13; typical natural
gum skips, crease on C13, selvage faults on C15, F.-V.F. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $500 - 750
3297 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., hinged, lovely set; light inclusion at top of C13, light gum
wrinkle on C15, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,105.
Estimate $500 - 750
3298 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, gum slightly disturbed on C15, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,105.
Estimate $500 - 750

3299

3300

3299 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, tremendous mint example with outstanding centering and gleaming fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
3300 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous large margined example in immaculate
condition, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F.C. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for this stamp when it was a
left sheet margin single, which has been subsequently removed. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3301

3302

3301 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), left margin single, o.g., never hinged (natural gum wrinkles), F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3302 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends not mentioned on accompanying
certificate), extraordinary deep dark color; a very pretty stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

3303

3304

3303 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), left margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged (natural gum
creases), Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
3304 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for
block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 250

3305 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

3306 HHa
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color; short gumming
along left stamps and light natural gum crease on bottom left stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3307 HHa
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), astounding example of this rarely offered full sheet of 50 containing two plate blocks and outstanding well centered
singles; among the finest known remaining intact sheets available to collectors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$14,100 as plates + singles.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3308

3309

3310

3308 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully rich color printed on lily white paper,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.F.C. and 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $575. SMQ VF-XF
85; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3309 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., very lightly hinged, very fresh and sharp, choice with excellent
well-balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600
3310 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., previously hinged, fantastic top quality example with wonderful
centering, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $375. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $470.
Estimate $400 - 600

3311

3312

3313

3311 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous example with brilliant fresh color, Very
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
3312 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease), an enticing well-centered example with sharp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500
3313 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips), very fresh and sharp, Very
Fine, an eye-catching example; with 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500

3314

3315

3314 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips) (natural
gum skips), fresh example, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500
3315 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), bottom margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged (natural
gum bends), Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 4. Scott $575. Estimate $350 - 500
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3316

3317

3316 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged with natural gum skips; tiny natural perforation dent,
Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
3317 m
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), difficult value of this popular set; tiny corner crease at lower right, Very
Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

3318 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous and post office fresh stamp in a quality
rarely seen on this issue; perfectly centered with balanced margins; a true GEM, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $4,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3319

3320

3319 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, lively color and sharp impression; a very pleasing
mint stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F.C. and 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$925. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3320 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, breathtaking fresh example of this popular stamp;
glamorous rich shade and generous margins, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $975.
Estimate $600 - 800

3321 H
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), top plate number single, slightly glazed o.g., lovely example of this desirable stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3322

3323

3322 H

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.

3323 H

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.Estimate $300 - 400

Estimate $300 - 400

3324 H
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., previously hinged, tremendous example with outstanding centering, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $550. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $725.
Estimate $600 - 800

3325

3326

3327

3325 HH
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine, an exceptionally well-centered stamp; with 2017 and 2008 P.S.E. certificates graded
XF-SUP 95J. Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $190.
Estimate $300 - 400
3326 HH/H 1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair; with horizontal line between stamps, o.g.,
faintly hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, incredible GEM quality example of this popular error; near perfect centering amid boardwalk margins, with fabulous rich colors, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3327 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, an incredibly fresh and
choice example; with a slight gum bend on top stamp and a Sanabria handstamp between stamps, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3328 H
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair, o.g., gorgeous multiple with gleaming rich colors, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Special Delivery

3329

3330

3329 H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., very lightly hinged, impressive example with nice big margins and gorgeous
color in full “bloom”, unusually choice for this issue, Very Fine; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
3330 (H)

1885, 10¢ blue (E1), regummed, wide margined example with splendid color, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

3331 H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, very handsome example of this terribly elusive multiple; ravishing rich color; diagonal creasing in selvage just barely affects the top right
corner of the far right stamp in the strip, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3332

3333

3332 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, handsome right sheet margin single in immaculate mint condition, with fully unblemished gum and warm rich color, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$675. SMQ VF 80; $675.
Estimate $600 - 800
3333 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, lovely example in a pristine mint state, with impressive rich
color, F.-V.F.; 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

3334

3335

3336

3334 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, vivid rich color on bright white paper; barely visible fingerprint on
gum, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1986 P.F. certificate for strip of 4 from which this stamp was taken, this being position 3. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
3335 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example with deep color printed on bleach
white paper, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2009 P.F. certificate for strip/4, from which it came; this is position 2 from
strip. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3336 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality example of this terribly difficult stamp; breathtaking color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

3337 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), top margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; light selvage wrinkle, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2005 P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3338 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, marvelous JUMBO with alluring rich color; a true condition rarity as this stamp is almost never found this choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 4 examples achieving this
impressive grade, with only 8 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $775.
Estimate $600 - 800

3339

3340

3339 HH/H 1908, 10¢ green (E7), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged),
brightly colored multiple; a handsome wide top, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3340 HHa
1908, 10¢ green (E7), top block of 6 with plate number and partial imprint, o.g., never hinged, a lovely
“poor man’s” plate block; light even toning, tiny perf disc indent on lower right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $840
as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

3341 m
1911, 10¢ ultramarine, top frameline missing variety (E8 var.), light black cancellation, phenomenal
example of the seldom seen “top frameline missing” variety, of which few are offered - this being without question
the finest known example of this stamp; huge JUMBO margins and radiating color, Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott $22.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3342

3343

3342 Ha
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), left plate no. 5863 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and
bright; slight reinforced separation and closed staple tear in selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
3343 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), o.g., never hinged, well margined example with vivid color, F.-V.F.
Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

3344 Ha
1917, 10¢ gray violet (E11b), top plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous block with vibrant
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

3345
3345 HH
1922, 10¢ deep ultramarine (E12a), o.g., never hinged, awesome rich shade; a fresh and pleasing top
quality example, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3346

3347

3346 H
1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), bottom plate no. 16836 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, well-centered and
solid, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
3347 HH
1969, 45¢ carmine & violet blue, remarque (E22), bottom right plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
striking remarque in wide right selvage of the stamp showing Messenger Running; simply stunning with lots of detail, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

3348 HHa
1902, 10¢ dark ultramarine (E6), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, except along perfs that
were reinforced, beautiful deep, rich color, overall Very Fine. Scott $4,750 as NH.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Registry

3349 HH
Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (F1), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Post
Office fresh mint strip with vivid color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $525 for singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
450
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3350 HHa
Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (F1), top plate block of 6 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 for block. Scott $2,750. SMQ VF 80; $140 as single.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postage Due

Ex 3351

3352

3351 P
1884, 1¢-50¢ complete, plate proofs on card (J15P4-J21P4), beautiful set of 7 different card proofs,
Extremely Fine. Scott $135.
Estimate $100 - 150
3352 H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), o.g., hinge remnant, remarkably fresh and pleasing example; bold color and
sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3353

3354

3353 m
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), single and pairs, neat black or manuscript penstroke cancellations, 11 examples of the tough red brown shade; a choice group of these often misidentified postage due issues, F.-V.F. Scott
$550.
Estimate $100 - 150
3354 H
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), o.g., hinged, extremely fresh and choice example of this tough stamp,
F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3355

3356

3357

3355 H
$575.

1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), disturbed o.g., warm, rich color and detailed impression, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3356 H

1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), disturbed o.g., lively color and sharp impression, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200

3357 H
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), o.g., previously hinged, choice example with pleasing deep color, F.-V.F.;
with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

3358

3359

3358 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and well-balanced margins, Very Fine;
with photocopy of 2008 P.S.E. certificate for block/6 of which this stamp was taken. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
3359 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), position 3 from block/6, o.g., never hinged, with deep rich color; and an invisible gum wrinkle, otherwise F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2008 P.S.E. certificate for block/6 of which this stamp was
taken. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

3360

3361

3360 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color; scarce stamp when found in immaculate
mint condition, Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded F 70 for this stamp when it was a bottom margin plate number
single, which has subsequently been removed. Scott $1,000. SMQ F 70; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3361 HH

452

1895, 3¢ deep claret (J40), o.g., never hinged, lively color, Fine. Scott $225.
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3362

3363

3362 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), o.g., never hinged (previously hinged in selvedge only), sensational example
with astounding margins and succulent color; an amazing postage due issue, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
3363 H
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, handsome well centered
stamp with prooflike color, Extremely Fine. Scott $80.
Estimate $75 - 100

3364

3365

3364 HHa
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and pleasing example of this elusive
mint postage due block; 100+ years old and still in Post Office condition, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$880.
Estimate $250 - 350
3365 H
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), o.g., hinged, huge margined example with dazzling color, F.-V.F.; with
2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

3366 HH
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with marvelous color, F.-V.F. Quite rare in a
never hinged state; with 2015 Weiss certificate along with 1979 P.F. certificate as the right stamp in a horizontal
pair. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3367 H
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous example of this extremely rare rose shade featuring
fresh, bright color, Very Fine, a mon; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3368 HH
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), o.g., never hinged, impressive example of the elusive unwatermarked rose shade;
Post Office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

3369 HHa
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), top margin plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color; rejoined/strengthened selvage perforations, immaculate and Very Fine, if you were to calculate the unlisted plate
block premium, Scott would be $8,125. Scott $5,000 as NH singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Ex 3370

3371

3372

3370 H
1919, 2¢ to $2 selection (K1//K16), K1, K4-K5, K8-K14, K11a, K16, o.g., Very Fine; K16 with 1976 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,230.
Estimate $600 - 800
3371 HHa
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), full wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF 80 for block. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3372 m
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), neat cancel, choice example with wide margins, Extremely Fine; with 2018
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $70. SMQ XF 90; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

3373

3374

3373 HH
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), o.g., never hinged, choice wide margined stamp with strong color, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
3374 HH
1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue (K5), o.g., never hinged, large margins and beautiful shade; trivial natural blue ink
smear visible in top right margin is completely natural during printing process, should not be considered a fault, and
is not mentioned on accompanying certificate, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3375 H
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., barest trace of hinge, well boxed margins and beautiful color; just
a suggestion of hinging present, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate calls it “Never Hinged”. Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3376

3377

3376 HH/Ha 1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), top plate block of 6, o.g., 5 stamps never hinged; one faintly hinged, a
beautiful Post Office fresh block with wide top margin, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3377 HH
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), o.g., never hinged, a pleasing example with wide margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

Officials
3378 H/m
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 6¢-30¢ group (O1//9), comprising the 6¢ through 30¢ (O4-O9) unused, 6¢ with
most o.g., rest without gum; one used 2¢, five used 3¢, two used 6¢, a 1¢ Specimen (O1S) and a complete set of
plate proofs on card (O1P4-O9P4); one used 6¢ with a few short perfs, the unused 30¢ a bit soiled, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3379

3380

3381

3379 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., previously hinged, abnormally intense shade of this normally light color issue, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500
3380 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 12¢ yellow (O6), o.g., previously hinged, an alluring example with ravish vivid,
deep color, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3381 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 30¢ yellow (O9), o.g., previously hinged, with brilliant color, otherwise F.-V.F.;
with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3382

3383

3382 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ carmine (O11), o.g., hinged, a captivating example with glamorous color, almost Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
3383 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 10¢ carmine (O14), o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum bend not mentioned on accompanying certificate), vivid fresh color and sharp detailed impression, a very attractive stamp; this is the only example achieving the grade of Fine-70, with just two others currently grading higher, Fine; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,200. SMQ F 70; $635.
Estimate $600 - 800

3384

3385

3386

3387

3384 HH
Interior Dept., 1873, 2¢ vermilion (O16), o.g., never hinged, a lovely well-centered example with alluring
color, Very Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3385 H
Interior Dept., 1873, 10¢ vermilion (O19), o.g., previously hinged, with jumbo margins, and captivating
deep color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $70.
Estimate $40 - 60
3386 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢ purple (O25), o.g., hinged, sharp clear impression; handsome well centered
stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3387 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 6¢ purple (O28), o.g., previously hinged, beautiful hue, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

3388

3389

3388 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 10¢ purple (O29), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), lively bright
shade; quite handsome, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200
3389 m

Justice Dept., 1873, 30¢ purple (O33), bold circle of wedges cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3390

3391

3392

3390 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 90¢ purple (O34), o.g., hinged, bright rich pastel color and sharp impression on the
high value Justice department, F.-V.F., Scarce this nice. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800
3391 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ ultramarine (O36), o.g., previously hinged, attractive example with large margins
and sharp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3392 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ ultramarine (O45), disturbed o.g., impeccably fresh and choice stamp with outstanding color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800

3393

3394

3395

3396

3393 HH
Post Office Dept., 1873, 10¢ black (O51), o.g., never hinged, incredible state of preservation, F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it came; top right stamp. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
3394 HH
Post Office Dept., 1873, 15¢ black (O53), o.g., never hinged, sharp impression; a pristine mint stamp,
Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150
3395 HH
Post Office Dept., 1873, 24¢ black (O54), o.g., never hinged, pristine example of this exceedingly difficult mint Official stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block/4 from which it came; top left
stamp. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3396 H
Post Office Dept., 1873, 30¢ black (O55), o.g., previously hinged, handsome example with radiant rich
color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $200. SMQ VF 80; $190. Estimate $100 - 150

3397 H
State Dept., 1873, 1¢ dark green (O57), o.g., hinged, incredibly rich shade; unusually choice example of
this terribly difficult State Dept. issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $260. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3398

3399

3400

3401

3398 H
State Dept., 1873, 1¢ dark green (O57), o.g., pretty stamp wide margins and vibrant green color, Very
Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $100 - 150
3399 H
State Dept., 1873, 7¢ dark green (O61), o.g., hinged, magnificent rich color, a beauty, F.-V.F.; with 2000
P.F. certificate. Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200
3400 H
State Dept., 1873, 10¢ dark green (O62), o.g., previously hinged, flawless example of this desirable
State Dept. issue; large margins and crystal clear impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
3401 H
State Dept., 1873, 15¢ dark green (O64), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh example, very
choice, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

3402 m
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), fresh color; small thin and faint horizontal crease, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3403

3404

3405

3403 HH
Treasury Dept., 1873, 7¢ brown (O76), o.g., never hinged, large margins; an immaculate mint stamp in
a wonderful state of preservation, F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came; lower left
stamp. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3404 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 7¢ brown (O76), o.g., lightly hinged, charming example with fresh color, Very
Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3405 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 12¢ brown (O78), o.g., barest trace of hinge, vivid and bright example, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3406

3407

3408

3409

3406 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 12¢ brown (O78), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome fresh example with sharp impression, almost Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3407 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 15¢ brown (O79), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color, F.-V.F.; with 1984
P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
3408 HH
War Dept., 1873, 10¢ rose (O88), o.g., never hinged, warm rich color; a wonderful example, F.-V.F.; with
photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for strip/3, from which it came; middle stamp. Scott $300.Estimate $100 - 150
3409 H
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose (O90), with partial top imprint, o.g., previously hinged, nearly well-centered
example with pleasant pastel color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2010 A.P.S. certificate for strip
of six.
Estimate $100 - 150

3410

3411

3412

3410 HH
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose (O90), o.g., never hinged, warm rich shade; very pleasing example, F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block/4 from which it came; top left stamp. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
3411 HH
War Dept., 1873, 24¢ rose (O91), o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), nicely balanced margins; fresh
and choice, Very Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
3412 H

War Dept., 1873, 90¢ rose (O93), o.g., hinged, bold rich shade; choice centering, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

3413 S
Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen” (O31SD), without gum as
issued; a couple tiny thin specks, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3414

3415

3414 S
Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (O55SD), without gum
as issued, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3415 S
State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢-12¢ values, overprinted “Specimen” (O57SD-O63SD), without gum as issued, extremely fresh group of seven values, all with warm rich colors, nice condition for these issues,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,890 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3416

3417

3416 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 3¢ brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O74SD), without gum as
issued, Very Fine, only 84 stamps issued. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3417 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O80SD), without
gum as issued, previously hinged, stunning deep rich color; an elusive stamp, otherwise Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

3418

3419

3418 S
War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 7¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen” (O87SD), without gum as
issued, evenly balanced margins and remarkably rich color; quite possibly the finest example of this elusive “Specimen” overprint, Extremely Fine, only 539 reportedly sold; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $425.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3419 S
War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen” (O90SD), without gum as
issued, premium quality example in flawless condition; with brilliant color, Very Fine, only 105 issued; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3420

3421

3422

3420 H
Interior Dept., 1879, 1¢ vermilion (O96), o.g., previously hinged, fresh and vibrant color, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3421 H
Justice Dept., 1879, 6¢ bluish purple (O107), o.g., lightly hinged, dynamite color; a choice example of
this tough stamp, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
3422 (H)
Treasury Dept., 1879, 30¢ brown (O112), unused without gum, an elusive example of this often misidentified rare soft paper Treasury Dept. issue, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $875.
Estimate $400 - 600

3423

3424

3423 m
War Dept., 1879, 1¢ rose red (O114), cork “Turtle” cancellation, that has been re-inked at center, fancy
cancels on Officials are seldom seen, but “Turtle” cancellations got to be downright scarce, F.-V.F.; with 2000
P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
3424 H
Postal Savings Official, 1911, $1 ultramarine (O123), o.g., hinged, a brilliant fresh stamp with exceptional margins; scarce like this, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $200. SMQ XF
90; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

Newspaper Stamps

Ex 3425
3425 P

3426

1875, 2¢-$60 complete, plate proofs on card (PR9P4-PR32P4, PR81P4). Scott $333.
Estimate $150 - 200

3426 H
1875, 24¢ rose (PR17), o.g., hinge remnant, vivid shade; an extremely handsome example of this tough
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3427

3428

3427 H
1875, 84¢ rose (PR22), o.g., hinge remnant, gorgeous example of this terribly difficult stamp; bold
prooflike color and clearly etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF
85. Scott $1,850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3428 m
1875, $9 yellow orange (PR27), bright fresh color with a relatively light smudge cancel; two minute thin
specks, otherwise Fine. An attractive, rarely offered used example of the $9 Continental newspaper stamp. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

3429 H
1875, $48 red brown (PR31), o.g., previously hinged, rich radiant color with a deeply etched prooflike impression within extraordinarily balanced margins that is so often not the case for this rare newspaper, Very Fine, a
top example of this rarity, worthy of the finest collections; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

3430

3431

3430 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 3¢ gray black (PR34), without gum as issued, attractive example of this challenging issue, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
3431 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 10¢ gray black (PR39), without gum as issued, incredibly fresh and choice example with vivid color, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3432

3433

3432 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 36¢ pale rose (PR42), without gum as issued, gorgeous color and finely detailed
impression; a handsome example of this tough stamp; pulled perf along lower left side, otherwise F.-V.F., only 330
reportedly sold. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3433 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 48¢ pale rose (PR43), without gum as issued, tremendous example of this rarely
offered stamp, with breathtaking color and impression, F.-V.F., among the finest of the 268 examples that were reportedly sold in 1875; with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3434

3435

3434 H
1879, 36¢ red (PR65), o.g., hinged, sound and attractive example with warm rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
3435 (H)
1879, $60 purple (PR79), unused without gum, flawless example with great color; ridiculously undervalued when found like this, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

3436 H
1894, 24¢ pink (PR96), o.g., previously hinged, beautiful fresh color; light gum bend at top, otherwise
F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Ex 3437

3438

3437 P
1895, 1¢-$100 complete, large die proofs (PR102P1-PR113P1), each measuring roughly 151 x
200mm; small toning spots, $10 h.r.s on reverse, F.-V.F., a rare set. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3438 HH
1895, 1¢ black (PR102), top left margin single, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully attractive color and impression; light natural gum crease at top and selvage, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

3439 H
1895, 50¢ carmine (PR107), o.g., hinged, scarce stamp; reperforated at top; tiny perf thin at upper right,
generally Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

3440 H
1895, $2 scarlet (PR108), o.g., hinged, eye catching color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $2,250. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,050.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Parcel Post

Ex 3441

Ex 3442

3441 HH/H 1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), top plate number singles or imprint pairs, o.g., mostly never hinged,
absolutely gorgeous group; includes imprint and plate number pairs of Q1-Q3 and Q10; the rest are wide selvage
plate singles; seldom seen as a complete set; this would take forever to duplicate, Fine. Scott $2,816.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3442 H/(H)
1913, 1¢ to $1 (Q1/Q12), o.g. or regummed; some never hinged, attractive appearing group of Parcel
Post issues; includes Q1 x (2), Q3 x (2), Q5, Q7 x (4), Q9, Q10 x (2), Q11 x (5), and Q12 x (4); lots of value present;
several reperforated, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,656.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 3443

3444

3443 HH/H 1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., some never hinged, some hinged, $1 is regummed, visually attractive; 10c thin speck, 75c large tear at bottom, a couple stamps are reperforated, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$895.
Estimate $150 - 200
3444 HH
1913, 1¢ carmine rose (Q1), o.g., never hinged, huge boardwalk margined stamp in immaculate mint
condition, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $12. SMQ XF 90J; $105.
Estimate $75 - 100

3445 HH
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), o.g., never hinged, breathtaking fresh color and clearly etched impression; an unbelievable stamp with incredible centering; a great stamp for the most discriminating collector building a
GEM quality set of Parcel Post issues one quality stamp at a time, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3446 HH
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), o.g., never hinged, tremendous mint example; charming color and generous margins all around; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90;
$1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3447

3448

Ex 3449

3447 H
1913, 50¢ carmine rose & $1 carmine rose (Q10, Q12), a plate number single of each, o.g., 50¢ very
lightly hinged, $1 small hinge remnant, both fresh and exceptionally well centered, the 50¢ with large balanced margins, the $1 tightly margined, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $485+.
Estimate $300 - 400
3448 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), o.g., never hinged, intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $190. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
3449 HH/H 1913, 1¢ to 10¢ (JQ1-JQ4), top left plate number singles, o.g., never hinged / JQ3 hinged in selvage,
choice group of 4 values, each with deep rich color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $467.
Estimate $100 - 150

3450 HH
Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 25¢ dark green (JQ5), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
wonderfully fresh top quality example with balanced margins and amazing rich color; a beauty, Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 3451
3451 P
Special Handling, 1928-29, 10¢-25¢ complete, large die proofs (QE1P1-QE4P1), each measuring
202 x 153 mm, with approval signatures (including Postmaster General’s) and typed “Approved” and date (June 18,
1928 on QE1P1-QE3P1 and March 23, 1925 on QE4P1) on front; blue control number on reverse, Very Fine. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3452

468

s
Special Handling, 1928, 15¢ yellow green (QE2), great usage on parcel tag from Chemical Concentrates Corp. in Fort Washington, PA, to Newark, NJ; tied, along with #807, 810, 811 and 829, by tidy undated box
cancels; a Prexie showpiece! F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3453 HH
Special Handling, 1929, 25¢ deep green (QE4), o.g., never hinged, equally balanced margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $38.
Estimate $100 - 150

Booklets

3454 HH
Booklet, 1927, 97¢, red on blue cover, carmine-lake (BK82a (634e)), complete and unexploded, contains eight panes of the color variety, o.g., never hinged, the actual panes are centered to touching, F.-V.F., a great
rarity, we cannot recall having offered this item before; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 3455
3455 HH
Booklets, 1960’s, two dummy booklets complete (TDB12a, TDB17b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $316.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Carriers and Locals

3456 Ha
Carrier, 1851, 1¢ Eagle (LO2), bottom block of 4 with imprint, o.g., a scarce item as it is difficult to find
large multiples of this issue, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,070 as imprint blk 8 + 2 prs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3457

3458

3457 H
Broadway Post Office, 1851 (1¢) black (26L2), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and choice example
of this elusive stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3458 m
City Despatch Post, 1842, 3¢ black on grayish (40L1), red FREE in octagon cancel, large margins all
around; an extraordinary example of this local issue, with mouth-watering color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $350.
Estimate $600 - 800
3459 a
Swart’s City Dispatch Post, 1849-53 (2¢) black on blue gray, forgery (136L7 var.), full sheet of 100 on
thin paper, apparently Lyons’ forgery B, ungummed; slight marginal faults affecting only one stamp, bit of light staining on back; for reference, includes a photocopy of a 2010 P.F. certificate for a sheet from the same source (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Sanitary Fair

3460

3461

3460 m
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 10¢ blue (WV11), pleasing well-centered example of this elusive used Philadelphia fair issue, neat and clear strike, bold color and acute impression; faults, F.-V.F., an alluring stamp. Scott
$525.
Estimate $150 - 200
3461 P
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 20¢ carmine, trial color proof on wove, perf’d (WV12TC), intriguing example
of this elusive used Philadelphia fair issue, unused without gum, equally balanced margins with a sharp and bold
impression; short perforation at top, F.-V.F., ex-Steele, Kantor.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3462

3463

3462 m
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 20¢ green (WV12), captivating example of this elusive used Philadelphia fair issue, neat fair cancel, deep green color, F.-V.F., ex-Steele, Kantor. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3463 m
Philadelphia, Pa., 1864, 30¢ black (WV13), handsome example of this rarely offered genuinely used
stamp, beautiful “JUNE 11, 1864" fair cancellation, with absolutely gorgeous deep rich color, scarcely found in this
condition, F.-V.F., ex-Steele, Kantor. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

Postal Stationery

3464 m
Envelope, 1875, 10¢ chocolate, die 2 (U189), legal-sized, with green “Express Wells, Fargo Y Cia”
Mexican route frank; indicium with blue oval Wells, Fargo/El Paso, Texas Express marking, addressed to Mexico
City; entire with a small tear which almost touches the indicium, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

3465 H)
Envelope, 1899, 4¢ brown, die 2 (U373), entire, fresh and attractive with rich color; incredibly scarce
with only three record examples; an important addition to any advanced collection, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3466

3467

3466 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 4¢ chocolate on amber (U463), entire; small thin in backflap, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300
3467 H)
Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ green (U486), entire, UPSS 3078, size 7, knife 31, Extremely Fine, while the
Scott Catalogue places a value of $1,150 on this entire UPSS prices it at $1,750. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

3468
3468 H
$550.

3471

Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 1½¢ brown on blue, die 8 (U506), entire, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3469 )
Envelopes, War Dept., collection of entires and cut squares with fancy cancels, five entires and 17
cut squares cancelled by stars, letters, Masonic, Skull and Crossbones, “U.S.” monogram and Pinwheels; condition a little mixed, but a good variety of these difficult cancels on Official items, generally F.-V.F. (photo on website)
Estimate $300 - 400
3470 P)
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, proof study of cards on normal stock (UX3P), watermarked
Small U.S.P.O.D. Selection of 53 cards, forty-three cards identified by previous owner as proofs on normal stock
with small watermark and ten unused cards with printing on reverse also without address; proofs show a range of
hues, many cards identified as to subject plate, Very Fine, an excellent study to build on. UPSS UX3P (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3471 H)
Postal Card, 1914, 1¢ green on buff, paste-up single (UX27), with 7/16" manila tape overlap on left
end, pristine, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 3472
3472 H
1862, 10¢ Turner essays, design without title, frame & vignette in different colors (R33-E), all five
listed combinations, select group of Turner essays, Very Fine. Turner Essay Plate 59.
Estimate $200 - 300
3473 m
1862-71, First Issue, perforated on silk paper, 28 different (R3d//R89d), comprises R3d, R6d, R13d,
R15d, R18d, R20d, R22d-R24d, R27d, R29d, R33d, R34d, R36d, R44d, R46d, R55d, R60d, R64d, R65d, R67d,
R69d, R81d, R82d, R84d, R85d, R89d, and R98d; all neatly mounted on two quadrille pages; other than R22d,
which is faded, and R29d, which is creased, everything appears clean and F-VF. A scarce group. Scott $2,250
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3474 m
1862-71, First Issue, part-perforate, collection balance (R1b//R65b), 28 different plus a few duplicates mounted on three Scott pages; comprises R1b, R5b, R6b, R9b, R11b, R19b, R25b, R27b (single and strip of
3), R36b, R37b, R40b, R42b, R43b-R46b, R52b-R59b, and R62b-R65b; nearly all F-VF with wide imperf margins.
Scott $2,050 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 3475

Ex 3476

3475 m
1862-71, First Issue, imperforate, excellent collection balance (R1a//R101a). About 55 stamps,
mostly different, on Scott pages; highlights include 3¢ Telegraph on document, 30¢ Foreign Exchange, 50¢ Passage Ticket, 60¢ Inland Exchange, $1 Power of Attorney, $1 Probate of Will, $2 Conveyance, $2 Mortgage, $5
Charter Party, $5 Conveyance (2), $5 Manifest (punch cancel), $5 Probate of Will, $10 Conveyance (2), $20 Conveyance, and $50 U.S.I.R.; condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and F-VF. A marvelous lot. Scott $5,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3476 m
1862-71, First Issue, perforated, impressive collection balance (R1c//R101c). About 100 different,
plus a number of duplicates, mounted on Scott pages; highlights include 1¢ Playing Cards (2), 3¢ Playing Cards, 6¢
Proprietary (faulty), $1 Mortgage, $1 Passage Ticket, $1.90 U.S.I.R., $5 Manifest, $15 Mortgage (both blue & ultramarine), $20 Conveyance, and $25 & $50 U.S.I.R., the latter with extra diagonal perfs; condition, other than the
aforementioned 6¢ Proprietary, is just about all F-VF. Scott $6,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3477

3478

3479

3480

3481

3477 m
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Playing Cards, imperf (R2a), neat manuscript cancel, Jun 26, 1863, three large
margins, barely shaved at right; small tear at upper right, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3478 H
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Playing Cards, perf’d (R2c), a exceptionally fresh mint single, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $210 for used.
Estimate $150 - 200
3479 m
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Proprietary, imperf (R3a), large balanced margins and neat manuscript cancel;
trivial, light stain at upper right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3480 m
1862, First Issue, 1¢ Telegraph, imperf (R4a), ample to large margins and neat manuscript cancel,
Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
3481 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Bank Check, orange on green, perf’d (R6e), fresh and quite well-centered with a
small manuscript “X” cancel, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

3482

3483

3484

3485

3486

3482 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Certificate, blue, imperf (R7a), dramatic double transfer in bottom label, light
handstamped cancel, large margins to just shaved at upper left, nearly Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
3483 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Proprietary, blue, imperf (R13a), neat manuscript “X” cancel, clear to mostly large
margins and bright color, almost Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
3484 m
1862, First Issue, 2¢ Proprietary, blue, part perf (R13b), fresh and exceptionally well-centered with
large imperforate margins at top and bottom and a neat manuscript “X” cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3485 m
1864, First Issue, 2¢ U.S.I.R., orange on green (R15e), light manuscript cancel dated Jan 1, 1869, Fine.
A very rare stamp on green paper. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3486 m
1862, First Issue, 3¢ Foreign Exchange, perf’d, silk paper (R16d), a gorgeous, perfectly centered
Jumbo with a neat “Crenshaw & Co., New York” double-oval datestamp of Jul 7, 1870, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3487

3488

3489

3490

3487 m

1863, First Issue, 4¢ Playing Cards, perf’d (R21c), neat “C O” manuscript cancel, Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

3488 m
$600.

1862, First Issue, 4¢ Proprietary, part perf (R22b), blue handstamped cancel, Jun 1863, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

3489 m
1862, First Issue, 5¢ Foreign Exchange, perf’d, silk paper (R26d), fresh and nicely centered, F.-V.F.
Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
3490 m
1862, First Issue, 10¢ Certificate, imperf (R33a), exceptionally fresh with clear to large margins with
unusually deep color, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

3491

3492

3491 m
1862, First Issue, 10¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R36a), clear to large margins, bright and fresh with a
very light cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
3492 m
1862, First Issue, 10¢ Power of Attorney, imperf (R37a), lightly struck blue handstamped cancel, a
very fresh, pale blue shade with four nice, well balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,100. Estimate $600 - 800

3493 ma
1862, First Issue, 20¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R42a), block of 6, neat pen cancel, a select example,
F.-V.F.; with 2010 Weiss certificate for block. Scott $350 as block 4 + pair.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3494

3495

3496

3494 m
1862, First Issue, 25¢ Bond, imperf (R43a), four decent margins and a neat Aug 26, 1863 manuscript
cancel, nearly Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3495 m
1862, First Issue, 25¢ Protest, part perf (R49b), light manuscript cancel; faint horizontal crease, F.-V.F.
appearance. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
3496 m
1862, First Issue, 40¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R53a), exceptionally fresh with ample to large margins
and a neat manuscript cancel; two virtually invisible pressed horizontal creases, Very Fine appearance. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3497

3498

3499

3500

3497 m
1862, First Issue, 50¢ Original Process, part perf (R60b), light manuscript cancel; two tiny, nearly invisible staple holes, some staining on reverse, which does not show through, F.-V.F. appearance. Quite an attractive example of this rare part-perforate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3498 m
1862, First Issue, 50¢ Passage Ticket, part perf (R61b), a fresh example with a light manuscript cancel
dated “Dec 2nd, 1864”, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3499 m
1862, First Issue, 50¢ Surety Bond, imperf (R63a), bright and fresh with four clear to large margins,
F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3500 (H)
1862, First Issue, 70¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (R65a), uncanceled, four nice, well balanced margins, Very Fine; signed Sloane. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3501

3502

3503

3501 m
1862, First Issue, $1 Life Insurance, imperf (R71a), light handstamped cancels, three huge margins,
just clear at bottom, nearly Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3502 m
1863, First Issue, $1.60 Foreign Exchange, imperf (R79a), an exceptional used example with large
balanced margins and a light, centrally struck handstamped cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3503 m
1863, First Issue, $1.60 Foreign Exchange, imperf (R79a), three good margins but close at top; skillfully rebacked rejoining three pieces separated by a punched cancel, F.-V.F. appearance. A attractive space filler.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $150 - 200

3504

3505

Ex 3506

3504 m
1862, First Issue, 1862, $2 Conveyance & $2 Mortgage, imperf (R81a, R82a), fresh and neatly pen
canceled with large margins except Conveyance just clear at lower left, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3505 m
1863, First Issue, $2 Probate of Will, imperf (R83a), ample to large margins and lovely, fresh color; diagonal crease running from lower left to upper center splits the paper for about a half inch, otherwise Very Fine.
nonetheless, quite an attractive example of this rare stamp. Scott $7,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3506 m
1862, First Issue, 1862, $3 Charter Party & $3 Manifest, imperf (R85a, R86a), both with large margins
except Charter Party, which is on piece, just touches at lower right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3507 m
1863, First Issue, $3.50 Inland Exchange, imperf (R87a), a fresh example of this rare stamp with deep
rich color and three good margins, just clear at right; small corner crease at upper right just below slightly rounded
corner, otherwise Fine and attractive. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 3508

3509

3510

3511

3508 m
1862, First Issue, 1862, $5 Conveyance, $5 Manifest, & $5 Mortgage (R89a-R91a), all with four large
margins and neat manuscript cancels, Very Fine. Scott $620.
Estimate $300 - 400
3509 m
1862, First Issue, $10 Charter Party, imperf (R93a), manuscript cancel, Jun 6, 1866, four nice, well balanced margins; small thin spot, Very Fine appearance. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
3510 m
1862, First Issue, $10 Mortgage, imperf (R95a), light manuscript cancel and three large margins, cut
just to outer frame line at top, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
3511 m
1862, First Issue, $10 Probate of Will, imperf (R96a), nice color and light manuscript cancel wit ample
to large margins except just into frame line at right; small bleached area on left margin and tiny thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3512

3513

3512 m
1862, First Issue, $15 Mortgage, blue, imperf (R97a), unusually fresh with deep rich color and four
good, well balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
An exceptional example of the rare $15 Mortgage imperforate.
3513 m
1862, First Issue, $20 Probate of Will, imperf (R99a), lovely color with a neat manuscript cancel, Jun
27, 1864; three large margins, but just clear at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
A most attractive, completely sound example of the difficult $20 Power of Attorney imperforate.

3514

3515

3516

3514 m
1862, First Issue, $20 Probate of Will, perf’d (R99c), exceptionally fresh and bright with a neat manuscript “MW, June 10, 1864” cancel; small, light natural paper wrinkle at left, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000. Estimate $750
- 1,000
3515 m
1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage, imperf (R100a), deep rich color and clear to mostly large margins with
a neat manuscript cancel reading “Isaac P. Cook, Register of Wills”; light horizontal crease, F.-V.F. appearance
and quite striking. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $400 - 600
3516 m
1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage, perf’d, silk paper (R100d), unusually fresh with marvelous color and
several obvious silk fibers; neat “PRR, 3/25/72” (Pennsylvania Railroad) manuscript cancel, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3517 m
1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal imperf (R102a), bright and fresh with a neat manuscript cancel,
“PWK, Fey 18/65”, large margins top and bottom, close but well clear at left and right, F.-V.F. and most attractive.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3518

3519

3518 m
1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal perf’d (R102c), wonderfully fresh and nicely centered, with a
neatly executed manuscript “DWK, Oct 16/68” cancel, nearly Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
3519 m
1864, First Issue, $200 U.S. Internal perf’d (R102c), fresh and nearly perfectly centered with a light blue
herringbone (cut) cancel; neatly repaired tear at lower right, Very Fine appearance. Scott $850.
Estimate $150 - 200
3520 H/m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 1¢-$1 and $1.50-$20 (R103-118, R120-12), mounted on two Scott
pages; the key values are as follows 1¢ blue handstamped cancel, 3¢ & 4¢ cut cancels, 6¢ (2, one uncanceled, the
other cut), 15¢ cut, 25¢ sewing machine perf (2 with manuscript cancels), 30¢ & 40¢ manuscript (40¢ thinned), 60¢
cut, 70¢ handstamped (XF), $1.60 & $1.90 cut, $2 uncanceled (XF), $3.50 Cut (with two extra rows of perfs), $5
manuscript, $10 cut, and $20 manuscript (about Fine); additionally, there is an extra $10 with a handstamped “Rising Star” (Pacific Steamboat) cancel. A lovely group. Scott $3,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

3521 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 1¢ blue & black, center inverted (R103a), fresh and virtually perfectly centered with a colorless herringbone (cut) cancel, Very Fine. A most attractive, completely sound example
of this very scarce Second Issue invert; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3522 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 2¢ blue & black, center inverted (R104a), fresh and nicely centered with clear manuscript “12/15, 1871, IOW” cancel; small shallow thin spot, Very Fine appearance, ex-Isleham;
with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Other examples canceled by the same user are dated 12/27/1871 (ex-Joyce), 1/2/1872 (Zoellner), and 1/4/1872
(Tolman).

3523

3524

3523 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 5¢ blue & black, center inverted (R107a), very fresh with exceptionally deep color and a colorless herringbone (cut) cancel; perforations just into design at right, about Fine; with
1966 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3524 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 10¢ blue & black, center inverted (R109a), uncanceled, fresh
and nicely centered; couple light creases (invisible from the front), F.-V.F. appearance; with 1975 Friedl Committee
certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3525 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 25¢ blue & black, center inverted (R112a), uncanceled, fresh
and well centered; repaired upper right corner and few slightly nibbed perfs at left, Very Fine appearance; awarded
P.F. certificate 238428 (no longer present) noting “Tiny Repaired Tear At Top Right”. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
A LOVELY EXAMPLE OF THE EXCEEDINGLY RARE 25¢ SECOND ISSUE INVERT.
According to the Lyons census, only 16 examples of the 25¢ inverted center are recorded.
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3526

3527

3528

3529

3526 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 50¢ blue & black, sewing machine perfs (R115a), a fresh, exceptionally well-centered horizontal pair, each stamp with bold manuscript “WOK, May 13/72” cancel, Extremely
Fine. A choice, very scarce multiple of the 50¢ issue. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3527 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 50¢ blue & black, center inverted (R115b), neat manuscript
“LEP, July, 11, 1872” cancel; slight thinning at lower left (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), F.-V.F.
appearance; with photocopy of a clear 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
3528 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 50¢ blue & black, center inverted (R115b), manuscript cancel
plus a triangular punch, the latter (in bottom “50”) neatly replaced, Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $150 - 200
3529 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.30 blue & black (R119), exceptionally fresh with a bold manuscript cancel dated “Apl 5, 1872”, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

3530

3531

3532

3530 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $1.60 blue & black (R121), no apparent cancellation; small corner
crease at the top left, otherwise Fine, only 9,629 issued. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
3531 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $25 blue & black (R130), bright and fresh with a clear manuscript
“May 1, 1872, H.W.I.” cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500
3532 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $50 blue & black (R131), light manuscript and colorless embossed cancels; faint horizontal crease, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3533 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $200 red, blue & black (R132), fresh and very well centered with a
neat manuscript “Oliver Moses, February 1, 1872” cancel; light pressed vertical & horizontal document creases,
Very Fine appearance. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
A lovely example of the stunning and always-popular “Small Persian Rug”.
3534 H/m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 1¢-$20 complete (R134-R150), mounted on a Scott page; the 1¢-6¢
& $2.50 are unused, the last with part o.g.; the rest are used, the $10 with a faint horizontal document crease, The
$20 with a repaired corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

3535

3536

3537

3535 m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ vermilion & black, color error (R135a), fresh and bright with a
bold manuscript “C&C, 8/10/72” cancel; perforations into design at top, V.G.-Fine. An attractive example of this
very difficult stamp; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
3536 H
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted (R135b), a fresh mint example,
o.g., bright and fresh; average centering but very scarce mint. Scott $475 for used.
Estimate $200 - 300
3537 m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 5¢ orange & black, center inverted (R137a), very fresh with a bold
manuscript cancel dated 4/18/72; small thin spot and faint horizontal crease, Fine appearance; formerly issued P.F.
certificate 163520 (no longer present). Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Only 20 are recorded in the Lyons Census, three of them on a partial document. Of the 17 remaining, 13 are faulty
to some degree.
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3538

3539

3538 P
Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 60¢ orange & black, center inverted, plate proof on card
(R142aP4), attractive proof with fiery orange-red color amid excellent centering; a must for the revenue collector,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3539 m
Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, $20 vermilion & black, color error (R150a), handstamped and light
herringbone (cut) cancels; faint horizontal document crease, Fine. Scott $1,250 for uncut. Estimate $200 - 300

3540 m
Documentary, 1898, “I.R.” Provisional, 10¢ dark green (R157), exceptionally fresh and well centered
with the usual Michigan Mutual Life Insurance Co. “M.M./ L.I.C.” manuscript cancel dated “7/14/98”, a choice Extremely Fine gem. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
AN EXTRAORDINARY EXAMPLE OF THIS 10¢ EMERGENCY PROVISIONAL REVENUE.
The 8¢, 10¢ & 15¢ denominations of the then-current regular issue were handstamped with “I.R.” by the Michigan
Mutual Life Insurance Co. in order to meet the company’s needs for those values. It is reported that only 66 of the
10¢ value were so overprinted.
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3541 m
Documentary, 1898, Chapman Steamboat Line provisional, 1¢ dark yellow green (R158A), the 1¢
Trans-Mississippi overprinted “I. R./ L.H.C.”, an unusually fresh example with a neat “10/98” manuscript cancel;
natural straight edge at right, perfs just clear at top; small thin spot at bottom, Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
ONLY ABOUT 20 EXAMPLES ARE KNOWN, WITH NEARLY ALL OF THEM BEING FAULTY TO SOME
DEGREE.
250 of these stamps were overprinted for the L.H. Chapman Steamboat Line, which operated along the Erie
Canal. Another 250 were overprinted “I.R./P.I.D. & Son” for P.I. Daprix & Son, another Erie Canal freight-carrying
company.

3542

3543

3542 H
Documentary, 1900, $3 lake (R183), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine.
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3543 H

Documentary, 1902, $5 green, surcharge omitted (R192a), o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

3544 H/m
Documentaries, 1940-58, superb balance of collection. Several hundred stamps on Scott pages;
loaded with nice $50-$200 stamps and many higher with minor flaws; highlights include, but are not limited to (used
unless noted, cut cancels indicated with “cc”, perfins with “pi”) R299 (mint), R358, R384-385 (cc), cut cancels indicated with “cc”, perfins with “pi”410 (cc), R434 (small scrape), R484-485, R559, R584-585, R617, R705 (pi), R708
(cc), R730, and R732; clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $7,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3545

3546

3547

3548

3545 m
Documentary, 1941, $20 carmine (R329), neat handstamped and manuscript cancels; natural straight
edge at top, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3546 m
Documentary, 1941, $500 carmine (R334), red handstamped and small manuscript cancels, Very Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
3547 m
$225.

Documentary, 1941, $1,000 carmine (R335), handstamped and manuscript cancels, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3548 m
Documentary, 1942, $50 carmine (R356), neat handstamped cancels; small thin spot at left, Very Fine
appearance, ex-Hansen; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 3549

3550

Ex 3551

3552

3549 m
Documentary, 1942, $100, $500 & $1000 (R358), fresh and exceptionally well centered with
handstamped/manuscript cancels, Extremely Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
3550 m
Documentary, 1944, $500 carmine (R409), purple handstamped and perforated “M Co.” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3551 H
Documentary, 1952, $1.65, $2.20, $2.75 & $3.30 (R601, R603, R604, R606), o.g., lightly hinged, bright
and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
3552 m
Documentary, 1952, $5,000 carmine (R618), neat handstamped/cut cancel, fresh and well centered;
few tiny staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3553 m
Documentary, 1952, $10,000 carmine (R619), colorless cut cancel; few tiny staple holes, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3554 (H)
Documentary, 1954, $1,000 carmine (R684), with full receipt tab, without gum as issued, Extremely
Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3555

3556

3557

3558

3555 m
Documentary, 1954, $10,000 carmine (R687), handstamped and perforated “CNB” cancels, Very Fine.
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3556 m
Documentary, 1955, $1,000 carmine (R693), Serial number “000001”—the first 1952 $1000 issued,
handstamped cancels, fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $80+.
Estimate $150 - 200
3557 m

Documentary, 1955, $2,500 carmine (R694), purple handstamped cancels, Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

3558 m

Documentary, 1955, $5,000 carmine (R695), neat manuscript and cut cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3559

3560

3561

3562

3559 m
Documentary, 1955, $10,000 carmine (R696), neat handstamped and cut cancels, fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3560 m
Documentary, 1957, $2,500 carmine (R712), light manuscript and cut cancels; few tiny staple holes,
F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3561 m

Documentary, 1958, $2,500 carmine (R721), neat manuscript and cut cancels, Very Fine. Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750

3562 H/m
Proprietary, 1871-1919, outstanding collection balance. More than 125 mostly different (duplicate
generally have different cancels or extra perforations); highlights include (used unless noted) RB4a (mint block of
4), RB5a, RB6a (2), RB6b (2), RB7a (unused without gum & used), RB7b (unused without gum & used with 2 extra
rows of perfs), RB11c (unused without gum & used), RB13c, RB15c, RB16a, RB16b (2), RB19b, and mint
RB21p-31p, RB32-41 & RB43-73; with very few exceptions, clean and F-VF throughout. A marvelous lot. Scott
$5,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3563 H
Proprietary, 1874, 5¢ green & black, green paper (RB5b), o.g., hinge remnants, exceptionally fresh
and bright, F.-V.F. Scott $250 for used.
Estimate $150 - 200

3564 m
Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper (RB8b), neat 1888 blue hand stamp cancel, great
color and condition for this difficult issue, Choice Extremely Fine, a true condition rarity; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3565

3566

3567

3565 m
Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper (RB8b), fresh and nicely centered with a light blue
handstamped cancel date Sep 2, 1882; light corner bend at lower left, Very Fine appearance. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
3566 m
Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper (RB8b), apparently uncanceled; small, shallow thin
and center just a bit faded, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
3567 m
Proprietary, 1873, $1 green & black, violet paper (RB9a), bold manuscript cancel dated Jan 6, 1875;
couple small thin spots, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3568 m
Proprietary, 1873, $5 green & black, violet paper (RB10a), neat manuscript “JHB/ Nov 18/78” cancel;
couple light diagonal creases and small internal repair, F.-V.F. appearance, Only about 120 examples are believe
to exist. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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3569

3570

3569 m
Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet blue, rouletted (RB17c), light purple handstamped cancel, fresh color; light
vertical crease and small repair lower left corner, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $150 - 200
3570 m
Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet, rouletted (RB18c), a lovely example of this scarce stamp, canceled with a
neat handstamped Charles Osgood c.d.s. dated Jan 3, 1883; small thin spot, Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3571 H/m
Stock Transfers, 1918-52, excellent balance of collection. A few hundred stamps on Scott pages;
loaded with value—we note more than 50 stamps cataloging $50-and-up singles; highlights include (used unless
noted, cut cancels indicated with “cc”, perfins with “pi”), RD23a, RD24, RD30 (MNH block of 4), RD58 (mint), RD60,
RD64 (pi), RD82, RD86, RD87 (pi), RD113 (pi), RD139 (punched), RD162 (punched), RD185 (pi), RD2528,
RD231, RD256 (cc), RD258 (cc), RD259 (cc, stain), RD284-285 (heavy cc), RD304, RD309, RD310 (heavy cc),
RD388 (cc), RD361 and RD364 (cc). virtually all clean and F-VF. A truly marvelous lot. Scott $12,350 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

3572

3573

3574

3575

3572 m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $30 vermilion (RD61), fresh and exceptionally well centered, handstamped
“James Bennett & Co., Apr 22, 1941” with additional embossed (slightly cut) cancel and a couple of staple holes,
Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
3573 m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $50 olive green (RD62), bright and fresh with magenta handstamped, small
manuscript and unobtrusive cut cancels, Very Fine; with 1997 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
3574 m
Stock Transfer, 1943, $60 bright green (RD159), neat handstamped/cut cancel, fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
3575 m
Stock Transfer, 1943, $500 bright green (RD161), exceptionally fresh and well centered with a “perfin”
cancel dated Apr 1944, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3576

3577

3578

3579

3576 m
Stock Transfer, 1946, $500 bright green (RD230), purple handstamped Chicago Stock Clearing Corp.
cancels dated Nov 6, 1947, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3577 m
Stock Transfer, 1948, $500 bright green (RD282), fresh and virtually perfectly centered with a violet
Chicago Stock Clearing Corp. handstamped cancel, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
3578 m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $60 bright green (RD306), bright and fresh with a violet Chicago Stock Clearing
Corp. handstamped cancel; slightly nibbed lower left corner, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3579 m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $500 bright green (RD308), violet Chicago Stock Clearing Corp. handstamped
cancel, bright and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

3580

3581

3582

3580 m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $5,000 bright green (RD311), nicely centered and fresh with an unobtrusive colorless cut cancel, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3581 m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $1,000 bright green (RD335), strip of 3 with Serial numbers 000002-000004,
colorless cut and handstamped Stock Clearing Corp. “S.C.C” cancels; light toning at right, Very Fine. Scott $105
++.
Estimate $150 - 200
3582 m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $2,500 bright green (RD336), handstamped Stock Clearing Corp. “S.C.C” cancel; reperfed at left and slightly trimmed at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3583

3584

3585

3586

3587

3583 m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $5,000 bright green (RD337), handstamped “S.C.C.” and colorless cut cancels,
F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3584 m
Stock Transfer, 1951, $500 bright green (RD360), handstamped violet Southwest Stock Clearing Co.
cancel dated May 26, 1952, Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
3585 m
Stock Transfer, 1951, $2,500 bright green (RD362), Serial No. 000016, handstamped “S.C.C.” and
colorless cut cancels; small, very faint tone spot at right, otherwise Very Fine. A nice example of this very rare Dated
Stock Transfer with an early serial number. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3586 HH

Stock Transfer, 1952, 25¢ bright green (RD368), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

3587 H

Stock Transfer, 1952, $4 bright green (RD370), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3588 H/m
Wines, 1914-55, exceptional collection balance. More than 180 different on Scott pages; highlights include (used unless noted) RE31 (mint), RE79, RE83, RE107F (label folded), RE143, RE148, RE150 (mint), RE161
(mint), RE162-163, RE166, RE167, RE171, RE172 (2 small nicks at top), RE176, RE196c and RE198b; a tremendous lot, virtually all clean and F-VF. Scott $4,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 3589

3590

3591

3589 m
Wines, 1916, $20, $40, $50 & $100 (RE56-RE59), fresh and clean and each with a purple 1917 or 1918
handstamped cancel, Very Fine. Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300
3590 m
Wines, 1934, $20 yellow green (RE107A), left half only with label neatly cut away, lightly struck of
handstamped cancel and without the usual staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $1,800 for stamp and label.
Estimate $400 - 600
3591 m
Wines, 1934, $50 yellow green, perf 12½ at left (RE107C), amazingly fresh and clean with a neat
“GEFFEN, IND./ DEC 9 1941” handstamped cancel, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3592

3593

3594

3592 (H)a
Wines, 1942, ½¢ green & black, imperf vertically (RE110a var.), horizontal block of 4, imperf vertically
between and at right, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3593 m

Wines, 1942, 30¢ green & black (RE133), purple handstamped cancel, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

An exceptional example of this key Wine stamp—one that is missing from only the best collections.
3594 m
Wines, 1942, $2,000 yellow green & black (RE170), faint blue handstamped cancel; staple holes and
soiled, about Fine for this. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3595

3596

3597

3595 m
Wines, 1949, $8 yellow green & black (RE179), light “Nov 19, 1951” handstamped cancel, spots of the
varnish that would have been used to adhere the stamp to a crate, otherwise fresh and well centered, Very Fine.
Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
3596 (H)
Wines, 1951, 3 25¢-80 25¢ green & black (RE183-RE194), complete less the rare 1 710¢, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $838.
Estimate $350 - 500
3597 (H)
Wines, 1951, $5.76 yellow green & black (RE202), without gum as issued, bright, fresh and perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3598 m
Beer, 1867, 12½¢ orange, die cut (REA7a), light 1868 oval handstamped cancel; faint horizontal
crease, Very Fine. Scott’s catalog value is for “stamps with small faults, due to the fragile nature of the paper”. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
3599 H/m
Playing Cards, 1894-1940, collection balance of about 70 stamps, mostly different (duplicates generally have different cancels) on Scott pages; highlights include (used unless noted) RF2e (pair), RF3b, RF6a, RF9c,
RF10, RF10a, RF12 (thinned), RF12c, RF13 RF13a, RF14, RF16 (mint. o.g.), RF17 (mint pair), RF18, RF18a,
RF24a, RF29 and Virgin Islands RFV2-3; virtually all clean and F-VF. A marvelous lot. Scott $2,550 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3600

3601

3602

3603

3604

3600 m
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ ultramarine (RF5 var.), handstamped vertically in violet “ACT OF/ 1917”
(no “7” visible), Logan Printing House printed cancel “L.P.H./ 1-21-19”; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F. Scott $700
for N.Y.
Estimate $200 - 300
3601 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Standard Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue (RF7), surcharge “S.P.C. Co./ 7/
CANCELED” misplaced horizontally, so that it reads “CANCELED/ S.P.C. Co./ 7 ”; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3602 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Standard Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, inverted surcharge (RF7a); usual
horizontal crease, small thin at top, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
3603 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Russell Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, red surcharge (RF8), exceptionally
fresh; usual horizontal crease, small sealed tear at bottom, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3604 H
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ blue, black surcharge double (RF9k), large part o.g.; slight thinning,
Fine appearance. Scott $1,100 for used.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3605

3606

3607

3608

3605 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Russell Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, double inverted surcharge (RF10c),
second surcharge displaced horizontally; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
3606 m
Playing Cards, 1917, Russell Playing Card Co. 7¢ on 2¢ blue, double inverted surcharge (RF10c),
second surcharge dramatically displaced vertically; usual horizontal crease, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
3607 H
Playing Cards, 1918, blue, rouletted 13 in red (RF12a), red Russell Playing Card Co. printed cancel
dated “4-28-19”; small shallow thin, Fine appearance. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3608 H
Playing Cards, 1919, Russell Playing Card Co. 8¢ on 2¢ blue (RF15), surcharge inverted (as always);
usual horizontal crease and faint vertical crease, Very Fine appearance. Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200
3609 H/m
Silver Tax, 1934-44, selection of 42 different (RG1//RG130), comprises (used unless noted) RG1-12
(mint), RG13-23, RG26, RG43 (mint), RG80 (staple holes, counted as cut cancel), RG108-119 (mint), RG120,
RG124-125, RG127 (staple holes, counted as cut) and RG130, all clean and F.-V.F. Scott $1,655 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500

3610 m
Silver Tax, 1936, $1,000 orange (RG27), canceled small green “BM9/3/36” and light violet I.R.S. New
York oval dated Sep 11, 1936, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
An exceptional example of this rare stamp, only about a dozen of which are known.
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Ex 3611

3612

3613

3614

3615

3611 HH/H Silver Tax, 1940, 1¢ to $1 (RG37-RG49), a bright, fresh set, o.g., $1 never hinged, others lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $785+.
Estimate $400 - 600
3612 HH
Silver Tax, 1940, $2 rose (RG50), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and virtually perfectly centered,
Extremely Fine. Scott $500 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
3613 HH
Silver Tax, 1940, $4 yellow brown (RG52), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh as the day it was printed,
F.-V.F. Scott $900 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
3614 HH/H Silver Tax, 1941, 1¢ to $3 (RG58-RG72), o.g., $3 never hinged, others lightly hinged, the 5¢ with a large
natural gum skip, all fresh and bright, F.-V.F. Scott $1,245+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3615 H
Silver Tax, 1942, 1¢ to $5 (RG83-RG99), a bright, fresh set, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,508.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3616

3617

3618

3616 m
Silver Tax, 1942, $60 gray (RG104), neat manuscript and faint handstamped cancels; four small staple
holes, Very Fine. Uncut priced at $2,250. Scott $750 as a cut cancel.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3617 m
Silver Tax, 1942, $100 gray (RG105), purple “Received, Misc. Tax Division” handstamped cancels; couple small, very light creases, otherwise Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,250. Estimate $2,000 3,000
A marvelous example of this rare stamp, few than 20 of which are recorded—a large percentage of them faulty.
3618 m
Silver Tax, 1944, $50 gray (RG128), purple handstamped cancel; small, skillfully repaired tear at lower
left, Very Fine appearance. Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3619

3620

3621

3619 m
Consular Service Fee, 1906, $1 dark violet, perf 10 (RK10), embossed and violet handstamped cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
3620 m
Consular Service Fee, 1906, $5 brown red, perf 10 (RK13), inconspicuous violet handstamped cancel,
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3621 m
Consular Service Fees, 1924, $1-$9 “American Foreign Service” complete (RK22-RK26), neatly
canceled (the $2.50 uncanceled), F.-V.F. Scott $1,140.
Estimate $500 - 750
3622 H/m
Consular Service Fees, 1906-52, selection of 33 different (RK1//RK40), an outstanding group comprising (used unless noted) RK1-9 (RK4 & RK8 are mint, o.g., LH), RK11-12, RK14-21 (plus an extra RK14), and
RK27-40, all fresh and clean, F.-V.F. Scott $2,595 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3623 H
Motor Vehicle Use, 1942-46, the complete collection (RV1-RV53), a marvelous, bright and fresh
group, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,881 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 3624

3625

3626

3627

3624 m
Distilled Spirits Excise Tax, 1950 and 1952 sets complete less the 1952 $3 (RX1-RX46), 1950
$30,000-$50,000 and all 1952 values have punched cancels, all fresh and clean, Very Fine. Scott $1,565.
Estimate $500 - 750
3625 (H)
$600.

Firearms Transfer Tax, 1934, $1 green (RY1), without gum as issued, fresh and bright, Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

3626 (H)
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1934, $200 dark blue & red, type I (RY2), without gum as issued, fresh and virtually perfectly centered with deep rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3627 H
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1939-74, $1 green, $5 red & $200 type II (RY3, RY5, RY6), first & last without
gum, $5 o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $435.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3628 (H)
1934, $1 Mallards, imperf (RW1a), sheet margin single, unused without gum, cut close but well clear at
the left with a wide sheet margin at the top and large margins on the other two sides; thinned in selvage, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
A great Duck Stamp rarity—an imperf pair, as listed, is unpriced.

Ex 3629

3630

3629 HH/H 1936-77, 19 different (RW3//RW44), o.g., much never hinged, handsome group of 19 different ducks; includes RW3, 7, 10, 12, 14-15, 20-21, 25, 27, 29-30, 34-35, 39-41, and 43-44; RW10 with hinge remnant, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,659.
Estimate $500 - 750
3630 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $350. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

3631 HHa
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged with gum skips on right 2
stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100 as singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3632 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, P.O. fresh and rich color, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

3633 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, stunning example of this difficult
plate block; beautiful centering, gleaming fresh color, and a large sheet margin at top, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3634

3635

3634 m
1962, $3 Pintail Drakes (RW29), unpriced in SMQ as used, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $1,200 for mint NH.
Estimate $300 - 400
3635 HH
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38), bottom left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3636 HH
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38), o.g., never hinged, a perfect little GEM with brilliant color, Superb;
with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $42. SMQ SUP 98; $195 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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3637 HHa
1972, $5 Emperor Geese, 1973, $5 Steller’s Eiders and 1977, $5 Ross’s Geese (RW39 (2), RW40 (3),
RW44), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $530 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
3638 HH
1997, $15 Canada Geese (RW64), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality example with large balanced
margins, Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $27. SMQ SUP 98; $145 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100

Misc. Back-of-the-Book
3639 H
Savings Stamps, 1911-58, selection (PS1//WS13), all mint on Scott pages including Postal Savings
complete (PS1-14) plus booklet panes PS11b & PS12b, the latter both with and without electric eye markings; also
a plate block of S4, a complete booklet (2 panes) of S6s, WS2, WS7-13 (WS12-13 in pairs) & WS8b; virtually all
clean and F-VF. Scott $1,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3640

3641

3642

3644

3640 (H)
War Savings, 1917, $5 deep green, rouletted (WS3), unused without gum, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
3641 H

War Savings, 1919, $5 deep blue (WS4), o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $325. Estimate
$150 - 200

3642 H

War Savings, 1919, $5 carmine (WS5), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $800. Estimate $350 - 500

3643 HH/H Test Stamp, 1920s-’50s, B.E.P. blank design, gum breaker ridges 5mm to 6.5mm apart (TD84A),
full pane of 100, o.g., 99 stamps never hinged; damaged selvage at upper right affects one stamp slightly, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3644 H
Encased Postage, Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, 3¢, short arrows (EP3), attractive example with full, complete mica - scarce thus; wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine. Scott $475. Hodders & Bowers 5.
Estimate $400 - 600
3645 H/ma Group of sheets (575//J86), panes as issued, 575 NH sheet of 100 (slightly toned), 630 NH souvenir
sheet, 690 and J79-J86 used set of sheets to 50c (some perf separations), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3646 HH/H/m Small balance, 730-31, 735, C13 used, PSE certificate, Q1-12 used set, RW1 o.g. PSE certificate, UN
38, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged; condition is slightly mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3647

3648

3647 )
Union City, TN, stampless cover, handstamp with “Paid/5" in double-ring with large negative ”Union
City Tennessee", on small cover addressed to Relfs Bluff, AR; trivial repair upper left corner, F.-V.F., ex-Bartels;
with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3648 )
WELDON NC, PAID and manuscript 5, on salmon cover addressed “Care … 2nd Regiment N. C. Vols,
Norfolk, Va”; date stamp with a small portion missing from opening, otherwise Very Fine, manuscript notation on reverse “Only Weldon Rate/manuscript to date” “3-3-50 E. E. Carver Downey, Calif.” C.S.A. Catalog A; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3649 )
Cover Selection, small selection of nine stampless and one cover franked with 5¢ green (1), includes usages from Halifax NC, Charleston SC, Raleigh NC, Tudor Hall Va and others, interesting grouping; many covers
with faults, otherwise Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3650

3651

3650 )
Canton, Miss., 1861, 5¢ black (14XU1), attractive entire addressed to New Orleans, La., with lightly
struck “Canton, Miss/FEB/8/1862" town cancellation, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3651 )
Dalton, Ga., 1861, 5¢ black (20XU1), Dalton Paid 5 Ga. postmark on orange cover with Dalton Sep 2,
1861 Ga postmark, addressed to Mifflin via Atlanta, Ga, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3652

3653

3652 )
Raleigh, N.C., 1861, 5¢ red (68XU1), red provisional handstamp on cover to Hillsboro, N.C.; clear strike
of blue Raleigh double-circle postmark, Jul 12, 1860; slight flap damage, Fine. Scott $400. Estimate $300 - 400
3653 )
Salem, N.C., 1861, 5¢ black (73XU1), Provisional handstamp at upper right and control mark at lower
left, on dark buff entire addressed to Patterson, N.C.; manuscript “Via Salisbury” at lower left; entire slightly reduced
at right into the provisional marking and small cover repair on the reverse, otherwise Very Fine, a 2015 census of
these covers notes that there are only 19 examples recorded with the manuscript “Paid 5". Scott $1,750. C.S.A.
Catalog SAL-NC-E01; $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3654 )
Statesville, N.C., 1861, 5¢ black (79XU1), light but legible boxed “PAID 5" Provisional handstamp at upper right and STATESVILLE, N.C. DEC 12 date stamp at top center on brown cover addressed to Providence, N.C.;
cover with tiny edge flaws along bottom edge, otherwise Very Fine, a 2015 census of these covers notes that there
are only 23 examples recorded. Scott $1,000. C.S.A. Catalog STA-NC-E01; $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350
3655 )
Five CSA covers, showing off a pair #7 to South Carolina; pair #6 from Mobile, AL, to Oholona, MS; pair
#6 from Richmond, VA, to Washington, GA; #11 from Chattanooga, TN, to Prattville, AL; and #11 to Patolus, NC
(with contents); please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $500 - 750
3656 )
1861, 8 covers, includes #1 with New Orleans, LA, c.d.s. to Juka, MS; #1 to Orange CH, VA; two #1 tied
by Tudor Hall, VA, c.d.s. addressed to Gainesville, GA; plus three stampless and two with #65; great lot for the CSA
maven, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $350 - 500
3657 )
Fifteen Confederate town covers, includes Florida: Pensacola and Key West; Georgia: Augusta; Mississippi: Georgetown, Natchez, Port Gibson and Vicksburg; North Carolina: Hillsboro; South Carolina: Darlington Court House; Texas: Huntsville and San Antonio; Virginia: Cobham and Culpepper; mixed condition, all
franked with #65; examine please, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
3658 )
Five CSA-related covers, one with manuscript town cancel “Duprees Old Store” (S/R 5); one a cover to
Lt. Inman, prisoner at Johnson Island; a pay envelope to Lt. William Young, prisoner at Johnson Island; a cover to
George Finley, captured at Gettysburg; and a letter to Miss Fannie Byrne at the end of the war, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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3659

3660

3659 )
1861, CSA wallpaper cover, 10¢ (#11) tied by red Greensboro, NC, c.d.s.; addressed to Flats Shoals,
NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
3660 )
1861, CSA wallpaper cover, 10¢ (#11) tied by blue Hillsboro, NC, c.d.s.; cover addressed to Louisburg,
NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
3661 )
1862 Raleigh, N.C. stampless cover, to Bartow, Florida; blue “Raleigh, N.C., Feb 12, 1862" postmark
and red handstamped ”Paid 10" (CC Type E) marking, Very Fine, quite scarce; with 2014 C.S.A. certificate (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

3662

3663

3662 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), fabulous example with the deepest and richest color we’ve ever seen—and an early
use of this issue; tied on attractive cover to Red Plains, N.C. by excellent strike of “Wilmington NC/14/Nov/Paid-5"
c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
3663 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), well-margined example tied on cover to Newberry C.H., S.C., by neatly struck town
cancellation, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

3664 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), stamp with four full margins tied to cover by Woodville, MI June 21 (1862) postmark
addressed to Laurel Hill, LA; a few light thins on back (not mentioned on accompanying certificate), F.-V.F.; with
1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3665

3666

3665 )
1861, 5¢ green, Stone 1 (1), stamp with three margins, in at left and affixed upside down, tied by decent
strike of Richmond, VA c.d.s. 28 Jan 1862 to folded letter concerning sale of candles by Dunlop Moncure & Co., addressed to Petersburg, Va., very clean and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3666 )
1861, 10¢ blue (2), premium-quality example tied on 1863 cover with partial strike of “Tullahoma, Ten.,
Jul 15, 1863" c.d.s.; very attractive, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

3667

3669

3667 )
1861, 10¢ blue (2), gorgeous example of Patterson printing tied on attractive cover to Dalton, GA, by
neatly struck “Augusta, Ga.” c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
3668 )
1861, 10¢ blue (2), ample-margined example tied on 1862 folded letter to Augusta, Ga., by black grid
cancellation with matching adjacent “Kingston, Ga., Nov. 15, 1862" c.d.s.; a perfect strike on a decent folded letter
with file folds, F.-V.F. Scott $325 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3669 )
1862, 2¢ green (3), incredibly scarce on-cover example tied by “Montgomery, Ala.” town postmark; although the cover is a bit “worn”, it’s rarity cannot be overstated, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3670 )
1862, 5¢ blue (4), absolutely gorgeous wide right sheet margin example neatly tied on cover to Griffin,
Georgia, by beautiful strike of “Savannah, Ga., Apr. 23 - Paid” c.d.s.; inconsequential vertical file fold, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3671

3672

3671 )
1862, 10¢ rose (5), lovely example tied on cover by blue “Columbia, S.C.” town cancellation; nice condition for this 150-year-old cover, Fine; with 2004 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500
3672 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), pair tied by indistinct c.d.s. on wallpaper cover addressed to
Salem, NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $600 - 800
3673 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), single usage for distances under 500 miles, tied on small
cover to Raleigh, N.C., by “Greenville, S.C. postmark, Very Fine, desirable example. Scott $150 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3674 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), handsome horizontal pair for distances over 500 miles, tied
on cover by “Richmond, Va., 1862" c.d.s., Very Fine. Scott $100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3675 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), attractive group of 5 different pairs on cover; two with wonderfully clear town postmarks and one other with scarcer red town cancellation; a lovely selection, F.-V.F. Scott $475
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3676

3676

3676 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), horizontal pair, clear to large margins, manuscript cancel and
matching “Galts Mills March 31" postmark on dark amber cover addressed to Franklin Davis, Esq. Staunton Va
(modern pencil notation ”Sometimes thought to be a spy" pointed addressee’s name), scarce town marking as the
population of this town was only 46, the VPHS only records manuscript markings for Galts Mills; cover with tiny nick
along top left edge, a Very Fine usage.
Estimate $200 - 300
3677 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), outstanding right sheet margin pair neatly tied on cover to
Cheraw, South Carolina, by lovely “Charleston, S.C.” c.d.s.; an extraordinary multiple with incredible depth of color,
Extremely Fine. Scott $95 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3678 )
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), extremely scarce genuine usage of this stamp on local drop cover to Miss Leila
Grant, Care David N. Crump, Adams Street between Clay & Lee, Richmond, Va, tied by light “Richmond, Va., Aug
16" c.d.s.; cover slightly reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Thacker and Littlejohn; with 2005 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3679

3680

3679 )
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), handsome adhesive lightly tied on well-worn cover to Drakes Branch, Va, by
light “Richmond, Va., May 2, 1863" c.d.s.; cover missing bottom flap from reverse, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3680 ())
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “T-E-N”, double transfer in “TEN CENTS” (9a var.), clear to large margins, tied
on cover front only by manuscript cancel “Tunstalls Va, June 1, 63”, to Unionville, S.C., Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3681 )
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), gorgeous example showing frame lines at top, right and bottom;
neatly tied on 1863 cover to Richmond, Va., by partial “Mobile, Ala., Jun 20, 1863" c.d.s.; missing backflap on reverse, Extremely Fine, among the nicest frame line examples on cover we have ever had the pleasure to offer at
public auction, ex-Agre; with 1991 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3682 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), impressive example with boardwalk margins tied on cover from Head Quarters
Dept., North Carolina by blue town cancellation; lightly creased along the very top of the stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $125 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3683 ())
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (11e), cover front only - tied by “Atlanta, Ga.” town cancellation; even though this
is only a cover front, it is remarkably scarce, Fine; with 1988 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $900 for a full cover (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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3684 )
1863, 10¢ blue, 40¢ Trans-Mississippi Express Rate, West to East on wallpaper cover (11), block of
four manuscript cancelled and with two strokes of a light unidentified postmark on wallpaper cover with manuscript
“Jefferson, Tex Nov 13" postal markings paying the 40¢ Trans-Mississippi Express Rate, West to East, addressed
to Fayet(t)ville, N. Carolina, colorful and striking usage, truly an exhibit-showpiece! Very Fine, a very rare usage by
itself yet alone on a wallpaper adversity cover; with 2017 C.S.A. certificate, without premium for wallpaper cover.
C.S.A. Catalog CC-11-AD; $15,000 for Texas town.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3685

3686

3685 )
1863, 10¢ blue (12), four-margined 10¢ tied by “Ashboro NC” c.d.s. to wallpaper cover addressed to
Greensboro, NC, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3686 )
1863, 10¢ blue (12), extraordinary offering of four covers; each with a phenomenal bottom sheet margin
example showing a portion of the scarce “Bank Note Engravers, Richmond, Va.” imprint; a unique offering that took
decades to assemble and would be nearly impossible to duplicate today, and a rare opportunity for the Confederate
States specialist; exhibition quality covers that would enhance any collection or exhibit, F.-V.F. Scott $540.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3687

3688

3687 )
1863, 20¢ green (13), well-worn cover that has been re-folded and pressed, missing part of backflap, to
Staunton, Va., tied by light “Richmond, Va.” c.d.s.; adhesive is a wide right sheet margin example with bold rich
color, Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3688 )
1863, 20¢ green (13), legal-sized cover folded over at left; addressed to Red Oak Grove, Va; tied along
with #11 by lightly struck “Charlotte C.H., Va.” town postmark; although the condition is a bit rough, this is a tremendously scarce cover, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

3689

3690

3689 )
1862 (Nov. 30), Southern Express Cover, Lynchburg, VA to Old Point Comfort, VA, onto Fulton,
NY, black-on-orange “Southern/Express Company./from/Lynchburg” label affixed to cover bearing a U.S. 3¢ (#65)
tied by Old Point Comfort VA/Nov 30 1862 double-ring town cancel; “through-the-lines” usage to Fulton, NY; stamp
with “small faults”, cover sound; reverse with penciled notes, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
The largest private express operating in the Confederacy was the Southern Express Company, established when
offices of Adams Express in the Southern States were purchased by Henry M. Plant, manager of Adams’
Southern Division, and several associates. The offices were purchased April 1861, but the company did not begin
operating under the Southern Express name until August. The Southern Express Company operated in all states
of the Confederacy.
3690 )
Point Lookout Prison Cover, Point Lookout, MD, 3¢ (#65) tied by target cancel with Point Lookout,
MD, c.d.s. on cover addressed to Goochland C.H., VA; large oval “Approved” Point Lookout handstamp (Type 1),
and straightline “Due 10"; entered CSA mail with Richmond, VA, c.d.s.; staining at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3691

3692

3691 )
Point Lookout MD Prisoner of War Turned Cover, front only of a prisoner-of-war turned usage, one
side to Point Lookout from Maple Springs, NC, bearing U.S. 1861 3¢ rose tied by cork cancel with “Old Point Comfort Va. Feb. 6" c.d.s. and red pen 1864 docketing; turned usage on other side from Point Lookout to Maple
Springs, with prisoner’s endorsement at left and ”Prisoner’s Letter Examined" octagonal handstamp (Ty. IIa), “Point
Lookout Md. Oct. 7 ‘64" c.d.s. and U.S. 1861 3¢ rose mostly removed; portion of Richmond c.d.s. and ”Due 10"
straightline handstamp for C.S.A. postage; missing pieces from corners, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Over 2,000 cover fronts are known to Point Lookout because a dealer salvaged them from a waste paper sale in
the 1920s (Antrim page 18). This turned front is among the more unusual and desirable from that group.
3692 )
CSA Flag & Cannon Patriotic Cover (1), four-margined 5¢ tied by Tudor Hall VA c.d.s. on patriotic cover
addressed to Charlotte NC; toning, F.-V.F., a rare design: unlisted in Bischel or Walcott; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3693

3694

3693 )
PASSED W. P. WOOD SUPT MILITARY PRISON, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle Washington, DC,
date stamp on cover to Watertown, NY, with superb strike of censor handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-02) of Old
Capitol Prison, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3694 )
“Flag of Truce, via Fortress Monroe”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Delaware City, Del., target cancel on orange cover addressed to Waynesborough, Virginia, additionally franked with 10¢ blue Confederate stamp (#11)
tied by Richmond, Va, town cancel; manuscript “by Flag of Truce, via Fortress Monroe, care of Major Ma….”; 3¢
stamp with rounded corner, 10¢ CSA stamp with some toning, cover with minor water discoloration, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
A nice example of a civilian Flag of Truce cover.
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3695

3696

3695 )
Blockade covers off Wilmington NC and USS Brooklyn, two covers; 1) single 3¢ tied by target cancel
on cover addressed to Norwich Conn, double circle Beaufort NC 1862 datestamp at upper right and manuscript
“From Blockade off Wilmington NC”; 2) single 3¢ tied by New Orleans datestamp on cover addressed to Boston,
manuscript “U. S. S. Brooklyn” at upper left and “via N. Orleans” lower left (the Brooklyn was part of the West Gulf
Blockading Squadron during the Civil War), Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3696 )
Care of Maj. Genl Butler, Old Pt Comfort Virginia, Flag of Truce letter, 3¢ rose (#65) single, tied by
target cancel of Sandusky, Ohio, duplex datestamp on dark buff cover addressed to Penfield Georgia; straightline
“DUE 10” at center; manuscript “From D. N. Sanders, Capt 3rd Ga Regt” at upper left, “Ex G S B” to left of stamp;
cover without backflap, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

3697

3698

3697 )
PRISONER’S LETTER/ EXAMINED/ W. J. B./ JOHNSONS ISLAND O, 3¢ rose (#65) single, tied by blue
target killer of Sandusky, Ohio, duplex cancel on Jun 9, 1865, dark buff cover addressed to College Hill, Ohio; excellent strike of censor’s handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-25); cover with typical light wrinkling, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
3698 )
R. I. BARRACKS EXAMINED PRISONERS LETTER, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-circle “ROCK
ISLAND IL MAY 21 ‘64” duplex date stamp with target killer on dark buff cover addressed to Memphis, Tennessee;
excellent strike of oval handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-13) at center; stamp with minor flaws, otherwise Very
Fine, ex-Matz.
Estimate $250 - 350

3699 )
PRISONER’S LETTER EXAMINED FORT DELAWARE, DEL, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Delaware City, Del,
target cancel on dark buff cover addressed to Baltimore, Md; excellent strike of oval handstamp (CSA Handbook
PWH-01) at left; manuscript “Lieut. H J Carwright, Prisoner of War, Division 23, Fort Delaware, Oct 5th ‘64” at lower
left; small neat pencil notation indicates that Cartwright may have been a member of “Morgan’s Raiders”, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3700

3701

3700 )
Prisoners Camp, Point Lookout Maryland, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel on buff cover;
double-circle “Old Point Comfort Va” datestamp at lower left, docketed “Dec 27, 1864” at left; manuscript “Exd E. A.
T.” at top center, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
3701 )
Old Point Comfort Va, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by double-oval “Mar 27” postmark on wallpaper front only addressed to “Henry A. Tiller, Prisners Camp, Point Lookout in Maryland in care of Major A. G. Brady, 4 Division Co K”;
front with small repairs, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3702

3703

3702 )
Point Lookout Md, 3¢ rose (#65) cancelled with a segmented cork, on amber cover addressed to “Point
Lookout Md, 6th Division Co G, in care of Major Brady”, pencil “Ex” impinges on datestamp, Nov. 20 1864 docketing
at left; cover with small edge flaws, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
3703 )
Point Lookout Md, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by quartered cork cancel on brown cover addressed to “Capt. B. H.
Pearson, Co. D. 14th Ala, Prisoner War, Care Capt G. W Ahlaaa, Point Lookout Md”; manuscript “Exd E A L” at top
center, docketed Dec 10, 1864; stamp with gum staining, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

3704 )
CAMP DOUGLAS EXAMINED PRISONERS LETTER, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by blue six-bar open grid on
cover to Bowling Green, Kentucky; matching double-circle “Chicago IL DEC 3 1863” at center; oval Camp Douglass
handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-07a) on reverse; cover with minor edge flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3705

3706

3705 ())
“Contraband”, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by negative blue Star-of-David (S-E ST-6P 11) on rebacked front addressed to “Mr. James Marsh, Company B 3rd Div. P. W. C. Pt. Lookout Md”; matching lightly struck “Hebron Conn”
datestamps at left, manuscript marking at lower left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3706 )
Two Prisoner of War Covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65); 1) single tied by double-circle Columbus, Ohio,
duplex with target killer on dark buff cover addressed to Keene, Ky, excellent strike of “EXAMINED CAMP CHASE
O.” censor’s handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-22) at left plus illustration of the outer walls of Camp Chase; 2) single, tied by square grid cancel and double Columbus O. datestamp on light buff cover with manuscript “Examd C W
B Allison Col” censor’s marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3707 )
Prisoner of War Covers, one cover and two fronts, each with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) cover with single tied by
target cancel on 1865 cover with double-circle Newberne, NC, date stamp at right, addressed to “Mr. James W
Hagood, Prisoners Camp, Point Lookout Maryland 9th Division Co. B”; dockted in red “June 7, 1865, from his wife
…”; 2) front only from Newberne, NC, also addressed to Point Lookout, docketed May 28, 1865; 3) front only with
single stamp tied by target cancel and Liberty, Va, datestamp, addressed to “John H. Phillips, Company H third division”, docketed Jan 11, 1865; cover and front with trivial edge flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3708 )
Four Prisoner of War Covers, each franked with single 3¢ (#65), with double-circle Old Point Comfort,
Va, date stamp and addressed to a POW (C. Pearson, Mr. Squier Waller, Mr. John B. Williamson, and C. W.
Thurman) at Point Lookout, Md; all without contents; small flaws except Williamson cover is a rebacked front,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3709 )
Four fronts and one cover with added stamp, all addressed to Point Lookout Md., fronts include one
with large magenta double-oval Records Division handstamp and one each from Wilmington NC, Upper Falls and
Baltimore MD; cover is from Onancock, VA, docketed June 1 1865 but franked with grilled stamp, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
3710 )
Three Prisoner of War Covers, each with 3¢ rose (#65); 1) manuscript-cancelled stamp on dark buff
cover addressed to Ann Arbor, Michigan, with large blue Point of Rocks, Md, date stamp, pencil “Ex” at lower left; 2)
stamp tied by Bloomington, IL, duplex cancel on dark buff cover addressed to “Mr. Clifton Didlake, Prisoner of War
Barracks No 6, Fort Delaware”; 3) stamp with stain tied by target cancel on cover addressed to “Mr. R. Watson
Webb … Prisoners Camp Point Lookout”, double-circle Princeton, NJ, datestamp at lower left, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3711 )
Two Prisoner of War Covers with Maryland Postmarks, each with 3¢ rose (#65): 1) single, tied by
Annapolis Md Jul 22 1863 double-circle datestamp on dark buff cover addressed to Doylestown, Ohio, manuscript
“Parole Camp Annapolis M D, July the 20/ 63” at left, stamp with small faults; 2) single tied by blue double-circle Baltimore Md duplex with target killer on cover addressed to “Lt. John A. Douglas (Prisoner of War) Division 53, Officers Brracks, Fort Delaware Del”; cover with small edge flaws, otherwise Fine (no photo). Estimate $150 - 200
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3712 )
Fort Delaware/ Del, single 3¢ rose (#65), tied by New Market, Va., datestamp on cover addressed to
Shawsville, Va; manuscript “Examined/ Ed S. Colwell/ 2nd Lt. Indt Batty/ Penna Vols/ Fort Delaware/ Del/ May 2/62”
and “due 5” written over “3 Paid”.
Estimate $300 - 400
Includes 3-page June 1982 Cover Analysis Service about this cover written by Richard Graham, who notes that
this cover “may be the earliest Fort Delaware PW cover recorded”.

3713 )
Old Point Comfort Va, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by segmented cork cancel on brown cover addressed to Point
Lookout, Md, “care of Major Brady Provost Marshal”, manuscript “Exd. E A L” at top center, docketed “Nove 20,
1864” at left and double-circle datestamp at lower left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3714 )
PRISONERS LETTER EXAMINED ELMIRA N Y, 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Elmira, NY, Mar 23 1866 date
stamp on locally addressed dark buff cover, lightly struck oval handstamp (CSA Handbook PWH-19); enclosure
datelined “Prison Camp Elmira NY March 19th 1865”; cover with minor edge flaws, stamp with a small diagonal
crease at bottom right and a few minor perforation flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3715

3716

3717

3718

3715 m
Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (16X1), partial Charleston, S.C. postmark, nice looking example of this
difficult stamp, that almost always comes with faults; tiny thin spot at the upper right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850 valued with small faults.
Estimate $400 - 600
3716 m
Macon, Ga., 1861, 5¢ black on yellow (53X4), light town cancellation, flawless example with unusually
large margins, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3717 H
1861, 5¢ green (1), o.g., barest trace of hinge, awesome example in a condition rarely encountered; deep
saturated color and full unblemished gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3718 m

1861, 5¢ green (1), neat town cancellation, delightful example with bold, rich color, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

3719

3720

3721

3722

3719 H
1861, 10¢ blue (2), o.g., hinge remnant, exceedingly fresh example with razor-sharp impression, Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
3720 m
1861, 10¢ blue (2), “Mobile, Ala” c.d.s., vivid and fresh example with generous margins; minute thin spot
in top margin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150
3721

s
1861, 10¢ blue (2), tied on small piece by lightly struck town cancellation, extremely fresh and choice example, Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

3722

s

514

1861, 10¢ dark blue (2b), tied on small piece by indistinct town cancellation, gorgeous well margined adhesive with tremendous color, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3723 HH
1861, 10¢ light blue (2a), o.g., never hinged, an exceptional example with excellent centering, Extremely
Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $300. SMQ Gem 100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3724

3725

3726

3724 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), among the most beautiful obtainable examples of this notoriously difficult stamps that has been hidden away in a private collection for many decades; a true condition rarity deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3725 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., previously hinged, fetching top quality example with glowing color; a true condition rarity as this stamp is scarce without faults, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $950. SMQ
VF 80.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3726 m
1862, 2¢ green (3), light “Savannah, Ga” town cancellation, completely sound and attractive example
with vivid color, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

3727 m
1862, 2¢ green (3), horizontal pair, neat town cancellation, a very rare multiple with strong color; the right
stamp is completely sound with generous margins; listed but unpriced as a used pair in Scott Specialized catalog;
left stamp with small crease along top left corner, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500 for 2 singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3728

3729

3730

3731

3732

3728 H
$225.

1862, 5¢ blue (4), o.g., hinge remnant, incredibly fresh example with clear impression, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3729 H

1862, 5¢ blue (4), o.g., hinged, fresh and pleasing example with wonderful color, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

3730 m
1862, 5¢ blue (4), bold town cancellation, flawless top quality example featuring boardwalk margins and
dynamite color; a true condition rarity, Extremely Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $200 - 300
3731 m
1862, 5¢ blue (4), light grid cancellation, premium example; ample margins and vivid color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
3732 m
1862, 5¢ dark blue (4a), black town cancellation, astounding example with phenomenal color; a stunning
example unlike anything we’ve offered in a very long time, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

3733

3734

3735

3733 H
1862, 10¢ rose (5), o.g., previously hinged, attractive example; diagonal crease at top, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3734 (H)
1862, 10¢ rose, malformed “T” variety (5 var.), unused without gum, unbelievably fresh example of the
malformed “T” variety that seldom appears at public auction; a wonderful opportunity for any Confederate specialist
looking for a nice example of this printing anomaly; small thin at center, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2007 C.S.A.
certificate. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750
3735 m
1862, 10¢ rose (5), nicely struck “Richmond, Va., Jul 4, 1862" circular datestamp, impressive top sheet
margin single with warm rich color; pleasing example of this tough stamp. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750
3736 m
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), horizontal pairs, one pair tied to small piece; neat black cancels, two desirable multiples; bottom sheet margin pair in an unusually dark shade, Very Fine. Scott $96 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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3737

3738

3739

3737 ma
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), block of 4, neatly struck South Carolina town cancellation, interesting multiple clearly showing “dried print” along the very top of the top two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3738 HH/Ha 1863, 2¢ brown red (8), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), unbelievable top
quality showpiece with sumptuous color, Superb. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
3739 Ha
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), block of 4, o.g., hinged, brilliant fresh left margin block; a flawless multiple, Extremely Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

3740

3741

3742

3740 m
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), black town cancellation, strong color; a particularly scarce used stamp, F.-V.F.
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3741 (H)
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), unused without gum, gorgeous deep rich color printed on lily white paper;
flawless and choice, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3742 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), neat town cancellation, among the freshest and choicest obtainable example; with eye-arresting color and unusually strong impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

3743 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), neatly struck cancellation, incredibly fresh example that shows over
3 frame lines - rare thus; handsome example of this ridiculously scarce and under valued stamp; trace of a tiny thin
spot at top left - hard to see, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3744 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “frame lines” (10), clear “Mobile, Ala., Jun 24, 1863" circular datestamp, impressive example showing 2+ frame lines; this select stamp has strong color and tremendous eye appeal; small thin along top
right corner, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3745 H
1863, 10¢ blue & shades (11a-d), o.g., lightly hinged, 11a and 11c with dried gum, phenomenal group of
5 different and distinct listed shades; including 11, 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d; a wonderful opportunity for the astute
collector to buy these five shades - all in extraordinary condition, Extremely Fine; Scott #11d with 2010 C.S.A. certificate. Scott $213 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3746

3749

3750

3746 m
1863, 10¢ blue (11, a-d), neat black or red town cancellations, impressive group of the 5 different shades,
includes Scott #’s 11, 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d; gorgeous group, Very Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $250 - 350
3747 H/m
1863, 10¢ color study (11, 12), attractive color study of 11’s and 12’s in singles, pairs, and even a
block/4; there are fourteen #11’s with shades of 11a, 11c and 11d; there are seven #’s 12, in shades of 12b, 12c,
12d and a 12e; a premium quality group with all better stamps in choice used or unused condition, Very Fine. Scott
$1,429 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3748

1863, 10¢ blue (11), each with fabulous selection of better town cancellations, 8 examples, each on piece
- hand picked for eye appeal; one is Ex-Hastings, another ex-Powell; better towns include rimless “Columbus,
Texas”; a great group worthy of a strong bid, F.-V.F. Scott $160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

s

3749 HH
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (11e), o.g., never hinged (dried gum), scarce perforated example with strong
color; ridiculously undervalued, Fine; with 2017 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
3750 m
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (11e), neat double circle town cancellation, strong color; seldom seen genuinely
used perforated example; light crease and trivial soiling at upper left corner, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3751 H
1863, 10¢ blue & shades (12, a-e), all with dried o.g., except #12e which is o.g., never hinged, incredible
chance to purchase every one of the Scott listed color varieties of this challenging issue; includes Scott #12, 12a,
12b, 12c, 12d, and 12e; all with generous margins and eye catching colors, Extremely Fine. Scott $312 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3752 Ha
1863, 10¢ blue (12), block of 12, o.g., hinged (only top left and top right stamp hinged), dynamite top quality multiple with intense color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $240 (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 3753

3754

3755

3756

3753 m
1863, 10¢ blue (12, a-d), neat black cancellatios, desirable examples of 5 distinct color varieties, includes Scott #’s 12, 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d, Very Fine. Scott $182.
Estimate $100 - 150
3754 HH
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (12c), jumbo single, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2017 P.F. certificate
graded Gem 100J. Scott $40. SMQ Gem 100J.
Estimate $350 - 500
3755 (H)
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (12f), unused without gum, desirable perforated example with warm rich color,
Fine; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3756 m
1863, 10¢ blue, perf’d (12f), lightly struck black cancellation, attractive example of this notoriously difficult stamp; seldom encountered in used condition; small crease along bottom left corner, otherwise F.-V.F.; with
1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

3757

3759

3760

3757 Ha
1863, 20¢ green (13), single and block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh block printed on clean
white paper along with a handsome single, Extremely Fine. Scott $245.
Estimate $150 - 200
3758 m
1863, 20¢ green (13), blue town cancellation, desirable example with vivid color nicely complimented by
the colored postmark; thin spot at left center, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3759 H/(H)
1862, 1¢ orange, unissued (14), o.g. or without gum, three extraordinary examples with beautiful colors;
top left corner margin single is without gum; the bottom sheet margin example is full o.g. in immaculate never hinged
condition, Extremely Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300
3760 HHa
1862, 1¢ orange, unissued (14), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, GEM quality mint block in a wonderful
state of preservation; with awesome rich color, Superb. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Possessions and U.N.
Canal Zone

3761
3761

3762

Ex 3764

3765

s
1912, 2c vermilion & black, inverted center, overprint reading down (39e), tied on piece by light 1915
duplex cancel, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

3762 HHa
1921, 1¢ light green & black, overprint reading down (55a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., no
premium affixed for full original gum and never hinged! Scott $1,200+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3763 H
1921 overprinted complete (60-66), o.g., previously hinged, some with hinge remnants; 1c tropicalized
o.g., 2c selvage folded over and stuck to back, 15c small thin at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $294 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3764 H
1924-25, ½¢-$1, complete, flat “A” (70-81), o.g., previously hinged; ½¢, 12¢ and 30¢ small thins, 50¢
light crease, overall F.-V.F., scarce. Scott $503.
Estimate $150 - 200
3765 H
1926, 2¢ carmine (97b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, one of if not the nicest we
have had the pleasure to offer at public auction sale. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

Cuba

3766

1898-99, 3c on 2m orange brown (179F), tied on piece by Puerto Principe c.d.s., Dec 28, 1898, Fine and
completely sound. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

s

A choice example—Scott value is for stamps “with minor faults”.
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Guam

3767

3768

3767 Ha
1899, 6¢ lake (6), full wide bottom plate block of 6, usual slightly tropicalized o.g., luminescent color,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3768 m

1930, 2¢-4¢ Guard Mail complete (M1-M2), o.g., typical disturbed o.g. on 4¢, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $150 - 200

Hawaii

3769 )
New Bedford MA to Lahaina Maui, Hawaii, U.S. 3¢ rose (65), lightly tied by fancy geometric cancel on
dark buff cover from New Bedford, Mass, addressed to “Capt. Benjamin Clough, Ship Northern Light, Lahaina,
Maui, Sandwich Islands”, red crayon “7 ct” due marking to left of stamp, manuscript Aug 18 /65, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3770 )
1853, 13¢ dark red, thick white paper (6, US 76), single 5¢ US (Scott #76 which has been removed and
re-hinged in place for examination and expertising) over 13¢ Hawaiian (Scott #6) on cover addressed to NY, red
“HONOLULU U.S. POSTAGE PAID” exchange mark at UL and double-circle San Francisco Dec 7 1863 transit
mark at center, 5¢ US stamp with San Francisco cog wheel cancel and two short perfs at top left; cover with minor
toning, otherwise F.-V.F., letter included tracing the provenance back to 1922 when the item was found in a bank
vault and that the Hawaiian stamp underneath was overlooked, the cover was then sold to Eugene Costales (while
working with Scott Stamp & Coin) for $375, the owner then re-purchased it in a Fox sale of the Hollowbush collection; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
This is an exceptionally late usage of the 13¢ Hawaiian stamp and as such extremely rare in combination with the
5¢ Jefferson - possibly unique; the least expensive Scott catalog value for a combination usage with this stamp is
$25,000, but that is with pre-Civil War US stamps. As far as we know this is the only such usage known.
679437

679438

3771

3772

679439

3773

3774

3775

3771 (H)
1863, 1¢ black on grayish (15), unused without gum, attractive example in flawless condition; Plate 4-A,
Type I, Pos.1; extremely intense color, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $650. Estimate $400 - 600
3772 (H)
1864, 1¢ black (19), unused without gum, premium quality example with crystal clear impression; Plate
6-A, Type I, Pos. 1; a beautiful unused stamp, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
3773 (H)

1865, 5¢ blue on blue (21), unused without gum, decent example; warm rich color, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

3774 m
1865, 5¢ blue on blue (22), black grid cancellation, impressive example of this seldom offered used Numeral; wonderful color on nicely blued paper; slight paper penetration from the edge of the grid cancel, otherwise
Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
3775 H
1864, 2¢ black (24), plate 7-A, Type VIII, position 8, o.g., previously hinged, an impressive top-quality example with wide margins all around, a GEM, Extremely Fine, rare with full original gum! ; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Scott $325.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3776 (H)
1864, 2¢ black (24), bottom margin horizontal pair, unused without gum, fresh example with large margins all around, Extremely Fine, a GEM! with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $650. SMQ XF-SUP
95J.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3777 HHa
1875, 12¢ black (36), right margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged, an attractive block with strong color and
razor-sharp impression, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for block of 15. Scott $990.
Estimate $500 - 750

3778 HH
1889, 2¢ carmine, reprint (51), impressive bottom margin single showing five adjacent stamps, o.g.,
never hinged, Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $50.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3779

3782

3783

3779 H
1893, 5¢ ultramarine, inverted red overprint (59g), o.g., small hinge remnant, good color, very scarce
overprint error; tiny bit of perf tip soiling, otherwise Fine, only two sheets of the 5¢ inverted overprint are known, ex
Honolulu Advertiser; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3780 HHa
1893, 10¢ black, red overprint (61), bottom margin block of 15 with American Bank Note Co. imprint,
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $450+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3781 HHa
1893, 2¢ rose, black overprint (66), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged; four stamps at bottom with
gum wrinkle or gum bend, a couple light selvage creases and light perforation separations at center, natural straight
edge at right; few minor toned spots on gum as usual, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $188 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3782 (H)
1893, 50¢ red, black overprint, no period after “GOVT” (72b), unused without gum; small crease and
thin, Fine appearance, scarce item; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
3783 m
1899, 1¢ dark green (80), vertical pair, with socked on nose Hilo postmark, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95 for pair.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 3784
3784 H
Officials, 1896, plates & reprints, a unique & valuable group of three Hawaiian Officials: #O2 (5¢), O5
(12¢) & O6 (25¢); American Bank Note printing plates, with plate number at top and “American Bank Note Co. N.Y.”
at bottom, along with over 900 reprints of each, the plates & reprints are mint with little if any condition issues, Very
Fine, own a piece of history: only 50,000 of #O2 and 10,000 each of #O5 & O6 were printed.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Stamps were designed by Maj. G.C. Potter, Chief Clerk of the Office of Foreign Affairs.
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3785 H)
Envelope, 1884, 10¢ black, blue inside (U9), entire, exceedingly scarce; light small stain on reverse,
Very Fine. Scott $600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
3786 H)
Postal Cards, 1882-93, 3 better mint items (UX2, UX7, UY2); UY2 is folded, but unsevered, F.-V.F.
Scott $565 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3787 (H)a
Kahului Railroad, 1894, 6¢ red, bottom block of 40, just shy of the normal sheet of 50, without gum as issued; a few minor perf faults between stamps, F.-V.F. Meyer-Harris 152 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Philippines

3788

3789

Ex 3790

3788 H
1901, $5 dark green (225), o.g., hinged, tremendous GEM quality example of this stamp, beautifully centered amid balanced margins, with tantalizing rich color, among the nicest of the 782 issued, Extremely Fine; with
1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
3789 H
1904, $1 black (237), o.g., lightly hinged, sharp black on pure white paper, with a clear bright red overprint, Very Fine, a real beauty. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3790 H
1911, 2c-10p definitive complete (261-274), o.g., hinged, some hinge remnants, lovely complete set; a
couple light gum bends and tiny spot on 12c, F.-V.F. appearance; 4p with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $867.
Estimate $300 - 400

3791 HHa
Special Delivery, 1901, 10¢ dark blue (E1), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (a couple hinge remnants in top selvage, reinforcing minor perforation separations), very fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3792 H
Miyako District, 1948, Provisional Revenue, 25s dark & pale brown, black overprint (3XR4a), o.g.,
but glassine interleaving adhering, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3793

3794

3793 )
Miyako District, 1946, Postmaster Tomiyama’s handstamped seal on bulk mail receipt (3X5,
3X15(2), 3x20, 3X30), a lovely quality, exceptionally scarce receipt franked by 5s, 20s blue pair, 40s and 5y on 5s,
all cancelled and dated 12 June 1947 c.d.s.s., a beautiful and attractive item, fresh and Very Fine, ex- Hedger
Collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3794 )
1914 (Oct. 3), Yaeyama District, Registered cover from Iriomote to Nagasaki, franked with a pair of
5s Cherry Blossoms canceled Iriomote, Oct 3, with Oct 24 Nagasaki receiver on front, Fine. A rare cover from the
Yaeyama Islands.
Estimate $150 - 200
3795 H
Yaeyama District, 1948, 40s dull violet & 50s olive & pale olive (5X7, 5X8), o.g. with backing paper adhering, Very Fine. Scott $145 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3796 SHH
Ryukyus, Mihon Assortment, 1961-65, sixteen in total, 15 of which are overprints, plus one display; lot
includes #91S, 92S (display), 124S-127S, 129S, 131S (2), 132S-135S, 136S (2) and 139S, o.g., never hinged, a
fresh and lovely set of these popular items, F.-V.F.; #92S with Bush certificate noting “very rare…especially, with
clear mihon chop”. Scott $905+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3797 E
1950, 2nd Issue, 3y Guardian Dragon, artist’s drawing (11 var.), brush drawing in black on thick textured paper, signed by the artist, M. Shimozi with his personal chop, about 4" x 5", Very Fine. One of twenty produced by Mr. Shimozi. J.S.C.A. 11.
Estimate $200 - 300

3798 (H)
1950, 3y Reforestation Week (15P), pair, proof pair positions #49-50 with sheet margin at right, without
gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $1,100. J.S.C.A. 15.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
679332

3799

3800

3801

3799 HH
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), a gorgeous example of this scarce stamp, a beautiful shade against
soft white paper, don’t pass up this jewel, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000. J.S.C.A. 17.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3800 H
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), lovely and fresh, ample margins around, a beautiful addition to your
collection, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,600. J.S.C.A. 17.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3801 H
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), fresh stamp with deep rich color and snow white paper, a little gem!
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,600. J.S.C.A. 17.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 3802

3803

3802 (H)
1958, U.S. Currency Provisional, ½¢ through 10¢, 9 different imperf between pairs (44b//50b), comprises horizontal pairs ½¢, 1¢, 2¢, 5¢ & 10¢, vertical pairs 1¢, 3¢, 4¢ & 10¢, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott
$1,825.
Estimate $600 - 800
3803 HHa
1961, 3¢ White Silver Temple, vertically ribbed gum (90 var.), perf 10.8 except first & fourth vertical
rows 10.5, full sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. An exceedingly rare variety. J.S.C.A. 92 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
3804 HHa
1961, 3¢ White Silver Temple, right sheet margin imperforate (90 var.), o.g., never hinged; insignificant corner bend in left selvage, Very Fine. J.S.C.A. 92.
Estimate $150 - 200

3805 (H)
1964, 8¢ Microwave Tower, overprint omitted (123a), regummed, beautifully centered; expertly filled
thins, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $3,500. J.S.C.A. 126va.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3806 (H)
1964, 8¢ Microwave Tower, overprint omitted (123a), unused without gum, fresh and exceptionally
well centered; minor printing flaw at bottom center, expertly filled thins, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Schoberlin, Wilson;
with 2009 Sismondo certificate. Scott $3,500. J.S.C.A. 126va.
Estimate $600 - 800
3807 HH/H 1969, ½¢ on 3¢ Flower (190), specialized collection, mounted in a binder; over 250 stamps, strips,
blocks & sheets, including full sheet normal printing, misplaced overprint, “Broken ½”, offsets, overprint varieties,
first & second printings, shades, fluorescence and paper varieties, etc.; an intensive collection built with an eye for
even the smallest diversity, Very Fine, inspect thoroughly (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 3808
3808 HH/H/m 1971, 4¢ Iriomote Park, small group (RQ8 footnote), three mint singles (two never hinged) and two
used on documents, Very Fine. Scott $975. J.S.C.A. UC3.
Estimate $250 - 350
Planned as part of the 1971-72 Government Parks series, it was not issued for postage, but eventually was
released as a validation stamp on Emergency Conversion Confirmation Document certificates.

3809 HH
Airmail, 1959, 9¢ on 15y blue green, surcharge inverted (C14a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$850. J.S.C.A. A14va.
Estimate $400 - 600

3810 HH
Airmail, 1959, 9¢ on 15y blue green, surcharge inverted (C14a), right margin single, o.g., never
hinged, fresh and pristine, Very Fine; signed Sanabria, with 1969 P.F. certificate. Scott $850. J.S.C.A. A14va.
Estimate $150 - 200
3811 HHa
Revenue, 1952, 100y yellow brown (R6), full pane of 50, o.g., never hinged; slight perforation separations in margin and at tops of stamps at positions 5-6, F.-V.F., an uncommon complete pane. Scott $2,500 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3812 H/m/) Ryukyus, Currency Conversion Collection (44-53), on pages and in a stockbook, with examples of
each denomination in the series; unused singles, pairs, blocks (including position pieces); a few used on cover,
along with a complete set on two cacheted unaddressed FDCs (½¢-4¢ on one, 5¢-$1 on the other); note blocks of
20 of #44 & 46-47; an unused “Kailua” pair; used block of 4 of #53, imprint blocks of six of #44-45, 46 (2), 47-48,
51a-52a (the last two never hinged); very light 25¢ printings (2), etc., etc.; the album pages are specialized, with perforation, paper, gum and printing types annotated, F.-V.F. with much better, a boon for the specialist; inspect (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Samoa
3813 )
U.S. 1¢ Paid Reply Card Used in Samoa, 1915 1¢ Martha Washington, reply card only (#UY7r) uprated
with a 1¢ Franklin and canceled by a Pago Pago flag cancel, Jul 6, 1936, to Sioux Falls, S.D.; blank side message,
Very Fine. Said to be one of only a half dozen such cards used from Samoa. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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United Nations

3814 E
1976, 30¢ definitive, artist’s drawing of a proposed (unaccepted) design (270E), acrylic on acetate,
design about 6½" x 9", matted to 10½" x 13", signed by the artist on reverse with details “No. 52, Date: 10/3/75, Issue: Defin Series”; corners of matboard “dinged”, otherwise Very Fine, a marvelous and unique collateral item.
Estimate $200 - 300

End of Sale - Thank You
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